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W EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

This report documents the results of the Vertical Slice Review (VSR) conducted

by Sargent & Lundy (S&L) on the Watts Bar Nuclear (WBN) Plant for the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The purpose of the VSR was to provide

additional assurance that the design and construction meets licensing com-

mitments by performing an engineering verification (EV) of the technical
adequacy of selected structures, systems, and components and the associated
design process; a construction verification (CV) of the as-constructed plant;

and a records verification (RV) of the QA/QC records for the selected

structures, systems, and components.

SCOPE OF THE VSR

The VSR was a comprehensive, objective, and well-documented verification

conducted in accordance with a plan approved by TVA's Watts Bar Program Team
and accepted by the NRC. The plan included an internal S&L Quality

urance Program and a formal protocol governing S&L's communications with
TVA, to ensure the independence of the vertical slice review team (VSRT). The
review was performed by a dedicated project team comprised of qualified

personnel experienced in the design, construction and inspection of nuclear
power plants. Over a period of 11 months, 78 engineers from every major
design discipline participated in the project. The VSRT reviewed more than
3500 design documents, held 190 technical meetings, and had numerous telephone
conversations with personnel from the NRC, WBPT, and TVA.

The VSR included vertical and horizontal design, construction, and record
verification in each of the three principal engineering disciplines (i.e.,
mechanical, civil/structural, and electrical) of the WBN design as it existed
on April 22, 1988. The vertical review consisted of a detailed assessment of
two representative safety-related systems. The two systems reviewed were the
component cooling water system and the electrical emergency auxiliary power
* m. The horizontal review included an evaluation of the four plant design
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W not covered by the vertical slice review. The four design areas were
high-energy line break, fire protection, control room habitability, and buried

pipe and electrical duct bank design.

After the systems were selected, specific elements and components were

identified that were either a part of these systems or were needed to support

these systems. The elements and components selected for the engineering,

construction and records verifications were those for which construction was

completed.

In accordance with the VSR plan, the review focused on the identification and

resolution of discrepancies in the WBN design, construction and records. Upon

the completion of the assessment, the VSRT evaluated the discrepancies by

design discipline and by verification area, and analyzed the discrepancies

collectively for identifiable trends. The VSRT also made final conclusions

concerning the design, the construction, and the QA/QC records, as well as the

.11 plant.

RESULTS OF THE VSR

At the start of the VSR, some of the corrective action programs were

established while others were in the conceptual stage. The VSR, to an extent,

identified issues that TVA was already aware of and was in the process of

correcting. However, the technical requirements and method of implementation

for many of these programs at the time of the VSR had not been fully

developed. The results of the VSR should provide specific technical

information to assist TVA in the development and implementation of these

programs. During the course of the VSR, any condition that the team

determined to be in nonconformance with the licensing conditions or other

safety-related requirements was classified as a discrepancy. Each was

recorded in a discrepancy report (OR) that was forwarded to TVA for

resolution. Upon receipt of a satisfactory resolution report (RR) from TVA, a

completion report (CR) was prepared and the DR was closed out.

0s
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Fotal of 505 valid DRs representing 1040 specific discrepancies were issued

in the three verification areas as follows:

EV CV RV Total

Mechanical 89 61 23 173

Structural 45 112 17 174

Electrical 45 60 51 156
Records Quality .. .. .. 2

Total 179 233 93 505

Conclusions cannot be drawn solely from the number of DRs issued. Conclusions

must be based on the evaluation of merit and significance of each of the

DRs. None of these DRs were determined to be safety-significant. However,

there are 60 DRs that were classified as design-significant. Design-

significant discrepancies are those found to be in nonconformance with the

ropriate code, standard, or licensing requirements. In addition, there are

en DRs that were unresolved based on the information provided by TVA; the

VSRT-recommended action is provided in the CR but requires final resolution by

TVA. There are 157 DRs for which the significance has not been determined.

These discrepancies are typically those that have been previously identified

by TVA, and the significance of these items will be determined as a part of

the planned corrective action programs.

The engineering verification determined that most licensing commitments have

been appropriately implemented in the WBN design; however, some commitments

were not fully implemented. Most corrective actions were resolved by

documentation corrections, and some resulted in a requirement for field

modifications. The most significant issue affecting the VSRT's ability to

evaluate the overall technical adequacy of the plant involves engineering

calculations. Due to the incomplete status of the design documents, including

engineering calculations, the technical adequacy of the systems could not be

verified. However, the VSRT believes that the corrective actions related toI engineering calculations and the licensing commitments are reasonable and,
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Wn fully scoped, technically defined, and implemented, should provi'de a
basis to confirm that the structures, systems, and components are adequate.

The design process review identified concerns during the detailed design phase

of WBN as evidenced by trends found in the area of engineering calculations,

procedures, and interface control. These concerns appear to be more in the

nature of design process implementation as opposed to concerns with the

process itself. The procedures appear to have been used as guidelines and

thus were not always followed. This resulted in deficiencies in the design

documents.

When the construction of WBN is viewed as a whole, the VSRT concludes that the

main elements of the plant were conservatively designed and adequately

constructed. However, design documents were found to lack specific details in

some areas, and controls were not adequately implemented during the

construction to ensure engineering acceptance of field changes. Completion of

corrective actions identified by TVA in the resolution reports should

sre that the as-constructed, or modified, components will meet TVA's

licensing commitments.

The records verification showed that QA/QC records reviewed by the VSRT

generally conform to the controlling procedures. None of the discrepancies

were found to be design- or safety-significant, although the significance for

three has not been determined. An additional concern exists related to the

number of construction deficiencies identified during the VSR for which

inspection records did not conform to the as-installed configuration. The

VSRT believes that, due to the extent of the construction corrective action

programs, this issue will be addressed during the verification process. The

identified corrective action in this area should result in a set of records

that support TVA's licensing commitments.

CONCLUSION

S ed on the results of the VSRI, it can be concluded that there 
is sufficient

urance that the design, construction, and records will comply with the
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Wicable licensing commitments and be technically adequate after successful
completion of the corrective action programs, including commitments made in

response to the VSR. The VSRT believes that changes to the as-constructed

plant that result from these programs can be reasonably implemented. It

should be noted, however, that the scope of these programs is large and will

therefore require a significant amount of engineering, construction, and

inspection effort to bring them to completion. The corrective action programs

for design, construction, and records that have been initiated and modified as

a result of the VSR should be developed and integrated into an overall plant

assessment program to ensure successful completion of WBN. These programs

cover the entire plant and address the technical concerns and trends

identified in this report.

S
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1Wreport is submitted on behalf of the Vertical Slice Review Team by the
Internal Review Committee Chairman, the Project Manager, and the Project

Director.

Internal Review Committee

H. S. Taylor
Chairman

Project Team
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Project Manager

Project Director
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Project Director
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CHAPTER 1

VSR OVERVIEW

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) contracted with Sargent & Lundy (S&L) to per-

form a Vertical Slice Review (VSR) of activities related to the design and

construction of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN). S&L performed a review of

selected portions of the plant structures, systems and components. This

review will provide input to the systematic evaluation of WBN being performed

by the Watts Bar Program Team (WBPT).

This report documents the results of the VSR. The report is divided into five

chapters and eight appendixes.

Chapter 1 describes the objective, scope, and overall approach for the VSR.

The systems selected for the VSR and the project organization are also

ibed. Chapter 2 presents the conclusions, summary, and trends regarding
9  eering, construction and QA/QC record verification, and the adequacy of

the overall design and construction of WBN. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 provide a

.detailed discussion of the objective, scope, evaluation, results, and

conclusions for engineering, construction, and QA/QC record verification,

respectively.

Appendix A provides experience summaries of the key members of the VSR project

team. Appendix B contains definitions of key terminology used in the report,

and Appendix C contains a list of frequently used abbreviations. Appendix D

gives a list of the checklists used to carry out the VSR. Appendix E is a

reproduction of the VSR Plan. Appendix F lists the components reviewed as

part of the VSR, and Appendix G lists the documents reviewed. Appendix H

contains the discrepancy reports, resolution reports, and completion reports.

S
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W BJECTIVE

The objective of the VSR was to provide reasonable additional assurance that

the design and construction of WBN met licensing requirements through (1) a
review of the technical adequacies of selected systems and their associated

design process; (2) verification of the as-constructed plant for selected
systems; and (3) a review of the QA/QC records for selected systems to demon-

strate that the records adequately reflect the design and the as-built plant
hardware. The VSR program either verified the adequacy of the plant systems

elements, components, and structures, or identified discrepancies and
evaluated TVA's recommended corrective action to resolve the discrepancies.

The independence of VSRT was ensured by screening the VSRT personnel to verify

that they were not prejudiced with regard to their ability to be completely

objective in performing their task on the VSR. The screening was implemented

through the use of the Watts Bar Completion Program Objectivity Question-
naire. The completed questionnaire for all VSRT personnel was reviewed and

_*,ved by the WBPT before the individual was permitted to perform activities

: rt of the VSR.

Tiýe independence of the VSRT was also ensured by the use of protocol for

communications between the VSRT, Watts Bar Line Organization (WBLO) and the
-WBPT. The protocol requirements are described in the VSR Plan (Appendix E).

1.2-1
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W SCOPE

The VSR was a comprehensive design and construction review conducted in

accordance with the VSR Plan. This plan was accepted by both WBPT, in a

letter dated June 8, 1988, and by the NRC in a letter dated August 31, 1989.

The VSR included vertical and horizontal reviews in each of the three princi-

pal engineering disciplines (mechanical, civil/structural, and electrical) of

the WBN design and construction as it existed on the established cut-off date

-of April 22, 1988. The review was performed by a dedicated project team

comprised of personnel experienced in the design and construction of nuclear

power plants.

The vertical review consisted of a detailed assessment of two representative

safety-related systems, the component cooling system, and the emergency

auxiliary power system and a select number of associated structures and com-

ponents. The horizontal review included an evaluation of four plant design

I cs not captured by the vertical slice sample selection. These design

Ics included high-energy line break, fire protection, control room habit-

ability, and buried pipe and electrical duct bank design.

There are several completed or ongoing special programs at WBN that will

verify the adequacy of many elements and attributes with respect to design and

licensing requirements. Therefore, TVA excluded from the VSR scope the

elements and attributes associated with the following:

" large bore and ASME Class 1 small bore pipe stress analysis and
support design, their construction, and associated QA/QC records
(HAAUP);

" installation of plant welds and associated QA/QC records;

" concrete quality;

" environmental qualifications of electrical equipment per 10 CFR
50.49; and

" control room human factors design, construction, and associatedS QA/QC records.

1.3-1
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The VSR was accomplished based on the VSR Plan. The selected systems,

structures and review areas provided the basis to determine the elements and

the number of components within each element that needed to be reviewed to

meet the objective. For the systems and components selected, the engineering,

construction, and QA/QC record verifications (EV, CV, and RV) were performed

using checklists. The system and review area selection for the VSR is

described in Section 1.5. The element and component selection and the process

for performing the EV, CV, and RV using the checklists is described in detail

in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 respectively.

The VSR entailed a detailed review of design, construction and QA/QC records

for selected structures, systems, and components to substantiate and document

their adequacy. Potential discrepancies were documented as observations in

observation reports (OR). The Internal Review Committee (IRC) reviewed each

OR and determined whether or not the observation was a Valid discrepancy.

Deepancies were documented in discrepancy reports (DRs).

The DRs were sent to the WBLO for resolution. For valid discrepancies, the

WBLO determined the design and safety significance of the discrepancy, the

extent-of-condition, and the action necessary to correct the discrepancy. For
design-significant discrepancies, the root cause and action necessary to pre-

vent recurrence was also evaluated. These were all documented in a resolution

report (RR).

The VSRT reviewed the RR. The reasons for accepting or rejecting TVA's

resolution of the discrepancies were documented by the IRC in a completion

report (CR). For all the valid and unresolved discrepancies, the IRC

performed a trend analysis to ascertain the nature, significance, and
collective implications of the discrepancies. The trend analysis is

summarized in Chapter 2.

1.4-1
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1•STENSSELECTED

The selection of systems for the VSR was based on criteria contained in NRC

Inspection and Enforcement Manual Chapter 2530, "Integrated Design Inspection

Program." The criteria included the following nine requirements:

• The systems are safety-related, essential to plant safety.

* The systems involve a cross-section of engineering, design,
construction and inspection disciplines within the TVA organiza-
tion.

* The system design concept and implementation is by TVA and not
by an outside organization.

* The system is generally representative of safety-related
features of other systems.

• The system is reasonably complex, requiring several modes of
operation involving redundancy and single-failure considera-
tions.

* The system design involves internal interfaces between func-
tional areas such as mechanical, civil/structural, electric
power, instrumentation and control, and external interfaces with
Westinghouse, component vendors, and TVA engineering.

* Major portions of the system are installed.

* The system has a clearly defined design basis.

* The system has required design changes over the plant design
period.

A matrix was developed by senior VSRT personnel to apply the nine system

selection criteria elements against the TVA-provided system list. The follow-

ing candidate systems were selected for consideration based on the results of

the matrix review and the experience of the senior VSRT personnel.

* Candidate Mechanical Systems

-- auxiliary feedwater system,

-- essential raw cooling water system,

-- component cooling system,.-- containment spray system,

1.5-1
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-- standby diesel-generator system,

-- primary containment cooling system,

-- steam generator blowdown system,

-- control room HVAC system,

-- auxiliary feedwater pump room HVAC,

-- standby diesel-generator room HVAC, and

-- electrical equipment rooms HVAC.

Candidate Electrical Systems

-- 6900-volt shutdown power,

-- 480-volt shutdown power,

-- 120-Vac vital power, and

-- emergency 125-Vdc power system.

The component cooling system met all nine selection criteria. It was selecj

as the mechanical system for review because it provides safety-related cool

water to a large number of plant components required for the safe shutdown of

the reactor. The component cooling system is complex in its design and

operation and has required considerable interface between internal TVA disci-

plines and external vendors and suppliers.

The electrical review addressed emergency auxiliary power which included a

review of each of the candidate systems. It consists of the 6900-volt and

480-volt shutdown power systems and portions of the emergency 125-Vdc system

and 120-Vac vital power system. The selected system meets all of the system

selection criteria identified previously. It involves complex, safety-related

system designs that have several modes of operation and involve redundancy and

single-failure considerations. The system collectively provides shutdown

power for electrically operated equipment required to mitigate the effects of

an accident and safely shut down the reactor. This system encompasses the

0
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W ite power sources and the onsite safety-related sources, which include the
standby diesel-generators and vital batteries.

The selected systems have internal and external interfaces representing a

broad cross section of the work of various design and construction

disciplines. All major areas of design, such as fluid systems, structures,

electrical systems, electrical and physical separation, seismic qualification,

instrumentation and control, HVAC and control air systems, are included in the

design of the selected systems. The review of the selected systems provides

appropriate and satisfactory verification of the design and construction work

commensurate with the VSR objective.

In order to ensure complete coverage of topics important to plant safety,

.additional areas of the plant design were selected for the horizontal

-review. The intent of the horizontal review was to capture broad-based topics

-that are not necessarily system- or engineering-discipline-related. TheO lowing topics were selected for this review:
high-energy line break (HELB),

* fire protection,

* control room habitability, and

* buried pipe and electrical duct bank design.

Included in the HELB review were the topics of break, location, force

determination, compartment pressurization and flooding, pipe rupture analysis,

and protective device design. The fire protection review covered a variety of

topics such as Appendix R requirements, NFPA code conformance, suppression

systems, and fire rated barriers. The control room habitability review

included the topics of radiological protection, toxic gas protection, and HVAC

and air cleanup system design. A representative buried pipe and electrical

duct bank were each reviewed for structural and seismic adequacy.

1.5-3
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U PROJECT ORGANIZATION
B. A. Erler was the Project Director and was responsible for the overall

performance of the VSR project. Reporting directly to B. A. Erler was R. C.

Heider, Project Manager, and H. S. Taylor, Chairman of the IRC. The project

organization is shown in Figure 1.6-1, and consisted of three review teams:

* Internal Review Committee.

" Engineering Verification Team, and

* Construction and QA/QC Records Verification Team.

The IRC provided oversight of the VSRT. It was chaired by H. S. Taylor

who reported directly to the Project Director. The other members of the

IRC were:

" E. B. Branch (Mechanical),

" A. K. Singh (Structural),

" L. R. Stensland (Electrical), and

. D. C. Haan (Mechanical).

The engineering verification team organization is shown in Figure 1.6-2 and

was directed by 0. A. Hyrnewych, who reported directly to the Project

Manager. The engineering verification team was divided into three subgroups:

* mechanical engineering under the direction of D. DeMoss,

* electrical engineering under the direction of J. P. Wittenauer,
and

* special design area review under the direction of T. J. Ryan.

The construction and QA/QC records verification organization is shown in

Figure 1.6-3 and was directed by R. L. Humphreys who reported directly to the

Project Manager. The construction and QA/QC records verification team was

divided into three subgroups:

* CV engineering group,

0 QA/QC records verification group, and

S CV inspection group.
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The CV inspection activities were subcontracted to Fluor-Daniels Inc. The M

inspection team was comprised of ANSI Certified Levels II and III, mechanical,

electrical, and civil/structural inspectors. The S&L engineers in the CV

group provided the support and direction to the CV inspectors.
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CHAPTER 2

CONCLUSIONS, SUMMARY, AND TRENDS

TVA is in the process of verifying the adequacy of the WBN plant design and

construction. They are currently developing corrective action programs to con-

firm that the design documentation and the as-installed construction are con-

sistent with licensing commitments. At the start of the VSR, some of the pro-

grams were established while others were in the conceptual stage. The VSR, to

an extent, identified issues that TVA was already aware of and was in the pro-

cess of correcting. However, the technical requirements and method of imple-

mentation for many of these programs at the time of the VSR had not been fully

developed. The results of the VSR should provide specific technical infor-

mation to assist TVA in the development and implementation of these programs.

A number of new issues were also identified during the VSR that, for the most

part, were resolved by augmenting an existing program or initiating new

rective actions. However, a few discrepancies remain unresolved. The

letion reports for the unresolved discrepancies identify the VSRT's

recommendations for the resolution of these discrepancies but require final

resolution by TVA.

This chapter presents' the overall conclusions, summary, and trends for the

engineering, construction, and records verification reviews. In addition,

this chapter summarizes the important discrepancies identified by the VSRT.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 discuss the specifics of all discrepancies identified by

the VSRT, along with their associated corrective actions. Table 2.1-1 sum-

marizes the number and the significance classification of the discrepancies

identified in each of the verification reviews.

2.1 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are based on the information reviewed within the

scope of the VSR and analysis of the trends identified from these discrepan-

noted during the VSR.
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2.1.1 TECHNICAL ADEQUACY OF THE DESIGN

2.1.1.1 Licensing Commitments

2.1.1.1.1 Discussion

The VSRT determined that most of the licensing commitments have been

appropriately implemented in the design of WBN. However, some licensing

commitments were not fully implemented. An evaluation of the licensing

commitments not implemented for the discrepancies identified by the VSR, may

be characterized as an inadequate execution of the specified design

requirements, codes, or standards. None of the discrepancies were found to be

safety-significant; some resulted in a requirement for field modification but

most were documentation corrections. Some other discrepancies, which were

previously identified by TVA, have not been evaluated for significance.

In recognition of these conditions, TVA had implemented a licensing

verification task as a part of their Design Baseline and Verification Program

CAP. The VSRT concluded that this action, along with the other corrective

actions resulting from the VSR, should provide a reasonable assurance that O

licensing commitments for WBN will be implemented.

2.1.1.1.2 Recommendation

During the review of licensing commitments, it was noted that many changes

have occurred to the FSAR that have not been reviewed and accepted by the

NRC. This condition should be resolved as soon as possible by TVA and the NRC

so that TVA can proceed with their corrective action programs based on an

established and accepted set of licensing commitments.

2.1.1.2 Technical Adequacy

2.1.1.2.1 Discussion

The VSRT believes that the original conceptual design for the basic system

layout and functional requirements of the systems reviewed were reasonable and

appear to have been conservatively established. However, as the design 4
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inved, the documentation available to review was not sufficient to determinee adequacy of the modified systems to perform their intended design func-

tion. The overall adequacy of the design will be verified through corrective

action programs, including specific technical commitments made in response to

the VSR. TVA's evaluations performed to date have not identified any safety-

significant discrepancies, even though several design-significant discrepan-

cies have been identified. The significance of the discrepancies and the

associated corrective actions is judged by the VSRT to be of a magnitude that

should not have a major impact on the successful completion of the plant when

properly executed.

The review determined that the individual structures and components were

either technically adequate or would become technically acceptable through the

completion of corrective action programs as modified by the commitments made

in response to the VSR.

most significant issue affecting to the VSRT's ability to evaluate the

all technical adequacy of the plant design involves engineering calcu-

tions. The engineering calculations that support the design output

documents must be improved with respect to technical adequacy, completeness,

and documentation of engineering judgment. TVA has in place or is developing

programs to correct the calculation deficiencies. If the technical commit-

ments made as a result of the VSR are integrated into these programs, the

calculations should verify implementation of the WBN licensing commitments and

provide a well-documented design.

The VSRT concludes that the corrective actions proposed by TVA are reasonable

and, when fully scoped, technically defined, and implemented, should provide a

basis to confirm that the structures, systems, and components are adequate.

2.1.1.2.2 Recomendations

The VSRT recommends that the following be reviewed by TVA engineering

management before implementing the calculation corrective action programs:
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a complete detailed list of the required calculations,

* technical design standards for performing each of these
calculations,

" applicability of critical case evaluation approach for various
elements, and

" the methodology to be used for the critical case evaluations.

2.1.1.3 Design Process

2.1.1.3.1 Discussion

The foundation for a successful design is a controlled design process in

accordance with ANSI N45.2.11 and WBN licensing commitments. The VSRT review

identified concerns in this area during the detailed design phase of WBN.

These concerns were related more to the implementation of the design process

requirements than to the process itself. TVA's procedures in the past did not

always require that calculations be prepared before the release of the design

output documents. Also, no detailed verification procedures were available to

the reviewers of design output documents. In addition, the procedures app -

to have been used as guidelines and thus were not always followed. This sit-

uation resulted in an ineffective interface between the engineering disci-

plines, and deficiencies in the design documents. The VSRT concludes that the

design process procedures have been enhanced and appear to be adequate.

2.1.1.3.2 Recommendation

The VSRT recommends that emphasis be placed on a strong verification process

to ensure proper implementation of procedures. The VSRT also recommends that

TVA establish an interface control procedure between the corrective action

programs.

2.1.2 VERIFICATION OF AS-CONSTRUCTED PLANT

2.1.2.1 Discussion

When the construction of WBN is viewed as a whole, the VSRT concludes that the

main elements of the plant were conservatively designed and adequately
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V ructed. However, the design documents (drawings and specifications) werefound to lack specific details in some areas. In addition, experienced TVA

construction personnel made field changes whereby the installed condition of

some components was not approved by engineering personnel. Such

discrepancies, however, are not necessarily indicative of a lack of

construction quality. In fact, experienced construction personnel may

actually improve the design by making it more constructable. Such changes

should not be discouraged as long as controls are adequately implemented

during construction to ensure engineering evaluation of construction

originated changes.

TVA has in place or is developing programs to identify those components whose

as-constructed condition requires either qualification or modification to

bring it into compliance with design requirements. As a result of these

corrective action programs, some construction modifications are expected.

However, the VSRT believes that the proper application of margin available in

t oriinaldesign can limit the extent of these modifications.

iithe technical commitments made as a result of the VSR are implemented in

these programs, the constructed plant should meet WBN licensing commitments.

2.1.2.2 Recommnendations

The VSRT recommends that the construction and inspection procedures that

implement engineering requirements be reviewed and approved by engineering.

The VSRT also recommends that increased emphasis be placed on the training of

construction and plant personnel in appropriate procedures to prevent

unauthorized changes.

2.1.3 VERIFICATION OF THE QA/QC RECORDS

The VSRT review determined that the construction installation/testing records,

receipt inspection and storage records, and training qualification and certi-

fication records generally conformed to the controlling procedures. The VSRTWludes that the construction, receipt, and storage records quality, in
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general, is adequate. The significance of the discrepancies related to QC

inspections for Category II components addressing the II/I issues was not y~e

determined by TVA. In addition, a concern exists related to the number of

construction deficiencies identified during the VSR for which inspection

records did not conform to the as-installed configuration. VSRT believes

that, due to the extent of the construction and records corrective action

programs, these concerns will be adequately addressed before fuel load.

Based on the review of the training, qualification and certification records,

the VSRT concludes that TVA procedures implemented after 1980 are being

effectively applied. Discrepancies in this area were limited to the time

period before and including 1980. These discrepancies are being corrected by

TVA.

The VSR record quality review for retrievability, identification, authenti-

cation, and legibility showed that the record quality is adequate. Record

authentication and record legibility, however, exhibited some problems. The

VSRT believes that TVA corrective actions should adequately correct these4

probl ems.

2.1.4 OVERALL PLANT ASSESSMENT

As a result of the extent-of-condition and root cause assessment for the

discrepancies, it is possible to draw an overall assessment of the WBN based

on the VSR. Assuming successful completion of the planned corrective action

programs, as modified by the VSR commitments, the VSRT concludes that there is

sufficient assurance that the design, construction, and records should comply

with the applicable licensing requirements -and be technically adequate. The

VSRT believes that changes, as a result of these programs, to the as-

constructed plant, can be reasonably implemented. It should be noted,

however, that the scope of these programs is large and will therefore require

a significant amount of engineering, construction, and inspection effort to

bring them to completion. The corrective action programs for design,

construction, and records that have been initiated or will be modified as a

result of the VSR should be developed and integrated into an overall plant 4
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sment program to ensure successful completion of WBN. These programs
cover the entire plant and address the technical concerns and trends

identified in this report.

0
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Page 1 of 4
TABLE 2.1-1

SUMMARY OF DISCREPANCIES

Number of Valid Discrepancies

Number of Not Design- Significance

Selected Safety- Design- or Safety- Not Yet

Review Area Components Total Significant Significant Significant Determined

Column No.

EV - MECHANICAL

1. Mechanical equipment

2. Process piping and valves

3. Overall system design

4. Instrumentation and controls

5. Alternately analyzed small-bore piping

6. Equipment seismic and environmental
qualification

7. Control building HVAC system design

Subtotal

EV - CIVIL/STRUCTURAL

8. Steel structures and pipe whip restraints

9. Concrete structures

10. Seismic analysis

11. Electrical raceways and supports

12. HVAC ducts, hangers, and plenums

13.- -bore piping/instrumentation line supports

14. Wd pipe and electrical duct banks

15. Equipment foundations

Subtotal

EV - ELECTRICAL

16. Emergency ac power

17. Vital 120-Vac power

18. Emergency 125-Vdc power

19. Electrical features of the component
cooling system

20. Cables and raceways

21. Electrical separation

Subtotal

HORIZONTAL REVIEW

22. High-energy line break

23. Fire protection

24. Control room habitability

Subtotal

25. Design process

EV SUBTOTAL

a b c d

11 20 0 2 13 5

63 46 0 5 21 20

-- 22 0 2 4 16

35 19 0 4 9 6

4 8 0 0 5 3

24 19 0 0 6 13

43 17 0 1 12 4

180 151 0 14 70 67

37 40 0 26 14 0

14 39 0 3 35 1

1 14 0 0 8 6

16 54 0 0 0 54

12 44 0 0 16 28

9 16 0 0 1 15

2 7 0 0 7 0

5 5 00 5 0

96 219 0 29 86 104

15 15 0 0 7 8

3 2 0 0 0 2

6 9 0 0 2 7

18 5 0 2 2 1

114 10 0 0 2 8

1 6 0 2 2 2

157 47 0 4 15 28

10 8 0 0 7 1

10 7 0 3 4 0

1 12 0 0 12 0

21 27 0 3 23 1

14 2 0 0 0 2

468 446 0 50 194 202
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TABLE 2.1-1

SUMMARY OF DISCREPANCIES

Number of

Selected

Review Area Components

Safety-
Total Significan

Number of Valid Discrepancies
Not Design-

Design- or Safety-
at Significant Significant

Column No.

CV - MECHANICAL

26. Mechanical equipment

27. Instrumentation and controls

28. Heating, ventilating and air conditioning
(HVAC)

Subtotal

CV - CIVIL/STRUCTURAL

29. Structural steel

30. Pipe whip restraints

31. Electrical raceways and supports

32. HVAC ducts, plenums and supports

33. Small-bore piping and instrument line supports

34. Concrete and masonry partition walls

* Subtotal

- ELECTRICAL

35. Electrical equipment

36. Cables

37. Fire protection of cables and raceways

Subtotal

CV SUBTOTAL

RECORDS VERIFICATION

38. Training, qualification, and certification
records

39. Construction installation/testing records

40. Receipt inspection and storage records

41. Records quality (number of documents)

RV SUBTOTAL

Total VSR

a b c d

18 60

4 7

80 115

25 28

36 27

3 7

166 244

3553 26

121

1040

Significance
Not Yet

Determined
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TABLE 2.1-1

SUMM4ARY OF DISCREPANCIES

h y to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NUMBERS
---- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
B 01 157, 194
B 02 12, 42
B 03 94
B 04 14, 92, 199, 200
B 07 108
B 08 244, 245, 254, 263, 299
B 09 258
B 19 182, 183
B 21 189, 298
B 23 48, 58, 60
B 26 352, 406, 431, 468
B 27 282, 340
B 29 360, 370, 372, 373, 386, 388, 471, 478, 479, 480, 481
B 31 365, 367, 376, 377, 378, 381, 382, 413, 445, 459, 460, 461, 464, 465, 495, 630
B 33 441
B 35 503, 504, 557, 558, 574, 577, 588
B 36 422, 599, 602, 603
B 37 597, 606
C 01 5, 45, 159, 201, 230

02 11, 12, 15, 39, 63, 66, 70, 87, 110, 143, 291, 617, 622, 625, 626

04 85, 91, 154, 206, 294
C 05 30, 65, 71, 195
C 06 43, 50, 120, 216, 307, 318
C 07 8, 16, 17, 107, 160, 314, 324, 621
C 08 266, 299, 300
C 09 36, 37, 51, 104, 105, 187, 210, 258, 267, 268, 292
C 10 270, 271, 320
C 12 4, 54, 649
C 13 25
C 14 185, 186
C 15 34, 35, 38, 55, 56
C 16 57, 74, 119, 242, 293, 385, 653
C 18 134, 375
C 19 132, 397
C 20 297, 654
C 21 6, 84
C 22 259, 322, 325, 331
C 23 10, 60, 142, 197
C 24 191, 232, 233, 302, 303, 327
C 26 79, 146, 246, 248, 250, 251, 264, 265, 279, 287, 290, 335, 341, 355, 356, 406, 424, 426, 427, 428,

443, 444, 450, 468, 561, 632, 643, 646
C 27 96, 97, 101, 102, 103, 147, 168, 204, 205, 221, 224, 282, 340, 561, 638, 639, 640, 644
C 28 80, 128, 280, 281, 284, 288, 614
S29 362, 371, 388, 471, 474, 475, 477, 478, 479, 481, 637, 648

30 308, 309, 310
C, 31 217, 237, 363, 364, 365, 367, 368, 376, 377, 378, 381, 382, 398, 413, 446, 447, 459, 461, 476, 485,

496, 524
C 32 171, 172, 498, 499, 501, 564
C 33 150, 391, 441, 523
IC 34 239, 240, 241
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TABLE 2. 1,~

SUMMARY OF DISCREPANCIES

*e Y o A plicbleDiscrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NUMERS
-- - ------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------

C 35 117, 125, 126, 220, 333, 350, 361, 384, 503, 504, 547, 548, 551, 555, 556, 557, 559, 567, 568, 569,
571, 573, 574, 588, 616

C 36 149, 419, 420, 421, 550, 572, 599, 601, 607
C 37 513, 549, 576, 578, 579, 584, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 600, 604, 605
C 38 18, 23, 24, 129, 188, 222, 344, 345, 346, 347, 357, 358, 399, 400, 404, 405, 408, 409, 412, 433,

434, 439, 440, 448, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 483, 490, 497, 507, 510, 511, 512, 514, 521, 526, 527,
528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 544, 545, 546, 562, 563, 580, 581,
582, 585, 589, 590, 591, 608, 609, 618, 619, 620

C 39 24, 29, 53, 106, 136, 138, 351, 374, 432, 543, 631, 645
C 40 442, 505, 509, 610, 612, 628
C 41 650, 651
D 01 41, 45, 201
D 02 46, 64, 87, 208, 231, 332, 622
D 03 215, 257, 272

1) 04 62, 85, 199
1) 05 111, 193

06 32 , 198, 234
07 68, 93, 207, 319

4 09 268
D 10 270, 271
D 11 89, 313, 315, 316, 326
D 12 4, 167
D 13 26, 52, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118
D 16 73, 82, 83, 140, 164, 165, 166, 253
D 17 76, 81
D 18 20, 75, 77, 223, 255, 269, 273
D 19 397
D 20 1, 3, 7, 13, 112, 213, 261, 629
D 21 22, 84
D 22 328
D 25 652
D 26 247, 251, 289, 425, 587, 641
D 27 95, 147, 168, 169, 204, 430, 634
D 31 236, 238, 365, 376, 377, 378, 379, 381, 382, 383, 393, 394, 395, 414, 416, 418, 436, 437, 438, 446,

460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 469, 472, 473, 486, 495, 496, 500, 516, 518, 520, 524, 525, 647
D 32 171, 173, 174, 176, 178, 179, 180, 304, 305, 306, 317, 354, 387, 499
D 33 151, 153, 156, 392, 411, 457, 488, 489, 491, 494, 523, 615, 635, 636
D 36 149, 401, 402, 422, 484, 550, 598, 602, 607
D 37 597
D 39 9, 19



ENGINEERING VERIFICATION SUMMARY

The engineering verification review included the mechanical, civil/structural,

and electrical disciplines for both the vertical and horizontal review areas.

The VSR included a review of design work performed within each of the engi-

neering areas. The following subsections summarizes the review for each engi-

neering verification area.

262.1 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING VERIFICATION (MEV)

The mechanical engineering verification (MEV) included an assessment of design

documents for the following:

" mechanical equipment,

" process piping and valves,

" overall system design,

" instrumentation and controls,

I .alternately analyzed small-bore piping,

" seismic and mechanical environmental qualification of equipment,
and

" control building HVAC system design.

The MEV review initially resulted in 192 discrepancies which were documented

in 95 DRs. Subsequent discussion with TVA and receipt of additional informa-

tion or clarifications resulted in 41 of these discrepancies being classified

as nondiscrepant. The remaining 151 discrepancies were determined to be

valid, of which 141 were dispositioned by TVA through evaluations and/or com-

mitments to implement appropriate corrective action. The other 10 discre-

pancies are classified by the VSRT as discrepant but require final resolution

by TVA.

I
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The 151 valid discrepancies address the seven areas of assessment as folloUe

Area of Review Number of Discrepancies

mechanical equipment 20

process piping and valves 46

overall system design 22

instrumentation and controls 19

alternately analyzed small-bore piping 8

equipment seismic and environmental 19
qualification, and

control building HVAC system design 17

Based on the mechanical equipment review, the VSRT determined that the general

sizing of the principal equipment was reasonable. This determination was

based on a preliminary calculation performed by TVA, during the VSR. The

review resulted in two discrepancies that were design-significant. Theset

discrepancies involved the lack of piping stress analyses and nozzle calcu U
tions for the upper surge tank relief valve and vent valve nozzles. TVA cor-

rective actions include a commitment to review all safety-related equipment

and piping to ensure that the required analyses and calculations are in

place. Five additional discrepancies were identified for which the signifi-

cance was not determined. These five discrepancies involved the lack of

capacity and sizing calculations for the CC system pumps, heat exchangers, and

surge tank. The lack of system design calculations precludes a determination

of whether the components will function as intended. The CC system component

design should be regarded as incomplete; however, TVA's corrective actions and

commitments should ensure resolution of the identified discrepancies.

The process piping and valve review resulted in five design-significant dis-

crepancies. These discrepancies involved the CC system pump expansion joints,

the surge tank vacuum relief valve and line, the surge tank air-operated vent

valve, and the surge tank pressure relief valve and discharge line. These

discrepancies involved a nonconformance with ASME Code requirements. Twen4s
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V repancies were identified for which the significance was not yet deter-
mined. These discrepancies involve the lack of capacity and sizing calcula-

tions for control and relief valves and the lack of calculations to document

the thermal barrier booster pump discharge piping design pressure. TVA

committed to resolve these discrepancies and determine their significance as a

part of their corrective action programs.

The overall CC system design review identified deficiencies involving

inadequate system design, system design calculations not in place, incomplete

plant technical specifications and site operating instructions, and FSAR

inconsistencies. The overall CC system design review resulted in two design-

significant discrepancies involving the suction and discharge valves of the

Unit 1 CC system surge tank and spent-fuel pit heat exchanger that were not

included in the surveillance instructions for alignment verification. TVA

committed to revise surveillance instructions related to this item, for both

the spent-fuel pit heat exchanger and the surge tank valves. The review

ntified 16 discrepancies for which the significance was-not d~etermined.

IW e discrepancies involve the system design basis, .system leak detection and

pipe break requirements, and system design calculations. The VSRT believes

that the satisfactory completion of TVA's proposed corrective actions along

with any required modifications should bring the overall CC system design into

conformance with licensing commitments and design requirements.

Based on the instrumentation and control review, the VSRT believes that the

overall functional design of the CC system instrumentation and controls is

adequate and meets licensing commitments. However, the design adequacy of the

CC system instrumentation and control components could not be fully assessed

because of the lack of the setpoint and accuracy calculations. Four design-

significant discrepancies were identified involving lack of main control room

indication for the CC system pump C-S discharge pressure, inadequate instru-

ment cable separation criteria, and inadequate instrument sensing line

separation criteria. The significance for six discrepancies involving lack of

instrument setpoint and analytical limit calculations and system boundaryelating valve calculations was not determined. TVA committed to resolve
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these discrepancies through proposed corrective action programs to bring tW
CC system instrumentation and controls into conformance with licensing

commitments and requirements.

The alternate piping analysis review found that, in general, the guidelines

detailing the methods to be used for alternate piping analysis were clear and

comprehensive. Most calculations reviewed adequately implemented the FSAR and

design-basis document requirements. Three discrepancies for which the

significance was not yet determined were identified regarding the incorrect

use of ASME Code Case N-411 (damping) and the use of unvalidated computer

programs. The VSRT believes that TVA's ECN process, as defined in NEP 6.1 and

WBEP-EP 43.02, contributed to the inconsistencies between the as-installed and

as-designed configuration drawings by allowing the construction issue of

design drawings without sufficient technical justification. However, com-

pliance with TVA's NEP-3.1, which requires that all calculations be completed

before issuing design output documents for procurement or construction, should

improve control of the as-installed configuration. The VSRT believes that•

implementation of the Hanger and Analysis Update Program (HAAUP) CAP shoul V6
confirm that the design input used in the alternate piping analyses adequately

reflects the as-installed configuration. The HAAUP CAP should also confirm

that computer-aided calculations are performed with validated programs, and

confirm that the use of variable damping values will comply with the ASME Code

Case and NRC regulatory guides.

The equipment seismic and environmental qualification review identified inade-

quate documentation of vendor qualifications, inadequate seismic qualification

documentation, lack of formal review procedures for vendor qualification

documents, and inconsistent application of interface control procedures. Nine

potentially design-significant discrepancies were identified involving the

seismic mounting of limit switch and solenoid brackets for the steam generator

atmospheric relief valves. These discrepancies have not been resolved with

TVA. The corrective action to resolve these discrepancies will be to modify

or replace support brackets to provide a rigid mounting condition. The

overall corrective action will be based on the implementation of the Equip*
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Wmic Qualification (ESQ) CAP and various programs such as the mechanical
calculation program and the mechanical equipment qualification (environmental)

update program.

The control building HVAC system review found airflow quantities on elevations

692' and 708' to be adequate based on existing calculations. Calculated

exhaust air quantities for the battery rooms are acceptable. One design-

significant condition was identified with respect to refrigerant relief lines

piped from a water chiller to nearby exhaust ductwork. These lines should be

routed directly to the outdoors in accordance with ANSI B9.1-1971. One

unresolved discrepancy involved vendor documentation for a chilled water pump

motor, and TVA's extent-of-condition review of other motors. Three discre-

pancies were identified for which the significance was not determined. These

discrepancies involved inadequate procurement specifications, missing design

documents, and obsolete cooling load calculations. TVA confirmed that the

HVAC cooling load calculations will be reviewed and updated in conjunctionSh the mechanical calculation program. The VSRT believes that the HVAC

tem and component discrepancies are currently recognized by TVA and that

programs are in place to correct them.

In summary, the VSRT believes that the adequacy of the mechanical design in

the seven areas reviewed requires completion of the following programs as

modified by the VSR:

" Design Baseline and Verification Program CAP,

" mechanical calculation program,

" electrical calculation program,

" Equipment Seismic Qualification CAP,

" Hanger and Analysis Update Program CAP, and

* implementation of document revisions and other corrective
actions identified in the discrepancy resolutions.

mpletion of the above activities should provide a basis for ensuring the

i hanical design adequacy.
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2.2.2 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING VERIFICATION (SEV)

The structural engineering verification (SEV) included an assessment of the

design documents for the following:

" steel structures and pipe whip restraints,

* concrete structures,

* seismic analysis,

" electrical raceways and supports,

" HVAC ducts, supports, and plenums,

• small-bore piping/instrumentation line supports,

" buried pipe and electrical duct banks, and

• equipment foundations.

The SEV review initially identified 320 discrepancies that were documented in

50 DRs. Subsequent discussions with TVA and receipt of additional informa*
,or clarifications resulted in 101-of these discrepancies being classified

nondiscrepant. The remaining 219 discrepancies were determined to be valid of

which 218 were dispositioned by TVA through evaluations and/or commitments to

implement appropriate corrective action. One discrepancy requires final

resolution by TVA.

The 219 valid discrepancies address the eight areas of assessment as follows:

Area of Review Number of Discrepancies

steel structures and pipe whip restraints 40

concrete structures 39

seismic analysis 14

electrical raceways and supports 54

HVAC ducts, supports, and plenums 44

small-bore piping and
instrumentation line supports 16
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UArea of Review Number of Discrepancies

buried pipe and electrical
duct banks 7

equipment foundations 5

The steel structures review identified 22 design-significant discrepancies

involving inadequate consideration of torsional loads and incorrect assump-

tions regarding the behavior of structural steel cheek plate connections. The

components affected by these discrepancies were also found to have construc-

tion discrepancies. Based on the information available to the VSRT, addi-

tional calculations and/or modification of these structures will be

required. Four design-significant di screpancies were also identified involv-

ing the design of honeycomb cushion and member stiffeners for pipe whip

restraints. Other discrepancies noted in these areas of steel design and pipe

whip restraint design involved inadequate calculations resulting from incom-

plete design criteria and design standards or the use of undocumentedSineering judgment. Corrective action for steel structure design will be

n1red out through the Hanger and Analysis Update Program (HAAUP) interface

review work package and the essential calculation review And modification work

package portion of the Design Baseline and Verification Program (DBVP). Pipe

whip restraint discrepancies will be resolved through a specific CAQR.

Concrete structures were generally designed conservatively using techniques

consistent with industry practice in the early 1970s. All but three of the

discrepancies identified were determined not to be design-significant.

However, the discrepany regarding effective flange width and shear lag effects

for shear walls is unresolved and requires further TVA assessment to account

for the combined stresses due to pipe rupture effects and overall seismic

loads. The three design-significant discrepancies involve torsion reinforce-

ment detailing in a local area of the reactor building crane wall. Many of

the discrepancies identified for concrete structures related to the use of

undocumented engineering judgment and incomplete or inadequate calculations.

$crepancies relating to attachment loads on columns, walls, and slabs will

Uresolved through the live load verification program. Discrepancies in the
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design of the reactor building basemat and fill slab will require that a mI
refined analysis be performed to upgrade the design documentation. Completion

of these corrective actions should ensure that the calculations for concrete

structures are adequate.

The seismic analysis for the reactor building was found to be generally con-

sistent with the FSAR and with industry practice in the early 1970s. However,

discrepancies relating to vertical floor flexibility, floor response spectra

generation techniques, modeling, rigid mode responses, and modal combinations

do not meet the intent of current regulatory requirements as is being required

by the NRC. TVA has instituted the seismic assessment program (SAP) to

address seismic issues; however, this evaluation is not yet complete.

The electrical raceways and supports review included the structural design of

cable trays, conduits, junction boxes, and their respective supports. Cable

tray support design was conservative ly done and was found to be adequate. A

variety of discrepancies were identified for other electrical raceways and

support components in areas such as cable tray splice qualification, cable@

load verification, conduit clamp design, and installation tolerances. In many

instances, these discrepancies apparently are the result of incomplete or

inadequate design criteria and standards. Because TVA established corrective

action programs to address such discrepancies, the significance of these

discrepancies, in general, was not determined.

Discrepancies found in the HVAC plenum design related primarily to the lack of

completeness of the calculations. TVA demonstrated that these discrepancies

are not design-significant and has issued a CAQR to implement corrective

action on all air supply plenum calculations. HVAC duct discrepancies relate

to the incomplete qualification of ductwork while duct support discrepancies

involved undocumented engineering judgment and lack of consideration of some

of the design attributes in the calculations. While some of the discrepancies

were determined not to be design-significant, the significance for the

majority of discrepancies was not determined. As in the case of electrical

raceways and supports, TVA has an established corrective action program to*
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tress HVAC duct and duct support deficiencies. Through this CAP, along with
various CAQRs and SCRs, TVA committed to review and revise design criteria and

review and correct design calculations to address these discrepancies.

The review of small-bore piping and instrumentation supports identified

discrepancies involving design drawing inconsistency, self-weight excitation,

expansion anchor and connection design, calculation errors, and missing

calculations. These discrepancies are attributed to interface design control

problems and inadequate design criteria/standards. The design significance

for all but one of the discrepancy reports was not determined because a

corrective action program was establi 'shed to resolve such discrepancies. In

addition, TVA committed to revise the pipe support design criteria and prepare

new calculations for cases in which they are missing.

The buried pipe and electrical duct bank design generally followed the commit-

ments of the FSAR. However, the design calculations for these components did

adequately address all design considerations. Discrepancies were noted inIareas of axial load consideration, interfacing structure-loads and

ductility considerations for the electrical duct bank, and overburden and

surcharge loads for the buried pipe. None of these discrepancies were

determined to be design-significant. TVA committed to revise appropriate

design criteria to include these considerations and to revise calculations for

other affected components. These actions should adequately resolve the

identified discrepancies.

Equipment foundations were generally found to be adequate, and no design-

significant discrepancies were identified. Discrepancies that were identified

related to undocumented engineering judgment, equipment frequency determina-

tion, and foundation resonance check. The latter two concerns will be

evaluated by TVA for all applicable equipment foundations. This action should

confirm the adequacy of the equipment foundation designs.

Inorder to confirm the adequacy of civil/structural design, completion of the

*lowing is necessary:
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" preparation of new calculations and/or installation of modifica-
tions as required for structural steel and pipe whip restraint
components,

" Hanger and Analysis Update Program CAP,

" live-load verification program,

• seismic assessment program,

" Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP,

" Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP,

* HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP,

" resolution of various CAQRs,

" preparation and/or revision of calculations in various areas,

• revision of design criteria/standards in various areas, and

" implementation of document revisions and other corrective
actions identified in the discrepancy resolutions.

Completion of the above activities should provide a basis for ensuring

civil/structural design adequacy.

2.2.3 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING VERIFICATION (EEV)

The electrical engineering verification (EEV) included an assessment of design

documents for the following:

* emergency ac power,

* vital 120-Vac power,

• emergency 125-Vdc power,

" electrical features of the component cooling system,

" cables and raceways, and

* electrical separation.

The EEV review initially identified 73 discrepancies which were documented in

61 DRs. Subsequent discussions with TVA and receipt of additional informs
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Pclarifications resulted in 26 of these discrepancies being classified as
nondiscrepant. The remaining 47 discrepancies were determined to be valid and

were dispositioned by TVA through evaluations and/or commitments to implement

appropriate corrective action.

The forty-seven valid discrepancies address the six areas of assessment as

follows:

Area of Review Number of Discrepancies

emergency ac power 15

120-Vac vital power 2

emergency 125-Vdc power 9

component cooling system 5

cables and raceways 10

electrical separation 6

rn assessment identified missing and/or inadequate calculations in each of
the six areas reviewed. TVA committed to resolve each of the discrepancies as

a part of their previously established electrical calculations program. This

activity should be regarded as incomplete in its present stage; however, the

program includes a comprehensive set of technical instructions that should

ensure successful resolution of the identified discrepancies.

The emergency ac power system review resulted in eight equipment rating and

protective coordination discrepancies for which the significance was not

determined. TVA committed to resolve these discrepancies and determine their

significance as a part of the electrical calculations program. One dis-

crepancy identified an inconsistency between the FSAR and design documents

concerning diesel generator test alignment when a safety injection signal

occurs. The resolution requires an FSAR revision and was determined to be

neither design- nor safety-significant based on TVA's interpretation of

plicable regulatory requirements. One identified concern involved the

smic adequacy of electrical equipment that was originally procured for
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another nuclear plant. The use of the equipment had been approved based oIU
engineering judgment, and TVA demonstrated the adequacy of this judgment,

through a comparison of the WBN plant and seismic test response spectra

curves. Based on this comparison, the VSRT concurred with TVA's nondiscrepant

classification. The VSRT determined that the general single-line design of

the emergency ac power system appears adequate, and further determined that

completion of the corrective action commitments by TVA should bring the

overall emergency ac power system into compliance with applicable regulatory

and design requirements. The VSRT recommends, however, that formal documen-

tation be developed to verify the seismic adequacy of any safety-related

equipment that was initially qualified for another plant and subsequently

installed at the WBN plant. The VSRT also recommends that TVA reevaluate

their diesel generator test alignment design in light of the more conservative

interpretation of regulatory requirements applied to other nuclear units.

The vital 120-Vac power system review resulted in two equipment rating and

protective coordination discrepancies for which the significance was not

determined. TVA committed to resolve these discrepancies and determine thO4

significance as a part of the electrical calculations program. Aside from

these items, the VSRT concluded that the general single-line design of the

vital 120-Vac system appears adequate. Completion of the corrective action

commitments by TVA should bring the overall vital 120-Vac power system design

into compliance with applicable regulatory and design requirements.

The emergency 125-Vdc power system review resulted in seven equipment rating

and protective coordination discrepancies for which the issue of significance

was not yet determined. TVA committed to resolve these discrepancies and

determine their significance as a part of the electrical calculations pro-

gram. Aside from these items, the VSRT concluded that the general single-line

design of the emergency 125-Vdc power system appears adequate. Completion of

the corrective action commitments by TVA should bring the overall emergency

125-Vdc power system into compliance with applicable regulatory and design

documents. 6
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W cc system review resulted in one equipment rating discrepancy for which
the significance was not determined. TVA committed to resolve this discre-

pancy and determine its significance as a part of the electrical calculations

program. The review also identified two desi gn-signi f icant discrepancies with

generic implications. These discrepancies address a failure to meet design

criteria requirements and an inconsistent application of the single-failure

criterion relative to valve actuator control circuits. TVA committed to

resolve these discrepancies by revising the design criteria and the wiring

design output documents for all affected valves. TVA also committed to

implement construction modifications where required. One discrepancy was

identified concerning the CC system pump motor capacity that was not design-

or safety-significant; however, it addresses a potential concern for which TVA

committed to review other safety systems for possible impact. The VSRT

concluded that the electrical design of the CC system should be adequate and

in compliance with applicable regulatory and design requirements, assuming

completion of the corrective action commitments made by TVA. The VSRTIommends, however, that a revision to the FSAR be made as an additional

rective action to clarify TVA's design intent relative to motor sizing.

The cable and raceway system review identified eight discrepancies for which

the significance was not determined. One of these discrepancies addressed

apparent design inadequacies and potential installation modifications relative

to cable support in vertical raceways. The remaining seven discrepancies

addressed cable sizing, protective coordination, raceway fill/support, and

fire stop/seal adequacy. TVA committed to resolve these discrepancies and

determine their significance as a part of the electrical calculations program,

various CAPs, and associated CAQRs and NCRs. Satisfactory completion of the

corrective action commitments by TVA should bring the overall cable and race-

way design into compliance with applicable regulatory and design requirements.

The electrical separation review resulted in two cable/raceway discrepancies

for which the significance was not determined. TVA committed to resolve these

~crepancies and determine their significance as a part of the electrical

culation program, and associated CAQRs. A design-significant discrepancy
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was identified concerning internal equipment separation. TVA committed to g

resolve this discrepancy as a part of an existing CAQR. One additional

design-significant discrepancy was identified concerning the separation of

cables associated with the offsite power sources. TVA committed to make the

necessary revision(s) to the associated design criteria and installation draw-

ings and to implement any modifications necessary to implement the separation

requirements. Satisfactory completion of the corrective action commitments by

TVA should bring the overall electrical separation design into compliance with

applicable regulatory and design requirements.

In order to confirm the overall adequacy of the electrical design, completion

of the following is necessary:

* electrical calculations program,

" Cable Issues CAP,

" Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP,

• Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP,

* resolution of various CAQRs and NCRs, and

" implementation of document revisions and other corrective
actions identified in the discrepancy resolutions.

Completion of these activities should provide a basis for ensuring the

electrical design adequacy.

2.2.4 HORIZONTAL REVIEW

Plant design features and topics not captured in the system reviews or plant

area reviews were included in the horizontal review. This review included an

assessment of the following:

" high-energy line break (HELB),

* fire protection,

" control room habitability, and

" buried pipe and electrical duct bank design.
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W design of buried pipe and electrical duct banks was discussed previously

in the SEV review. In order to address the applicable spatial aspects of

these horizontal topics, plant walkdowns were conducted in the areas of HELB

and fire protection. The VSRT determined that for these topics, the design

documentation included an acceptable level of detail and was generally

adequate.

The horizontal review initially identified 59 discrepancies which were

documented in 34 DRs. Subsequent discussions with TVA and the receipt of

additional information or clarifications resulted in 32 discrepancies being

classified as nondiscrepant. The remaining 27 discrepancies were classified

as valid, and were dispositioned through TVA's commitment to implement

appropriate corrective action.

The 27 valid discrepancies involved the areas of assessment as follows:

Area of Review Number of Discrepancies

HELB 8

fire protection 7

control room habitability 12

The HELB analysis was well-organized and generally well documented.

Discrepancies relating to completeness of documentation for postulated pipe

break location, force determination, pipe break hazard analysis, accuracy of

the compartment pressurization, and flooding analysis were not design-

significant. The significance was not determined for one discrepancy

regarding HELB target assessment for field-routed components. This

discrepancy will be resolved through a previously planned field walkdown

before fuel load.

The fire protection review resulted in the identification of three design-

significant discrepancies. One design-significant discrepancy, which was

covered during a VSR walkdown, involved fire damper installation but was

lated and was easily corrected. The other two design-significant discre-
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pancies involved NFPA code conformance relative to fire extinguisher place,

ment. These discrepancies will not affect the safe shutdown capability of the

plant. TVA committed to a plant-wide walkdown to ensure that fire extin-

guisher placement is in conformance with the NFPA code. Other discrepancies

were considered to be isolated and were not design-significant. Completion of

the corrective action relating to NFPA code conformance should confirm the

adequacy of the fire protection provisions.

All of the discrepancies identified in the control room habitability review

were in the area of HVAC and air cleanup system design. The radiological and

toxic gas protection design was found to be adequate. However, due to the use

of undocumented engineering judgment, adequate documentation of the design was

not available. A number of the discrepancies were attributable to inconsis-

tent documentation or lack of design-basis documentation involving the FSAR,

design-basis documents, or calculations. Calculations for unfiltered inleak-

age were inadequate and required revision. None of the discrepancies were

determined to be design-significant. Completion of the corrective actions*

resulting from the VSR should confirm that the main control room habitabill

system is acceptable and meets licensing commitments.

2.2.5 DESIGN PROCESS REVIEW

The overall design process assessment was based on a review of design

documents and applicable engineering procedures for the following components:

* CC system pumps,

• motor-operated butterfly valve,

* CC system level switch,

* refrigeration unit chiller pump motor,

• CC system small-bore pipe supports,

" 480-volt shutdown board,

* 480-volt transformer,

" structural support for main control panel,
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&HVAC duct support, and

0concrete slab.

These components were associated with the two selected systems and had

identified discrepancies.

The engineering design process review identified two discrepancies, which were

documented in one DR. In addition, the EV component review discrepancies were

sorted to identify design process related discrepancies. The design process

was found to contain problem areas that resulted in instances of missing

calculations, lack of documentation for engineering judgement, design input

inadequancies, and technical omissions. These problem areas included defi-

ciencies in some engineering procedures, a lack of integration of procedures,

ineffective interface among engineering disciplines, and a lack of implementa-

tion of procedures in some cases. In general, these design process

deficiencies are indicative of problems relating to the implementation of the

I cess rather than an inadequacy in the process itself.

These discrepancies were previously identified by TVA, and corrective action

programs have been established to rectify them. TVA established a calculation

corrective action program as part of their Design Baseline and Verification

Program (DBVP) and issued a procedure that provides procedural control for

calculation preparation, review, and approval. TVA also established a DBVP

configuration program and other related corrective action programs and issued

a procedure that provides procedural control of design verification. The VSRT

believes that, if the design process procedures are enforced and the proposed

corrective actions and commitments are implemented as stated, there is

reasonable assurance that the identified discrepancies will be corrected.

I
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CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION SUMMARY

2.3.1 Mechanical Construction Verification (MCV)

The mechanical construction verification (MCV) review addressed installed

hardware for the following:

" mechanical equipment,

" instrumentation and controls, and

" heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment.

The MCV review initially identified 146 discrepancies which were documented in

79 DRs. Subsequent discussions with TVA and receipt of additional information

or clarifications resulted in 42 of these discrepancies being classified as

nondiscrepant. The remaining 104 discrepancies were determined to be valid,

of which 99 were dispositioned by TVA through evaluations and/or commitments

to implement appropriate corrective action. Five other discrepancies were

classified by the VSRT as discrepant, and require final resolution by TVA.

I 104 valid discrepancies address the three areas of assessment as follows:

Area of Review Number of Discrepancies

mechanical equipment 49

instrumentation and controls 41

HVAC equipment 14

The mechanical equipment review identified 4 design-significant discrepancies

involving inadequate thread engagement and incorrect bolt material. Some of

these resulted from TVA not incorporating ASME Code requirements into design

output requirements that control the installation of ASME mechanical connec-

tions. The others were attributed to the improper implementation of design

output requirements. TVA initiated a CAQR to correct the thread engagement

discrepancies and to identify the correct requirements in the appropriate

installation procedures. TVA also committed to replace the bolts that were

ntified as being incorrect material. Six discrepancies were identified for

ch the significance was not determined. These discrepancies involved
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incorrect valve stem angles and operator orientation. TVA determined that

most cases the as-installed condition is reflected in the piping analysis;

however, undocumented engineering judgment was used in modeling the valve

center-of-gravity. TVA committed to resolve these valve discrepancies under

the HAAUP CA P that will also determine their significance. Two additional

discrepancies were identified involving loose flexible conduit fittings at

valves operators. Although the discrepancies were evaluated and found not to

be design- or safety-significant, TVA determined that they did represent a

generic condition. TVA committed to review all flexible conduit connections,

identify any discrepancies, and determine their significance. This activity

will be performed as part of the Electrical Issues CAP. Successful completion

of the required corrective action should establish the adequacy of the

mechanical equipment installation based on the attributes addressed in the CV

review.

The instrumentation and controls review identified two design-significant

discrepancies involving an exposed shield drain wire and the incorrect

installation of annubar flow measuring devices. TVA determined that the

exposed drain wire was grounded, which in turn caused the instrument loop to

malfunction. Another indication was available, however, to provide the plant

operators with alternate information. The discrepancies were determined not

to be safety-significant because the ability to take appropriate action was

not compromised. TVA initiated a CAQR to document and resolve this condi-

tion. TVA determined that the annubar installation represented a generic

condition resulting from a lack of QC inspections. TVA initiated a CAQR to

evaluate all annubar installations, correct any that are discrepant, and

revise the QC inspection procedures. Eight discrepancies were identified for

which the significance was not determined. Some of these discrepancies

involved instrument mounting inadequacies that resulted from a lack of vendor

design output, a lack of TVA design output, or deviation from existing design

output at the time of installation. TVA committed to resolve these discre-

pancies under the ESQ CAP. Other discrepancies involved incorrect manifold

valve installations. TVA initiated an NCR to review all 3-way valve manifold

installations, implement corrective action as required, and determine the
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*nificance of each finding. The remaining discrepancies involved damaged

instrument lines. TVA implemented a work plan to evaluate instrument lines,

implement corrective action as required, and d *etermine the significance of

each finding. Five discrepancies were identified that remain unresolved.

These discrepancies involve the lack of unit designations in the instrument

identification numbers on electrical control diagrams. The VSRT recommends

that the unit identifiers be added to the electrical control diagrams so that

these diagrams are in conformance with TVA's electrical design standard.

The HVAC equipment installation review indicated that the HVAC system instal-

lation was not unusual for the timeframe when it was installed. Although the

design documents used by construction lacked detail, the installation appears

to be adequate. No design- or safety-significant discrepancies were identi-

fied. TVA's corrective actions and commitments when implemented should

confirm resolution of the identified discrepancies.

Iorder to confirm the adequacy of the mechanical equipment, instrumentation

controls, and HVAC equipment installation, completion of the following is

necessary:

" Hanger and Analysis Update Program CAP,

" Electrical Issues CAP,

* Equipment Seismic Qualification CAP,

" Instrument Line CAP,

* all specific commitments made to resolve discrepancy reports,
and

" resolution of various CAQRs, NCRs, and implementation of other
corrective actions identified in the discrepancy resolutions.

Successful completion of these activities should provide a basis for ensuring

the mechanical installation adequacy with respect to the attributes addressed

in the construction verification.
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2.3.2 Structural Construction Verification (SCV)

The civil/structural construction verification (SCV) review addressed

installed hardware for the following:

* structural steel;

pipe whip restraints;

* electrical raceways and supports;

* HVAC ducts, plenums, and supports;

* small bore piping and instrument line supports; and

* concrete and masonry partition walls.

The SCV review initially identified 357 discrepancies which were documented in

144 DRs. Subsequent discussions with TVA and receipt of additional informa-

tion or clarifications resulted in 113 of these discrepancies being classified

as nondiscrepant. The remaining 244 discrepancies were determined to be valid

of which 238 were dispositioned by TVA through evaluations and/or commitments

to implement appropriate corrective action. Six discrepancies require fine

resolution by TVA. W

The 244 valid discrepancies address the six review areas as follows:

Area of Review Number of Discrepancies

structural steel 60

pipe whip restraints 7

electrical raceways and supports 115

HVAC ducts, plenums, and supports 28

small-bore piping and instrument 27
line supports

concrete and masonry partition walls 7

The structural steel review identified 17 design-significant discrepancies

involving expansion anchor assemblies, column connections (inadequate travy
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U a sliding connection), and beam connections (improper copes and shortened
cheek plates). The review also identified five discrepancies for which the'

significance was unresolved due to inadequacies in the TVA calculations

submitted with the discrepancy resolutions. Two of these discrepancies were

associated with one connection having an improper cope and short cheek

plates. In the calculations, the coped section was not checked for all forces

acting on it, and some welds on the cheek plates were not checked. The other

three discrepancies were associated with an expansion anchor assembly. The

calculations for this assembly did not properly model the plate, and the

computer analysis did not maintain equilibrium of forces. All of these

discrepancies were classified as design-significant but safety significance

could not be determined because of the inadequate calculations. The design

significance of some structural steel discrepancies was attributable in part

to a revised analysis based on EV discrepancies. This revised analysis

resulted in increased stresses even before consideration of the identified CV

discrepancies. Based on information available to the VSRT, modifications to

mestructural steel may be required. TVA committed to determine the extent

Ucondition for the CV discrepancies and provide resolutions through
execution of a critical case evaluation under two specific CAQRs. TVA further

committed to resolve the EV discrepancies through the Hanger and Analysis

Update Program interface review work package. This effort was intended to

update the structural steel design for revised hanger loads resulting from the

HAAUP but, as a result of the VSR, it will also include revision of the

analysis. The VSRT believes that TVA should consider the CV discrepancies in

the new design/analysis.

The discrepancies identified in the pipe whip restraints review were isolated

occurrences and were not design- or safety-significant. Provided that TVA

*completes the identified corrective actions and that all other restraints were

constructed through similar practices, the VSRT believes that the installed

pipe whip restraints should meet the requirements of the design with respect

to the attributes addressed in the construction verification.
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The electrical raceways and supports review identified 16 design-significalw

discrepancies involving lack of bonding jumpers and missing tray voltage level

identification markers. The review also identified 69 discrepancies for which

the significance was not determined. These discrepancies included items such

as improper installation of the tray parts and hardware, improper installation

of flexible conduit, support configuration deviations, expansion anchor

assembly configuration deviations, and improper assembly of connections to

unistrut channels. TVA committed to evaluate and resolve the discrepancies

through various CAPs.

The HVAC duct, plenum, and duct supports review identified 19 discrepancies

for which the significance was not determined. These discrepancies include

improper bolting of ductwork and duct attachment to supports, support

configuration deviations, and unauthorized attachment of subcomponents to HVAC

supports. TVA committed to evaluate and resolve these discrepancies through

the HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP.

The small-bore and instrument line supports review identified one design i

significant discrepancy involving the installation of an unspecified type of

pipe clamp on an instrument line support. TVA committed to resolve this

discrepancy as a part of a previously generated NCR that addressed discre-

pancies of this type. One discrepancy, involving a minor deviation of grout

thickness under a baseplate, remained unresolved. The VSRT believes that TVA

should resolve this discrepancy through the HAAUP CAP. The review also

identified 21 discrepancies relative to small-bore piping and instrument line

supports, for which the significance was not determined. TVA committed to

evaluate and resolve these discrepancies as a part of existing CAPs.

The discrepancies identified in the concrete and masonry partition walls

review were not design- or safety-significant. TVA committed to resolve these

discrepancies and perform additional reviews to resolve these types of

discrepancies on other partition walls. Provided that TVA completes the

identified corrective actions and that the other walls were constructed

through similar practices, the VSRT believes that the partition walls shou*
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t the requirements of the design with respect to the attributes covered in
the construction verification.

In order to establish the adequacy of the civil/structural construction,

completion of the following is necessary:

* additional evaluation of structural steel and/or installation of
modifications as required;

" Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP;

• Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP;

" Electrical Issues CAP;

• HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP;

* Instrument Line CAP;

* masonry wall reviews;

" implementation of various MRs, work packages, task packages, andrn other corrective actions identified in the discrepancy
resolutions; and

" resolution of various CAQRs, NRCs, and SCRs.

Completion of these activities should provide a basis for ensuring the

civil/structural construction adequacy with respect to the attributes covered

in the construction verification.

2.3.3 Electrical Construction Verification (ECV)

The electrical construction verification (ECV) review addressed installed

hardware for the following:

" electrical equipment,

* cables, and

" fire protection of cables and raceways.

The ECV review initially identified 156 discrepancies, which were documented

67 DRs. Subsequent discussions with TVA, and receipt of additional

ormation or clarifications resulted in 31 of these discrepancies being
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classified as nondiscrepant. The remaining 125 discrepancies were determiW

to be valid and were dispositioned by TVA through evaluations and/or

commitments to implement appropriate corrective action.

The 125 valid discrepancies address the three areas of assessment as follows:

Area of Review Number of Discrepancies

electrical equipment 71

cables 31

fire protection of cables and raceways 23

The electrical equipment review identified seven design-significant

discrepancies involving incorrect segregation identification of equipment

which did not comply with the FSAR. TVA determined that these discrepancies

were isolated occurrences, and committed to install new nameplates that

correctly identify the equipment segregation. TVA also determined that the

remaining discrepancies were isolated occurrences that were not design- or*

safety-significant. TVA committed to implement appropriate corrective actS

to resolve each of the items.

The cable review identified 14 discrepancies for which the significance was

not determined. These discrepancies involved the generic violation of cable

minimum bend radius. TVA committed to resolve these discrepancies through a

work package that will identify and correct similar conditions throughout the

plant, and will also determine their significance. The review also identified

six design-significant discrepancies concerning cable installation. Three of

these discrepancies involved incorrect identification of cables, which did not

comply with the FSAR. TVA committed to install proper identification for the

identified cables, and has revised the associated design change procedure.

The other three discrepancies involved the incorrect installation of cables

and conduits, which did not comply with a TVA design criteria. TVA committed

to physically correct two of the discrepant conditions and to document the

existing installation for the third case, which is acceptable as installeld

In viewing the cable installations, the VSRT also identified a discrepancy
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j~lving a loose flexible conduit fitting. Although TVA determined that this

discrepancy was not design- or safety-significant, it was found to represent a

generic condition. TVA committed to review all other flexible conduit connec-

tions, identify any discrepancies, and determine their significance. This

activity will be performed as a part of an existing CAP.

The cable and raceway fire protection review identified three design-

significant discrepancies involving inadequate fire wrap. Each of these

discrepancies identified fire wrap installations that did not comply with TVA

design criteria. TVA determined that these discrepancies were isolated

occurrences and committed to correct each of the discrepant conditions. One

discrepancy was identified for which the issue of significance was not deter-

mined. This discrepancy involved the fire wrapping of a conduit that was not

required per the installation drawing. TVA stated that the significance could

not be determined because the potential effect on cable derating was not

known. TVA committed to resolve the discrepancy for this and other similar

b duits as a part of the generic corrective actions 
identified in the Cable

Wues CAP. The corrective action will include a significance determination

and rework of the installation if required.

In order to confirm the adequacy of the electrical equipment, cables, and fire

protection of cables and raceways, completion of the following is necessary:

* Design Baseline and Verification Program CAP,

" Electrical Issues CAP,

" implementation of various MRs, work packages, and other
corrective actions identified in the discrepancy resolutions.

Completion of these activities should provide a basis for ensuring the

electrical construction adequacy.
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RECORDS REVIEW SUMMARY

The records review included an assessment of the following:

• construction installation/testing records,

* receipt inspection and storage records,

* training, qualification, and certification records, and

• records quality.

An additional assessment was performed, termed the CV/RV interface, to verify

if the discrepancies identified in CV had been documented in the original

inspection records.

The RV review resulted in 172 discrepancies that were documented in 122 DRs.

Subsequent discussions with TVA and receipt of additional information or

clarifications resulted in 51 of these discrepancies being classified as

nondiscrepant. The remaining 121 discrepancies were determined to be valid

I dwere dispositioned by TVA through evaluations and/or commitments to

lement appropriate corrective actions.

The 121 valid discrepancies address the four areas of review as follows:

Area of Review Number of Discrepancies

construction installation/testing 15
records

receipt inspection and storage 6
record

training qualification and 74
certification records

records quality 26

In the area of construction installation/testing records, it was found that

for the majority of the cases reviewed, required inspections and tests were

documented. A number of discrepancies, however, were noted. The significanceW three of these discrepancies, involving absence of QC inspections for
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Category II components to address II/I issues, was not determined. The

resolution of these discrepancies will be through the Equipment Seismic

Qualification CAP. The remaining discrepancies, which were determined not to

be design- or safety-significant, dealt with documentation deficiencies,

missing inspection documentation, improper closure of a NCR and incorrect

component classification. Corrective action for the documentation

deficiencies will be carried out t hrough the QA Records CAP and, for the

remaining discrepancies, through the resolution of specific CAQRs.

Receipt inspection and storage records were found to generally conform to the

controlling procedures, and the required inspections were for the most part

documented. None of the discrepancies identified were found to be design-

significant. These discrepancies relate to incomplete records such as not

listing QA vendor documentation on receiving reports, a partially completed

checklist for a valve, or missing source/shop inspection documentation for a

heat exchanger. These discrepancies will be resolved by the corrective action

of specific CAQRs. The overall issue of incomplete records will be addres~

as part of the QA Records CAP. a

Review of the training, qualification and certification records showed that

the TVA procedures being implemented after 1980 are being effectively applied

and that the inspectors are certified to the proper procedures as well as to

the correct revision of those procedures. Discrepancies were noted for the

time period before and including 1980. None of these discrepancies, however,

were found to be design- or safety-significant. The discrepancies noted

include inspectors not certified to the appropriate procedure, inspector's

personnel certification records showing a certification date after the date of

the actual inspection, or certification to an incorrect (earlier) revision of

the procedure, and an inspector's eye examination record missing or

nonretrievable. CAQRs have been issued by TVA to correct these specific

discrepancies and to address the more generic issue of inspector

certification.
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Frecords quality review evaluated several attributes including retriev-

ability, identification, completeness, authentication, legibility, and

corrections. No discrepancies- were reported regarding records identification

or records corrections. The small number of discrepancies noted in the areas

of records authentication and legibility, in comparison to the number of

documents reviewed, showed that the records were, in general, satisfactory.

None of the discrepancies were design- or saf ety-signi f icant. The corrective

action for these discrepancies will be carried out through various CAPs

requiring review of essential engineering records and through a comprehensive

and systematic evaluation to verify that QA records are programmatically

acceptable. In addition, TVA committed to issue Standard ONP-STO-5.9.20 to

ensure authentication and legibility of future records. Discrepancies

associated with records completeness and retrievability are detailed in DRs

written as part of the EV/CV/RV review, due to the fact that they deal with

technical adequacy and completeness/availability of documents. These

discrepancies are discussed in various EV/CV/RV subsections.

le CV/RV interface assessment involved the review of 104 common components by
both CV and RV. CV identified 76 components with 171 discrepancies. The

construction verification/record verification (CV/RV) interface included an

assessment of construction installation/testing records for the components

reviewed by both CV and RV, in order to determine whether the QC inspectors

had documented in the original records the discrepancies identified during the

course of construction verification. The construction installation/testing

records showed that TVA inspectors accepted the installation of components as

meeting the requirements of the applicable design drawings, specifications,

and procedures; however, discrepant conditions were identified for these

installed components during CV.

The VSRT believes that, due to the extent of the construction and records

corrective action programs, these concerns will be adequately addressed before

fuel load.

1
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In order to confirm the adequacy of the construction records, completion o

the following is necessary:

" QA Records CAP,

" Equipment Seismic Qualification CAP,

" resolution of various CAQRs and NCRs, and

" implementation of document revisions and other corrective

actions identified in the discrepancy resolutions.

Completion of these activities should provide a basis for ensuring the

construction records adequacy.

0
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W TREND ANALYSIS

The discrepancies identified issued during the VSR were evaluated for their

nature, significance, and frequency of occurrence. The apparent causes of
each discrepancy were determined, where possible. Tables 2.5-1 through 2.5-3

identify the valid discrepancies by review area and indicate the nature of

each discrepancy and technical resolutions required to resolve each discre-

pancy. The discrepancies were collectively evaluated to determine whether
there were any generic implications applicable to the design, construction, or
records for the overall system or structure to which they were related, or for
other systems or structures. The results of this trending evaluation are pre-

sented for each of the VSR areas (EV, CV, and RV) in the following sections.

2.5.1 ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

The trend analysis in the engineering verification area resulted in the iden-

tification of five trends described below.

P 1.1 Engineering Calculations
The most important trend related to inadequate, incomplete, or missing

calculations documenting the WBN design basis; 341 discrepancies resulted in
revisions to calculations or the commitment to prepare additional calcula-

tions. This was primarily attributable to the following three factors:

*Technical Adequacy. Existing calculations did not address
specific technical issues required to validate the design.

*Missing Calculations. Calculations did not exist or were not
retrieveable for the reviewed components.

*Engineering Judgment. The assumptions and judgments upon which
the calculations were based were not documented and were not
obvious to an experienced engineer. The extent to which a TVA
designer relied upon engineering judgment and/or design margins
in a given instance was not always obvious.

In the EEy, missing calculations or inadequate calculations were identified in
each of the six review areas. This trend was previously recognized by TVA as

1denced by their existing electrical calculation program.
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Missing calculations were identified in the MEV in the areas of equipmentW

sizing, piping analysis, CC system design, and instrument setpoints. In

addition, the calculations for valve sizing were found to be inadequate. In

the area of vendor seismic qualification, undocumented engineering judgment

was inappropriately used.

.In the SEV calculations for steel structures, in many instances, were not

technically adequate and used undocumented engineering judgment. Concrete

calculations also were technically inadequate, in some cases, and used

undocumented engineering judgment. The adequacy of design for attachment

loads to concrete and steel structures remains to be verified through the

live-load verification program and the HAAUP CAP. In many instances,

calculations for component supports (conduit, HVAC, small-bore pipe, and

instrument line) were found to have technical inadequacies that should be

resolved as part of various TVA corrective action programs.

TVA is implementing a calculation review in all disciplines as a part of t
DBVP to verify the existence and technical adequacy of engineering calculaW

tions. In addition, the numerous CAPs related to specific design topics will

include the preparation and revision of related calculations. The VSRT

believes that these actions, coupled with the specific corrective actions

being implemented as resolutions to VSR discrepancies, should adequately

address this trend.

2.5.1.2 Technical Design Standards and Procedures

Two hundred thirteen discrepancies resulted, at least in part, from a lack of

technical design standards or procedures, a lack of procedural and technical

detail in standards and procedures, or the inadequate implementation of

existing standards or procedures.

There were 18 discrepancies identified that stemmed from the lack of technical

design standards or procedures. No standards or procedures existed for review

of vendor qualification documents, routing of small-bore pipe and instrume~

lines, requirements for I&C wiring separation, or concrete shear wall desia
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Inadequate design standards or procedures were identified in 77 discrepan-

cies. These included such areas as structural steel design, component support

design, seismic qualification of equipment, HVAC duct qualification, require-

ments for the support of cables in vertical raceways, cable routing system,

and electrical separation.

Procedures were not adequately implemented in 118 discrepancies, involving a

number of areas including design process control and the preparation and

maintenance of mechanical design specifications. Also, procedures controlling

the preparation of calculations were not always implemented as evidenced by

the number of missing calculations.

The technical adequacy of calculations often depends on the quality of the

controlling technical design standards and procedures. Therefore, this trend

has had a significant adverse bearing on the adequacy of the engineering.ulations.

TVA committed to upgrade a number of technical design standards and procedures

as a part of the various CAPs being implemented that relate to specific review
areas. The VSRT believes that these CAPs, coupled with the specific correc-

tive actions involving revisions to standards and procedures be ing implemented

in response to VSR discrepancies, will adequately address this trend.

2.5.1.3 Implementation of Commnitments

Design commitments are found in licensing documents, codes, standards, and

design criteria. A total of 252 discrepancies indicated that design commit-
ments were not always properly implemented.

Discrepancies involving FSAR commitments apparently resulted, in part, from

not updating the ESAR as the design progressed. Since the FSAR is a

voluminous document that evolves from the preliminary safety analysis report

S the plant is designed, it is possible for the FSAR to-be somewhat out of
se with design.
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In the mechanical discipline, FSAR commitments were not met in the areas of CC

system operating capability and component qualification, and commitments were

inconsistently implemented in the I&C area. In the electrical discipline,

FSAR commitments were not met concerning diesel generator alignment, equipment

ratings, electrical separation, and single failure criteria. In the civil/

structural discipline, commitments were not met in areas of thermal loads on

structural steel, seismic damping of conduit, and HVAC duct qualification.

Discrepancies were identified for noncompliance with codes or standards in the

areas of fire protection (NFPA), structural steel and concrete design (AISC,

AC), CC system mechanical equipment and piping (ASME), valve overpressure

protection (ASME), and alternate piping analysis (ASME code case).

In order to ensure that commitments have been implemented, TVA instituted the

DBVP, which includes a licensing verification task. This program should

confirm that commitments are being addressed. The execution of other CAPs

will further verify conformance to code commitments and other design-basis3

documents. The corrective actions associated with VSR discrepancies have

included extent-of-condition reviews that have further investigated

conformance to applicable codes and DBDs. Therefore, the VSRT believes that

this trend has been adequately addressed.

2.5.1.4 Interface Control

Design interfaces exist among TVA engineering disciplines, and among TVA and

its vendors and contractors. Two hundred sixty-six discrepancies were found

relating to interface control.

Design interface inadequacies among TVA disciplines and vendors were identi-

fied in the areas of communication of I&C data, pipihg design changes,

electrical raceway design, and vertical cable support requirements. In the

area of vendor interface, design data were not adequately communicated to the

HVAC vendor and mechanical equipment vendors.
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U VRST believes that the new design procedures that have been implemented by
TVA should adequately control future design interfaces.

2.5.1.5 Design Output Documents

A trend that appeared in both the EV and CV involved the level of detail on

design output drawings. This trend was evident particularly in the area of

details for HVAC system requirements, ductwork installation details, struc-

tural steel details, and electrical separation. In addition, sufficient

installation tolerance information was lacking for items such as component

supports. These types of deficiencies were an important contributing factor

for many of the construction discrepancies which were identified by the VSRT.

Inconsistencies in design documents appeared to be a trend for electrical

schematic drawings, and between mechanical design specifications and the

system design-basis information. In addition, HVAC procurement specifications

did not have an adequate level of detail.

rn corrective action programs being implemented by TVA will include engineer-

ing reviews of as-constructed components to ensure conformance to design

requirements. Design output documents should be enhanced to reflect the

acceptable installed condition. Implementation of these programs should

adequately resolve this trend associated with the level of detail on design

output documents.

2.5.2 CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

The nature of the construction verification discrepancies is summarized in

Table 2.5-2. This summary indicates five primary areas of discrepancy:

* components that were not per specified configurations (e.g.,
member size),

* installed conditions that reflected improper construction
practices (e.g., loose bolts),

" installations that were not within specified tolerances (e.g.,I expansion anchor spacing),
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0components that were damaged (e.g., gouged piping), and

0 components that were missing (e.g., missing tray covers).

Evaluation of the discrepancies in these areas resulted in the identification

of the following trends:

" noncompliance with design output documents,

" alterations without engineering approval,

" inadequate construction procedures, and

* improper maintenance and housekeeping.

2.5.2.1 Compliance with Design Output Documents

A significant portion of the construction verification discrepancies are due

to a lack of attention to the detailed requirements of the design output

drawings and construction specifications as well as implementing construction

procedures. This trend was apparent in all three construction verification

areas: mechanical, structural, and electrical.a

Noncompliance with drawing detail was most prominent in the structural area.

On supports, the trend was evident in connection configurations, baseplate

sizes, expansion anchor patterns, and attachments of ducts and pipes to their

supports. Similarly, structural steel connections and cable tray fittings

failed to meet the details of the drawings and structural steel copes did not

meet code requirements.

In the mechanical area, deviations from drawing details were demonstrated in

discrepancies such as the lack of clamp bars on instrument racks, instrumenta-

tion vent and calibration tees located below manifold connections rather than

above them, and spacing violations for expansion anchor assemblies adjacent to

RHR heat exchanger anchor bolts.

In the electrical area, inattention to detail was reflected in various bolting

discrepancies, loose terminal blocks, and the presence of voids-in fire

protective cable coatings.
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TVA committed to resolve the discrepancies related to this trend through

various corrective action programs. They have committed to correct the cause

of the discrepancies by retraining appropriate construction and inspection

personnel with emphasis on adherence to design output documents and attention

to details. The VSRT believes that these actions will adequately resolve this

trend.

2.5.2.2 Alterations

Another group of the discrepancies was due to alterations. It is not uncommon

for skilled craftsmen to make minor modifications during construction to

facilitate installation or to eliminate interferences; however, it is impor-

tant that these changes be documented and approved by the design engineer.

From the results of the construction verification, it appears that a trend

existed concerning alterations made by construction that were not documented

or approved by engineering.

rnminent examples of this are valve stems that were installed outside .of
angle tolerances to clear obstructions or im Iprove accessibility, structural

steel that was notched to clear piping, and cable tray connecting hardware

that was modified to resolve interferences. Other discrepancies illustrating

this trend include modification of the base support for the nonregenerati ve

letdown heat exchanger 1A, changes to an instrument mounting bracket in one of

the main control room panels, and deletion of diffuser core latches in

damper/grill assemblies.

TVA attributed discrepancies of this nature to lack of emphasis on maintaining

and controlling documentation for field-initiated changes. The significance

of the trend is that the installed conditions of some components have not been

reviewed for adequacy by engineering and are not reflected on the drawings.

Such discrepancies are not necessarily indicative of a lack of construction

quality. In fact, experienced construction personnel may actually improve the

ign by making it more constructable, and such changes should not be dis-Iraged as long as they are properly reviewed .and documented by engineering.
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TVA addressed the discrepancies related to this trend through individual

resolutions and commitments to corrective action programs as appropriate. TVA

addressed the cause of the discrepancies by creating the design change notice

(DCN) system. Previous processes, such as support variance sheets (SVSs),

have been eliminated, and construction personnel will be trained in the new

requirements. The VSRT believes that these actions will adequately resolve

this trend.

2.5.2.3 Construction Procedures

In many resolutions to construction verification discrepancies, the causes of

the discrepancies were determined to be inadequate procedures. These

instances included unclear procedural requirements and procedures that lacked

sufficient detail.

For structural steel, construction procedures included inadequate instruction

for installation of framing. In general, construction personnel referred*

the AISC manual for installation requirements. This approach is partly thS

cause of the connection discrepancies.

Several review areas encountered discrepancies on bolting to Unistrut Chan-

nels. The most common of these was improper seating of nuts on the channel

-lips. The installer was not provided with specific direction for Unistrut

bolting.

Other discrepancies attributed to inadequate procedures include various

discrepancies on the installation of cable tray hardware, improper rivet

spacing in the attachment of HVAC ducts to their supports, omission of node

voltage markers on cable trays, and the lack of covers on cable tray risers.

In many cases, the inadequate construction procedures resulted from con-

struction specifications that were not sufficiently detailed. TVA committed

to correct this trend by revising specifications as needed and then to rev *
implementing procedures and train personnel appropriately. The discrepance
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. Iting from this trend have been addressed by TVA through individual
resolutions and/or commitments to corrective action programs, and the VSRT

believes that this trend is being adequately resolved.

2.5.2.4 Maintenance and Housekeeping

A review of the discrepancies found for mechanical components shows instances

of damaged equipment, missing identification and maintenance tags, and missing

parts. Examples of these discrepancies are as follows:

• valve body gouges;

" loose valve handwheel nut;

• missing maintenance tag on valve;

" broken valve locking bracket;

" piping and tubing arc strikes, gouges, and grind marks;

" broken oil reservoir guard; and

* missing instrument adjustment screw protective cap.

TVA identified several operating and maintenance/housekeeping procedures

currently in place that provide direction for preventing, identifying, and

resolving component damage. Implementation of these procedures should have

resulted in maintenance requests or other appropriate documentation being put

in place to correct the discrepancies. TVA did not find any documentation

that shows these discrepancies had been identified before the VSRT review.

Therefore, although the maintenance and housekeeping procedures are in place,

a trend of inadequate implementation of the procedures appears. This trend

should be resolved by increased emphasis on damage identification through

additional plant personnel training in the appropriate procedures.

2.5.3 QA/QC RECORDS VERIFICATION

The trend analysis in the QA/QC records verification area resulted in the

*ntification of trends in three areas. The significance of these trends and

i corrective actions being implemented by TVA are discussed in Section 5.2
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2.5.3.1 Inspector Certification

Seventy-one discrepancies identified inspector certification problems that

were attributed to

* lack of certification of inspectors before October 1976 and

* improper certification of electrical inspectors from 1977
through 1980.

2.5.3.2 Procedures

Thirty-two discrepancies resulted in revisions to existing procedures or

issuance of new procedures. Inadequate procedures were identified in such

areas as HVAC grill inspections, insulation-resistance tests, verification of

check valves operability, and receiving inspection reports. Lack of proce-

dures were identified in the areas of record authentication and legibility.

Procedures that were not properly implemented resulted in the lack of QC

installation inspection for Seismic Category I(L) components, inadequate

inspector certification, and incomplete records.

2.5.3.3 Adequacy of Inspection Records (CV/RV Interface)

Review of the VSR-identified construction discrepancies against the construc-

tion installation and testing records showed that in all but few cases the

records produced no evidence that these discrepant conditions were documented

as part of the original construction inspection records prepared by TVA.

2.5.3.4 Conclusion

The problems associated with inspector certification have been corrected. The

VRST also believes that the extensive corrective action programs and the

commitments made by TVA should provide an adequate basis to ensure the

accuracy of the QA/QC records.

S
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19 Electrical features of the
component cooling system 4" 2: 2: 2: 1. 1" 0 2" 1 0. 0. 0 1 0" :0 4 2 "0 1 1. . 0 ' 0 2................................................ :......:.....:..... :..... :.... •.....:..... : ..... : .... • .... • ......... : ..... : .... } .... :..... :.... .:.... ..... :..... :.... -....

20 Cables and raceways 1" 9.. 3 7" 3 0 2 •  4 1. 00. 0 0 1" 4 2 8: 0: 2• 2 0 : O: 0 0

21 Electrical separation 2: 3: 2: 5 " : 1 0" 0 3: 2: 0 0 0 3: 2: 2: 3: 2: 0. 1. 0. 0: O: 2

Subtotal 9 33 24:21:13: 1: 2:20:10: 0: 0 0 7 6: 4: 32: 10: 2 :4 2 0: 0: 4

HORIZONTAL REVIEW • . " •

22 High-energy line break 1 • 0 " 0 " 0 " 2: 0. 0. 4. 0. 0. 0 " 0 1 0 0 7. 0 0 0 . 0 0. 0. 0 1
• ..."- •..-. .. . .. .. ...., . . ...: . . .. •.- ?.:. .

.... ... ...... . .o... . .. . .. . ..... . .......... .. . ............... ......... .............. 1..
23 Fire protection 4. 0. " O'1" 1 0 "0. o O : :0 0 0: o: 1: 1" 2: 1: 0: 0" 0: 0. 3

.........................................................................................................
24 Control room habitability 6" 0: a0 3: 4: 0 .0" 2: 5: a: 1" 0 4" 0: S: . :' 1: 0: 0: 0: 0: 0: 0

Subtotal 11• 0 0: 4 7. 0 0 0- 7• 5. 0' 1. 0 5. 0. 6 14- 3 1 •1 O O- O- 0- 4
25 Design process 4. 2. o0 : o: o: 0 0 : 0. " o0 : 0 :0 2: o o. 0 0: 0: o0 : 0 0

TOTAL 252 95:118:"266:117:69 " 7221: 94: 3 339• 9 50: 56: 115: 341- 57: 24: 12: 10: 2: 48: 25

M2530.013 03-89
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TABLE 2.5-1

ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

ey to Applicable Discrepancy Report

DR UERSCOL ROW

A 01
A 02
A 03
A 04
A 05
A 06
A 07
A 08
A 09
A 10
A 11
A 12
A 13
A 14
A 16
A 18

20

A 21
A 22
A 23
A 24
A 25
B 01
B 02
B 03
B 04
B 05
B 06
B 07
B 08
B 13
B 16
B 17
B 18
B 19
B 20
B 21
B 25
C 01
C 02

v C 03
04

C 05

5, 41, 45, 157, 194, 201
12, 15, 42, 46, 64, 70, 87, 143, 208, 332
94, 215, 257, 272
14, 62, 85, 91, 92, 154, 200, 206

193
32, 43, 50, 120, 198, 216, 234, 307, 318
8, 16, 17, 68, 93, 108, 160, 319

244, 245, 254, 263, 299, 300
36, 104, 105, 187, 258, 267

270
89, 313, 315, 316, 326
4, 54, 167

25, 26, 52, 113, 114, 115, 118
186
293
134
132, 182, 183, 397
297
84, 189

325
48, 60, 142, 197

191, 232, 303, 327
652
45, 157, 194, 201

208, 231, 622
215, 257, 272
14, 199
65
32, 198, 234, 307
8, 16, 17, 68, 93, 108, 160, 319

244, 245, 254, 263
114
73, 82, 83, 140, 164, 165, 166, 253, 385
76, 81
20, 75, 77, 223, 255, 269, 273, 375
182, 397
1, 3, 7, 13, 112, 213, 261, 629, 654

22, 84, 298
652
5, 41, 45, 157, 159, 194, 201, 230

42, 46, 143, 332, 617, 625
257
62, 85
30, 111, 193

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Peg 1 2 of 8



TABLE 2.5-1Pae3o8

ENGINEERING VERIFICATIONh NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION
P to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NUMBERS
-- - ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 06 32, 216, 318
C 07 324
C 08 254, 299, 300
C 11 89, 313, 315, 316, 326
C 12 54, 167
C 13 52, 116
C 14 186
C 16 73, 82, 83, 140, 164, 165, 166, 253
C 17 76, 81
C 18 20, 75, 717, 223, 255, 269, 273
C 19 132, 397
C 20 13, 112, 629
C 21 84
D 01 5, 41, 45, 157, 159, 194, 201, 230
D 02 12, 15, 39, 42, 46, 63, 64, 70, 87, 143, 208, 231, 291, 332, 617, 622, 625, 626
D 03 94, 215, 257, 272

04 14, 92, 154, 199, 206, 294
05 30, 65, 71, 193, 195

D 06 32, 43, 50, 120, 198, 216, 234
D 07 8, 16, 17, 68, 108, 160, 207, 314, 319, 621
D 08 244, 245, 254, 263, 299
D 09 36, 37, 51, 104, 187, 210, 267, 268
D 11 89, 316, 326
D 12 4, 54, 167, 649
D 13 26, 52, 114, 116
D 14 185, 186
D 15 38, 55, 56
D 16 57, 74, 119, 242, 293, 653
D 19 132, 183
D 20 1, 3, 213, 261, 297
D 21 6, 22, 189, 298
D 23 10
D 24 232, 233, 327
E 01 41, 45, 157, 194, 201
E 02 42, 46, 64, 87, 110, 622
E 03 257, 272
E 04 14, 62, 85, 91, 92, 199
E 06 50, 307
E 07 8, 16, 17, 93, 108, 324, 621
E 08 245, 254, 263, 299, 300
E 09 104, 267, 292

11 89, 313, 315, 316, 326
12 4, 54, 167

E 13 25, 113, 118

Page 3 of 8



TABLE2.5-1Page 4 of 8

ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
~ NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

Pey to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NUMBERS
-------------------------------------------------------------------
E 14 186
E 16 73, 165
E 17 81
*E 18 20, 77, 223, 269, 273
E 19 397
E 20 13, 261, 629
E 21 22
E 22 328, 331
E 23 142
E 24 232, 233, 302, 303
F 01 5, 41, 45, 201
F 02 208, 231, 622
F 03 257, 272
F 05 65
F 06 32, 216, 307
F 07 314

08 244, 245, 254, 263
09 36, 104, 105, 258, 267, 292
12 4

F 19 132
G 05 111
G 08 254
G 15 55
G 20 1, 3
H 01 5, 45
H 02 12, 15, 70, 208, 617
E 03 215, 257, 272
H 04 200
H 05 30, 111, 193, 195
H 06 32, 198, 216, 234, 318
H 07 93, 160, 207
H 08 244, 245, 254, 263, 266, 299
H 09 36, 104, 105, 187, 210, 258, 267, 268, 292
H 10 270, 271, 320
H 11 89, 313, 315, 316, 326,
H 12 4, 54, 167
H 13 26, 52, 114, 115, 116
H 14 185, 186
H 15 34, 35, 38, 56
H 16 82, 83, 140, 164, 165, 166, 253
H 17 76

18 75, 255, 273
I1 19 182, 183
H 20 7, 112, 213, 261

TABLE 2.5-1



TABLE 2.5-1rae5o8

ENGINEERING VERIFICATIONh NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION
l~ey to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NU1ERS
---------------------------------------------------------------------
H 21 84, 189, 298
H 22 322, 325
H 23 58
H 24 232
1 01 5, 45, 159, 201
1 02 11, 39, 46, 63, 66, 87, 110, 143, 208, 291, 332, 622, 625, 626
1 03 257, 272
1 04 85, 154, 199, 294
1 05 71
1 06 32, 43, 50, 120, 198, 216, 234
1 07 314, 621
1 08 244
1 09 104
1 11 313, 315, 316, 326
1 12 54, 167
1 13 52, 114, 115
I 16 57, 119, 242, 385, 653

17 375
1 18 397

1 19 297
1 21 6, 84
1 24 191, 327
J 09 210, 268
J 12 54
K 01 201
K 02 46, 87, 626
K 03 215, 257, 272
K 04 206
K 05 65
K 06 198, 234
K 07 107, 207
K 08 254
K 09 36
K 10 270, 271
K 11 315
K 24 232
L 01 45
L 02 332, 625
N 01 45
X 02 46, 64, 70
M 03 215, 257, 272

S04 206
06 43, 50, 120

N 07 621

rage 5 ot e



TABLE 2.6-1Pae6o8

ENGINEERING VERIFICATIONI NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

Key to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NU1ERS

N 08 266
N 09 104, 105
N 10 270
N 11 313
N 12 649
N 16 293
N 18 134
N 19 132
N 20 297
N 21 84, 189, 298
N 22 325
M 24 191, 232, 233, 303
N 01 157, 194
N 02 70
N 03 94
S04 199

05 65, 193
08 244, 245, 254, 263

N 11 89
N 13 26, 52, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118
N 20 1, 3, 7, 654
N 21 22, 298
N 25 652
0 01 45, 201
0 02 11, 15, 64, 70, 143, 617
0 03 215, 257, 272
0 04 14, 85, 154, 294
0 05 111, 193
0 06 43, 120
0 07 16, 68, 93, 108
0 08 244, 245, 254, 263, 266
0 09 104, 105, 268
0 10 270
0 11 89, 313, 315, 316
0 12 4, 167, 649
0 13 26, 52, 114, 115, 116
0 14 185, 186
0 20 261, 297
0 21 189, 298
0 23 10

~0 24 327
01 5, 41, 45, 157, 194, 201
02 12, 42, 46, 63, 64, 70, 87, 208, 231, 332, 622

P 03 215, 257, 272
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ALE2.5-1Pae7o8

ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
h NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

P'ey to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR MM1ERS

P 04 62, 85, 91, 199
P 05 30, 65, 111, 193, 195
P 06 32, 43, 50, 120, 198, 216, 234, 307, 318
P 07 8, 16, 17, 68, 93, 108, 160, 207, 314, 324, 621
P 08 244, 245, 254, 263, 266, 299, 300
P 09 36, 37, 51, 104, 105, 187, 210, 258, 267, 268, 292
P 10 270, 271, 320
P 11 89, 313, 315, 316, 326
P 12 4, 54, 167
P 13 25, 26, 52, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118
P 14 185, 186
P 15 34, 35, 38, 55, 56
P 16 73 , 82, 83, 140, 164, 165, 166, 253
P 17 76, 81
P 18 20, 75, 77, 223, 255, 269, 273
P 19 132, 182, 183, 397' 20 1, 3, 7, 13, 112, 213, 629, 654
1 21 22, 84, 189
p 22 259, 322, 325, 328, 331

P 23 142
P 24 232, 233, 302, 303, 327
Q 02 12, 15, 39, 63, 66, 87, 110, 291, 332, 625, 626
Q 04 200
Q 05 65, 71
Q 06 32
Q 07 8, 17, 108, 160
Q 09 104
Q 11 89, 316
Q 12 4
Q 13 52, 114, 115
Q 15 34
Q 16 57, 119, 242, 385, 653
Q 18 375
Q 19 182, 183
Q 21 6, 298
Q 23 58, 60
Q 24 232
R 01 45, 159
R 02 143, 332, 625
R 03 257, 272
R 05 193K 12 4

20 7, 297
R 23 197

Page 7 of 8



TABLE 2.5-1Pae8o8

ENGINEERING- VERIFICATION
NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

-Key to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR MUERS

S 01 159, 201, 230
S 02 70, 87, 622
S 19 397
S 20 1, 3
S 21 189
T 01 5, 201
T 02 39, 70, 87, 622, 625
T 09 258
T 16 74
T 19 397
U 01 201
U 05 193
V 01 230
V 11 89, 313, 315, 316
V, 12 4, 167

V 13 26, 52, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118
1w 01 157, 194
~W 02 12
W 04 92, 199, 200
W 06 32
W 07 16, 107, 108, 207
W 19 182, 183
W 21 189, 298
W 22 259
W 23 48, 58, 60
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TABLE 2.5-2

CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION
NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

REVIEW AREA

C

C

Co

z.0

z

DISCREPANCY

C0
C
0J

a
0
S
C
U

U

0
U

.5
a.
a
z

TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

--

0a-

-u,

O E

-o_

• !

a
C

1A

V

0

C

0

cc

3

0

r.

*0

MECHANICAL Column No. a bdfhJ id j k I m n o p_

I Mechanical systems and . . ...-
components 19 o10 3: 1: 8 0 14: 1 a: 1 : 13: 24 : 4 o: 0 1

.. . . . . .z . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... .. . .. . . . . ..... :...... *. .. . ......

I Instrumentation and " "
controls 17" 4" 23 4. 2 4 83 8 0• 1" 6 11: 0: 3: 0 0

3 HVAC equipment S" 3 0: i: 2: 2 4 1 : 0" 7 8: 0 0 0" 0

Subtotal 41 : 17 5 • 6 : 12 6 26 10: 0 2 26: 43: 4 3 0 1

CIVIL/STRUCTURAL .. ... : : . .

I Str ural steel 30: 15: 0: 11, 4: 0 a 1' 0 S"8 58: 2: 0 0 0 0 58. ~ ~~~~~ ~~ .. . .. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .I. . . ...... ...... . ......
I.• p restraints 2: 1• 0: 1 :0 0 1: 0 : 0 : 3 3 0: 0 : 0: 0

I ... . .. . .. . . .. . . .•.• . . ... ..I .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .... . ... . . .. . .
4 El al raceways and: • • : : •
supports 463 213 63 8 : 23 47: 4 0" 39 61: 12: 40: 0: 0: 0

...................................... ...... ...... ...... ..... .. .....r HVAC ducts, plenums, • : : : • : :
and supports 17 0 0: 4 1 3 23 0 0 5 :26 7: 0o 0 0 13

... .-... .. . ... . . .- . . ....... •...... ..... -...... :...... -...... * ..... ...... •...... . . .- ......
3 Small-bore piping and : : : : : :

Instrumentation line supports 10: 11: 1: 2: 3: 0 8" 0: 0: 4: 22: 3: 12: 0: 0: 7
. .. ........ ...... : ................... . . . . . ,,...... :.....:..... .: . .. ...... :..... :...... ........ . . . . .

Concrete and masonry : : :partition walls 1: 0: 0: 4: 2: 0 0: 0 :0 0: 7: 1" 0: 0: 0: 0

Subtotal 106 48 7: 363 15 26 S83 53 0 107: 177: 28: 52 0" 0: 78

ELECTRICAL • : : . .r I I
10 Electrical equipment S: 30: 7: 5$ 13: 7 55: 3: 0 "6 6" 10 0: 1 0 1

................ ............. ..... ..... .......... ......... ...... ....... ... ...........1 Cable 2 : 21 : 3: 0 : 3 0 16 0: 0 :14: 0• 0 16" 0: 0: 1

........., .... ,..... ..... . -.. ,.... *.. .., 4 ... .. ,, °. •° °........ *... . .......... .. .° . . ° ° ., , .. .
12 Fire protection of cable : :

and raceways 2: 14" 1: 0: 2! 3 21: 0: 0: 1: 0: 0: 0: 0: 0: 3

Subtotal 93 653 113 53 18 10 923 3. 03 21: 63 10: 16: 1: 0: 5

TOTAL 156 130 23 41 45 42 176: 18 0:129 209: 81: 72: 4 0" 84

12530:014 03-89
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CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION
* NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

Ke to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NM1ERS

A 01 146, 247, 248, 251, 264, 279, 355, 356, 406, 427, 443, 468, 561, 587, 632, 646
A 02 96, 97, 101, 103, 168, 169, 205, 221, 282, 340, 640
A 03 128, 284, 288, 614
A 04 360, 362, 370, 371, 386, 388, 471, 474, 475, 477, 478, 479, 481, 637, 648
A 05 308
A 06 236, 365, 376, 377, 378, 381, 382, 393, 413, 414, 416, 418, 438, 446, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464,

465, 466, 472, 473, 486, 495, 496, 518, 524, 525, 647
A 07 171, 172, 173, 176, 178, 179, 180, 304, 306, 317, 354, 387, 498, 499
A 08 411, 441, 457, 489, 491, 523, 636
A 09 239
A 10 125, 547, 556, 568
A 11 599
A 12 597, 606
B 01 352, 355, 406, 425, 428, 431, 450, 561, 643
B 02 224, 282, 340, 561B 03 614
B 04 362, 371, 372, 373, 386, 474, 475, 478, 479, 480, 481
B 05 309
B 06 238, 364, 376, 379, 398, 414, 436, 460, 461, 462, 464, 466, 469, 486, 496, 518, 520
B 08 153, 392, 441, 488, 489, 494, 523, 615, 635
B 10 126, 333, 361, 503, 504, 547, 548, 551, 556, 559, 567, 569, 571, 573, 588, 616
B 11 149, 401, 402, 419, 420, 421, 422, 484, 550, 572, 598, 599, 602, 607
B 12 549, 576, 578, 579, 584, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 600, 604, 605
C 01 265, 335, 426
C 02 204, 282
C 06 364, 367, 445, 460, 464, 465
C 08 491
C 10 503, 504, 557, 558, 574, 5717, 588
C 11 422, 602
C 12 513
D 01 641
D 02 147, 638, 639
D 03 128
D 04 388, 471, 474, 477, 478, 479, 480
D 05 308
D 06 437, 472, 500, 516
D 07 171, 172, 174, 305
D 08 151, 156
D 09 239, 240, 241
D 10 117, 220, 547, 559
1 01 246, 287, 341, 444, 561
E 02 282, 644
E 03 280, 614

TABLE 2.5-2 Page 2 of 4



CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION
~ NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

lKey to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NUMBERS
------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
E 04 471, 478, 480
E 06 237, 382, 398, 473, 476
E 07 304
E 08 150, 391, 636
E 09 240, 241
E 10 350, 361, 504, 556, 557, 559, 569, 574, 588
E 11 149, 550, 607
E 12 597, 606
F 02 95, 102, 168, 430
F 03 280, 614
F 06 217, 363, 365, 367, 368, 376, 377, 378, 381, 382, 394, 395, 413, 446, 459, 461, 485, 495, 516, 520,

630
F 07 171, 499, 501
F 10 361, 384, 547, 548, 555, 567, 574
F 12 549, 579, 594
G 01 287, 335, 355, 406, 424, 425, 426, 444, 450, 561, 632
SG 02 97, 102, 147, 224, 282, 340
IG 03 280, 284, 614
G 05 309
G 06 217, 237, 238, 363, 364, 365, 367, 368, 376, 377, 378, 379, 381, 382, 394, 413, 414, 436, 445, 446,

459, 460, 461, 462, 464, 465, 466, 473, 476, 485, 486, 495, 496, 516, 518, 520, 630
G 07 499, 501
G 08 150, 153, 392, 488, 489, 494, 615
G 10 125, 126, 333, 350, 361, 384, 503, 504, 547, 548, 551, 556, 557, 558, 559, 567, 569, 571, 573, 574,

577, 588, 616
G 11 149, 419, 420, 421, 422, 550, 572, 599, 601, 602, 607
G 12 549, 576, 578, 579, 584, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 600, 604, 605, 606
H 01 468
H 02 95, 96, 103, 168, 282, 430
H 03 280
H 04 481
H 06 446, 464, 486
H 10 361, 555, 556
J 01 468
J 02 204
J 04 360, 362, 370, 371, 372, 373, 386, 388, 471, 474, 475, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481
J 06 236, 367, 379, 383, 393, 394, 395, 414, 416, 418, 437, 438, 445, 460, 463, 464, 465, 466, 469, 472,

473, 496, 500, 516, 518, 520, 524
J 07 176, 178, 304, 306, 354
J 08 491, 523
J 10 503, 504, 557, 558, 574, 588

SJ 11 149, 401, 402, 422, 484, 550, 598, 602, 607
J 12 597

K 01 246, 247, 248, 289, 341, 355, 444, 561, 587, 632, 641, 643

TABLE 2.5-2 Page 3 oi 4



TABLE 2.5-2Pae4o4

CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

Key to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW DR NUMBERS

K 02 96, 205, 282, 561, 639, 644
K 03 80, 281, 284, 288, 614
K 04 360, 362, 370, 371, 372, 373, 386, 388, 471, 474, 475, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481
K 05 308
K 06 217, 236, 365, 376, 377, 378, 381, 382, 393, 394, 395, 398, 414, 416, 418, 436, 437, 438, 446, 460,

461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 469, 472, 473, 476, 486, 495, 496, 500, 516, 518, 520, 524, 525, 647
K 07 171, 172, 173, 174, 176, 178, 179, 180, 304, 305, 306, 317, 354, 387, 498, 499, 564
K 08 151, 391, 392, 411, 441, 457, 488, 489, 491, 494, 523, 615, 635, 636
K 09 239, 240, 241
K 10 503, 588
L 01 79, 146, 247, 248, 250, 251, 264, 265, 279, 289, 290, 341, 356, 406, 426, 427, 428, 468, 587, 641,

646
L 02 95, 96, 101, 147, 221, 282, 340, 430, 638, 639, 640
L 03 80, 128, 281, 284, 288, 614
L 04 637, 648
L 05 308, 309, 310
L 06 398, 446, 447, 459, 462, 473, 500, 647
L 07 498, 499, 564
L 08 441, 489, 523
L 09 239
L 10 117, 220, 547, 548, 559, 568
N 01 352, 406, 425, 431
N 06 365, 376, 377, 378, 379, 381, 382, 383, 393, 394, 395, 413, 414, 416, 418, 436, 466, 469, 495, 500,

516, 518
N 08 151, 392, 411, 457, 488, 489, 494, 615
N 11 149, 401, 402, 422, 484, 550, 598, 599, 602, 607
N 02 169
N 10 125
P 01 468
P 04 360, 362, 370, 371, 372, 373, 386, 388, 471, 474, 4175, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481
P 07 171, 172, 174, 176, 178, 179, 180, 304, 306, 354
P 08 491, 635, 636
P 10 567
P 11 599
P 12 597, 606

Pago 4 of 4



NATURE OF

TABLE 2.5-3

RECORDS VERIFICATION
DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

REVIEW AREA

t
C 0Q.

C 0

00.
UgQ
0..-

02

DISCREPANCY

V

10
0

00

OSCU

06

0

U

ECL
0.

Us~0
0 -

C

0-

.oE

-,.
E..

..
0=

*1

C

0

50"

TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

C0

o

cO

0

V
0

.-

0M0

0a

C
i

C

CL
0

C.2

Column No. a b c d a f g h I J k

1 Construction
Installation/testIng records 0 0 4 8 2 0 1 0 1 12 0

. . .. ....... ; ...... , ....... ...... z: ....... ...... ,z ....... ....... ....... .......

2,& celpt Inspection and
racerecords 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0

3 ' aInlng, qualification, and
certification records 15 56 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 59 2

.... .. -.... .. ... ... : . ..... ........ . ........ . . .: ....... : ....... : ...... ,. .......

4 Records quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 15 56 4 8 2 6 32 0 1 74" 2

M2530.015 03-89
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RECORDS VERIFICATION
* NATURE OF DISCREPANCY AND TECHNICAL RESOLUTION

OKey to Applicable Discrepancy Report

COL ROW~ DR NMBERS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A 03 24, 222, 358, 483, 497, 514, 521, 538, 541, 580, 581, 585, 589, 590, 608
B 03 18, 23, 129, 188, 344, 345, 346, 347, 357, 399, 400, 404, 405, 408, 409, 412, 433, 434, 439, 440,

448, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 490, 507, 510, 511, 512, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534,
535, 536, 537, 539, 540, 544, 545, 546, 562, 563, 591, 609, 618, 619, 620

C 01 24, 53, 138, 432
D, 01 9, 19, 351, 374, 543, 631, 645
E 01 631, 645
F 03 582
F 02 505, 610, 612
G 03 399, 490, 582
G 01 136
G 04 650, 651
1 01 29
J 03 18, 23, 24, 129, 188, 222, 344, 345, 346, 347, 357, 400, 404, 405, 408, 409, 412, 433, 434, 439,

440, 448, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 507, 510, 511, 512, 514, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533,
I 34, 535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 544, 545, 546, 562, 563, 591, 609, 618, 619, 620
01 9, 19, 24, 53, 106, 136, 138, 374, 432, 543, 645
02 442, 509, 628

K 03 399, 490

TABLE 2.5-3 Page 2 of 2



CHAPTER 3

ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

3.1 METHODOLOGY

The objective of the engineering verification (EV) portion of the VSR Was to

verify that the design of WBN in effect as of the established cutoff date of
April 22, 1988, met design criteria and licensing requirements, Was techni-

cally adequate, and was performed iln a controlled manner.

This section of the report describes in general terms the VSR approach and

details the methodology.

The engineering verification included the following:

* system selection,

* element selection,

* checklist preparation,

" component selection,

* component assessment,

" evaluation of assessment, and

* closeout of discrepancy.

3.1.1 SYSTEM SELECTION

The selection of systems for the vertical and horizontal review is described

in Section 1.5.

3.1.2 ELEMENT SELECTION

The selection of element types was based on the experience of the senior VSRT
personnel, similar work performed on other nuclear stations, a review of WBN

system descriptions, and related component lists for other similar plants.S"Elements and Attributes List to Verify Design Adequacy, Construction
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Adequacy and QA/QC Records Adequacy - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant" (E/A list) W

dated May 16, 1988, was a source of input to the elements included in the VSR.

EV selected elements that encompassed the design of safety-related systems and

structures. The elements selected for CV were developed from the EV selection

and were limited to those which were construction related. CV elements were

limited to elements that were accessible for visual inspection and where the

work was performed by TVA. The elements selected for RV were developed from

the EV and the CV selection. RV elements-included elements that were

inaccessible for CV. The construction elements, collectively, spanned the

duration of construction.

Table 3.1-1 lists the elements selected for EV, CV, and RV.

3.1.3 CHECKLIST PREPARATION

For each of the elements selected, a checklist was prepared to define and

document the review process. The checklists address licensing and design j
requirements such that all essential attributes are covered in the review a

assessment.

The sources of licensing requirements were

* Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR),

" Watts Bar Safety Evaluation Report (SER),

" ACRS commitments,

* Code of Federal Regulations,

" industry codes and standards as committed to in FSAR,

* IE bulletins, notices, and circulars,

• design and licensing commitments made to NRC, and

* fire protection report.
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Wer sources used for the preparation of checklists were

* TVA quality assurance manuals,

" Watts Bar Project Manual,

• TVA design guides and standards,

* TVA generic engineering procedures,

• TVA current organization charts that represent design flow,

* interface design specifications (TVA and Westinghouse),

* design criteria,

* system descriptions,

* Sargent & Lundy standards,

* technical specifications,

* Westinghouse functional requirements and design criteria,

* • design drawings,

IDI and IDR checklists,

* construction assessment program checklists,

* Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) sample

checklists,

* Nuclear Construction Issues Group (NCIG),

• Sequoyah Independent Design Inspection (IDI),

* WBN Quality Control Procedures (QCPs),

* WBN Quality Control Instructions (QCIs),

* WBN Construction Procedure Manual for Nuclear Construction -

Construction Engineering Procedures (CEPs),

* WBN Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs),

* WBN Administrative Instruction Manual (AIs),

* DNQA Quality Methods Manual (QMIs),

* • TVA Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual (NQAM),
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* TVA-TR75-1A, Topical Report,

* general construction specifications, and

• project specifications.

The tabulation of checklists used for the VSR is provided in Appendix D.

3.1.4 COMPONENT SELECTION

Component selection provides for the ident'ification of specific compon-

ents for detailed review from the entire population of components in the

selected systems. The following factors were considered in making the

component selections:

* importance to safety,

" complexity of design and construction,

* degree of standardization,

" state of the art,

" similarity with previously proven designs,

" difficulties on other projects with comparable designs,

• relationship to possible generic implications,

* relevance and sensitivity of specific design documents,

• known problems affecting standardized design and their
effects on other features, and

* changes to previously verified designs.

Table 3.1-1 lists the number of components selected for EV, CV, and RV.

3.1.4.1 Mechanical Component Selection

Components selected were, in general, nuclear safety-related, except for

certain instruments that are not safety-related but are safety-related

position retention Q-I(L), and those that are challenged to accommodate a wide

range of plant conditions. These components include pumps, heat exchange*
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Willers, valves, ducts, and plenums. The CC system components selected are

complex or significant, important in inter/intra system relationships, or have

been identified as problematic in past evaluations.

The specific components selected are presented in the "List of Selected

Elements/Components for Verification," Appendix F.

3.1.4.2 Civil/Structural Component Selection

The civil/structural components were selected considering configurations that

are located in the general area of the selected systems, and which represent

the various types of configurations commonly used. For each of the civil/

structural elements, design parameters were identified that have significant

influence on the complexity and technical depth of design associated with that

element. These parameters included such items as torsional loads, thermal

effects, concentrated attachment loads, interactions among structural compon-

ents, pipe rupture effects, complexity of structural geometry, effects of

hcontinuities and openings, and self-weight seismic effects. In general,
omponent selection also considered those cases where the potential for design

problems was high.

The specific components selected are presented in the "List of Selected

Elements/Components for Verification," Appendix F.

3.1.4.3 Electrical Component Selection

Selected components were, in general, nuclear safety-related, except in the

area of offsite power, where certain components and design features were

reviewed to verify compliance with GDC-17 and other licensing requirements.

These components include switchgears, MCCs, transformers, power panels,

batteries, chargers, inverters, motors, cables, raceways, containment

penetrations, and five stops and seals. The selected electrical components

are complex or significant, important in inter/intra system relationships, or

have been identified as problematic in past evaluations.I
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The specific electrical components selected are presented in the "List of

Selected Elements/Components for Verification," Appendix F.

3.1.5 COMPONENT ASSESSMENT

Utilizing the checklists, the EV review substantiated and documented the

technical adequacy of the selected systems, its components, and the design

process. If the VSRT found potential conditions that appeared not to meet

design criteria, licensing requirements, or safety-related design require-

ments, objective evidence noting these conditions was documented in the check-

lists.

In performing the reviews, each system was reviewed from the standpoint of an

integrated design, properly coordinated between disciplines. It included

mechanical, electrical, nuclear, instrumentation and control, civil/structural

aspects of the design, plant arrangements, and fluid system aspects of the

design.

3.1.6 EVALUATION AND CLOSEOUT 6
The identified facts were discussed with TVA personnel by the VSRT in order to

provide TVA with an opportunity to provide additional information, or to

substantiate the facts. For those facts that provided sufficient basis for an

observation, an observation report (OR) documenting the potential discrepancy

was prepared and issued to the Internal Review Committee (IRC) review.

The IRC determined whether the observation was a discrepancy or a nondiscrep-

ant observation based on their review of the observation report and substan-

tiating system/element/attribute documentation. Observations determined by

the IRC as being nondiscrepant were recorded and their basis documented.

Observations that were considered valid become the basis for a discrepancy

report (DR).

The IRC transmitted the discrepancy reports (DRs) to TVA for resolution and

for a design/safety significance determination.
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TVA completed the determination of the design/safety significance of the

discrepancy and proposed the resolutions in a response report (RR). Each of

the following items was specifically addressed in the RR if it was determined

that the discrepancy was valid:

• significance of discrepancy and basis of significance,

• action necessary to correct the discrepancy, and

* the extent-of-condition.

For those DRs that were design-significant or where the significance

determination was not performed, the response also addressed

* probable root cause and

" action necessary to prevent recurrence.

The VSRT reviewed the RR and the proposed resolution for acceptance. Accepta-

ble resolutions and unresolved discrepancies were documented in completion

ports (CR). For unresolved discrepancies, the IRC reported to TVA appro-

iate recommendations for resolution.

The IRC performed a trend analysis of all discrepancies. This trend analysis

involved the review of all discrepancies to ascertain the nature, signifi-

cance, and frequency of occurrence of each discrepancy. The discrepancies

were also evaluated collectively to determine whether there were any generic

implications that resulted in the identification of programmatic deficiencies.

p
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TABLE 3.1-1

WATTS BAR VSR COMPONENT SELECTION

Page 1 of 6

Element

1.0 CABLE

1.1

1.2

2.0 CABLE

2.1

2.2

2.3

.0 CABLE

3.1

3.2

Cable

Cable Coatings and Fire

Wraps

RACE WAYS

Cable Trays and Risers

Conduit and Junction Boxes

Electrical Duct Runs

RACEWAY SUPPORTS

Cable Tray/Riser Supports

Conduit/Junction Box
Supports

Number of
Components
Selected

EV RV CV

30 6 29

17

20

20

N/A

2 20

4 20

4.0 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

4.1 Batteries

4.2 Containment Electrical
Penetrations Assembly

4.3 Emergency Auxiliary AC
Power

4.4 Inverters and Chargers

4.5 Motors and Generators

S 4.6 Panels and Boards

WBVSR-3-1

3

5

N/A

2

3

5



Page 2 of 6
TABLE 3.1-1 (Cont.)

Element

4.7 Switchgear and Motor
Control Centers

4.8 Transformers

4.9 Vital and Backup DC
Power

4.11 Control Valves

5.0 HVAC

5.1

5.2

P 5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

6.0 HVAC

6.1

Number of
Components
Selected

RV

5

4

N/A

4

DUCT AND EQUIPMENT

Duct and Plenums

Duct In-Line Components

Fans and Blowers

Grilles, Registers,
Diffusers

HVAC/HEPA Filters

Louvers

Refrigeration Units

SUPPORTS

HVAC Duct Supports

7.0 INSTRUMENTS

7.1 Detectors

7.2 Indicators

WBVSR-3-1

Cv

5

8

N/A

7



Page 3 of 6
TABLE 3.1-1 (Cont.)

Element

7.3 Local Panels

7.4 Process Switches

7.5 Transmitt ers

8.0 INSTRUMENTATION LINES

8.1 Instrument Lines

EV

4

8

17

9.0 INSTRUMENTATION LINE SUPPORTS

9.1 Instrumentation Supports

and Supplemental Steel

P0 LARGE-BORE PIPING

10.1 Piping - Large-Bore

(equipment loads only)

12.0 SMALL-BORE PIPING

12.1 Piping - Small-Bore

12.2 Piping - Alternate

Analysis

13.0 SMALL-BORE PIPING SUPPORTS

13.1 Pipe Supports and
Supplemental Support
Steel

14.0 VALVES

14.1 Containment Isolation
01hL Valves

Number of
Components
Selected

RV

2

2

2

3

3

N/A

4

N/A

6

2
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Page 4 of 6
TABLE 3.1-1 (Cont.)

Number of
Components
Selected

Element EV RV CV

14.2 Genera] Application
Valves - Excluding
Check Valves 7 4 12

14.3 Check Valves 4 3 8

15.0 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

15.3 Dampers 13 2 12

15.4 Diesel Generators N/A 1 N/A

15.6 Heat Exchange Equipment 7 2 5

15.7 Fire Stops and Seals 10 2 13

15.8 Mechanical Penetrations 4 1 2
15.9 Piping In-Line Components 5 2 8

15.10 Pressure Relief Devices 7 2 7

15.11 Pumps 4 2 4

15.12 Tanks and Vessels 1 N/A 1

15.13 Thermal Insulation 3 N/A N/A

15.15 Valve Operator Motors 15 3 10

16.0 CONCRETE STRUCTURES

16.1 Concrete Structures 9 N/A N/A

16.2 Reactor Building 2 N/A N/A

16.3 Grout N/A N/A NOTE 1

16.4 Reinforcing Steel 9 3 1*
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TABLE 3.1-1 (Cont.)

Number of
Components
Selected

RV

N/A

Element

17.0 FOUNDATIONS

17.1 Foundation Work

17.2 Equipment Foundations/
Supports

18.0 STRUCTURAL STEEL/MISC. STEEL

18.1 Embedment Plates

18.3 Penetration Anchorage

18.4 Pipe Whip Restraints and
Jet Impingement Shields

P 18.6 Steel Structures

19.0 MASONRY WALLS

19.1 Masonry/Partition Walls

21.0 PLANT DESIGN FEATURES

21.1 Control Room Habitability

21.2 Electrical Separation

21.3 Environmental
Qualifications

21.5 Fire Protection/Appendix R

Cv

N/A

3 NOTE 2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

I*= Inaccessible

R E 1 = Reviewed as an attribute for applicable elements
E 2 = Covered as part of equipment

WBVSR-3- 1
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Page 6 of 6
TABLE 3.1-1 (Cont.)

[V

10High-Energy Line Break

Mechanical/Electrical
System Layout/Design

Seismic Qualification

Buried Pipe

Seismic Analysis

Number of
Components
Selected

RV

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Element

21.6

21.9

21.14

21.98

21.99

CV

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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1W MECHANICAL REVIEW

The mechanical engineering verification included a review of mechanical
features of the component cooling (CC) system and portions of the safety-
related control building HVAC system.

The mechanical review was divided into five principal categories, which are

detailed as follows:

" Mechanical Systems and Components

-- Mechanical Equipment

-- Process Piping and Components

-- Valves

-- Overall System Design Adequacy

" Instrumentation and Controls

IjProcess Instrumentation and Control Loops

Component Classification and Design Basis

-- Overall System Control Adequacy

" Alternate Small Bore Piping Analysis

-- SAGS/DAGS Computer Assisted Calculation-

-- Procedure 76-5 Calculations

-- T-PIPE Computer Analysis

-- Piping Analysis by Hand Calculations

" Equipment Seismic and Mechanical Environmental Qualification

-- Mechanical Components - Seismic Qualification

-- Electrical Components - Seismic Qualification

-- Instrumentation/Controls - Seismic Qualification

-- Mechanical Components - Environmental Qualification

3.2-1
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*HVAC System

-- Equipment

-- Duct Systems

-- Dampers

-- Overall System Design Adequacy

3.2.1 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

3.2.1.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate the design of a

selected-mechanical fluid system for technical adequacy and for

compliance with licensing commitments. This review included assessing

the adequacy of the system to deliver required cooling water flows and

to ensure system pressure integrity as required by ASME code

requirements. The CC system was selected for review after performing an

evaluation of all plant systems using vertical slice review criteria for

system selection.

The VSRT reviewed selected design-basis documents and components in the

component cooling (CC) system. The selected components provide a

representative cross section and were chosen on the basis of their

contribution to the function and pressure integrity of the system.

The following components were selected:

*Mechanical Equipment

-- CC system heat exchanger A,

-- six heat exchangers served by the CC system,

-- CC system pumps C-S and lA-A,

-- CC system thermal barrier booster pump lA-A, and

-- CC system surge tank A.
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0Process Piping and Components

-- eight large-bore piping segments,

-- six small-bore piping segments,

-- four instrument lines,

-- five piping in-line components,

-- four mechanical penetrations,

-- two fire stops and seals, and

-- three segments of pipe thermal insulation.

*Valves

-- five containment isolation valves,

-- seven general application valves,

-- four check valves,

-- eight control valves, and

-- seven pressure relief valves.

Figure 3.2-1 presents a simplified diagram of the CC system with the VSR

selected mechanical components identified.

3.2.1.2 Evaluation

The review of the mechanical system was performed on two levels. The first
level of review consisted of the detailed engineering of individual system
components. The components were-reviewed against the licensing requirements in
the FSAR, applicable design criteria and specifications, functional require-
ments, pressure integrity requirements, and code design requirements. The
second level of review consisted of an overall system licensing and design
adequacy review. The overall system review was performed using the same set
of requirements with specific emphasis on ensuring the system's ability to
function as described in the FSAR and the design criteria/system description.
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The two levels of review were required to determine

" whether component design requirements were reasonably defined in
the FSAR, applicable specifications and design criteria/system
descriptions;

* w hether licensing commitments were implemented in the design;

* whether the FSAR properly represents the system and/or component
designs;

" whether overall system design requirements were fully
documented; and

* whether proper engineering documentation was in place to support
CC system changes and modifications.

The CC system is common to both Units 1 and 2 and consists of the following

principal equipment:

*five 350-hp motor-driven pumps (two per unit plus one shared),

*four 10-hp thermal barrier booster pumps (two per unit),

*three CC/ERCW heat exchangers (one per unit plus one shared),
and0

*two 12,000-gal surge tanks (one per unit with inner divider
plate).

All of the principal equipment is located in the auxiliary building on eleva-

tions 713', 737', and 757'. The CC system is designed for operation during

all conditions of plant operation and shutdown except the plant "flood

mode." The plant flood mode results from an extremely unlikely combination of

meteorological and seismic events such that site flooding up to plant eleva-

tion 739' is postulated. During plant flood mode, the CC pumps will be below

flood level and cooling requirements will be maintained by manual cross ties

to the ERCW system. TVA developed abnormal operating instruction AOI-7, which

describes a detailed and lengthy series of plant operator actions required to

safely shut down and maintain the station in safe shutdown during plant flood

mode.
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W CC system is a closed-loop, two-train cooling system designed to remove
heat from potentially radioactive heat loads during normal and abnormal plant

operating conditions.

The following systems are served by the CC system:

* reactor cooling (RC) system,

* residual heat removal (RHR) system,

* chemical and volume control (CVC) system,

" waste disposal (WD) system,

" sampling (S) system,

* safety injection (SI) system,

" spent fuel pit cooling (SFP) system, and

" containment spray (CS) system.

.CC system serves as an intermediate loop between the systems listed above
and the essential raw cooling water (ERCW) system and provides a double
barrier to reduce the possibility of leakage of radioactive water to the
environment. Heat from these plant systems is transferred by the CC system
through the CC heat exchangers to the ERCW system, which is the heat sink for
these loads. Because the CC system depends on the ERCW system for final heat
removal, integration of ERCW system requirements into the CC system design was
also evaluated.

3.2.1.2.1 Mechanical Equipment

The mechanical equipment reviewed included seven heat exchangers, three pumps,
and one tank. The physical and process design requirements for the CC system
mechanical equipment were evaluated based on a detailed review of TVA
calculations, equipment design specifications, TVA design-basis documents, and
assorted vendor drawings and documents. A total of 8 valid discrepancy
* rts were generated involving 20 discrepancies.
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3.2.1.2.1.1 Heat Exchangers MW

The CC system heat exchanger was reviewed for technical adequacy and was

determined to have the following five discrepancies (DR No. 201):

" lack of approved vendor certified data sheet,

" calculations integrating CC and ERCW system requirements not
performed,

* shell vent lines and valves not analyzed,

* CC system heat exchanger/pump operating requirements not
defined, and

" design specification index in error.

No certified heat exchanger data sheets were submitted to TVA for engineering

approval as required by the CC heat exchanger specification (DR No. 201). TVA

CAQR WBP870701 previously identified discrepancies with vendor design informa-

tion for safety-related components. TVA determined that the heat exchanger

proposal data sheets are technically acceptable based on a comparison with

current equipment .performance requirements. In conjunction with the mechaW

cal calculation program, CC heat exchanger performance will be reverified once

final CC system heat load and flow calculations are complete. TVA has not

determined the significance of this discrepancy.

The loss of offsite power and two diesels of the same power train are design-

basis conditions for both the ERCW and CC system, but are not adequately con-

sidered in the design of the CC system (DR No. 201). TVA CAQR WBP870165 and

PIRWBNMEB8674 previously identified discrepancies with FSAR technical accuracy

and the CC system design-basis documents. The mechanical calculation program

will result in a review of the CC heat exchanger sizing calculations and will

integrate flow and heat load data from the CC and ERCW systems for all plant

operating conditions. Limiting conditions of operation that affect the ERCW

system will be evaluated against CC system operating requirements. TVA has

not determined the significance of this discrepancy.
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1W CC system heat exchanger vent piping and valves do not have qualifying
stress analyses and associated calculations (DR No. 201). The vent lines and
valves are ASME Class 3 and form part of the CC system pressure boundary. TVA
prepared a preliminary calculation to qualify the worst case vent line and
valve configuration and determined all nozzle and pipe stresses were below
ASME code allowable values. The CC heat exchanger employs a 1/2-inch thick
shell with 3000-lb threaded couplings welded to the shell as vent nozzles.

These conservative design features preclude overstress conditions from
developing. TVA initiated CAQR WBP880785 to provide a review of all safety-
related equipment nozzles to ensure proper analyses and calculations are in
place. Specific TVA actions will include a review of all safety-related flow
diagr ams for similar situations, a verification that all interfacing piping
and valves have been analyzed, and an analysis for safety-related equipment
interfaces that have no analysis or qualification in place. -

The VSRT believes these TVA corrective actions will provide assurance that

* cellaneous piping and valve interfaces with safety-related equipment will
properly evaluated and documented at WBN.

The number of CC pumps and heat exchangers required for the different plant
operating modes has not been documented in the system design-basis documents
.(DR No. 201). In order to establish CC system equipment and cooling train
requirements, TVA prepared a preliminary summary calculation during the VSR to
document CC system cooling train flows for all two-unit operating
.conditions. This summary calculation confirms that a sufficient size and
number of CC system pumps and heat exchangers are incorporated into the CC
system design to satisfy normal system cooling requirements. Because of the
fully segregated pump discharge header configuration, certain abnormal plant
conditions involving single CC system pump operation for both units require

additional evaluation by TVA. TVA will prepare detailed CC system
calculations to document all equipment and cooling train requirements under
the mechanical calculation program. TVA has not determined the significance

he discrepancy. TVA will revise the CC system design-basis documents to
ntify the number of CC system pumps and heat exchangers required for all
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plant operating conditions upon final completion of the CC system design

calculations.

The design specification index identified an incorrect revision level for the

CC heat exchanger design specification (DR No. 201). TVA CAQRs WBP871119 and

WBP880804 identified discrepancies with ASME design specifications and the

design specification index. The corrective action in the CAQR should ensure

that the design specification index is correct, complete, and properly main-

tained. This discrepancy is not design-significant.

The review of the excess letdown heat exchanger identified a vendor drawing

discrepancy (DR No. 230). The latest revision of the excess letdown heat

exchanger outline drawing (Atlas Drawing No. D-4060-6) was not available from

the WBN site DMS drawing files. TVA confirmed this drawing was available in

the Knoxville Reprographics files, and a copy of the drawing was subsequently

entered in the WBN site DMS drawing files. No significant design changes were

contained in the revision. TVA CAQR WBP870007 previously identified discre

pancies with vendor drawings in DMS and proper corrective action is in

progress to ensure that the latest drawing revisions are available at the WBN

site DMS drawing files. This discrepancy is not design-significant.

3.2.1.2.1.2 Pumps

The CC system pumps (1A-A and C-S) were determined to have six discrepant

items (DR No. 45):

° design specification environmental conditions were inadequate;

• design specification operating temperatures were incorrect;

* design specification did not identify pump design pressure or
temperature;

• normal pump operating conditions require the motor to operate in the
service factor range;

° pump sizing calculations were not available; and

. design specification motor test requirements were unclear.g
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The ASME design specifications, including the design specification index, are
incomplete and not up-to-date (DR No. 45). TVA CAQRs WBP871119 and WBP880804
identified discrepancies with ASME design specifications and the design speci-
fication index. It was determined the CC system pumps meet all current
environmental and technical requirements for operation and that their perfor-
mance is not affected by the identified discrepancies. The corrective action
should ensure that the WBNP design specifications are reviewed and upgraded as
required (including the CC pump design specification) for accuracy and

completeness.

The CC system pump motor nameplate rating may be exceeded for extended periods
of time, which disagrees with ESAR Section 8.3 and TVA Electrical Design Guide
DS-E9.4.1. TVA performed a detailed motor evaluation and determined that the
total temperature rise of the motor would be within the allowable limits of
the Class B insulation system under maximum pump flow conditions. TVA con-. med that the motor would be operating well within the 1.15 service factor

ing. TVA committed to issue a CAQR to require the CC system and all other
safety-related systems to be reviewed to ensure that all rotating equipment
motors are evaluated to determine whether they can exceed rated horsepower
over the full range of possible operation. The CAQR will also specify a
review to determine whether system operating instructions and automatic con-
trols coincide with the design capabilities of system components. The
mechanical calculation program will be revised to add a checklist item for
comparing system flow calculations to system operation limiting procedures to
ensure that rotating equipment does not exceed rated horsepower for all system
operating conditions. This discrepancy is not design-significant.

It was determined that there are no supporting CC system pump sizing calcu-
lations establishing flow rates and pressure (DR No. 45). TVA CAQR WBP871337
previously identified -a generic deficiency in the development and maintenance
of design calculations for all safety-related systems. Most of the mechanical' ulations required to verify the adequacy of the CC system design, includ-

16 pump sizing, are not in place. TVA indicated that the original system
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calculations were used typically for procurement purposes, and subsequent W
changes to CC system flow requirements, heat loads, and equipment operating

configurations were never documented by calculation. TVA developed the

mechanical calculation program to resolve the overall problem with missing

safety-related calculations, including the CC pump overall sizing calcula-

tion. TVA has not determined the significance of this discrepancy.

3.2.1.2.1.3 Tank

The CC surge tank was reviewed for technical adequacy and was determined to

have eight discrepant items (DR Nos. 5, 41, 157, 159, and 194):

* relief valve code stamped with a capacity below the required
capacity (DR No. 5),

" relief valve sizing calculation incorrect (DR No. 5),

* tank sizing calculations not performed (DR No. 41),

* tank nozzles not analyzed (DR No. 157),

" design specification index in error (DR No. 159),

* design specification code date incorrect (DR No. 159),

" design specification nozzle material allowable not used (DR No.
159), and

* relief valve discharge line not seismically supported (DR No.
194).

TVA evaluated the surge tank relief capacity and determined that the installed

valve will be capable of passing the required higher flow at 25% overpressure.

The valve set pressure of 20 psig will accommodate 25% overpressure (20 psig +

5 psi) without exceeding the tank design pressure of 25 psig. The valve ven-

dor determined adequate flow capacity will be achieved at 25% overpressure

when full valve lift is achieved. TVA confirmed that a calculation will be

generated to document design requirements for the subject relief valve. The

appropriate vendor data, drawings, and valve nameplates will be reviewed and

corrected (DR No. 5).
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W committed to prepare surge tank design calculations to address makeup
flow, system inleakage and outflow, system volumetric expansion, tank volume

and reserve capacity, and tank level setpoints. These calculations will be
prepared in the mechanical evaluation program (DR No. 41).

The upper surge tank nozzles were determined to have no stress analyses or
calculations (DR Nos. 157 and 194). TVA committed to perform rigorous piping

analysis calculations to verify that the two tank nozzle loads are within ASME
Code allowables (DR No. 157). Rigorous analysis will also be performed for

the 4-inch diameter relief valve discharge line to ensure the integrity of the
surge tank and direct mounted relief valve (DR No. 194). DR Nos. 157 and 194
are design-significant because ASME Code-required analyses were not performed
and because overstress of the relief valve and nozzle will occur during a
seismic event due to the nonseismic support arrangement for the discharge line
(approximately 60 feet in length). Surge tank integrity is not a concern
because the valve is on top of the tank and local nozzle overstress would not.ect the surge tank volume of water. On this basis this discrepancy is not

ety-significant. TVA committed to review the effects of this discrepancy
on all other safety-related piping systems, and CAQR WBP880785 has been7
prepared to document this activity.

Surge tank design specification discrepancies were identified (DR No. 159).
TVA determined the performance and integrity of the CC surge tanks are not
affected by the inconsistent design specification information. The design
specification and index will be corrected by a CAQR. TVA confirmed the
correct nozzle yield stress of 25,000 psi will still result in nozzle allow-
ables that are greater than the actual calculated nozzle loads (DR No. 159).

3.2.1.2.2 Process Piping and Components

The physical and process design requirements of the piping system were
reviewed. Piping stress analysis is discussed in Section 3.2.3. The pipes
and components reviewed included four instrument lines, eight large-bore pipe

*ies, six small-bore pipe lines, two penetration sleeve fire seals, four
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mechanical piping penetrations, five piping in-line components, and threeW

segments of pipe thermal insulation.

The review of the physical and process piping design showed it to be in

general conformance with the design requirements. A total of six valid

discrepancy reports were generated involving 11 discrepancies.

3.2.1.2.2.1 Large-Bore Piping

Two dimensional-type discrepancies were identified involving the 2-inch dia-

meter supply line to the gas stripper and boric acid evaporator package and

the 4-inch diameter thermal barrier booster pump suction header (DR No. 63).

TVA DCN P-02318-B was issued to correct these dimensional errors. TVA also

prepared a study calculation and confirmed the discrepancies have negligible

effect on piping stresses and associated pipe support loads. The HAAUP CAP

will make reference to DR No. 63 and the associated small-bore analysis will

be included or founded in the critical case evaluation of alternately analyzed

piping. In addition, TVA corrective action to PRO WBP880308P will ensure J
the design input used for stress analysis of small-bore piping adequatelyW

reflects the as-installed configuration. The mechanical piping drawings will

be revised to either reference the hanger engineering unit (HEU) sketches as

provided adequate configuration control or directly reflect the as-installed

configuration themselves. This discrepancy is not design-significant.

A discrepant condition was identified where the thermal barrier booster pump

discharge'piping would be overpressured beyond its 150-psig design pressure to

191 psig maximum (DR No. 64). This finding resulted in two discrepant items:

" The piping system design pressure is incorrect.

" The design of associated instruments and isolation valves is
i ncorrect.

PIR WBN WBP88020 previously identified this condition, and TVA committed to

perform required calculations to resolve this item. TVA will perform addi-

tional reviews for design pressure in the ERCW, safety injection (SI), and

chemical volume control (GVC) systems. TVA will specifically evaluate theS
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W, pump shutoff head of 440 ft (191 psig), which exceeds the documented ERCW
system design pressure of 160 psig. The significance of the discrepancy has

not been determined.

Two discrepant items involving RHR heat exchanger outlet piping and incorrect

incorporation of ECN 6591 were identified (DR No. 291). Relief valves
1-RFV-70-551A and 1-RFV-70-551B were mistakenly shown on the flow diagram as
3/4-inch by 1-inch in size instead of 1-inch by 2-inch, their actual size. In
addition, the size of the inlet and outlet valve lines were incorrectly shown

on the flow diagram as 3/4 inch and 1 inch instead of 1 inch and 2 inch, the

correct sizes. TVA issued DCN P-02642-A to revise TVA Drawing 47W859-4 to

correct the discrepant valve and line sizes. TVA also performed a complete
review of other relief valves referenced in ECN 6591 and identified no other

discrepancies.

3.2.1.2.2.2 Small-Bore Piping

's design specification for ASME Section III Class 3 piping system required

CC system description/design criteria to specify system corrosion/erosion

criteria. The VSRT determined that the CC system description/design criteria
did not address corrosion/erosion requirements (DR No. 617). TVA provided

pipe wall thickness calculations which documented that the design of the CC

system incorporated a corrosion/erosion allowance of 12-1/2% of the nominal

pipe wall thickness for sizes 1/2-inch to 26-inch nominal pipe diameter. TVA
committed to review all system design criteria and system descriptions for
corrosion/erosion requirements and will revise CC system documents as required

to include such provisions.

3.2.1.2.2.3 Piping In-Line Components

The expansion joints in the suction and discharge lines of the CC pumps were

not provided with the ASME Code-required internal sleeves needed during higher

system fluid velocity conditions (DR No. 12). In addition, the expansion

joint tie rods were reconfigured by TVA by tightening the tie rods and closingS dor-specified 3/8-inch gaps required to allow lateral joint displacement.
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ASME Code, Section III, requires that internal sleeves be used in expansioAW

joints if flow velocities are greater than 10 ft/sec. The normal pump design

flow of 6000 gpm resulted in velocities less than 10 ft/sec; however, during

higher system flow conditions, the line velocities can exceed 10 ft/sec. TVA

has committed to prepare a CAQR to document the missing internal sleeves with

corrective action to add internal sleeves for all 10 CC system expansion

joints. This condition is considered design-significant because of the

noncompliance with ASME Code requirements. The condition is not safety-

significant because there is reasonable assurance that the CC system would be

able to perform its safety function even without the internal sleeves. TVA

performed a preliminary analysis on the suction and discharge sides of the CC

system pumps and determined the as-installed configuration with no tie rod

gaps resulted in forces and moments that exceeded the existing equipment

nozzle allowables (resultant forces and moments). These higher forces and

moments were evaluated by TVA's Equipment Qualification section in conjunction

with the pump vendor qualification calculation and it was determined the

higher forces and moments could be accommodated without exceeding design*

requirements. TVA CAQRs WBP880622 and WBP880623 will implement the follows

corrective actions:

" Hardware will be modified to restore the rod gaps to all 10
expansion joints.

" Piping will be reanalyzed to confirm system support
requirements.

" Replacement expansion joints will be properly documented,
including required tie rod gaps.

A discrepancy was identified involving the TVA contract mark numbers for three

replacement Metal Bellows expansion joints (DR No. 66). TVA issued DCN

P-02478-A to clearly document the installed location of the original Pathway

and replacement Metal Bellows expansion joints.

3.2.1.2.3 Valves

A review of the physical and process design requirements for valve's was per-

formed, including compliance with ASME Code Section III. The valves revie*a
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Wluded eight flow and temperature control valves, five containment isolation

valves, seven general application valves, four check valves, and seven pres-

sure relief valves and/or devices.

Fifteen valid discrepancy reports were generated involving 35 discrepancies.

3.2.1.2.3.1 Control Valves

It was identified that surge tank vent valve 1-FCV-70-66 did not have a quali-

fying analysis to ensure valve integrity under seismic loading conditions (DR

No. 42). This discrepancy is considered design-significant since ASME Code-

required analyses were not performed and overstress of the vent valve and

nozzle will occur during a seismic event. Surge tank integrity is not a con-

cern since the valve is located on top of the tank and local nozzle overstress

conditions would not affect the surge tank volume of water. The subject valve

is normally open and will close automatically on indication of high radiation

levels in the CC system water. This discrepancy is not safety-significantG ause the CC system would be able to operate as required to satisfy plant
ling requirements with the valve failed open or closed. TVA committed to

perform a rigorous piping analysis and provide loads to verify that valve

stresses will be within ASME Code allowables. TVA also committed to review

the effects of this discrepancy on all other safety-related piping systems,

and CAQR WBP880785 has been prepared to document this activity.

A number of discrepancies were identified involving valves 1-FCV-70-156 and

1-FCV-67-146 and their associated ASME design specifications, bill-of-material

drawings, and vendor drawings (DR No. 332). TVA agreed to review all ASME

design specifications to identify discrepancies and/or inconsistencies with

the bill-of-material drawings or vendor drawings and to resolve all problems

as required. This review of design specifications will be done in accordance

with CAQR WBP880804. The significance of this discrepancy is not yet

determined.

0
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Two discrepancies were identified with the letdown heat exchanger outlet vMW

1-TCV-70-192 (DR No. 622)

* No control valve sizing calculation in place.

" Inadequate design pressure of 95 psig on vendor ASME NPV-1 form.

Lack of calculations was previously identified by TVA and CAQR WBP871337. TVA

will prepare the required control valve sizing calculations under the

mechanical calculation program. Generic corrective action will ensure that a

complete review of required calculations for all safety-related systems is

performed. TVA initiated PRD WBP880759P to review the ASME NPV-1 forms and

code nameplates for all valves procured from the subject valve vendor. TVA

will obtain orcreate revised vendor documentation for all identified valves

with inconsistent temperature and pressure ratings.

TVA was initially unable to provide certain required "Factory

Acknowledgements" that contain design and operating valve specifications (DR

No. 625). The factory acknowledgement is referenced on the vendor drawing•

the source for valve specification information. During the VSR TVA was abW

to obtain additional documentation including the factory acknowledgement from

the valve vendor to confirm valve design requirements. TVA identified four

additional factory acknowledgements for contract 73C34-83577 that were

originally returned to the valve vendor for corrections but had not been

resubmitted to TVA for final approval. TVA requested these four documents

from the valve vendor. This problem is unique to this particular contract

because no other valve vendors utilized factory acknowledgements to supplement

valve drawings and valve data sheets. TVA determined the identified

discrepancy is not design-significant because valve technical requirements

were confirmed by review of the factory acknowledgement and other vendor

design documents.

3.2.1.2.3.2 Containment Isolation Valves

Two discrepancies were identified involving 3/4-inch check valve 1-CKV-70-687

(DR No. 15).
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W * Valve soft seat material is only qualified up to 300OF and is
used in an application with system design temperature of 650'F.

Valve bill of material did not classify the valve as "Active."

TVA has shown the purpose for the soft seat is to achieve tight shutoff with

minimum leakage. The soft seat is backed up by a hard metal seat rated for
650*F and 2485 psig. The normal system temperature would be below 200OF and

would be exceeded only during a reactor coolant pump thermal barrier tube
leak. Containment isolation would be ensured by the check valve seating

against the backup hard metal seat in the event the soft seat failed'. Because
of the piping and flow path configuration, the actual temperature at the check
valve seat should not approach the reactor coolant temperatures of 650 0F. TVA
DCN P-02588-A will revise the CC system description to identify this valve as
requiring maintenance after system temperature excursions beyond 3000F. TVA
also confirmed that all nonmetallic valve parts will be evaluated for long-
term radiation and temperature by the mechanical equipment qualification
r~ogram. TVA confirmed that the subject valve is a qualified active con-

nment isolation valve. The TVA valve data sheet used for procurement

IO~pcified the valve to be "Seismic Category I Active." TVA provided docu-
mentation of the vendors valve seismic analysis and qualification to demon-

strate that the valve is Seismic Category I Active. TVA PIR WBNMEB8614

performed additional reviews for all plant active valves and identified 26
other inconsistencies. These additional discrepancies were corrected by DCN
P-00976-A and involved valves qualified as active by TVA after their initial
procurement. TVA also reviewed the valve data sheets and their bills of
materials, and no other discrepancies were found. This item is considered not
design-significant.

Two discrepancies were identified involving the designation of active and
containment isolation valves in the CC system description (Valves 1-FCV-70-133
and 1-FCV-1Q-139) (DR No. 70). The purpose of these valves is to ensure CC
system water volume by isolating CC system flow to the reactor cooling pumps
in the event of a Phase B containment isolation signal (high pressure). ThisSture is required should a pipe rupture event occur near the reactor coolant
lps directly affecting the integrity of the CC system piping. TVA confirmed
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that CC System Description N3-70-4002 will be revised by design input memoW

dum (DIM) to clearly identify containment isolation valves and system valves

necessary to isolate part of the CC system during postulated accident condi-

tions. TVA agreed that the criteria for determining Active valves for WBN did

not consistently consider single-failure requirements. TVA committed to

revise the WBN licensing position on the selection of valves for Regulatory

Guide 1.48 operability and to identify valves that are active per the revised

criteria. TVA will upgrade valve 1-FCV-70-133 to active and will replace

valve 1-CKV-70-692 with a motor-operated containment isolation valve. Valve

1-CKV-70-692 is the inboard containment isolation check valve on the same line

with valve 1-FCV-70-139. TVA CAQR WBP870032 identified extensive seat leakage

problems with valve 1-CKV-70-692. The corrective action of this CAQR is to

replace this check valve with a motor-operated valve and remove power from

valve 1-FCV-70-139.

TVA showed that nonactive valves 1-FCV-70-133 and 1-FCV-70-139 are similar in

design and construction to adjacent containment isolation valves 1-FCV-7O-

and 1-FCV-70-140, which are active. The only difference is the absence of*W

torque switch bypass provisions (see electrical DR No. 182 for this item).

TVA confirmed the valves were bought from the same vendor and are detailed on

the same drawings. The valves are 3-inch and 6-inch diameter gate valves with

the same dimensional configuration and materials of construction. Valves

1-FCV-70-134 (3") and 1-FCV-70-140 (6") are qualified as Seismic Category I

Active, and by similarity, valves 1-FCV-70-133 (3") and 1-FCV-70-139 (6") can

reasonably meet the same qualification requirements. The VSRT determined

there was reasonable assurance the subject valves would be able to function to

mitigate the consequences of a design-basis accident (DBA). These

discrepancies were determined to be not design-significant. TVA will issue a

DCN to upgrade valve 1-FCV-70-133 to active. TVA committed to revise the WBN

licensing position in FSAR Section 3.9.3.2.1 for the selection of valves for

Regulatory Guide 1.49 operability. Selection rules 2 and 6 will be revised to

clarify the application of DBAs and single failures in the selection of
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Wuired active valves. TVA calculation WBN-OSG4-29 will be revised to

identify new valves that are active according to the revised criteria.

3.2.1.2.3.3 Check Valves

A discrepancy involving valve 1-CKV-70-692 determined that the data on the
ASME Code Data Report Form NPV-1 and the valve nameplates did not agree with

the valve design conditions listed on the bills of material (DR No. 39). The
discrepant valve design conditions (160 psig/130°F actual versus 150 psig/

2007F) are required. TVA previously identified this condition by construction
NCR 2394, which identified this and numerous other valves with design condi-

tion discrepancies on valve nameplates, NPV-1 forms, and vendor drawings. The
resolution of NCR 2394 determined that all identified valves would meet system

design conditions; however, TVA agrees that ASME Code NPV-1 forms were not
properly revised to reflect the proper design conditions (pressure/

temperature) and the valve pressure class. TVA issued CAQR WBP880708 to re-

open NCR 2394, Rev. 5. TVA committed to review the nameplate, vendor

0wings, and NPV-1 forms for the valves identified by NCR 2394, and a

cedure will be developed to generate the required new nameplates, vendor

drawings, and NPV-1 forms (see DR No. 432 for ANI requirements involving NCR

2394).

3.2.1.2.2.4 General Application Valves

A discrepancy was identified involving CC system description N3-70-4002 and

designated valve positions (DR No. 11). Table 1 of the system description

incorrectly identified the position of valves 1-FCV-70-34 and 2-FCV-70-39 to

be "administratively locked in the closed position at the motor control

center." TVA confirmed the correct position for these valves is "admin-

istratively locked in the open position at the motor control center" based on

the System Flow Diagram 47W859-1 and System Operating Instruction SOI-70.1.

TVA reviewed all valves identified in System Description Table 1 and deter-

mined no other valve positions were incorrectly designated. TVA will issue a

design input memorandum (DIM) to correct CC System Description Table 1.
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Six discrepant items were identified involving valve 1-FCV-67-478, which wW

reconfigured by TVA (DR No. 87). System manual valve 1-67-546 was modified to

add a new motor operator in place of the hand wheel and was renumbered as

valve 1-FCV-67-478. The following discrepancies were identified with the TVA

reconfiguration:

• Incorrect valve model number is referenced (SL-2F11 versus
N-MK-11).

" Incorrect valve weight issued (1022 lb versus 643 lb).

" Motor operator does not identify correct valve model.

" FSAR identifies valve as Seismic Category I Active but bill of
material and valve data sheet do not indicate "Active."

• ECN 2369 did not require operability qualification of

reconfigured valve and did not classify as "Active."

TVA CAQR WBF870241 required a generic review of all valves to ensure that

Limitorque and other vendor-supplied valve operator replacements have been

properly documented. TVA confirmed that no other incorrectly revised valv

drawings were identified. The current piping analysis (N3-67-1A, Revision*

incorporated a valve weight of 1103 lb instead of the true weight of 1129 lb

(water and insulation included). The difference of 26 lb is less than 5%, and

the VSRT considers it negligible. The difference in valve model numbers

resulted in a "flanged end" valve being installed instead of a "wafer style"

valve. Both valve types are installed between piping flanges with the differ-

ence being that the "wafer style" is of the slip-in type. The difference in

valve styles would not affect the ability of the valve to perform its intended

safety function and on this basis, it is not design-significant. TVA issued

DCN P-02607-A to revise all associated drawings and bills of material to

correctly show the motor operator added to the correct model valve. The

correct valve weight will be incorporated in the piping analysis under the

HAAUP program. TVA initiated PIR WBN MEB8614, which identifies all the active

valves in WBNP having documentation problems with bills of material similar to

valve 1-FCV-7-478. TVA CAQR WBF870241 resulted in a review of all motor-

operated valves that require seismic stress reports. CAQR WBF870241,

Revision 1, requires seismic requalification of the valve using the correc•
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'Wght and center of gravity for the valve and motor operator. TVA confirmed
that revised stress reports including operability qualification will be
obtained from the vendor as part of the CAQR corrective action. The signifi-

cance of these items has not been determined.

3.2.1.2.3.5 Relief Valves

The evaluation of overpressure protection provisions for the CC system identi-
fied several general-type discrepancies (DR Nos. 208 and 332) involving

calculations and ASME design specifications for system relief valves. Discre-
pancies were also identified involving specific overpressure protection of
certain components (DR Nos. 42, 46, 110, 143, 231, and 626).

A review of the TVA calculation 844 860312 014 prepared to document the
required capacity for CC system relief valves identified these four general

discrepant areas:. 6 sizing calculations or evaluations for 26 CC system relief
valves were missing.

* The sizing calculation for the excess letdown heat exchanger
outlet relief valve 1-RFV-70-703 did not identify or evaluate
the limiting condition of operation for the heat exchanger in
sizing the relief valve.

* The sizing calculation for the excess letdown heat exchanger
outlet relief valve 1-RFV-70-703 did not utilize design input
for tube leakage from Westinghouse.

" The sizing calculation for the excess letdown heat exchanger
outlet relief valve 1-RFV-70-703 did not follow ASME Code design
requirements for proper determination of valve capacity.

TVA confirmed that most of the safety-related mechanical calculations do not
exist to verify CC system relief valve design and overpressure protection
adequacy (DR No. 208). TVA previously identified this calculation problem
under CAQR WBP871337 and implemented the mechanical calculation program to
upgrade all mechanical calculations. TVA committed to address these items in
the preparation of associated calculations for the excess letdown heat.hanger relief valve 1-RFV-70-703 including associated piping backpressure

ects due to the downstream location of the relief valve and associated
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piping configuration. TVA has not determined the significance of this

discrepancy; however, a determination will be made once the identified

calculations are completed.

A review of the ASME design specification for relief valves (WBNP-DS-1935-

1521-CX) identified discrepancies for five CC system relief valves involving

design requirements that were not adequately defined and controlled by TVA (DR

No. 332). The five valves are valve 1-RFV-70-538, valve 1-RFV-70-703, valve

1-RFV-70-694, valve 1-RFV-70-741, and valve 1-RFV-70-683D. Inconsistencies

involved valve design conditions, materials of construction, ASME Code dates,

valve model, and valve total relieving capacity. TVA confirmed that certain

ASME design specifications are incomplete and not up-to-date. TVA agreed to

review all ASME design specifications to identify discrepancies and/or

inconsistencies with the bill-of-material drawings or vendor drawings and to

resolve all problems as required. This review of design specifications will

be done in accordance with CAQR WBP880804. The significance of this

discrepancy has not been determined. 4

A number of discrepant conditions were identified with CC system surge tank

pressure relief valve 1-RFV-70-538 and vacuum relief valve 1-RFV-70-539. No

qualifying analyses or calculations are in place for the associated piping and

valves to verify ASME Code stress and valve accelerations (DR No. 42). TVA

committed to perform rigorous piping analysis and verify that the two valves

and associated sections of pipe are within ASME Code allowables. Rigorous

analysis will also be performed for the 4-inch diameter discharge line from

relief valve 1-RFV-70-538 to ensure the valve integrity and operability. DR

No. 42 is design-significant since ASME Code-required analysis was not per-

formed and overstress of the relief valve will occur during a seismic event.

This overstress condition is due to the nonseismic support arrangement for the

4-inch discharge line for 60 ft in length up to the first seismic box-type

support. This discrepancy is not safety-significant because the valves are

located on top of the surge tank and local nozzle overstress conditions or

6
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Wlure would not adversely affect the surge tank volume of water. TVA com-

mitted to review the effects of this discrepancy on all other safety-related

piping systems, and CAQR WBP880785 was prepared to document this activity.

Two discrepancies involving CC surge tank relief valve 1-RFV-70-538 were

identified (DR No. 46):

* FSAR incorrectly states the valve relieving capacity to be based
on maximum RCP thermal barrier rupture leakage.

" CC system design incorporates automatic isolation on detection
of high flow to or from RCP thermal barriers; however, no design
calculations exist to confirm design adequacy.

TVA CAQR WBT870165 identified inconsistencies between the FSAR and other plant

design documents. The licensing verification program has been implemented by

TVA to upgrade the FSAR accuracy. The CC system design includes required

features to mitigate the consequences of the FSAR-described event. TVA

developed the mechanical calculation program and the electrical calculation.gram to resolve the overall problem of inadequate and missing system

culations. TVA has not determined the significance of this discrepancy;

however, a determination will be made when the identified calculations have

been completed.

A discrepancy was identified involving the surge tank vacuum relief valve 1-

RFV-70-539 and its hydrostatic test pressure (DR No. 110). The vendor valve

drawing identified valve hydrostatic testing as "Not Required." TVA provided

a copy of the ASME NPV-1 Form that confirmed the subject valve was pressure

tested to 33 psig. TVA reviewed other valves and drawings provided by the

vendor and determined no other hydrostatic test pressure discrepancies

existed. TVA issued DCN P-02386-A to revise the valve drawing to properly

document the valve hydrostatic test and associated procedure. This discrep-

ancy is considered not design-significant.

A discrepancy was identified involving two ASME design specifications for the

~ge tank vacuum relief valve 1-RFV-70-539 (DR No. 143). TVA confirmed that

correct design specification is WBNP-DS-1936-1521-CR. Design
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Specification WBNP-DS-1935-1521-CX will be revised to delete references toW
subject relief valve. TVA CAQR WBP880804 was initiated to implement the

corrective action. TVA reviewed the bill of material drawings listed in

Attachment B of Design Specification WBNP-DS-1935-1521-CX to ensure that the

proper design specification has been consistently identified. Additional

discrepancies identified during this review are addressed in CAQR WBP880804.

This discrepancy is not design-significant since it is a documentation error

only. Additional procurement documents and vendor correspondence were

identified which indicated that the valves were purchased under Design

Specification WBNP-DS-1935-1521-CR, as identified on the bill-of-material

drawing.

A discrepancy was identified involving the lack of calculations for the set-

point of surge tank vacuum relief valve 1-RFV-70-539 (DR No. 231). TVA con-

firmed that safety-related mechanical calculations do not exist to verify CC

system vacuum relief valve design adequacy. TVA previously identified this

calculation problem under CAQR WBP871337 and committed to prepare all requ•

calculations for the surge tank vacuum relief valve. TVA has not determinW

the significance of this discrepancy.

A discrepancy was identified involving the location of the sampler chiller

heat exchanger relief valve 1-RFV-70-741 (DR No. 626). Flow diagram 47W859-2

incorrectly locates the relief valve on the discharge side of the sample

chiller package and upstream of valve 1-TCV-43-155. Relief valve 1-RFV-70-741

was one of eight relief valves relocated by ECN 6591. A review of all relief

valves relocated by ECN 6591 identified three other relief valves with a

similar location discrepancy between the flow diagram and physical piping

drawing (O-RFV-70-758 distillate skid heat exchanger relief valve and 1-RFV-

70-556A and -556B centrifugal charging pump relief valves). The locations of

all relief valves were properly shown on the physical piping drawings and

satisfied ASME Code design requirements for overpressure protection; however,

the flow diagrams were never revised to properly reflect ECN 6591 changes.

TVA issued DCN P-02553-A to revise the associated flow diagram for relief

valves O-RFV-70-758, 1-RFV-70-556A, 1-RFV-70-556B, and 1-RFV-70-741 to ag
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Wh the respective physical piping drawings. TVA committed to further
evaluate other drawings revised by the same personnel that implemented EGN
6591 to ensure correct incorporation of design changes on other documents.

3.2.1.2.4 Overall System Design Adequac

The CC system was reviewed for conformance with overall licensing and design

document requirements. A total of 120 licensing commitments and requirements
were reviewed for design implementation. These licensing commitments and

requirements were identified in the ESAR, safety evaluation report, and plant

technical specifications.

A licensing adequacy review was performed at the upper tier document level

with acceptability based on evidence that the licensing commitment or require-

ment was incorporated by a particular design document. This provided assur-
ance that required licensing commitments were generally implemented into the
WBNP design. In addition, a full technical evaluation of the implemented

Sign features was performed by the component reviews and the overall system

e ign adequacy review.

The overall design adequacy of the CC system design was performed by reviewing

specific system design features and requirements for technical design adequacy

and proper implementation.

The overall design adequacy evaluated the following system requirements:

" system design basis,

* natural phenomena protection,

* Unit 1 and Unit 2 independence,

" process design,

" system interface/integration,

" leak detection,. system design calculations,
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0piping pressure integrity, and

0system cooling loads.

Four valid discrepancy reports involving 22 discrepancies were identified in

conjunction with the overall system design adequacy review. The discrepant

items fall into four principal areas: system design basis, leak detection,

system design calculations, and FSAR descriptions.

3.2.1.2.4.1 System Design Basis

The CC system design basis was evaluated by comparing the FSAR licensing

commitments and system description/design criteria requirements to the

detailed system design that was implemented by the system design drawings and

the plant technical specifications.

A discrepant condition was identified involving two portions of the CC system

and associated valves that were not properly referenced in Site Instruction

SI-7.4 "CCS Safety-Related Valves, Alignment Verification Unit 1" (DR No.*

94). The CC system suction and discharge valves of the Unit 1 CC system so

tank and spent fuel pit heat exchanger were not included in the list of system

valves for periodic alignment verification. TVA reviewed the entire CC system

for alignment verification and found no additional required valves, and TVA

committed to review the ERCW system to ensure that a similar problem does not

exist.

These two discrepant items are considered design-significant because of the

failure to properly include the two valves in the list of CC system valves

requiring alignment verification. These discrepancies are not safety-

significant because

" other-surveillance activities such as monthly verification to
maintain cognizant operational status would have detected surge
tank valves misalignment and

* spent fuel pit heat exchangers are not required for operation
until end of the first fuel cycle and adequate flow and temper-
ature indication are in place to ensure adequate spent fuel pit
cooling.
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TVA committed to revise SI-l.4 to include punch ]ist items for both the spent

fuel pit (SFP) heat exchanger valves and the surge tank valves.

A discrepancy was identified with the CC system technical specification

involving an inadequate description of limitations placed on the number of

pumps and heat exchangers that must be operable to satisfy the limiting

condition of operation (LCO) (DR No. 215). The terms cooling " train" and

"loop" were 'not properly defined, and they affect LCO requirements. A discre-
pancy was identified in FSAR Table 2-9 where a "spare" CC system heat

exchanger is identified (DR No. 215). There is no spare because all three CC
system heat exchangers are required for normal plant operating conditions.

The CC system design requires heat exchanger A to be dedicated to cooling

train A of Unit 1, heat exchanger B to be dedicated to cooling train A of Unit
2, and heat exchanger C, the swing heat exchanger, to be dedicated to cooling

train B of Unit 1 and/or Unit 2.

O iscrepant condition was identified involving inconsistencies with the total
heat load for the CC system and system flow rates as referenced in the CC

system load list and FSAR Table 9.2-4 (DR No. 257). Certain equipment cooling

loads were not included in the CC system load list. A discrepancy was identi-
fied with the FSAR and SER description of CC system design capability (DR No.

251).* The FSAR, paragraph 9.2.2.4, states "The CCS is a two-train system,

each train having the capability to provide the maximum cooling water require-
ments for both units under all design-basis plant conditions." The SER,
paragraph 9.2.2, states "... each train having the capability to provide the

maximum cooling requirement for both units under all design-basis plant condi-
tions." TVA confirmed these statements are incorrect and do not reflect the
actual CC system design and capability. A discrepancy was identified with
FSAR Table 9.2-9, which states that CC system heat exchanger malfunctions

resulting from a tube or shell rupture can be isolated and a spare heat
exchanger will then be valved in. This statement is incorrect because there

inospare heat exchanger. A discrepancy identified numerous inconsistencies
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in CC system design information between CC system description N3-70-4002, 1W

Section 9.2.2, and other CC system design documents (DR No. 257).

A plant condition that would require numerous operator actions to properly

configure and operate the CC system was identified as a discrepancy (DR No.

272). In the event of a LOCA and failure of power train A, it is necessary

for the control room operator to terminate CC system flow to the condensate

demineralizer waste evaporator (COWE), start and align additional pumps as

necessary, and provide spent fuel cooling. Depending on equipment

availability, 6 to 12 valves will have to be manually (remote and local)

opened or closed to establish the required CC system flows. There is no

operating instruction and/or procedure to identify the required valves, time

sequence, or appropriate line-up for this mode of operation. There are no

design documents in place to document or evaluate the capability of the CC

system to satisfy cooling requirements in reconfigured modes of operation.

TVA confirmed that the system design basis for the CC system is currently

incomplete and not clearly documented. TVA previously identified deficienW

with plant system design bases and implemented the Design Baseline and

Verification Program (DBVP CAP), which will generate a new design-basis

document (DBD) to provide a current set of system design criteria.

In order to assess general CC system sizing requirements, TVA prepared a

preliminary summary calculation for the VSRT documenting CC system cooling

train flows under all Unit 1 and Unit 2 plant operating conditions. It

appears there is reasonable assurance the general sizing of CC system

equipment will be adequate based on this calculation. TVA committed to

formialize this calculation under the mechanical calculation program and will

integrate ERCW system operating requirements and their affect on the CC

system. Because the CC and ERCW systems experience complex operating modes,

the systems and their modes must be evaluated together to ensure overall

adequacy of the CC system design. The significance of the system design-basis

discrepancies has not been determined.
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W.1.2.4.2 Leak Detection

A discrepancy was identified with the FSAR and system description involving

inconsistent application of the passive failure criteria for piping systems

(DR No. 257). The CC system description references a "limited leakage passive

failure" for system piping; however, no definition or evaluation for this

event is in place. A discrepancy was identified with the portion of the CC

system that supplies cooling water to the CDWE located in a nonseismic build-

ing area (DR No. 272). The associated CC system piping in this case is 10-

inch diameter non-safety-related/non-seismically designed and is protected by

automatic system isolating valves. The automatic system isolating valves

close in approximately 1 minute; however, significant water inventory would be

lost if the nonseismic portion of piping failed catastrophically. Under this

scenario, the CC system pumps would automatically run out, pumping even more

flow through the failed portion of pipe.

TVA confirmed that no design criteria exist to define the effect of pipe

*cks and leaks on CC system operating requirements. This is a design

cern because of the numerous safety-related to non-safety-related system

boundary interfaces and the potential for loss of CC system water volume from

a leak in the non-safety-related portion of the system.

TVA is currently reevaluating the design requirements for "ASME/seismic,"
"non-ASME/seismic," and "non-ASME/non-seismic" pipe breaks and leakage on

fluid piping systems.

TVA confirmed there are no supporting calculations for either the CC or the

ERCW system to demonstrate the adequacy of the isolation provisions for

existing class interface boundaries for these systems. TVA reviewed the ERCW

system for the extent of condition and determined that similar concerns also

exist involving boundary class interfaces. TVA committed to the following

corrective actions:

• develop design criteria for determining postulated pipe breaksO and cracks,
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0 prepare a passive failure analysis to document CC systemW
conformance with the FSAR requirements, and

0 prepare calculations to document the design of isolation
provisions for system class boundary interfaces.

The significance of the leak detection-related discrepancies has not been

determined.

3.2.1.2.4.3 System Design Calculations

A discrepancy was identified involving the component heat loads listed for

various plant operating conditions (DR No. 257). FSAR Table 9.2.3 is

inconsistent with the heat loads calculated for each of the plant operating

modes in the CCS load list.

A discrepancy was identified with the CC system flow rates listed in Table 3

of the CC system description (DR No. 257). The required cooling water flow

rates listed in Table 3 of the CC system description were inconsistent with

the CC load list calculation and system line-ups shown in the flow diagram

(47W859 series) for various plant operating conditions.W

A discrepancy was identified with the documentation for the residual heat

removal system heat load transferred to the CC system during hot shutdown

operating mode (DR No. 257). The CC system load list shows 180 x 106 Btu/hr

total heat load (for two heat exchangers) for the hot shutdown mode. This

value does not agree with Westinghouse letter WAT-D-1411, dated January 31,

1975, which indicates 240 x 106 Btu/hr total heat load for this mode.

A discrepancy was identified with the maximum cooling water temperature

requirements for the centrifugal charging pump gear and lube oil coolers

(DR No. 212). The vendor design drawing specified 1000F as the maximum

cooling water temperature, which does not agree with the CC system load list

identified maximum operating temperature of 1200F. TVA reviewed additional

pumps purchased from this vendor and determined all other pumps had maximum

cooling water temperature requirements of 1200F or more. TVA obtained

additional documentation from the pump vendor confirming that 1207F is
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Weptable for short-term conditions. TVA will correct the pump drawing to

clarify normal and short-term temperature requirements. This item is not

considered design-significant.

There were no net positive suction head (NPSH) calculations in place for the

CC system pumps (DR No. 272). The CC system does not include automatic

tripping of the CC system pumps at a predetermined low surge tank level or low

NPSH setting. There is also no operating instruction that requires the opera-

tor to trip the pumps at a specified surge tank water level. In the event of

a large system leak, the tank level could drop rapidly below the pump NPSH

requirements if the leakage is not identified and isolated quickly by the

operator. This condition could lead to pump damage due to low NPSH/

cavitation. This potential is increased in the absence of an operating

instruction and/or surge tank level technical specification limit. Total

reliance on operator judgment to trip the pumps is not judicious. Operating -

instructions and/or surge tank level technical specification limits shouldelude pump trip at a minimum surge tank level. TVA will prepare calcula-

I ns to evaluate and document these issues. The significance of the discre-

pancy has not been determined.

Numerous CC system design calculations are not available or no longer current

(DR No. 272). These calculations include

* sizing of piping, valves, and equipment;

* CC system design pressure conditions;

* acceptability of using ERCW for CC system cooling water during
flood mode operation (water quality and design pressure);

" verification of CC system operating temperatures; and

" CC system pump operation at runout flows.

A discrepancy was identified with the input data used to approximate the post-

LOCA recirculation design heat load in the CC system load list (DR No. 272).

The post-LOCA recirculation heat load is transferred to the CC system during.irculation phase of a LOCA. This heat load is normally determined by post-
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LOCA containment pressure and temperature analysis and provides the basis W
the post-LOCA heat transfer capability for the CC system. Contrary to this

method, the post-LOCA recirculation design heat load for the CC system was

calculated in the CCS load list calculation using an undocumented assumption

for the RHR heat exchanger tube side inlet and outlet temperatures. The cal-

culation is based on general RHR heat exchanger performance values for inlet

and outlet CC system cooling water instead of actual data from the post-LOCA

temperature analysis. The significance of this discrepancy has not been

determined.

TVA confirmed that most of the safety-related mechanical calculations do not

exist to verify the adequacy of the CC system design. Changes to CC system

flows, heat loads, and equipment operating configurations were never docu-

mented by calculation. TVA CAQR WBP871337 Rev. 0 (mechanical) and SCR

WBNEE8571 Rev. 1 (electrical) identified that design calculations were not

properly prepared and maintained. The mechanical calculation program and

electrical calculation program will resolve calculation-related problems.

provided a preliminary list of CC system required calculations that was

thorough and complete. However, TVA qualified the list as providing input to

the development of TVA's listing of essential calculations. The VSRT con-

siders a "required calculation" for a safety-related system to be the same as

an "essential calculation" since TVA has not clearly defined what specific

"essential calculations" will be prepared. The significance of these

discrepancies has not been determined.

3.2.1.2.4.4 FSAR Description

A discrepancy was identified that the postaccident sampling system (PASS)

coolers are not listed in FSAR Tables 9.2-3, 9.2-4, or 9.2-5 (DR No. 257).

A discrepancy was identified in FSAR Section 9.2.2.8 involving a flow element

upstream of each RHR pump seal cooler (DR No. 257). The CC system flow

diagram 47W859-4 does not show a flow element in this position. A flow

element is located on the downstream side of the RHR pump seal oil cooler

provides adequate flow indication.
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A discrepancy was identified involving the CC system description that states

the PASS cooler receives flow during all operating modes though not in service

(DR No. 257). System flow diagram 47W859-2 correctly shows the supply valve

1-70-766 locked closed with no flow provided during normal plant operating

condition.

A discrepancy was identified involving the maximum CC system water temperature

identified in FSAR Section 9.2.2 (110 0F) and the Site Operating Instruction

SOI-70.1 (120°F) (DR No. 257). The CC system water temperature will increase

to 120°F for a short period of time during plant cool down.

TVA confirmed that inconsistencies exist between the FSAR and other plant

design documents. The licensing verification program has been implemented by

TVA to upgrade the FSAR accuracy to reflect the WBN design basis. The identi-

fied FSAR discrepancies are descriptive inconsistencies, and the actual design

uirements have been implemented and documented on the system design draw-

les and documents.

3.2.1.3 Conclusions

The general sizing of the CC system mechanical equipment was determined to be

reasonable and adequate based on preliminary calculations performed by TVA for

the VSR and the comparison of the WBNP CC system with CC systems from other

similarly sized Westinghouse reactor nuclear units.

The lack of system design calculations precludes the final determination of

whether the CC system and components will function under all required condi-

tions as intended. The CC system design should be regarded as incomplete in

its present form, and final conclusions for overall system design adequacy

should be deferred until TVA commitments are fully implemented.

The design integration between interrelated plant systems and the level of

tail in technical specification and operating instructions were areas of

1kness. The VSRT identified two concerns that appear to have resulted from
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a design process that did not fully integrate related system functions wit

overview of CC system function:

Design Integration Between Plant Systems

The review of the CC system identified certain limitations on
system operation resulting from external causes or influences.
There were two principal causes for these:

* common electrical train failure affecting both units and

" electrical power lockout of 32 motor-operated header valves.

These limitations on CC system operation have resulted in more
complex system operating requirements such that under certain plant
operating conditions, CC system operating flexibility could be
limited.

The ERCW system is the heat sink for the CC system heat exchangers
and is also subject to certain limitations on system operation.
TVA confirmed that an integration of the CC and ERCW system
requirements will be performed in the formal CC system calcula-
tions.

Level of Detail in Technical Specifications and Operating
Instructions

The VSRT believes the CC system technical specifications and plant
operating instructions are typical of those for operating nuclear
generating stations. However, the CC and ERCW systems in WBN
involve additional complex modes of system operation during certain
abnormal operating conditions not seen at other stations. A review
of ERCW calculation, "ERCW System Plan Requirements" (826 8605
14023), and the similar preliminary calculation prepared by TVA for
the CC system indicates that the availability of pumps, heat
exchangers, and cooling trains during certain plant conditions are
highly dependent on operator actions. TVA confirmed that numerous
plant operator actions would be required to properly configure the
CC system for operation.

Specifically, the VSRT identified 32 motor-operated valves located
in principal CC system headers that are electrically locked out.
The valves are locked out because of Appendix R concerns. This
condition results in a fully segregated CC system header with only
CC system pump C-S available to supply required cooling water to
both units in the event of train A electrical failure. The WBN
technical specification and operating instructions do not address
these limiting plant or system conditions that directly reduce
system operating flexibility.
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TVA resolved this potential design problem by taking credit for
manual operator actions; however, no rigorous evaluation or analy-
sis identifying the time delay and the affect on the initiating
condition was available for review; nor was documentation of these
actions contained in the technical specification and operating
instructions. TVA confirmed that the level of detail in the
technical specifications and operating instructions will be
enhanced to adequately address system operating and alignment under
abnormal plant operating conditions. TVA committed to perform a
review of technical specifications and abnormal operating instruc-
tions for all safety-related plant systems. The VSRT believes this
should provide assurance that important plant operator actions
required during an abnormal plant operating condition are properly
documented in associated technical specification and operating
instructions.

The VSRT believes these problems resulted from the lack of a system/

functional overview as would be required by a detailed overall system and
structure technical design review. TVA Nuclear Engineering Procedure NEP-5.2
(Rev. 0, 7d-1-86) requires the performance of technical reviews to evaluate

tequality, technical accuracy, and adequacy of plant systems. The future
9-5.2 technical reviews of safety-related systems should provide a meaning-

1review of an entire system from a design and operational standpoint.

Finally, a common discrepancy found throughout the mechanical review concerned

the lack of design calculations. TVA previously identified a general problem
with mechanical design calculations and implemented the mechanical calculation

program to ensure the adequacy and completeness of the mechanical

calculations.

TVA provided a preliminary list of CC system required calculations that the
VSRT considers to be thorough and complete. However, TVA qualified the list
as providing input to the development of TVA's listing of essential calcula-
tions. The VSRT considers a "required calculation" for a safety-related
system to be the same as an "essential calculation" since TVA has not clearly
defined what specific "essential calculations" will be pr epared.

Ocific conclusions related to the four main review categories are discussed
ow.
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3.2.1.3.1 Mechanical Equipment

The general sizing of the mechanical equipment was determined to be reasonable

and adequate based on a preliminary summary calculation performed by TVA

during the VSR to document CC system cooling train flows under all Unit 1 and

Unit 2 plant operating conditions and on a comparison with other similarly

sized nuclear units. TVA will formalize this calculation under the mechanical

calculation program and will integrate ERCW system design requirements. The

integration of the CC and ERCW system designs is required because of the

complex operating modes for both systems (i.e., impact of common Unit 1 and 2

electrical train failure, non-safety-related cooling loads that require

isolation, nonessential cooling loads that require isolation, and 32 motor-

operated header valves with power disconnected).

Component design requirements were reasonably defined in the FSAR, applicable

specifications, and design criteria/system descriptions. Discrepancies,

however, were identified in the implementation of these requirements.

An evaluation of CC system mechanical equipment discrepancies identified that

ASME Code requirements were not consistently met, design specifications were

inconsistent with system design bases, the equipment sizing calculations were

missing, vendor/subvendor documentation contained inconsistencies, and piping

analyses were missing for miscellaneous ASME lines and valves connecting to

safety-related equipment that forms part of the system pressure boundary.

TVA implemented corrective actions to address discrepancies identified with

mechanical equipment including the Design Baseline and Verification Program

(DBVP CAP), the mechanical calculation program, the electrical calculation

program, licensing verification program, and other corrective actions specifi-

cally related to the discrepancies reported.

The VSRT believes mechanical equipment deficiencies are currently recognized

and identified by TVA with programs in place to correct them. The VSRT g
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Wcludes that the mechanical equipment should be acceptable provided these
programs and actions are fully implemented and properly completed.

3.2.1.3.2 Process Piping and Components

The general sizing of the process piping system and components was determined

to be reasonable. Piping system materials, wall thickness requirements, and

ANSI class ratings were reviewed and determined to be reasonable. The CC

system piping fluid velocities were generally 10 fps or less, which is

reasonable.

An evaluation of CC system process piping and component discrepancies
identified three general deficiencies in the TVA design of process piping and

components: ASME Code requirements were not consistently met, no clearly

defined design basis existed for small-bore pipe and instrument line physical

routing, and design changes were inconsistently documented on design drawings.

Qimplemented corrective actions to address discrepancies identified with

cess piping and components that included the mechanical calculation
program, electrical calculation program, CC system expansion joint CAQRs,

HAAUP implementing Regulatory Guides 1.61 and 1.84 and Code Case N-411

requirements, verification of design input to as-installed design, system

design pressure verification, and other corrective actions specific to the

reported discrepancies.

The VSRT believes the process piping and component design deficiencies are
currently recognized and identified by TVA with programs in place to correct

them. The VSRT concludes that the process piping and components should be
acceptable provided these programs are fully implemented and properly

completed.

3.2.1.3.3 Valves

The design of the CC system valves was determined to be generally acceptableSsize, type, and ANSI pressure class. A number of discrepancies involving
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the CC system valves were identified, however. Evaluation of these U
discrepancies identified general deficiencies, including the inconsistent

application of design pressure and temperature requirements, inadequate and/or

incomplete sizing calculations for control valves and relief valves, incorrect

interpretation of seismic category 1 "Active" valve classification,

inconsistent design specifications, inaccurate and/or missing vendor

information and drawings, lack of vendor documentation and qualifications for

reconfigured valves, and inconsistent application of ASME Code design

requirements for overpressure protection and design pressure/temperature.

TVA implemented corrective actions to address discrepancies identified with

process valves that included the Design Baseline and Verification Program

(DBVP CAP), mechanical calculation program, electrical calculation program,

Licensing Verification Program CAQR WBP870165, design specification issues

CAQR WBP880804, design of interfacing lines and valves on equipment CAQR

WBP880785, incomplete vendor data CAQR WBP870701, review of ASME NPV-1 forms

and nameplates PRD WBP880759P, revision of WBNP licensing position on

selection of "Active" valves for future DCN, TVA NCR 2394 Rev. 5 to be re-

opened and properly closed CAQR WBP880708, and other corrective actions

specifically related to the discrepancies reported.

The VSRT believes valve design deficiencies are currently recognized and iden-

tified by TVA with programs in place to correct them. The VSRT concludes that

the design of the CC system valves should be acceptable provided these

programs are fully implemented and properly completed.

3.2.1.3.4 Overall System Design Adequacy

Licensing commitments were reasonably implemented in the CC system design but

certain implementing design documents contained discrepancies involving incon-

sistencies with the FSAR. The lack of system design calculations precludes

the determination of whether or not the CC system will function as intended

under all required plant conditions. Overall CC system design requirements

were not fully documented. The CC system design had undergone changes andg
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Wifications over time, yet no engineering documentation was in place to

support these changes.

A number of discrepancies involving the overall CC system design adequacy were

identified. The CC system design calculations are not in place. The CC

system design is heavily dependent on plant operators during certain abnormal

plant operating conditions and no detailed treatment of conditions and

required actions exists in plant technical specification and/or site operating

instructions for LOOP with loss of electrical train A or B and power discon-

nected to 32 motor-operated CC system main header valves.

The FSAR is inaccurate such that the actual CC system operating capability is
more limiting than as stated in the licensing documents. The simultaneous

loss of power trains for both Units 1 and 2, even under an unlikely abnormal

condition, has not been fully evaluated in the system design.

design process has resulted in non-system-related issues limiting system

rating flexibility (e.g., the CC system employs a fully segregated pump

discharge header with power disconnected to the header valves due to Appendix

R concerns). The CC system serves both safety-related and non-safety-related

equipment including the 10-inch CDWE supply line and associated isolating
valves. Design integration between the CC and the ERCW systems is not well

defined.

TVA implemented corrective actions to address discrepancies identified with

the overall CC system design that included the DBVP CAP, mechanical calcula-
tion program, electrical calculation program, Licensing Verification Program,

new passive failure piping criteria, design specification CAQR, WBP880804,

design of interfacing lines and valves CAQR WBP880785, incomplete vendor data

CAQR WBP870701 and other corrective actions specifically related to the

discrepancies reported.

~VSRT believes preparation of detailed system design calculations will form

od foundation to confirm the adequacy of the overall CC system design.
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Overall, system design deficiences are currently recognized and identified by

TVA with programs in place to correct them. The VSRT concluded that the

overall system design should be acceptable provided these programs are fully

implemented and properly completed.

3.2.1.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to mechanical systems:

DR No. 5

DR No. 11

DR No.

DR No.

DR No. 39

DR No.

DR No.

DR No. 45

DR No. 46

DR No. 63

DR No. 64

DR No. 66

DR No. 70

- Insufficient discharge capacity-for the surge tank
pressure relief valve

- Inconsistency between system description and ESAR
regarding the CC system pump suction valves

- Expansion joint design change discrepancies

- Inadequate design pressure and temperature for valve
1-CKV-70-687

- Incorrect design pressure and temperature for valve
1-CKV-70-692

- No sizing calculations for CC system surge tank A

- Missing analysis calculations for piping and valves
on the CC system surge tank

- Inconsistencies in the design specification and lack
of calculations for CC system pump

- FSAR discrepancies regarding the CC system surge tank
relief valve capacity and set pressure

- Lack of assurance that design requirements were
available for piping fabrication and installation

- Operating pressures in excess of piping system design
pressure

- CCS expansion joint mark number inconsistently
defined

- Incorrect classification of containment isolation
valves
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DR No. 87

DR No. 94

110

143

DR No. 157

DR No. 201

DR No. 208

DR No. 215

DR No. 230

DR No. 231

DR No. 257

DR No. 272

DR No. 291

DR No. 332

DR No. 617

DR No. 622

- Inadequate seismic qualification for modified
valve/motor operator 1-FCV-67-478-B

- Alignment verification of CC system surge tank and
SFP heat exchanger valves

- Valve 1-RFV-70-539 not hydrostatically tested

- Inconsistent design requirements for valve 1-RFV-
70-539

- Connection loads on CC system surge tank not
evaluated

- Surge tank design specification discrepancies

- Interaction with nonseismic CC system surge tank
relief valve discharge piping

- Miscellaneous problems with CC system heat exchanger
design specifications and documentation

- Incomplete calculations for CC system relief valve
capacity

- Technical specifications incomplete regarding
operation of CC system pumps and heat exchangers

- Drawing revision inconsistencies for CC system heat
exchanger and excess letdown heat exchanger

- No setpoint calculations for CC system surge tank
vacuum relief valve 1-RFV-70-539

- Design document inconsistencies for component cooling
system overall design

- Design requirement discrepancies for CC system
equipment

- Design drawing discrepancies for 1-RFV-70-551A

- Discrepancies between specification, bill of
material, and vendor drawings for CC system valves

- Corrosion/erosion allowance not provided in design
specifications for CC system piping

- No sizing calculations and incorrect design pressure
and temperature for valve 1-TCV-70-192
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DR No. 625 - Vendor documentation not retrievable for Masoneilan
valves

DR No. 626 - Location/classification discrepancies between flow
diagram and piping drawing for sample chiller relief
valve

The following discrepancy reports are nondiscrepant:

DR No. 40-

DR No. 86

DR No. 122-

DR No. 226-

DR No. 623-

DR No. 624-

DR No. 627-

Fire seal material rating and test data

Solid wedge instead of split wedge gate valve used

Valve vendor documentation not available

Wrong rev, of valve dwg. in vendor manual

Valve 1-FCV-62-188 part of CC system but not in CCS
N-5

Chilled water compression tank relief valve set
pressure not shown

No flow direction arrows shown on valve drawings

3.2.2 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

3.2.2.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate the component cooling

(CC) system instrumentation and controls for design adequacy, for compliance

with WBN licensing commitments and requirements, and for determining the

effectiveness of TVA's design process. This objective was achieved through a

review of selected design documents and components in the CC system. The

engineering review was supplemented by system walkdowns. The selected

components provided a representative cross section of system instruments and

controls and were chosen on the basis of their contribution to the function of

the CC system.

The following instrument component types were selected for review:

0 detectors -radiation and temperature;

* indicators -pressure, level, radiation, and temperature;
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0 local panels - surge tank and auxiliary control room;

* process switches - flow, level, and pressure; and

* transmitters - flow, level, and temperature.

3.2.2.2 Evaluation

The review of the instrumentation and controls for the CC system was performed

on two levels. The first level of review consisted of detailed engineering of
the individual instrumentation components. The components were reviewed

against the licensing requirements in the FSAR, applicable design criteria,
and functional requirements.

The second level of review was for overall control adequacy. The selected
instruments were reviewed in conjunction with other components forming an
instrument and/or control loop. The instrument and control loops were

j iewed for the following:

"component classification,

" automatic operation,

" interlocks and alarms,

" instrument monitoring functions,

* instrument specifications, and

* instrument installation details.

Both levels of engineering review required an evaluation of the following TVA
design documents:

" FSAR,

" CC system description,

* design criteria for separation of electrical equipment and
wiring,

S engineering specification for instrument sense line separation,
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" mechanical flow diagrams,

" electrical control diagrams,

" electrical logic diagrams,

* procurement specifications,

* design guides and standards,

• instrument data sheets and tabulations,

• elementary diagrams,

* vendor drawings,

• sealing and setpoint documents/calculations, and

* system operating procedures.

Controls and instrumentation are provided for the following system functions:

* CC system surge tank level control,

• CC system pump operation,

* CC system containment isolation valves,

* CC system residual heat removal heat exchanger flow control,

" class interface system isolation valves,

* radiation leak detection,

" main control room indication and alarm, and

• auxiliary control room instrumentation.

The VSRT also performed a limited walkdown of controls and instrumentation for

the CC system. The walkdown included the main control room, auxiliary control

room, electrical equipment room, and several locations associated with CC

system locally mounted instrumentation. A comprehensive review of as-

installed instruments was performed as part of the construction verification

review.
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W engineering evaluation was divided into the following three main
categories:

" process instrumentation and control loops

" component classification and design bases, and

* overall system control adequacy.

3.2.2.2.1 Process Control Loops

The functional design of the instrumentation and control system was determined
to be adequate. For the reviewed instrument loops, the CC system instrument

train assignments are correct.

The VSRT selected some control circuits for review to determine whether the
functional requirements had been satisfied and whether the circuit operability
would be ensured. The following circuits were included:

* closure of the water supp ly to the class G and I piping for the. condensate demineralizer waste evaporator package on low surge
tank level;

* closure of the valves that isolate the class G piping to the
sample chillers;

* closure of the surge tank ventilation valve on detection of
high CC system radiation;

* autostart of CC system pumps upon loss of offsite power (LOOP)
and power train failure;

* surge tanks high-level annunciation in conjunction with cooling
train high radiation alarms; and

* closure of the thermal barrier isolation valves on a high
differential flow signal.

Fifteen instrument and control loops involving 52 instrument components were
reviewed. Five valid discrepancy reports involving 10 discrepancies were
issued and are summarized below.
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A discrepancy was identified involving a lack of analytical limits requireI•

for input to instrument setpoint and accuracy calculations (DR No. 62). TVA

previously identified this concern and implemented the mechanical calculation

program and electrical calculation program to solve the concern.

TVA confirmed that the electrical and mechanical calculations will be per-

formed under their respective programs using NEP-3.12 requirements for safety-

related instrumentation setpoints. The process analytical limits will be

established for all VSRT identified instruments. Instrument setpoint calcu-

lations and safety limits will be checked and verified for safety-related

components of the CC system and other safety-related systems.

A discrepancy was identified involving a lack of instrument setpoint calcu-

* lations for the CC system (DR No. 85). TVA previously identified the concern

and implemented the electrical calculation program to resolve the concern.

TVA confirmed that the mechanical calculation program will identify the

population of safety-related instruments. Mechanical calculations will be^

generated to establish setpoint and required analytical limits for all sa

related systems. For the CC system, this work will be done during the resolu-

tion of DBVP Open Items Report O1DB-6320. These calculations will be used as

design input for the electrical instrument setpoint calculations. The elec-

trical instrument setpoint calculations will be performed under the electrical

calculation program in accordance with TVA Technical Instructions TI-28.

A discrepancy was identified involving instrument line separation and instru-

ment line slope for safety-related transmitters I-LT-70-63A and -90A (DR No.

92). These sensing lines were found to be in violation of Engineering

Requirements Specification ER-WBN-EEB-001, Rev. 2. TVA previously identified

this concern in NCR-6172, which specifically identified instrument line

separation and instrument line slope problems. The NCR corrective action

requires that all safety-related instruments will be walked down and reworked

(where necessary) to meet the Specification ER-WBN-EEB-O01 requirements.

Field verification of items such as normal maintenance activities in the area,

high- and moderate-energy jet streams, missiles and pipe whip, fire, and
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Wsible damage caused by falling loads from the plant lifting systems showed
that no conditions existed that could adversely affect the pressure boundary

integrity of the instrument lines.

Instrument sensing lines in the CC system mismatch flow loop to and from the

sample coolers are not properly sloped (DR. No. 199). To resolve the cited
discrepancy, TVA provided the sizing calculation for a proposed high-point.
vent reservoir and justified the use of the loop seal to prevent air from
entering the sensing line from the process line. Instrument maintenance

instructions will procedurally control any required venting of sensing lines.

The VSRT considered the TVA corrective action involving use of high point
vents and reservoirs on instrument lines technically acceptable. However the

extensive use of vents on instrument sensing lines may not be desirable from a
maintainability standpoint. Strict adherence to calibration procedures

including proper venting and filling Of affected sensing lines is required.lowing each instrument calibration performed. Continuously sloped sensing
es require no additional operator actions during calibration to ensure

proper instrument operation. TVA may wish to consider a more limited use of

high-point vents and reservoirs on sensing lines.

The following design concerns involving the mismatch flow control loop for the

sample cooler were identified (DR No. 199):

* piping "tee" connection upstream of annubar,

* design of flow elements inconsistently applied to CC system
water temperatures,

" inconsistent calibration range of instrument (10 inches of
water versus 6.58), and

* Inconsistent accuracy evaluation for annubar flow element and
associated loop components.

No calculation documenting the control loop design is in place. TVA pre-. usly identified the lack of instrumentation calculations. TVA confirmed
ctrical instrument setpoint calculations will be performed under the
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electrical calculation program in accordance with TVA Technical InstructioqW

TI-28.

A discrepancy involving the discharge header pressure indication of component

cooling pump (C-S) was identified (DR No. 200). Indication has not been

provided in the main control room contrary to FSAR Section 9.2.2 require-

ments. TVA previously identified this item during the main control room

detail design review and a human engineering discrepancy (HED) was issued to

correct this discrepancy. TVA determined that the discrepancy is design-

significant and has committed to add discharge header pressure indication of

CC system pump C-S to the MCR and ACR panels.

3.2.2.2.2 Component Classification and Design Bases

Contrary to the requirements of NEP 3.12, safety-related instruments were not

identified in the system description (DR No. 85). The discrepancy was

determined by TVA to be a generic problem affecting all WBN system descrip-

tions. TVA will provide an engineering review of other systems to determi

whether instruments that should be designated as safety-related are i

identified. TVA confirmed that the design baseline verification program

(DBVP) previously identified this concern and that all WBNP system

descriptions will be reviewed accordingly.

Radiation recorder R-90-123 was determined to have inadequate documentation of

a seismically qualified installation on panel 0-M-12 in the main control room

(DR No. 91). TVA prepared a preliminary evaluation to show that the installed

recorder and panel assembly are seismically qualified. The panel assembly

will be formally qualified under the ESQ CAP.

3.2.2.2.3 Overall System Control Adequacy

The CC system instrumentation and controls were reviewed for overall system

control adequacy to ensure that adequate instrumentation and controls are pro-

vided in the main control room (MCR) and auxiliary control room (ACR) for the
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W nt operators to fully control and monitor all portions of the CC system

essential for safe shutdown of the plant.

The following areas were reviewed:

* FSAR identified instrumentation requirements,

* reasonableness of system design,

* adequacy of design documents to confirm the design process,

* adequacy of design documents to address design interface
requirements,

" detailed installation requirements,

" unique design requirements, and

" field walkdown verification.

Four valid discrepancy reports involving 8 discrepancies were issued and are

summarized below.

*aration Design Criteria WB-DC-30-4, Rev. 4, did not address the require-

ments for separation of cables and wiring internal to control boards, panels,

and relay racks (DR No. 14). TVA previously identified this issue, and CAQR

WBP870927 was issued. In conjunction with the DBVP, Separation Design

Criteria WB-DC-30-4 Rev. 5 was issued, and detailed separation requirements

for cables and wiring internal to control boards, panels, and relay racks have

been included. This item is considered design-significant.

System Description NB-70-4002 states that bottled air will be available for

supplying air to the surge tank level control valve if control air is not

available (DR No. 154). However, bottled air was not installed. TVA reviewed

the CC and other systems, and it was determined that the loss of the control

air supply to all safety-related valves not provided with safety-related con-

trol air will not adversely affect the ability of the systems to perform

required safety functions and bottled air was not needed. This discrepancy is'design-significant since the water level in the CC system surge tank will

anually made up from a safety-grade makeup source (ERCWS) following an
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accident condition when control air and/or the normal source of makeup watmW

are not available. TVA will revise the CC System Description N3-70-4002 by

deleting the reference to bottled air for the surge tank level control valve.

A number of FSAR inconsistencies were identified (DR No. 206). FSAR Section

9.2.2 contains the following instrumentation requirements that were not imple-

mented into the CC system:

* main supply header flow displayed in ACR,

* heat exchanger outlet temperatures annunciated in MCR,

* pump suction temperatures annunciated in MCR,

* valve control switches not located in both MCR and ACR, and

* containment isolation valve actuation.

TVA previously identified inconsistencies between the FSAR and other plant

documents and CAQR WBT870165 documents this issue. The identified ESAR

discrepancies are essentially descriptive inconsistencies between the FSAR*
other design documents, and the proper design requirements are documented on

other design documents (control and logic diagrams). TVA will perform a

complete FSAR verification and revise the FSAR as required to accurately

reflect the WBN design basis. The licensing verification program has been

implemented by TVA to upgrade the FSAR accuracy.

A discrepancy exists between the CC system description and the control and

system logic diagrams (DR No. 294). The original design criteria for the CC

system and many other mechanical systems were inactivated by TVA in 1979 and

system design requirements were defined by the system diagrams. The sequence

of the isolation valve closures required for automatic isolation-of the Class

G piping to the sample heat exchangers as described in the system description

and as indicated on the applicable drawings does not agree. TVA described the

action necessary to correct the discrepancy. A design information memo (DIM)
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IW1 be issued to revise the CC system description to be consistent with the
system control and logic diagrams.

3.2.2.3 Conclusions

The instrumentation and controls for the CC system were reviewed on the basis
of individual instrument components and f or the overall adequacy of the con-
trol system. The VSRT concludes that the overall functional design of the CC
system instrumentation and controls is adequate and meets licensing
commitments. The design adequacy of the CC system instrumentation and control
components could not be fully assessed because of the lack of setpoint and

accuracy calculations.

The evaluation of discrepancies in the control and instrumentation area
identified general deficiencies in the design of the CC system instrumentation
that included a lack of setpoint and accuracy calculations, inconsistently
implemented FSAR commitments, inadequate design requirements for instrument, se line routing, and lack of defined wiring separation criteria in MCR/ACR

els and local panels.

The classification and design bases of instrument components were generally
difficult to determine, and the instrument tabulation provided only the train
designation. In order to determine the safety classification and the quali-
fication requirements, several other documents needed to be referenced such as
the Q list, the category and operating-time document, elementary diagrams,
system descriptions, and purchasing contracts. The technical data for certain
instruments was also difficult to ascertain with instrument data sheets not
always available or difficult to locate. Some data sheets did not contain
complete technical data, and TVA supplemented inadequate instrument technical
data with copies of associated instrument calibration data sheets. The
instrument calibration data sheets contained adequate technical instrument

data.
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TVA identified future corrective actions to address the identified concernW

that include the DBVP CAP, mechanical calculation program, electrical

calculation program, licensing verification program, - CAQR WBP870165, panel

wiring separation program in MCR/ACR-CAQR WBP870927, and wiring separation for

local panels - CAQR WBP880725.

The VSRT believes the TVA corrective action programs and plans provide a good

foundation to develop acceptable instrumentation and controls for the CC

system provided the corrective actions are fully implemented and successfully

completed.

3.2.2.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to instrumentation and controls:

DR No. 14 - Instrument cable separation

DR No. 62 - Analytical limits for safety-related loops

DR No. 85 - Safety-related loop identification and setpoint
calculations

DR No. 91 - L&N recorder installation seismic qualification

DR No. 92 - Instrument sensing line separation

DR No. 154 - System description discrepancy

DR No. 199 - Sample coolers mismatch flow loop discrepancies

DR No. 200 - C-S Pump discharge pressure indicators

DR No. 206 - Miscellaneous FSAR discrepancies

DR No. 294 - Sample heat exchangers sequence of isolation valve
closure discrepancy

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 158 - Instrument mounting not per analyzed configuration

DR No. 225 - Postaccident monitoring instrumentation

DR No. 260 - CC system flow indicating switch
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3.2.3 ALTERNATE PIPING ANALYSIS

3.2.3.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate the technical

adequacy of TVA's alternate piping analysis and the effectiveness of TVA's

alternate analysis design process. The alternate analysis was also evaluated

for compliance with licensing commitments.

The scope covered alternate analysis of ASME piping selected from the CC

system. Rigorously analyzed ASME piping was excluded from the VSR since a
100% walkdown and analytical review of the piping previously analyzed by

rigorous techniques is to be performed as part of TVA's HAAUP CAP.

The review of the alternate piping analysis was performed on selected piping -

subsystems. The review included four categories of the alternate analysis of

l1 bore piping. The categories were piping analyzed by equivalent static
mic analysis using the SAGS/DAGS computer programs, piping analyzed by

hand calculations, piping analyzed by computer analysis using the T-Pipe
program, and piping analyzed by alternate analysis criteria (CEB 76-5).

3.2.3.2 Evaluation

In the review of the alternate analysis calculations, criteria, specifica-

tions, and procedures, the VSRT found that the guidelines detailing the
methods for alternate piping analysis were generally clear and comprehen-

sive. Although most calculations reviewed adequately implemented the FSAR and
design-basis document requirements for alternate piping analysis, some calcu-

lations were inadequately detailed or documented or were technically
inadequate due to improper use of ASME Code Case N-411 (damping) or unvali-

dated computer programs.

The following piping subsystems were selected for review from the CC system:. • 2-inch, 1-1/2-inch, 1-inch, and 3/4-inch supply to miscellaneous
safeguard pumps (piping analysis problem 70008),
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3/4-inch relief line bypass (piping analysis problem 70039),

1/2-inch instrument sensing line (piping analysis problem
70061), and

* 2-inch, 1-inch, and 3/4-inch supply to evaporator vent condenser
(piping analysis problem 70044).

As part of TVA's "Program for Alternate Analysis Fix-Coordinating, Documenting

and Verifying" (SEP 82-18), analysis problems 70008, 70039, and 70044 had been

reevaluated by TVA. SEP 82-18 established the method for coordinating activi-

ties involved in the alternate analysis fix. Analysis problem 70008 was

analyzed by equivalent static seismic analysis using the SAGS/DAGS computer

programs. Analysis problem 70039 was analyzed by hand calculations. Analysis

problem 70044 was analyzed by alternate analysis criteria (CEB 76-5).

During the VSRT evaluation of analysis problem 70039, it became known that all

of the piping associated with problem 70039 had been removed by an engineer

change notice (ECN). TVA's ECN procedure allows the issuance of design dr

ings based on undocumented engineering judgment. The procedure requires that

design drawings and documents affected by the ECN be identified in the ECN for

future reconciliation or analysis. In this case, the ECN neglected to iden-

tify all drawings and design documents affected by the proposed changes, the

ECN remained open for over 2 years (DR No. 65). TVA stated that, due to the

hold on the HAAUP CAP, the reevaluation for analysis problem 70039 had not

been closed. As a result of the removal of the components associated with

analysis problem 70039, the VSRT review was terminated. In addition, as

indicated in the proposed HAAUP CAP, a 100% walkdown and reanalysis of small-

bore piping supports that used hand calculations will be performed. Based on

this information, no other analysis problems using hand calculations were

selected for evaluation as part of the VSR.

Analysis problem 70061 was by computer analysis using the T-Pipe computer

program. 0
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W need for additional attention to detail was demonstrated by calculation
discrepancies (DR Nos. 30 and 195). DR No. 30 was the result of the noncom-
pliance with internal procedures in selecting the appropriate acceleration

values for the east-west direction (OBE and SSE) from CEB report CEB-80-09.
The incorrect acceleration values resulted in technically inadequate design

documents that under-predicted pipe stresses, support loads, valve accelera-
tions, and equipment reactions. TVA committed to ensure that as part of the
HAAUP CAP, the alternately analyzed piping will be qualified through critical

case evaluation. The seismic spectra, being design input to the piping

analysis, will be controlled as part of the HAAUP CAP.

DR No. 195 was the result of an isolated error in the switching of two support
loads while revising the support load table. The error resulted in under-

predicted support loads.

Due to the margins in pipe stresses, support loads, valve accelerations and.ipment reactions, the identified discrepancies (DR Nos. 30 and 195) were

sidered not design-significant.

The VSR also indicated that computer programs used in the qualification of the
piping components were not validated before their use (DR No. 111). The SAGS/

DAGS computer program used in analysis problem 70008 and the computer program
used to generate the spans and loads for the alternate criteria (CEB 76-5),

used in analysis problem 70044, were not validated before their use in the
respective qualifications. The use of unvalidated computer programs is a

previously identified discrepancy, the significance of which has not been
determined. This discrepancy results in technically inadequate design docu-
ments since stress problem calculations are not in compliance with TVA
internal procedures regarding analysis methodologies and computer software.

As a result, TVA incorporated unvalidated computer programs into the HAAUP CAP

for resolution. TVA committed through a critical case evaluation to bound

analyses previously performed with unvalidated computer programs to ensure
analysis results are valid. The critical case evaluation will be in accor-

O.e with the latest applicable design criteria and analysis procedures
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including existing NEPs and WBEPs that cover computer program validation w
verification.

The VSR also detected a discrepancy in which TVA applied ASME Code Case N-411,

Alternate Damping Values for Seismic Analysis of Piping, without first satis-

fying the conditions specified in Regulatory Guide 1.84 (DR No. 193). The

incorrect application of Code Cas e N-411 is a previously identified discrep-

ancy, the significance of which has not yet been determined. The misappli-

cation of Code Case N-411 results in technically inadequate design documents

since stress problem calculations are not in compliance with the ASME code or

NRC regulatory guides and could result in under-predicted values for seismic

stresses and loads. Having been previously identified., this discrepancy has

been incorporated into the HAAUP CAP. TVA committed to conducting a critical

case evaluation to resolve piping-related issues and concerns, including the

incorrect application of Code Case N-411.

As discussed earlier, TVA's procedures allow for the issuance of design drj

ings based on undocumented engineering judgment followed by a formal justis

cation at a later time. ECN 6591, which affects analysis problem 70044, was

issued in September 1986. The technical justification for the change (revi-

sion to the analysis problem calculation) had not yet been performed when the

Vertical Slice Review effort was taking place in September 1988. Of the four

stress problems evaluated as part of the VSR effort, two were affected by

TVA's ECN process in this manner. Stress analysis problem 70044, as discussed

above, resulted in DR No. 71, and stress analysis problem 70039 resulted in DR

No. 65. It is concluded that TVA's ECN process leads to a lack of control of

the as-installed configuration drawings as well as inconsistent design docu-

ments. As a result of these discrepancies, TVA committed to ensure that the

design input used in the stress analysis for small-bore piping adequately

reflects the as-installed configuration. In addition, the mechanical piping

drawings will be revised to provide adequate configuration control either by

referencing the hanger engineering unit (HEU) sketches or by directly

reflecting th e as-installed configuration. 
i
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1W.3.3 Conclusions

The VSRT found that, in general, the guidelines detailing the methods to be

used for alternate piping analysis were clear and comprehensive. Although
most calculations reviewed adequately implemented the FSAR and design-basis

document requirements for alternately analyzed piping, some calculations were
inadequately detailed or documented or were technically inadequate due to

improper use of Code Case N-411 or unvalidated computer programs.

It was concluded that TVA's ECN process, as defined in NEP 6.1 and WBEP-EP

43.02, contributes to the inconsistencies between the as-installed and as-
designed configuration by allowing the issuance of design drawings without
prior technical justification through calculations and analyses. This process

coupled with the lack of timely disposition of change documents leads to a
lack of control of the as-installed configuration drawings as well as incon-
sistent design documents. However, compliance with TVA's NEP-3.1 that

requires all calculations to be completed prior to issuing design output docu-

Qts for procurement or construction should improve control of the as-

talled configuration.

The VSRT concluded that the implementation of the HAAUP CAP is required in

order to provide assurance that the alternately analyzed design calculations
and analyses for WBN are technically adequate. This program should ensure

that the use of variable damping values will comply with the ASME Code Case
and NRC regulatory guides and be limited to three-dimensional earthquake

response spectra analysis. The HAAUP CAP should also ensure that the design
input used in the alternate stress analyses for small-bore piping adequately

reflects the as-installed configuration and that any computer-aided calcula-

tions are performed with validated programs.

3.2.3.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to alternate piping analysis:

DR No. 30 - Seismic acceleration calculation.DR No. 65 - Removal of components associated with problem 70039
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DR No. 71 - Reroute of piping associated with problem 70044

DR No. 111 - Computer Program Validation

DR No. 193 - Application of Code Case N-411

DR No. 195 - Calculation for piping and valve near instrument
panel PNL 1-L-259

The following DR was determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 33 - Documentation of SAGS/DAGS Input and Output

3.2.4 EQUIPMENT SEISMIC AND MECHANICAL ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION

3.2.4.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate WBN equipment seismic

qualification, mechanical equipment environmental qualification, and penetra-

tion qualification programs for technical adequacy and licensing commitments

to determine the effectiveness of the design, physical and functional conf

uration control processes. W

The VSRT reviewed applicable qualification documents for the selected compo-

nents commensurate with the stated objectives. Selected components were typi-

cal elements used in many safety-related applications in commercial nuclear

power generating facilities. The selected components included mechanical,

electrical and instrumentation and control elements. Various mounting condi-

tions, such as line-mounted items, as well as floor-, panel-, or rack-mounted

configurations, were included. Certain components were selected to facilitate

the review of interfacing procedures. Selection also included components that

are qualified by various methods such as qualification by testing, by analysis

using finite element modeling or closed-form solutions, or by a combination of

these two methods.

Components selected for seismic qualification review consisted of nine

mechanical items subgrouped as five valves, two pumps, one heat exchanger,

tank; eight instrumentation and control items subgrouped as two alarm unit)
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W transmitters, two panels, one cabinet, one power supply; and two electri-
cal items, a motor control center and a switchgear. Of the 19 components

selected for seismic qualification, 18 were from the CC system.

For the mechanical equipment environmental qualification, five valves were

selected. One of these valves was from outside the CC system.

Four penetrations were included in the qualification review. One of these

items is a containment penetration, and the remaining are wall and floor

penetrations in the auxiliary building.

Documents for the selected components were reviewed with respect to the design

input and design output consistency and to assess

" the implementation of FSAR requirements and licensing
commitments;

* technical adequacy;.design specification requirements;

" the adequacy and control of the structure; and

" implementation of the design processes involved.

These documents consisted of vendor reports, vendor drawings, TVA calcula-

tions, TVA drawings, TVA general project requirements, contracts, specifica-
tions, design criteria, system documents, and other pertinent TVA and vendor

documents.

3.2.4.2 Evaluation

Twenty-eight components were reviewed in this portion of the VSR that resulted

with the issuance of 14 discrepancy reports (DRs). Five of these DRs were

resolved to be nondiscrepant, leaving 9 valid DRs and 19 discrepancies.
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3.2.4.2.1 Seismic Qualification

Approximately one-third of the DRs were associated with valves. The remaining

DRs were evenly distributed over various types of components. This concentra-

tion in the valve area is not unexpected because of the number of valves

included in the review.

All of these DRs required some form of action for resolution. Following is a

brief discussion of these DRs and the closure status of each.

Review of seismic qualification documents for the surge tank demineralizer

water inlet valve indicated that the applicable stress limit required by the

FSAR for the faulted condition was incorrectly specified as 3Sh in the vendor

report (DR No. 43). Even though the calculated stress for this particular

valve was below the correct allowable of 2.4 Sh, several other valves quali-

fied by the same report did not meet the correct criteria. Furthermore, none

of these valves was evaluated for the upset load combination even though the

FSAR required this evaluation. TVA responded that they will revise FSAR

Section 3.9 and Table 3.9.16 concerning stress allowables. TVA also will

perform an FSAR verification regarding stress allowables and load combinations

for mechanical components and will relate this verification to the component

design criteria historical perspective calculation. TVA also committed to

provide additional assurance of the operability and functionality of the

active valves procured by TVA before September 1, 1974, by a documented

review. Primary stresses at critical locations of these valves will be

limited to the yield stress of the materials at temperature. TVA indicated

that this entire review will be included in the ESQ CAP. This discrepancy was

classified not design-significant.

The functional classification of the surge tank demineralizer water inlet

valve is not consistent between'the FSAR and the system description (DR No.

120). Based on the FSAR, this valve is classified as "active;" CC System

Description N3-70-4002, Rev. 0, considered it as "passive." 0
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W's response stated that Rev. 1 of the CC System Description, dated 7/13/88,
added this valve to the "active" list. TVA also stated that review for extent
of condition has identified additional discrepancies of a similar type between

the FSAR active valve list, various system description documents, and the
calculation "Regulatory Guide 1-48 Active Component List" B45851022218. TVA

committed to review the effects of the discrepancy on other components, to
determine the extent of the problem, and to resolve the additional discrepan-

cies in conjunction with the mechanical calculation program. Based on the

above, and considering that this particular valve was purchased as an active

valve, the VSRT accepted TVA's response. This discrepancy was classified as

not design-significant.

During the review of the excess letdown heat exchanger outlet valve, the VSRT

noted that no functional adequacy assurance was provided for this valve, even
though the valve is identified as an active valve in FSAR Table 3.9-25 (DR No.

50). The FSAR Section 3.9.3.2.1 states that the valves listed in Table 3.9-25-.t the special design limits and supplemental requirements providing opera-
ity assurance as specified in Regulatory Guide 1.48.

TVA provided a summary of valve operability assurance based on a test report
of a similar valve prepared for the Duquesne Light Company's Beaver Valley 2
Nuclear Station. TVA documented that the actual input acceleration values for

the WBNP valve are less than the acceleration values used for the Beaver
Valley qualification. TVA provided corrective action commitments consisting
of revising the FSAR Section 3.9.3.2.1 and/or Table 3.9-25, preparing a
historical perspective calculation, and performing a documented review to
establish functional operability assurance for the other valves affected by
the extent of the condition. TVA stated that this review will be performed in
the ESQ CAP. This discrepancy was classified as not design-significant.

Review of RC pump thermal barrier containment isolation valve indicated

various discrepancies concerning technical adequacy and documentation (DR

26.The vendor qualification report did not account for the correct

ator eccentricities and omitted certain reaction forces in the stress
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calculation at a critical yoke section. TVA's calculation for increased M

dynamic loads did not envelop the correct node reactions from the piping

analysis. Also, the evaluation of operability for the increased acceleration

levels was not provided.

In response to the above-mentioned concerns, TVA prepared a new calculation to

upgrade the valve qualification and to show that the resulting stress is less

than the allowable. TVA provided an operability assurance discussion and com-

mitted to review all valves in FSAR Table 3.9-25 for increased accelerations

in excess of the standard acceleration values used for initial qualifica-

tion. TVA will revise all affected documents as a result of this review, if

necessary, to ensure structural integrity and operability. TVA will evaluate

the affected valve models (extended structures) using correct center-of-

gravity eccentricities. These commitments will be performed as part of the

HAAUP and will be completed before WBN fuel load. This discrepancy was

classified as not design-significant.

The VSRT raised concerns regarding the inclusion of corrosion allowance in 0

stress analysis of the CC system surge tank (DR No. 318). The team found that

the design calculation prepared by the CC system surge tank vendor and a

second calculation prepared by TVA that evaluated a welded attachment to the

CC system surge tank, both failed to consider the corrosion allowance portion

of the tank wall thickness as required by the design criteria.

TVA revised the CC system surge tank design calculations to properly evaluate

the corrosion allowance. These revised calculations confirmed that the CC

system surge tank is adequate. TVA also verified, by review of other tank

design calculations, that the discrepancy found in the CC system surge tank

design calculations is an isolated occurrence. TVA committed to revise the

tank reinforcement pad calculation to clarify the allowable attachment loads

for future attachments. This discrepancy was classified as not design-

significant.

6n
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J~the review of the steam generator atmospheric relief valve, the VSRT iden-

tified nine discrepancies concerning the technical adequacy and documentation

for the qualification of valve-mounted limit switches and solenoid valves (DR

No. 32). Concerns were related to the effect of added mass of the conduits,

seals, fittings, etc., on the dynamic response of the brackets used to mount

the said devices to the valve structure. Also questioned was the adequacy of

the existing documentation to provide assurance of qualification for these

Category I devices particularly for flexible frequency ranges.

TVA's response indicated that originally qualified solenoid valves were re-

placed by model series 206 ASCO solenoids. TVA provided in situ test results

-and analysis results to indicate that the as-installed bracket frequencies are
in the flexible range. TVA stated that the support brackets and/or conduit

connectors for the limit switches will be modified or replaced to provide a

rigid range mounting. Further corrective action for other I&C devices will be

based on the implementation of the ESQ CAP. Rigid range mounting will beUvided unless documented specific case justification is provided for non-

lid mounting.

Based on the above and the review of the response and its attachments, the

VSRT determined that some items of DR No. 32 are nondiscrepant. However, DR.

No. 32 remains unresolved because TVA's seismic demand determination at the

device mounting locations did not evaluate the possible pipe flexibility

contributions and because TVA did not provide documented evidence of the
failure mode and effect analysis in their determination of safety significance

of the discrepancies.

3.2.4.2.2 Mechanical Equipment Environmental Qualification

The review of five components in this area indicated that generically the

environmental parameters used in the applicable subcomponent listing sheets

were inconsistent with current environmental parameters delineated in the TVA

Environmental Drawing series 47E235. The review results indicated that forGee valves, the available margins for the materials included in the applica-
SLS were high enough to justify the qualification of these items for the
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currently valid parameters. The same justification was not applicable forWp

remaining two valves, and discrepancy reports were issued for these compo-

nents. (DR Nos. 198, 234)

Both reports essentially raised similar concerns related to the subject

materials not being qualified for valid environmental conditions of the

respective environmental zones. The VSRT also noted that for materials quali-

fied to shorter life spans, maintenance and replacement requirements were not

provided to ensure continued operation of the plant. Response to both discre-

pancy reports was essentially the same, stating that TVA initiated work pack-

age YENOOO, to update the mechanical equipment qualification program. TVA

indicated that this update program will meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50,

App. A, GOC 4 and other commitments and will resolve the stated discrepan-

cies. The significance of these discrepancies has not been determined.

3.2.4.2.3 Penetration Qualification

The VSRT reviewed several TVA design calculations, design specifications,

design criteria, procedures, and design drawings for penetrations. Based o4

this review, the VSRT concluded that the design of the three auxiliary

-:building penetration assemblies is satisfactory. These penetrations are non-

load-carrying sleeves that form openings filled with silicone foam seals.

While reviewing the design of the containment penetration, the VSRT found that

the design does not address the ASME Code, Section III, applicable fatigue

requirements for code class MC components and that it was not clear whether

the effects of the pipe internal pressure were included in the stress analysis

(DR No. 307).

TVA demonstrated that the pipe internal pressure effects are included in the

analysis and that a fatigue analysis per NB-3222.4(e) of the Code is not

necessary because the provisions of NB-3222.4(d) of the Code are satisfied

through an additional analysis performed by TVA in response to the DR. In

addition, TVA committed to revise the stress report to clarify that the pig
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Wernal pressure is included in the analysis and to prepare a generic cal-
culation to address fatigue requirements for the entire SCV, including

mechanical and electrical penetrations. This discrepancy was classified as

not design significant.

3.2.4.3 Conclusion

Collective consideration of the discrepancy reports and the associated correc-

tive actions required, led the VSRT to observe several patterns as to the

nature or cause of these discrepancies.

The VSRT found a significant number of cases where engineering judgments con-

cerning the acceptance of vendor qualification documentation were not appro-

priately documented. In certain instances complete omission of qualification

documentation, or lack of a statement of qualification, was considered quali-

fication by engineering judgment. Examples are DR Nos. 32, 121, 158, and

307. The VSRT recognized that the use of engineering judgment is acceptable

c ertain cases provided that such judgments are properly documented 
with

sWpect to a justification that addresses available margins, design experi-

ence, and the importance of the design features. Use of engineering judgment
without such justification may have possible adverse consequences such that

demonstration of design adequacy becomes laborious and difficult or existing

margins may be obscured.

In a number of cases vendor conclusions were relied upon even though the docu-

mentation necessary to substantiate the conclusions were not complete. In
such cases TVA relied upon the qualification and experience of their personnel

to produce the acceptance statements. Document packages generated as result
of ESQ CAP and other programs and commitments must address the undocumented

engineering judgments exercised originally by providing documentation and/or

justification to ensure the qualification of the components.

The VSRT observed that the current status of the adequacy and accuracy of. lification documentation for the components reviewed within the 
scope of

s section of VSR requires more emphasis and improvement. It is believed
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that the lack of a "qualification document package" concept is the cause oW
the above. Many documents are available; however, the VSRT was unable to

identify a formal and controlled procedure to bring these documents together

to complete the needed qualification assurance. More attention to such docu-

mentation through a controlled procedure would facilitate modifications and

activities involving interfacing structures, systems, components, and organi-

zations. Examples are DR Nos. 32, 121, 216, and 307.

The VSRT noted that certain discrepancies were caused as a result of inconsis-

tent application of interface control procedures or unclear procedures. This

area is particularly important considering the qualification approach that

.uses standard input levels (e.g., standard seismic demands for components).

An additional iteration by TVA was required to ensure the validity of the

qualification wherever the existing (as-built) conditions are in excess of the

standard inputs, or the initially qualified configurations differ from the

installed configurations. Examples are DR Nos. 32, 198, 216, 234, and 318.

The VSRT noted that there were certain inconsistencies in the FSAR concern@

component qualification aspects. A lack of complete adherence to FSAR

requirements, codes, standards, and design criteria was also observed. Better

control in this area would facilitate establishment of meeting the commitments

,and aid in identifying existing commitments for possible design modifica-

tions. Examples are DR Nos. 32, 43, 50, 120, and 307.

The TVA review of vendor qualification documents was not based on a formal

procedure that identified the review method and the extent of the review.

TVA' s review results were not documented in detail. A controlled and struc-

tured procedure did not exist that verified compliance to various design

bases, regulatory requirements, codes, standards, and criteria.
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Wone case, TVA's corrective action required a hardware modification or
replacement. The potential exists for similar modifications based on the

results of the ESQ CAP as modified by comments made as a result of the VSR (DR

No. 32).

During the resolution phase of the VSR, TVA performed additional calculations

and testing and provided additional vendor and TVA documentation to resolve

the discrepancies. For corrective action, TVA also committed to revise the

FSAR, perform additional reviews, perform additional calculations, and obtain

additional test data. TVA incorporated these commitments to various programs,

such as the mechanical calculation program, the Hanger and Analysis Update

Program (HAAUP), the Equipment Seismic Qualification (ESQ) CAP, and the

mechanical equipment qualification (environmental) update program, under work

package YENOOO.

The VSRT concluded that upon successful completion of the commitments

ulting from the VSR, and the completion of the various upgrade and correc-

*le action programs referenced above, the equipment seismic qualification,

mechanical equipment environmental qualification, and penetration qualifica-

tion aspects of the WBNP design should be adequate and acceptable.

3.2.4.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to component seismic qualifi-

cation (SQ), mechanical equipment environmental qualification (MEQ), and

penetration qualification (PQ):

DR No. 32 - Steam generator atmospheric relief valve, accessory limit
switches and solenoid valves (SQ) (unresolved)

DR No. 43 - Surge tank demineralizer water inlet valve (SQ)

DR No. 50 - Excess letdown heat exchanger outlet valve (SQ)

DR No. 120 - Surge tank demineralizer water inlet valve (SQ)

DR No. 198 - Excess letdown heat exchanger outlet valve (MEQ)
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DR No. 216 - RC pump thermal barrier containment isolation valve (SQlI

DR No. 234 - Steam generator atmospheric relief valve (MEQ)

DR No. 307 - Containment penetration X-53 (PQ)

DR No. 318 - CC water surge tank (SQ)

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 31 - Control system cabinet (SQ)

DR No. 123 - CC water pump (SQ)

OR No. 190 - CCS heat exchanger (SQ)

DR No. 192 - Motor control center (SQ)

DR No. 214 - Local instrument panel (SQ)

3.2.5 HVAC

3.2.5.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate the control build4

electrical board room HVAC and the battery room exhaust systems for design

adequacy and compliance with licensing commitments. This objective was

achieved through review of selected components and of the subject systems.

The selected components provided a representative cross section of the elec-

trical board room HVAC and battery room exhaust systems. Figures 3.2-2 and

3.2-3 are schematics of the electrical board room HVAC and battery room

exhaust systems with the components evaluated indicated thereon.

" air handling units A-A and B-A;

* exhaust fan C-B;

* water chiller package A-A;

* chilled water pump A-A;

* supply, return, and exhaust ductwork;

" plenum for air handling units A-A and B-A;
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0 louvers;

" supply, return, exhaust and transfer grilles;

* horizontal and vertical fire dampers;

" backdraft dampers;

" balancing dampers;

* isolation dampers;

* control dampers; and

" pneumatic operators.

The review included an assessment of the systems to supply conditioned design

airflow quantities to the rooms on elevations 692' and 708' (control build-

ing), and to exhaust design airflow quantities from the battery rooms (eleva-

tion 692').

.5.2 Evaluation

uments reviewed included the FSAR, TVA drawings, data sheets, vendor draw-

ings, procurement specifications, contracts, system description (N3-30CB-

4002), design criteria, seismic reports, engineering procedures, industrial

standards, calculations, ECNs, FCRs, CAQs, receiving reports, and test

packages.

3.2.5.2.1 Equipment

The equipment review included two air-handling units, one exhaust fan, one

water chiller, one chilled water pump, two filter banks, and one air intake

louver. Six valid discrepancy reports were issued involving 8 discrepancies.

It was identified that no calculations existed to confirm the seismic integ-

rity of louvers or the adequacy of mounting details (DR No. 8). A calculation

and field inspection of the control building air intake louver was prepared by

TVA and confirms that the subject louver is seismically qualified and that the.ting welds are adequate. However, the weld sizes for the north steam
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valve vault air intake and the spreading room exhaust louvers were not detW

mined. Corrective action is to perform an engineering evaluation to demon-

strate seismic mounting of the north steam valve vault air intake and the

spreading room exhaust louvers. The 47W920 and 47W930 series drawings are to

be revised to include louver mounting details. This discrepancy is not design

significant.

A discrepancy was identified involving Design Criteria WB-DC-40-36.1 that

requires structures, systems, and components to be protected against dynamic

effects, including missiles, that may result from equipment failures (DR No.

93). Both divisions of the control room HVAC system are located parallel to

each other in the mechanical equipment room on elevation 755' of the control

building. These fans are vaneaxial in design and are potential missile

sources. FSAR Section 3.5.1.1.4 stated there are no credible potential inter-

nal missiles in the control building. WB-DC-40-65, "Missiles," is to be

revised to provide for complete treatment of rotating devices, including vane-

axial fans, as potential sources of internally generated missiles. The ini

nally generated missiles are to be identified and the means of mitigating

effects of these missiles documented. This evaluation will be documented and

incorporated into WB-DC-40-64 by reference. Since TVA has not completed a

specific review and calculation for WBN fans, the significance of this dis-

crepancy has not been determined.

The air-handling unit bag-type filters were replaced with American Air Filter

rigid cartridge-type filters (VARICEL) without proper design documentation or

calculations to seismically qualify the new filter arrangement (DR No. 107).

As a result of the DR, TACF 0-88-62-31 was issued to require that either the

filters be returned to the original design configuration or a design change

will be implemented. This discrepancy is not design significant. A field

review of all air handling units with bag filters revealed no other plant

areas where VARICEL filters were installed.

A discrepancy was identified involving the requirements of ANSI B9.1-1971 for

the routing of refrigerant relief valve piping to the atmosphere (DR No. 0
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W refrigerant relief valve discharge lines were routed to a section of
nearby duct. Additional review for extent of condition determined that the

same situation exists for all HVAC chillers, which include the following:

" main control room chillers A-A and B-B,

" shutdown board room chillers A-A and B-B,

* general ventilation chillers A and B,

" reactor building instrument room chillers A and B,

* office building water chillers A and B,

* 480-volt board room 1A and 2A,

" air-conditioning systems 1B and 28, and

* ice condensing machines A, B, C, 0, E.

Since refrigerant R-22 vapor has a low dielectric constant, the introduction' -22 into the plant where safety-related equipment is located will not

it e spurious operation of electrical equipment by conduction. TVA also con-

firmed that a refrigerant release on the lower elevations of the control

building by the electrical board room chillers will not jeopardize the pres-

sure boundary integrity of the MCR habitability area. TVA d etermined this

discrepancy to be design-significant, but not safety-significant. TVA's

corrective action is to either reroute all refrigerant rellief lines to atmo-

sphere, or revise the system design criteria to reflect an exception to ANSI

B9.1-1971. It was noted that R-22 is a colorless, odorless toxic gas (UL

Group 5a) heavier than air with the potential for plant worker injury if a

refrigerant release occurs.

TVA identified a condition involving the control action for the face and

bypass dampers in the electrical board room air handling units. A loss of air

to the damper operator will result in the damper bypassing air around the

.cooling coils, thus causing a loss of cooling at elevation 692' and 708'. TVA
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indicated a DCN will be issued to evaluate possible modification and desigW

inhancement so that dampers for all air handling units with face and bypass

dampers will fail open (bypass closed) on loss of control air.

Chilled water pump A-A for the control building electrical board room system

was determined to have four discrepant items:

• pump design flow inconsistently identified in design documents

as 370 gpm, 450 gpm, and 530 gpm (DR No. 314);

* pump sizing calculations required upgrading (DR No. 314);

* pump design conditions not documented (DR No. 314); and

0 motor documentation not in place to demonstrate compliance with
specification quality requirements (DR No. 319).

TVA confirmed HVAC calculations including the discrepant pump sizing calcula-

tions will be upgraded as part of the mechanical calculation program (DR No.

314). The motors were originally purchased commercial grade in 1976 with

insufficient vendor documentation in place to satisfy specification quali*

assurance requirements (DR No. 319). TVA was able to provide additional motor

documentation for the pump motor to support its dedication to Class 1E ser-

vice. This item is unresolved with TVA in that TVA has not classified this

item as a valid discrepancy and has not performed additional reviews for other

upgraded "commercial grade" type motors. TVA should perform an extent-of-

condition review covering all plant motors including HVAC systems and other

safety-related non-ASME plant systems.

3.2.5.2.2 Duct Systems

The following control building ductwork and accessories were reviewed. Three

valid discrepancy reports were generated.

* electrical board room HVAC supply and return ductwork on eleva-
tions 692' and 708',

0 battery room exhaust system ductwork on elevation 692', and

0 seventeen grilles.
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The adjustable blades of duct grilles were not secured in place (DR No. 16) as

required by WB-DC-40-36.1. Instances were found where vendor-supplied grille

dampers were replaced by field fabricated balancing gates without engineering

approval. All grilles and dampers will be inspected and any deviations from

design drawings will be documented. Corrective action is to perform engineer-

ing evaluations to establish the seismic qualification of adjustable grille

blades. This discrepancy is not design significant.

Contrary to the requirements of WB-DC-40-36.1, no calculations exist confirm-

ing the seismic integrity of vendor grille mounting details (DR No. 17). MR

A-606638 and MR A-600033 (maintenance requests) established the size and

number of fasteners for the largest and smallest grilles. A TVA calculation

prepared for the VSR showed that four No. 3 fasteners are sufficient for

seismic adequacy. The installed size and number of fasteners exceeds the

seismic calculation requirement; therefore, it is concluded that the fasteners.d to install grilles are seismically acceptable. General notes on the

4900 series drawings will be revised to specify grille fastener require-

ments. This discrepancy is not design significant.

Documentation does not exist to show that qualified materials were used to

fabricate HVAC system ductwork (DR No. 68). PIR WBNWBP88015 R1 documents the

incorrect use-as-is disposition of NCR 2929 on ductwork material. The signi-

ficance of this discrepancy will be determined when the corrective actions for

PIR WBNWBP88015 are implemented. Corrective action is

* to determine the strength of the as-installed duct material by
test,

• to document the strength property (WB-DC-40-31.8), and

• to document that the as-installed ductwork is structurally
qualified.
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3.2.5.2.3 Dampers MW

Two fire-dampers, three backdraft dampers, three balancing dampers, two isola-

tion dampers, two control dampers, and one pneumatic operator were reviewed.

Two valid discrepancy reports were generated.

A discrepancy involving the lack of calculations and mounting details for

insert-mounted balancing dampers was identified (DR No. 160). A field review

of approximately 10% of all insert-mounted dampers was conducted to determine

how the subject dampers were installed. All dampers reviewed had a minimum of
four 1/4-inch-diameter bolts for mounting. A preliminary calculation deter-

mined that four 1/4-inch-diameter bolts are adequate for seismic mounting of

all sizes of insert-mounted dampers. TVA will conduct a 100% walkdown of the

remaining insert-mounted dampers and verify by calculation that these dampers

are adequately mounted for operating and seismic forces. Drawings will be

revised to include mounting details for all insert-mounted dampers. This

discrepancy is not design-significant.

A discrepancy was identified involving damper tie rods and shaft hardware 9a

potential tie rod/set screw slippage (DR No. 207). TVA previo-usly identified
a similar condition in Design Study Request DSR-021 whereby the damper blades

work loose from the blade axles. This caused the blades to bind and vibrate,

thus causing the tie rods to work loose from their adjusted position. TVA

committed to evaluate DSR-021 to ensure a design that functions properly

without set screw adjustment problems for all safety-related dampers. The

significance of this discrepancy has not been determined.

3.2.5.2.4 System Design Adequac

The overall system design adequacy of the electrical board room HVAC and

battery room exhaust systems were reviewed and two valid discrepancy reports

were generated involving four discrepancies.

There was a lack of calculations for battery room hydrogen generation and

associated ventilation dilution requirements (DR No. 324). A calculation@0
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Wpared that confirmed control building battery room hydrogen buildup would

not exceed the 2% limit by volume as required by Design Criteria WB-DC-40-62.

Calculations will be prepared for the remaining plant battery rooms. A calcu-

lation will also be performed to determine the design adequacy of the exhaust

hood system in the diesel generator building. This discrepancy is not design-

significant.

Three discrepancies involving the FSAR, system description N3-30CB-4002 and

system design documents were identified (DR No. 621):

" inconsistent total heat load and airflows,

* nonretrievable inputs used in an HVAC cooling load calculation,
and

" inconsistent thermostat location.

Inconsistencies involving cooling loads and airflows in design documents willOcorrected (DR No. 621). TVA will perform a complete FSAR verification and

4 orporate changes as required to accurately reflect the WBN design basis.

The licensing verification commitment identification program was implemented

by TVA to resolve this problem. This discrepancy is not design-significant.

Two input documents associated with equipment heat loads required for a con-

trol building cooling load calculation were not retrievable (DR No. 621). TVA

committed to update the subject cooling load data using precise electrical

load data.

A return air calculation was based on the thermostat of the electrical board

room air handling unit(s) being located in the Unit 1 auxiliary instrument

room (DR No. 621). Based on a walkdown by the VSRT, the thermostat was found

to be located in the air handling units, upstream of the face and bypass

dampers. The location of the thermostat affects the return air temperature

calculation. The calculation will be revised to account for the actual

location of the thermostat.
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3.2.5.3 ConclusionsW

Airflow quantities on elevation 692' and 708' appear to be reasonable based on

existing calculations. TVA confirmed that the HVAC cooling load calculation

will be reviewed and updated in conjunction with the mechanical calculation

program. Exhaust air quantities for the battery rooms are acceptable by TVA

calculation.

One design-significant condition was identified where refrigerant relief lines

for a water chiller were piped to nearby exhaust ductwork. These lines should

be routed directly outdoors. Additional water chillers were identified with

this same problem.

TVA identified an undesriable condition involving the control action for the

face and bypass dampers in the electrical board room air handling units. A

loss of air to the damper operator will result in the damper bypassing air

around the cooling coils; thus the battery board rooms, computer room, com-

munications room, equipment rooms, and the Unit 1 and 2 auxiliary instrum~

rooms may overheat. The damper operator controls should be modified so thW

the dampers fail safe upon loss of instrument air.

The evaluation of discrepancies in the HVAC area identified general defi-

ciencies in the implementation of HVAC National Standard ANSI B9.1, lack of

specification details, louvers installed without detailed designs and grilles

and insert-mounted dampers installed without attachment details. A program to

control materials (louvers, ductwork) was not in place. Documentation of

commercial-grade equipment used in safety-related applications was inconsis-

tent. Electrical heat loads were not documented nor were the original cooling

load calculations updated to include these loads.

The VSRT believes HVAC system and component deficiencies are currently recog-

nized by TVA with programs in place to correct them. The VSRT believes that

the electrical board room HVAC system and the control building battery room

exhaust system should be adequate provided these programs are fully imple-

mented and properly completed.
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3.2.5.4 List of Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to HVAC:

DR No. 8 - Louvers - mounting details

DR No. 16 - Grilles - adjustable blades

DR No. 17 - Grilles - mounting details

DR No. 68 - Ducts and plenums - materials

DR No. 93 - Fans - missile barriers

DR No. 107 - Air handling units -filter section

DR No. 108 - Water chillers - refrigerant relief piping

DR No. 160 - Balancing dampers - seismic mounting details

DR No. 207 - Control dampers - set screws. DR No. 314 - Inconsistent chill water pump flow rates

DR No. 319 - Lack of motor QA documentation (unresolved)

DR No. 324 - Battery room exhaust ventilation rate

DR No. 621 - Document inconsistencies, cooling load calculation,

and thermostat location

The following DRs are nondiscrepant:

DR No. 67 - Ductwork - leakage

DR No. 69 - Ductwork - airflow rates

DR No. 109 - Fire dampers - clearance

DR No. 121 - Chillers - seismic appurtenances

DR No. 221 - Backdraft dampers - mounting

DR No. 228 - Damper operators - torque

DR No. 229 - Isolation dampers - leakage. DR No. 278 - Air handling units - tygon tubing instrument line
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i~ontroi ~uIIaIng Electrical Board Room HVAC System Figure 3.2-2
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Control Building Battery Room Exhaust System Figure 3.2-3
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P CIVIL/STRUCTURAL REVIEW

The review of the civil/structural design included a review of civil/

structural features related to the component cooling water (CCW) and

electrical shutdown systems and additional elements to obtain adequate

coverage of the civil/ structural design. The following areas were included

in the review:

* reactor building concrete structures,

* auxiliary building concrete structures,

* steel structures,

* cable trays,

* cable tray supports,

* conduit and junction boxes,

* conduit and junction box supports,

D • HVAC ducts,

* HVAC plenums,

* HVAC duct supports,

• small bore piping and instrumentation line supports,

* electrical duct bank,

" buried steel pipe,

* pipe whip restraints and jet impingement barrier,

* seismic analysis, and

* equipment foundations.

This comprehensive review enabled the VSRT to assess the adequacy of the

overall civil/structural design of WBN. Each of the selected areas is

addressed in the following subsections.
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3.3.1 REACTOR BUILDING CONCRETE STRUCTURES

3.3.1.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the reactor

building concrete structures were designed in accordance with the applicable

design codes and FSAR commitments.

The scope of this portion of the VSR was to review the design of representa-

tive concrete structures within the reactor building. The VSR team selected

the reactor building concrete structures noted in the following subsections

for evaluation.

3.3.1.1.1 Containment Base Mat

The primary containment foundation consists of a 9-foot-thick circular

reinforced concrete base mat 131 feet 7 inches in diameter. The base mat is

thickened at the edge and keyed into rock in the central portion by the

8-foot-thick walls of the reactor cavity, which extend 26 feet into rock. Thm

NSSS steam generator and reactor coolant pumps are anchored through the stei

liner plate into the 9-foot-thick base mat. The containment base mat was

selected because it is an important structural element that supports major

NSSS equipment and is subjected to various unique loads.

3.3.1.1.2 Containment Floor Structural Fill Slab

The containment floor structural fill slab is a 3-foot-thick reinforced

concrete slab cast over the floor liner plate that forms the bottom of the

steel containment. Reinforcement is provided on both faces of the slab to

withstand the uplift forces and rotational moments at the base of the crane

wall. Earthquake shear forces from the crane wall are transmitted to the base

mat through shear keys located under the crane wall. The containment floor

fill slab was reviewed by the VSRT to the extent necessary to evaluate the

slab's capability to transfer loads from the concrete interior structures into

the containment base mat through the NSSS embedments that support the steam

generators and reactor coolant pumps.
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13.1.1.3 Containment Crane Wall

The crane wall is a 117-foot high cylindrical wall with an inside radius of 83

feet. The crane wall is primarily 3 feet thick, but there are four localized
areas where the wall is thickened to 4 feet to accommodate structural require-

ments. These areas extend from the floor slab at elevation 702.78' up to
elevation 716.0' and have an arc length of approximately 25 feet. The wall

also has a 3600 thickened band between elev ation 737.42' and elevation 756.63'

where there are openings for the HVAC system and twenty-four 7-foot 4-inch

high by 6-foot 8-inch openings for the ice condenser inlet doors. The remain-
ing wall consists of 24 columns approximately 2 feet 6 inches wide by 4 feet 0

inch thick by 7 feet 4 inches high. The wall also supports the ice condenser

support floor slab at elevation 744.5'. Above the operating deck floor at
elevation 756.63', the crane wall is part of the divider barrier. It is also

part of the NSSS pressurizer and steam generator compartments, which form part

of the divider barrier, and is designed to resist the same pressures used to

design the balance of the compartment walls. The divider barrier is defined.all portions of the concrete interior structure that separate the upper and
*lower compartments in the primary containment. The failure of any part of the
divider barrier is considered to be critical since it would allow LOCA steam

to bypass the ice condenser, thereby increasing the pressure within the pri-

mary containment. The crane wall also provides lateral support for the NSSS

steam generators and reactor coolant pumps. At the top of the crane wall,
steel beams are provided to support the ice condenser bridge crane. These
steel beams are cantilevered over the ice beds and thus cause moments and

forces to be applied to crane wall. Lateral seismic loads from the ice beds

also act on the outer face of the crane wall.

The crane wall was selected for the VSR because it is a major structural

component that forms part of the divider barrier and must resist large loads
from major components of the NSSS system and the ice condenser system.
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3.3.1.2 Evaluation

3.3.1.2.1 Containment Base Mat

In reviewing the base mat, the VSRT found the design to be in general agree-

ment with the applicable design-codes, design criteria, and FSAR commit-

ments. The design and analysis methods used were consistent with industry

practice in the early 1970s. The design was done conservatively and simple

analysis tools were used. Even though the analysis techniques did not utilize

current industry technical methodologies, the overall design is conservative

and should be able to accommodate increased stresses computed using refined

,analysis techniques.

The base mat was analyzed as a slab on a rigid foundation using GENDEK3, which

is a computer code for the finite element analysis of stiffened plates.

The VSR established that the design of the base mat had addressed all major

loads, except that TVA judged that thermal loads were not significant in the

base mat design (DR No. 36). In addition, the calculations for the base ma 4
were prepared before the release of the final seismic report for the contain-

ment internal concrete structures. These calculations were not revised to

document that the base mat design was adequate for the final seismic loads.

Load combinations used in the base mat design are in agreement with American

Concrete Institute (ACI) 359 (ASME Code as Issued for Trial Use, dated April

1973) except that the load combination describing the effects of test pressure

was not considered in the design (DR No. 105). The VSRT also found that the

seismic loads from the shield building, steel containment shell, and interior

concrete structures were combined using the SRSS method without proper justi-

fication to obtain the total seismic moments acting on the base mat.

Other base mat analysis discrepancies include inappropriate assumptions used

to establish computer model boundary conditions and an inconsistency in load-

ings considered in the finite element analysis. Two different computer models

were used to analyze moments in the base mat and the reactor cavity walls.4
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Wen the analyses were performed, the models did not use a consistent set of
boundary conditions. Thus, the assumed fixity of the base mat was not veri-

fied, and the resulting moment on the reactor cavity wall was not checked.

In reviewing the base mat calculations pertaining to the design of reinforcing

steel, the VSRT found that the design did not address shear design at vertical

construction joints.

The original design of the containment base mat included conservatisms involv-

ing a rigid-versus-elastic foundation assumption and an absolute summation of

time-dependent loads as well as a conservatively applied pressure distribu-

tion. In addition, TVA performed new calculations evaluating the thermal

gradient effect on slab design moments. Because of the above, the VSRT con-

cluded that the cited discrepancies are not design- or safety-significant.

Except for the shear across the vertical construction joint, all of the above-

* ted discrepancies are unique to the containment base mat because of the

ientation of the structures supported by the slab and the nature of the

loads to which the slab is subjected. TVA has committed to resolve these

issues after the leak-before-break design-basis accident pressure analysis is

performed and the seismic assessment CAP is completed. Furthermore, an

evaluation of construction joints will be performed for all major base mat

structures.

3.3.1.2.2 Containment Floor Fill Slab

The VSRT found that the crane wall effects on the fill slab were considered in

the design. However, undocumented engineering judgment was used in addressing

some of the effects that the VSRT believes should have been addressed using

calculations.

The uplift load distribution on the fill slab was assumed to be uniform

although major discontinuities exist in the crane wall at azimuth 900 and 2700

SDR No. 292). Also, the anchorage of the fill slab was assumed to be uni-

,ormly provided by NSSS embedments although the embedments are not uniformly
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positioned around the base slab. The capability of these embedments to accM

modate the fill slab loads in addition to the NSSS component loads were not

addressed.

In response to DR No. 292, TVA prepared calculations taking into consideration

these discrepancies. These calculations verified the adequacy of the fill

slab and NSSS embedments to accommodate crane wall uplift effects. Thus,

these discrepancies did not have design- or safety-significance, and the fill

slab is considered to be adequate. TVA stated that new fill slab and embed-

ment calculations will be prepared formally after the leak-before-break

analysis and seismic assessment CAP are complete, utilizing up-to-date data

for LOCA and seismic loadings.

3.3.1.2.3 Containment Crane Wall

In reviewing the crane wall, the VSR team found the analysis and design to be

in general agreement with the applicable design codes, design criteria, and

FSAR commitments. The wall was designed in accordance with the requirement d
of ACI 318-71 and allowable stresses were in agreement with the FSAR licensi

commitments. In general, the crane wall computer analyses considered the

loads, load combinations, and boundary conditions in a conservative manner.

The design-basis calculations, however, contained the following discrepancies:

The original design was based on 6750 psi strength concrete,
whereas concrete tests indicated an in-place strength of 5000
psi in some areas of the crane wall. Calculations performed to
evaluate the effects of the reduced in-place strength of the
crane wall concrete were inadequate with respect to the rein-
forcing design (DR No. 258). In response to this discrepancy,
TVA prepared calculations that demonstrate that the reinforcing
embedment lengths and lap splices affected by the reduced
concrete strength are adequate because of the conservatism used
in determining these lengths originally. In addition, original
design calculations will be revised to account for the in-place
concrete strength.

The design calculations for a concrete wall bracket did not
account for the moment imposed by the eccentricity between the
applied load and the centroid of the reinforcing. This bracket
serves as the anchor point for a reactor coolant pump lateral
support. The load in question was supplied to TVA by
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V Westinghouse and consisted of shear force and axial force. In
response to this discrepancy, TVA obtained from Westinghouse a
more accurate but reduced design shear force. Using this new
information, TVA demonstrated that the bracket design is
acceptable and the discrepancy is not design-significant. TVA
will also review other similar support brackets to verify their
adequacy.

The VSRT found that rebar detailing practices for U-stirrups and
torsion reinforcement were not in conformance with the require-
ments of ACI 318-71 for a section of wall acting as a beam
subjected to torsional load. However, since the required amount
of torsional reinforcement is small and the analysis determining
the torsional load is conservative, this design significant
condition is not safety-significant. TVA committed to revise
the calculations using more realistic loads to demonstrate-that
the torsion reinforcement is not necessary and the wall section
is adequate.

* According to FSAR Table 3.8.3-1, pipe reaction loads should be
included in the abnormal, abnormal/severe, and abnormal/extreme
load combinations. However, the design calculations for the
upper crane wall indicate that the main steam line pipe whip
restraints. P000-36, 38, and 41 at elevation 786 feet 10 inches
(TVA Drawing 48W1700-29, Rev. 6) were not considered in the
design (DR No. 187). In response to this discrepancy, TVA
prepared calculations that add the effects of the pipe whip
restraint reactions directly to the wall analysis results. The
original design had been done conservatively, and these calcula-
tions confirmed the adequacy of the wall to accommodate these
loads.

" The reinforcement design for the crane wall columns was computed
on the basis of the critical column. The reinforcement for the
critical column has been used in all of the columns regardless
of location. This conservative approach facilitates the place-
ment of the reinforcement. However, for the column at approxi-
mate azimuth 1560, the limit on shear that the column can be
allowed to carry is exceeded by 11.8% for the critical loading
condition. TVA stated, "this loading condition assumes a
reactor coolant loop break occurs at a specific location at the
same time the maximum earthquake occurs. The pipe break loads
and earthquake loads were combined directly. However, since
these are separate events, the results could have been combined
by the SRSS method. The reinforcement provided in the column is
adequate." Per FSAR Table 3.8.3-1, however, the break loads and
earthquake loads should be added directly (DR No. 187). In
response to this discrepancy, TVA demonstrated that, because the

~ in-place concrete strength is significantly higher than the
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design strength, the actual column shear stress does not exceed
the allowable limit. Therefore, this is not a design-
significant discrepancy.

3.3.1.3 Conclusions

The design of the reactor building concrete structures employed techniques

consistent with industry practice in the early 1970s for these types of

structures and was in general agreement with applicable codes, design

criteria, and FSAR commitments. In general, the analysis was performed using

conservative loads and load combinations. Most of the discrepancies identi-

fied related to the use of undocumented engineering judgment and incomplete or

inadequate calculations. However, it is the VSRT's view that the calculations

and supporting design methodology for the base mat and fill slab should have

been upgraded before this point in the project. As a result of the VSR, TVA

performed preliminary assessments that demonstrate that the structures are

adequate. Therefore, none of the discrepancies were design-significant with

the exception of three discrepancies involving torsion reinforcement detail ii
in a local area of the crane wall. TVA committed to prepare calculations

after the leak-before-break analysis and seismic assessment program are

complete in order to document the adequacy of the design of -the reactor

building concrete structures.

3.3.1.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to the reactor building concrete

structures.

DR No. 036 - Containment base mat

OR No. 105 - Containment base mat

DR No. 187 - Upper crane wall and crane wall columns

OR No. 258 - Lower crane wall

DR No. 292 - Reactor building fill slab
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:.2 AUXILIARY BUILDING CONCRETE STRUCTURES

3.3.2.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the concrete

structures were designed according to applicable design codes and FSAR commit-

ments. To make this determination, the VSRT reviewed the design of represen-

tative concrete structural components.

Concrete structures have been used extensively to support various equipment

and components. Among these concrete structures are the following:

" Shear Walls. The shear walls (either above grade or below
grade) resist all appropriate external loads, such as wind, tor-
nado, flood, static and dynamic soil pressure, and groundwater
pressure, in addition to the overall lateral building loads and
the static and dynamic interior loads associated with
attachments and pipe break effects.

" Partition Walls. Interior partition walls are not intended to
function as shear walls and primarily are subjected to inertial. seismic loads and attachment loads. There are two types of
partition walls:

-- reinforced concrete partition walls and

-- reinforced masonry walls.

" Slabs. Reinforced concrete slabs are used for most plant floors
in the auxiliary building, control building, and diesel gene-
rator building. The concrete slabs are generally flat slabs
supported on concrete columns, and they are typically subjected
to equipment loads, hanger loads, and vertical and horizontal
seismic loads.

* Columns. Reinforced concrete columns are used to support
concrete slabs for most plant floors. They are not part of the
building lateral-load resisting system.

The structural concrete components noted below were selected by the VSRT

considering configurations located in the general area of the selected systems

and representing the various types of configurations commonly used at WBN.

*The auxiliary building shear wall 'Al' was selected because it
is part of the main structural wall system and is subjected to

* external loads and high-energy line-break loads.

3. 3-9
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* The two interior A5 line and u-line shear walls were selected
because they are representative of typical interior walls
subjected to interior loads.

" The concrete partition wall on column line A2 at elevation
7131-0"1 was selected because it is representative of a typical
partition wall with a large opening and is subjected to out-of-
plane loads.

" The reinforced masonry walls on column line CA and near column
line n at elevation 692'-0" were selected because they are
representative of typical interior walls subjected to attachment
loads.

" The floor slab of the component cooling heat exchanger room at
elevation 737'-0" was selected because it is a thick slab that
supports heavy loads from the heat exchanger and was part of the
integrated structural review of this room (i.e., transfer of
loads from the equipment to the structure).

* The floor slab at elevation 713'-0" was selected because it is a
thin slab with openings and discontinuity over one support.

* The three columns C4-p, A2-r, and A7-u were selected because
they are laterally supporting the partition walls and/or the

masonry walls.

3.3.2.2 Evaluation

3.3.2.2.1 Shear Walls

In general, all major in-plane and out-of-plane loads were considered in the

design including appropriate subgrade loadings and tornado wind and missile

loads. However, the effect of attachment loads on the walls was not addressed

(DR No. 268). To account for attachments supported by the walls, TVA had

previously planned a program (corrective action for employee concern IN-86-

173-001) to evaluate the worst case walls for cumulative effects of the

attachment loads. Furthermore, the magnitude of the equipment weights used in

the shear wall analysis did not reflect the actual total weights. TVA docu-

mented this discrepancy in CAQR 880786 and will update the calculations to

include the actual equipment weights. TVA showed that neither of these two

discrepancies is design-significant.
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WMcalculating the flexural stress in the walls due to in-plane seismic shear
forces, TVA did not account for the shear lag effect in intersecting "flange"
walls. The effective width of the flange wall should have been reduced

because of this effect. In response to this discrepancy, TVA demonstrated

that the walls are adequate using a reduced effective flange when only the

in-plane seismic shear forces are considered. In addition, TVA stated that

the calculations performed in response to DR No. 268 substantiate that the

auxiliary building shear wall design is adequate when considering the shear
lag effect. However, the FSAR requires that the in-plane seismic stresses be

combined with out-of-plane pipe break load-related stresses, if applicable.
The critical shear wall section analyzed in response to DR No. 268 is not

subjected to any pipe break loads. As a result, VSRT believes that TVA has
not adequately addressed the extent of condition relative to the shear lag

effect and that this discrepancy remains unresolved. TVA should evaluate the
shear lag effect on auxiliary building and control building shear walls

subjected to pipe break loads.

103.2.2.2 Concrete Partition Walls and Masonry Walls

The design of concrete partition walls included appropriate seismic inertial

effects and a uniform load to account for attachments. However, the cumula-

tive effect from direct attachments to the wall and their eccentricities was
not verified against the assumed uniform load (DR Nos. 37 and 51). In

response to this discrepancy, calculations were prepared by TVA that consider
all attachments and demonstrate that the walls meet design criteria require-

ments. In addition, TVA stated that all attachments on reinforced masonry
walls at WBN have been walked down and walls have previously been evaluated

for the effects of attachment, but that the calculations and walkdown data
have not been located at this time. TVA previously identified, through the

calculation portion of the Design Baseline and Verification Program (DBVP)

CAP , that there are some missing calculations. All safety-related

calculations determined to be missing should be regenerated by TVA as a part

of the DBVP calculation activity.
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Masonry walls are constructed with dowels connecting the top of the wall tow

the slab above. Thus, the masonry walls will be subjected to interstory drift

and will contribute to building lateral stiffness. This effect was not

considered in the design (DR No. 37). In response to this discrepancy, TVA

demonstrated with additional calculations that the effect on overall building

stiffness is minor. Also, stresses imposed on the masonry walls are not

significant.

3.3.2.2.3 Slabs

Slabs'were designed for the effects of dead load and large uniform live

loads. The proper reinforcement was provided at top and bottom, and the

effects of cut reinforcing were considered. Although all major loads were

considered in the design, overturning moment effect from Major equipment was

not addressed (DR No. 104). To resolve this discrepancy, TVA will revise slab

calculations to reflect the additional stresses from equipment overturning as

a result of horizontal seismic excitation. This item has been determined not

to be design-significant based on the calculations generated for a similarj

slab at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant.

TVA did not verify the cumulative effect of actual attachment loads (DR No.

267). This discrepancy was previously identified by TVA as employee concern

IN-86-173-001. TVA planned to resolve this discrepancy through the live-load

verification program. Live loads were taken to include loadings from

equipment and component supports. The seismic loads associated with these

components, however, were not included in the seismic load combinations. A

supplemental calculation has been completed by TVA to demonstrate that the

dead-load plus live-load (DL+LL) combination is the controlling combination

for the subject floor slab when using the working stress design (WSD)

method. TVA committed to review the effect of this discrepancy on other slabs

by providing technical justification that the UL-'LL combination is the

controlling combination (over the combination of dead loads and seismic loads)

when seismic excitation effects of the attachment loads have been taken into

account.4
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We slabs act as diaphragms to transfer shear load to the shear walls, but the
slabs were not verified for their adequacy to transfer this shear load. TVA

performed calculations addressing this discrepancy which document the adequacy

of this slab. In addition, TVA committed to perform a worst-case assessment

of slabs to verify shear adequacy including the effect of openings. The

calculations will be performed under the live-load verification program.

A portion of the design of the slab utilized the ultimate strength design

(USO) method according to the AC1318-71 code, even though TV' FSAR

commitment for concrete design is to use the ACI 318-63 code utilizing the

working stress design method. Also, no calculations were prepared for the

seismic load combination. TVA committed to revise the WBN FSAR to reflect

that the USO method was used and to revise the design calculations to reflect

the proper governing load combination.

3.3.2.2.4 Columns

Isign calculations for columns considered axial loads appropriately, and the

clumn reinforcement specified on the design drawing shown was in agreement

with the design calculations. However, the effects of direct lateral loads on

the columns resulting from attachments and from partition walls was not con-

sidered in the design (DR No. 210). TVA corrected this discrepancy by

generating new or revised calculations for the subject columns and

demonstrated that the discrepancy is not design- significant. In addition,

the result of TVA's review of this item reveals that only the interior columns

in the auxiliary/control building did not consider these loadings. TVA

committed to investigate these columns under CAQ Report WBP880786.

3.3.2.3 Conclusions

The concrete structures and masonry walls were designed in a manner consistent

with the techniques commonly used in the early 1970s when the work was per-

formed. In addition, the design of masonry walls addressed the requirements

of IE Bulletin 80-11. In general, conservative loads were applied and proce-

O ures were in agreement with the applicable codes, design criteria, and FSAR
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commitments. Discrepancies involving lack of attachment load assessments fm

walls and columns and of verification of attachment loads on slabs will be

addressed for all concrete structures in the live-load verification program.

For the concrete components reviewed, TVA demonstrated that these discrep-

ancies are not design-significant.

Shear wall design discrepancies involving effective flange width and shear lag

effects were evaluated by TVA and shown to be not design-significant when con-

sidering overall seismic effects alone. However, the adequacy of the design

has not been assessed by TVA when considering the combined effects of stresses

due to pipe rupture effects combined with overall seismic effects. Thus, DR

No. 268 remains unresolved in this regard.

For other elements, including concrete columns, concrete partition walls and

slabs, and masonry walls, successful completion of corrective actions and

execution of applicable CAPs should adequately document the design basis for

concrete structures. 4
3.3.2.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to concrete structures:

DR No. 037

DR No. 051

DR No. 104

DR No. 210

DR No. 267

DR No. 268

- Partition wall shown in Section Gi-G1 on Drawing
41N373-1

- Reinforced masonry wall shown in Section A2-A2
between column lines ClO-Cll

- Reinforced masonry wall shown in Section E3-E3

- Slab elevation 737'-0" bounded by column lines A5-A8
and s-u

- Column C4-p elevations 692'-0" to 708'-0", column
A2-r elevations 7131-0" to 737'-0", column A7-u
elevations 692'-0" and 737'-0"

- Slab elevation 713'-0" bounded by column lines A5-A7
and s-u

- Wall along Al between q-u, elevation 692'-0" to
737'-0"

3.3-14
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- - Wall along A5 between u and x, elevation 692'-0" to
737-0"

- Wall along u between Al and A5, elevation 692'-0" to
7371-0"1

The following discrepancy report was determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 323 - Auxiliary building concrete slab at elevation 737'-
0" bounded by column lines A5-A8 and s-u as-
constructed core hole and cut rebar evaluation.

3.3.3 STEEL STRUCTURES

3.3.3.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether steel struc-

tures were designed in accordance with the applicable codes, design criteria,

and FSAR commitments. Rolled-beam sections are predominantly used for the

steel structures. The VSR included the review of rolled-beam pipe support

amg, access platforms, and fire protection pump hoods.

The VSRT reviewed the following items:

" miscellaneous steel pipe support framing at elevation 728.0'
between azimuth 2840 30' and 3040 ,

* instrument room access platform beam along azimuth 660 39' at
elevation 730.88', and

° reactor coolant pump hood beams at elevation 744.88' between
azimuth 2990 30' and 3190 36'.

A total of 32 beams and columns were reviewed in the areas listed above.

These components contain typical structural steel members and connections and

provide support for various other components.

3.3.3.2 Evaluation

The structural design drawings were in agreement with the beam sizes, the

geometric configuration, and the dimensions used in the calculations.
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Numerous discrepancies, however, were found in the structural steel design

calculations. These discrepancies are described below:

"The design criteria for structural steel state that either
thermal loads* should be considered or it should be demonstrated
that they are self-limiting in nature. However, thermal loads
were generally not addressed in the calculations, including
those in the containment building where temperature effects
could be more significant (DR Nos. 244, 245, 254 and 263).

" The computer program GTSTRUDL was used in some cases to analyze
the structural steel. The GTSTRUDL manual states that the
program does not check torsional stresses in members and that
torsional stresses must be checked by the designer when they are
significant. Torsion loads were present on the structural steel
reviewed by the VSRT but torsional stresses were not checked
separately by the designer where GTSTRUDL was used (DR Nos. 244,
245 and 263).

* In the design of the miscellaneous steel support framing at
elevation 728', the controlling load combinations were chosen
"at random" instead of actually determining the controlling
combinations. In addition, the seismic accelerations used in the
ana',ysis of this platform did not always conform to the
requirements in the design criteria (DR Nos. 244 and 263).

" In the calculations for the columns supporting the miscellaneous
steel support framing, some items such as tolerances and base-
plate stresses were not specifically addressed. In addition,
the effects of connection eccentricity were not cons~idered in
the design (DR Nos. 244 and 263).

* In the design calcul 'ations for the beam connections of the
miscellaneous steel support framing, no justification was given
for neglecting the moment transferred through cheek plate
connections. In some cases, new connection capacity checks were
not made when connection reactions increased (DR No. 244).

" In the design of some partial penetration welds, incorrect
formulas or incorrect plate or weld sizes were used. Some
expansion anchor capacities were not revised to reflect the
lower allowables given in the latest design criteria (DR No.
244).

" A uniform vertical live load of 100 psf was applied to the
instrument room access platform steel. However, the horizontal
and vertical seismic effects of a portion of the live load to
account for equipment weight were not considered (DR No. 245).
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W * Certain design considerations were not included in the design of
the connections for the beam at azimuth 660 39'. The coped
section was not checked for applied forces or torsional loads
(DR No. 245).

The design of the Watts Bar fire protection pump hood was based
on the design of the Sequoyah fire protection pump hood. The
current Watts Bar seismic spectra are higher than the values
used in the Watts Bar calculation. The validity of the design
could not be determined-because the computer output was
missing. In addition, there were no calculations for several
connection details and field change requests (DR No. 254).

TVA performed additional calculations that address the problems in the struc-

tural steel design calculations. The additional calculations show that some

beams and connections are overstressed, and these discrepancies, therefore,

are design-significant. These calculations also show, however, that the

discrepancies are not safety-significant because the components will remain in

place. TVA committed to review and evaluate steel structures during implemen-

tation of the Hanger and Analysis Update Program (HAAUP) interface review work

ackage. This interface review will include examining structural and miscel-

~neous steel, which will be evaluated initially for local effects and then

for overall effects. The overall structural steel evaluation will include the

resolution of existing CAQRs and discrepancies identified in the DRs.

TVA also initiated a Civil Engineering Branch essential calculation review and

modification work package under the DBVP CAP. Under DBVP, TVA will perform a

technical adequacy review of existing calculations and identify and regenerate

any missing safety-related calculations.

3.3.3.3 Conclusions

During the course of the review of steel structures, the VSRT identified

discrepancies that have design significance. These deficiencies are related

to'(1) not meeting FSAR commitments for consideration of thermal loading; (2)

the inadequate consideration of torsional loads imposed by component supports

in the design of members and connections; (3) an incorrect assumption that

.h eek plate connections may be considered as pins; and (4) seismic accelera-

*ons being improperly determined.
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These deficiencies resulted from inadequate internal design criteria, noncon-

formance to AISC specifications for steel design, and the use of undocumented

engineering judgment. These discrepancies will be addressed and corrected by

TVA on a plant-wide basis through the HAAUP interface review work package and

the DBVP CAP. It is expected that modifications to steel structures will be

necessary. Successful execution of the HAAUP interface review work package

and the DBVP CAP in conjunction with the existing design should bring the WBN

steel structures into conformance with licensing commitments.

3.3.3.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to structural steel:

DR No. 244 - Miscellaneous steel pipe support framing beams
elevation 728.0' azimuth 2840 30' to 3040 Drawing
48W937-1

DR No. 245 - Beam along azimuth 660 39', elevation 730'-10 1/2"1
instrument room access platform, Drawing 48W902

DR No. 254 - Reactor coolant pump hood beams at elevation 744 .88'
s~hown in MK 4 of Drawing 48W914-1

DR No. 263 - Miscellaneous steel pipe support framing columns A4-
A4 and B4-B4. Azimuth 2900 24'-11" and 2980 45'-10"
Drawing 48W937-1.

3.3.4 CABLE TRAYS

3.3.4.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the struc-

tural design of the electrical cable trays was in accordance with appropriate

codes, design inputs, and FSAR commitments.

Cable trays are qualified based on a generic testing program. Accordingly,

the VSRT reviewed the following items in order to assess the overall design

adequacy of these components:

*hanger location criteria, including fittings (tees, crosses, and

elbows) and associated qualification;
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*design of trays at cantilevers, bends, and slopes;

" cable tray riser qualification;

* local design, including splice criteria, and

* cable tray adjustable horizontal connectors.

3.3.4.2 Evaluation

Cable trays are used to support and protect Class 1E cables and are generally

made of hot-rolled carbon steel. Nominal 18-inch-wide and 24-inch-wide ladder

trays and solid bottom trays are used predominantly, with 6-inch-wide and

12-inch-wide trays used in some areas.

The evaluation of the trays for seismic loadings, using standard weights,

accounted for support spacing of 2 feet 0 inch to 8 feet 0 inch as allowed by

the design criteria and design drawings.

Ie following discrepancies were identified as part of the VSR:

" Qualification of the trays for a generic maximum loading
included the weights of cables, cable trays, fittings, splices,
covers, and protective coatings, but did not address the dead
weight of attachments and cable drops. In addition, no calcu-
lations exist to demonstrate that the actual loads on specific
cable tray runs are less than those used in the design
calculations.

* The tested tray sections were part of a continuous tray run, and
tests were made with vertical load and lateral load only.
However, the axial seismic load in the cable run riser connec-
tion between supports was not considered.

* The load capacity testing program for cable tray adjustable
horizontal connections did not include longitudinal forces
combined with shear force, and calculations were not available
that check the interaction between the concurrent longitudinal
and shear forces on the connector.

* The design of cable trays was not specifically addressed in the
design criteria.
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*No testing or design calculations were performed for the type of me
cable tray splices used at WBN.

TVA decided not to perform the evaluations for significance of these discrep-

ancies at this point because of the incomplete design and construction of the

plant and because a predefined CAP already exists to identify and correct all

discrepancies that could be design- or safety-significant in the cable tray

area. In addition, TVA committed to having the subject DR (DR No. 89) tracked

and specifically resolved within the Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray

Supports CAP and further stated that no significant discrepancy for cable

trays will exist at WBN Unit 1 when an operating license is requested.

3.3.4.3 Conclusions

Cable trays were qualified based on a generic testing program. However,

several design parameters were not considered in the testing program nor

otherwise qualified by design calculations. These include consideration of

the weight of attachments and cable drops, axial seismic loads in the cable

run riser connections, and combinations of longitudinal and shear forces fo4

adjustable horizontal connections. In addition, the design of cable trays w~a

not addressed in the design criteria, the type of cable tray splices used at

WBN was not qualified, and no evaluation was made to demonstrate that the

actual loads on specific cable tray runs are less than the standard design

load. These discrepancies resulted from the design criteria not completely

addressing the design attributes of attached loads and tray qualification and

from design documents either not addressing or inadequately addressing design

parameters.

TVA's corrective action for these discrepancies will be implemented through

the execution of the Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP. TVA committed

that this CAP will provide for review of the design criteria for completeness,

correctness, and agreement with FSAR and other licensing commitments. Train-

ing to the revised design criteria will be performed as part of the recurrence

control measures. TVA further committed that this CAP will generically review

the cable trays for the types of discrepancies noted in the VSR and that

appropriate steps will be taken to evaluate and resolve or correct them.-
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VSRT concludes that fulfillment of these commitments should establish an

acceptable documented design for cable trays in accordance with licensing

commitments.

3.3.4.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy report was related to cable trays:

DR No. 089 - Cable trays

3.3.5 CABLE TRAY SUPPORTS

3.3.5.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the struc-

tural design of electrical cable tray supports was in accordance with the

appropriate codes, design inputs, and FSAR commitments.

c e scope of this portion of the VSR was to review the design of selected

cable tray supports. Each individual support generally corresponds to a

typical cable tray support although some supports are unique engineered sup-

ports, individually designed. Cable tray supports are of various configura-

tions such as trapeze, cantilever, or three-dimensional frames, and may have

multiple bracing.

VSRT selected for evaluation six supports representative of the support types

used at WBN:

" MK 2H is a ceiling-mounted 3-dimensional support system with
multiple supports;

• MK 84B is a ceiling-mounted 2-dimensional frame;

" MK IS is a ceiling-mounted 3-dimensional frame;

* MK 22H is a slab-mounted 2-dimensional frame;

• Detail G9 is a special support with connections to both the wall
I and the ceiling; and
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*MK 34 is a special 3-dimen sional frame hanger system supported q
by two vertical posts

3.3.5.2 Evaluation

In the course of the review, the VSRT established that cable tray supports

were analyzed either by the response spectrum modal analysis method or by the

equivalent static method in accordance with the design criteria. For the

supports reviewed, only the first frequency in each seismic direction was

below the rigid zone with higher frequencies being in the rigid zone. The

seismic acceleration values used in the analysis of the supports were consis-

tent with the seismic response spectra in effect at WBNP.

Supports are composed of tube sections with welded connections and are

generally sized conservatively for the imposed loads, thus providing a design

margin. No discrepancies were identified as part of the VSR, and the VSRT

believes that the cable tray support design calculations are adequate.

It should be noted that TVA has in effect the Category I Cable Tray and Cabl4

Tray Supports CAP. Perusal of this program showed that no concerns had been

raised regarding the design of cable tray supports. The deficiencies noted in

this CAP have to do with qualification of cable tray hardware, construction

issues for the supports, and lack of documentation to verify previous rein-

spections. This fact reinforces VSRT's judgment, based upon review of the

selected components, that the design of cable tray supports at WBNP is

adequate.

3.3.5.3 Conclusion

The VSRT concludes that the design of cable tray supports at WBN Unit 1 meets

the requirements of the design-basis document and is in accordance with

licensing commitments. No valid discrepancies were identified in the design

calculations for cable tray supports at WBNP.
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.5.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy report related to cable tray supports was determined

to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 090 - Cable tray supports

3.3.6 CONDUITS AND JUNCTION BOXES

3.3.6.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the struc-

tural design for electrical conduits and junction boxes was in accordance with

appropriate codes, design inputs, and FSAR commitments.

The VSRT reviewed the structural design of the conduits and associated fit-

tings and attachments for design loadings. Conduit sizes ranging from 3/4

inch up to 6 inches in diameter were evaluated in the engineering verification

(EV) of the design approach.

le VSRT reviewed the design of selected typical junction boxes. Junction

boxes usually support one or more conduits. To qualify as conduit supports,

junction boxes must be attached to a structural concrete building element or a

structural steel member. Junction boxes are not used to provide axial or

torsional restraint to the individual supported conduit. VSRT performed

reviews of the following two junction boxes:

0 1 JB 292 2064B

0 1 JB 293 304G

3.3.6.2 Evaluation

In the EV review of conduits, the VSRT found that TVA had addressed various

configurations of conduit geometry in the analysis. A table of allowable

spans was established for various locations in the plant for use in

construction.I
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Twenty-one valid discrepancies were identified. TVA decided not to perform'R

the evaluations for significance of these discrepancies at this point due to

the incomplete design and construction of the plant and because a predefined

program (Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support (CAP) already exists to

identify and correct all discrepancies that could be design- or safety-

significant. In addition, TVA committed to having the subject DR (DR Nos.

313, 315, and 326) tracked and specifically resolved within the CAP and

further stated that no significant discrepancy will exist for conduit and

junction boxes when an operating license is requested.

In the EV review of conduits, the following discrepancies were identified:

* TVA utilized a damping value of 2% for both OBE and SSE for the
computation of seismic acceleration values. This was
inconsistent with the FSAR, which specifies a damping of 1% for
OBE and 2% for SSE.

" TVA allowed concentrated loads in any conduit span as long as
the concentrated loads did not occur in any three consecutive
spans. However, the design was performed for only one concen-
trated load in four spans of conduit. Also, a four-span system
was analyzed, though a three-span system is the most critical
case.

" The design criteria do not address the design of conduit when
the conduit is terminated with a flexible conduit. The stress
intensification factor for threaded joints shown in the design
criteria is inconsistent with the higher factor given in the
FSAR. Also, the response spectra values used in preparing the
load tables in the design criteria were incorrect.

" The design of the conduit system did not consider the effect of
support stiffness, tolerance in the span length of the conduit,
or the effect of rigid modes. The design of conduit clamps was
also not addressed.

In the EV review of electrical junction boxes, the VSRT found the design

procedure to be in general agreement with the applicable design criteria and

FSAR commitments. The following discrepancies, however, were identified:

*The review of the design calculations indicated that there were
inadequacies associated with the determination of loads acting
Ion the junction boxes. The most significant dead load on the
box, other than its own dead weight, is the weight of the cable
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W and conduit supported by the box. The calculations considered
the cable weight but not the conduit weight.

*In determining the seismic loads acting on the box, the attached
conduit was assumed to be rigid, and the seismic loads were
determined using the rigid acceleration. This procedure is not
a conservative assumption if the fundamental frequency of the
conduit is less than 33 Hz.

*In the calculations for the welds used to attach the junction
box tube support steel to the main building steel, the weld was
qualified based upon the dead weight of the box and the attached
conduit. The calculation did not consider the weight of the
tube support steel, and there was no seismic amplification due
to the flexibility of main steel.

*Calculations did not include any support configurations that
would serve to qualify the attachment details shown on Support
Variance Sheet No. E56-48-2. Calculations covered the case
where the junction box was attached to building steel by welding
but did not cover the alternate attachment detail shown on the
TVA drawing, which permitted the junction box to be attached to
a structural concrete building element using concrete anchors.
Also, the calculation assumed that the junction box had a maxi-
mum weight of 215.4 pounds whereas the TVA drawing stated that
te design qualifies any size box up to a maximum of 500 pounds.

TVA's corrective action for these discrepancies will be implemented through

the execution of the Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP.

3.3.6.3 Conclusions

The design of conduits and junction boxes was found to be in general agreement

with the design criteria; however, the criteria themselves were not

adequate. Installation guidelines were clearly stated and permitted suffi-
cient flexibility in construction. Some design parameters had not been con-

sidered, and inconsistencies were found to exist between the design criteria
and the FSAR. Regarding conduits, these items include incorrect consideration

of concentrated loads, lack of consideration of the effect of support

stiffness, tolerance in the span length, the effect of rigid modes, and the

absence of design for the conduit clamps. In addition, the damping value

specified in the design criteria for OBE was higher than the corresponding

alegiven in the FSAR, the stress intensification factor for threaded joints

asless than the FSAR value, and the seism ic response spectra values used in
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preparing the load tables in the design criteria were incorrect. RegardingmW

junction boxes, these items include lack of consideration of the conduit

weight in the determination of loads acting on the box, and an unconservative

assumption in the determination of conduit seismic reactions applied to the

box under certain conditions. In addition, the calculations for certain

junction boxes did not include weld qualification for seismic loads, the

weight of support steel, or qualification for some support configurations

shown on the drawings and on one variance sheet and included an inconsistency
.between a drawing and the supporting calculation. These discrepancies are

attributed to an incomplete design criteria in which several critical attri-

butes were not addressed or accounted for and to the fact that engineering did

not completely implement the design criteria and did not perform an adequate

design review in some cases.

TVA's corrective action for these discrepancies will be implemented through

the execution of the Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP. TVA

committed that this CAP will provide for review and revision of the design

criteria for technical adequacy and agreement with licensing commitments.

Training to the revised criteria will be performed as part of the recurrence

control measures. TVA further committed that (1) this CAP will generically

review conduits and junction boxes for the types of discrepancies noted in the

VSR; (2) the existing designs will be reviewed for correctness and complete-

ness and revised as necessary for compliance with the design criteria; and (3)

potentially questionable installations due to these discrepancies will be

addressed and resolved via critical case evaluations.

VSRT concludes that fulfillment of these commitments should establish an

acceptable design for conduits and junction boxes in accordance with licensing

commitments.
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.6.4 Related DiscreDancy ReDorts

The following discrepancy reports are related to conduits and junction boxes:

DR No. 313 - Generic review of conduit design

DR No. 315 - Junction Box 1 JB 293 304G

DR No. 326 - Junction Box 1 JB 292 2064B

3.3.7 CONDUIT SUPPORTS/JUNCTION BOX SUPPORTS

3.3.7.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the struc-

tural design for electrical conduit and junction box supports was in accor-

dance with appropriate codes, design inputs, and FSAR commitments.

The scope of this portion of the VSR was to review selected typical conduit

and junction box supports. Conduit supports are field-located and typically

* rry one or more conduits. Support configurations range from single

ntilevers to trapeze types and more complex frames. Each individual conduit

or junction box support generally corresponds to a typical support. Support

variance sheets (SVS) were used to document unique installations. Since

supports are field-located, the conduit support location list was used to

match the typical support number to the unique number identifier of individual

supports.

The VSR team selected five conduit supports and one junction box support for

evaluation:

Junction box support 1597/X, which utilizes typical support
No. 47A056-101. This support uses expansion anchors to attach
the box directly to the concrete, or bolts to attach the box to
unistruts that are then expansion-anchored to concrete or welded
to embedment plates, or welds to attach the box directly to
embedment plates.

" Conduit support O-CSP-292-5071/9, which utilizes typical support
No. 47A056-44. This support is a space frame, with diagonal
bracing, composed of tube sections.
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* Conduit support O-CSP-292-2167/Z, which utilizes typical support I
No. 47A056-60. This support is composed of a single or double
(side-by-side) unistrut, which can be attached to concrete or
steel.

" Conduit support O-CSP-290-3082/0, which utilizes typical support
No. 47A056-19. This support is a trapeze type and is composed
of wide flange shapes.

" Conduit support O-CSP-292-4842, which utilizes typical support
No. 47A056-5. This support is composed of a single cantilever
tube section with longitudinal bracing provided under certain
conditions.

" Conduit support O-CSP-292-2730/Z, which utilizes typical support
No. 47A056-8. This support is a space frame composed of tube
sections, with internal bracing of tube sections and external
bracing of threaded rods with turnbuckles.

All typical supports reviewed can be used throughout the plant.

3.3.7.2 Evaluation

In the review of conduit supports, the VSR team found that each typical

support can be used for a range of conduit sizes, and supports have generallU

been evaluated for the maximum applicable conduit load, thus introducing

conservatism in the design.

Of the 27 discrepancies identified in the VSR, 1 discrepancy was determined to

be not design- or safety-significant. For the remaining 26 discrepancies, TVA

decided not to perform the evaluations for significance at this point due to

the incomplete design and construction of the plant and because a predefined

program (Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP) already exists to iden-

tify and correct all discrepancies that could be design- or safety-

significant. In addition, TVA committed to track the subject DR (DR No. 316)

and specifically resolve it within the CAP and further stated that no signifi-

cant discrepancy for conduit and junction box supports will exist at WBNP Unit

1 when an operating license is requested.
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following discrepancy was classified as not design- or safety-significant.

*Conduit support reactions to embedded plates were not
specifically addressed.

This type of discrepancy was documented and will be resolved by TVA in the

essential calculation program. TVA performed a review of 69 heavily loaded

embedded plates and found them adequate to support their design load.

For the following discrepancies, the design- and safety-significance evalua-

tion was not performed.

* The cable weights utilized in the design and reflected in the
design criteria were found to be less than the cable weights
specified in-two calculations.

* The effect of conduit support span tolerance was not addressed.

" The effect of self-weight and self-weight excitation was not
considered for some of the supports reviewed..- The seismic conduit load for two of the supports did not agree
with the corresponding loads specified in the appendixes of the
design criteria.

" Biaxial bending for the anchor plate for typical support
No. 47A056-44 was not specifically addressed in the
calculations.

" The drawings for typical support No. 47A056-44 showed additional
channel sections at the attachment point of the support, which
were not specifically addressed in the calculations. In addi-
tion, the welds affecting this detail were not adequately
specified on the corresponding drawings.

* The weld between the unistruts used for conduit attachment and
the support members were not specifically addressed for three of
the supports reviewed.

0 The moment of inertia was not correctly calculated for typical
support No. 41A056-5. In addition, the moment arm assumed for
the bending moment calculation for the anchor plate did not take
into account the reversibility of seismic loads.
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" Typical support No. 47A056-5 has versions of the support shown W
on drawings 47A056-5A and -5B that were not specifically
addressed in the calculations.

" Biaxial bending check due to vertical and one direction of hori-
zontal seismic excitation were not specifically addressed in the
calculations for typical support No. 47A056-60. In addition,
for this same support, the expansion anchors were not checked in
the calculations reviewed, and no technical backup was found
addressing the seismic/static ratios for steel and aluminum
conduit given on drawing 47A056-60.

" The conduit static load used in the calculations for typical
support No. 47A056-8 was based on lighter aluminum conduit, but
the corresponding drawings allow heavier steel conduit to be
used. The computer model for this same support did not consider
conduit frequency in applying the-conduit load to the support.
This may result in an increase of conduit reactions to the
support.

*The turnbuckles used to connect the threaded rods which act as
braces for typical support No. 47A056-8, did not have pretension
specified on the drawings although all rods were modeled in the
computer model. Without correct specified pretension, only the
tension brace is effective.

*The calculations for typical support No. 47A056-1O1, which
affects numerous junction boxes as stated in the calculations,
did not specifically address the stated purpose of the calcula-
tions, which was to provide a waiver of pull test, plug depth,
recess, gap, thread engagement, etc., for the expansion anchors
per the requirement of Construction Specification G-32.

*The calculations for typical support No. 47A056-101 did not
include the conduit weight in the anchor checks although
conduits are attached to the junction boxes. The moment arm
(anchor to edge of box) used to check anchor assemblies com-
prised of only two anchors could not be substantiated, since no
assurance could be provided that no gap exists between the box
and the concrete.

TVA's corrective action for these discrepancies will be implemented through

the execution of the Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP.
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IW3.7.3 Conclusions

The design of the conduit and junction box supports was found to generally

meet the requirements of the AISC specification, although the design criteria

was found to be lacking in some respects. The supports had generally been

evaluated for the maximum applicable conduit load, thus-introducing margin

into the des ign. However, the VSRT found that in some cases, the design was

based on undocumented engineering judgement. Also, certain design attributes

were not addressed or incorrectly addressed. Regarding conduit supports,

these items include lack of technical backup to document the substitution of

an embedded plate for an anchor plate, incorrect cable weights specified in

the design criteria and used in the calculations, lack of consideration of
tolerances, self-weight and self-weight excitation of the supports, unquali-

fied versions of supports shown on the drawings, inconsistencies between

drawings and backup calculations in some cases, and-errors and omissions in

the calculations for certain supports. Regarding junction box supports, these

items include lack of technical backup to justify the waiver of expansion

Schor inspections for a typical support affecting numerous installations, and
nunsubstantiated assumption to check bending moment effects on anchor assem-

blies. These discrepancies are attributed to incomplete design criteria in
which several critical attributes were not addressed or accounted for and to

the fact that engineering did not completely implement the design criteria and

did not perform an adequate design review in some cases.

TVA's corrective action for these discrepancies will be implemented through

the execution of the Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP. TVA
committed to ensure that this CAP will provide for review and revision of the
design criteria for technical adequacy and agreement with licensing commit-
ments. Training on the revised criteria will be performed as part of the

recurrence control measures. TVA further committed to ensure that this CAP
will generically review conduit supports and junction box supports for the

types of discrepancies noted in the VSR, that the existing designs will be
reviewed for correctness and completeness and revised as necessary for

0
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compliance with the design criteria, and that potentially questionable N

installations due to these discrepancies will be addressed and resolved via

critical case evaluations.

VSRT concludes that fulfillment of these commitments should establish an

acceptable design for conduit supports and junction box supports in accordance

with licensing commitments.

3.3.7.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy report is related to conduit and junction box

supports:

DR No. 316 - Conduit and junction box supports

3.3.8 HVAC DUCTS

3.3.8.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the desig4

of the HVAC ducts was performed in accordance with the appropriate codes,

design inputs, and FSAR commitments.

The initial scope of this portion of the VSR was to review selected typical

HVAC duct spans. However, since ducts have been qualified by testing in

accordance with the "Summary Report for HVAC Ducts, Seismic Qualification and

Verification/Improvement Program" MA2-79-1 and an analysis on an individual

span basis was not performed, the scope was expanded to include a review of

the overall design of the ductwork. Ductwork is constructed in accordance

with SMACNA High Velocity Duct Standards, 2nd Edition, January 1969.

The duct spans selected by the VSRT are as follows:

• Duct span bounded by supports 20-786 and 31-787. The duct is
rectangular and the duct span contains an elbow with turning
vanes.

I
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W * Duct span bounded by supports 31-788 and 160-1040. The duct is
rectangular and the duct span contains a damper, a transition
and a branch takeoff.

*Duct span bounded by supports 20-786 and 15-733. The duct is
rectangular and the duct span contains a heater.

*Duct span bounded by supports 15-755 and 16-756. The duct is
rectangular and the duct span contains a fire damper.

*Duct span bounded by supports 16-756 and 15-757. The duct is
rectangular and the duct span contains a Grille.

3.3.8.2 Evaluation

In the review of HVAC duct design, the VSRT found that rectangular ducts had

been tested for one directional seismic load by conservatively enveloping the

maximum seismic acceleration value expected at WBNP. The tests also showed

that duct 'spans, of the type of construction typically used at WBNP, can

withstand seismic accelerations much higher than the maximum seismic

ccelerations associated with ductwork at WBNP before structural collapse

curs.

Of the 19 valid discrepancies identified, 6 discrepancies were determined to

be not design- or safety-significant. For the remaining 13 discrepancies, TVA

decided not to perform the evaluations for design or safety significance at

this point due to the incomplete design and construction of the plant and

because a predefined program (HVAC CAP) already exists to identify and correct

all discrepancies that could be design- or safety-significant. In addition,

TVA committed to track the subject DR (DR No. 4) and specifically resolve it

within the HVAC CAP and further committed to ensure that no significant

discrepancy for HVAC ducts will exist at WBNP Unit 1 when an operating license

is requested.

The following discrepancies were categorized as not design- or safety-

significant based on an evaluation by TVA for the selected duct spans.

*The duct sections tested were of a limited dimensional range and
had a maximum aspect ratio of 2.67. Rectangular duct sizes
smaller or larger than those tested (especially ducts with
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aspect ratios larger than 2.67) were not qualified by other
means such as analysis or design calculations. TVA committed toW
generate a calculation to clearly establish the basis for
qualification of all rectangular duct sizes as part of the
critical case evaluation under the HVAC CAP.

"In cases where duct supports are not four-sided, the effect of
additional shear to be carried by one side rather than two sides
of the duct had not been considered. TVA's corrective action
will include identification of all affected supports, qualifica-
tion, performance of any required modifications and inactivation
of typical support drawings that cannot be generically
qualified.

" Lack of calculations or testing was found regarding turning
vanes. TVA committed to perform calculations in order to
address seismic loads and flow-induced vibrations (including
fatigue),for turning vanes.

* Installation details for items such as grilles, dampers and
access doors are described as guides in the drawings (Note 4 of
dr ,awing 47A900-1) and allow modification in the field to fit job
conditions. TVA performed a review of randomly selected inspec-
tion cards for dampers and access doors and a representative
field review of grilles and determined that Note 4 had not been
used. As a result, TVA decided to delete this note from the
drawing.

" Welding requirements for ductwork have not been adequately
addressed. TVA has in place a program to evaluate HVAC duct
welding at WBNP. This program includes worst case engineering
evaluation of ductwork welds based on the highest stressed
areas.

For the following discrepancies,-the design- and safety-significance

evaluation was not performed.

* Round ducts and flat-oval ducts were not part of the test

program and had not been qualified by calculations.

" The ducts were not designed for the appropriate internal pres-
sure in combination with the seismic loads. Interaction of
local panel -stresses (bending and membrane) due to internal
pressure, seismic and duct wall-mounted accessories, and overall
stresses (duct action as beam-column) due to seismic, wall-
mounted and in-line accessories were not addressed. The axial
seismic load in the ductrun between two braced supports,
particularly at points of change'in duct direction, were also
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W not addressed. In addition, the interaction of axial, bending
and shear were not considered.

Duct fittings such as elbows offsets, transitions, wye branches
and their effect on duct qualification were not considered in
the test program or in any calculations. Although testing of
rectangular ducts for seismic loads covered associated seams and
joints, seams and joints for all ductwork (rectangular, round,
flat-oval) for all the applicable-loads, which include pressure
and seismic, were not qualified.

*Design Criteria WB-DC-40-31.8 did not specify applicable loads,
load combinations, or allowable stresses. Thermal loads were
neither considered nor shown to be nonsignificant.

* The following items have not been addressed regarding acces-
sories. (Accessories include items such as grilles, dampers,
access doors, and branch takeoffs.)

-- accessory load (dead, seismic) on the duct,

-- effect of eccentric loading on the duct due to accessories,

-- effects of openings in the ductwork due to the presence of
accessories, and

-- possibility of change of the duct frequency due to the
presence of accessories.

" The effect of additional loads due to non-duct items such as
lighting fixture attachments and field-routed conduit piping and
tubing attachments was not considered.

* The effect of support location tolerance (+1'-0") and duct span
tolerance (+1'-0") was not addressed in the calculations.

TVA's corrective action for these discrepancies will be implemented through

the execution of the HVAC CAP.

In addition to the above discrepancies, a discrepancy was noted regarding the
adequacy of the duct gauge. In addition to the requirement that ductwork be

constructed according to SMACNA, TVA also required that the provisions of

report ORNL-NSC--65 be followed for ductwork subjected to negative pressures.

Itwas not evident from a review of the design output documents that these

4 V ovsionswere met (DR No. 649). This discrepancy was previously identified
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by TVA in SCRs WBNMEB8687 and 8632, and corrective action was implemented tW

ensure that ductwork was installed properly.

3.3.8.3 Conclusions

The design of HVAC ducts was based on the requirements of SMAGNA and the

results of one-directional seismic testing performed on a number of

rectangular duct sections which showed that the ducts can withstand high

seismic accelerations. However, several design parameters were not considered

in the test program or otherwise qualified by design calculations. These

include qualification of rectangular duct sizes other than those tested,

qualification of round and flat-oval ducts, fi ttings (-such as elbows, wyes,

etc.) and turning vanes, consideration of accessory loads, longitudinal loads,

loads due to non-duct items, pressure stresses in combination with seismic

stresses, tolerances, and evaluation of additional shear on duct webs when

supports are not four-sided. In addition, welding requirements for ductwork

had not been adequately addressed. These discrepancies are attributed to an

incomplete design criteria in which several critical attributes were not @1
addressed or completely accounted for, and to the fact that engineering did

not completely implement the design criteria and did not perform an adequate

design review.

TVA's corrective action for the discrepancies resulting from this review will

be implemented via a number of existing and new programs. These programs

include the execution of the HVAG Duct and Duct Supports CAP, the resolution

of various CAQRs and SCRs and the resolution of other specific commitments

made by TVA. TVA committed to ensure that completion of these programs will

provide for review and revision of the design criteria for technical adequacy

and agreement with licensing commitments, including the performance of

calculations needed to support the design criteria. Training on the revised

design criteria will be performed as part of the recurrence control

measures. TVA further committed to ensure that the aforementioned programs

generically review the HVAC ducts for the types of discrepancies noted in the

VSR and that appropriate steps will be taken to evaluate and resolve or

correct them.
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VSRT concludes that successful fulfillment of these commitments should

establish an acceptable documented design for HVAC ducts in accordance with

licensing commitments.

3.3.8.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to HVAC ducts:

DR No. 4 - HVAC ducts

DR No. 649 - HVAC ductwork construction

3.3.9 HVAC PLENUMS

3.3.9.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the design

of HVAC plenums was performed in accordance with appropriate codes, design

inputs, and FSAR commitments.

*he scope of this portion of the VSR was to review a typical HVAC plenum.

HVAC plenums are generally composed of structural members that form the

framework of the plenum and of a sheet metal skin. The plenum may have

openings for attaching ducts or equipment and may have access doors that

provide access to the plenum.

VSRT selected Plenum A for the review. This plenum is located in the control

building at elevation 692.0' and is representative of the plenum structures.

3.3.9.2 Evaluation

In the review of the Plenum A design, VSRT found that calculations had been

performed and included a STRUDL model of the structural framework. Appro-

priate seismic accelerations had been used in the design. All of the 10 valid

discrepancies identified were determined to be not design- or safety-

significant based on the fact that TVA performed a new calculation for the

Subject plenum, which demonstrated the capacity 
of the plenum to carry the
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postulated loads. This calculation showed that design margin exists in the

structure and that no hardware changes were necessary. The calculation

provided a satisfactory resolution to the discrepancies described below.

" The design referenced the wrong design criteria identifier. TVA
performed a review of other similar calculations and found that
this was an isolated error.

" The effects of plenum internal pressure, insulation loads, and
thermal loads were not specifically addressed in the
calculations.

" The basis for determining whether the operating-basis earthquake
(OBE) or the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) would govern the
design did not take into consideration plate bending and beam
weak-axis bending allowables. Thus, although OBE was used in
the analysis and design of the plenum, SSE will govern the
design for plate bending and beam weak-axis bending.

" The 1.5 dynamic amplification factor, generally used in the
design of the plenum, was not applied to the bending check for
the anchor plates.

" In specifying stress allowables for the A307 threaded rods that
connect the plenum base to the anchor plates, Ft had been given
as 30 ksi and F as 20 ksi, instead of the corresponding AISC
allowables of 26 ksi and 10 ksi, respectively.

" The member-to-member connections, including the associated
welds, and the design of the 16-gauge sheet metal skin of the
plenum and its connections were not specifically addressed in
the calculations.

" The weight of the damper attached to the top of the plenum had
not been verified at the time of the review.

" Due to the absence of the computer input, it could not be deter-
mined how the threaded rods, which connect the plenum base to
the anchor plates, had been modeled. In addition, bending
moment was not specifically addressed for the threaded rods
although the reactions at the nodes corresponding to the rods
included bending moments.

* In the check for the expansion shell anchors connecting the
anchor plate to the concrete slab, tension and shear reactions
were not specifically addressed.
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W mentioned earlier, TVA provided a satisfactory response to these discrep-
ancies in their evaluation of the subject plenum (Calculation WCG-E-61). The

corrective action for these discrepancies will be implemented via CAQR

WBP880786. This corrective action will include updating and revising original

calculations WCG-1-152 and WCG-2-21, which contain all air supply plenums at

WBN that have civil/structural responsibility (Plenum A is an air supply

plenum).

The following discrepancy was also classified as not design- or safety-

significant:

The original calculations had not been approved. However, the
preparer's and reviewer's initials were shown on individual
calculation pages. TVA had previously identified through the
calculation portion of the DBVP CAP that there are some missing,
incomplete, and out-of-date design calculations. Through this
CAP, TVA is taking steps to ensure the existence and retriev-
ability of essential design calculations. This item was
determined to be nonsignificant because the calculations are in. TVA's MEDS/RIMS system and the new calculations have
demonstrated that all design requirements have been met.

3.3.9.3 Conclusions

The documented design of the HVAC plenum had not specifically addressed items

such as the effects of internal pressure, insulation and thermal loads, SSE

loads governing plate bending, member-to-member connections, the design of the

sheet metal skin, and shear and tension reactions for the expansion anchors.

In addition, incorrect allowables for the threaded rods had been used, the

weight of a damper had not been verified and the calculation had not been

approved. These discrepancies are attributed to noncompliance with internal

procedures and to design calculations either not addressing or inadequately

addressing design attributes.

TVA performed new calculations for the subject plenum to show that the design

of plenums is conservative and that the plenums have sufficient capacity to

carry the postulated loads.0
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TVA's corrective action for one of the discrepancies (approval of calcula-

tions) will be implemented through the calculation portion of the DBVP CAP.

The corrective action for the rest of the discrepancies will be implemented

via CAQR WBP880786. All air supply plenums at WBN that have civil/structural

responsibility are affected. TVA committed to revise all air plenum calcula-

tions to meet the requirements of the design criteria and of NEP 3.1.

The VSRT concludes that fulfillment of these commitments should establish an

acceptable documented design for air supply plenums in accordance with

licensing commitments.

3.3.9.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy report is related to HVAC plenums:

DR No. 54 - HVAC plenum

3.3.10 HVAC DUCT SUPPORTS

3.3.10.1 Objective E
The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the design

of the HVAC duct supports was performed in accordance with appropriate codes,

design inputs, and FSAR commitments.

The scope of this portion of the VSR was to review selected HVAC duct sup-

ports. Each individual duct support generally corresponds to a typical duct

support although some duct supports are unique engineered supports, indivi-

dually designed. HVAC duct supports are generally composed of standard

structural shapes such as angles and tube sections, and they may use bolted or

welded connections. They normally have a trapeze configuration. Braced

supports, which carry the axial load from the duct, generally have bracing in

the longitudinal direction with respect to the ductrun.

I
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WRT selected six supports to evaluate that are representative of each major
type of supports used at WBN:

* 14-902 utilizes typical support No. 14. This support is a
trapeze-type support with a brace in the direction transverse to
the ductrun and is composed of double angle shapes with bolted
connections. This support is designed to carry loads lateral to
the ductrun (vertical and horizontal).

0 15-733 utilizes typical support No. 15. This support is a
simple trapeze-type support composed of double angle shapes with
bolted connections. This support is designed to carry vertical
load only.

* 18-754 utilizes typical support No. 18. This support is a
trapeze-type support with longitudinal bracing and is composed
of single angle shapes with welded connections. This support is
designed to carry loads lateral to the ductrun (vertical and
horizontal) and loads axial to the ductrun (longitudinal load).

* 20-786 utilizes typical support No. 20. This support is a
trapeze-type support with a brace in the direction transverse to
the ductrun. The support itself is composed of angle shapes,
and the brace is composed of a channel section. All connections
are welded. This support is designed to carry loads lateral to
the ductrun (vertical and horizontal).

* 47-943 utilizes typical support No. 41. This support is a
trapeze-type support with additional- support steel. The support
itself is composed of angle shapes and the additional support
steel is a wide flange section. All connections are welded.
This support is designed to carry loads lateral to the ductrun
(vertical and horizontal).

0 48-900 is an engineered support used at one location only. This
support is composed of tube sections and utilizes a braced
configuration. All connections are welded. This support is
designed to carry loads in all three directions.

All typical supports reviewed may be used throughout the plant.

3.3.10.2 Evaluation

In the review of HVAC duct supports, VSRT found that each typical support is

applicable to a range of duct sizes and that the calculations for the typical

support are performed on the basis of the largest duct size that the support
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is intended to carry. The VSRT also found that the selection of member si U
was generally conservative.

Of the 15 valid discrepancies identified in the VSR, 1 discrepancy was deter-

mined to be not design- or safety-significant. For the remaining 14 discrep-

ancies, TVA decided not to perform the evaluations for design or safety

significance at this point because of the incomplete design and construction

of the plant and because a predefined program (HVAC CAP) already exists to

identify and correct all discrepancies that could be design- or safety-

significant. In addition, TVA committed to having the subject DR (DR No. 167)

tracked and specifically resolved within the HVAC CAP and further committed to

ensure that no design-significant discrepancy will exist when an operating

license is requested.

The following discrepancy was determined to be not design- or safety-

significant:

*HVAC support reactions to embedded plates were not specifically
addressed.I

This type of discrepancy was documented and will be resolved by TVA in the

essential calculation program. TVA performed a review of 69 heavily loaded

embedded plates and found them adequate to support their design load.

For the following discrepancies, the design- and safety-significance

evaluation was not performed.

" Weight of duct accessories was not addressed in the design
criteria, nor in the calculations.

" The effects of support self-weight excitation were considered
only in instances where the support self-weight exceeded 50% of
the duct span weight tributary to the support in accordance with
the design criteria. In addition, there is an all 'owed member
substitution that may cause an increase of 50% over the speci-
fied drawing weight when exercised. The design criteria, in
considering the weight of miscellaneous attachments, allowed
their weights to be ignored if less than 100 pounds when
reevaluating existing supports. The justification for these
items was not provided in the calculations.4
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V * The effect of support location tolerance (+1'-0") was not
addressed.

*Calculations for typical supports considered the duct span
length, tributary to the support in the vertical direction, as
10 feet. The appendixes of the design criteria allow span
lengths in excess of the 10 feet considered in the calculations.

* The seismic loads (vertical, horizontal, or axial) for which .
each typical support has been designed are shown on the typical
support drawings. However, calculations that would compare the
actual loads for individual supports with the loads shown on the
drawings, and that would cover reactions from tees, wye
branches, and branch takeoffs were not performed.

* Thermal loads were not specifically addressed.

" The design of supports on one end of 90-degree bends, which also
carry axial load as specified in the design criteria, was not
specifically addressed.

" The limit for shear stresses and for critical buckling stresses
was not specifically addressed in the design criteria.

.A typical support drawing was not revised to reflect a decrease
in the maximum duct size as shown in the associated
calculations.

* The check provided for the anchor plates of a support did not
consider the simultaneous application of a lateral (axial
direction) load and a vertical load.

" The connection between the duct and a typical support, which is
comprised of 3/16-inch blind rivets, was not specifically
addressed in the calculations.

" In the check for expansion anchors, shear tension interaction
was not specifically addressed.

* Calculations for support 47-943 or for typical support No. 47
could not be provided by TVA.

TVA's corrective action for these discrepancies will be implemented through

the execution of the HVAC CAP.
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3.3.10.3 Conclusions W
The selection of member si -zes for HVAC duct supports was generally conserva-

tive and typical duct supports were qualified on the basis of the largest duct

size that the support is intended to carry. However, the VSRT found that in

some cases the design was based on undocumented engineering judgment and also

that certain design attributes were not specifically addressed. These include

lack of consideration of duct accessories, support self-weight excitation

under certain conditions, weight of miscellaneous attachments, support loca-

tion tolerances, thermal loads, design of supports on one end of 90 degree

bends, and shear-tension interaction for expansion anchors. In addition, no

comparison had been performed between actual and allowable support loads, and

calculations for one typical support were not available. These discrepancies

are attributed to an incomplete design criteria in which several critical

attributes were not addressed or accounted for, and to the fact that engineer-

ing did not completely implement the design criteria and internal procedures

and did not perform an adequate design review.

TVA's corrective action .for the discrepancies resulting from this review wile

be implemented through the execution of the HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP,

except for one discrepancy regarding attachment loads on embedded plates.

This discrepancy will be resolved via the essential calculation program. TVA

committed that completion of these programs will provide for review and

revision of the design criteria for technical adequacy and agreement with

licensing commitments, including the performance of calculations required to

support the design criteria. Training on the revised design criteria will be

performed as part of the recurrence control measures. TVA further committed

to ensure that the aforementioned programs will generically review the HVAC

duct supports for the types of discrepancies noted in the VSR, that the

existing support designs will be reviewed for correctness and completeness and

revised as necessary for compliance with the design criteria, and that

potentially questionable installations due to these discrepancies will be

addressed and resolved via critical case evaluations.
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1WRI concludes that fulfillment of these commitments should establish an

acceptable design for HVAC duct supports in accordance with licensing

commnitments.

3.3.10.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy report is related to HVAC duct supports.

DR No. 167 - HVAC duct supports

3.3.11 SMALL-BORE PIPING AND INSTRUMENTATION LINE SUPPORTS

3.3.11.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the struc-

tural design of the small-bore pipe and instrumentation line supports was in

accordance with applicable codes and FSAR commitments.

The support steel for small-bore piping and instrument lines normally consists

* tube sections or wide flange structural steel members that transfer the

piping load from the standard hanger component 'to the structure. In some

cases, frame type structures with bracing are used.

The supports for the VSR were selected based on a representative selection of

support types and attachment conditions (e.g., structural steel and embedded

plates). In addition, the selected supports provide examples of complex

auxiliary steel arrangements and relatively large applied design loads. The

following supports were selected for structural review. These supports are

typical supports used on a plant-wide basis.

*Small-bore pipe supports

47A053 - 20
47AO53 - 47 & 47AO53-47A
47AO53 - 136
47A053 - 144
47A053 - 145
47A053 - 151
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Instrumentation line supports

47A051 - 35
47A051 - 42
47A051 - 7

3.3.11.2 Evaluation

In the review of pipe supports, VSRT found that TVA had not performed design-

basis calculations for typical supports 47A053-20 and 47A053-144 (DR

No. 113). Design calculations for support 47AO53-47A were reviewed for

applicability to support 47A053-47 since no calculations were performed for

support 47A053-47 (DR No. 118). In the review, it was observed that the

calculations for support drawings 47AO53-47A addressed only one size of

support (W5x18.5) out of the various support sizes specified on the drawing.

For typical support 47A053-136, TVA did not consider the flexibility of

connecting angles between vertical and horizontal members (DR No. 114). This

flexibility could increase the deflection of the support at the pipe. Design

of this support for applied load was accomplished by comparison to the desij

of typical support 47A053-251 Rev. 0. However, the load-carrying capacity

47A053-251 was reduced significantly (lower than the applied load for support

47A053-136) in Revision 1 of this support, and this change in load-carrying

capacity was not incorporated into the design of typical support 47A053-136.

Drawing 47A053-136 was also not consistent with the design calculations for

providing support to the pipe in the axial direction.

For support 47A053-145 (DR No. 115), the deflection check was made for a

4"x4"x3/8" tube section, though the drawing specified a size of 4"x4"x1/4".

The effect of the self-weight of the tube was not considered in the calcula-

tions for the natural frequency of the support, nor was the effect of self-

weight excitation addressed in the design of the support. For typical support

47A053-151 (DR No. 116), the calculations did not consider the reduction in

the strength of the weld due to corner radius of the tube section, and the

deflection of the support was found to be larger than the value permitted by

the design criteria.
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Wthe review of instrumentation line supports, it was found that TVA has not

performed calculations for typical support 47A051-7 (DR No. 25).

For support 47A051-35, TVA did not include the effect of self-weight excita-

tion of the support in the design calculations (DR No. 26). The calculations

for the expansion anchor baseplate did not consider the effect of torsional

load. Also, shear-tension interaction was not evaluated in the design of

expansion anchors. The design of the weld between the baseplate and the tube

member did not include the effect of corner radius of the tube section.

For support 47A051-42, TVA calculations were not consistent with the corre-

sponding drawing (DR No. 52). Drawing 47A051-42 allowed attachment of up to

eight 1/2-inch instrument lines. The calculations allowed for the attachment

of up to five lines depending on the length of the support. Maximum reaction

on the anchor plate had several discrepancies. The self-weight of the support

(as a cantilever) was not included in the calculation, and the moment arm

1 ue used in the calculation was not correct. The calculation did not

ntain justification for reducing the computed deflection of 0.034-inch to

0.021-inch. The calculation for the natural frequency of the support did not

include the self-weight of the support. The design of an expansion anchor

plate did not account for updated load information.

TVA has the Hanger and Analysis Update Program (HAAUP) CAP in place to resolve

issues and concerns identified in the design of small bore pipe and instrumen-

tation line supports. The HAAUP CAP will also be utilized by TVA to address

the discrepancies identified by the VSRT.

TVA performed new calculations for support 47A051-7 (DR No. 25), to determine

the significance of the identified discrepancies. For typical support

47A051-7, TVA determined that the lack of design calculations is not design-

or safety-significant. Significance of discrepancies in other DRs will be

determined by TVA under the HAAUP CAP. TVA previously identified the fact

at design-basis calculations did not exist for approximately 10% of typical

* pports.
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3.3.11.3 Conclusions

The design of the structural members for the small-bore piping and instrumen-

tation line supports, appears to be conservative since the member sizes were

governed by stiffness requirements and not member stresses. Design calcula-

tions, however, were found to be inadequate. Discrepancies identified by the

VSRI in the design of supports included the following: inconsistency between

design calculations and design drawing; inadequate implementation of the

design criteria requirements; lack of consideration for self-weight excita-

tion; lack of consideration of the effect of shear due to torsion and direct

shear in the design of expansion anchors; and lack of consideration of the

local effects in the design of connections. Other discrepancies found by the

VSRI were calculation errors, ignoring of the corner effects in the design of

weld around a tube section, and not meeting the deflection limits specified in

the design criteria. In addition, TVA had not prepared design calculations

for three supports se lected by the VSRT for review.

The above discrepancies are attributed to lack of interface control of design

input and output, lack of comprehensive design rules in design criteria and

design standards, and lack of procedure control for documentation

requirements.

TVA has in place the. HAAUP CAP to correct the deficiencies in the analysis and

design of pipe supports. In the CAP, a critical case evaluation for small-

bore pipe supports will be performed to resolve generic issues and concerns.

Issues identified by the VSRT will be specifically tracked and resolved in the

CAP. TVA also committed to revise the pipe support design criteria

WB-DC-40-31.9 to clearly define support design methodology. TVA will perform

new calculations for supports with missing calculations as required by NEP 3.1

"Control of Calculations." Design personnel will also be trained in design

procedures and design criteria.
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Fecution of the HAAUP CAP, and tracking and resolving of the DRs by TVA,
should ensure that no design-significant discrepancy will exist in the design

of small-bore pipe and instrumentation line supports.

3.3.11.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to HVAC duct supports:

DR No. 25 -

DR No. 26 -

DR No. 52 -

DR No. 113 -

DR No. 114 -

DR No. 115 -

DR No. 116 -

DR No. 118 -

Instrument sensing line support 47A051-7

Instrument sensing line support 47A051-35

Instrument sensing line support 47A051-42

Mechanical category I support for process
OD and less 47A053-20 and 47A053-144

Mechanical category I support for process
OD and less 47A053-136

Mechanical category I support for process
OD and less 47A053-145

Mechanical category I support for process
00 and less 47A053-151

pipe 2-inch

pipe 2-inch

pipe 2-inch

pipe 2-inch

Mechanical category I support for process pipe 2-inch
OD and less shown on drawing 47A053-47 and drawing
47AO53-47A Rev 2, dated 10-23-78.

3.3.12 ELECTRICAL DUCT BANK

3.3.12.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether electrical

duct banks were designed in accordance with applicable codes and FSAR

commitments.

The scope of this portion of the VSR was to review a representative duct bank

at WBN. TVA utilized duct banks to carry cables underground from one building

to another. Electrical duct banks consist of rectangular concrete sections

with embedded plastic pipes for electrical cables. Concrete sections are

ontinuously supported on soil and at manholes. Some sections of electrical
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duct banks are supported on piles because of the potential for soil liquefaM

tion.

The VSRT selected Train A of the electrical duct bank between manhole 3 and

the intake pumping station for review because-

* It is one of the larger electrical duct banks among safety-
related electrical duct banks, which would result in larger
forces in the duct bank.

" The electrical duct bank is, for part of its length, supported
on piles.

" Design involves consideration of soil liquefaction.

" The electrical duct bank has a bend, which may require special

design considerations.

3.3.12.2 Evaluation

In the evaluation of the electrical duct bank, the VSRT found that the design

calculations, where performed by TVA, generally complied with the FSAR commj

ments. The design drawings contained sufficient details for construction anf,

in general, were consistent with design calculations. Some aspects of design

not in compliance with design requirements are described below.

TVA was not able to provide backup calculations for the seismic forces

utilized in the design of the electrical duct bank (DR No. 186). Also, the

axial forces developed in the electrical duct bank due to seismic excitation

were not addressed in the design criteria or accounted for in the design

calculations. Reaction forces from the electrical duct bank at the intake

pumping structure and at the manhole were not computed and addressed in the

design of these interfacing structures. A value of 30 pci (lb per i2/n was

utilized for the subgrade modulus but no technical basis or source was iden-

tified. Seismic forces due to the relative movement between the intake

structure and the pile caps also were not included in the design. Design

calculations addressing the ductility requirements under the soil liquefaction

condition were not carried out to the full 4-inch deflection as required by

the FSAR.q
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To address the above discrepancies, TVA prepared new calculations. Axial
force in the electrical duct bank was computed using current methodology.

This evaluation has shown that the electrical duct bank design is adequate.

3.3.12.3 Conclusions

The electrical duct bank design generally complied with FSAR commitments.
However, the calculations did not adequately address all design considera-

tions. These considerations include lack of axial force in the design of the
electrical duct bank, interfacing structures not designed for reaction forces,

and ductility calculations not carried out to full 4 inches of deflection due
to soil liquefaction. Also, there was no backup for the seismic forces used*
in the design and no basis was given for the value of subgrade modulus.

The discrepancies identified by the VSR may be attributed to a lack of
adequate design criteria and a lack of adequate internal communicationsmtween interfacing design team members. The FSAR commitment on electrical

ct bank design is not consistent with the present state of the art and does
not require consideration of seismic axial load. TVA performed new calcula-
tions in accordance with the current state of the art to show that the
electrical duct bank design is adequate. TVA's essential calculations program
will ensure the existence and retrievability of safety-related design calcu-

lations that are both technically adequate and consistent with the current
plant design. TVA will revise the design criteria to include the effect of
axial forces. The VSRT also recommends that the FSAR be updated to be
consistent with the current state-of-the-art analysis used in the response to
the DR.

*3.3.12.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy report is related to the electrical duct bank:

DR No. 186 -Electrical duct bank between manhole 3 and intake

structure - train A
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The following discrepancy report was determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 330 - Electrical duct bank between manhole 3 and intake
structure - train A

3.3.13 BURIED STEEL PIPE

3.3.13.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the buried

portion of the essential raw cooling water (ERCW) piping was designed in

accordance with applicable codes, industry practice, and FSAR commitments.

The scope was to review the TVA design criteria, design calculations, and

related design drawings in order to assess the extent to which the design of

the underground portion of the pipe conformed to industry practice and codes

and to the FSAR commitments.

3.3.13.2 Evaluation

In the design calculations, stresses were calculated for seismic and thermalW

loadings and evaluated against the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section III, Division 1. Use of the ASME code meets the requirements of the

FSAR.

For the determination of stresses in pipe tees and elbows, the calculations

were based on methodology presented in two generally accepted references. In

the original calculations, extremely high stresses were obtained for some of

the tee junctions. In a more recent evaluation of the stresses prepared in

response to DR No. 185, TVA more accurately quantified the stresses, and they

are acceptable.

It is standard practice to design buried pipe to support the gravity loads

imposed upon it. The sources of these loads include the weight of soil

overburden and highway and railroad traffic. The design calculations contain

no evidence that such loads were considered even though there is a shallow

ground cover and the lines are crossed by roads and a railroad spur. In
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Wsponse to the DR, TVA prepared preliminary calculations to estimate the

consequences of neglecting the effects of the vertical loads. The preliminary

calculations indicate that deflections due to gravity loads will be within

acceptable limits. TVA proposed to perform final deflection calculations on

all ASME buried piping and to revise the design criteria to require

consideration of these loads.

Beyond the exceptions described in the previous paragraphs, the design

appeared to be carried out according to usual methods employed for this type

of element.

3.3.13.3 Conclusions

From this review, the VSRT concludes that the design of buried pipe generally

followed the commitments of the FSAR. Some parts of the stress analysis for

seismic loads required reevaluation of the analytical assumptions employed.

New calculations showed that stresses at the various fittings were within

9ceptable limits. Further, although the design did not account for the

Sesence of gravity loads, TVA provided initial information to indicate that

deflections due to these loads are acceptable. TVA also committed to revise

the buried piping design criteria to account for the presence of gravity

loads. Therefore, upon finalization of deflection calculations, TVA should be

able to demonstrate that the design of the ERCW buried pipeline is acceptable.

3.3.13.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy report is related to buried steel piping design:

DR No. 185 - Essential raw cooling water (ERCW) buried pipe

The following discrepancy report was determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 329 - Effects of buried pipe on interfacing structures

S
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3.3.14 PIPE WHIP RESTRAINTS AND JET IMPINGEMENT BARRIERS

3.3.14.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether pipe whip

restraints and jet impingement barriers were designed in accordance with the

applicable codes and FSAR commitments.

The scope of this portion of the VSR was to review a representative selection

of typical pipe whip restraints and jet impingement barriers used at WBN. The

design of pipe whip restraints was performed by Teledyne Brown Engineers for

TVA.

Generally, TVA used frame-type structures to absorb impact energy from the

pipe or to provide a support for strap restraints and honeycomb cushions that

would be directly impacted by the whipping pipe. The frames were designed to

remain elastic, though a 10% increase in allowable stresses was utilized

because of the rapid rate of loading.

For the honeycomb cushion type restraints, honeycomb cushions were designed too

undergo crushing under constant load so that the forces on the frame structure

would be limited to the crushing strength of the honeycomb cushion. The

energy of the whipping pipe is absorbed by the honeycomb material.

For strap-type restraints, the strap around the pipe is formed by bending a

rectangular steel plate into a U shape. The U shape is then welded to a steel

frame that transfers the load to a structure. U-straps are designed such that

sufficient gap is provided around the pipe for thermal movement of the pipe.

The stresses in the strap are kept below yield under tensile loads even though

inelastic action is implied as the strap deforms to conform to the cross-

sectional geometry of the impacting pipe.

TVA also provided jet impingement barriers in locations where the effects of

jet loads from postulated moderate- and high-energy line breaks on systems,

structures, or components could not be accommodated or tolerated. The
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IWrriers typically consist of steel plate or structural members attached to
other structures or barriers.

The VSRT selected the following components for review:

* Pipe whip restraint PD00-12 on FW-1 line. This restraint is
representative of the type of restraint where strap is used to
transfer the impact of whipping pipe to a frame. The frame is
supported by the crane wall inside the containment.

" Pipe whip restraints P007-0l and PD07-02 on the MS-i line.
These restraints were selected and reviewed together since these
are of the honeycomb cushion type, are on the same elbow, and
are supported on the same structure.

* Pipe whip restraint PD07-07 on the MS-i line was selected as
representative of the flexural beam-type restraint. The frame
is directly impacted by the pipe. The frame supports other pipe
whip restraints also and is supported by the south main steam
room walls.

" Jet impingement barrier B3 of drawing 48W1226-12 was selected asI representative of typical plate and structural member
barriers. Steel plates are connected to structural members in
this barrier.

3.3.14.2 Evaluation

In the evaluation of the four pipe whip restraints and one jet impingement
barrier, the VSRT found that the design calculations when performed, complied
in a broad sense, with TVA design criteria and the FSAR commitments. The
design drawings contained sufficient details for construction and, in general,
were consistent with the calculations. Some aspects of the calculations,
however, did not comply with the design criteria, and the calculations did not
address all design attributes. These areas are discussed below.

Several inconsistencies were noticed in the structural modeling of the braced
frame used to support the protective device P000-12 (DR No. 266). The length
of two members was not according to the actual details. One bolt-on plate
(expansion anchor plate) was considered fixed for all degrees of freedom, even

1ough the expansion anchor assembly cannot develop significant moments. The
Pments obtained from the analysis were ignored in the design of the anchor
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assemblies. Furthermore, there were no back-up calculations for some of thý

forces applied to the frame in the analysis. TVA is in the process of

evaluating the protective device re quirements under NRC document Branch

Technical Position MEB 3-1 of the Standard Review Plan. This document

eliminates all dynamic effects resulting from arbitrary intermediate pipe

ruptures. TVA calculation CEB-PR-0600200-02-O1 documented the elimination of

the protective device P000-12. On the basis of this elimination, this

discrepancy was classified as not design- or safety-significant.

Pipe whip restraints P007-1 and PD07-2 (DR No. 299) were reviewed together

since these two restraints share the same supporting structure and are on the

two legs of the same elbow. For these restraints, neither the design of

stiffeners and their connections nor the design of bolt-on plates was ad-

dressed. The size of the gap used to obtain the height of the honeycomb

cushion did not represent the gap in the direction of the blowdown force.

There were inconsistencies in the manner the equilibrium of various forces was

obtained. Tolerances permitted in the honeycomb dimension were not accounts

for in the design calculation. TVA prepared new calculations to address tho

discrepancies identified in the design of protective devices P007-01 and

P007-2. The calculations showed that the design does not meet design criteria

requirements. An approximate analysis was made to show that the supporting

structure will withstand the pipe impact loading without collapse. The above

discrepancy was classified as design-significant but not safety-significant.

For pipe whip restraint P007-7, there were several design items that did not

have back-up calculations (DR No. 300). The flexibility of embedment plates

was not considered in the design of the anchors and the embedment plate.

Also, there was no design calculation for an FCR that changed a full penetra-

tion weld into a partial penetration weld. TVA performed new calculations in

response to the DR. These calculations show that the design of the subject

protective device is adequate.

The review of the jet impingement barrier B3 found that the expansion ancho

were located closer to each other than what was allowed in the design crite
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Wr full allowable loads (DR No. 219). No allowance for closer spacing was
made in the design calculations. An evaluation of the expansion anchors for
anchor spacing violations showed the effect to be small, and the design of

anchors is adequate.

3.3.14.3 Conclusions

The exi sting pipe whip restraint and jet impingement barrier calculations do
not adequately meet the TVA design criteria requirements and FSAR commit-
ment. Even though the design calculations employed acceptable analysis tech-
niques and adequately designed the frame members, calculations for
connections, stiffeners, bolt-on plates, and honeycomb were not performed or
were inadequate. New calculations performed conservatively were not, in all
cases, able to show that stresses within these elements will meet those
specified in the design criteria or FSAR. Discrepancies related to the design
of honeycomb and member stiffener design have been classified as design-
significant but not safety-significant. The discrepancies, in general, may be

tributed to noncompliance with national standards and TVA design criteria
Oequirements.

TVA is in the process of implementing Branch Technical Portion MB 3-1 of the
Standard Review Plan. Restraints/protective devices not required by the above
document will be eliminated. TVA also wrote CAQR WBP880786 to address and
resolve the discrepancies identified by VSRT. Satisfactory resolution of the
CAQR, should ensure the design adequacy of pipe whip restraints.

3.3.14.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to pipe whip restraints
and jet impingement barriers.

DR No. 300 - Pipe whip restraint PD07-7

DR No. 299 - Pipe whip restraints PD07-01 and PD07-02

DR No. 266 - Pipe whip restraint PDOO-12
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The following discrepancy report was determined to be nondiscrepant: I

DR No. 219 - Pipe rupture protection barrier B3

3.3.15 SEISMIC ANALYSIS

3.3.15.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to review the seismic analysis of

the reactor building interior concrete structure for conformance to FSAR

commitments and for its technical adequacy. The review of this structure

encompasses all seismic analysis parameters except soil-structure interaction

(SSI) because the building is founded on rock. The scope of the review

included all parameters associated with the seismic input motion, analytical

model, and the analysis technique. Dynamic soil properties for the diesel

generator building SSI analysis were also reviewed.

3.3.15.2 Evaluation

The shield building, containment liner, and interior concrete structure havj

common base mat founded on rock. Above the base mat, these three structures

are independent of each other. As a result, the interior concrete structure

was analyzed as an independent fixed-base structure.

The seismic analysis techniques used were consistent with FSAR commitments.

These techniques were also consistent with industry practice in the early

1970s. The VSRT reviewed this analysis against the intent of current

requirements. Such evaluations have been required by the NRC on past NTOL

plants.

The following discrepancies were identified (DR Nos. 270 and 271):

" The WBN design criteria indicated that interpolated response

spectra could be used for component qualification instead of
generating unique spectra for each building level.

" The square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) method was used
to combine closely spaced modal responses. 4
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JW - The reactor building crane column moment of inertia was not
correctly accounted for in the seismic model.

" The seismic model does not accurately represent the torsional
characteristics of the structure.

* The effect of vertical floor flexibility on floor response
spectra was not addressed.

" In the time history method of analysis an integration time step
of 0.01 second was used. This is not an adequate integration
time step, particularly for the vertical excitation.

" In the analysis for vertical excitation, the rigid mode response
was not included.

TVA performed new evaluations for the discrepancies related to interpolated
response spectra, use of SRSS for closely spaced modes, and crane column
moment of intertia to demonstrate that these discrepancies do not have a

.significant impact on the computed seismic responses and thus are not design-
or safety-significant. For the remaining discrepancies, their evaluation as
rt of the seismic assessment program (SAP) is ongoing. Based on preliminary
~ults, TVA believes that these items are also not design- or safety-

significant; however, the evaluation is not complete. Thus, the design- or
safety-significance of these discrepancies is not yet determined.

The diesel generator building is supported on soil, and in order to review
this aspect of foundation design and seismic analysis, the analysis of the
soil profile and dynamic soil properties was reviewed. Information related to
bearing pressure was found to be acceptable. However, the review of the
dynamic soil properties developed for the SSI analysis showed that the recom-
mended K2 value of 120 was higher than the probable K2 value of 90 to 100 for
the fill material (DR. No. 320). Based on the relatively small change in the
K2 value and its effect on seismic response, it was judged that the noted
discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant. TVA will review the appro-
priateness of all dynamic soil properties used for analysis at WBN as part of

the SAP.
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3.3.15.3 Conclusions M

The seismic analysis, overall, is consistent with FSAR commitments and with

the industry practice prevalent in the early 1970s. In many respects, the

analysis does not meet the intent of current regulatory requirements including

vertical floor flexibility and floor response spectra generation parameters,

modeling of structures and large equipment, rigid mode response, and combina-

tion of responses of closely spaced modes. Such conformance has been required

by the NRC for NIOL plants in the past.

TVA instituted the seismic assessment program (SAP) to address all seismic

issues. TVA committed to ensure that the discrepancies identified as part of

the VSR will be addressed and resolved in SAP. Based on preliminary results,

TVA believes that WBN seismic analysis meets the intent of the current regula-

tory requirements on seismic analysis; however, the evaluation is not yet

complete. Thus, the design- or safety-significance of these discrepancies is

not yet determined.I

3.3.15.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to seismic analysis:

DR No. 270 - Seismic analysis of interior concrete structure

DR No. 271 - Seismic analysis of interior concrete structure

DR No. 320 - Calculation for dynamic analysis - soil profile and

properties

3.3.16 EQUIPMENT FOUNDATIONS

3.3.16.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to determine whether the design

of the equipment foundations was performed in accordance with appropriate

codes, design criteria, and FSAR commitments. To make this determination, the

VSRT reviewed design calculations and drawings for the foundations of specific

pieces of equipment. The following equipment foundations were selected for
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view: electrical cabinet 1-R-143; main control panel 0-M-27; CC system

surge tank A; CC system pump 1A-A; CC system heat exchanger A. These were

selected because they represented a variety of major components of the systems

selected for the VSR.

Equipment foundations used at WBN are constructed of either reinforced

concrete or structural steel. Loads are transmitted from the equipment to the

supporting structure through a system of anchor bolts, weldments, or

embedments.

3.3.16.2 Evaluation

The foundation design for electrical cabinet 1-R-143 was found to be complete

including consideration of seismic loads. However, the drawing stated in a

note that the equipment was nonseismic (DR No. 34). TVA demonstrated that the

installation of the embedment plate and the cabinet meets Category I require-

ments, and thus, the discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant. TVA

ll remove the note from the drawing.

In the design calculations for main control panel O-M-27B, an incorrect

formula was used in sizing a plate (DR No. 35). TVA determined that this

discrepancy was an isolated calculation error and is not design- or safety-

significant, and TVA issued a problem-reporting document (PRD) to document

this condition. TVA will revise the original calculation to correct the

discrepancy.

In the calculation of the CC system surge tank frequency, the effect of shear

deflection was not considered and the method used to distribute the tank mass

for the frequency calculation required justification (DR No. 38). TVA

prepared additional calculations addressing shear deflections and mass distri-

bution in the CC surge tank frequency calculation. TVA determined that the

design is adequate and that the discrepancy is not design- or safety-

significant. TVA committed in CAQR WBP880786 to evaluate critical case

:amples of tank configuration for the effects of shear deformation and mass

stribution on tank frequency.
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In the design calculations for the CC system heat exchanger, an unidentified

computer program was used in the design of the embedment plates supporting the

heat ex changer (DR No. 55). TVA determined that this discrepancy is not

design- or safety-significant and will revise the calculation to identify the

computer program. TVA previously performed a validation for this program.

In the design calculations for the CC system pump lA-A foundation, no

evaluation had been documented to ensure that the pump foundation is not in

resonance with the pump operating speed (DR No. 56). TVA provided the results

of a preoperational test performed on the pump that shows no indication of a

resonant condition with the foundation. TVA committed in CAQR WBP880786 to

evaluate foundations with vibratory equipment to verify that resonant

conditions do not exist. This discrepancy is not design- or safety-

significant.

3.3.16.3 Conclusions

Based on the results of the review and the revised calculations, VSRT

concludes that the equipment foundation design is adequate. The design

calculations supporting the design, however, need upgrading. For the specific

components under review, TVA revised the calculations to show that the noted

discrepancies were not design- or safety-significant and that undocumented

judgments used in design were appropriate. TVA committed in a CAQR, to

address the tank frequency computation discrepancy and the equipment founda-

tion resonance frequency discrepancy for all affected equipment, through a

critical case evaluation. These discrepancies are attributed to incomplete

design criteria requirements. Successful completion of corrective actions for

the equipment foundations should confirm that the design meets the licensing

commitments.
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W.3.16.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to equipment foundations:

DR No. 034 - Electrical cabinets 1-R 143

OR No. 035 - Main control panel O-M-27B

DR No. 038 - CC system surge tank A

DR No. 055 - CC system heat exchanger A

OR No. 056 - CC system pump lA-A
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D ELECTRICAL REVIEW
The electrical engineering verification (EEV) scope of review included six

primary categories: emergency ac power, vital 120-Vac power, emergency 125-

Vdc power, component cooling system, cables and raceways, and electrical

separation. The review included a comprehensive assessment of functional

design parameters and a review of key design attributes for selected electri-

cal components. The following subsections provide a detailed discussion of

each of these six categories.

3.4.1 EMERGENCY AC POWER

3.4.1.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the EEV review was to assess the design

adequacy of the emergency auxiliary power system and verify compliance with

applicable licensing requirements. The emergency auxiliary power system

provides the essential source of power to the Class 1E electrical equipment.

W scope of this review included the preferred offsite 161-kV power sources,

emergency onsite power sources, and the power distribution system design

at the 6900-volt and 480-volt levels. The specific areas reviewed focused on

the following:

" offsite sources;

* offsite/onsite interfaces;

" onsite ac power system design;

" standby diesel generators;

• equipment rating and protection;

" Class 1E transformers; and

" Class 1E switchgear and MCCs.

These seven areas represent a broad cross section of the emergency ac power

system and thereby provide a reasonable basis for an assessment of the overall

1
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design adequacy, and TVA's implementation of applicable licensing

requirements.

3.4.1.2 Evaluation

3.4.1.2.1 Offsite Sources

The objective of this portion of the EEV was to assess the design of the off-

site power supplies and their capability to feed the Class 1E 6900-volt

shutdown boards. The review included an assessment of design adequacy and

verification of compliance with applicable licensing requirements. The scope

of this review extended from the Watts Bar Hydro Switchyard to the common

station service transformers (CSST) C and D, which supply the 6900-volt shut-

down boards.

The preferred offsite source for the Watts Bar Nuclear plant is the 161-kV

switchyard at the Watts Bar Hydro plant. This switchyard is connected to five

hydro generators, four steam driven generators (currently inactive), and is

also tied to the utility grid through six 161-kV transmission lines. The

preferred power is supplied from the hydro switchyard to the Watts Bar Nucli

Plant via two 161-kV overhead transmission lines, which are supported on

separate towers.

The VSRT reviewed the design adequacy of the 161-kV offsite power sources to

assess the design requirement of block starting the balance-of-plant (BOP)

loads of both units plus safety injection signal (SIS) loads of one unit and

shutdown loads of the other unit. Supporting calculations that addressed the

offsite source design were not available, and therefore, the VSRT was unable

to verify the capability to supply the required loads (DR No. 253). In their

response, TVA noted that the offsite source design adequacy had originally

been addressed by calculations 285-DSi9ORP (EEB821006901) and 285-DS191RP

(EEB820504941). These calculations were not developed and controlled in

accordance with current procedural requirements, and therefore, may not

reflect the correct baseline configuration(s) defined in the original design

and subsequent modifications. TVA previously identified this deficiency and
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Etiated corrective action as a part of the electrical calculations programin progress. The significance of this discrepancy could not be deter-
mined, since the program activity is not complete. TVA committed to finalize

the identified calculation(s) and perform a significance determination if the

results identify a Condition Adverse to Quality (CAQ). Based on TVA's
response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to

resolve this discrepancy.

The Watts Bar Hydro Switchyard arrangement was reviewed to determine whether

the loss of any one of the main bus sections would cause a total loss of

offsite power to the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. It was determined that at least
one of the 161-kV sources would remain available and therefore the configura-

tion is in accordance with FSAR commitments.

Through the use of site general arrangement drawings, the VRST reviewed the

adequacy of the separation between both 161-kV transmission lines from the
Watts Bar Hydro Switchyard to the Watts Bar Nuclear Switchyard. The VRST

termined that the two transmission lines are routed with adequate separa-
on, thereby minimizing the likelihood of their simultaneous failure.

3.4.1.2.2 Offsite/Onsite Interfaces

The VSRT assessed the adequacy of the design interface between the onsite and

offsite power systems to ensure operational independence and verify the
adequacy of the offsite supply breaker fast and dead (slow) bus transfer

schemes.

Each 6900-volt shutdown board is provided with four possible power sources:
normal (unit), preferred offsite alternate 1, preferred offsite alternate 2,

and its respective emergency diesel generator unit (EDGU).

The offsite sources for the shutdown boards are derived from the two common

station service transformers. Each of the transformers serves a complementary

role as alternate 1 for one train and alternate 2 for the other train.I
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Power is normally supplied to each 6900-volt shutdown board from its asso-

ciated 6900-volt unit start board, which is fed from the main generator

through a 22.5-6.9-kV unit station service transformer. Automatic transfers

on undervoltage were verified to be in one direction only, from normal to

alternate 1, then to the emergency onsite source. That is, if a source

breaker trips on undervoltage, it will not automatically reclose when the

source voltage returns. The design also provides confirmation that the

previous source breaker has tripped before closing the alternate or emergency

source breaker.

3.4.1.2.3 Onsite AC Power System Design

The onsite ac power system consists of four Class 1E trains (two per unit).

The major equipment in each train consists of a 6900-volt shutdown board for

larger loads, three 6900-480 volt transformers (one serves as an alternate

feed to either of the two 480-volt shutdown boards), two 480-volt shutdown

boards, and MCCs for smaller loads.

A loss of voltage condition at the 6900-volt shutdown board that exists foO

1.5 seconds will start the diesel generator (see Subsection 3.4.1.2.4 for

further discussion of diesel generator operation). If the condition continues

for 5 seconds, load shedding will be initiated and the loads will be sequenced

onto the shutdown board after the emergency source (diesel generator) breaker

has been closed.

The 6900-volt shutdown boards also include a second level undervoltage trans-

fer scheme for a degraded voltage condition (95%) after a time delay of 5

minutes, or 10 seconds (with an accident signal). After the first 10-second

time delay, an accident signal will cause immediate tripping of the connected

source breaker, or in the absence of an accident signal, the connected source

breaker will be tripped after the second time delay of 5 minutes. The source

breaker trip will cause a loss of voltage condition that will initiate a

transfer of loads to the diesel generator as previously discussed.

0
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P VSRT determined that the schematic designs of the transfer schemes werequate; however, voltage drop and relay setpoint calculations were not

available for review. The VSRT therefore could not evaluate the design

voltage tolerances at the 6900-volt, 480-volt, and the 120-volt levels (DR

Nos. 164 and 165). In their response, TVA noted that the 6900-volt and 480-

volt system voltage levels had originally been addressed by calculations 285-

DS190RP (EEB821006901) and 285-DS191RP (EEB820504941). Calculations for the

120-volt system are not retrievable. These calculations were not developed

and controlled in accordance with current procedural requirements, and

therefore may not reflect the correct baseline configuration(s) defined in the

original design and subsequent modifications. TVA previously identified this

deficiency and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical calcu-

lations program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy could

not be determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA committed

to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perform a significance

determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the

VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this

Icrepancy.

3.4.1.2.4 Standby Diesel Generators

Each of the four Class 1E power trains (two per unit) is provided with a

dedicated EDGU. An additional diesel generating unit (ADGU), which is totally

independent from the four EDGUs, is capable of being aligned to replace any

one of the EDGUs when required (e.g., for maintenance).

The VSRT review focused on the electrical design aspects of the EDGUs, which

included an evaluation of the EDGU sizing, parameters that initiate a trip,

performance testing, the interface with the automatic load sequence logic, and

the EDGU source alignment.

The detailed review of the selected Train A EDGU was based on technical speci-

fications/contracts, design-basis documents, vendor design documents, and TVA

design drawings. The specific component attributes reviewed are as follows:I
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accelerating time;

" allowable frequency variation;

* allowable voltage variation;

" configuration;

" cooling requirements;

" duty;

* efficiency;

" excitation, regulation, and/or control equipment;

" insulation class;

" lubricants;

" mounting;

" power factor;

" rated voltage;

" service; 4
" temperature rise;

" type; and

* rating (kW).

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the discrepancy reports (DRs) discussed in the following paragraphs.

The VSRT review of the EDGU configuration identified that the resistance value

of the ADGU's neutral grounding resistor was different from the other EDGUs

(DR No. 73). In their response, TVA noted that calculations which justify the

neutral grounding resistor ratings are not available. The calculations are

being generated as a part of the electrical calculations program now in

progress. The significance of this discrepancy could not be determined since

program activity is not complete. TVA committed to finalize the identified

I
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W ulation(s) and to perform a significance determination if the resultsntify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT concluded that the proposed

future action was acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.

The VSRT was unable to assess the adequacy of the EDGU capacity because calcu-

lations addressing the following parameters were not available (DR No. 140):

* capability of starting and accelerating all the required safety-
related loads;

" verification that voltage transients during loading meet
acceptable maximum and minimum limits;

" verification that voltage and frequency requirements are in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.9; and

" capability of block starting and accelerating all miscellaneous
loads which remain connected to the 480-volt bus.

In their response, TVA noted that existing calculations addressing voltage

characteristics assumed that the worst condition occurs when the shutdown

*ards are connected to the offsite source and do not address operation when

by the diesel generator. The other parameters were originally addressed

by calculations WBPEVAR8508007 (B26860109004), 285-DS555RP (B43860220904), and

WBPEVAR8608001 (B43861001915). These calculations were not developed and

controlled in accordance with current procedural requirements, and therefore

may not reflect the correct baseline configuration(s) defined in the original

design and subsequent modifications. TVA previously identified this

deficiency and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical

calculations program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy
could not be determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA

committed to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perform a signifi-

cance determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response,

the VRST believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve

this discrepancy.

The VSRT reviewed the EDGU schematic diagrams to verify that all protective

trips are operative during operation in the test mode. During the emergencyIe, all the safety trips should be bypassed with the exception of generator
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differential and overspeed. The VSRT identified a note on the diesel gener

tor breaker control schematic that indicated that both generator differenti

and overcurrent trips were active during emergency conditions. In their

response TVA determined that the note was in error and verified that the

installed configuration correctly included only the generator differential

trip. TVA reviewed additional drawings for similar discrepancies and deter-

mined that the diesel generator 1B-B control circuit included a similar note,

which was in error. TVA initiated a design change notice (DCN) to correct the

identified drawings and determined that the discrepancy was not design- or

safety-significant since the installed configuration was correct and the error

involved an incorrect drawing note. Based on the TVA's response, the VSRT

believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this

discrepancy.

The VSRT reviewed the sequencing logic and schematic diagrams for the loads

connected to 6900-volt shutdown board lA-A. The equipment sequenced onto the

EDGU for the nonaccident condition was verified to be within the times speci-

fied, and therefore meets the design requirements. The occurrence of an SI•

during the nonaccident sequence causes the following: (1) loads not requir

for an accident are tripped and not resequenced, (2) loads required for an

accident which are already connected remain connected, and (3) loads required

for an accident but are not connected have their timers reset and are then

sequenced onto the bus. The VSRT found the design acceptable with the excep-

tion of inconsistencies identified relative to interlocks required by the

shutdown board room chiller control package (DR No. 653). In their response,

TVA determined that contact references were incorrect; however, the installed

condition is correct. TVA reviewed the remaining schematic diagrams in this

system and identified no additional-discrepancies of this nature. TVA

initiated a DON to correct the identified drawings and determined that the

discrepancy was not design- or safety-significant because the installed condi-

tion was Correct and the discrepancy involved incorrect contact reference

notes. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future

action is acceptable to resolve this discrepancy. I
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rn EDGU lA-A load shedding function and sequencer time delay logic wereiewed through the use of load sequence logic and schematic diagrams. The

VSRT found the overall EDGU load shedding design acceptable, and determined

that the sequentially applied load time delays fall within their design range.

The VSRT reviewed the schematic diagram of the EDGU feeder circuit breaker and

determined that it will not close until the EDGU reaches rated speed and volt-

age, which is an acceptable arrangement.

The VSRT noted during the review of the shutdown board 1A-A source breaker

schematic diagrams that a safety injection signal will not override the manual

controls and establish EDGU emergency alignment when operating in a test mode

(DR No. 293). In their response, TVA confirmed that a safety injection signal

will not realign the EDGU if paralleled with the grid while in a test mode,

and they committed to revise the FSAR to reflect the current configuration.

TVA further indicated that a subsequent loss of offsite power under these

conditions would result in actuation of instantaneous overcurrent relays to

gvent an extended overload condition (DR No. 124). This condition in turn

IlI trip the EDGU feed breaker, which will result in a loss of voltage

condition on the associated 6900-volt shutdown board. When loss of voltage is

detected, the EDGU will be transferred to the emergency mode and the

appropriate alignment will be established. TVA stated that the present

configuration meets the intent of their interpretation of applicable regula-

tory requirements and concluded that the design is acceptable because it is

similar to other licensed nuclear units. The VSRT agreed that the discrepancy

was not design- or safety-significant based on TVA's interpretation of appli-

cable regulatory requirements; however, a more conservative approach would be

to immediately trip the generator feed breaker when an SIS occurs and transfer

the EDGU controls to the automatic emergency mode. The VSRT believes that it

would be prudent for TVA to reevaluate their design and consider implementing

this more conservative approach, which is consistent with currently accepted

interpretations of IEEE Standard 387 and Regulatory Guide 1.108.

I
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3.4.1.2.5" Eauipment Ratinq and Protection

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of the equipment ratings and methods of-

applied circuit protection through an evaluation of protective schemes and

relay settings. The VSRT was unable to verify, however, whether the design of

the auxiliary power system incorporates a selective tripping scheme since the

breaker trip setpoint calculations and coordination curves are unavailable (DR

No. 166). In their response, TVA noted that breaker coordination had origi-

nally been addressed in calculation DS0684E2 (B26851220016). These calcula-

tions were not developed and controlled in accordance with current procedural

requirements, and therefore may not reflect the correct baseline configura-

tion(s) defined in the original design and subsequent modifications. TVA

previously identified this deficiency and initiated corrective action as a

part of the electrical calculations program now in progress. The significance

of this discrepancy could not be determined since the program activity is not

complete. TVA committed to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to

perform a significance determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on

TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is

acceptable to resolve this discrepancy. I

Short-circuit calculations were not available, and the VSRT was also unable to

verify the adequacy of the equipment ratings (interrupting, momentary, and

withstand current) when subjected to the available short-circuit currents (see

Subsection 3.4.1.2.7, Class 1E Switchgear and MCCs, for a discussion of these

DRs).

The VSRT reviewed the 6900-volt shutdown board source breaker schematic

diagrams to verify that they are locked out on overcurrent and differential to

avoid a transfer to a faulted bus. The VSRT determined the general design was

adequate; however, contact status inconsistencies were identified between

drawings that identify the lock-out relays (DR No. 57). In their response,

TVA verified that the lock-out relay contact state was incorrectly identified;

however, it was determined that the installed configuration was correct.

TVA's review indicated that the condition was limited to the lock-out relays

identified in the discrepancy; however, an additional error was identified
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r ative to the identification of relay model numbers. TVA initiated a DCN torect the identified errors and determined that the discrepancies are not

design- or safety-significant since in each case the installed configuration

was correct. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed

future action is acceptable to resolve the discrepancy.

During the review of the 6900-volt shutdown board source breaker and load

breaker blackout and undervoltage interlocking, the VSRT identified an

inconsistency between drawings concerning the blackout relay and undervoltage

relay contact status as shown in the closing/tripping and start/stop

circuits. The VSRT also identified a similar inconsistency between aperture

card prints and full-size drawing prints of the same revision (DR No. 242).

In their response, TVA verified that the blackout and undervoltage relay

contact states were incorrectly identified; however, it was determined that in

each case the installed configuration was correct. TVA's review indicated

that the condition was limited to the relays identified in the discrepancy.

TVA initiated a DCN to correct the relay contact discrepancies between the

*rture card prints, and initiated a problem-reporting document (PRD) to
rrect the relay contact discrepancies between the aperture card and full-

size prints. TVA also determined that the discrepancies were not design- or

safety-significant because in each case the installed configuration was

correct. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future

action is acceptable to resolve these discrepancies.

3.4.1.2.6 Class 1E Transformers

Each shutdown train consists of a 6900-volt shutdown board, three 6900-480

volt transformers and two 480-volt shutdown boards. One transformer is the 0

normal source for each 480-volt shutdown board with the third transformer

serving as an alternate source to either of the 480-volt shutdown boards. The

ADGU unit substation transformer is the emergency supply for the ADGU safety-

related auxiliaries.

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of Train A Class 1E 6900-480 volt shut-

* wn transformers and the ADGU Class 1E unit substation transformer through
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the use of technical specifications/contracts, design-basis documents, vend•

design documents, and TVA design drawings. The specific component attribut§

reviewed are listed below:

" configuration;

" cooling requirements;

" impedance;

" insulation class and BIL;

" mounting;

" nominal voltage;

* separation service;

* source;

* temperature rise;

* type;

* winding ratio and taps; and I
• kVA rating/loads.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

Transformer sizing calculations were not available, and as a result, the VSRT

was unable to verify the acceptability of the transformer impedance and kVA

ratings (DR No. 82). In their response, TVA noted that transformer sizing had

originally been addressed in calculations 285-DS19ORP (EEB821006901), 285-

DS191RP (EEB820504941), and DS186RP (EEB821004919). These calculations were

not developed and controlled in accordance with current procedural require-

ments and, therefore, may not reflect the correct baseline configuration(s)

defined in the original design and subsequent modifications. TVA previously

identified this deficiency and initiated corrective action as a part of the

electrical calculations program now in progress. The significance of this

discrepancy could not be determined since the program activity is not com-

plete. TVA committed to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perf 4
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, ignificance determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA'ssponse, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to

resolve this discrepancy.

The VSRT reviewed the technical specification/contract for the ADGU substation

transformer and determined that this equipment was originally purchased for

TVA's Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant and was then transferred to the WBN plant.

The seismic certification report for this transformer was prepared for Yellow

Creek; however, there was no documentation which verified that the Yellow

Creek response spectra enveloped the WBN response spectra (DR No. 163). In
their response, TVA stated that the Yellow Creek seismic report was originally

determined to envelope the WBN requirements based on the reviewer's engineer-
ing judgment. TVA further reviewed the tested response spectra and verified

that it did envelope the WBN installation requirements, thus substantiating

the original engineering judgment. Based on the original engineering judgment

and TVA's substantiation, the VSRT agreed that this finding be classified as a

nondiscrepant observation. The VSRT noted, however, that they believe formal

:umentation would be required to satisfy NRC requirements for certification

seismic qualification before receiving an operating license.

3.4.1.2.7 Class 1E Switchgear and MCCs

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of Train A 6900-volt and 480-volt

switchgear and Train A motor control centers through the use of technical

specifications/contracts, design-basis documents, vendor design documents, and
TVA design drawings. The specific component attributes reviewed are listed

below:

" allowable voltage variation;

* circuit breaker/fuse type;

" configuration;

" contactors and controls;

• continuous current;

I • insulation class and BIL;
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0 interrupting current;

" momentary current;

" mounting;

* nominal voltage;

* protective device types, ratings, ranges, and settings;

" separation;

" service; and

" temperature rise.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or 
more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

Equipment sizing calculations were not available; as a result the VSRT was

unable to verify the design adequacy with regard to continuous current,

insulation class, and BIL, interrupting current, and momentary current (DR No.

83). In their response, TVA noted that switchgear sizing had originally beeq

addressed in calculations 285-DS19ORP (EEB821006901), 285-DS191RP

(EEB820504941), and DS186RP (EEB821004919). These calculations were not

developed and controlled in accordance with current procedural requirements,

and therefore may not reflect the correct baseline configuration(s) defined 
in

the original design and subsequent modifications. TVA previously identified

this deficiency and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical

calculations program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy

could not be determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA

committed to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perform 
a signifi-

cance determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response,

the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to 
resolve

this discrepancy.

The VSRT also determined that the momentary current rating of the 480-volt

shutdown board (bus bracing) was not identified on available vendor docu-

mentation (DR No. 74). In their response, TVA provided a letter from
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Itinghouse that identified the bus bracing for the WBN shop orders. TVA
termined that the discrepancy was not design- or safety-significant because

the identified bus bracing was equal to the interrupting rating of the largest

breaker, which meets the requirements of ANSI C37. Based on TVA's response,

the VSRT determined that the resolution was acceptable to resolve and close

the discrepancy. The VSRT noted that this discrepancy only addressed the

identification of the bus bracing, whereas the adequacy is addressed in DR No.

83 (previously discussed).

The review of the 480-volt shutdown board vendor documents also identified

active drawings that were incorrect and/or no longer applicable but were not

voided or superseded (DR No. 385). In their response, TVA verified that the

vendor drawings were incorrect and issued a DCN to revise the drawings as

required to eliminate the discrepancies. TVA determined th at the discrepancy

was not design- or safety-significant because the installed configuration was

correct. TVA also noted that the discrepancy is indicative of a generic

problem in which vendor documents for safety-related components had not always

P en maintained complete, current, and configuration-controlled. The generic

~ondition will be addressed and corrected as a part of the existing Vendor

Information *Corrective Action Program (CAP). Based on the TVA response, the

VSRT believes that the proposed future Action is acceptable to resolve the

discrepancy.

The VSRT also reviewed various separation attributes concerning cable routing,

equipment locations, control power sources, and required alarms. These topics

are discussed under Subsection 3.4.6.2, "Electrical Separation."

3.4.1.3 Conclusions

The VSRT determined that the general single line design of the emergency ac

power system appears adequate, however the VSRT believes that the overall

adequacy is indeterminate due to the incomplete status of the electrical

calculations activity. TVA has an established program, however, to resolve

the calculation deficiencies, which should confirm compliance with licensing

dtechnical design requirements. The other discrepancies, omissions, and
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inconsistencies identified were adequately addressed based on the additionaU

information provided and the commitments made to perform future corrective

actions. The calculation inadequacies indicate that TVA's design process may

have been deficient with regard to procedural inadequacies and failure to

comply with existing procedures. The current established procedures and

activities indicate, however, that the deficiencies have been corrected and

should confirm that the overall technical design will be adequate. The VSRT

recommends, however, that the diesel generator test/alignment controls

configuration be reevaluated to ensure appropriate conservatism in the design,

as discussed in Subsection 3.4.1.2.4. The VSRT also recommends that the

seismic adequacy of the ADGU substation transformer (and other equipment

originally procured for another plant) be formally documented by calculation

and/or analysis.

3.4.1.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to the electrical review of the

emergency ac power system:

DR No. 57 -- NO/NC contact discrepancy in breaker control circuit

DR No. 73 -- ADGU neutral grounding resistor sized differently than
other EDGUs

DR No. 74 -- 480-volt shutdown board bus fault withstand rating not
available

DR No. 82 -- 6900-480 volt transformer sizing calculation not avail-
able

DR No. 83 -- Switchgear and MCC sizing calculation not available

DR No. 119 -- EDGU trips on overcurrent after emergency start

DR No. 140 -- EDGU vendor test performance review, no loading
calculations to correlate

-- EDGU voltage, frequency, starting and accelerating calcula-
tions not available

-- EDGU capacity load verification calculation not available

DR No. 164 -- Undervoltage source auto-transfer calculation not
available 4
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DR No. 165 -- Undervoltage relay setpoint calculation not available

DR No. 166 -- 6900-480 volt breaker coordination calculations not
available

DR No. 242 -- NO/NC contact discrepancy in breaker control circuit, BD
1B-B

DR No. 253 -- 161-kV source adequacy calculation not available

DR No. 293 -.-'IS signal does not automatically override diesel
generator test mode

DR No. 385 -- 480-volt shutdown board vendor document discrepancies

DR No. 653 -- Shutdown board room chiller control interlock
inconsistencies

The followi

DR No.

DR No. 212

DR No. 243

DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

-- Manual adjustment of EDGU autovoltage control not
overridden

-- EDGU loads not tripped for LOOP when in test mode

-- Fast transfer not blocked after initiation of slow
transfer and unit trip

-- 2nd alternate source circuit breaker racked out

-- Transformer seismic qualification

-- Missing EDGU auto-start and load transfer for degraded
voltage

-- Possibility of paralleling normal/alternate and standby

sources

-- Shutdown board room chiller not sequenced on EDGU

3.4.2 VITAL 120-VAC POWER

3.4.2.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the EEV review was to assess the design

adequacy of the vital 120-Vac power system and verify compliance with
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applicable licensing requirements. The vital ac control power system provi

an uninterrupted safety-related 120-Vac source of electrical power for operN

tion and control of the essential systems and components during all modes of

operation.

The scope of this review extended from the 125-Vdc supply to the vital

inverters, through the vital 120-Vac distribution boards. This review was

divided into three main areas:

" vital 120-Vac power system design,

• Class 1E inverters, and

" Class 1E vital 120-Vac distribution boards.

These three areas were selected to provide a sufficient cross section upon

which an assessment could be made of TVA's implementation of applicable

licensing and design requirements, and to review the adequacy of specific

electrical components associated with the vital ac power system.

3.4.2.2 Evaluation

3.4.2.2.1 Vital 120-Vac Power System

The vital 120-Vac power system consists of eight uninterruptible power

supplies (UPS), eight distribution boards and associated cabling, instru-

mentation, and protective devices. Each of the WBN units has four identical

vital 120-Vac power channels with the equipment of each channel electrically

and physically independent from the other channels. Each channel consists of

a UPS and distribution board.

Normal input power to each UPS is from two physically and electrically

independent, Train A and Train B 480-Vac Class 1E circuits that provide power

through a transformer-rectifier circuit. The interaction and separation

aspects of the two redundant sources feeding the same equipment were assessed

as a part of the electrical separation review (Subsection 3.4.6). Selection

of the 480-Vac circuit is through a manually operated transfer switch. An

alternate vital 125-Vdc power circuit of the same channel as the UPS is also
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Pvided in the event that the normal ac power source is not available. Aode auctioneering circuit provides the transfer means between the normal and

alternate input sources. In addition to the normal ac and back-up dc power

supplies, a 120-Vac maintenance supply is also provided. The VSRT found the

single-line design of these power supplies to be adequate.

The VSRT determined that the instrumentation and alarms for the vital 120-Vac

power system were adequate and found that they met the applicable licensing

and design requirements.

3.4.2.2.2 Class 1E Inverters

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of "Channel I" vital 120-Vac inverter

through the use of technical specifications/contracts, design-basis documents,

vendor design documents, and TVA design drawings. The specific component

attributes reviewed are listed below:

* allowable frequency variation,

I .allowable voltage variation,

* configuration,

0 controls,

0 cooling requirements,

• efficiency,

* enclosure,

• grounding,

* input/output current limits,

* input/output voltage limits,

* insulation class,

0 mounting,

* noise levels,

I • nominal voltage,
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* power factor,

" ripple,

" service,

* short-circuit capabilities,

* sources,

" temperature rise, and

" voltage regulation.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

While performing the design adequacy review of the input/output current limits

attribute and load requirement on the inverter, the VSRT determined that 
120-

Vac system load calculations were unavailable (DR No. 81). In their response,

TVA noted that the inverters were procured using engineering judgment,

industry standards, operating experience and other input; however, there 
we•

no calculations developed to verify their adequacy. TVA previously identif4

this deficiency and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical

calculations program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy

could not be determined since program activity is not complete. TVA committed

to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perform a significance 
deter-

mination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT

believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve 
this

discrepancy.

3.4.2.2.3 Vital 120-Vac Distribution Boards

The VRST assessed the design adequacy of the "Channel I" vital 120-Vac power

distribution board through the use of technical specifications/contracts,

I
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Psign-basis documents, vendor design documents, and TVA design drawings. The
~ecific component attributes reviewed are listed below:

" circuit breaker;

" configuration;

* continuous current;

* fuse type;

" interrupting current;

" momentary current;

" mounting;

* nominal voltage;

" protective device types, ratings, ranges, and settings;

" separation;

" source; and

0 . temperature rise.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

The VSRT was unable to review the adequacy of the continuous, momentary, and

interrupting current of the two power distribution boards since the short-

circuit and loading calculations were unavailable (DR No. 76). In their

response, TVA noted that distribution equipment sizing was originally

addressed in calculation WBPE2368508003 (B26860117011). These calculations

were not developed and controlled in accordance with current procedural

requirements, and therefore may not reflect the correct baseline configura-

tion(s) defined in the original design and subsequent modifications. TVA

previous ly identified this deficiency and initiated corrective action as a

part of the electrical calculations program now in progress. The significance

of this discrepancy could not be determined since the program activity is not

complete. TVA committed to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to

Ierform a significance determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on
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TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is

acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.

3.4.2.3 Conclusions

The VSRT determined that the general single-line design of the vital 120-Vac

power system appears adequate; however, the VSRT believes that the overall

adequacy is indeterminate due to the incomplete status of the electrical

calculations activity. TVA has an established program, however, to resolve

the calculation deficiencies, which should confirm compliance with licensing

and technical design requirements. The calculation inadequacies indicate that

TVA's design process may have been deficient with regard to procedural

inadequacies and failure to comply with existing procedures. The current

established procedures and activities indicate, however, that the deficiencies

have been corrected and should confirm that the overall technical design will

be adequate.

3.4.2.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to the vital 120-Vac power

system:

DR No. 76 -- 120-Vac power distribution board bus fault withstand

DR No. 81 -- 120-Vac vital USP loading and capacity

3.4.3 EMERGENCY 125-Vdc DC POWER

3.4.3.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the EEV review was to assess the design

adequacy of the emergency dc power system and verify compliance with

applicable licensing requirements. The emergency dc control power system

provides a safety-related source of 125-Vdc electrical power for operation and

control of the essential systems and components during all modes of operation.

I
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* scope of this review included the 480-Vac supply to the Class 1E batteryrgers, the Class 1E batteries, and the vital 125-Vdc distribution boards.

This review was divided into four main areas:

* 125-Vdc power system design,

* Class 1E chargers,

• Class 1E batteries, and

0 Class 1E vital 125-Vdc distribution boards.

These four areas were selected (1) to provide a sufficient cross section upon

which an assessment could be made of TVA's implementation of applicable

licensing and design requirements and (2) to review the adequacy of specific

electrical components associated with the emergency dc power system.

3.4.3.2 Evaluation

3.4.3.2.1 125-Vdc Power System

#e vital 125-Vdc power system is composed of four independent channels and

*sists of four lead-acid-calcium batteries, six battery chargers (includes

wo spare chargers), four distribution boards, and the required cabling,

instrumentation, and protective devices. A fifth vital battery system con-

sisting of a battery, battery charger, and distribution board is provided in

the design to replace any one of the four vital batteries during testing,

maintenance or failure of a vital battery. Battery boards I, II, III, and IV

have a dedicated charger normally connected to them with manual access to a

spare charger and the fifth vital battery.

The dc control power for each emergency diesel generator unit (EDGU) is

supplied from a dedicated 125-Vdc system. The dc system for each EDGU is

physically and electrically independent from the others. Each system includes

a battery, battery charger, distribution panel, cabling, instrumentation, and

protective devices.

The VSRT reviewed the adequacy of the instrumentation and alarms for the 125-

*c vital power system and the 125-Vdc EDGU battery systems and was unable to
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verify that the following alarms and indications were provided in the main

control room (DR No. 134):U

" Vital 125-volt battery (I, II, III, and IV) battery charger
output current indication,

" EOGU battery (A and B) dc bus undervoltage and battery charger
failure alarms, and

* EDGU battery (A and B) dc bus voltage, battery current, and

battery charger output current indication.

In their response, TVA identified that each of the required alarms is included

on various design documents, with the exception of the battery charger output

breaker "open" alarm. TVA further determined that this alarm is not required

because alternate alarms are available to alert the operator when the battery

charger breaker is open. As a result, TVA determined-that the discrepancy is

not design- or safety-significant. TVA committed to revise the FSAR to

eliminate this alarm. Based on the TVA response, the VSRT believes that the

proposed future action is acceptable to resolve the discrepancy.

The VSRI was unable to verify the design adequacy of the vital 125-Vdc powel

and control circuit voltage drops because the supporting calculations were

unavailable (DR No. 629). See Subsection 3.4.5, Cables and Raceways, for a

discussion of this DR.

The VSRT was unable to verify the adequacy of the vital 125-Vdc system protec-

tive device coordination since the coordination and trip setpoint calculations

are unavailable (DR No. 255). In their response, TVA noted that 125-Vdc

protective device coordination-was originally addressed in calculation

WBPE2368508003 (B26860117011). This calculation was not developed and

controlled in accordance with current procedural requirements and, therefore,

may not reflect the correct baseline configuration(s) defined in the original

design and subsequent modifications. TVA previously identified this defi-

ciency and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical calcula-

tions program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy could not

be determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA committed to

finalize the identified calculation and to perform a significanceE
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r rmination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, thebelieves that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this

discrepancy.

The VSRT reviewed vital dc "Channels I and II" for duplicate (redundant)

functions and identified the assignment of redundant loads such that only two

batteries are required to activate Train A and B engineered safety features.

This configuration is acceptable.

3.4.3.2.2 Class 1E Chargers

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of "Channel I" and EDGU 1A-A battery

chargers through the review of technical specifications/contracts, design-

basis documents, vendor design documents, and TVA design drawings. The

specific component attributes reviewed are listed below:

" allowable voltage variation,

* controls,

" cooling requirements,

• efficiency,

" enclosure,

* grounding,

" input/output current limits,

* input/output voltage limits,

• insulation class,

• mounting,

• nominal voltage,

• ripple,

" service,

• short-circuit capabilities,

I
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0 temperature rise, and

* voltage regulation.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

The VSRT was unable to review the design adequacy of the "Channel I" vital

charger since the equipment sizing calculations were unavailable (DR No.

269). In their response, TVA stated that supporting calculations were not

available and are being generated as a part of the electrical calculations

program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy could not be

determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA committed to

finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perform a significance

determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the

VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve the

discrepancy.

In addition, the VSRT was unable to review the design adequacy of the

EDGU 1A-A battery charger for which supporting calculations were also

unavailable (DR No. 223). In their response, TVA stated that the supporting

calculations had not been prepared to verify the adequacy of the battery

chargers. It was noted that the original responsibility for sizing the EDGU

1A-A battery charger was with the equipment vendor. TVA previously identified

this deficiency and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical

calculations program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy

could not be determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA

committed to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perform a

significance determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's

response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to

resolve this discrepancy.

3.4.3.2.3 Class 1E Batteries

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of the "Channel I" vital battery and the

EDGU lA-A battery through the review of technical specifications/contracts,
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I ign-basis documents, vendor design documents, and TVA design drawings. Theecific component attributes reviewed are listed below:

* aging factor,

* allowable voltage variation,

* ambient temperature,

* battery discharge characteristics,

" configuration,

* design margin,

" duty cycle,

* enclosure,

" load characteristics,

* materials,

" mounting,

I .nominal voltage/amperage rating,

" number of cells,

" recharge time,

* separation, and

• ventilation.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

The VSRT was unable to review the design adequacy of the "Channel I" vital

battery (DR No. 77), and the EDGU 1A-A battery (DR No. 273), since the loading

calculations were unavailable. In their response TVA stated that the

supporting calculations had not been prepared to verify the adequacy of the

batteries. It was noted that the original responsibility for sizing the EDGU

lA-A battery was with the vendor. TVA previously identified this deficiency

and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical calculations

1
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program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy could notbe
determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA committed to

finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perform a significance determi-

nation if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT

believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this

di screpancy.

The VSRT also identified discrepancies between the FSAR and contract documents

relative to the recharging time of the "Channel I" vital battery (OR No. 20),

and the cell configuration of the EDGU lA-A battery (DR No. 375).

In their response to DR No. 20, TVA stated that calculations had not been

prepared to verify that the battery chargers .would be capable of recharging

the batteries within the required time period. TVA previously identified this

deficiency and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical calcu-

lations program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy could

rot be determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA committed

to finalize the identified calculation(s) and to perform a significance de tA
mination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the VSRTU

believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this

discrepancy.

In their response to DR No. 375, TVA verified that the vendor drawings were

incorrect and issued a DCN to revise the drawings as required to eliminate the

discrepancies. TVA determined that the discrepancy was not design- or safety-

significant because the installed configuration was correct. TVA also noted

that the discrepancy is indicative of a generic problem-in which vendor docu-

ments for safety-related components were not always maintained complete,

current, and configuration-controlled. The generic condition will be

addressed and corrected as a part of the existing Vendor Information CAP.

Based on the TVA response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action

is acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.
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3.2.4 Vital 125-Vdc Distribution Boards

Tiie VSRT assessed the design adequacy of "Channel I" vital 125-Vdc power

distribution boards through the use of technical specifications/contracts,

design-basis documents, vendor design documents, and TVA design drawings. The

specific component attributes reviewed are listed below:

* circuit breaker;

* configuration;

" continuous current;

" fuse type;

" interrupting current;_

" momentary current;

• mounting;

• nominal voltage;

" protective device types, ratings, ranges, and settings;

S eseparation;
•source; and

• temperature rise.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in the DR

discussed in the following paragraph.

The VSRT was unable to review the breaker/fuse coordination and the adequacy

of the continuous, momentary, and interrupting current ratings of the two

power distribution boards since the short-circuit and loading calculations

were unavailable (DR No. 75). In their response, TVA noted that dc distribu-

tion equipment sizing had originally been addressed in calculation

WBPE2368508003 (B26860117011). This calculation was not developed and con-

trolled in accordance with current procedural requirements, and therefore may

not reflect the correct baseline configuration(s) defined in the original

in and subsequent modifications. TVA previously identified this
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deficiency and initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical

calculations program now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy

could not be determined since the program activity is not complete. TVA

committed to finalize the identified calculation and to perform a significance

determination if the results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the

VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this

discrepancy.

3.4.3.3 Conclusions

The VSRT determined that the general single-line design of the emergency 125-

Vdc system appears adequate; however, the VSRT believes that the overall

adequacy is indeterminate due to the incomplete status of the electrical

calculations activity. TVA has an established program, however, to resolve

the calculation deficiencies, which should confirm compliance with licensing

and technical design requirements. The other discrepancies, omissions, and

inconsistencies identified were adequately addressed based on the additional

information provided and the commitments made to perform future corrective

actions. The calculation inadequacies indicate that TVA's design process 4
have been deficient with regard to procedural inadequacies and failure to

comply with existing procedures. The current established procedures and

activities indicate, however, that the deficiencies have been corrected and

should confirm that the overall technical design will be adequate.

3.4.3.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to the emergency dc power

system:

DR No. 20 -- 125-Vdc battery recharge time

DR No. 75 -- 125-Vdc breaker/fuse coordination

DR No. 77 -- 125-Vdc vital battery capacity

DR No. 134 -- Missing dc alarms and indications

DR No. 223 -- 125-Vdc EDGU IA-A battery charger capacity I
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S DR No. 255 -- Protective device coordination
DR No. 269 -- 125-Vdc vital battery capacity

DR No. 273 -- 125-Vdc EDGU 1A-A battery capacity

DR No. 375 -- EDGU lA-A battery cell configuration

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 135 -- Fifth battery administrative procedures

DR No. 252 -- Vital battery room ventilation

3.4.4 COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM

3.4.4.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate the component cooling

(CC) system and selected components from the emergency raw cooling water

- (ERCW) system for electrical design adequacy and to verify compliance with. licable licensing requirements.

scope of this portion of the EEV review was divided into the following six

areas of review:

* functional design of the system,

* application of the single failure criteria,

* appropriateness of power supplies,

* power and control cable sizing,

* CC system valve motor operators, and

• CC system pump motors.

These six areas represent a broad cross section of the CC system, and their

analysis thereby provides a reasonable basis for an assessment of the overall

design adequacy and TVA's implementation of applicable licensing requirements.

0
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3.4.4.2 Evaluation

3.4.4.2.1 Functional Design of the System

The VSRT assessed the adequacy of the CC system functional design through the

use of design documents including design criteria, P&IDs, logic diagrams, and

schematic diagrams. The general implementation of the FSAR and design-basis

document requirements for the CC system was determined to be adequate for the

various operating conditions (see Subsection 3.4.4.2.5, CC System Valve Motor

Operators, for further discussion of FSAR requirements relative to valve motor

operators).

3.4.4.2.2 Application of the Single-Failure Criterion

The VSRT assessed the application of the single-failure criterion to the CC

system. In reviewing the general schematic design and logic requirements, the

VSRT found that the safety function of the CC system should be accomplished in

the event of a single failure (see Subsection 3.4.4.2.5, CC System Valve-Motor

Operators, for further discussion of the single-failure criterion relative to

valve motor operators). Review findi ngs also indicated that the equipmentj

train independence appears adequate.

3.4.4.2.3 Appropriateness of Power Sources

The VSRT assessed the appropriateness of TVA's assignment of power supplies

for the selected CC and ERCW system components. The assessment was based on

the requirements set forth in applicable design-basis documents and included a

review of the associated electrical design output documents (e.g., logic,

schematic, and single-line diagrams) to verify power source assignment. The

VSRT uncovered no problems relative to the power train assignments identified

for the selected equipment.

The VSRT also reviewed schematic and key diagrams and verified that the

electrical equipment has access to both a preferred and an emergency power

supply.
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V 4.2.4 Power and Control Cable Sizing
The VSRI could not review the power and control cable size selection pertain-

ing. to the CC system motors, MOVs, contactor coils, and solenoid valves since

the supporting calculations were not available (DR No. 629). See Subsection

3.4.5, Cables and Raceways, for a discussion of this DR.

3.4.4.2.5 CC System Valve Motor Operators

The VRST reviewed the adequacy of the active safety-related CC system valve

motor operators based on the following component attributes:

" ac/dc and phase/cycles;

" allowable voltage variation;

" codes and design standards;

" configuration;

" enclosure;

I failure mode;
*horsepower rating;

*insulation class;

*locked rotor current and torque;

* lubricants;

" manual operation;

* modulating;

" open/close;

* operating time;

" overload heaters;

" position indicator;

* rated voltage;

* running current;
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0 seismic qualification - vendor components;

* starting/running/torques/thrust loads;

* torque/limit controls;

* type/size; and

• valve interface.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

The VSRT assessed the adequacy of the valve motor operators through the review

of technical specifications/contracts, design-basis documents, vendor design

documents, and TVA design drawings. The VSRT identified a discrepancy between

vendor data and a walkdown data sheet and was unable to verify that the valve

operators will function properly when operating under specified reduced volt-

age levels (DR No. 397). TVA stated that the reduced voltage operability

would be confirmed through calculations currently being generated as a part of

the electrical calculations program now in progress. The significance of to

discrepancy could not be determined since the program activity is not com-

plete. TVA committed to develop the required calculation(s) and to perform a

significance determination if the results identify a CAQ. TVA stated that the

discrepancy between the walkdown data and vendor data would be resolved by

performing a new walkdown and that the discrepancy is not safety- or design-

significant because the walkdown data had not been used as a basis for any

design activity. TVA also performed a review of vendor documents for the

other motor-operated valves in the CC and ERCW systems and identified a

discrepancy between the valve manufacturer's data and the valve operator's

data concerning the operator sizing. The valve manufacturer determined that

the installed actuator was sized correctly and stated that the incorrect

drawing would be revised. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the

proposed future action is acceptable to resolve these discrepancies.

I
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VSRT identified two safety-related valves that were missing the required

q que switch bypasses (DR Nos. 182 and 183). In their response to DR No.

182, TVA determined that the identified valve was not classified as 'an

"active" valve in the design-basis calculation (WBN-OSG4-095) that defined the

valves requiring a thermal overload bypass (as required by Regulatory Guide

1.106). TVA further determined that this calculation had been used as a basis

for defining valves requiring a torque switch bypass, which is why the valve

identified in the DR did not include the required bypass. TVA stated that the

reason this valve was not classified as active was because of a specific

exclusion criterion that does not assume a single-failure. The discrepancy

was determined to be design-significant because the exclusion criterion is in

conflict with the FSAR, which states full compliance to Regulatory Guide 1.106

(thermal overload bypass requirement) and Regulatory Guide 1.53 (application

of single-failure criteria). TVA determined that the discrepancy was not

safety-significant because, even though the design-basis calculation did not

require a torque switch bypass for this valve, the present design includes a

ition switch in the control circuit that functionally bypasses the torque

*tch. TVA identified the corrective action necessary to resolve the

11screpancy, which includes the following:

* revision of the design-basis calculation (WBN-OSG4-095) to remove
the exclusion and specifically identify the safety function of
the valves (i.e., open, close, or both),

* revision of design output documents for this and other valves (as

required), and

* implementation of construction modifications (as required).

Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is

acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.

In their response to DR No. 183, TVA determined that the identified valve was

classified as an "active" valve in the design-basis calculation (WBN-OSG4-095)

and, therefore, required removal or bypassing of the torque switch. TVA

further noted that the calculation currently addressed the requirement for

thermal overload bypasses (as required by Regulatory Guide 1.106) but did not

0
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specifically address the requirement for torque switch bypasses. TVA deter-d

mined that the discrepancy was design-significant because the existing desig4

violates requirements of design criteria WBN-DC-30-15. TVA stated that the

design was not safety-significant because this valve is only required to

operate when there has been a power failue of the opposite train. A failure

of the torque switch would-therefore involve a second failure. TVA identified

the corrective action necessary to resolve the discrepancy, which includes the

following:

* revision of the design-basis calculation (WBN-OSG4-095) to speci-

fically state the requirement for torque switch bypasses and

identify the safety function of the valves (i.e., open, close, or

both--note also that the exclusion criteria will be eliminated as

discussed in DR No. 182),

" revision of design output documents for this and other valves (as

required), and

* implementation of construction modifications (as required).

Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is

acceptable to resolve this discrepancy. 4
3.4.4.2.6 CC System Pump Motors

The VSRT assessed the adequacy of the component cooling pump motors and the

thermal barrier booster pump motor based on the following attributes:

" accelerating time;

" allowable frequency variation;

" allowable voltage variation;

" configuration;

" driven equipment requirements;

" duty;

* full load current;

• insulation class;

" locked rotor current;
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0mounting;

" power factor;

* rated voltage;

* service;

* temperature rise;

" time/current characteristic; and

" type.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of the pump motors through the review of

technical specifications/contracts, design-basis documents, vendor design

documents, and.TVA design drawings.

leVSRT assessed the capacity of the motors relative to the driven equipment

requirements and found that the component cooling pump motor nameplate horse-

power rating may be exceeded during normal operation of the pump (DR No.

132). In their response, TVA identified that the pump motor nameplate rating

may be exceeded for extended periods of time, which is in violation of the

FSAR and Electrical Design Guide DS-E9.4.1. TVA determined that this dis~crep-

ancy is not design-significant because the pump motor may operate for extended

periods beyond its nameplate rating; however, the operation would still be

within its 1.15 service factor range. TVA further demonstrated that under the

highest expected load, the total temperature rise would be within the

allowable limits of the Class B insulation system. TVA stated that the

corrective action would include the issuance of a CAQR which will require that

the CC system and all other safety-related systems be reviewed to ensure that

the operating instructions and automatic controls are consistent with the

design capabilities of the system components. A checklist item would also be

clddin the mechanical calculation program to ensure that motors for
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rotating equipment do not exceed their rated horsepower for the anticipate'e

system operating conditions. Identified deviations will be referred to the.

Electrical Engineering Group for an evaluation and corrective action (if

required). Based on the TVA response, the VSRT believes that the proposed

future action is acceptable; however, it appears that it would be appropriate

to revise the FSAR to clarify the statement that "The motor nameplate horse-

power rating is not normally exceeded when the connected equipment is

operating at rated capacity."

The VSRT was unable to verify the adequacy of the motor feed cable size

because the supporting calculations were not available (DR No. 629). See

Subsection 3.4.5, Cables and Raceways, for a discussion of this DR.

The VSRT was also unable to verify the adequacy of the breaker coordination

design because the supporting trip setpoint calculations for the supply

circuit breakers feeding the motors were not available (DR No. 166). See

Subsection 3.4.1.2.5, Equipment Rating and Protection, for a discussion of

this DR. 4
3.4.4.3 Conclusions

Based on the review, and assuming completion of the commitments made by TVA,

the VSRT believes that there is adequate assurance that the electrical design

of the CC system should meet the applicable licensing and technical design

requirements. The VSRT recommends, however, that the FSAR be revised to

clarify the statement regarding motor sizing. The VSRT noted that the

inconsistent application of the single-failure criterion (DR No. 182) and the

potential for motor operation beyond nameplate rating (DR No. 132) may indi-

cate generic conditions that could affect other safety-related reversing and

nonreversing motor applications. The current established procedures together

with the commitments made by TVA provide assurance, however, that the generic

inadequacies (if any) should be corrected and that the technical design should

be adequate.

II
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V .4 Related Discrepancy Reports
The following discrepancy reports are related to the electrical review of the

CC system:

OR No. 132 -- CC system pump motor capacity

DR No. 182 -- Closing torque switches not bypassed

DR No. 183 -- Opening torque switches not bypassed

DR No. 397 -- Valve motor operator missing vendor data

DR No. 629 -- Cable sizing/ampacity/voltage drop/short-
circuit/derating

The following DR was determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 184 -- Missing "52/a" contact in shunt trip circuit

3.4.5 CABLES AND RACEWAYS

~5.1 Objective

~objective of this portion of the EEV review was to evaluate the electrical

design adequacy of the cable and raceway systems and verify compliance with

applicable licensing requirements. A total of 30 cables, associated raceways,

and three electrical penetration assemblies were reviewed. The review focused

on the followings seven main areas:

* cables,

" cable coatings,

• cable trays and risers,

" conduit and junction boxes,

" electrical duct banks,

" fire stops and seals, and

" Class 1E electrical containment penetrations.

These seven areas were selected to provide a sufficient cross section upon.h an overall assessment could be made of the cable and raceway design in
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relation to TVA's implementation of applicable licensing and design

requ irements.

3.4.5.2 Evaluation

3.4.5.2.1 Cables

The VSRT assessed the electrical design adequacy of the cables and raceways

through the use of design documents such as technical specifications/

contracts, vendor data, TVA design drawings, and construction specifica-

tions. The specific component attributes reviewed are listed below:

*size/ampacity,

*bending and training,

*cables near hot pipes,

* type/application,

" pulling tension,

* segregation,

" short-circuit,

" support,
" termination and splicing, and

" voltage drop.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the ORs discussed in the following paragraphs.

The review of the cables necessitated examination of information contained in

the computer cable routing system (CCRS), which the VSRT determined had not

been validated for use with safety-related designs (DR Nos. 1 and 3). In

their respon se, TVA stated that these discrepancies are being addressed as a

part of the Cable Issues CAP now in progress. The significance of this

discrepancy could not be determined since the CAP activities are not com-

plete. TVA committed to finalize the software validation and data base

verification, after which an analysis will be performed to identify andE
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Qect any overweight, overfill, or separation problems. Based on TVA'sponse, the VRST believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to

resolve this discrepancy.

The VSRT was not able to verify the adequacy of the cables because calcula-

tions were not available to address ampacity, voltage drop, short-circuit

withstand capability, and derating factors (DR Nos. 629 and 13).

In their response, TVA noted that the cable sizing/selection calculations were

being developed as a part of the electrical calculations program now in pro-

gress. The significance of this discrepancy could not be determined since

program activity is not complete. TVA committed to finalize the identified

calculation(s) and to perform a significance determination if the results

identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed

future action is acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.

The VSRT reviewed the data contained in the CCRS and identified two cables

*re the routing did not match the installation pull slip (DR No. 44). In

eir response to the DR, TVA determined that the first inconsistency (cable

PP765B) was due to a stray mark (which appeared to "line-out" a routing point)

on the pull slip, and they resolved the second inconsistency (cable PP591B) by

providing a later revision of the cable's pull slip (which had the correct

routing consistent with the CCRS). TVA further clarified that in order to

identify the pull slip representing the current configuration, all reworked

pull slips must be compared to the original pull slip. Based on TVA's

response to DR No. 44, the VSRT agreed that these findings be classified as

nondiscrepant. The VSRT noted however, that the cable length on the latest

pull slip for cable PP591B was significantly-shorter than the previous

revision of the pull slip and that it did not appear correct based on the

actual route of the cable. Based on TVA's response to DR No. 44, it appeared

that the actual installed cable length may not be correct on the cable's

"latest" pull slip, or alternately, the installed length may be the sum of

lengths on all issued pull slips. The VSRT also noted that the response to DR

*s. I and 3 stated that voltage drop and short-circuit calculations would be
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based on the cable length identified on the installation records (pull

slips). The VSRT was unable to determine the actual installed length of cab.

PP591B and was unable to identify a generic instruction for determining the

installed cable lengths to be used for short-circuit and voltage drop calcu-

lations (DR No. 654). In their response, TVA stated that procedural guidance

may not be adequate for obtaining installed cable lengths from installat ion

records. TVA committed to revise Procedure PM87-26 to provide clear guidance

on determining installed cable lengths. TVA determined that this discrepancy

was not design- or safety-significant because no calculations based on

installed cable lengths have been issued. Based on the TVA response, the VSRT

believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this

discrepancy. Final determination of cable design adequacy will be made as a

part of the corrective action and significance determination identified in the

resolution of OR Nos. 13 and 629 (previously discussed).

The VSRT reviewed the cable installation specification and determined that it

did not adequately define the requirements for seismic support of cables in

vertical raceways (DR No. 7). In their response, TVA stated that this

discrepancy would be resolved as a part of the Cable Issues CAP now in
progress. The significance of this discrepancy could not be determined since

the CAP activities are not complete. TVA committed to identify and install

cable supports for those cables where the bearing pressure, conductor

strength, or imparted termination/splice loading exceeds manufacturer's

limits. In addition, TVA committed to address any effects the cable support

configuration may have on the raceway support adequacy. Based on the TVA

response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to

resolve the discrepancy.

3.4.5.2.2 Cable Coatings

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of the fire retardant cable coatings

through the review of technical specifications/contracts, vendor data, and TVA

design drawings. The specific attributes reviewed are listed below:

application,
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• construction,

" fire rating,

" material,

• compatibility, and

" weight.

The VSRT determined that the cable coating application as defined on the TVA

drawings is consistent with the commitments identified in the FSAR. The VSRT

noted, however, that the weight of the Vimasco cable coating is not accounted

for in the total cable weight (DR No. 1) and cable derating (DR No. 629).

TVA's response to these DRs is discussed in Subsection 3.4.5.2.1, Cables.

3.4.5.2.3 Cable Trays and Risers

The VSRT assessed the electrical design adequacy of the cable trays and risers

through the review of TVA installation specifications and drawings.

* specific attributes reviewed are listed below:

" cable bending radius (see Subsection 3.4.5.2.1)*

" cable fill

* cable support (see Subsection 3.4.5.2.1)*

" cable weight/loading

• covers

" material and gauge (see Subsection 3.3.4.2)*

" routing

" seals and wraps (see Subsections 3.2.7.2 and 3.4.5.2.6)*

* segregation

" separation

" tolerances (see Subsection 3.3.4.2)*
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0 type

size

The attributes identified with an asterisk (*) were reviewed and are addressed

in the referenced subsection.

The attributes determined to be discrepant are addressed in the DRs identified

in the following paragraph.

The VSRT assessed the adequacy of the cable tray design in relation to size,

segregation (train assignment), cable weight/loading, and fill; however, the

review depended on the unverified CCRS data and was therefore indeterminate

(DR Nos. 1 and 3). TVA's response to these discrepancies are discussed in

Subsection 3.4.5.2.1, Cables. Furthermore, the VSRT was unable to verify the

adequacy of the cable tray routing, physical separation, and application of

covers in relation to the implementation of electrical separation requirements

(DR Nos. 84 and 22). TVA's response to these discrepancies are discussed is

Subsection 3.4.6, Electrical Separation.

3.4.5.2.4 Conduit and Junction Boxes

The VSRT assessed the electrical design adequacy of the conduit and junction

boxes through the review of TVA installation specifications and drawings.

The specific attributes reviewed are listed below:

" cable bending radius (see Subsection 3.4.5.2.1)*

" cable fill

* cable pulling (see Subsection 3.4.5.2.1)*

* cable support (see Subsection 3.4.5.2.1)*

" design tolerances

* material/mounting (see Subsection 3.3.6.2)*

• routing E
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0segregation

* separation

* size/arrangement and fittings

The attributes identified with an asterisk (*) were reviewed and are addressed

in the referenced subsection.

The attributes determined to be discrepant are addressed in the DRs identified

in one or more of the following paragraphs.

The VSRT assessed the adequacy of the conduit/junction box design relative to

s ize, segregation (train assignment), and cable fill; however, the review was

dependent on the unverified CCRS data and was therefore indeterminate (DR Nos.

1 and 3). TVA's response to these discrepancies are discussed in Subsection

3.4.5.2.1, Cables. The VSRT was also unable to verify the adequacy of the

conduit design relative to the implementation of electrical separation

requirements (DR Nos. 84 and 22). TVA's response to these discrepancies is.cussed in Subsection 3.4.6, Electrical Separation. The VSRT reviewed the

Oble weight data used in the conduit support design and identified inconsis-

tencies relative to the assumed cable weights (DR No. 213). In their

response, TVA stated that the concern of nonverified cable weights had

previously been identified and would be resolved as a part of the Gable Issues

CAP. TVA further committed to complete the following corrective actions to

resolve the discrepancy: (1) establish verified cable weights, (2) validate

the CCRS software and validate the data base (including the new cable

weights), and (3) identify and correct any overfill or overweight problems.

Based on the TVA response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action

is acceptable to resolve the discrepancy.
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3.4.5.2.5 Electrical Duct Banks

The VSRT assessed the electrical design adequacy of the underground duct banks

by reviewing the TVA installation specifications and drawings. The specific

attributes reviewed are as follows:

* cable bending radius (see Subsection 3.4.5.2.1)*

" cable fill

" cable pulling (see Subsection 3.4.5.2.1)*

" manhole/handhole cable support

" manhole/handhole location and size

* material (see Subsection 3.3.12.2)*

" seals

" segregation

" separation

* size/arrangement/cross section and fittings (see Subsection
3.3.12.2)*

The attributes identified with an asterisk (*) were reviewed and are addressed

in the referenced subsection.

The VSRT determined that the electrical design of the electrical duct banks is

adequate with the exception of cable fill verification (DR Nos. 1 and 3).

TVA's response to these DRs is discussed in Subsection 3.4.5.2.1, Cables.

3.4.5.2.6 Fire Stops and Seals

The VSRT assessed design adequacy of the fire stops and seals by reviewing the

design specifications and installation drawings. The seals chosen are asso-

ciated with the cables selected for review as discussed in Subsection

3.4.5.2.1, Cables. The following attributes were examined for each seal:

" application;

* arrangement, configuration, and construction; I
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0design ]ife;

*fire rating;

*leakage acceptance test;

* material compatibility;

" materials;

" moisture;

* penetration and resealing;

" radiation levels;

* thickness;

" density and weight;

" tolerances; and

* water, steam, air, and pressure.

The attributes determined to be discrepant are addressed in the DR discussed.the following paragraph.

Based on a review of the technical specifications/contracts, TVA design draw-

ings, vendor data, and test reports, the VSRT was unable to verify the design

adequacy of the fire stops and seals relative to the following attributes (DR

No. 261):

* design life;

* moisture;

" water, steam, air, and pressure; and

" material compatibility.

In their response, TVA stated that various programmatic deficiencies had

previously been identified by TVA on Significant Condition Report (SCR) WBP

8780, which will be resolved through an evaluation of cable tray and conduit

seals, and their supporting documentation. TVA committed to revise SCR WBP

0,to specifically address the attributes included in this DR, and to
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resolve any identified deficiencies. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT

believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this

discrepancy.

3.4.5.2.7 Class iE Electrical Containment Penetrations

The VSRT assessed the design adequacy of the Class 1E electrical containment

penetrations through the use of technical specifications/contracts, vendor

design documents, and TVA design drawings. The specific component attributes

reviewed are listed below:

* codes and design standards;

" configuration;

* continuous current;

" insulation class;

" momentary current;

* nominal voltage;

" overcurrent protective devices; I
" pressure rating;
" separation;

• size/application;

* temperature rise;

" time/current;

• withstand characteristic;

" weld/flange ends; and

" short-circuit current.

The attributes determined to be discrepant have been addressed in one or more

of the DRs discussed in the following paragraphs.

I
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Q VSRT was unable to verify the design adequacy of the electrical penetra-ons because calculations were not available to justify the application of

the backup protective devices and the penetration's momentary and continuous

current ratings (DR No. 112). In their response, TVA noted that the subject

of electrical containment penetration/coordination was originally addressed in

calculations DS189RP (EEB830110927), NV3 PEN1 (B26861006027), and DS186RP

(EE13821004919). These calculations were not developed and controlled in

accordance with current procedural requirements, and therefore may not reflect

the correct baseline configuration(s) defined in the original design and

subsequent modifications. TVA previously identified this deficiency and

initiated corrective action as a part of the electrical calculations program

now in progress. The significance of this discrepancy could not be determined

since the program activity is not complete. TVA committed to finalize the

identified calculation(s) and to perform a significance determination if the

results identify a CAQ. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the

proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.

qe VSRT also identified a discrepancy between the FSAR and design
ecification concerning the emergency environmental conditions under which

the penetrations are capable of maintaining their integrity (DR No. 297). In

their response, TVA stated that various programmatic concerns relative to the

accuracy of FSAR statements had previously been identified by TVA on CAQR

WBT870165. The inaccuracies identified in this CAQR will be resolved as part

of the Design Baseline and Verification Program (DBVP) CAP. In addition, TVA

committed to issue a DCN to revise the FSAR and design specification in

accordance with the actual penetration design parameters identified in the

environmental qualification documentation. TVA determined that the

discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant because the actual plant

parameters are within the environmental parameters to which the penetrations

are qualified. Based on TVA's response, the VSRT believes that the proposed

future action is acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.

S
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3.4.5.3 ConclusionsI

The VSRT believes that the adequacy of the cables and raceways is indetermie-

nate due to the incomplete status of the electrical calculations activity and

the unverified status of the GCRS. TVA has an established program and CAP;

however, to resolve the calculation and CCRS deficiencies, which should

confirm compliance with licensing and technical design requirements. The

other discrepancies, omissions, and inconsistencies identified were adequately

addressed based on the additional information provided and the commitments

made to perform future corrective actions. The calculation inadequacies

indicate that TVA's design process may have been deficient with regard to

procedural inadequacies and failure to comply with existing procedures. The

current established procedures and activities indicate, however, that the

deficiencies have been corrected and-should confirm that the overall technical

design will be adequate.

3.4.5.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to cables and raceways:

DR No. 1 -- The CCRS program is not validated 0s
DR No. 3 -- The adequacy of the separation cannot be verified

by the CCRS

DR No. 7 -- Details for vertical raceway supports are missing

DR No. 13 -

DR No. 112 -

DR No. 213 -

DR No. 261 -

DR No. 629 -

Non-safety-related cable sizing calculations are not
available

Electrical penetration fault coordination calculations not
available

Inconsistencies exist in the cable weights used for
conduit supports

Inadequacies in the fire stops and seal designs

Safety-related cable sizing calculations are not
available; calculations for derating of cable near high-
temperature piping are not available.
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DR No. 297 -- Electrical penetration environmental parameters

DR No. 654 -- Inadequate procedure(s) to determined installed
cable length

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 2 -- Cable type inconsistency

DR No. 28 -- Cable sidewall pressure not addressed for cables
pulled in tray

DR No. 44 -- CCRS cable routing not consistent with installed
record

DR No. 47 -- Cable reel logs not controlled documents

3.4.6 ELECTRICAL SEPARATION

3.4.6.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the EEV review was to assess the adequacy of

electrical separation design and verify compliance with licensing commit-

ts and design requirements. The VSRT assessed the adequacy of the separa-

tion design through the review of design-basis documents and installation

drawings.

3.4.6.2 Evaluation

The VSRT assessed the adequacy of separation between redundant cables/raceways

and between safety- and non-safety-related cables/raceways, relative to the

separation requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.75. It was determined that non-

safety-related circuits that do not meet the separation requirements of

Regulatory Guide 1.75 had not been identified with their required protective

device(s) as required by the Safety Evaluation Report (DR No. 84). In their

response, TVA stated that this issue would be resolved as a part of the

electrical calculations program. TVA previously identified and addressed this

generic issue in calculations 2GOS211RP (EEB831215919), and EEB8201RQ

(EEB830204939), which were intended to address all non-safety-related cables

oltage levels 3, 4 and 5) in Category I structures and not just those cables
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that did not meet Regulatory Guide 1.75 separation requirements. These cai

lations were not developed and controlled in accordance with current

procedural requirements and, therefore, may not reflect the correct baseline

configuration(s) defined in the original design and subsequent modifica-

tions. The significance of this discrepancy could not be determined since the

calculations are currently being regenerated under the electrical calculations

program, which is not yet complete. TVA committed to finalize this activity

and to perform a significance determination if the results identify a CAQ. In

addition, TVA stated that the licensing commitment would be revised to note

that all non-safety-related voltage level 3, 4, and 5 cables in Category I

structures would be analyzed. Based on the TVA response, the VSRT believes

that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.

The VSRT further determined that the design/installation documents did not

adequately address the separation of redundant cables internal to equipment

(DR No. 298) and the separation of redundant cable raceways in missile zones

(DR No. 22).

In their response to DR No. 298, TVA stated that the generic concern of

separation internal to equipment had previously been identified in the

Employee Concern Program, CATO 242.00-WBN-O1 (826870605018), and in CAQR

WBP870927 (T42871007822). TVA determined-that the discrepancy was design-

significant because the condition violates the requirement of the FSAR and

applicable design criteria. TVA further determined that the discrepancy was

not safety-significant based on their evaluation of the cables that violated

the separation criteria in the identified panels. This evaluation included a

determination of potential interactions, a review of the cables' functions,

and a verification of protective device adequacy for those cables which were

determined to have unacceptable interactions. TVA committed to the following

corrective actions:

revise Design Criteria WB-DC-30-4 and the FSAR to address speci-

fically the separation requirements for internal board wiring,
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W revise installation documents to reflect the correct separation
requirements,

walk down the main control room panels, auxiliary control room

panels, and other panels to confirm that the installed configu-

rations comply with the established separation requirements, and

rework and/or analyze circuits that are not in compliance with

the separation requirements.

Based on the TVA response, the VSRT believes that the proposed future action

is acceptable to resolve the discrepancy.

In their response to DR No. 22, TVA stated that this concern had previously

been identified on Sequoyah CAQR SQT871005, which was later determined to 
be

applicable to WBN. The significance of this discrepancy could not be deter-

mined because the corrective action is not complete. TVA committed to iden-

tify the means of mitigating the effects of potential missiles, which will be

documented in Design Criteria WB-DC-40-64 and related calculations. Based on. s response, it was concluded that the proposed future action was

eptable to resolve this discrepancy.

The VSRT reviewed the alarms and operating controls provided where possible

interconnections between redundant divisions could occur through normal/

alternate power supply designs. During this review, the VSRT identified an

inconsistency between two drawings relative to a transfer switch auxiliary

contact status (DR No. 6). In their response, TVA stated that the correct

contact status is "normally open," which would provide an alarm when the

transfer switch is in the "alternate" position. TVA stated that the discrep-

ancy was not design- or safety-significant because the installed configuration

includes the correct contact. TVA issued a DCN to correct the drafting error

on the identified drawing. TVA also noted that this contact and the asso-

ciated alarm would be eliminated based on the revised commitments identified

in Amendment 56 to the FSAR. The new commitment requires that the status of

alternate source breakers and transfer switches be monitored by regular

~rveillance in lieu of alarms. Based on the TVA response, the VSRT believes

the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve this discrepancy.
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The VSRT reviewed the separation of cables associated with the normal and
alternate offsite source breakers, that have been assigned "P' and "R"
segregation codes. Violations were identified in which control cables with
"P" and."R"1 segregation codes had common routing points (DR No. 189). In

their response, TVA confirmed the discrepancy, and identified additional
cables with "P" and "R" segregation codes that did not meet the separation
requirements established for the control and power cables associated with the
normal and offsite power sources. TVA determined that the discrepancy was

design-significant because the installed configuration did not meet the
technical separation requirements defined in the FSAR., The identified

discrepancy was not safety-significant because the separation requirements
only involved the offsite source independence and did not involve any safety-
related circuits. TVA wrote PRD WBP880675P to resolve this concern and
committed to revising design criteria WB-DC-30-4 to clearly establish the

separation requirements of liP" and "R" circuits. TVA also committed to
perform a complete review of the installed configuration of "P" and "R"
control and power circuits and to make any modifications necessary to comp*
with the established separation requirements. Based on the TVA response, the
VSRT believes that the proposed future action is acceptable to resolve the

discrepancy.

3.4.6.3 Conclusion

The VSRT believes that the overall adequacy of the electrical separation

design is indeterminate due to the incomplete status of the electrical calcu-
lations activity and the discrepancy resolutions. TVA has an established

program, however, to resolve the calculation deficiencies and has committed to
implementing the required corrective action to resolve the identified discrep-

ancies. These activities should confirm that the electrical separation
complies with applicable licensing and technical design requirements. The

calculation and separation design inadequacies indicate that TVA's design
process may have been deficient with regard to procedural inadequacies, inade-

quate design input, and failure to comply with existing procedures. The
current established procedures and activities indicate, however, that the
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W ciencies have been corrected and should confirm that the overall technical
design will be adequate.

3.4.6.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to electrical separation:

DR No. 6 -- CCS pump C-S power transfer switch alarm contact
discrepancy

DR No. 22 -- Electrical separation in missile areas cannot be
verified

DR No. 84 -- Calculations are not available to justify Regulatory
Guide 1.75 violations

DR No. 189 -- Separation of offsite source cables do not comply with
FSAR requirements

DR No. 298 -- Separation of cables internal to equipment are not
adequately defined on drawings

D following DR was determined to be nondiscrepant:
DR No. 27 -- Missing alarms for breakers and transfer switches

in alternate position

I
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3WHORIZONTAL REVIEW

The horizontal review was divided into four parts as follows:

" control room habitability,

* fire protection,

" high-energy line break (HELB) effects, and

" buried piping and duct banks.

The first three of these categories are discussed in this section. The fourth

category covering buried piping and duct banks is discussed under the

civil/structural review in Section 3.3.

3.5.1 CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY

3.5.1.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to-evaluate the design of the main

ol room habitability system for its compliance with 10 CFR 50.

The VSRT reviewed design documents (e.g., criteria, system descriptions, and test

reports), licensing commitments (FSAR and ER), as-installed drawings, and design

calculations. Specific aspects reviewed included the following:

* Radiological Protection

-- design-basis accident radiation source terms,

-- radiation detection and MCR boundary isolation,

-- radiation source removal design, and

-- MCR dose evaluation modeling.

* Toxic Gas Protection

-- location of toxic gases,

-- toxic gas detection and removal, and

-- MCR toxic gas evaluation model.
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HVAC and Air Cleanup System Design

-- configuration of system,

-- operating modes,

-- positive pressure requirements,

-- design space temperatures,

-- unfiltered inleakage,

-- equipment suitability, and

-- surveillance test requirements.

3.5.1.2 Evaluation

The VSRT reviewed the main control room habitability (MCRH) system for 
its

ability to protect the control room personnel, as required by 10 CFR 50, from

high levels of radiological and toxic gas intrusion into the main control room

(MCR) environment and to maintain the design temperatures and pressures 
of the

MCR environment. The review evaluated the design of the control room HVAC and I

the emergency air cleanup system for compliance with FSAR commitments, 
design

criteria, and system descriptions and with applicable portions of 
Regulatory

Guide 1.52, Revision 2; Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 3; Regulatory Guide 1.78;

and Regulatory Guide 1.95.

The MCRH system consists of two 100% capacity safety-related air handling units,

chilled water coils, chillers, chilled water pumps, emergency 
air cleanup fans,

and emergency pressurization fans. The system also utilizes monitoring systems

for radiation and smoke detection and can utilize smoke removal 
fans. The MCRH

system uses an air recirculation loop with high-efficiency 
particulate air (HEPA)

and high-efficiency carbon absorber (HECA) filters to minimize radiological and

toxic gas intrusion during the protected mode. The HECA filter removes 95% of

halogens from unfiltered outside air and 70% of halogens from recirculated 
air.

The MCR pressurization system is connected to this recirculation 
loop so that its

air is filtered prior to entering the MCR. In the review of the fire protection

provisions for the emergency air cleanup filter units, it was noted that 
g
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Wllation of the piping and sprinkler heads required modification of the
filter housings themselves. These modifications were not seismically qualified
(DR No. 302). TVA has prepared calculations to show that this discrepancy is not

design-significant, and detailed calculations will be prepared for all affected

filter housing units.

Two other ventilation systems pass through the MCR ventilation boundary: the
control building pressurization system passes through the mechanical equipment
room, and the battery room exhaust system passes through the MCR and the mechani-

cal equipment room (where it connects with the MCR smoke removal system). These
two systems and the vestibuled MCR entrance are the primary sources of unfiltered
inleakage into the MCR HVAC boundary during the emergency operation mode. Other

potential sources of inleakage are air-operated valves and dampers and the fire
protection piping. Some of the inleakage will go directly into the MCR; the
remainder will go into the mechanical equipment room where it mixes with the re-

circulated air. The basis for the inleakage values used in the calculations and

b ented in the FSAR was not provided (DR No. 233). In response to this dis-

Ws ncy, TVA has reassessed the inleakage values and provided justification for
revised, increased values. The MCR dose calculation has also been revised to

show that acceptable doses are still achieved.

The MCRH system is required to satisfy the FSAR commitments to General Design
Criterion (GDC) 3, GDC 4, GDC 5, and GDC 19 of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A. Specifi-
cally, the evaluation investigated fire protection system failures and the post-
accident doses to control room personnel. The electrical designs, physical
designs, criteria, specifications, design parameters, and related analyses were
reviewed for compliance to the GDCs and to Regulatory Guides 1.4, 1.7, and
1.25. The requirements and guides identify the design parameters and the testing

parameters needed for the MCRH system to be considered suitable for licensing.
During the review, it was found that the control room HVAC criteria and system

description did not adequately address charcoal heaters, ANSI N-509, pressuriza-

tion and leak requirements, and the safety class of dampers (DR No. 327). Even
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though the design-basis documents (OBDs), were discrepant in the above respec

the actual design was adequate. TVA committed to make appropriate revisions

the DBDs to correct these discrepancies.

The secondary containment design assumes no bypass leakage; thus, the design can

remove 99% of the halogens and their daughter products before releasing contain-

ment leakage to the atmosphere. This capability holds for all in-containment

accidents that activate the auxiliary building gas treatment (ABGT) system and

the emergency gas treatment (EGT) system. The use of a 5 percentile x/Q during

the first 8 hours can produce sufficient dilution to control noble gas concentra-

tions inside the MCR. Thus, the MCRH system radiological analysis can satisfy

GDC 19 for in-containment accidents depending on the radiation sources. As dis-

cussed in the following paragraphs, although the FSAR and the reviewed calcula-

tions are consistent, the calculations have data that could not be verified and

the handling of other data does not appear to be in agreement with the MCRH

system modeling.

The filtration design described in the FSAR was used to calculate the MCR dos

commitment. These dose values and the iodine protection factor (IPF) for the

model were thoroughly reviewed. This portion of the review also investigated

potential unfiltered radiation sources that could enter the MCR boundary before

isolation of the boundary. When isolation is initiated by the safety injection

accident signal (SIAS), the boundary isolation dampers need to close fast enough

to minimize the amount of unfiltered bypass that could reach the control room.

The isolation setpoint, the signal processing time, the isolation and filtration

activation times, and the damper closure time are important when determining the

magnitude of the potential radiation source that reaches the MCR and the result-

ing dose contribution. Credit for the time dependence of the postaccident radia-

tion source can be taken in this evaluation. The total integrated dose from all

postaccident radiation sources shall not exceed the limits allowed by GDC 19 of

10 CFR 50 Appendix A. In reviewing damper closure times, it was found that no

basis existed to substantiate the FSAR commitment for MCRH damper closure time

(DR No. 303). In addressing this discrepancy, TVA performed tests to measure

actual closure times and found them to exceed the FSAR value of 7 seconds.
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W r, calculations were prepared which demonstrated that the actual tested
closure times were less than the time required for a potential radiation source

from the containment building to reach the isolation boundary. Therefore, the

control room dose is not affected. TVA will provide formal documentation for

calculations and tests, and the FSAR will be revised to include corrected

information.

The MCRH system operational tests were reviewed to determine whether the FSAR

commitments were verified. The preoperational test results confirmed that the

required pressurization could be maintained, the duct leakage was determined and

evaluated, and the area temperatures were measured and evaluated. However, it

was noted that calculations contained inconsistencies with regard to temperature

requirements, flow requirements, and the verification of heat loads (DR No. 232).

These discrepancies had previously been identified by TVA in CAQR WBP871337 and

are not design-significant. TVA will update calculations and revise the FSAR as

required to reflect final information.

. ment specifications, vendor drawings, and vendor data were reviewed for

conformance to FSAR commitments. Consistency between design documents (design

criteria, system descriptions) and the FSAR was also reviewed. In one instance,

it was noted that the FSAR was not consistent with the filter unit specification

regarding the provision of a prefilter (DR No. 191). TVA confirmed that other

filter units were properly described in the FSAR, and the FSAR will be corrected

for the unit in question.

3.5.1.3 Conclusions

The MCRH system design was found to be. adequate in the areas of radiological

protection and toxic protection. The HVAC and air cleanup system design

generally was acceptable with discrepancies identified only in the areas of

design-space temperatures and unfiltered inleakage. Other discrepancies were

limited to inconsistent documentation or lack of design-basis documentation

involving the FSAR, design-basis documents, or calculations.
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None of the identified discrepancies has been found to be design- or safety-

significant. Some of the required corrective actions for design criteria and

system descriptions have already been completed as part of the design basis

document verification program. Others, such as updating calculations, are

included in action items stemming from previously identified discrepancies. For

the remaining problems, CAQRs or problem-reporting documents (PRDs) have been

issued to correct the VSR-identified discrepancies.

Based on the successful completion of these corrective actions, the VSR concludes

that the MCRH system should be acceptable and should meet licensing commitments.

3.5.1.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to the Control room habitability

review:

DR No. 191 -

DR No. 232 -

DR No. 233 -

DR No. 302 -

DR No. 303 -

DR No. 327 -

FSAR Table 6.5-4 exception to Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2 needs further justification.

The cooling and heating load calculations need to
address abnormal conditions and current system
configuration.

The ductwork leak test criteria and allowable duct
leakage needs to address all potentially contaminated
ductwork.

The filter units have common fire protection piping and
deluge valve, could result in charcoal water damage on
both filter units.

Replacement dampers do not meet FSAR commitments for
compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2.

The design criteria do not reflect the codes, standards,
and FSAR commitments.

The following discrepancy reports were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 211 - The MCR dose contribution from postaccident HVAC
filters.

DR No. 274 - The MCR dose(s) from all DBAs.
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VNo. 275 - The MCR thyroid dose model.

DR No. 276 - The EAB dose due to the post-LOCA purge.

DR No. 202 - The control room pressurization test and design

commitments.

DR No. 203 - Toxic gas calculation.

DR No. 209 - Design criteria and damper contracts.

DR No. 262 - Contract and vendor data for outside air intake

selection damper.

DR No. 277 - A single failure of damper 0-FCV-31-204.

DR No. 301 - The HEPA and charcoal qualification and performance 
test

results.

3.5.2 FIRE PROTECTION

3.5.2.1 Objective

Tf jective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate 
the design of the WBN

_f rotection program for compliance 
with commitments made in respect 

to it.

The VSRT reviewed fire protection design documentation, 
design criteria, analyses

reports, and fire protection general arrangement drawings; performed plant

walkdowns; and compared the as-installed configuration 
and the documentation to

the commitments made.

The VSRT included the following fire protection 
topics in the review for 10

different areas of the plant:

" combustible loadings,

* potential ignition sources,

* rated fire barriers,

* automatic fire detection systems,

" fire suppression systems,

. HVAC and smoke removal,
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* NFPA codes,

" emergency lighting and communications, and

" Appendix R requirements and separation.

The following 10 areas of the plant, which are consistent with the areas

identified in Section 1.4.3, were selected for review:

* Unit 1 auxiliary instrument room,

* spreading room,

* fifth vital battery and board room,

* 6.9-kV shutdown board room A and 480-volt shutdown board room IA,

* 480-volt shutdown board room lB,

* the area near the 480-volt shutdown board emergency transformer
LA-A,

* the area near the CC system inside the reactor building,

• the area near the CC system pumps,

0 the area near the CC system thermal booster pumps, and

0 the area near the CC system heat exchangers.

3.5.2.2 Evaluation

No concerns were identified in the following plant areas with respect to the

selected fire protection topics:

" fifth vital battery and board room,

" 480-volt shutdown board room 1B,

" the area near the CC system pumps,

" the area near the CC system thermal booster pumps, and

" the area near the CC system heat exchangers.
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PWhe remaining plant areas, 10 DRs pertaining to fire protection were
issued. Four DRs were classified nondiscrepant after additional information was

reviewed. The remaining DRs are discussed below.

The Unit 1 auxiliary instrument room is equipped with ionization smoke detectors

and a carbon dioxide suppression system. The combustible hazards in the room
include equipment within electrical cabinets, cable insulation, and HVAC-related
materials (e.g., gasketing and insulation). With respect to these combustibles,

one discrepancy report (DR No. 10) was issued noting that the HVAC-related com-

bustibles were not considered in the most recent fire hazards analysis (FHA)
contrary to the requirements of Appendix A of Branch Technical Position (BTP)

APCSB 9.5-1. TVA demonstrated that although the HVAC-related combustibles in
this room do not contribute significantly to the total combustible loading in the
room, there are other rooms (e.g., mechanical equipment room [elevation 755'-0"

CI1) where the contribution from HVAC-related combustibles is significant.
Therefore, TVA has committed to updating the FHA before fuel load to include

Hirelated combustibles. All other review topics were found to be acceptable

i s area.

The spreading room is equipped with ionization smoke detectors and a multilevel

water suppression system. Manual suppression capability is provided by hose

stations installed inside the stairwells next to the room and portable extin-
guishers installed in the lower level of the room. The lack of portable extin-
guishers in the upper (grating) level of the room contrary to the requirements of
NFPA i0 resulted in one discrepancy report (OR No. 48). TVA determined that

three other rooms in the plant lacked portable extinguishers in a manner similar
to the spreading room because the designers did not consider grating elevations
as areas from which travel to a portable extinguisher was required. As a result,
TVA will install portable extinguishers on the grating elevations of the spread-
ing room and the three other rooms. All other review topics were found to be

acceptable in this area.

The 6.9-kV shutdown board room A and 480-volt shutdown board room 1A are provided
Oionization smoke detectors and a water suppression system. Wall-mounted
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fire dampers are installed -in the fire barriers separating this room fromW

125-volt vital battery rooms I and II, the auxiliary control room (ACR), and 480-

volt shutdown board room 18. One of the dampers in the wall to 125-volt vital

battery room I was observed to be installed contrary to the design drawing for

the damper (DR No. 58). TVA determined that by surveying 15 other fire dampers,

which were found to be installed in accordance with their design drawings, the

extent of this discrepancy is most likely limited to the one discrepant fire.

damper. TVA has corrected the installation of the discrepant fire damper and

revised the drawing to more explicitly define correct installation details. All

other review topics were found to be acceptable in this area.

Automatic fire protection in the area near the 480-volt shutdown board emergency

transformer lA-A is provided by ionization smoke detectors and a water suppres-

sion system. The primary combustibles here are the cooling medium of the trans-

formers (Askarel) and the cable insulation. Manual suppression capability is

provided by hose stations and portable extinguishers installed outside of the

evaluated area. One discrepancy report (DR No. 60) was issued concerning theS
portable extinguishers that dealt with the spacing of the extinguishers in me

ing NFPA 10 requirements for Class B (e.g., Askarel) fire hazards. TVA deter-

mined that, in respect to NFPA 10 requirements, Askarel is not a Class B fire

hazard and documenting a deviation to NFPA requirements would be considered.

However, with only Class A fire hazards to be considered in the evaluated area,

the placement of portable extinguishers within the area was shown to be contrary

to NFPA 10 requirements and in conflict with design drawings. After reviewing 31

additional portable extinguishers, TVA further determined that the conflict

concerning the actual placement of portable extinguishers in respect to their as-

designed locations may be a plant-wide condition. To correct this condition, TVA

,will walk down all portable extinguishers against their as-designed locations and

NFPA 10 spacing requirements. All other review topics were found to be

acceptable in this area.

In the area near the CC system inside the reactor building, automatic fire detec-

tion and water suppression systems are provided for the lower containment air

cleanup units, the reactor coolant pumps, and areas of divisional interaction4
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wi he annulus area. Manual suppression capability is provided by hose

staton and portable extinguishers located throughout the reactor building.

With respect to the automatic water suppression systems inside the reactor build-

ing, one discrepancy report (DR No. 142) was issued that dealt with the lack of

hydraulic calculations for the systems as required by NFPA 15. TVA determined

that the lack of hydraulic calculations had been identified before the VSR and

these calculations would be prepared under the corrective action program to

generate mechanical calculations. In the interim, TVA demonstrated through

preliminary calculations that the subject suppression systems are hydraulically

adequate. All other review topics were found to be acceptable in this area.

Some of the fire protection topics identified previously lent themselves to being

better evaluated for the entire plant than for specific plant areas. For

example, the fire protection topics of HVAC, NFPA codes, communications, and

Appendix R requirements were dealt with in this way for most of the evaluation.

.One as pect of Appendix R evaluated for the entire plant was the adequacy of

p el staffing to perform any manual actions outside of the main control room

0 necssaryto achieve safe shutdown after a fire. In this respect, one

.discrepancy report (DR No. 197) was issued that addressed the apparent inadequa-

cies of the current requirements for personnel staffing as addressed in the

-Technical Specifications; the minimum personnel staffing as required by the

Technical Specifications may be insufficient if called upon to perform the post-

fire manual actions for safe shutdown. TVA resolved to revise the Technical

Specifications to increase the minimum requirements for personnel staffing such

that there are an adequate number of personnel available to perform the manual

actions for a postfire safe shutdown of the plant. No other problems were

identified concerning those topics that were evaluated against the plant as a

whole.

3.5.2.3 Conclusions

Of the 10 fire protection topics reviewed by the VSRT, 6 were found to be

acceptable and in conformance with licensing commitments. These included

potential ignition sources, automatic fire detection systems, fire suppression.Os, HVAC and smoke removal, emergency lighting and communications, and.
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separation. The only area that appears to be deficient involves conformance

NFPA codes. Three of the DRs discussed in the previous subsection dealt withO

NFPA code deficiencies. Although these code deficiencies would not impair the

capability to safely shut down the plant in the event of a fire, the ability to

effectively combat minor fires is affected by discrepancies related to NFPA 10.

A lack of attention to the detail of the NFPA codes appears to have occurred

during the implementation of the codes. However, the extent-of-condition reviews

and corrective actions being performed by TVA should ensure conformance with

NFPA 10.

The remaining discrepancies involved the documentation of combustible loading,

installation related to fire barriers, and personnel manning conformance to

Appendix R. However, these discrepancies were considered to be isolated, and the

VSRT does not believe there are any overall problems related to these topics.

Therefore, the TVA resolution of these discrepancies is sufficient for the VSRT

to conclude that the topics discussed above are adequately addressed.

3.5.2.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to fire protection:

DR No. 10 - Combustible loading

DR No. 48 - NFPA Code - extinguisher placement

DR No. 58 - Fire barrier - damper installation

DR No. 60 - NFPA Code - extinguisher placement

DR No. 142 - NFPA Code - hydraulic calculations

DR No. 197 - Appendix R requirements

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 49 - NFPA Code - hose coverage

DR No. 59 - Appendix R - fire hazard

6
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No. 61 - Fire suppression system

DR No. 196 - Emergency lighting

3.5.3 DESIGN ADEQUACY FOR HELB EFFECTS

3.5.3.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate the design of WBN for

protection against the consequences of high-energy line breaks (HELBs) for

compliance with licensing commitments.

The VSRT reviewed HELB design documentation, including design criteria, engineer-

ing procedures, design calculations, and summary reports, for design adequacy

based on the commitments made in the FSAR. In addition to the document review, a

plant walkdown was performed to compare a portion of the as-constructed configu-

ration with the design documentation. The review was performed for the following

two areas of the plant:

* south main steam valve room, elevation 729'-0", and

turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater (AF) pump room, elevation 692'-
0,.

The VSRT also reviewed HELB hazard design considerations for several breaks on

main steam and feedwater piping outside the plant buildings and adjacent to the

south main steam valve room.

A total of 10 break locations were examined to confirm design adequacy: 6 breaks

in the valve room, 3 breaks outside the buildings, and 1 break in the turbine-

driven AF pump room. This overall scope was selected as representative of the

design considerations for HELB effects.

The HELB review was concentrated in the following subject areas: break/force

determination, compartment pressurization and flooding, pipe rupture hazard

analyses, and protective device design. The VSRT selected the following specific

HELB topics to review against the areas of the plant cited above:0
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*Break/Force DeterminationW

-- high-energy line and break location identification,

-- analysis of jet impingement forces,

-- analysis methods of pipe motion, and

-- jet impingement separation criteria;

* Compartment Pressurization and Flooding

-- compartment pressurization and flooding models, and

-- break mass/energy release rates;

0 Pipe Rupture Hazard Analyses

-- compliance with-Westinghouse interface criteria (SS1.19),

-- evaluation of design changes,

-- protection of essential components from pipe rupture effects,

-- single failure and loss-of-offsite power considerations,

-- application of target interaction dispositions, and

-- jet impingement and pipe whip effects on structures;

*Protective Device Design

-- design analysis for mitigative devices.

3.5.3.2 Evaluation

The VSRT reviewed the design process and basis used by TVA to determine the

required protection against the consequences of high-energy line breaks. The

criteria are found in the FSAR*(Section 3.6), which states, "General Design

Criterion 4 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 requires that structures, systems, and

components import-ant to plant safety be protected from the dynamic effects of a

pipe rupture." FSAR Section 3.6A.1.3 further states, "For each postulated pipe

rupture, every credible unacceptable interaction shall be evaluated. All possi-

ble interactions shall be evaluated to determine their credibility, damage poten-

tial, and acceptability from the standpoint of safe shutdown capability."
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DI~ing on the fluid system involved and the rupture location, postulated pip-
ing failures can result in one or more of the following effects: pipe whip, jet
impingement, and environmental effects, i.e., pressure, temperature, humidity,

water spray, and flooding.

The following summarizes the results of the design adequacy review for each of

the major review categories:

3.5.3.2.1 Break/Force Determination

The VSRT's review of break location determinations found that the calculation of

piping stress levels was complete and in conformance with relevant FSAR commit-
ments and TVA design criteria. TVA's high/moderate energy classification

criteria deviate from APCSB 3-1 criteria. The rationale for the classification

was accepted by the NRC, as documented in the SER. However, it was observed that

the energy classification of AF discharge piping in the south valve room was
inappropriately determined, based on FSAR commitments (DR No. 325). Also, the

*bility of postulated break locations from stress analyses was incomplete.

discrepancies will be resolved as follows:

*The FSAR Question/Response documentation will be resolved during
implementation of the Licensing Verification Program CAPs.

*The traceability problem will be addressed when the Hanger and
Analysis Update Program (HAAUP) issues the existing pipe break
location summaries in a retrievable manner.

Another issue regarding drawing errors on break location sketches in pipe rupture

report CEB 77-39 will be corrected in the next revision to this report.

Beyond the determination of break locations, the VSRT's review of jet impingement
separation criteria, jet impingement force calculations, and analysis of pipe

motion indicated that acceptable methodology was utilized.

3.5.3.2.2 Compartment Pressurization and Flooding

The VSRT reviewed the calculations of the compartment pressurization due to HELBs

*e south valve room. TVA's calculations were found to be complete and in
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conformance with standard industry practices. However, the existing WBN calcum

lation used as its basis an analytical model from a superseded Sequoyah calcula-

tion. The current Sequoyah calculation utilized some nonconservative features,

which would have minor effects on resulting pressures (DR No. 322). This defi-

ciency will be resolved by revising the compartment pressurization calculation

for the south valve rooms using an analytical model consistent with the current

plant-specific parameters. This revision will address the nonconservative

modeling features noted and will serve to document that the quantified pressure

changes due to these effects are bounded by the 40% design margin.

The calculation of flood levels in the south valve room following main steam and

main feedwater pipe breaks was also reviewed. A plant walkdown indicated that

the as-constructed configuration of door A-100 does not support the calculation

of outflow parameters used in this analysis (DR No. 259). This finding also

affects flow path area calculations used in the compartment pressurization

analysis. This deficiency will be resolved by issuing DCNs to lower the curbs

for each of the south valve rooms by 6 inches to be consistent with the floodi

.analysis. Also, Calculation WBNAPS2-001 will be revised to properly references

the design drawings. Similar discrepancies do not exist for the north valve

rooms. Although flood heights would have increased if the as-constructed curb

heights were used in the flooding analysis, the submergence requirements for

equipment qualification would have been satisfied with an adequate margin.

3.5.3.2.3 Pipe Rupture Hazard Analyses

TVA has general design criteria and engineering procedures in place that define

the required review process and interfaces for the effects of postulated piping

failures. The VSRT found these criteria and procedures to be adequate to control

the review process. In addition, TVA committed to a program (PIRWBNCEB8706) to

ensure that design changes are adequately reviewed against the effects of the

pipe failures. This commitment includes performing a walkdown of changes that

have occurred since the original pipe rupture field evaluations were performed.

The VSRT reviewed the jet impingement and pipe whip hazard assessments for

mechanical components as summarized in CEB-77-39 for the south valve room and
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-55 for outside containment areas and found TVA's application of targetaction dispositions as well as single-failure and loss-of-offsite-power
considerations to be acceptable. This summary along with supporting documen-

tation was found to be complete and in conformance with relevant FSAR commit-
ments, TVA design criteria, and Westinghouse interface criteria (SS1.19) for the

areas reviewed.

Pipe rupture evaluations of field-routed components were addressed in Appendixes
F and 0 of CEB-77-55 and CEB-77-39, respectively. The VSRT performed its own
walkdown to confirm this documentation for the breaks sampled. This documenta-

tion was found to be inadequate with respect to electrical conduits and instru-
ment sensing lines as documented in DR No. 328. This deficiency will be resolved
by TVA's commitment to performing a complete field engineering evaluation of all

potential HELB interactions before startup of the unit. This reevaluation will
encompass all potential interactions within the scope of the field evaluations.
The VSRT recommends that jet zones of influence per currently available standards

be used in this reevaluation.

-*mpingement and pipe whip effects on building structures were reviewed by the
team. In general, CEB-77-39 made some general statements that building struc-
tures did not require jet impingement or pipe impact analysis for certain
breaks. It was determined that these judgments were not acceptable without
further justification (DR No. 331). This deficiency will be resolved by TVA's

commitment to revising CEB 77-39 to provide proper justification for the state-

ments in question.

All other hazard assessment review topics were found to be acceptable.

3.5.3.2.4 Protective Device Design

The team reviewed the design calculations for certain pipe whip restraints and

jet impingement shields within the pipe breaks sampled and for additional
breaks. This review was performed as part of the civil/structural engineering

review and can be found in Section 3-.3.4.
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3.5.3.3 Conclusions W
TVA employed a well-organized and sound design process for reviewing the effects

of HELB. This process has comprehensively addressed most of the HELB topics

reviewed by the VSRT. Discrepancies related to completeness of documentation

were found in the areas of break/force determination and pipe rupture hazard

analysis, but these discrepancies were not significant with respect to the

results of the analysis, and they will be corrected by TVA. The compartment

pressurization and flooding discrepancies noted also were not significant and

will be corrected by revising appropriate calculations. The discrepancy concern-

ing the target assessment for field-routed components had been previously identi-

fied by TVA and will be resolved through a planned field walkdown before fuel

load.

Successful completion of the above corrective actions should ensure that adequate

protection has been provided at WBN to mitigate the effects of high-energy line

break.

3.5.3.4 Related Discrepancy Reports 0
The following discrepancy reports are related to HELB effects:

DR No. 259 - HELB flooding analysis in south valve room

DR No. 322 - Compartment pressurization in south valve room

DR No. 325 - High-energy line classification

DR No. 328 - Jet impingement targets/electrical and instrumentation

DR No. 331 - Pipe whip restraint design

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 256 - Pipe whip restraint design/dynamic load factors

DR No. 295 - Jet impingement targets/piping supports

DR No. 296 - Pipe whip loading of building structure

6
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IWDESIGN PROCESS REVIEW

3.6.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of the overall design process review was to assess the adequacy

of TVA's design process for providing a consistent implementation of design

criteria and licensing requirements during the design phase of the project.

Specific objectives of the review were to verify that--

" procedures existed to control the overall design process;

* licensing requirements were incorporated into the design docu-
ments;

* design input requirements were adequately incorporated into
design documents; and

" design output documents were adequately supported by design
calculations or other appropriate documentation.

The overall design process review considered the following six design processSgories:
*design input,

*design interface,

*design methodology (analysis, calculation, design activity,
review, approval),

*design verification,

*design output, and

*design changes.

3.6.2 EVALUATION

The overall design process review was based on a review of 14 specific com-

ponents. These components were associated with the two selected systems and

contain components on which discrepancies were found during structures,

systems and components review.

a
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The VSRT performed the overall design process/adequacy/requirements 
review ir

accordance with a checklist that was developed 
using input from the followin,

documents:

* INPO 83-018 "Performance Objectives and Criteria 
for Construc-

tion Project Evaluation,"

* Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Vertical Slice Review 
Plan Revision 2,

June 9, 1988, and

* ANSI N45.2.11 "Quality Assurance Requirements 
for the Design of

Nuclear Power Plant."

The checklist consisted of questions related 
to the identified six overall

design process categories.

Each selected component was reviewed for 
all six design process categories to

define the interaction between the component 
design and the steps of the

overall design process and to determine 
whether procedures existed to control

these activities. The design requirements, methodology, and 
adequacy of the

design were reviewed during the technical 
adequacy assessment for the

structures, systems, and components.

The overall design process review was performed 
by comparing actual design

inputs and outputs contained in, but not 
restricted to, the following types of

design documents:

" component specifications,

" component data sheets,

" vendor drawings,

" TVA design drawings,

* TVA sizing calculations,

* ASME N-5 documentation, and

• open design change documents.

To assess design adequacy, the VSRT relied 
primarily on the results as

described in design output documents and 
the review activities described in3
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W ion 3.2 through 3.4. The VSRT recognized there are many acceptable alter-
natives for arriving at an adequate design that meets design requirements.

The VSRT reviewed the designs for accuracy of input, reasonableness of out-

puts, and adequacy of the design techniques.

The design process review focused on the existing procedures of the mid to
late 1970s and TVA's Division of Engineering Design engineering procedures

(e.g., EN-DES-EP) to determine whether suitable controls existed. During this
time period the majority of the calculations were performed. Some current

procedures, standards, and methods were also reviewed.

In making assessments, the VSRT considered the extent to which engineering
judgment was appropriate, the need for written procedures in relation to the

complexity of the work, its uniqueness, and other relevant factors.

Documents in the specified systems were reviewed for adequacy of procedural
irements and for general effectiveness in controlling the design pro-

5. Where procedural requirements were not applicable, the actual process
used was evaluated to determine the extent to which the design was adequately

control led.

The VSRT compared the TVA Division of Engineering Design Engineering Proce-
dures, the procedure applicable during the design process phase, with the
design process checklist to determine whether adequate procedures existed to
guide and control the design process.

The results of component review discrepancies were sorted into the design
process categories. These results and the trending analysis showed that the
design process had certain problem areas that resulted in instances of missing

calculations, lack of determination for engineering judgment, design input
inadequancies, and technical omissions. These problem areas included

deficiencies in some engineering procedures, a lack of integration of
procedures, and a lack of implementation of procedures in some cases.
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The component review detailed checklists implicitly include many of the que'W

tions contained in the design process review checklists; therefore, the design

process review was treated on both a system and component basis. The results

of the design process review was used in conjunction with the trending analy-

sis of the component review to assess the overall plant design process.

One discrepancy report was specifically associated with the design process (DR

No. 652). This discrepancy report related to inadequacies in the design pro-

cess; specifically, the lack of guidance in procedures governing the review of

design document s and the responsibilities of the reviewer and the lack of

procedural requirements to provide assurance that calculations were prepared,

reviewed, and approved before issuance of related design drawings.

These valid discrepancies were previously identified by TVA, and they

established corrective action programs to rectify these discrepancies. TVA

established a calculation corrective action program as part of their Design

Baseline and Verification Program (DBVP) and issued a procedure that provi4

procedural control for calculation preparation, review, and approval . TVA

also established a DBVP configuration program and other related corrective

action programs and issued a procedure that provides procedural control of

design verification. Since the DBVP program has not been completed, the

exte~nt of the condition and significance of these discrepancies have not been

determi~ned. The VSRT believes that, if the proposed corrective actions and

commitments are implemented as stated, there is reasonable assurance that the

identified discrepancies will be corrected and future work will be accom-

plished in a controlled fashion.

3.6.3 CONCLUSION

Th ere appeared to be an adequate number of procedures that, if implemented,

should have provided adequate procedural control of the design process.

However, in some cases a lack of implementation of the procedures, lack of

overall integration of the procedures, and some deficiencies in certain proce-

dures resulted in specific problem areas in the overall design process. h
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W festation of these areas is evident in missing calculations, lack of docu-

mentation of engineering judgment, lack of verification of design input

adequacy, and technical omissions. It should be noted that the current design

process system procedures have been enhanced and appear to be consistent with

those required for an NTOL plant.

3.6.4 RELATED DISCREPANCY REPORTS

The following discrepancy report is related to design process review:

DR No. 652 - Inadequate design verification and calculation requirements
procedure

S
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CHAPTER 4

CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

4.1 METHODOLOGY

The objective of the construction verification (CV) portion of the VSR was to

verify the extent to which completed construction was in conformance with the
design output documents in effect as of the established cutoff date of April

22, 1988, through a reinspection of-selected safety-related work.

To facilitate an organized and comprehensive inspection and evaluation, the

review effort was performed in six stages:

" element selection, which established the significant plant
features (e.g., pumps, motors, structural steel) that were
constructed by TVA and were accessible for inspection;

" checklist instruction development, which established a standardI inspection instruction for each selected element category and
Provided acceptance criteria from TVA design output documents;

" component selection, which established the specific plant compo-
nents (e.g., component cooling system pump 1A, component cooling
system pump lA-A motor, column in section A4-A4) to be reviewed
within each selected element category;,

" packag e preparation, which assembled the specific design output
documents and acceptance criteria for each of the selected
components;

" inspection, which verified and recorded the acceptability of the
installed components in relation to the established acceptance
criteria; and

" evaluation of inspection results, which evaluated the recorded
inspection data.

4.1.1 ELEMENT SELECTION

The elements for construction verification were selected to encompass the

construction of safety-related systems and structures. CV elements included

esignificant features of the work performed by TVA that was accessible for
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visual inspection. These elements covered the three disciplines: mechanicW
(i.e., mechanical systems and components, HVAC equipment, and instrumentation

and controls), structural (i.e., structures and supports), and electrical

(i.e., wiring and equipment).

Table 3.1-1 identifies the elements selected for construction verification.

4.1.2 CHECKLIST INSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

A checklist instruction was prepared for each element selected for construc-

tion verification. The purpose of these instructions was to provide a stan-

dardized approach to the evaluation. Each checklist instruction consisted of

an identification of the attributes to be verified and the instructions for

performing the inspection.

Attributes for CV were selected using the engineer's experience, the E/A list,

and checklists from similar assessment programs. Each attribute was selected

on the basis that it was the result of a construction activity, and that it~

was accessible, recreatable, and visually inspectable. Accessible attribute

are those that can be verified without dismantling previously installed

work. Recreatable attributes relate to inspections that can be performed

after construction has been completed. Visually inspectable attributes are

those that can be verified without the use of special tests or equipment.

The instructions for the inspection defined the scope of each attribute and

prescribed the method of inspection, applicable design output documents, and

acceptance criteria. The instructions were developed based on a review of TVA

design output documents and reflected the requirements and acceptance criteria

from design drawings, construction specifications, and industry codes.

Appendix D lists the checklist instructions developed for CV.
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I 3COMPONENT SELECTION

Component selections for CV were made concurrent with the initial component
selections for EV. Selections were facilitated through drawing review and
plant wal kthrough. To the extent practicable, components selected for review
in EV were also selected for CV. In some cases, components selected for EV
were not accessible or were not pertinent to construction and thus were not
selected for CV. In other cases, a larger number of components were selected
for CV in order to capture a representative sample of completed work or a
wi~der variety of construction features.

After the initial selections, CV was required to eliminate or replace certain
selected components when it was determined that they were in the process of
construction, modifications, or maintenance activities. Other components were
changed when they were found to be inaccessible for inspection.

Appendix F lists the components covered in the construction verification.

@.4 PACK-AGE PREPARATION

Detailed construction verification packages were prepared for the components
selected for CV. The verification packages were established to provide a
single controllable source of documents and information needed to perform the
inspections and to record the results.

For each selected component, pertinent TVA and vendor documents were collected
and included in the verification package for that component. In all cases,
the documents included for the review were those that presented the installa-
tion requirements as of the April 22, 1988, cutoff date.

Using the checklist instructions and the assembled documents, an inspection
checklist was generated for each package. The checklist was used to identify
the attributes from the checklist instructions, to identify the appropriate
references for each attribute, and-to document attributes that were not

Aflicable to the individual component.
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When an additional attribute, unique criterion, or a special direction applied

to-a particular component, it was so noted on the checklist and a supplemental

instruction was generated. The supplemental instruction augmented or modified

the checklist instructions for that individual component and was made part of

the inspection package.

An index sheet was included in each package. All of the documents in the

package,, including those generated by the VSRT such as the checklist and

supplemental instruction, were listed on the index for control purposes.

Throughout the verification process, as documents were added to the package,

they were also added to the index.

4.1.5 INSPECTION

ANSI-certified inspectors performed the CV inspections using the verification

packages and checklist instructions. For each attribute on the checklist, the

inspector verified that the installed component was in accordance with thej

requirements of the design output documents and recorded its acceptanceo

rejection on the checklist form. When any part of the verification for an

attribute revealed that the component was not in conformance with the design

output documents, the attribute was rejected and an inspection report (IR) was

generated.- The IR documented the observed condition in sufficient detail to

enable further evaluation.

The CV inspectors received training in the checklist instructions from the CV

engineers. This training oriented the inspectors to the unique requirements

of the CV and helped to establish the working interface between inspectors and

engineers. The CV inspectors' work was monitored informally through

continuous interaction with the engineers and formally through sample

.overinspections by the CV lead inspectors.

4.1-4
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REVIEW OF INSPECTION RESULTS

After an inspection was completed, the verification package was reviewed by

the responsible CV engineer. The completed checklists were reviewed to ensure

that the attributes had been documented, that proper justification was given

for attributes determined to be nonapplicable, that IRs were written for the

rejected attributes, and that the overall inspection results were reasonable

and complete.

The CV engineer reviewed each JR for the condition reported by the CV

inspector in relation to the documents included in the verification package.

If the engineer concurred that the condition was in nonconforman ce with the

design output documents, an observation report (OR~) was generated and

processed as discussed in Chapter 3. If the CV engineer determined that the

reported condition was in conformance with the design output documents, the

basis for that determination was documented on the IR and discussed with the

originating inspector. If the CV inspector agreed that the condition was in

bformance, he noted his concurrence on the IR; however, if the CV inspector

Wlil believed that the condition was nonconforming, an OR was generated and

processed.

4.1-5
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MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

The mechanical construction verification review was divided into three

categories: mechanical systems and components, instrumentation and controls,

and HVAC equipment. The components were not only selected from the component

cooling system (system 70) and electrical board room HVAC system (system 31)

but also from interfacing systems such as the emergency raw cooling water

system (system 67), gas stripper and boric acid evaporator package (system

62), and radiation monitoring system (system 90).

In the following subsections, each of the three review areas is discussed.

4.2.1 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

4.2.1.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate the installation of

selected mechanical components for compliance with the design output docu-

ments. This review included assessing the adherence of installed components

I design output requirements.
The selected components provide a representative cross section and were chosen

on the basis of their contribution to the function and pressure integrity of

the system. In many cases, components reviewed under the engineering verifi-

cation were also reviewed under the construction verification.

The following components were selected from the component cooling (CC) system:

" CC system pumps C-S and lA-A;

• CC system thermal barrier booster pump lA-A;

* chilled water circulation pump A-A;

• CC system heat exchanger A;

* RHR system heat exchanger IA-A;

" various heat exchangers supplied by CC system;

D * CC system surge tank A;

4.2-1
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" piping sections;

" piping in-line components;

" general application, isolation, and check valves;

* control valves;

* pressure relief devices;

* mechanical penetrations; and

0 fire stops and seals.

The following attributes were reviewed for each 
selected component:

* identification,

& location,

* orientation,

0 bolting,

0 connections,

* attachments,

0 grouting,

0 size/slope/bend radius/ovality (piping only), and

* general condition.

4.2.1.2 Evaluation

In its review of the mechanical systems, the VSRT 
found that design require-

ments were generally adequately specified in 
the design output documents and

that installations generally adhered to the design 
requirements. Some

discrepancies, however, were found in the implementation 
of these design out-

put requirements.

I
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W.1.2.1 Valves

Twelve valves were found with stem orientation deviating from the design out-

put in excess of the allowable tolerances, and/or with the operator position

not in accordance with design drawings (DR Nos. 247, 248, 251, 279, 289, 587,

and 641).

There was no installation tolerance for the stem angle tolerance in the con-

struction specifications until June 1984. At the time of installation, the QC

inspection procedure did not require the verification of the stem angle or the

operator position relative to the stem. In some cases TVA deviated from

specified stem angles to clear obstructions or to improve accessibility with

no documented engineering approvals. In most of these cases, piping analysis

reflected the as-installed condition more closely than the piping physical

drawings. It appears that the piping analysts relied on construction field

sketches to reflect the field condition. However, the analysis procedure

allowed the analysts to use undocumented engineering judgment in deciding

t her to model the valve's center of gravity location offset using only one,

, or all three of the vector components.

TVA resolved these points by demonstrating their coverage in the HAAUP CAP as

follows:

" Valve data sheets completed by the walkdown in accordance with
WP-32 would provide the valves' as-constructed condition for
comparison with their analysis input.

* All three components of the valve's center-of-gravity location
offset will be considered in the analysis modeling of the valve
configuration.

The VSRT found a check valve attached by flange bolting with two bolts that

did not have adequate thread engagement. Also, the flow direction of the

valve was indicated incorrectly on the physical drawing (DR No. 406). TVA

demonstrated by the extent-of-condition review that the two discrepancies were

isolated ones. The lack of required thread engagement violates the ASME Code

uirements and therefore is design-significant. This condition is not

42-3
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safety-signlificant because the valve had successfully passed the hydrostatic

test of 190 psi. The two bolts lacked full engagement by less than three

threads, and TVA initiated a CAQR to document the condition and to establish

the corrective action.

TVA determined that the reversal of the check valve on the physical drawing is

a documentation discrepancy and that the valve 
is installed in the correct

direction. TVA initiated a design change notice (DCN) to 'correct the drawing

discrepancy. This discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant.

Similarly, DR No. 431 identified a check valve cover stud that was not fully

engaged, and DR No. 352 identified surge tank covers with the 
same problem.

TVA's review of 35 other valves for the discrepancy cited 
in DR No. 431 found

5 studs out of 302 not fully engaged. This discrepancy is design-significanlt

because the ASME Code Section III requires bolts/studs to extend completely

through the nut. All the discrepant cases have been evaluated 
and shown to

have sufficient thread engagement to develop 
full strength at the bolt.

* Therefore, the condition is not safety-significant. 
TVA initiated a CAQR to~

correct the discrepancies and to revise their specification and procedures t
incorporate ASME Section III bolt/stud engagement requirements.

During the field inspection the VSRT found 
eight valves that did not have "IT"

drains or grease relief valves as required by the vendor drawings (OR Nos.

250, 251, 290, and 341).

TVA provided a copy of the ECN that added 
'IT" drains and the grease relief

valves to certain motor operators located 
inside the containmyent. The ECN

listed the valves that required this modification. 
The eight subject valves

identified in the discrepancy were not 
required to have the "IT" drains or the

grease relief valves. Therefore, this discrepancy is not design- 
or safety-.

significant. The notes added to the vendor drawings 
during the incorporation

of the ECN failed to identify the applicable valves and appeared to extend the

4.2-4
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W uirement to all valves covered by the subject vendor drawings. TVA

initiated a DCN to correct this discrepancy.

Two valve bodies were identified with physical damage (gouge) (DR Nos. 246 and

444). TVA identified two more valves with gouges and documented the discre-

pancies on a CAQR. The engineering evaluation of this CAQR concluded that the

gouges are not design- or safety-significant because the minimum wall thick-

ness is maintained. The CAQR dispositioned this as "use-as-is." DR No. 444

also identified a valve with a broken handwheel lock bracket and two valves

with broken indicator ring rivets. TVA does not use the handwheel locks, and

the cited valve does not require locking; therefore, this discrepancy is not

design- or safety-significant. Loose indicator rings do not affect the

functioning or operation of the valve. The valves cited and 23 of 24 other

valves reviewed by-TVA had broken rivets but all had sufficient rivets intact

to maintain the indicator ring in position. Therefore, this discrepancy is

not design- or safety-significant.

Our loose flexible conduit connections at valve motor operators were found

during the review (DR Nos. 425 and 450). The Electrical Issues CAP already

includes this type of discrepancy, and Class lE flexible conduit will be

walked down, and will have discrepancies resolved and safety significance

determined. The discrepancies cited in these two DRs will be corrected

through maintenance requests (MRs).

A loose handwheel nut was found on a valve motor operator (DR No. 355). The

loose nut does not degrade the valve function and therefore is not design- or

safety-significant. TVA has issued an MR to tighten the nut.

DR No. 79 identified a discrepancy between the master valve status report

(MVSR) and the bill-of-material-identified vendor drawing for a valve. TVA's

additional review identified several other discrepancies between the MVSR and

the bill of materials. TVA initiated a PRD to document the discrepancies, and

to identify the corrective action which will initiate an additional review of

Iher safety-related systems. The results of the sampling program will be
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evaluated to determine whether additional rev-iews are required. The

discrepancy identified in DR No. 79 is not design- or saf ety-signi f icant IF~

on the correct valve being installed and the piping analysis using the correct

valve data.

The review identified a valve with its motor operator removed and a second

valve that had been removed from the process line and replaced with a spool

piece (OR No. 424). There were no work or maintenance request tags present.

Further review identified that both valves were being tracked, that work was

authorized by MRs and that a TACF was being implemented, and only the tags,

were missing. Since the maintenance on these two valves was being tracked and

controlled through appropriate procedures, these discrepancies are not design-

or safety-significant. TVA indicated that the tags have been replaced.

The VSRT found a valve with a missing TVA tag number. TVA's review found that

a portion of the tag was still in place, and it appeared that the tag had been

damaged. TVA concluded that the damaged tag does not affect the function of

the valve, and because the valve location can be identified based'on thefi
diagram, this discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant. TVA initi a

an MR to install a new tag on the valve.

4.2.1.2.2 Piping In-Line Components

During the VSRT review four in-line items were found that did not agree with

the TVA design drawings and documentation (DR Nos. 146, 356, 443, and 632).

DR No. 356 and DR No. 632 both addressed discrepancies n oted on the expansion

joints installed in the CC system pump piping. Three of the original Pathway

expansion joints were replaced with Metal Bellows expansion joints (DR

No. 356). The identification mark numbers for these replacement expansion

joints are in conflict with the bill of materials, design drawings, and tagged

equipment. There is also no gap in the expansion joint tie rods as required

by vendor design (DR No. 632). This discrepancy is present on all joints.

The resolution for the mark number discrepancy is a TVA-issued DON that will

clarify the numbering system. The Metal Bellows expansion joints are an
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P2nptable replacement; therefore, this discrepancy is not design- or safety-
gnificant. The tie-rod-gap discrepancy was resolved by TVA and is addressed

in Subsection 3.2.1.2.2.3 for OR No. 12. TVA's calculation shows that stress

allowables of the pumps are not exceeded and therefore this discrepancy is not

design- or safety-significant.

DR No. 146 involves a discrepancy between design drawings and the field-

installed penetration sleeve. The design drawing discrepancy is due to

improper incorporation of a design change document. The resolution by TVA is

the issuance of a DCN to revise the design drawings. This discrepancy is not

design- or safety-significant because the sleeve is installed correctly.

An in-line orifice plate whose bore size did not agree with the design output

drawing was found (DR No. 443). TVA's'extent-of-condition review found

several other similar discrepancies, and as a result TVA initiated a CAQR.

The discrepancies found all involved non-Class 1E instrument loops and,

therefore, are not design- or safety-significant. TVA committed under the

W R to expand the extent-of-condition review, evaluate the discrepancies,

rrect the design output documents or rework the installations as required,

and inspect and verify the correct installation.

Two piping penetrations (sleeves) appeared to have degraded seals due to voids

in the foam (DR Nos. 144 and 145). Upon further review of the field instal-

lation by TVA and clarification of sealing requirements, it was determined

that these were nondiscrepant items. An additional drawing discrepancy was

identified during the resolution of these DRs. A DCN was issued by TVA to

resolve the drawing discrepancy.

4.2.1.2.3 Piping

The VSRT discovered several discrepancies in the review of the piping instal-

lation. DR No. 561 addressed several instances of physical damage (arc

strikes and metal defects) to the installed piping. The arc strikes appear to

be concentrated in congested areas. TVA presented several housekeeping and

Ispection programs that will form an ongoing program to review and address
4.2-7
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the arc strikes discovered during maintenance. For the cited physical dam

TVA issued a work plan that will review and repair the physical damage perlW

design criteria and resolve those that do not meet design tolerances. DR No.

561 also addressed a bent orifice plate tang and the flanges that were used

for installation. During the VSRT walkdown, the flanges were not parallel and

a gap appeared at the edge of the orifice plate gasket. The tang for the

orifice plate was bent down at a 900 angle, which was not per design. TVA

resolved that the section of piping had been hydrotested and no leak had been

noted. The cited discrepancy was repaired under a maintenance request and the

discrepancy no longer exists. The cited discrepancies are not design- or

safety-significant.

4.2.1.2.4 Mechanical Equipment

The VSRT cited a thread engagement violation in DR No. 352. This discrepancy

is design-significant since the lack of full thread engagement is a violation

of ASME Code, Section Il1. TVA's review of the extent of condition revealed

that in addition to the nine studs on tank A, tank B also had 21 studs with

the same discrepancy. All discrepant cases have sufficient thread engagem4i

to develop the full strength of the bolt; therefore, the condition is not

safety-significant. A CAQR was written documenting the problem and the lack

of flange bolting inspections, as well as to revise specifications and

procedures.

Two other discrepancies (DR Nos. 265 and 426) were identified by the VSRT.

Flow diagrams in both cases did not record the proper number and location of

nozzles. TVA stated that only those nozzles that affect the design or func-

tion of the system are required to be shown on flow diagrams. They have

issued DCNs in both cases to incorporate the changes to flow diagrams to

correct the discrepant items. These discrepancies are not design- or safety-

significant because the correct nozzles are used in the field.

The VSRT cited several discrepancies in mechanical equipment installations (DR

Nos. 427, 428, 468, 643, and 646). Discrepancies noted against the CC system

residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchanger IA-A installation were addressed,
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V No. 427. An undocumented spacing violation was found between the heat
exchanger anchor bolts and piping support shell anchors. Also the installed
support baseplate sizes did not agree with the design drawing. Upon TVA's

review of the rest of the RHR heat exchangers, two more undocumented anchor

bolt spacing violations and undersized baseplate discrepancies in all the

support baseplates were found. The VSRT requested an expanded review to
determine the extent of the anchor bolt violations in other equipment instal-

lations. TVA initiated a CAQR describing the anchor bolt spacing violation.

This CAQR included identifying all major equipment and evaluating the anchor

bolts for spacing violations. TVA calculations for the cited discrepancies

determined that the anchorages are adequate, and therefore the violations are

not design- or safety-significant. The undersized baseplates did not
significantly affect the bearing surface and therefore are not design- or

safety-significant. TVA has issued a DCN to document the cited discrepancies.

During the evaluation of this anchor spacing discrepancy, TVA identified a

discrepancy in the safety factor applied to the calculations. Instead of the
uired safety factor of 4, TVA discovered the safety factor to be approxi-

ely 2. TVA has addressed this problem in a CAQR.

The mounting of the CC system RHR heat e.xchanger IA-A to the baseplate support

assembly was cited as being discrepant (DR No. 428). There is a 1/8-inch gap

that extended under one of the four equipment anchor bolts on one of the
supports, with no shimming under the bolt. This discrepancy was also found on

other heat exchangers reviewed by TVA. WBN is committed to AISC Manual of

Steel Construction, 7th Edition, which does not require shims or engineering

evaluation of gaps. However, the 8th Edition does require shims or engineer-
ing evaluation of gaps, and TVA committed to incorporate these requirements in

their procedures. TVA's calculation for the cited discrepancy indicates that

the support is adequate with a 1/8-inch gap, and therefore the discrepancy is
not design- or safety-significant. TVA has initiated a DCN to document the

acceptance of the gaps and a CAQR to document and track the additional TVA-

identified heat exchanger support gaps.

I
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The VSRT cited an angularity discrepancy on one of the anchor bolts for CC

system pump IA-A in DR No. 643. The anchor stud was bent or installed on an

angle, thereby causing the installed nut not to have full face contact with

the equipment baseplate. Other similar conditions were discovered during the

extent-of-condition review. TVA performed a calculation (DR No. 56) that

evaluated the cited condition and resolved that this condition 
will not affect

the ability of the anchor to perform its designed function. TVA has issued

CAQRs to document and evaluate the installed condition.

The excess letdown heat exchanger 1A in the CC system was not 
mounted per

TVA's design drawings (DR No. 646). The design designated stud anchors

installed on embedded plates. The actual installation uses stud anchors

welded to a plate that is welded to the embedded 
plate. The installed condi-

tion is not detrimental to the anchorage of the heat exchanger, and the

effects of the eccentric loading caused by the offset between 
the stud and the

concrete anchor are not significant enough to result in the 
anchor not meeting

design requirements. Therefore, this discrepancy is not design- or safety-

significant. TVA has issued a DCN to evaluate and approve the installed 
co

dition. This DCN will also revise design drawings to reflect the installedl

condition.

Several discrepancies were cited in DR 468. These were in relation to the

installation of the CC system nonregenerative letdown heat 
exchanger 1A:

The bolting material (used to mount the heat exchanger to the

base support) was not per TVA's design drawings. TVA's calcula-

tion indicates that the installed bolts are overstressed 
and

therefore this condition is design-significant, but it is 
not

safety-significant because the bolts will not fail. The correct

bolting material is specified on the design drawing and the

discrepant bolting will be replaced. No other bolting material

discrepancies were identified through TVA's extent-of-condition

review. As such this appears to be an isolated occurrence.

" The base support plate for the heat exchanger was field-

modified, and this change was not documented. No other discre-

pancies of this type were identified by TVA based on their

review of other heat exchanger support plates. TVA's calcula-

tion shows that the portions of the support that were removed in

the field do not affect the structural integrity of the 4
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P support. This condition is not design- or safety-significant,it will be accepted "use-as-is," and the drawing will be revised
to document the condition.

The design output documents did not specify requirements for the
installation of nuts and washers for welded studs. TVA's review
of the design output documents indicates that this is a generic
condition. Based on the minimum ultimate stress of the nut
(ASTM A563) being greater than the stud and the minimum for the
grade of nuts used at Watts Bar being A307, which has a higher
yield than A563, this discrepancy is not design- or safety-
significant. This discrepancy will be documented in the design
drawi ngs.

TVA initiated a CAQR to document and track the corrective actions.

Two miscellaneous discrepancies (DR Nos. 264 and 287) were identified while

reviewing mechanical equipment. DR No. 264 addresses eight support mounting
plates that are installed on the CC system surge tank A. These plates are not

referenced on the manufacturer's design drawing and were welded to the tank
with no design documentation, seismic support variance sheets, or weld verifi-

I tion. TVA-generated a CAQR to document the design drawing and support vani-

Ice deficiencies and a DCN to correct the drawings. Relocation of supports
for the instrument lines in ECN 6792 will require additional calculations or
seismic evaluation if the plates on the surge tank are used. This discrepancy

is not design- or safety-significant since the plate configuration is consis-
tent with the plate design provided by TVA engineering. TVA engineering

provided seismic approval for the tank based on the effect of welded plates.
TVA determined that CC system surge tank B has the same discrepancy but 17

other tanks do not.

Several damaged items were found on the CC system thermal barrier pump lA-A
(OR No. 287). A damaged oil reservoir guard and motor screen guard, and
cracks in the grout base for the pump were identified. TVA did an extent-of-
condition review and found three other -guard discrepancies. These discre-*

pancies would have been discovered during routine maintenance and inspection
activities, which would cover damage identification and correction. The cited

scrpaniesare to be repaired under MRs. The cracks in the base grout were
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reviewed by TVA in accordance with General Co-nstruction Specification G-34~

were determined to be "surface" cracks; therefore, no repair is requi~red.

4.2.1.3 Conclusions

The CV review of mechanical systems and components identified two design-

significant conditions concerning bolting. The first condition is bolts or

studs not extending through the nut as required by ASME Section 111, 1974.

This appears to be a generic condition on ASME Section III pressure boundary

mechanical joints. The discrepancies cited were evaluated by TVA, and it was

determined that they all had adequate thread engagement to-develop the full

strength of the connection. Therefore, although TVA procedures did not

incorporate the ASME requirement, no safety-significant discrepancies were

found. TVA initiated a CAQR to implement ASME thread engagement requirements
in their procedures and to correct associated discrepancies.

The second design-significant condition concerns the use of incorrect bolt

material on a support. An evaluation found that the bolt was overstressed

not to the point of failure. This condition is not safety-significant. TU

appears to be an isolated occurrence because it is the only bolt material

deviation found by the VSRT review and TVA review for extent of conditions.

TVA committed to replace the discrepant bolts.

The selected valves were found to be in general conformance with the design

output documents except for stem orientation and operator position. TVA did

not have tolerances for stem angle until 1984, and at the time o -f installation

their QC inspection procedure did not require verification of stem angle or

operator position. In most cases reviewed, the piping analysis represented

the as-installed condition. However, the analysis procedure allowed the

analyst to use undocumented engineering judgment in modeling the valve center-

of-gravity vector components. TVA previously identified these conditions and

committed to resolve them by implementation of the HAAUP CAP. The-fulfillment

of this commitment will establish that the stem and operator orientations and

analytical model for valve center of gravity meet the design requirements for

those attributes covered in the VSRT review.
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Weral loose flexible conduit connections at valves were cited. TVA pre-

viously identified similar discrepancies and committed to their review and

resolution as part of the Electrical Issues Corrective Action Program.

TVA's review of these discrepancies identified several -cases where design

output was not sufficient, and this is believed to be the underlying cause of

the discrepancy. In addition, no evidence was provided that indicates con-

struction personnel requested the needed design output (through change

requests) or inspection personnel identified the need. TVA identified new and

revised procedures that should eliminate this condition.

A review of the discrepant items listed in Subsection 4.2.1.4 revealed several

instances of damaged equipment, missing i~dentification and maintenance

tagging, and a loose handwheel kit. These items could all be classified as

maintenance/housekeeping. TVA identified procedures currently in place that,

if implemented correctly, should identify and resolve maintenance/housekeeping

Wms such as those identified above.

The balance of the discrepancies identified by the VSRT on the mechanical

systems and components were not design- or safety-significant. Assuming that

mechanical systems and components were installed by similar practices, the

VSRT concludes that fulfillment of TVA's commitments should establish that the

installed mechanical systems and components meet the design requirements with

respect to attributes covered in the VSRT review.

4.2.1.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to mechanical systems and

components:

DR No. 79 - Drawing reference

DR No. 247 - Valve orientation

DR No. 248 - Valve orientation
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DR

DR

DR

DR

OR

DR

DR

DR

DR

DR

250

251

246

279

289

290

335

341

355

406

'DR No. 424

425

431

444

450

587

641

- No "T" drain or grease relief valve

- Valve orientation

- No "T" drain or grease relief valve

- Physical damage

- Valve orientation

- Valve orientation

- No "T" drain or grease relief valve

- No identification tag

- No "T" drain or grea se relief valve

- Loose handwheel nut

- Reverse flow direction

- Thread engagement

- Missing operator

- Missing valve

- Loose flexible conduit connection

- Nut not fully engaged

- Damage

- Loose flexible conduit connection

- Valve orientation

- Valve orientation

Piping In-L

DR No.

DR No.

DR No.

DR No.

mne Components

146 - Sleeve size not per drawing

356 - Missing details for expansion joint

443 - Incorrect orifice plate

632 - No gap in expansion joint
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DR No. 561 Physical damage or arc strikes

Metal contact

Bent orifice tang

Gap in flange gasket

Mechanical Equipment

DR No. 265 - Relief valve shown as rupture disc

No. 264 -

No. 287 -

No. 352 -

No. 426 -

No. 427 -

No. 428 -

No. 468 -

No. 643 -

No. 646 -

Unauthorized attachments

Bent safety guard

Broken oil reservoir guard

Bolts thread engagement

Missing nozzles from design output

Incorrect tag number

Mounting details violation

Mounting details violation

Reconfigured heat exchanger base support with no
engineering approval

Bolt material/type violation

Mounting details violation

Mounting details violation

The following DRs are nondiscrepant:

Valves

- No design output for location and orientation

- Clearance violation

- Missing lock washers

- No design output orientation
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Piping In-Line Components

DR No. 144 - Degraded seal

DR No. 145 - Degraded seal

P D Np1g d

None

Mechanical Equipment

DR No. 249 - No tag or nameplate

- Bolt grade illegible

DR No. 265 - Diagram does not show nozzle

DR No. 286 - Motor not coupled

DR No. 287 - Cracked grout

DR No. 428 - No ID tag

- Washers modified

4.2.2 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

4.2.2.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to 
evaluate the installation of

selected CC system instrumentation and control 
components for compliance with

the design output documents.

The selected components provide a representative 
cross section and were chosen

on the basis of their contribution to the 
function and integrity of the sys-

tem. In most cases, components reviewed under 
the engineering verification

(EV) were selected for construction verification 
(CV). In some cases, addi-

tional components were selected for CV because 
components were being main-

tained and/or modified. Also instruments and controls were selected 
from the

electrical board room HVAC system and the radiation 
monitoring system, which

interface with the CC system.
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The following components were selected from instrument and control element

categories:

" detectors,

• indicators,

* local panels,

" process switches,

" transmitters, and

• instrument lines.

The following attributes were reviewed for the identified element categories:

" identification,

" location,

* orientation,

. mounting,

" sample lines,

" vents and drains,

" anchor bolts,

" range,

* wiring,

" grout,

" tubing support,

* slope,

" valve manifold,

• calibration,

" seals,

• tubing material/ID marking,
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0tubing dimension/sizes,

" tubing connections,

* tubing bend radius,

" tubing ovality, and

" tubing buckling/fattening and general conditions.

In addition to the above specific attributes for each element, the VSRT docu-

mented any apparent damage to the components.

4.2.2.2 Evaluation

In its review of the instrumentation and controls, the VSRT found that the

installation generally adhered to the design requirements. However, some

discrepancies were found in the implementation of these design requirements

and some design output was not available.

4.2.2.2.1 Detectors4

Review identified, two tags on the inspected detectors; one was a TVA tag

(large two-color laminated) with the Unit 1 instrument number while the other

was a vendor tag (small metal engraved) with the Unit 2 instrument number (DR

No. 204). The Unit 1 and Unit 2 instruments (both non-IE) are identical, and

it appears that-the Unit 2 vendor-tagged instruments were installed in Unit 1

and subsequently tagged with Unit 1 TVA tags. The system operational number

on the TVA tag is the one used by the station and the TVA tag is easily iden-

tified; therefore, this double tagging would not have caused confusion. TVA

reviewed a group of similar elements and found no similar discrepancies. TVA

has issued a DCN to document the vendor tag number on the instrument tabula-

tion. This discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant.

There was no evidence that a QA installation inspection was performed for

these discrepant detectors, even though the detectors required seismic

category I(L) mounting. TVA committed in the Equipment Seismic Qualificatio1
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Wrective Action Program (ESQ CAP) to review documentation requirements and
resolve discrepancies between the installed configurations and inspection

documentation. The ESQ CAP will also determine design or safety significance..

DR No. 224 describes loose thread connections between thermowells and thermo-

couple heads. The thermocouple heads were connected to flex conduit,, which
restricted the rotation and, therefore, the connections would not back off, so

this condition is not design- or safety-significant. TVA reviewed these items

and several others and determined this situation to be a generic condition.

TVA's specification ER-WBN-EEB-001 requires a surveillance inspection to

ensure that loose components are identified and resolved. The cited discrep-

ancies and the ones discovered during the extent review will be repaired per
design requirements according to a DCN issued for this purpose.

A drawing discrepancy between the vendor drawing and the TVA design drawing

concerning a base channel support member was identified (DR No. 640). The
yld-installed condition and the vendor drawing agree while the TVA drawing

pws a section of base channel for the radiation monitor facing the opposite

direction as shown on the vendor drawing. Because the equipment and base are
vendor-supplied, there is a discrepancy on the TVA drawing. TVA reviewed

other similar components and discovered that this condition is generic. Since

the as-installed condition agrees with the vendor document, this discrepancy
is not design- or safety-significant. TVA issued a DCN to revise the TVA

drawing.

An arc strike was identified on a thermocouple boss (DR No. 561). TVA acknow-
ledged the discrepancy and initiated a work plan to evaluate the discrepancy

and repair if necessary. TVA advised that ongoing programs in plant main-
tenance and operations be implemented that identify, evaluate, and repair (if
necessary) any physical damage discovered. The significance of this discrep-
ancy will be evaluated under a workplan. TVA's commitment to the established

programs should provide appropriate corrective action and recurrence control.
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TVA electrical control diagrams do not use unit designators in instrumentat 1I
identification numbers (DR No. 634). As a result, a possible identification

problem might exist in the instrumentation between the two units. TVA stated

that the electrical control diagrams are used only as a schematic represen-

tation of instrumentation loops and their functional location in the process

and not for component tagging. TVA also provided additional information and

procedures on their design change improvement program, which covers CCD devel-

opmient and drawing control. This program should ensure that all future design

changes will be incorporated on the latest applicable drawing. A review of

the procedures provided by TVA found that the Electrical Design Standard DS-

E18.3.3 requires the instrument identification number to include the unit

designator and that the instrument identification number be placed within a

circle or "bubble" on the drawing. The cited discrepancy was left unresolved;

therefore, it is recommended that TVA revise the electrical control diagrams

to include unit designators in the instrument numbers as required by the TVA

electrical design standard.

4.2.2.2.2 Indicators4

The construction verification for several instrumentation components (indica-

tors, process switches, and transmitters) could not be completed because of a

lack of design output drawings (DR No. 169). The acceptability of the instal-

lation and connection of these components was indeterminate and therefore

cited as a discrepancy. TVA was aware of this discrepancy, and a previously

issued nonconforming condition report addressed the general lack of mounting

details. Wiring information was available on TVA design drawings. TVA

initiated an [SQ CAP that consists of a 100% walkdown of these components to

evaluate adequacy and acceptability.. The overall corrective action will be

performed by a work package that, when completed, will determine the safety

significance of the discrepancies. All new installations are controlled by

ER-WBN-EEB-001, which stipulates installation requirements and revision of

implementing procedures.
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F ndocumented change to an instrument mounting bracket was identified inNo. 97. The bracket and mounting screw for an indicator mounted in one of

the main control room panels had been modified to allow for installation. TVA

believes that these panels and installed components in the panel were provided

and mounted by Westinghouse (panel manufacturer) but could not locate documen-

tation to verify this condition. TVA's evaluation determined that the modifi-

cations do not degrade the bracket's integrity. TVA initiated a CAQR to docu-

ment the modified bracket and an MR to replace other missing mounting brackets

that were discovered by TVA's extent-of-condition review.

4.2.2.2.3 Local Panels

Two discrepancies were discovered in local wall-mounted panel elevations (see

DR Nos. 147 and 638). The installed condition of these panels was not within

tolerance of the design drawings. TVA found that the two panels were physi-

cally located properly but the cited design drawings were revised per an FCR

and that the elevations required were incorrectly incorporated. A DCN was

ued by TVA to resolve the cited discrepancies. DR No. 147 also noted

trument tubing/electrical conduit contact. This condition was determined

to be not design- or safety-significant because the conduit and instrument

line do not exhibit relative movement in their present configuration and thus

no physical damage is postulated. TVA established an instrument line correc-

tive action program to document, inspect, and rework all sensing lines which

provide safety-related functions. TVA issued engineering requirements speci-

fication ER-WBN-EEB-O01, which provides design output requirements and

requires new or revised implementing procedures. TVA indicated that programs

have been implemented to provide training on the new or revised implementing

procedures.

A concern was addressed that several of TVA's resolutions identified incorrect

incorporation or inappropriate disposition of design change documents. TVA

concluded that the FCR incorporation error (DR No. 638) is not an isolated

occurrence based on a limited extent-of-condition review. TVA's extent-of-

condition review identified incorporation errors that were all found to be not

Isign- or safety-significant. TVA developed new and revised design change
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control procedures that, through appropriateimplementation, should preve

recurrence of the cited concern. TVA is also developing a set of configurv

tion control drawings and implementing several CAPs that with the new and

revised procedures should ensure that the plant configuration is documented

and supports the design basis.

Review of a local floor-mounted panel resulted in identifying several discrep-

ancies (DRNo. 282). The discrepancies are individually discussed in the

following paragraphs.

An anchor bolt spacing violation was noted on two floor-mounted panels that

are bolted together. The discrepancy violates anchor spacing criteria con-

tained in General Construction Specification G-32. TVA's review of 22

multiple section floor-mounted panels found 18 exhibiting the cited discrep-

ancy. TVA's evaluation of the anchor bolt spacing violation found that the

overlapping concrete pullout cones for two anchors are at least equivalent to

a single anchor pullout cone in terms of load-carrying capability. Therefore,

this discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant. TVA initiated a CA{

to document this condition.

The construction review found that several of the stainless steel Unistrut

clamps attached to the stainless steel instrument lines on the panel are not

per the'design requirements. One clamp was also missing. TVA reported that

the discrepancy was documented in an NCR. The resolution for this NCR is that

piping clamps on all instrument piping are to be reviewed and that all discre-

pant clamps be replaced per the design requirements. TVA's evaluation of the

cited discrepancy determined that the installed clamps are compatible with the

instrument lines and will not degrade the seismic integrity. Adjacent sup-
ports to the missing clamp are capable of maintaining the instrument lines'

integrity; therefore, the cited discrepancies are not design- or safety-

significant.
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F VSRT noted that the majority of the instrument mounting plates were not
per the design drawings. These mounting plates had a variety of discrep-

ancies:

* One mounting plate was designed for Robertshaw instruments but
an Ashcroft Duragage was installed. No substitution criteria
were provided.

* Four mounting plates were not sized as designed and contained
four unused instrument mounting holes, which do not conform to
design requirements. Similar mounting plate discrepancies were
also noted as part of DR Nos. 96, 221, and 639.

* Valve manifolds for four instruments are mounted on plates that
do not appear on design documentation. Furthermore, one of the
plates did not use the proper bolt for Unistrut applications and
criteria.

TVA has provided an engineering evaluation stating that the installed condi-

tion of these discrepancies is acceptable. They have also identified an NCR

that addresses the generic problem of seismic mounting of instruments. The

R includes mounting plate discrepancies. A walkdown will be performed

ploying the corrective action described in workplan N6397-2. This plan will

govern TVA's evaluation of the discrepancies. Either TVA will approve them as

is and revise the design details accordingly to show the as-constructed

configuration, or, if they do not approve them, TVA will replace the

discrepant items with the proper design requirement. The finalization of this

workplan will determine the extent and significance of these items.

The junction box located at the top of the panels was not shown on the related

design drawings. It was not evident that this location was specified for

mounting junction boxes but it appeared to be the generic location for all

floor-mounted panels. TVA provided an engineering evaluation that confirms

that the junction box location is acceptable. Also, a prototype panel with

junction box was successfully dynamically tested. The junction box location

discrepancy, therefore, is not design- or safety-significant. TVA issued a

CAQR and DCN to evaluate the junction box location and to correct the design

drawings to reflect and identify the junction box location.I
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The VSRT identified several electrical discrepancies while reviewing the W
instrument panels. During the inspection it appeared that a shield protector

was missing from some wiring and that a possible grounding of that wire to the

instrument casing had occurred. There was also an incorrect color code on the

breakout sleeve. Both of these discrepancies did not conform to notes on the

design drawings. TVA's resolution included a review of 76 additional instru-

ments in which three additional shield protectors were missing and possible

grounding could occur. All wiring was found by TVA to be color-coded or

tagged. TVA Concluded that these discrepancies are isolated occurrences.

TVA's review of the cited exposed shield drain wire found that the wire is

actually covered with a clear plastic insulating sleeve and, therefore, the

wire does not make ground contact and the discrepancy is not design- or

safety-significant. TVA found one instrument under their extent-of-condition

review in which the drain wire was in contact with ground forming a loop.

This results in a design-significant Condition since the instrument could

malfunction. TVA determined that this condition is not safety-significant

based on control room operators having other instrumentation loops available

that will provide the required information for the operators to take actio

TVA has initiated a CAQR to document and resolve this discrepancy.

TVA's response was that the wiring identification specified on the design

drawing follows good engineering practice but wire designator identification

is not required because the individual conductors have been correctly termi-

nated from the terminal blocks to the panel-mounted instruments. Therefore,

the cited discrepancy was not design-significant. A maintenance request (MR)

was initiated to label the internal wiring on the cited instruments.

The final discrepant item in DR No. 282 was a damaged wire insulator. On

TVA's field review for resolution, it was noted that the indentation on the

insulator was only what appeared to be a scratch and that no damage to the

wire or piercing of the insulation was observed; therefore, the discrepancy

was not design-significant. In TVA's review for extent of condition, one more

crushed insulator was uncovered near the terminal lug. It was determined by

TVA that, while a crushed insulator near the terminal lug is undesirable, al
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P It is not possible and it does not violate any design-basis technicalquirements. Furthermore, because the instrument is nondivisional, it was

not safety-significant. TVA has initiated an MR to correct the crushed

conductor insulator.

The VSRT noted that angle members for three local wall-mounted panels had

additional holes drilled in them (DR No. 205). Design drawings specified four

holes in the panel angle members for each of the two mounting plates. TVA

performed an extent-of-condition review and discovered that 11 other panels

displayed the same discrepancy. TVA has initiated a CAQR that will track the

review of all these discrepancies. The corrective action consists of a review

of each panel to either qualify the panel as is or rework or repair the panels

to bring them into compliance with design drawings. TVA's evaluation of the

cited discrepancies determined that the extra holes did not affect the inte-

grity of the panels and, therefore, are not design- or safety-significant.

DR No. 221 cites a local wall-mounted panel configuration discrepancy. The

I el's leg-to-wall plate position does not conform to the design output

'quirements resulting in missing welds. TVA previously identified wall-

mounted panel discrepancies under an NCR that included evaluating 115 panels

and testing to destruction the two worst-case panels. The testing determined

that a large factor of safety of exists in the wall-mounted panel design.

Although the tests did not include the specific discrepancy cited, TVA has

calculated stresses based on the discrepant condition that show a large factor

of safety. The discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant, and TVA

indicated they will close the NCR "use-as-is."

4.2.2.2.4 Process Switches

DR Nos. 95 and 430 address discrepancies in instrument racks. The selected

components were located in various Westinghouse instrument racks and were

designed to be restrained by a clamp bar installed after the instrumentation

is installed. No clamp bar was installed as required by the vendor design.

TVA previously issued an Equipment Seismic Qualification (ESQ) CAP that will

Ssolve the deficiencies cited. A CAQR to address the cited discrepancies was
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initiated by TVA. A complete walkdown on all Category I floor-mounted insU1

ment racks and panels will be performed under this CAP and all discrepant

items identified will be reworked, and acceptable deviations will be incor-

porated into design documentation. The safety significance will be determined

under the ESQ CAP.

4.2.2.2.5 Transmitters

The VSRT cited two instrument transmitters for discrepant vent and/or calibra-

tion tees on the sensing lines (DR Nos. 103 and 168). DR No. 103 notes that

the tees are located below the manifold connections instead of above them as

designated in the design drawings. TVA performed an extent-of-condition

review and found 11 more similar discrepancies. In reviewing these 12 dis-

crepancies, TVA noted that all the installations were related to two design

details. The discrepant conditions are not design- or safety-significant

because the instrument function is not impaired. The discrepancy has been

identified and documented in a CAQR. The corrective action for this CAQR is

to survey all instruments referenced in the cited design details and to idea

tify and rework all discrepant installations in accordance with the design

under the designated MR.

A similar vent and calibration tee discrepancy was cited (DR No. 168). Two

components located on the same panel were found to be missing the tees. TVA's

review of 39 similar panels found this to be the only discrepant installation,

and therefore it is an isolated incident. A CAQR has documented the discrep-

ancy, and corrective action will be performed per the designated MR. TVA

stated that an NCR has been issued, and the corrective action is to walk down

all instrumentation and to correct any discrepancies noted. DR No. 168 also

addressed an incorrect three-valve manifold assembly. TVA identified an

inconsistency in design and installation of three-valve manifolds in an NCR.

TVA committed to determine the significance of this discrepancy based on the

NCR resolution. The corrective action is a complete walkdown of three-valve

manifolds, and those not meeting the applicable engineering requirement (ER-

WBN-EB-001) will be replaced with-an approved manifold. I
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FT discovered an inconsistency between the design drawing and the installed

condition of an instrument manifold in DR No. 101. The vendor drawing for the

installed manifold (manifold bolted to instrument) had a note written on it

that stated the drawing was superseded by another manifold drawing (manifold

bolted independent of instrument). TVA's review found that this note was an

error due to carelessness and that the installed manifold used the correct

vendor drawing. Therefore, the condition is not design- or safety-

significant. TVA has written a DCN to delete the note on the vendor draw-

ing. TVA's review of all other drawings by this vendor found no other

unauthorized notes.

A missing part was identified on a transmitter (DR No. 102). The zero-

adjustment screw protective cover was missing. This instrument was classified

IE, and the integrity of the instrument might be degraded under certain

environmental conditions (flood, dust, humidity, etc.). TVA's review included

documentation that clarified the classification as Category C and not detri-Ital to plant safety or accident mitigation. An MR was issued to replace
protective cover cited in the DR. TVA's extent-of-condition review

covered 100% of similar transmitters and found six more protective covers

missing. TVA issued an MR to replace these discrepant items.

4.2.2.2.6 Instrument Lines

At the time the instrument line review was conducted, the original installa-

tion requirements noted on the design output drawings had been voided, and the

current requirements were specified in Engineering Requirements Specification

ER-WBN-EBB--001. TVA also indicated that a program had been started to revise

implementing and inspection procedures in accordance with ER-WBN-EEB-001 and
develop interfacing drawings. Subsequently the program was put on hold with a

few interface drawings created and almost no field work complete. One of the

VSR selected instrument lines had an existing interface drawing. Review of

this line found construction work incomplete. Since the TVA program was on
hold, the interface drawings were not issued, and the construction work not

completed, orientation and dimensions for the line routings, connections, and
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fittings and slope attributes were not evaluated by the VSRT. The draft

Instrument Line CAP dated July 18, 1988, appears to address these attributf

During the walkdown of an instrument line, an annubar was found installed

backwards (DR No. 340). The discrepancy was recognized by TVA as being

design-significant and the root cause was noted to be due to lack of require-

ments for QC inspections of annubar installations. The cited discrepancy is

not safety-significant. TVA's extent-of-condition review found one more

incorrectly oriented annubar. Based on these findings, TVA issued a CAQR.

The corrective action specifies a 100% walkdown on annubar installations to

verify flow direction and rework of all discrepant items. QC inspection for

annubar installations is now in effect under MAI-35 to prevent recurrence.

TVA installed the instrument lines to the annubar correctly (even though the

annubar was installed backwards). TVA determined that the design drawing was

in error concerning the low and high side and issued a DCN to revise the

design drawing to reflect the installed condition. TVA's review of similar

instruments produced no further discrepancies.

Physical damage to instrument lines in the form of arc strikes, gouges, andl

grindmarks was cited (DR No. 644). TVA acknowledged the discrepancy and

initiated a work plan to evaluate the discrepancies and repair them per the

design requirements. TVA provided a list of established ongoing programs in

plant maintenance and operations that identify, evaluate, and repair, if

necessary, any physical damage identified during the performance of ongoing

programs. This discrepancy was not design- or safety-significant. Although

no specific recurrence control or root cause was presented by TVA, TVA's

commitment to the established programs should provide appropriate corrective

action and recurrence control.

4.2.2.3 Conclusions

VSRT review of instrumentation and controls identified two design-significant

conditions. The first condition was an exposed shield drain wire that was in

contact with ground and could cause the instrument loop to malfunction. This

condition was not safety-significant because plant operators had other 4
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F trument loops available that would provide the required information. TVA
initiated a CAQR to document and resolve the condition.

The second design-significant condition is an annubar installed backwards.
This condition was not safety-significant. TVA determined this condition to

be generic and initiated a CAQR to verify all annubar installations and
resolve any discrepancies.

TVA committed to resolve several discrepancies by implementing the ESQ CAP for

mounting of instruments and establishing the need for records.

PVA initiated an NCR to review three-way valve manifold installations, replace
them as required, and determine the safety significance of the findings.

TVA implemented a work plan to evaluate physical damage to instrument lines,
repair the damage as necessary, and determine the safety significance of the

~dings. TVA established programs in plant maintenance and operations that
ntify, evaluate, and repair as required all damage found.

TVA's review of the instrument and control discrepancies identified several
cases where design output was not sufficient or the design output was not
correctly implemented. In addition, no evidence was provided that indicates
construction personnel requested the needed design output documents (through
change requests) or inspection personnel identified the need for additional
detail in design output documents.

A review of the instrument and control discrepancies reveals several instances

of damage. TVA has identified maintenance/housekeeping procedures currently
in place that, if implemented correctly, should identify and resolve component

damage.

One DR (5 discrepancies) was left unresolved. The DR resulted from the lack
of a unit identifier in the instrument identifications on electrical control

1agrams. The VSRT recommends that the unit identifiers be added to the
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electrical control diagrams so that these diagrams are in conformance with 3

TVA's electrical design specification.

The balance of the discrepancies identified by the VSRT on instrumentation and

controls were not design- or safety-significant. Assuming that other instru-

ments and controls were installed through similar practices, the VSRT con-

cludes that fulfillment of TVA's commitments should establish that the

installed instruments and controls meet the design requirements with respect

to attributes covered in the VSRT review.

4.2.2.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to instrumentation and controls:

Detectors

DR No. 204 - Duplicate identification tags

DR No. 224 - Loose connections

DR No. 561 - Arc strike

DR No. 640 - Drawing/installation discrepancy

Indicators

DR No. 169 - No instrument vendor drawing

DR No. 097 - Mounting bracket not per detail

Local Panels

DR No. 147 - Out-of-tolerance elevations

- Tubing-to-conduit contact

DR No. 638 - Out-of-tolerance elevations

- Incorrect FCR incorporation

DR No. 282 - Installation not per design

- Wire damage
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P DR No. 96 - Additional holes in mounting plates
DR No. 639 - Mounting details violation

DR No. 205 - Additional holes in mounting angles

DR No. 221 - Mounting details violation

Process Switches

DR No. 95 - Clamp bar missing

DR No. 430 - Clamp bar missing

Transmitters

DR No.

DR No.

OR No.

DR No.

103 -

168 -

101 -

102 -

Vents not installed per detail

Drawing inconsistent (manifold)

Vent not per details

Drawing inconsistent (manifold)

Missing cap

Instrument Lines

DR No. 340 - High/low-side connections reversed

- Annubar backwards

DR No. 644 - Arc strike

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

Detectors

DR No. 72 - Thermowell orientation details

DR No. 141 - No vendor drawing
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Indicators g
DR No. 88 - No vendor drawing

DR No. 147 - Anchor out of tolerance

Local Panels

DR No. 639 - Angle-to-wall plate detail

- Lack of tolerances

.Process Switches

DR No. 98 - Improper recorder units

Transmitters

DR No. 102 - Gasket damage

Instrument Lines

DR No. 336 - Lack of design output/panel does not exist E
DR No. 337 - Line length not per drawing

DR No. 338 - Supports not installation complete

DR No. 339 - Design output lacking

The following DR was unresolved:

DR No. 634 - Drawing discrepancy, no unit identifiers

4.2.3 HVAC EQUIPMENT

4.2.3.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate the installation of

selected HVAC equipment and components for compliance with the design output

documents.

E
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Ieselected components provide a representative cross section and were chosen
Ithe basis of their overall contribution to the function and integrity of

the HVAC system. In many cases, components reviewed under the engineering

verification were also captured in the construction verification.

Components from the following HVAC element categories were selected for

construction verification:

*duct in-line components;

*fans and blowers;

*grilles, registers, and diffusers;

*filters;

*louvers;

*refrigeration units; and

*dampers.

l e following attributes were reviewed for each selected component:

" identification,

* location,

* orientation,

* bolting,

" connections,

* grout, and

" mounting/installation.

4.2.3.2 Evaluation

The VSRT found that the HVAC equipment installation generally adhered to the

design requirements. However, some discrepancies were found in the adequacy

of the design output documents and in the implementation of design
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requirements. If these items could not be resolved on the basis of availa's

documentation, discrepancy reports (DRs) were issued.

4.2.3.2.1 Duct In-Line Components

The duct in-line components selected were the electrical board room air-

handling units (AHUs) A-A and B-A. The VSRT's review of the TVA drawing,

specifications, and records and the vendor drawings for these AHUs did not

produce any description of the extent of TVA installation required for these

units. Further requests for documents from cognizant TVA engineers did not

result in any additional information.

The VSRT proceeded to evaluate the AHUs based on the information available

(outline drawings). This evaluation resulted in issuance of two DRs. DR

No. 128 cited two anchor bolt discrepancies; DR No. 288 cited the lack of

design output for instrument lines mounted on the AHUs and a lack of design

output describing the extent of field installation work for the AHUs.

Anchor bolts for mounting AHUs A-A and B-A frames to the concrete equipment 1

pad did not comply with the free-edge spacing specified in General

Construction Specification G-32, Section 3.5.2 (DR No. 128). TVA's review of

this discrepancy found that no documentation exists to show that TVA's Nuclear

Engineering (NE) group was advised of this condition as required by G-32.

TVA's review of 10 other AHUs found that 2 similar AHUs had the same discr-

epancies. Also identified in the DR were three missing anchor bolts in the

AHU frame. TVA found that the two similar AHUs also had this same

discrepancy. TVA performed calculation WCG-1-334 to evaluate the effect of

the concrete edge distance violation and missing anchor bolts. The calcu-

lation documents that the existing AHU anchorage is adequate; therefore, these

discrepancies are not design- or safety-significant. TVA initiated a DCN to

reflect the as-installed anchor installations for AHUs A-A, B-A, C-B, and D-B.

TVA's review for unauthorized instrument line support welds to the AHUs (DR

No. 288) found that this situation occurred only on AHUs equipped with

humidifiers, of which there are six total in the power plant. Besides the 4
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ts identified, TVA found that two similar units had the same condition.A prepared a calculation, dated January 30, 1989, that determines that the

instrument line supports welded to the AHUs do not degrade the integrity of

the AHUs. As a result, this discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant,

and TVA has initiated a CAQR to document this condition and to obtain NE's

concurrence to "use-as-is."

TVA's review of the extent of field installation work for the AHUs (DR No.

288) found a receiving report and memorandum to file that substantiates that

all but one of the AHUs (fan, coil, damper, and filter sections) were shipped

to Watts Bar as one unit. TVA was required to disassemble and reassemble the

AHUs to install them in their present location. TVA used the manufacturer's

drawings to reassemble the units. The level of drawing details used by TVA

was consistent with that available to the industry during that time period.

Therefore, this portion of DR No. 288 was nondiscrepant.

4.2.3.2.2 Fans and Blowers

e VSRT selected two battery room exhaust fans for evaluation and found no

discrepancies between the fan installation and the design output documents.

The review of the two battery room exhaust fan flexible connections showed

that no design documents existed for flexible connections between the fan and

ductwork (DR No. 80). The flexible connector location was shown on a design

drawing but no identification number or installation details were provided.

TVA's extent-of-condition review showed that this is a generic problem. The

material used for the cited flexible connection was not per the design drawing

(bill of materials 47BM930) and was not documented as being acceptable. TVA

performed a calculation for the subject flexible connectors to demonstrate

that it would remain intact during a seismic event. This calculation supports

their classification of the DR as not design- or safety-significant. TVA's

resolution is addressed in a problem-reporting document (PRD), and the

corrective action includes inspecting all existing installations with a

documented installation detail and performing an evaluation on existingI
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installations on safety-related equipment to-verify the acceptability of th i
installed flexible connections (strength, seismic capability, etc.).

4.2.3.2.3 Grilles, Registers, and Diffusers

Four grilles, registers, and diffusers (GROs) were reviewed and all were found

to be installed in accordance with the design output documents. One diffuser,

however, was found damaged (OR No. 280).

The diffuser core is installed using spring-loaded core latches and inspection

showed two of the latches were missing. TVA's review of this item noted the

same condition. TVA produced inspection documentation verifying correct

installation up to 1984. TVA's extent-of-condition review provided several

other discrepancies including unapproved modifications deleting the spring

core latches. TVA provided an evaluation that the cited damper is capable of

withstanding a seismic event with only two latches remaining. The discrepancy

will be corrected by an MR. For the other discrepancies observed by TVA

during an extent review, a CAQR was issued. The correc tive action for this

document is to walk down and evaluate all damper grille assemblies (withE

diffusers) for undocumented modifications. TVA will evaluate the discrepant

items and update design drawings for all acceptable assemblies and replace all

unacceptable assemblies.

,4.2.3.2.4 Filters

The VSRT selected two of the four electrical board room filter sections for

review. All air filter sections were supplied with the AH-Us as discussed in

Subsection 4.2.3.2.1. Therefore, no discrepant conditions were found.

4.2.3.2.5 Louvers

The VSRT cited a lack of installation details on the HVAC control building

intake louver (DR No. 281). No inspection records documented this condition,

and as a result, it was also a records verification concern. TVA performed a

review of all HVAC air intakes and exhausts and identified two more louvers,

in addition to the control building intake louver, that did not have
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P tallation details. TVA reviewed the HVAC control building intake louver
installation, performed a weld inspection, and provided an engineering

evaluation of the louver blade construction that shows that the louver is

seismically qualified. TVA committed to perform an engineering evaluation of

the mounting of all other louvers identified in the extent-of-condition review

and to revise the design drawings for these louvers to include mounting

details. This commitment is documented in a PRO.

4.2.3.2.6 Refrigeration Unit

The electrical board room HVAC system includes two packaged water chillers;

the VRST evaluated one unit (A-A). Several discrepant items individually

discussed in the following paragraphs were found while reviewing the electri-

cal board room water chiller package A-A (DR No. 614).

" A bolt was found missing from a support clamp (Unistrut type) on
the hot gas bypass line. A bolt appeared to have been pre-
viously installed but was removed. A calculation was performed
by TVA on this piping without benefit of the support, and it was

mt found that the lack of the bolt was not design- or safety-
significant. A further extent-of-condition review provided no

a7, similar condition, and an MR was issued to reinstall the hanger
clamp and bolt in order to return the system to its original
design configuration.

" The construction verification review uncovered two studs that
did not have full thread engagement on the valve-to-pipe
flanges. TVA's extent-of-condition review discovered similar
discrepancies on three other chillers. This discrepant condi-
tion was in violation of a TVA design criteria. The studs were
recessed one thread into the nut because of what appeared to be
insufficient length. TVA noted no leakage at these pressure
boundaries. Corrective action for this item was addressed in a
previous DR (DR No. 431); a CAQR was written, and corrective
action is to provide thread engagement criteria. TVA evaluated
the discrepancies found in DR No. 614 and found them not to be
design- or safety-significant. TVA issued a DCN to revise
applicable vendor drawings to specify thread engagement.

" A nozzle shown on the vendor drawing was not installed in the
field. TVA noted this same discrepancy on three other chillers.
TVA had no involvement with the fabrication of this equipment,
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and since the equipment did not require this nozzle, it was not
installed by the vendor. TVA issued a DCN to revise the vendor
drawing to resolve this discrepancy.

A depression was found in the hot gas bypass tubing elbow of the
chiller. This tubing is vendor-installed, and TVA could not
determine whether the depression was there upon delivery or
appeared after installation. A similar discrepancy was found on
one of the three remaining chillers. TVA did an evaluation of
the discrepancies and found that the safety margin in the
working pressure of the tubing is high and that the depression
does not have any significant adverse effect on this margin.
Therefore, the discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant
and no further action is required.

A lockwasher in a bolted connection on the oil-sump-to-evapora-
tor support was not flattened. The nut was finger-tight. TVA
noted that the connection was by the vendor during fabrication
and was not a TVA-installed item. A review of other support
bolts found no similar discrepancy. TVA issued an MR to
properly correct the vendor discrepancy and tighten the nut so
that the lockwasher flattens per TVA's QC procedures.

The installed ground for the cited chiller was not located per
the ground pad shown on TVA design drawings. The equipment is
grounded at a chiller support without the pad. TVA's extent-of-
condition review discovered that three out of four chillers U
(discrepant item included) were not connected to the vendor-
supplied ground pads. TVA design documents state that where
grounding provisions are provided, they shall be used. Although
the discrepant ground installation properly grounds the chiller
unit and the discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant,
TVA issued a CAQR that requires a review for acceptability of
ground installations of all electrical equipment that has been
grounded without utilizing vendor-installed ground pads.

4.2.3.2.7 Dampers

Twelve dampers were evaluated. Two dampers were supplied installed in the

AHUs as described in Subsection 4.2.3.2.1. One damper of the remaining 10,

however, did have a discrepancy cited (DR No. 284).

DR No. 284 addresses an installation discrepancy for a flow-control operator

(FCO) damper. Upon review by TVA, it was noted that this was previously iden-

tified by TVA on other FCO dampers in an NCR and that corrective action in an

ECN resolved this DR-cited discrepancy. As a result, the damper is install
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' design requirements except for a lack of sealant at the connection. Thecrepancy is not design- or safety-significant, and an MR was issued to

correct the sealant problem. TVA's extent-of-condition review found that one

other FCO damper was missing sealant and one damper was not installed per the

design requirements. Both discrepancies will be corrected under a DCN.

4.2.3.3 Conclusions

The HVAC equipment installation generally adhered to the design output docu-

ments to the extent details were available. In those cases where discrep-

ancies were found, TVA showed the equipment can be used as-is without hardware

changes. None of the discrepancies was found to be design- or safety-

significant.

A lack of design output details was identified for instrument lines attached

to the AHUs, flexible fan connections, and louvers. TVA initiated a CAQR and

two PROs to further evaluate, resolve, and establish design output in these

cases.

Preview of the discrepant HVAC items indicates that a majority can be attri-

buted to the lack of design output details and/or not correctly implementing

design output requirements. In addition, no evidence was provided that

indicates construction personnel requested the needed design information

(through change requests) or inspection personnel identified the need for

additional design documents or the fact that the design document was not

implemented correctly.

Two discrepancies identified damage to components. TVA identified

maintenance/housekeeping procedures currently in place that if implemented

correctly should identify and resolve component damage.

With the assumption that all other HVAC equipment was installed through

similar practices, the VSRT concludes that fulfillment of these commitments

should establish that the installed HVAC equipment meets the design require-

ents with respect to the attributes covered in the CV review.
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4.2.3.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to HVAC:

Duct In-Line Components

DR No. 128 - Anchor bolt edge distance

- Missing anchor bolts

DR No. 288 - Instrument lines mounted to AHUs

Fans and Blowers

DR No. 80 - Missing details for flex connections

Grilles, Registers, and Diffusers

DR No. 280 - Mounting details violation and damage

Filters

None

Louvers

DR No. 281 - No design output installation details

Refrigeration Unit

DR No. 614 - Bolting not per details

- Nut not fully engaged

- Lower stub not installed

- Damaged pipe

- Lockwasher not compressed

- Grounding pad location

Dampers

DR No. 284 - Mounting details violation
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The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

Duct In-Line Components

DR No. 288 - No design output or installation details

- No design output for humidifier outer outlet drain
line

Fans and Blowers

None

Grilles, Reqisters, and Diffusers

None

Filters

S R No. 288 - No design output or installation details

Louvers

DR No. 281 - No identification number

Refrigeration Unit

DR No. 614 - Alignment bars not specified

- Nut missing

- Clearance

Dampers

DR No. 288 - No design output or installation details

DR No. 283 - Damper not accessible
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. CIVIL/STRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

The civil/structural construction verification (SCV) consisted of a

reinspection and evaluation of completed work comprising 
the building

structure, electrical raceways and supports, HVAC ductwork 
and supports and

pipe supports.

For the building structure, SCV covered structural steel, pipe whip restraints

and concrete and masonry partition walls. Concrete structures were not

covered because concrete quality was'excluded from the VSR 
by TVA because of

the concrete quality evaluation program and the majority of 
the attributes

that are critical to design were inaccessible (e.g., reinforcing 
steel).

Electrical raceways and supports review included cable tray 
and risers, cable

tray and riser supports, conduit and junction boxes, and conduit and junction

box supports. These elements were reviewed for both structural and electrical

aspects. Buried electrical duct banks were not reviewed because they 
are

.ely inaccessible.

HVAC components covered in SCV included ducts, plenums, and 
duct supports.

HVAC ducts and plenums were reviewed as a single element because 
of similar

construction.

Pipe supports review included small-bore piping supports and 
instrument line

supports. Large-bore piping supports were excluded from the VSR (see Section.

1.3).

Equipment foundations were not reviewed as a unique element. 
However, anchor

bolts and any supporting structures were included as part of equipment

mounting in the respective mechanical and electrical CV reviews.

Similarly, grout, anchor bolts, and expansion anchors were covered 
as

attributes in all pertinent elements and reviewed where encountered 
on

individual components.
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Welds were not reviewed because welding was addressed by the Welding ProjeCc

and, therefore, was excluded from the VSR by TVA. Bolt tightness was not

verified for torque magnitude because it is not, in general, recreatable.

Bolts were checked for finger tightness.

The following sections summarize the SCV.

4.3.1 STRUCTURAL STEEL

4.3.1.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that installed

structural steel was in accordance with TVA design drawings, specifications,

and applicable codes.

The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate typical structural

steel components. The design drawings specified locations, member sizes, and

connection details. Installation specifications provided criteria for

bolting, anchor bolts, and attachment to embedment plates. The installatioj

requirements of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction (7th edition) were

supplemented by general notes on the design drawings.

A relatively small amount of structural steel exists at WBN as most of the

structures are concrete structures. The largest areas of structural steel are

in the control room floor framing and cable spreading room platform. These

areas had recently been reanalyzed and reworked under the Welding Project and

thus were not included in the CV. The only other structural steel for Unit 1

existed in small access and pipe support platforms. The components for CV

were selected from these platforms.

The CV encompassed 18 of these structural steel members as follows:

* two columns and 10 beams in the miscellaneous pipe support
framing in the reactor building at elevation 728'-0" at
approximate azimuth 3000,

4
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D two beams in the structural steel framing-in the controlbuilding at elevation 729'-O" between column lines Cl andC3,

*three beams in the pipe support framing in the north valve room
at elevation 7801-01", and

*one beam in the instrument room access platform in the reactor
building at elevation 730'-10-1/211 at azimuth 660391.

These items contain typical members, standard framed beam connections per

AISC, and connections with concrete expansion anchors and grouted anchors.

The structural steel components were reviewed for those attributes considered

essential to establish that the members would meet design requirements. These

include the following:

" location,

" member size and orientation,

* connection location and configuration,

" bolting (excluding torque),

I anchor bolts,

" grouting,

" attachment to embedment plates, and

* alterations.

4.3.1.2 Evaluation

Sixty discrepancies were identified for structural steel involving the 18
selected components. TVA prepared calculations to determine significance for
the majority of the discrepancies. Seventeen discrepancies were design-
significant but not safety-significant, 38 were not design- or safety-

significant, and 5 were unresolved. For all of the discrepancies, TVA

committed to address the full scope of the deficiencies and to provide

resolutions and corrective actions through critical case evaluation under

their CAQR program.
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The noted discrepancies involved member installation, connections, anchore I
plate assemblies, and miscellaneous details. Each of these areas is discussed

below.

The following discrepancies involved member installation:

* Two discrepancies identified beams whose locations were not as
specified (DR Nos. 477 and 481). The mislocations had a
negligible effect on the subject framing and thus were not
design- or safety-significant.

" Four discrepancies identified members that were outside of AISC
tolerances for fabrication and erection. Two beams had
excessive sweep (DR Nos. 474 and 477) and two columns were out
of plumb (DR Nos. 478 and 479). The excessive sweep had
negligible effect on the structural capacity of the beams, and
calculations for the columns showed stresses to be within
allowable limits. Therefore, these discrepancies were
classified as not design- or safety-significant.

*Six discrepancies identified damage and unauthorized alterations
to members. Damage consisted of gouges on a column, which
apparently were made when grinding an attachment off (DR
No. 478). Alterations consisted of notches and cuts in column
and beam flanges; most to provide clearance for other components I
(DR Nos. 362, 474, 415, 477, and 479). TVA demonstrated that
all of these discrepancies were not design- or safety-
significant.

The following discrepancies involved connections:

" Seven discrepancies identified beams that were improperly
coped. The copes were not rounded as required by AISC and
several were notched (DR Nos. 371, 372, 373, 386, 480, and
481). TVA generated calculations to evaluate these
discrepancies and found that one was not design- or safety-
significant, and five were design-significant but not safety-
significant. For the remaining case, the calculations did not
address all of the forces on the coped section. The condition
is design-significant but safety significance has not been
determined, and thus, the discrepancy is unresolved.

" Fourteen discrepancies identified connections that were not per
the specified configurations. The discrepancies included
connection plates that were shorter than specified, connections
that were welded rather than bolted as specified, clearances at
beam ends that were less than specified and slotted holes in
outer plies that were not covered by plate washers (OR Nos. 360,
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U362, 370, 371, 386, 388, 471, 474, 475, 471, and 481). Except
Wfor three discrepancies on plate lengths, these discrepancies

were determined not to be design- or safety-significant. Cal-

culations for two of the three plate length discrepancies showed

them to be design-significant but not safety-significant. The

other is unresolved because the calculations were incomplete.
The condition is design-significant, but safety-significance has
not been determined.

Three discrepancies identified two column connections that did
not provide adequate allowance for movement. Bolt locations in

slots for both columns and clearance at the top of one were such
that specified dimensions for thermal growth and slab deflection
did not exist (DR Nos. 478 and 479). For one column,
calculations showed that allowable stresses were exceeded but

that the condition was not safety-significant. For the other
column, the discrepancy was neither design- nor safety-
significant.

The following discrepancies involved anchored plate assemblies:

" Three discrepancies identified anchored plates that did not
match specified configurations. Deviations consisted of plate

~ sizes that were not as specified and anchor patterns that were
not per detail (DR Nos. 362, 388, and 471). These discrepancies
were determined not to be design- or safety-significant.

" Two other assemblies had anchor patterns that did not match
specified configurations, but they had other related discrep-
ancies as well: attachment not centered properly, loose nuts
and inadequate thread engagement (DR Nos. 478 and 479). TVA
evaluated the cumulative effects of the discrepancies and found
anchors to have factors of safety below the design limits
specified in their design criteria but greater than one. The
five associated discrepancies were classified as design-
significant but not safety-significant. TVA committed to rework
the assemblies to provide the required factor of safety.

" Four discrepancies identified concrete expansion anchors that
did not meet the spacing requirements of Standard Specification
G-32. Two assemblies had violations of spacing to anchors in
adjacent assemblies and violations of spacing to concrete free
edges (DR Nos. 388 and 471). TVA generated calculations to
evaluate the discrepancies. One was not design- or safety-
significant, and three were design-significant but not safety-
significant.

" Another assembly had violations to a concrete-free edge plus twoother discrepancies: loose anchors and cracked concrete (DR No.
480). TVA prepared calculations to'evaluate these discrepancies
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together, however, the calculations did not account for
asymmetry of the plate, and the computer output indicates thatW
equilibrium of forces is not maintained. It is apparent that
the installed assembly will exceed design allowables and thus is
design-significant, but safety-significance can not yet be
determined. These three discrepancies were unresolved.

Seven discrepancies identified cases of improper construction.
Washers were'not installed as required on anchor bolts, expan-
sion anchors had damaged nuts, loose nuts and washers that were
trimmed, holes in an anchor plate were oversize, and one case of
spalled concrete was found (DR Nos. 362, 471, 478, 637, and
648). All of these discrepancies were determined not to be
desig n- or safety-significant.

The following discrepancies involved miscellaneous details:

*Two discrepancies were identified on the skin plates that
enclose the framing members in the north valve room. Gaps in
the plates existed at the ends of beams and where other members
framed into them (DR Nos. 474 and 475).' These discrepancies
were not design-significant because the skin plates serve to
streamline airflow, and thus, the gaps will not affect,
structural integrity.

4.3.1.3 Conclusions

Construction verification of the selected components found that deviations

from the design drawings and AISC requirements existed for installed

structural steel. Several of the discrepancies were-design-significant but

not safety-significant. A few discrepancies remain unresolved due to

inadequacies in TVA calculations. These cases are design-significant, but

safety significance has not yet been determined. For the structural steel

discrepancies TVA committed to determine the extent of condition, provide

resol utions, and revise hardware as required through execution of a critical

case evaluation as corrective action to two CAQRs.

TVA attributed the discrepancies on structural steel to inattention to drawing

requirements and inadequate procedural details'. TVA stated that work

procedures have been revised to provide greater detail in acceptance criteria,

and quality control inspectors have received increased training to prevent

recurrence of the discrepancies.a
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We VSRT concludes that successful fulfillment of the stated commitments

should establish that the installed safety-related structural steel meets the

requirements of the design with respect to the attributes included in the

construction verification.

4.3.1.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to structural steel:

DR No. 360

DR No. 362

DR No. 370

DR No. 371

DR No. 372

DR No. 373

DR No. 386

DR No. 388

OR No. 471

- Connection - plate length < specified

- Cope - flange coped without approval

- Connection - plate length < specified

- Baseplate - size > specified

- CEA - holes oversize

- Connection - plate length < specified

- Connection - plate length < specified

- Cope - corner not rounded

- Cope - corner not rounded

- Cope - corner not rounded

- Cope - corner not rounded, notch

- Connection - plate length < specified

- Connection - plate length < specified

- CEA - anchor spacing violation

- CEA - plate edge distance violation

- CEA - concrete edge distance violation

- Connection - stiffener plates length > specified

- Connection - stiffener plates spacing not per detail

- Baseplate - configuration not per detail

- CEA - concrete edge distance violation

- CEA - anchor spacing violation

- CEA - concrete spalling
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DR No. 474- Beam sweep > AISC tolerance

- Alterations - notches in top flange

- Connection,- end clearance < specified

- Drawing discrepancy - skin plate requirements
unclear

DR No. 475 - Alterations - notches in top flange

- Connection - configuration not per AISC

- Drawing discrepancy - skin plate requirements
unclear

DR No. 477 - Location - not as specified

- Beam sweep > AISC tolerance

- Alterations - notch in top flange

- Connection - configuration not per AISC

DR No. 478 - Column plumb > AISC tolerance

- Damage - gouges

- Connection - bolt travel < specified

- Connection - end clearance < specified

- CEA - nuts damaged

- CEA - washers trimmed

- CEA - nut loose

- CEA - anchor pattern not per detail

- Baseplate - attachment not centered

DR No. 479 - Column plumb > AISC tolerance

- Alterations - notches in flange

- Connection - bolt travel < specified

- CEA - anchor pattern not per detail

- CEA - nuts not fully threaded

- CEA - nut loose

DR No. 480 - Cope - corner not rounded

- CEA - concrete edge distance violation

- CEA - concrete damage

- CEA - bolt loose
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DR No. 481

DR No. 637

DR No. 648

- Location - not as specified

- Cope - notched

- Connection - end clearance < specified

- Cope - notched

- Bolting - plate washers not installed over slots

- Connection - configuration not per detail

- Anchor bolts - washers not installed

- Anchor bolts - washers not installed

The following DRs were determined to be

DR No. 474 - Attachment to embed

DR No. 475 - Attachment to embed

DR No. 477 - Attachment to embed

- Drawing discrepancy

479

481

648

- Attachment to embed

- Attachment to embed

- Damage - gouge

nondiscrepant:

- edge violation

- edge violation

- edge violation

- skin plate requirements
unclear

- edge violation

- edge violation

4.3.2 PIPE WHIP RESTRAINTS

4.3.2.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that installed pipe

whip restraints were in accordance with TVA design drawings, installation

specifications, and applicable codes.

The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative pipe

whip restraints.

Generally, three types of pipe whip restraints were utilized at WBN: (1)

steel- framed structures for direct impact of pipes, (2) honeycomb cushions to

sorb impact energy, and (3) steel frames anchoring strap restraints. In all
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cases, the restraints were essentially structural steel components with sca
specific requirements and tolerances unique to their function as pipe whip

restraints.

The CV encompassed four pipe whip restraints covering each of the general

restraint types. The design of these restraints was reviewed as part of the

EV. The following components were reviewed:

* PO00-12, for the loop 1 feedwater line just off of steam
generator I (reference TVA drawing 48W1700-15, revision 0)

* PD07-01 and PD07-02, for the main steam line just inside the

south wall of the south valve room (reference TVA drawing
48W1707-21, revision 10)

* PD07-07, for the main steam line at the relief valves in the

south valve room (reference TVA drawing 48W1707-09, revision 8)

The pipe whip restraint components were reviewed for the attributes

established for the structural steel element in addition to attributes for

installation of the honeycomb material (location, orientation, and size).

4.3.2.2 Evaluation

The VSRT found the selected pipe whip restraints generally to be in

conformance with the design output documents. Seven discrepancies were

identified through the VSR. All were determined not to be design- or safety-

significant. The following summarizes the discrepancies noted and their

resolution:

Three of the discrepancies pertained to the clear gap between
the impact surface of the pipe whip restraint and the associated
pipe. CV reinspection with the piping in the cold position
found that the actual gaps were less than the cold gap specified
on the design drawing (DR Nos. 308, 309, and 310). TVA clari-
fied that the specified cold gaps were intended for the initial
installation only. Piping is not expected to return to its

original position after it has been run through a hot functional
test cycle and thus the subject gaps will not be maintained.
Since pipe whip restraint design was reconciled based on the
gaps measured in the hot position during hot functional tests,
the cold gaps are not significant to design as long as a minimal
gap is maintained. TVA committed to resolve the cold gap E
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P discrepancies by revising the drawings to clarify the
applicability of the specified gaps for construction only.

*One discrepancy involved the shim plate that provided the
bearing surface for pipe impact. The plate was not properly
aligned with the horizontal centerline of the pipe (DR No.
308). TVA determined that the installed condition would not
overstress the restraint because the plate was subject to a
relatively small load in the pipe horizontal direction. The
major load in the restraint was in the vertical direction. TVA
reviewed additional restraints and established that this dis-
crepancy was an isolated occurrence.

* One discrepancy involved the mounting of honeycomb material.
One of four bolts that attached a honeycomb assembly to the
steel framing was not properly tightened as evidenced by the
fact that its lockwasher was not fully compressed (OR No.
309). TVA determined that this condition was not design-
significant because the subject bolts functioned only to mount
the assembly and were subject to no significant design loads.
This discrepancy was determined to be an isolated condition
based on TVA' s review of additional restraints. TVA initiated a
maintenance request (MR) to tighten the bolt.

* Two discrepancies were identified on the through-bolted base-plate that anchored one leg of a pipe whip restraint frame. For
the first, the baseplate was to be recessed into the concrete
such that the face of the~plate was flush with the face of the
concrete. It was, however, installed without being recessed and
with one inch of grout between the plate and the face of the
concrete (OR No. 308). TVA determined that the installed
condition was acceptable because the plate was subject to
compression load only and through review of additional
restraints established that this was an isolated occurrence.

The other discrepancy on the anchor plate involved the spacing
of the through-bolts from grouted anchors and expansion anchors
in adjacent assemblies. Several spacings violated the minimum
distances required by TVA General Construction Specification
G-32 (DR No. 308). TVA demonstrated through calculations that
the installed anchors and through-bolts were adequate to carry
their design loads and thus the discrepancy was not design- or
safety-significant. TVA's review of additional restraints
determined that this was an isolated condition.

4.3.2.3 Conclusions

Construction verification of the selected pipe whip restraint components found

lyisolated discrepancies and those were not desi gn- or safety-significant.
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-Provided all other restraints were constructed through similar practices,' t

VSRT concludes that the installed pipe whip restraints meet the requirements

of the design drawings, Iinstallation specifications and applicable codes for

the attributes included in the construction verification.

4.3.2.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to pipe whip restraints:

DR No. 308 - Impact surface - gap < specified

- Impact surface - shim pack not aligned

- Anchor plate - configuration not per detail

- Anchor bolts - spacing violation

DR No. 309 - Impact surface - gap < specified

- Bolting - lock washer not fully compressed

DR No. 310 - Impact surface -gap < specified

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 311 - Impact surface -stiffeners not aligned

4.3.3 CABLE TRAY AND RISERS

4.3.3.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that installed cable

trays and vertical tray ri~sers were in accordance with TVA design drawings and

installation specifications.

The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative

cable tray components.

The design

prescri bed

criteria.

separation

drawings specified tray locations, identified routing points,

tray parts and included voltage level, and train identification

The installation specifications provided criteria for physical

of electrical raceways.
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U VSR purposes, cable tray components consi~sted of individual tray segments
between specified routing points and included all associated hardware. Riser

components consisted of individual vertical segments that were not continuous

with the tray segments.

The CV encompassed 20 cable tray components (17 tray segments and 3 risers)

totaling more than 400 linear feet of raceway.' The majority of the CV

components are the segments selected for electrical EV, are associated with

the components in the cable element and are heavily loaded sections. The

selected components are located in the auxiliary, control, and diesel

generator buildings.

The cable tray and riser components were reviewed for the following structural

features:

* size and configuration of standard and special tray parts,

* installation of tray hardware such as connectors and spliceI plates, and

0 attachment of other components to the tray.

The cable tray and riser components were also reviewed for the following

electrical features:

" routing point identification,

" segregation labeling,

* separation between trays and between tray and conduit,

" installation of tray covers, and

" cabl-e protection.

4.3.3.2 Evaluation

Thirty-eight discrepancies were identified relative to selected cable tray and

riser components. Only 5 of the 20 components had no discrepancies. Seven

discrepancies were design signifi-cant but none were safety-significant. TVA

Psnot determined significance for 22 discrepancies.
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The following summarizes the discrepancies noted and the'ir resolution:

*Five discrepancies identified a generic condition regarding the
labeling of trays to show division of separation. TVA drawings
require that voltage level identification markers be placed on
trays at a maximum interval of 15 feet. VSR found that these
markers were not installed (DR Nos. 367, 445, 460, 464, and
465). These discrepancies have been classified as design-
significant because the markers are required by Design Criteria
WB-DC-30-4 and were committed by TVA in FSAR question 40.25.
The lack of intermediate markers was not considered safety-
significant because voltage levels were included with the
routing point node markers and thus identification did exist.
TVA initiated a work package to install voltage level markers
where required. TVA stated that the underlying cause of these
discrepancies was that the requirements were included in the
design output and implementing documents only by reference to
design criteria. TVA committed to revise the appropriate QCP to
state the specific requirements'.

" One discrepancy identified a cable tray with five supports that
were not attached to the continuous ground cable (DR No. 461).
This discrepancy was classified as design-significant, because
the grounding is required by Design Criteria WB-DC-30-22, but
not safety-significant because equipment operation would not be
affected. Through review of other cable trays, TVA established
that this was an isolated condition and initiated an MR to in-
stall the required grounding.

" One discrepancy identified a loose part that had become engaged
between a riser and a riser support member (DR No. 446). This
item had no impact on design, was determined to be isolated and
was corrected by TVA.

" Two discrepancies pertained to the installation of tray parts.
In one section of tray, rounded elbows were not installed as
specified at four locations where a horizontal tray transitioned
into a vertical or sloped tray. Straight tray parts were butted
and joined 'with an adjustable connector. The other discrepancy
was a tray part whose specified part number could not be found
in the bill of materials (DR Nos. 460 and 462). For both dis-
crepancies TVA committed to establish the extent-of-conditions,
determine their significance and provide resolutions through
execution of the Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports
Corrective Action Program (CAP).

" Fifteen discrepancies involved the installation of the tray
,hardware: splice plates, connectors, and hold-downs. Ten
discrepancies identified sections of tray where the location of
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hold-down angles attaching the tray to its supports were coinci-
dent with splice plates or connectors. At these locations the
hardware was installed in various configurations that were not
specified by the design drawings. In some cases holes in the
connector and angle were aligned and standard bolts were
installed resulting in lack of full thread engagement of the
nuts due to inadequate bolt length. Other cases involved
omission of bolts, addition of holes, trimming of splice plates
and use of half nuts (DR Nos. 446, 461, 462, 464, 465, 486, 520,
and 524).

Four of the hardware discrepancies identified improper bolting
of splices and connectors including loose bolts and missing
nuts. (DR Nos. 460, 461, and 464.) One hardware discrepancy
identified two splice plates that had been altered due to a
slight offset in the tray parts (DR No. 464).

For all of these hardware discrepancies TVA committed to
establish the extent-of-condition, determine their significance
and provide resolutions through execution of the Category I
Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP.

"Nine discrepancies involved the installation of covers on
horizontal tray and vertical risers. TVA design drawings
specify covers for all vertical sections and for some specific
horizontal tray sections (DR Nos. 367, 368, 446, 459, 460, 461,
485, 486, and 520). Five riser sections were found with no
covers and since Design Criteria WB-DC-30--22 requires covers on
risers only from floor level to a height of 6 feet, only one of
these was considered design significant. Two cases were found
where the required covers on horizontal trays were not installed
and two cases were found where the covers on risers were not
properly secured. One of these was not design-significant and
the others were to be reviewed further under the Category I
Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP. TVA initiated a work
package to ensure that covers are correctly installed at
required locations.

" Four discrepancies involved the location and spacing of tray
sections (DR Nos. 459, 461, and 647). Two were reviewed
relative to the separation requirements of Design Criteria WB-
DC-30-4 and were not design significant. TVA committed to
determine the significance of the other two and to establish the
extent-of-condition and provide resolutions for all four through
execution of the Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports
CAP.

" One discrepancy involved a piece of flexible conduit between a
rigid conduit and a cable tray. The length of the flex was less
than the minimum specified for isolating the tray from the rigid
conduit (DR No. 524). While this occurrence was not design-
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significant TVA indicated that this was a generic issue that was
being addressed through a s ignificant condition report..

One, generic issue that was made nondiscrepant left one aspect of the cable

tray and riser components unverified by the VSR. At the package preparation

stage of the CV process, TVA was unable to provide details for individual tray

parts and associated hardware. Drawings existed that showed tray layout and

specified part numbers for tray pieces and some connecting hardware but no

design output was found to detail each of the parts. A bill of material docu-

ment was found that had written descriptions for-various part numbers and this

document was used for reinspection to provide some assurance that the proper

parts were used; however, verification could not be made that the installed

parts met design requirements. because this was not design output and the

descriptions were not sufficiently detailed. Subsequent to inspections and

during the discrepancy resolution stage, TVA furnished detail sheets from the

tray fabrication contract documents that provided the previously missing

information. For this reason, the item was made nondiscrepant but it was too

late to use the information for verification of the installed components.

Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP includes evaluation of ta

configuration and qualification of hardware and should provide adequate

assurance that the installed parts properly implement the design.

4.3.3.3 Conclusions

Construction verification of the selected cable tray and riser components

found that deviations from the design output requirements existed for

installed trays and risers. Two items, grounding of supports not provided and

voltage level markers not installed, were classified as design-significant

discrepancies because they did not comply with design criteria requirements.

They were not safety-significant and TVA committed to correct them. Other

notable items pertained. to tray parts and connecting hardware. These items

are encompassed by the Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP and

TVA committed to evaluate and resolve them through its execution.
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Pdiscrepancies on cable trays and risers have been attributed to a failure
construction personnel to fo llow procedures and drawings. TVA stated that

the underlying cause was failure to recognize specific attributes as essential

and to accordingly provide installation and inspection requirements. TVA

committed to revise the appropriate implementing procedure(s) and to train

appropriate personnel in its requirements. Furthermore, they have stated that

the Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP will include evaluation

.of root cause for identified deficiencies.

The VSRT concl udes that successful fulfillment of the stated commitments

should establish that the installed safety-related cable trays and risers meet

the requirements of the design with respect to the attributes included in the

construction verification.

4.3.3.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to cable trays and risers:

DR No. 367

DR No. 368

DR No. 445

DR No. 446

DR No. 459

-Identification - voltage level markers not installed

-Tray parts - cover not installed on riser

-Tray parts - cover not installed on riser

-Identification - voltage level markers not installed

- Tray parts

- Tray parts

- Loose part

- Separation

- Separation

- Tray parts

- cover not installed on riser

- hardware overlap

- location not per drawing (riser)

- spacing not per drawing (riser)

- cover not installed on riser

DR No. 460 -Identification - voltage level markers not installed

-Tray parts - elbows not installed

-Bolting - nut missing in splice plate

-Tray parts - cover not secured on riser
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DR No. 461

DR No. 462

DR No. 464

DR No. 465

DR No. 485

DR No. 486

DR No. 520

DR No. 524

DR No. 647

- Grounding - supports not grounded

- Tray parts - cover not installed on tray

- Separation - spacing not per drawing

- Bolting - bolts loose in connector

- Tray parts - hardware overlap

- Tray parts - hardware overlap

- Tray parts - specified fitting not found in bill
of material

- Identification - voltage level markers not installed

- Tray parts - hardware overlap

- Bolting - bolts trimmed in connector

- Bolting - nut missing in connector

- Tray parts - splice plate notched

- Bolting - nut engagement inadequate in connector

- Tray parts - bolts omitted due to hardware overlap

- Identification - voltage level markers not installed

- Tray parts - hardware overlap

- Tray parts - cover not installed on riser

- Tray

- Tray

- Tray

- Tray

parts -

parts -

parts -

parts -

cover not secured on riser

hardware overlap

cover not installed on tray

splice plate notched

- Flex conduit - length < minimum

- Tray parts - hardware overlap

- Separation - Location/elevation not per drawing

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 353 - Identification - label incorrect

DR No. 366 - Tray parts - no details provided

DR No. 389 - Flex conduit - inadequate length criteria
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*R No. 390 -Tray parts - no edge protection specified

DR No. 445 -Identification 
- node marker not installed

DR No. 462 -Separation 
- spacing not per drawing

DR No. 486 - Grounding - support not grounded

DR No. 565 - Tray parts - no bill of material for auxiliary

building

4.3.4 CABLE TRAY AND RISER SUPPORTS

4.3.4.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR 
was to verify that installed supports

for cable trays and risers were in accordance with TVA design 
drawings and

installation specifications.

The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative

cable tray support components.

'design drawings designated support locations, prescribed specific con-

figurations and provided details and options 
for connections and attach-

ments. Installation specifications provided criteria for bolted connections,

anchor bolts and concrete expansion anchors.

The CV encompassed 20 cable tray and riser supports. 
These components

included the supports selected for EV plus a substantial number of others so

as to cover a variety of configurations and 
a broad range of details.

The selected components were reviewed for those inspectable attributes

considered essential to establish that the supports 
would meet design

.requirements. These include:

" location,

" overall configuration and dimensions,. * member sizes,
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0 connection configuration,

* bolting,

" concrete expansion anchors,

" anchor bolts,

* attachment of trays to supports,

" support of cables in vertical risers, and

" attachment of other components to the supports.

4.3.4.2 Evaluation

In the construction verification of cable tray and riser supports 16

discrepancies were identified on 9 of the 20 selected supports. The 16

discrepancies can be grouped into three areas as follows:

* Baseplates: Eight discrepancies involved the installation of
baseplates. Expansion anchors were found with improper spacing
and with violations of the specified minimum distance to a con-
crete free edge. Grouted anchors were also found with concrete
edge distance violations as well as violations of the minimum
spacing criteria to anchors in adjacent assemblies. Grout under
baseplates was found to be cracked and in one case a void
existed under the plate. One baseplate was found to be larger
than specified and one attachment to a baseplate was not
properly centered on the plate (DR Nos. 237, 437, 472, and 473).

* Tray Attachment to Supports: Four discrepancies involved the
hardware used to attach the cable tray to the supports. On one
support the tray was not attached. On another support an
unauthorized hole existed in the hardware and on still another
loose nuts were found in the connection. The overlap of tray
splice plates with attachment hardware that was identified for
cable trays (see Section 4.3.3) was also identified in one cable
tray support inspection (DR Nos. 217, 236, 238, and 438).

a Support Configuration: Four discrepancies involved the con-
figuration of supports. One identified the location of a brace
that was not within specified tolerances. One identified plates
missing from two connections. Two discrepancies pertained to
the location and dimensions of a support whose as-constructed
configuration was incorrectly recorded in the reinspections for
NCR 5737 (DR Nos. 438, 447, and 472).
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*One case of damaged grout, the missing tray attachment and the incorrect

as-constructed configuration were shown by TVA not to be design 
significant.

For the others, TVA has not evaluated the conditions for significance. The

significance evaluation will be performed within the Category I Cable Tray and

Cable Tray Supports CAP. For all of the discrepancies, the extent of

condition review and resolutions will be provided through execution of the

CAP.

4.3.4.3 Conclusions

Construction verification of the selected cable tray and riser supports 
found

that l6,deviations from the design output requirements existed for installed

supports. The significance of most of the deviations has not been

determined. All of the discrepancies resulting from CV are encompassed by the

Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP, and TVA committed to

evaluate and resolve them through its execution.

Sattributed the discrepancies on cable tray and riser supports to three

rlying causes:

" lack of emphasis on maintaining and controlling documentation of

field-initiated changes resulting in installations that were not

approved or incorporated into design drawings,

" failure of construction personnel to follow applicable specifi-

cations and instructions, and

" failure to consider as essential and, accordingly, to require

adequate installation and inspection documentation for
miscellaneous attributes.

TVA indicated that they now control plant changes procedurally and 
have

committed to revise the appropriate implementing procedures in order 
to

provide the proper installation and inspection requirements.

The VSRT concludes that successful fulfillment of the stated commitments

should establish that the installed safety-related cable tray supports 
meet

the requirements of the design with respect to the attributes included 
irm the

Sstruct ion verification.
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4.3.4.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to cable tray and riser

supports:

217

236

237

238

437

DR No. 438

DR No. 447

DR No. 472

DR No. 473

- Tray parts - hold-down not installed

- Tray parts - hardware overlap

- Baseplate - grout cracked, with voids

- Bolting - nuts loose in tray hold-down

- Anchor bolts - spacing violation

- Anchor bolts - concrete edge distance violation

- Configuration - connection not per detail

- Tray parts - abandoned hole in tray hold-down

- Drawing discrepancy - hanger location

- Drawing discrepancy - hanger dimensions

- Baseplate - attachment not centered

- CEA - bolt pattern not per detail

- CEA - concrete edge distance violation

- Configuration - brace dimensions not per detail

- Baseplate - size > specified

- Baseplate - grout chipped

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 218 - Bolting - bolt missing in tray hold-down

DR No. 235 - Unspecified attachments

DR No. 236 - Unspecified attachments

DR No. 237 - Unspecified attachments

DR No. 238 - Unspecified attachments

DR No. 334 - Unspecified attachments
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DR o. 96 - Unspecified attachments

DR No. 437 - Unspecified attachments

DR No. 438 - Unspecified attachments

DR No. 472 - CEA - anchor size < specified

- Unspecified attachments

DR No. 473 - Unspecified attachments

4.3.5 CONDUIT AND JUNCTION BOXES

4.3.5.1Obete

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that installed

electrical conduit and junction boxes were in accordance with TVA design

drawings and installation specifications.

The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative

conduit and junction box components.

*r conduit, the design drawings specified endpoint locations and sizes 
but

did not specify exact routing. The design drawings, standard drawings and

installation specifications provided criteria to control routing 
such as span,

bend radius, total degrees of bends, and separation requirements.

For CV purposes, a conduit component was defined as the total length of

conduit from endpoint to endpoint. Sixteen such components were reviewed for

CV. These were associated with the components selected for review in the

cable element.

For junction boxes, the design drawings specified locations and mark numbers.

Junction box size, configuration, and pertinent details for each mark number

were specified on standard drawings. Four junction boxes were reviewed in

CV. These were chosen from the components selected for EV review.
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-The selected components were reviewed for those inspectable attributes con-@

sidered essential to establish that the conduit and junction boxes would me

design requirements. These include:

• conduit endpoints and box location,

* identification,

" type,

* size (and configuration for boxes),

• conduit span, bend radius, and total degrees of bends,

• fittings and condulets,

• attachment to supports,

• cable support and protection,

• separation,

• grounding,

* proper use of flexible conduit, and.

• sealing of boxes.

4.3.5.2 Evaluation

Thirty-four discrepancies were identified on 14 of the 20 selected conduit and

junction box components. The majority of these (28) pertained to flexible

conduit installations. Three discrepancies were found on rigid conduit and

three on junction boxes. Nine discrepancies were design-significant, 16 were

not design-significant and for 9 the significance has not yet 
been determined.

The three discrepancies on rigid conduit all pertained to condulets. 
These

are summarized as follows:

* Two discrepancies involved condulet covers. One cover was not

installed and the other was missing its gasket (DR Nos. 363 and

381). Through review of additional condulets, TVA found these

to be isolated cases. TVA established that these were not

6
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* design-significant conditions and issued MRs to correct them.

One discrepancy involved an LBD fitting in a conduit run

carrying an 8-kV cable. TVA Standard DS-E13.6.2 does not allow

the use of condulets (conduit bodies) as pull points for medium-

voltage cables (DR No. 379). The impact of this discrepancy is

that minimum cable bend radius requirements are violated. Bend

radius problems are being addressed through a work package.

This issue is discussed in Section 4.4.2 for the cable element.

The three discrepancies on junction boxes all pertained to sealing 
and were

not classified as design significant. These are summarized as follows:

Two discrepancies identified boxes with damaged or deteriorated

gaskets. The third discrepancy noted that one of the boxes was

also found to be lacking silicone sealant on nameplate screws

(DR Nos. 398 and 476). Each of these was found to occur else-

where within its plant area; two in the reactor building and 
one

in the auxiliary building. All were shown not to be design-

significant because sealing was not essential. The reactor

building discrepancies were resolved by initiating a design

change notice (DCN) to modify the sealing requirements and for

the auxiliary building discrepancy a CAQR was initiated.

~28 discrepancies on flexible conduit involved 10 individual components.

Whe are summarized as follows:

" One discrepancy addressed a section of flexible conduit that did

not have an identification tag where it emptied into a cable

tray (DR No. 364). This discrepancy was not design-significant,

was found to be an isolated occurrence, and was to be corrected
by TVA.

* Seven discrepancies identified flexible conduits that were

supported from cable trays and electrical panels in an

unauthorized manner. Most were attached directly to the tray

and/or panel with a bolted conduit strap. In one case, a

Unistrut was attached to a panel (DR Nos. 365, 376, 377, 378,

381, and 382). TVA committed to review these under their CAPs

to determine significance and extent-of-condition and to provide

resolution, root cause, and recurrence control. The support of

the conduit and the effect on the panels will fall within the

Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP and the effect on the

trays will fall within the Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray

Supports CAP (see Subsection 4.3.3.2).

" Seven additional discrepancies, related to the support discrep-

ancies, identified fittings at the ends of the flexible conduit

that were not an authorized application. Collars that are

usually part of a connector were used alone (DR Nos. 365, 376,
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377, 378, 381, 382, and 413). The collars used were securely

fastened to the flexible conduit and functioned to provide cable

protection and thus were not design-significant. 
TVA initiated

a change'to General Construction Specification G-40 to permit

this installation and has gene rated a task package 
to review

flexible conduits for other discrepancies on fittings.

Nine discrepancies identified flexible conduit connected between

cable tray and equipment without the use of bonding 
jumpers.(DR

Nos. 365, 376, 377, 378, 381, 382, 413, 495, and 630). This

condition was classified as design-significant because the

grounding requirements of Design Criteria WB-DC-30-22 (which

invokes the National Electrical Code) were not met. This has

been classified as not safety-significant because equipment

operation would not be affected. TVA initiated an MR to install

bonding jumpers where required.

* Two discrepancies identified flexible conduit with loose

couplings at the termination to electrical equipment 
(DR Nos.

364 and 376). Although not properly tightened, the couplings

were fully threaded and would provide adequate support 
of the

flexible conduit and, therefore, the discrepancies were classi-

fied as not design-significant. This is a generic condition

that TVA committed to correct through the Electrical Issues CAP.

* One discrepancy noted a split in the outer jacket of a flexible

conduit (DR No. 382). This case was not design-significant and

TVA initiated an MR to repair the split. TVA has stated that

damage to flexible conduit is a generic issue that will be

addressed by the Electrical Issues CAP.

* One discrepancy identified a section of flexible conduit 
that

exceeded the maximum specified length (DR No. 495). The

installed length was 90 inches and General Construction

Specification G-40 specifies a limit of 72 inches. TVA

initiated a DCN to evaluate this specific instance and has

committed to review this item in the Electrical Conduit and

Conduit Support CAP.

TVA attributed the discrepancies on flexible conduit 
to inadequate design

output and failure to follow specification requirements. 
Initially, the gov-

erning specification did not delineate specific 
requirements and subsequent

revision to the specification did-not make the 
requirements retroactive. Fur-

thermore, construction personnel failed to implement the requirements once

they were established. TVA committed to revise the specifications and
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W ,lementing documents in order to clearly define the requirements for pro-
curement, installation, and inspection of flexible conduit and has issued a

design drawing that provides an index of the requirements documents.

4.3.5.3 Conclusions

Except for two areas, the selected conduit and junction box components were

found to be in compliance with the TVA design drawings and installation speci-

fications. The two notable areas of discrepancies are condulets, whose

improper installation resulted in cable bend radius violations, and flexible

conduit, which exhibited a variety of discrepancies. TVA committed to resolve

cable bend radius issues through a work package. They committed to review

flexible conduit and to resolve issues through a maintenance request, the

Electrical Issues CAP, the Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP and the

Category I Cable Tray and Cable Tray Supports CAP.

From TVA's root cause determinations, it appears that the primary underlyingSse of the discrepancies on conduit and junction boxes was failure to
lement the requirements of construction specifications. TVA issued a

drawing to identify the applicable specifications for conduit and junction box

work and committed to revise the appropriate implementing documents (e.g.,

work procedures) to more clearly specify requirements.

The VSRT concludes that successful fulfillment of the stated commitments

should establish that the installed conduit and junction boxes meet the

requirements of the design with respect to the attributes included in the

construction verification.

4.3.5.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to conduit and junction boxes:

DR No. 363 - Conduit fitting -gasket not installed on condulet

DR No. 364 - Identification -label not installed

- Conduit fitting -coupling loose
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DR No. 365

DR No. 376

- Flex conduit - attachment to tray improper

- Flex conduit - end collar improper

- Grounding - no bonding jumper at flex

- Conduit fitting - coupling loose

- Flex conduit - attachment to tray improper

- Flex conduit -

- Grounding - no

- Flex conduit -

- Grounding - no

- Flex conduit -

- Grounding - no

- Flex conduit -

- Flex conduit -

end collar improper

bonding jumper at flex

end collar improper

bonding jumper at flex

attachment to tray improper

bonding jumper at flex

attachment to tray improper

end collar improper

DR No. 379

DR No. 381

- Conduit fitting - LB used as pull point

- Flex conduit -attachment to panel improper

- Flex conduit -attachment to tray improper

- Flex conduit -end collar improper

- Grounding - no bonding jumper at flex

- Conduit fitting - cover not installed on condulet

- Flex conduit-

- Flex conduit-

- Damage - split

- Grounding - no

end collar improper

attachment to panel improper

in flex conduit jacket

bonding jumper at flex

DR No. 398

DR No. 413

DR No. 476

- Sealing - bolts not siliconed in junction box
cover

- Sealing - gasket deteriorated on junction box

cover

- Flex conduit - end collar improper

- Grounding - no bonding jumper at flex

- Sealing - gasket damaged on junction box cover
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WDR No. 495 - Grounding -no bonding jumper at flex
- Flex conduit - length > maximum

DR No. 630 - Grounding - no bonding jumper at flex

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 365 - Flex conduit - installed without rigid

DR No. 376 - Flex conduit - installed without rigid

DR No. 380 - Conduit - span > maximum

DR No. 470 - Drawing discrepancy

DR No. 476 - Damage - screws protruding inside junction box

4.3.6 CONDUIT AND JUNCTION BOX SUPPORTS

4.3.6.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that installed supports

P conduits and junction boxes were in accordance with TVA design drawings
dinstallation specifications.

The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative

conduit and junction box supports.

Since conduit was not specifically routed on the design drawings, unique con-

duit and junction box supports were not specified. Instead, construction was

directed to locate supports to meet the conduit installation criteria and then

to select pre-engineered support types. The design drawings provided typical

support details and included extensive general notes for alternatives and

variations to the typical details. Unique identification for these supports

Was provided in a data base established by construction personnel for tracking

purposes. The data base also provided reference to the typical support

details utilized in the construction of each support. The unique identifica-

tions were maintained through the inspection records.
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The CV encompassed 20 supports: 15 for conduit and 5 for junction boxes.

Most of these components were unique to CV since design calculations for EVW

existed only for the typical details rather than unique supports.

The selected components were reviewed for those inspectable attributes 
con-

sidered essential to establish that the supports would meet design require-

ments. These include:

" overall configuration,

" dimensions,

* member sizes,

* connection configuration,

" bolting,

" concrete expansion anchors,

" anchor bolts,

* attachment of conduit and junction boxes to the support, and

* attachment of other components to supports.

4.3.6.2 Evaluation

In the construction verification of conduit and junction box supports, 27 dis-

crepancies were identified on 16 of the 20 selected supports. The discrep-

ancies are summarized as follows:

* One discrepancy involved a conduit support that was attached to

a concrete partition wall without engineering approval (DR

No. 496).* The discrepancy was not design-significant because

TVA previously performed calculations to qualify partition walls

for attachments. (The subject calculations were reviewed in the

EV portion of the VSR.) TVA identified this as a generic condi-

tion and has initiated a CAQR to address it.

0 Twelve discrepancies were related to support configurations that

were not in conformance with the specified details. The types

of deviations included member sizes smaller than specified,

dimensional variations, subcomponents not installed and overall

configurations that were not as specified (DR Nos. 414, 416,

418, 463, 466, 516, 518, and 525). Seven of the cases were
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deviatio ns from typical support drawings. The other five cases
were deviations from support variance sheets (SVSs). SVSs are.
documents that were used to obtain engineering approval of
deviations from typical details for specific support installa-
tions. Even with the permitted variations, the installed condi-
tion did not comply with the approved details. TVA committed to
identify and resolve configuration discrepancies through the
Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP. Because evaluations
will be performed within the CAP, TVA has not performed evalua-
tions to determine design significance for these specific
discrepancies.

"Seven discrepancies were related to bolting to Unistrut channels
(DR Nos. 394, 414, 436, 466, 469, 496, and 518). Five of the
discrepancies involved bolting of conduit clamps: one clamp had
one nut missing, three clamps each had one nut not properly
seated on the Unistrut, and one had two bolts with inadequate
thread engagement. The other two discrepancies involved
mounting of junction boxes; one box had two of four nuts not
properly seated, and one box had one bolt with an identification
tag wire within the bolt grip. TVA has not yet determined the
design significance of the reported discrepancies. TVA
committed to identify and resolve Unistrut bolting discrepancies
through the Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP.

* Two discrepancies were related to concrete expansion anchors.
Both were identified on the mounting of a Unistrut flush to a
wall for a conduit support. One discrepancy was a violation of
minimum spacing between anchors and one was a violation of
minimum spacing from an anchor to a penetration (DR No. 500).
TVA not yet determined the design significance of the reported
discrepancies. TVA committed to identify and resolve concrete
expansion anchor discrepancies through the Electrical Conduit
and Conduit Support CAP.

* Five discrepancies were of a documentation nature; two identi-
fied supports that could not be found, one identified a support
with no inspection records, one identified a drawing that was
incomplete, and one identified a drawing that had a feature with
no documented design basis.

The supports that could not be found were listed in the compu-
terized construction data base. (This was the document used by
the VSRT to identify supports.) The VSRT was unable to find
installed supports at the locations and with the details speci-
fied in the data base (DR Nos. 393 and 395). TVA was unable to
find documentation that would have deleted the supports. Since
the data base does not provide specific locations or identify
the conduits attached to the supports, the impact of this dis-
crepancy is not obvious. TVA committed to determine the
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significance of these discrepancies and to perform a review for
similar problems through the Electrical Conduit and Conduit
Support CAP.

,The discrepancy for lack of inspection records began as an
question that the support was incorrectly labelled (DR No.
383). The identification number on the support was not identi-
cal to that specified in the data base. TVA indicated that this
was due to a change in the numbering scheme. For other items of
this type, TVA cited inspection records on which the change was
noted. For this support the inspection records could not be
found. This is a deficiency that TVA committed to resolve by
establishing the adequacy of the supports through the Electrical
Conduit andConduit Support CAP.

The discrepancy on the incomplete drawing was due to improper
labelling of and reference to a table that specified allowable
support loading (DR No. 500). TVA committed to ensure that the
Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP will include review
of the design output documents for proper representation of the
design parameters.

The discrepancy on the drawing without design basis related to
the mounting of a junction box. CV inspection noted that the
hales in the back of the junction box were oversize (DR No.
469). TVA's response to this item identified a general note
that permitted enlarging of the holes used for mounting junction
boxes with expansion anchors. The VSRT pursued the engineering
basis for this note, but TVA could not find any documented
basis. TVA committed to ensure that the Electrical Conduit and
Conduit Support CAP will include review of the design basis and
design output documents.

4.3.6.3 Conclusions

Construction verification of the selected conduit'and junction box supports

found that deviations from the design output requirements exist for installed

supports. The significance of most of the deviations has not yet been deter-

mined. For all of the discrepancies resulting from CV, TVA committed to

perform futur e reviews: in one case, via a CAQR and in the others, through

execution of the Electrical Conduit and Conduit Support CAP. TVA committed to

ensure that these programs will review the conduit and junction box support

population for the types of discrepancies noted in the VSR and then correct or

evaluate and resolve them.
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Pattributed the discrepancies on conduit and junction box supports pri-ly to unclear and incomplete installation and inspection requirements and

failure to follow procedures. The deficiencies in installation and inspection

documents were due in part to failure by TVA to recognize some items (e.g.,

unistrut nuts) as essential attributes and to accordingly specify the neces-

sary requirements. TVA committed to generate an engineering requirements

specification as a single document for requirements pertaining to the instal-

lation, maintenance, and inspection of conduit and junction box supports. In

addition, they will revise implementing procedures and train personnel

accordingly.

The VSRT concludes that successful fulfillment of the stated commitments

should establish that the installed conduit and junction box supports meet the

requirements of the design with respect to the attributes included in the

construction verification.

4.3.6.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

b following discrepancy reports are related to conduit and junction box

supports:

DR No. 383

DR No. 393

DR No. 394

DR No. 395

DR No. 414

DR No. 416

DR No. 418

DR No. 436

DR No. 463

- No installation documentation

- Support not found

- Unistrut bolting - nut not installed on conduit
clamp

- Support not found

- Baseplate - size < specified

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated on conduit clamp

- Configuration - not per detail

- Configuration - connection not per detail

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated on conduit clamp

- Configuration - not per detail
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DR No. 466

DR No. 469

DR No. 496

DR No. 500

DR No. 516

DR No. 518

DR No. 525

- Configuration - member size < specified

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated on junction box
mounting

- Configuration - no design basis for enlarged holes
in junction box for CEAs

- Unistrut bolting - tag wire in grip on junction
box

- Unauthorized attachment to partition wall

- Unistrut bolting - thread engagement inadequate on
conduit clamp

- Drawing discrepancy - table missing

- CEA - spacing violation

- CEA - concrete edge distance violation

- Configuration - member length > specified

- Bolting - lock washers not installed

- Configuration - not per detail in.SVS

- Configuration - member size < specified in SVS

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated on conduit
clamp

Configuration - junction box attachment not per
fetail in SVS

- Configuration.- member size < specified in SVS

- Configuration - member elevation not per SVS

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 415

DR No. 416

DR No. 417

DR No. 436

- Baseplate - size < specified

- Identification - label incorrect

- Support not found

- Identification - label not installed

- Configuration - cantalever length exceeded

- Configuration - number of conduits > maximum

- Configuration - unspecified plates installed
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DR No. 469

DR No. 496

DR No. 516

DR No. 517

DR No. 518

DR No. 525

- Identification - label incorrect

- Configuration - not per detail

- CEA - concrete edge distance violation

- Configuration - number of conduits > maximum

- Identification - label incorrect

- Configuration - connection not per detail

- Unistrut bolting - thread engagement inadequate

- Identification - label not installed

- Configuration - not per detail

- Configuration - connection not per detail

- CEA - concrete spalling

- Configuration

- Configuration

- Configuration

- Configuration

- Configuration

brace dimensions not per detail

member size < specified

diagonal not installed

member type not as specified

member length < specified

- Identification - label incorrect

- Configuration - connection not per detail

- Configuration - member location not per detail

- Baseplate - size > specified

- CEA - bolt relocated and plate configuration
altered

- SVS not referenced in data base

4.3.7 HVAC DUCTS AND PLENUMS

4.3.7.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that the installed

heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) ducts and plenums were in

accordance with TVA design drawings, duct construction standards, and standard

details.
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The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative IM
and plenum components.

Design d~rawings specified the layout of the ducts and plenums and provided

typical construction details. Other details and criteria were provided

through "SMAGNA High-Velocity Duct Construction Standards," 2nd edition, 1969.

For CV purposes, the duct span between two adjacent supports was considered as

an individual duct component. In cases where a duct entered an area through a

.wall, the span between the wall and the first support was considered as an

individual duct component.

The CV encompassed four duct components and one plenum. Listed below are the

components selected for CV.

" plenum A located in the control building at elevation 6921-011;

* two ducts in the control building above elevation 6921-0O", one
between the wall on column line C11 and support 14-698 and one

between supports 14-697 and 14-698; and
" two ducts in the control building above elevation 692'-0"

between supports 20-761 and 20-786 and supports 20-786 and
3 1-787.

Plenum A and two of the ducts listed above were also selected for EV.

The selected components were reviewed for those inspectable attributes

considered essential to establish that they were constructed and installed to

meet the design output requirements. These included:

* location;

" configuration (including dimensional configuration and type of
construction);

* installation of stiffeners, companion angles, flexible joints,
tie rods and structural support members including size, spacing,
orientation, and configuration;

* turning vanes; 

i
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• bolting, riveting, and connections;

" gaskets and sealants;

• access door location and configuration;

* location and joint configuration of mounted components;

• attachments and penetrations;

" repair patches; and

" insulation.

Duct gauge and plenum sheet metal thickness were not verified through the CV

review. These attributes could not be inspected visually as no edges were,

accessible for measurement. In addition, the design output documents Mere

such that required duct gages could not be determined. Duct gauge was

specified to be per SMACNA or per a document produced by Oak Ridge National

Laboratory depending on duct pressure, but duct pressure was not specifie~d in

the design output. This issue is discussed in Section 3.3.8 (DR No. 649).

*.7.2 Evaluation

In construction verification of the five selected HVAC duct and plenum com-

ponents, eight discrepancies were identified. Six discrepancies were deter-

mined to not be design-significant and for two, the significance has not yet

been determined. These discrepancies are summarized as follows:

" Three discrepancies involved the selected plenum. Two of these
involved the attachment of components (one drain line and two
instruments) without attachment details. The other discrepancy
identified that the door latch mechanism was not constructed to
the drawing details (DR No. 498). TVA showed that these items
were not design significant and reviewed other plenums for the
extent of the condition. The reported conditions were found to
be isolated to the selected plenum and one other plenum that was
built to the same drawings.

" Three discrepancies involved duct construction. One of these
noted that tie rods were not welded in place as required by the
duct construction standards but rather the rods were threaded
and were anchored using nuts inside and outside of the duct (DR
No. 499). This condition is not design significant as it is an
adequate method of attachment. TVA stated that this is typical
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of duct construction throughout the plant and that they will
revise their design output documents to specify this as an
acceptable installation method.

Another of the duct construction discrepancies identified a
joint between duct sections that was without a gasket or mastic
sealant (DR No. 501). This was not a design-significant
condition as flow testing and balancing showed the duct to be
acceptable. Review by TVA found this to be an isolated case and
an MR was initiated to correct it.

The third duct construction discrepancy noted that no details
were provided for locations of turning vanes in transition
elbows (DR No. 564). This discrepancy affects all elbows
connecting duct pieces of different cross-section but based on
flow testing, no design significant conditions exist. The
qualification of the vanes themselves is discussed in Section
3.3.8. TVA committed to provide details for future
installations.

One discrepancy involved the mounting of a heater unit to the
ductwork. The connection was found to have four bolts missing
and three others loose (DR No. 499). The significance of this
discrepancy has not yet been determined. TVA committed to
ensure that these discrepancies will be specifically evaluated
and resolved within the HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP.g

*One discrepancy involved patching of a section of duct. A patch
was installed using rivets whereas patching details only pro-
vided for welding (DR No. 499). The significance of this
discrepancy has not yet been determined. TVA committed to
ensure that these discrepancies will be specifically evaluated
and resolved within the HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP.

4.3.7.3 Conclusions

Construction verification of the selected HVAC duct and plenum components

found that, for the most part, construction was adequate. The nature of the

discrepancies identified, however, reflects that the design output was not

sufficiently explicit and that construction was performed both without details

and with inattention to specified details. TVA committed to perform addi-

tional reviews through the HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP. The VSRT con-

cludes that successful fulfillment of these commitments should establish that

.the installed safety-related HVAC ducts and plenums meet the requirements of
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' design with respect to the attributes included in the constructionification.

4.3.7.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to HVAC ducts and plenums:

DR No. 498 - Plenum construction - door latch not per detail

- Attachments - instrument mounting detail not
specified

- Attachments - drain line detail not specified

DR No. 499 - Duct Construction - patch rivetted in lieu of
welding

- Duct construction - tie rods bolted,:in lieu of
welding

- Attachments - heater mounting bolts missing

DR No. 501 - Duct installation - no gasket;.r mastic at joints

DR No. 564 - Drawing discrepancy - no turning vane detail for
rectangular elbows

The foll

DR

DR

owing DRs

No. 498

No. 499

DR No. 502

were determined to be nondiscrepant:

- Plenum construction - member not installed

- Duct construction - access panel bolted in lieu of
rivets

- Attachments - in-line heater not per detail

- Duct installation - no gasket or mastic at joints

- Attachments - traverse port mounting detail not
specified

4.3.8 HVAC DUCT SUPPORTS

4.3.8.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that installed supports

for HVAC ducts were installed in accordance with design drawings and

installation specifications.
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The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative

duct supports.W

The design drawings designated support locations, prescribed specific configu-

rations, and provided details and options for connections and attachments.

Installation specifications provided criteria for bolted connections, anchor

.bolts, and concrete expansion anchors.

The CV encompassed 20 HVAC duct supports. These components included the

supports selected for EV review that were accessible for inspection plus a

substantial number of others so as to cover a variety of configurations and a

broad range of details.

The selected supports were reviewed for those inspectable attributes con-

sidered essential to establish that the supports meet the design requirements

as specified on the design documents. These included:

0 location,

0 hanger configuration and the size of members,

* connection configuration and use of specified fasteners,

0 attachment of duct to support,

* attachment of other components such as conduits or pipes, to the
support, and

0 attachment to anchor plates and embedment plates.

4.3.8.2 Evaluation

Twenty discrepancies were identified on 15 of the 20 selected HVAC duct

supports. Of the 20 discrepancies, 3 were classified as not design-

significant and for 17 the significance has not yet been determined. The

discrepancies are summarized as follows:

*Two discrepancies identified conditions where the attachment of
hanger legs to building steel did not conform to specified
details (DR Nos. 171 and 172). Contrary to the requirement of
the drawing, the hanger members were attached eccentrically to i
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the supporting building steel. TVA determined by calculation
that the specific discrepancies have minimal effect on the
support steel. Thus, the discrepancies were classified as not
design or safety significant. TVA evaluated these types of
discrepancies in NCR 3659, Rev. 1.

One discrepancy involved a plate (from a deleted support) that
was attached to a support member but not indicated on design
drawings (DR No.172). The added load due to the attachment was
negligible and, therefore, this discrepancy was classified as
not design- or safety-significant. A DCN has been initiated to
accept the installed condition. TVA committed to establish the
extent-of-condition, determining the significance, and providing
resolutions through execution of the HVAC Duct and Duct Supports
CAP.

* Configuration: Five discrepancies were identified where support
configurations, plate edge distance for expansion anchors and
connection plate details did not conform to specified details
(DR Nos. 173, 174, 179, 180, and 317). TVA committed to
establish the extent-of-condition, determine significance, and
provide resolution through execution of the HVAC Duct and Duct
Supports CAP.

• Duct Attachment: Four discrepancies pertained to the instal-
lation of blind rivets for attaching duct to the supports.
Three discrepancies identified spacing of rivets that exceeded
specified maximums. The other discrepancy identified a missing
rivet (DR Nos. 171, 176, 178, and 304). TVA committed to
establish the extent-of-condition, determine significance, and
provide resolution through execution of the HVAC Duct and Duct
Supports CAP.

Unspecified Attachment: Four discrepancies were related to
attachment of components to HVAC supports that were not
authorized by the design output. Three pieces of Unistrut
supporting conduits, three pieces of Unistrut supporting control
air lines, and four unused pieces of Unistrut were attached to
one support. TVA furnished two SVSs that approved part of the
subject attachments. However, these SVSs did not account for
all of the attachments. Three other supports had multiple
attachments including rigid conduit, flexible conduit, a light
fixture, and tube steel (DR Nos. 171, 176, 306, and 354). TVA
committed to establish the extent-of-condition, determine
significance, and provide resolution through execution of the
HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP. TVA stated that these
discrepancies are due to misapplication of supplemental loading
criteria for attachments to supports and may be typical of cases
throughout the plant. TVA indicated that current procedures
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require engineering approval for all attachments and thus this
problem should not occur in future work.

Baseplates: Three discrepancies pertained to the installation
of expansion anchor plate assemblies. Two installations were

identified that did not match the specified size, plate edge
distance and spacing of anchors. The other discrepancy related

to violation of plate edge distance (DR Nos. 305, 317, and
387). TVA committed to establish the extent-of-condition,
determine significance, and provide resolution through execution

of the HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP.

Alteration to Member: One discrepancy was related to the

installation of hanger support steel. Four unspecified notches

were made in the top and bottom flanges at the end of a wide

flange member to facilitate installation of anchor bolts in the

end connection (DR No. 304). TVA committed to establish the

extent-of-condition, determine significance, and provide resolu-

tion through execution of the HVAC Duct and Duct Supports CAP.

4.3.8.3 Conclusions

Construction verification of the selected HVAC duct supports found that devia-

tions from the design output requirements existed for installed supports.

majority of the discrepancies were encompassed by the HVAC Duct and Duct 3
Supports CAP, and TVA committed to evaluate and resolve them through its

execution.

Most of the discrepancies on duct supports can be characterized as deviations

from specified configurations. TVA attributed these primarily to inattention

to detail by craft, engineering, and inspection personnel. TVA committed to

reinstruct appropriate plant personnel with emphasis on adherence to design

output drawings.

The VSRT concludes that successful fulfillment of these commitments should

establish that the installed safety-related HVAC duct supports meet the

requirements of the design with respect to the attributes included in the

construction verification.
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.8.4 Related Discrepancy Reports
The following discrepancy reports are related to HVAC duct supports:

DR No. 171

DR No. 172

DR No. 173

DR No.

DR No.

- Attachment to structure - alignment not per detail

- Unspecified attachments

- Duct attachment - rivet missing

- Attachment to structure - alignment not per detail

- Unspecified attachment

- Configuration - attached to embed in lieu of CEA
plate per SVS

- Configuration - not per detail on SVS

- Unspecified attachments

- Duct attachment - rivet spacing > specified

- Duct attachment - rivet spacing > specified

- Configuration - connection not per detail

- Configuration - connection not per detail

- Duct attachment - rivet spacing > specified

- Alteration - notches

- CEA - plate edge distance not per detail

- Unspecified attachments

- Baseplate - size > specified

- Configuration - connection stiffener added

- Unspecified attachments

- Baseplate - size > specified

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 177 - Configuration - added member not per detail

- Damage - notch

DR No. 304 - Duct attachment - excessive overhang

- Unspecified attachments
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DR No. 312 - Baseplate - size < specified

DR No. 321 - Bolting - lock washers not fully compressed

4.3.9 SMALL-BORE PIPING AND INSTRUMENT LINE SUPPORTS

4.3.9.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that installed small-

bore piping and instrument line supports were in accordance with TVA design

drawings and installation specifications.

The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative

small-bore piping and instrument line supports.

Since small-bore piping and instrument lines were not specifically routed on

the design drawings, unique supports for these lines were not specified, with

the exception of a few small-bore supports where specific design drawings

existed. These unique details were prepared by EDS Nuclear Inc., and revi

by TVA. For small-bore and instrument lines construction was directed to

locate supports to meet respective installation criteria and then to select

pre-engineered support types. The design drawings provided typical support

details and tables, and included extensive general notes for alternatives and

variations to the typical details. Unique identification for these supports

was shown in isometric dra wings that were generated by construction personnel

for field routing of the lines. For small-bore piping supports, the isometric

drawings were adopted as design output for location of the supports along the

p ip ing.

Although component selection for EV was based on calculations for standard

support types, individual components were uniquely selected for CV. The

components included both standard and unique support configurations. Twenty

small-bore piping supports and 16 supports for instrument lines were selected

for CV. The selection was aimed at establishing a representative cross
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W ion of support types (e.g., guides and snubbers) and attachment conditions
(embedded plates, expansion anchors, and grouted anchored plates).

The selected components were reviewed for those inspectable attributes con-

sidered essential to establish that the supports would meet design require-

ments. These include the following:

* support location;

• overall configuration, support member sizes, and lengths;

* connection configuration, bolting, concrete expansion anchors,
and grouted anchors;

* identification of standard components (snubbers and sway struts)
and their installation per specification;

• gaps between pipe and support; and

* pipe movement.

P.9.2 Evaluation

nty-seven discrepancies were identified on small-bore piping and instrument

line supports. These discrepancies occurred on 17 of the 36 components

selected for these elements. Of the 27 discrepancies, one was design-

significant (but not safety-significant), four were not design-significant and

one was unresolved. TVA has not determined significance for 21 discrepancies.

* One discrepancy identified that TVA had not installed specified
lockwashers in anchor bolt assemblies (DR No. 523). TVA stated
that lockwashers are not required and should not have been
specified. (Generally, flat washers are specified for anchor
bolt installation and were used in this support.) Therefore,
lack of lockwashers is neither design- or safety-significant.
TVA deactivated the drawing that specified lockwashers and,
therefore, corrected this problem for future work.

* One discrepancy identified a small-bore piping support with a
broken cotter pin at the clamp and an arc strike on the data
plate of the snubber housing (DR No. 150). TVA classified these
discrepancies as not design- or safety-significant and this
condition is determined to be an isolated case. TVA initiated

I
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an MR to replace the broken cotter pin and remove 
the noted arc

strike.

One discrepancy identified an instrument line support 
with

unapproved pipe clamps (DR No. 441). TVA classified this

discrepancy as design-significant because the 
installation

violated the design output requirements, but not 
safety-signi-

ficant because the installed clamps will provide 
adequate

support. The issue of improper clamps was addressed by TVA 
in

NCR W-334-P, and its resolution requires a walkdown 
of instru-

ment lines to ensure that proper clamps are used 
and are

installed in accordance with drawing requirements. 
An MR has

been initiated to replace the subject clamp assembly 
with the

appropriate hardware.

" Two discrepancies identified damaged concrete in the vicinity of

expansion anchors (DR Nos. 391 and 441). The subject expansion

anchors were pull tested and found to be acceptable. 
The entire

support population was accepted by TVA based on 
testing of in-

place anchors. Based on the stated results, the discrepancies

were classified as not design- or safety-significant.

" For the remaining 21 discrepancies, TVA committed to establish

the extent-of-condition, determine significance, 
and provide

resolutions through execution of the Hanger 
and Analysis Update

Program (HAAUP) and Instrument Line CAPs. The discrepancies can

be grouped into four areas as follows:

Unistrut bolting: Seven discrepancies were identified on

Unistrut bolt and spring nut assemblies; six where 
the

grooves in the spring nuts did not properly engage 
the lips

of the Unistrut channel and one having loose bolts (DR Nos.

153, 392, 488, 489, 494, and 615). TVA stated that these

discrepancies are due to construction specifications 
that

did not provide explicit direction for proper bolting 
with

the Unistrut system.

Attachment of pipe to supports: Five discrepancies were

identified in this area. Violation of specified gap between

pipe and support steel, improper clearance between adjacent

straps, undersize pipe clamp thickness, and violation 
of

pipe span are the notable discrepancies (DR Nos. 
491, 523,

615, 635, and 636).

Configuration: Six discrepancies were identified where

support configurations, member orientation, and 
baseplate

thickness did not match specified details (DR 
Nos. 411, 457,

489, 491, and 636).
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S -- Concrete Expansion Anchors: One discrepancy involved the
violation of specified distance between an expansion anchor
bolt and a concrete free edge (DR No. 151). This type of
discrepancy resulted from an item in the construction speci-
fication that permitted reduction of the minimum required
distance for anchors with no shear toward the free edge.
Construction personnel applied this allowance with
inadequate information on the direction of force in the
anchors.

-- Two miscellaneous discrepancies were identified. One sup-
port was missing its identification, and another support had
an unspecified hole drilled in structural steel (DR Nos. 491
and 636).

One item was left unresolved (DR No. 156). The YSRT found a
support whose configuration was not according to:the specified
typical detail. Following inspections, TVA furnished an SVS.
VSRT review of the SVS found that the deviations from the
typical detail were approved by engineering except for the grout
beneath the expansion anchor plate. The grout is 1-3/4-inch,
thick while general notes permit up to 1-1/2 inches. _(tNvte 223
on drawing 47AO50-1V5, Rev. 0, specifies 1 inch maximum. This
note is inactive now but was applicable for work completed prior
to August 30, 1984. Note 78 on drawing 47AO50-1Q2, Rev. 5,
provides a tolerance of ±1/2 inch and applies to work after
January 1, 1981. TVA indicated that the subject support was
installed on or about August 24, 1981.) TVA stated that the
installed grout is acceptable per Note 41 on drawing 47AO50-1H,
Rev. 2; however, this is not in the current design output
drawings. It was deleted from the 47A050 series general notes,
and TVA has not provided evidence that engineering accepts this
note for any past work. The VSRT believes that this item shý;uld
be included in and resolved through the HAAUP CAP.

4.3.9.3 Conclusions

Construction verification of the selected small-bore piping and instrument

line supports found that deviations from the design output requirements

existed for installed small-bore piping and instrument line supports. The

majority of the discrepancies identified are encompassed by the HAAUP and/or

Instrument Line CAPs, and TVA committed to establish the extent-of-condition,

determine significance and provide resolutions through their execution.

Slective evaluation of the discrepancies on small-bore piping and instrument

e supports indicates that their underlying root cause was procedures that
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lacked explicit guidelines for some attributes combined with inattention t

detail on the part of construction and inspection personnel. TVA stated th

procedures are in place to provide adequate direction and has committed to

instruct the appropriate personnel in their requirements.

The VSRT concludes that successful fulfillment of these commitments should

establish that the installed safety-related small-bore piping and instrument

line supports meet the requirements of the design with respect to the

attributes included in the construction verification.

4.3.9.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to the small-bore piping and

instrument line supports:

DR No. 150

DR No. 151

DR No. 153

DR No. 156

DR No. 391

DR No. 392

DR No. 411

DR No. 441

DR No. 457

DR No. 488

DR No. 489

- Damage - broken cotter pin and arc strike

- CEA - concrete edge distance violation

- Unistrut bolting - bolts loose

- Configuration - grout thickness exceeds maximum

- CEA - concrete spalling

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated

- Configuration - not per detail

- Pipe clamp - improper part

- CEA - Concrete spalling

- Configuration - brace dimensions not per detail

- Configuration - member size < specified

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated

- Baseplate - size < specified

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated
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DR No. 491

DR No.

DR No.

DR No. 615

635

636

- Identification - label not installed

- Configuration - not per detail

- Pipe span - exceeds drawing limit

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated

- Pipe clamps - spacing not per detail

- CEA - lock washers not installed

- Pipe attachment - improper fit

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated

- Pipe clearance - not per detail

- Configuration - member orientation not per detail

- Pipe clamp - size < specified

- Damage - hole

The following DRs were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 148 - Configuration - member size > specified

- Configuration - temporary Shim not removed

DR No. 152 - Pipe clamp - type not as specified

DR No. 155 - Configuration - member type not as specified

DR No. 403 - Pipe clamp - substitute hardware not specified

- CEA - washer not in full bearing

DR No. 407 - Unistrut bolting - washers not installed

- Configuration - not per detail

DR No. 458 - Pipe clamp - substitute hardware not specified

DR No. 467 - Configuration - brace dimensions not per detail

- Pipe clamp - substitute hardware not specified

DR No. 488 - Pipe clamp - washer size > specified

DR No. 492 - Configuration - not per detail

- Unistrut bolting - nut not seated

- CEA - washer installed behind plate
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DR No. 494

DR No. 515

DR No. 519

DR No. 523

DR No. 635

- Configuration - brace angle < specified

- Configuration - brace dimensions not per detail

- Pipe clamp - washer size > specified

- Support - attached to another support

- Configuration - member size < specified

- Pipe clamp - substitute hardware not specified

- Pipe clamp - specified bolt size not compatible
with clamp

- Pipe

- Pipe

- Pipe

span - insufficient criteria

span - exceeds drawing limit

span - axial support criteria not clear

- Baseplate - grout not installed

- Pipe clearance - not per detail

4.3.10 CONCRETE AND MASONRY PARTITION WALLS

4.3.10.1 Objective

; objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that installed concre

m- msonry partition walls were in accordance with TVA design drawings,

installation specifications, and applicable codes.

The scope of this verification was to inspect and evaluate representative

concrete and masonry partition walls.

The design drawings specified location, wall thickness, size of openings, and

configuration of the walls. TVA general installation specifications, supple-

mented by general notes on design drawings, provided installation criteria for

wall restraints and framing details around openings in walls.

The CV encompassed two reinforced masonry partition walls and one reinforced

concrete partition wall. These components included the walls selected for EV.
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P following concrete and masonry partition walls were selected for CV:
* west concrete wall of the auxiliary building decontamination

room along column line A2 at elevation 713'-0";

0 one reinforced masonry wall in the control building
communication room, RM 629.0-C9 at elevation 692'-0"; and

* one reinforced masonry wall in the control building mechanical

equipment room, RM 692.0-C2 at elevation 6921-0".

The selected components were reviewed for those inspectable attributes

considered essential to establish that the supports would meet design

requirements. These included the following:

" location and size of wall,

* wall type,

" mortar joints, control joints,

" perimeter details,

" openings, lintels,

I removable block details, and

• attachment to walls--concrete expansion anchors, grouted
anchors.

Reinforcing steel and grout pockets are not accessible and therefore were not

verified.

4.3.10.2 Evaluation

The VSRT found the selected walls generally to be in conformance with the

design output documents for location and geometric configuration. Seven

discrepancies were identified through the VSR and all were determined not to

be design or safety significant.

The discrepancies can be grouped into three areas as follows:

Wall Edge Restraints: Two discrepancies identified violations
of concrete and plate edge distance requirements for SSDI anchors. One discrepancy involved improper location of
restraints along the wall (DR No. 239). Although the cited
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discrepancies violated design output, TVA determined that the
installed condition is acceptable because the deviations did notW
affect the structural integrity of the wall and restraints and
thus these discrepancies were classified as not design- or
safety-significant. TVA initiated a design change notice (DCN)
to provide larger tolerances for the installation of wall
restraints and also has committed to perform a walkdown of wall
restraints to ensure compliance with the revised tolerances.

Cracks in Masonry Wall: Two discrepancies were identified where
a full length crack on both sides of a wall and a partial crack
near an opening exist on the two selected masonry walls (DR Nos.
240 and 241). The discrepancies were classified as not design-
or safety-significant because the cracks in question do not
affect the load carrying capacity of the wall. The masonry
walls are designed by the unit strip method, spanning vertically
as a propped cantilever between the floor and the ceiling.
Thus, the vertical crack will not affect the load carrying capa-
city of the wall. TVA established that such cracks in masonry
walls exist elsewhere in the plant and has committed to evaluate
the rest of the walls as part of their response to NRC Bulletin
80-11.

*Improper Mortar Joints: Discrepancies were identified where the
two selected masonry walls had several mortar joints that were
too deep and not properly packed (DR Nos. 240 and 241). TVA

made field verification that the discrepant mortar joints were
not cut deeper than 1/4 inch into the face of the wall and
established by calculation that the cited discrepancies have no
impact on the structural adequacy of the masonry wall. There-
fore, these discrepancies are classified as not design or
safety-significant. TVA committed to evaluate the rest of the
masonry walls for this attribute as part of their response to
NRC Bulletin 80-11.

4.3.10.3 Conclusions

Construction verification found the selected concrete and masonry partition

walls to be in conformance with the design output documents except for crack-

ing, joint construction, and installation of the edge restraints. Most of the

discrepancies can be characterized as a failure to meet the tolerances of the

construction specifications. TVA committed to review and resolve these issues

in part through a walkdown and in part through their reviews for NRC Bulletin

80-11. Provided all other partition walls were constructed through similar

practices, the VSRT concludes that successful fulfillment of these commitme

shou ld establish that the installed concrete and masonry partition walls m 4
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Irequirements of the design with respect to the attributes covered in the

construction verification.

4.3.10.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are

tion walls:

DR No. 239

DR No. 240

DR No. 241

Following DR

DR No. 482

related to concrete and masonry parti-

- Edge restraints - location and spacing not per
detail

- Edge restraints - CEA concrete edge distance not
per detail

- Edge restraints - anchor pattern not per detail

- Masonry - crack full height

- Masonry - joint construction not per specification

- Masonry - joint construction not per specification

- Masonry - cracks at openings

was determined to be nondiscrepant:

- CEA installed in masonry wall
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ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

The electrical construction verification (ECV) consisted of reinspections of

completed electrical installation work for the emergency electrical power and

the component cooling (CC) system.

The ECV checklists addressed the following three categories:

& electrical equipment;

• cable; and

* fire protection of cable and raceways.

Each of these categories is discussed separately in the following subsections.

4.4.1 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

4.4.1.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the ECV was to evaluate the installation ofDrctrical equipment for compliance with the design output documents.

The 31 electrical equipment components selected for inspection were located in

various buildings of the plant. This equipment consisted of batteries,

containment penetrations, inverters and chargers, motors and generators,

panels and boards, switchgears and motor control centers, and transformers.

These components represent a broad cross section of electrical equipment in

the ac and dc auxiliary electrical power systems and also include electrical

equipment in the CC system.

The inspection of the components assessed those attributes which address their

installation, such as location, orientation or configuration, mounting or

support, and identification.

P
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4.4.1.2 Evaluation

4.4.1.2.1 Batteries

The ECV inspection of three batteries resulted in four discrepancies:

One discrepancy identified conduits that were terminated with a
coupling, instead of a bushing as specified on the installation
drawing (DR No. 568). This discrepancy appeared to be limited
to conduits that stub up through the floor in the battery
rooms. TVA stated that this isolated discrepancy is not design-
or safety-significant because the requirement for support of a
vertical cable run has been met. TVA initiated a DCN to analyze
this configuration for use as-is and to revise the design
documents as required.

* One discrepancy identified that a battery location was not in
accordance with the electrical equipment drawing (DR No. 117).
TVA determined that this discrepancy is generic, but that it is
not design- or safety-significant because the installed config-
uration is in accordance with the technical requirements of
codes, standards, and regulatory requirements. TVA initiated a
DCN to add a note to the electrical equipment drawings that
dimensions shown for electrical equipment are approximate and
for reference only.

" One discrepancy identified battery cells that had nameplates
that were not per the installation drawings; some battery cells
were not as specified and some cell markings had become illegi-
ble (DR No. 125). TVA determined that this discrepancy was
limited to the di -esel generator batteries. TVA also determined
that this discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant
because the installed battery cells may have a higher capacity
than specified. TVA initiated a OCN to correct the discrepant
cells and apply the proper labels.

"One discrepancy identified loose bolts in a battery rack (DR No.
*126). TVA stated that this isolated discrepancy was previously
identified, and is not design- or safety-significant because the
seismic integrity of the rack was still maintained. TVA
initiated an MR to correct the discrepancy.

4.4.1.2.2 Contaimuent Penetrations

The ECV inspection of five containment penetrations resulted in one

discrepancy:

*An equipment nameplate was not per the electrical installation

drawing (DR No. 577). Penetration 33 was revised to Train A and
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1W the original nameplate was removed; however, a nameplate identi-
fying it as Train A was not subsequently installed. TVA deter-
mined that this discrepancy is design-significant because it
violates the FSAR Section 8.3, but is not safety-significant.
Although this discrepancy does not affect the operation of the
penetration, TVA initiated an MR to install the correct
nameplate.

4.4.1.2.3 Inverters and Chargers

The ECV inspection of one inverter and one charger resulted in two

discrepancies:

*One discrepancy identified that an equipment grill cover was
missing (DR No. 384). TVA determined that this discrepancy
occurred on all six vital battery chargers, but is not design-
or safety-significant since it does not affect the operation of
the chargers. TVA initiated a CAQR to reorder and install the
grill cover.

*One discrepancy identified a loose mounting bolt on an inverter
(DR No. 333). TVA determined that this is an isolated discrep-. ancy, and further determined by calculation that the discrepancy
was not design- or safety-significant and initiated an MR to
tighten the bolt.

4.4.1.2.4 Motors and Generators

The ECV inspection of three motors and one generator resulted in one

discrepancy:

*The mounting bolts for a terminal block did not have full thread
engagement (DR No. 551). TVA determined that this isolated
discrepancy was not design- or safety-significant because the
technical requirements are met with the installed configura-
tion. TVA initiated an MR to correct the discrepancy.

4.4.1.2.5 Panels and Boards

The ECV inspection of one panel and four boards resulted in 18 discrepancies:

*Six discrepancies identified panel components that were loose,
missing, or damaged, such as a cable edge protector missing (DR
No. 559); component cover for a relay and breaker loose or
missing (DR Nos. 556 and 569); terminals burned (OR No. 556); a. fuse holder chipped (DR No. 569); and a ground lug broken (DR
No. 559). TVA determined that each of these discrepancies are
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isolated conditions, and that they are not design- or safety-
significant because they did not affect the safety function of
the equipment. TVA initiated MRs to correct the discrepancies.

Four discrepancies identified concerns either inside or on the
panels and boards, such as rust inside compartments (DR Nos. 556
and 559); operating knobs missing from transfer switches (DR No.
567); and debris inside compartment (DR No. 559). TVA deter-
mined that each of these discrepancies are generic conditions
but are not design- or safety-significant because they reflect
housekeeping deficiencies and do not affect the operation of the
equipment. TVA initiated MRs to correct the discrepancies.

" Five discrepancies involved cables inside panels and boards,
such as a cable not terminated (DR No. 556); a cable pinched by
a cover on a wireway (DR No. 567); cables cut inside equipment
(DR No. 556); and wireways overfilled (DR Nos. 556 and 573).
TVA determined that these discrepancies are isolated conditions
and are not design- or safety-significant because they do not
affect the ability of the cables or equipment to perform their
design function. TVA initiated MRs to correct the
discrepancies.

" One discrepancy identified that a power panel location was not
in accordance with the electrical equipment drawing (DR No.
559). TVA determined that this discrepancy is generic, but that
it is not design- or safety-significant because the installed I
configuration is in accordance with the technical requirements
of codes, standards, and regulatory requirements. TVA initiated
a DCN to add a note to the electrical equipment drawings that
dimensions shown for electrical equipment are approximate and
for reference only.

* Two discrepancies identified adhesive-backed cable supports that
had come loose inside panels (DR Nos. 556 and 559). TVA pre-
viously identified this as a generic condition but that it is
not design- or safety-significant because these cable supports
do not perform a safety function, and this condition does not
affect the safety functions of the board. TVA initiated a CAQR
to investigate and resolve this discrepancy.

4.4.1.2.6 Switchgears and MCCs

The ECV inspection of two switchgears and three motor control centers (MCCs)

resulted in 26 discrepancies:

* One discrepancy identified cables that had been damaged by door-
mounted components (DR No. 350). TVA determined that this is
generic to motor control centers with door-mounted components.
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W TVA stated that, since no bare conductors were found, this
condition does not affect the ability of the equipment to
perform its intended function and, therefore, it is not design-
or safety-significant. TVA initiated a DCN to correct the
discrepancy.

One discrepancy identified a cable conductor that was nicked by
a nameplate screw on the door of an MCC (DR No. 361). TVA
determined that this is an isolated condition and that it is not
design- or safety-significant because the wire was for an
indicating light and no technical requirement is violated by
this condition. TVA initiated a CAQR to correct this
discrepancy.

° One discrepancy identified a loose flexible conduit fitting (DR
JAo. 361). TVA determined that this discrepancy is a generic

:-problem but that it is not design- or safety-significant because
nD design-basis technical requirement is violated by this
condition. TVA initiated a CAQR to correct this specific
discrepancy and will use the results of a walkdown to determine
whether any additional fittings need to be reworked or replaced.

" Two discrepancies identified that spare circuit breakers were
missing from motor control centers (DR Nos. 361 and 555). TVAS determined that these discrepancies are isolated cases and that
they are not design- or safety-significant because they do not
affect safety-related functions. TVA initiated a CAQR to
resolve the discrepancy by installing new circuit breakers.

" Three discrepancies identified top entry cover plates that were
missing or loose (DR Nos. 547, 548, and 571). TVA determined
that these were isolated discrepancies and that they were not
design- or safety-signif.icant because they do not affect the
ability of the equipment to perform its safety-related
function. TVA issued MRs to correct these discrepancies.

" Two discrepancies identified minor damage such as sprung door
hinges (DR Nos. 350 and 361). TVA determined that these were
isolated conditions and were not design- or safety-significant
because they did not affect the operation of the equipment. TVA
initiated MRs and CAQRs to correct these discrepancies.

" Two discrepancies identified that equipment locations were not
in accordance with the drawings (DR Nos. 220 and 547). TVA
determined that this discrepancy is generic but that it is not
design- or safety-significant because the installed configura-
tion is in accordance with the technical codes, standards, and
regulatory requirements. TVA initiated a DCN to add a note to
the electrical equipment drawings that dimensions shown are
approximate and for reference only.
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* Two discrepancies identified equipment (a breaker and a sensor)
that was not rated as shown on the design output documents (DR
No. 547). TVA determined that these are isolated conditions and
that they are not design- or safety-significant because they are
spare breakers and do not perform any safety-related function.
TVA initiated a CAQR to revise the drawings to reflect the
installed condition.I

* Twelve discrepancies involved mounting and bolting of equipment
and components (DR Nos. 361, 547, 548, and 616).- These discrep-
ancies included equipment base mounting and interpanel bolts and
washers that were not in accordance with the drawings, missing
grout, and having loose terminal blocks. TVA determined that
this type of discrepancy represents a generic condition but that
it is not design- or safety-significant because it does not
affect the operational Capability of the equipment. The deter-
mination that discrepancies' relative to mounting were not
design- or safety-significant was based on TVA Calculations.
TVA initiated MRs, GAQRs and DCNs to correct these
discrepancies.

4.4.1.2.7 Transformers

The ECV inspection of eight transformers resulted in 19 discrepancies:

" Two discrepancies identified cables that were creased over a
sharp corner within the transformer housing (DR Nos. 504 and
574). TVA determined that these are isolated conditions and
that they are not design- or safety-significant because they do
not affect the ability of the cables to perform their safety-
related functions. TVA initiated an MR to correct the
discrepancies.

* Eight discrepancies involved mounting and bolting of equipment
and components (DR Nos. 503, 574 and 588). These discrepancies
included support bolts and washers that were not per the draw-
ing, and component bolts that were missing or did not have full
thread engagement. TVA determined that these discrepancies are
generic but that they are not design- or safety-significant
because they do not affect the operational capability of the
equipment. The determination that the discrepancies relative to
mounting were not design- or safety-significant was based on TVA
calculations. TVA initiated MRs to correct these discrepancies.

" Three discrepancies identified rust inside transformer compart-
ments (DR Nos. 504, 557, and 558). TVA determined that these
are generic discrepancies but that they are not design- or
safety-significant because they do not affect the-operation of
the transformers. TVA initiated an MR to correct these
discrepancies.
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W * Six discrepancies identified equipment segregation identifica-
tion tags that were incorrect (DR Nos. 503, 504, 557, 558, 574,
and 588). TVA determined that these discrepancies are generic
among all 10 indoor transformers and that they are design-
significant because they do not comply with the FSAR commitment
for identification of safety-related equipment., TVA also
determined that they are not safety-significant because they do
not affect the operation of the transformers. TVA issued an MR
to correct the identification of these transformers.

4.4.1.3 Conclusions

Biased on the ECV, it was found that the electrical equipment Ais generally

installed in accordance with the design output documents.- Seven of 71 dis-

crepancies relating to electrical. equipment were design-significant,i. and all

seven involved nameplates on safety-related equipment, not the equipment

itself. Apparently, either the initial inspection process or maintenance

instructions lacked sufficient detail to prevent these discrepancies. The

number of support bolt problems, even though they were determined by calcu-I on to be not design- or safety-significant, indicates the original

ection of this attribute needs to be, readdressed. Also, the number of

discrepancies such as loose, damaged, or missing components indicates that the

quality of maintenance needs to be readdressed. These discrepancies, although

apparently isolated when observing one element of equipment, become generic

when observing all electrical equipment in one category.

In each discrepancy, TVA either provided calculations to verify the adequacy

of the installed condition, or initiated documentation to correct the

discrepant condition.

The VSRT believes that fulfillment of the stated commitments should establish

that the installed electrical equipment meets the requirements of the design.
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4.4.1.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to electrical equipment:

DR No. 117 - Equipment location not per drawing

DR No. 125 - Equipment nameplate not per drawing

DR No. 126 - Support member bolts loose

DR No. 220 - Equipment location not per drawing

DR No. 333 - Support bolt loose

DR No. 350 - Cable damage

- Equipment damaged

DR No. 361 - Terminal blocks loose

- Equipment breaker not installed

- Conduit fitting loose

- Equipment hinges damaged

- Cable damage

DR No. 384 - Equipment grill cover missing

- Equipment drip shield missing

DR No. 503 - Equipment segregation identification not per drawing

- Support bolt split lockwasher deformed

- Support bolt flat washer cut off

- Support bolts not full thread, type 449 bolts used?

DR No. 504 - Equipment segregation identification not per drawing

*- Cable damage on corner

- Equipment interior rusty

DR No. 547 - Equipment location not per drawing

- Support bolts, washers, channels not per drawing

- Support grout missing

- Equipment nameplate not per drawing (breaker)

- Equipment nameplate not per drawing (sensor)

- Terminal blocks loose
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- Support channels not per drawing

- Equipment cover plate bolts missing

DR No. 548 - Support channels 3 instead of 4

- Support bolts not Grade 5

- Support bolt flat washers not per drawing

- Support bolt lockwashers added not per-drawing

- Terminal blocks loose

- Equipment panel bolts, washers not per drawing

- Equipment cover plate missing

DR No. 551 - Equipment component bolts not full thread

DR No. 555 - Equipment breaker not installed

DR No. 556 - Equipment component terminals burned

- Equipment interior rusty

- Cables cut inside equipment

- Equipment component cover m issing

- Cable not terminated

- Cable support adhesive loose

- Equipment wireway overfull, uncovered

DR No. 557 - Equipment segregation identification not per drawing

- Equipment interior rusty, tube dented

DR No. 558 - Equipment segregation identification not per drawing

DR No. 559 - Cable support adhesive loose

- Ground lug broken, debris in panel

- Cable edge protector missing

- Equipment location not per drawing

DR No. 567 - Cable pinched by metal plate

- Equipment transfer switch knob missing

DR No. 568 - Conduit terminated with coupling, not bushing

DR No. 569 -Equipment breaker cover loose

-Equipment fuse holder chipped
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DR No. 571

DR No. 573

DR No. 574

DR No. 577

DR No. 588

DR No. 616

The following DI

DR No. 127

DR No. 350

DR No. 384

DR No. 503

DR No. 553

DR No. 554

DR No. 556

566

569

570

573

577

- Equipment cover plate screws loose, missingq

- Equipment wireway overfilled

- Equipment segregation- identification not per drawing

- Cable damage on corner

- Equipment component bolt missing

- Equipment nameplate not per dra~~ing

- 'Equipment segregation identification not per drawing

- Equipment interior rusty

- Support bolt split lockwasher deformed

- Support bolt flat washer cut off

- Support bolt not full thread

- Equipment bolt holes unspecified, not full thread

- Equipment shipping split bolts incorrect

Rs contained item's which were determined to be nondiscrepant:

-Support member brackets not in contact with batteries4

- Terminal blocks loose

- Equipment drip shield missing

- Support bolt spacing not per drawing

- Equipment nameplate not per drawing

- Cables cut inside equipment

- Equipment component bolts not full thread

- Cable not terminated

-Cable enclosure hole unspecified

- Equipment component screw holes unspecified

I- Equipment nameplate not per drawing

- Cable segregation inadequate

-Cable protection insufficient
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UDR No. 583 - Conduit bushing ]oose
- Cables cut inside equipment

- Equipment pressure gauge - no pressure

DR No. 588 - Support bolt spacing not per drawing

DR No. 633 - Support member holes unspecified

- Terminal lug holes slotted

4.4.2 CABLE

4.4.2.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the ECV was to evaluate the installation of

cables and verify compliance with the design output documents.

The 29 cables selected for inspection consisted of 19 power cables, 8 control

cables, and 2 instrumentation cables. Seventeen of the 29 cables selectLed

were routed through raceways that were also part of the CV review discussed in

*ion 4.4.3 "Fire Protection of Cable and Raceways."

Some attributes of the selected cables (e.g., bending and training radius,

physical damage, cable type and size, and terminations) addressed the physical

condition of the cable and its terminations, thereby providing an indication

as to whether the cable is capable of performing its intended function. Other

attributes (e.g., routing verification, segregation, and separation) addressed

the installation characteristics of the cables. These cable attributes were

verified to the extent possible by visual examination without disturbing the

existing installation.

Virtually all cables in the auxiliary building cable trays were coated with a

fire-resistant material, and therefore the selected cables could not be speci-

fically identified within the cable trays. The smallest cable bend radius of

any cable along the route of the selected cable was therefore used as a basis

for measuring the cable's bend radius. This conservative approach was used to

ensure that any violations of minimum bend radius were identified along the

yroute of the selected ca bles.
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Cables installed in cable trays, through pull points, at termination points,

and in free air were inspected to training radius limits (rather than pulling

radius) because pulling t .ension was not involved.

Cables installed in conduits were inspected to the cable pulling radius limits

since tension was involved in their installation. The inside radius of the

conduit bend was measured as the installed pulling radius of the respective

cable.

4.4.2.2 Evaluation

The ECV inspection of 29 cables resulted in 31 discrepancies:

*Three discrepancies identified damaged cable insulation and
jacket. The damaged insulation was on one conductor of a multi-
conductor cable about 2 inches from its termination; the cable
jacket damage consisted of a burn mark about 3 inches long on
the bottom of the fire-protective coating of a cable installed
in cable tray (DR Nos. 149, 550, and 607). When TVA removed the
cable coating, the Cable jacket was found to be damaged;
however, a high potential test of the insulation was Made with
acceptable results. TVA initiated an MR to repair the damaged
cable and has committed to install a Raychem sleeve over the
damaged jacket. None of these isolated discrepancies are
design- or safety-significant since they did not affect the
ability of the cables to perform their intended safety function.

* Four discrepancies identified that the minimum cable pulling
radius had been violated (DR Nos. 149, 401, 402, and 598).

0 Ten discrepancies identified that the minimum cable training
radius had been violated (DR Nos. 149, 402, 422, 484, 550, 602,
and 607). TVA stated that the design- and safety-significance
of these 14 cable bend radius (pulling and training) discrepan-
cies, and the extent of this condition will be determined as
part of Work Package YBB000. TVA revised their cable installa-
tion specification to eliminate overly conservative bending
limits, and replace them with manufacturers' and industry cable
bend radius limits. TVA also committed to revise the site
implementing procedures accordingly, and to rework or replace
cables whose bend radius is still found to be unacceptable.

0 Three discrepancies identified incorrect cable termination tags
(DR Nos. 422 and 602). FCR E-3569 had changed the suffix of
these and other cables from P (Normal Offsite Power Supply) to R5
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W(Alternate Offsite Power Supply). An investigation by TVA
revealed that new identification tags were not installed on
these three plus nine other cables. TVA identified these
discrepancies as design- significant because they violated the
FSAR commitment to identify cables with their segregation
division. TVA issued MRs to correct the discrepant tagging,
which TVA determined to be limited to 12 cables in one
cabinet. TVA also stated that FCRs have now been replaced by
DCNs which require engineering verification that all work is
complete before the DCN is closed.

One discrepancy identified a cable that was installed above the
tray side rails (DR No. 420). TVA determined that this discrep-
ancy is not design- or safety-significant because the installed
condition meets the electrical separation requirements. TVA
initiated an MR to install the cable correctly or pull a new
cable. TVA determined that this discrepancy is an isolated
condition.

*One discrepancy identified three cables installed over the side
rails and outside of a cable tray (DR No. 599). TVA determined
that this was an isolated discrepancy and that it is design-
significant because it compromises the ability of the raceway to
protect the cables from physical damage as specified in WB-DC-P 0-22. The discrepancy was identified as not safety-significant
because the condition did not affect the functional capability
of the cables. TVA initiated an MR to install the cables
correctly or to replace the cables, and has committed to train
construction personnel in the appropriate procedures necessary
to prevent recurrence of this discrepancy.

*One discrepancy consisted of a cable installed in a conduit that
was not listed in its routing (DR No. 603). TVA determined that
this was an isolated discrepancy that had previously been
identified. TVA further stated that this discrepancy is design-
significant because the installed cross-sectional area (GSA) of
the cables in the conduit exceeds the limits of Design Criteria
WB-DC-30-22; it is not safety-significant because all of the
cables in'the conduit are signal cables with no significant heat
loss and, therefore, would not be prevented from performing
their safety function. TVA initiated a CAQR to correct the
speci-fic discrepancy, and has stated that they will verify the
CCRS data base (see Subsection 3.4.5.2.1 for further discussion
of the CCRS validation) and revise the appropriate procedures to
prevent a recurrence of this condition.

* One discrepancy identified a cable for which an incorrect wiring
diagram is listed in the CCRS (DR No. 601). TVA determined that
this was an isolated discrepancy that is not design- or safety-
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significant because the installed condition is correct. TVA
initiated a DCN to correct this specific discrepancy in the
CCRS.

One discrepancy identified a loose conduit bushing at the cable
entrance to a panel (DR No. 572). TVA determined that this was
an isolated discrepancy that was previously identified. TVA
further determined that the discrepancy was not design-- or
safety-significant because it did not affect the ability of the
cables to perform their intended function. TVA initiated an MR
to correct this discrepancy.

"One discrepancy involved the termination of flexible conduit
with a metal collar; this collar, which is one component part of
a standard flex connector, is allowed to be used where space
limitations prevent the use of a standard termination (DR No.
599). This generic discrepancy consisted of using the metal
collar where there is no space limitation. TVA determined that
this discrepancy is not design- or safety-significant because
the collar affords the same protection as a conduit bushing.
TVA initiated a DCN to remove the space limitation requirement
when using a collar.

"One discrepancy involved a metal ferrule that had been pulled
off the end of a flexible conduit (DR No. 599). TVA stated that
this had been identified previously as a generic problem, and
that it is design-significan't because it compromises the ability
of the conduit to protect the cables from physical damage as
required by Design Criteria WB-DC-30-4. The discrepancy was
identified as not safety-significant because the capability of
the cable to perform its intended function was not affected.
TVA initiated an MR to correct this specific discrepancy. TVA
also committed to clarify the installation requirements in
Specification G-40 and to implement personnel training in those
requirements to prevent recurrence of this discrepancy.

One discrepancy identified a loose flexible conduit fitting (DR
No. 419). TVA determined that this discrepancy is a generic
problem, but that it is not design- or safety-significant
because it does not adversely affect the cable's capability to
perform its intended function. TVA initiated an MR to correct
this specific discrepancy and will use the results of a walkdown
to determine which additional fittings will be reworked or
replaced.

"Three discrepancies identified loose terminal lugs on cables (DR
Nos. 149 and 421). TVA determined that these isolated discrep-
ancies are not design- or safety-significant because, in each
case, an open circuit would not prevent the associated equipment
from performing its identified safety function. TVA initiated
MRs to correct the discrepant terminations.
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After the inspection of 20 cables, involving 534 cable tray nodes and 58 con-

duits, the VSRT determined that the identified minimum cable bending radius

violations were indicative of a generic condition. A supplemental instruction

was therefore issued for the 9 remaining cables, limiting inspection to that

portion of the cable between the last cable tray and the cable termination.

4.4.2.3 Conclusions

Based on this review, it was found that cables are generally installed in

accordance with the design output documents, except for two,generic condi-

tions. Violation of the minimum cable bend radius is a'generic conditinn that

is being addressed by TVA in a work package that will *also determine the

design- and safety-significance of these discrepancies. These discrepancies

were determined to be caused by the failure of construction personnel to

install cable in accordance with specified installation criteria identified in

the design output documents. TVA committed to address this oeneric condition

mer Work Package YBBOOO, revise the design output documents and procedures,

correct all bend radius problems that are unacceptable. Completion of

these activities should confirm that the cable bend radii are acceptable.

Loose fittings on flexible conduits also represent a generic condition that is

being addressed by TVA in another work package in which TVA committed to

rework or replace loose flex fittings identified by a walkdown. Completion of

this activity should confirm that the installation of flexible conduit fit-

tings is acceptable. The other cable discrepancies involve various isolated

violations for which TVA initiated documentation to provide corrective action

which will resolve the discrepancies.

Where procedural deficiencies have been identified as the root cause of dis-

crepancies, TVA committed to revising the appropriate procedures and providing

the necessary training to prevent recurrence of the discrepancies.

The VSRT believes that completion of these activities should confirm that the

tallation of cables will be adequate.
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4.4.2.4 Related Discrepancy- Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to cables:

DR No. 149 - Gable training radius less than minimum

DR No. 401

DR No. 402

419

420

421

422

484

550

572

598

599

DR No. 601

DR No. 602

DR No.

DR No.

- Cable pulling rad-ius less than minimum

- Cable damage - insulati on torn

- Terminal lug loose

- Cable pulling radius less than mi-nimum

- Cable pulling radius less than minimum

- Cable training radius less than minimum

- Conduit flex fitting loose

- Cable tray overfilled

- Terminal lug loose

- Cable terminal tag number incorrect

- Cable training radius less than minimum

- Cable training radius less than minimum

- Cable training radius less than minimum

- Cable damage - jacket burned

- Conduit bushing loose

- Cable pulling radius less than minimum

- Conduit ferrule pulled off flex

- Conduit ferrule installed on flex

- Cables over tray side rails

- CCRS wiring diagram reference incorrect

- Cable training radius less than minimum

- Cable terminal tag number incorrect

- CCRS conduit routing point missing

- Cable damage -jacket burned

- Cable training radius less than minimum
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The following IJRs contained items which were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 401 - Cable damage - jacket gouged

DR No. 419 - Cable type incorrect on cable

DR No. 598 - Terminal phasing indeterminate

DR No. 603 - Conduit bushing plastic ring missing

4.4.3 FIRE PROTECTION OF CABLE AND RACEWAYS

4.4.3.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the ECV was to evaluate the install~ation of

fire-protective cable coatings and fire wraps, and fire stops and seals for

raceway penetrations through walls and floors, and to verify compliance with

design output documents.

Se coatings were inspected to verify that the cables at selected cable tray
s were properly coated and that no more than 10 cables (not qualified to

IEEE Standard 383 Flame Test) were uncoated at any selected-tray node. The

thickness of the coating could not be verified, but voids in the coating,

where the cable was visible, were identified as inadequate.

Fire wraps, fire stops, and seals were inspected to verify that the proper

fire-protective material (identifiable by physical characteristics), was used

and correctly installed. Although the specific identity or brand name of the

fire-protective material could not be determined by observation, the generic

type of material, such as caulk or fiberglass, was identifiable, and the

assessment was made on that basis.

The 11 raceways selected for inspection of cable coatings and fire wraps con-

sisted of four 6.9-ky power raceways, four power raceways for cables rated

less than 6.9 kV, and nine control raceways. These raceways were associated

the cables selected for review, and were located in various buildings of

*plant.
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The 17 raceways selected included 14 horizontal trays, and 2 vertical (riser)

trays, each of which required fire-protective cable coating and one of which.

also required fire wrap. The remaining raceway was a conduit that required

only fire wrap.

The eight selected fire stops and seals consisted of five cable tray penetra-

tions and three conduit penetrations.* These raceway penetrations are asso-

ciated with the cables selected for review and are located in various

buildings in the plant.

4.4.3.2 Evaluation

4.4.3.2.1 Cable Coating and Fire Wrap

The ECV inspection of the 17 cable raceways resulted in 21 discrepancies:

"Twelve discrepancies identified 338 voids in the fire-protective
coating applied to cables routed in the selected cable tray
nodes. These voids ranged in size from 1/8-inch by 1/8-inch to
a 4-inch strip across the bottom of a cable tray (DR Nos. 576,
578, 579, 584, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 600, 604, and 605). TVA
drawings require that exposed surfaces of cables in specified
cable trays be coated with a flame-retardant material. In their
response, TVA stated that the purpose of the coating is to
retard the spread of a fire and not to prevent a fire from
starting. The identified voids were relatively small and should
not compromise the effectiveness of the coating. The identified
discrepancies were therefore classified as not design- or
safety-significant. TVA determined that these discrepancies
represent a generic condition and issued two MRs to correct the
specific problems identified. TVA also initiated a CAQR to
identify and correct other generic deficiencies that may exist
relative to the flame retardant coating.

" Two discrepancies identified cable trays that were missing
covers as required on the TVA installation drawings (DR Nos. 519
and 594). In their response, TVA identified this discrepancy as
a generic condition and initiated a work plan to
walkdown/replace missing cable tray covers. TVA determined that
missing cable tray covers are not design- or safety-significant
because no technical requirements of applicable codes,

standards, or licensing commitments have been violated.
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IW *One discrepancy identified broken pieces of a flourescent bulb
in the cable tray (DR No. 600). TVA identified this as an
isolated condition and has initiated an MR to correct the
problem. TVA determined that this discrepancy was not design- or
safety-significant because it was unrelated to and did not
affect the cables or fire-protective coating.

One discrepancy identified cables that were not installed
completely inside the tray (DR No. 593). TVA determined that
this discrepancy was not design- or safety-significant because
the length of cable outside the tray is approximately 12 inches,
and therefore the support of the cable should not be adversely
affected; TVA identified this as an isolated condition with no
corrective action required.

*One discrepancy identified a cable tray node with no cables
installed through it, but which is listed with the routing for
two cables in the CCRS (DR No. 513). This discrepancy had been
previously identified by TVA on a walkdown. The number of
discrepancies found was insufficient to classify this as a
generic condition, but additional similar conditions (if any)
will be identified as a part of the corrective action on a
CAQR. TVA determined that this discrepancy was not design- or
safety-significant because the tray loading at this node did notS exceed design limitations.

*One discrepancy identified a conduit that was not required to be
fire wrapped, but was enclosed in the fire wrapping of an
adjacent conduit (DR No. 597). The concern addressed by this
discrepancy had been previously identified by TVA and will be
analyzed under the electrical calculation program. This program
activity will identify appropriate derating factors for cables
.in conduit with fire wrap. TVA committed to perform a signifi-
cance determination as a part of the program if the results
identify a condition adverse to quality.

*Three discrepancies identified fire wrap that is not in accord-
ance with the design output documents including one case of
damaged fire wrap and two cases of fire wrap not installed per
the design output documents (DR Nos. 597 and 606). TVA deter-
mined that these discrepancies are isolated conditions, and
classified them as design-significant because the installation
does not meet the technical requirements of Design Criteria WB-
DC-40-51. These discrepancies are not safety-significant
because TVA determined that a loss of function would not effect
the Appendix R analysis/ requirements. TVA initiated MRs to
correct the fire wrap discrepancies and committed to revise the
controlling procedures and to train construction personnel in

10 protective measures to control recurrence of the same' discrepancies.
4.4-19
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4.4.3.2.2 Electrical Fire Stops and Seals

The ECV inspection of the eight electrical fire stops and seals resulted in

two discrepancies:

One discrepancy identified that nuts were missing from a fire
stop installation. These nuts retain an insulating board that
is installed over the sealed cable tray penetration (DR No.
549). In their response, TVA stated that they have initiated an
MR to correct this discrepancy. TVA further determined that the
discrepancy was an isolated condition that is not design- or
safety-significant. This conclusion was based on a TVA calcula-
tion that verified that the existing nuts will not be
overstressed.

One discrepancy identified a Unistrut that was loosely attached
around a tray penetration (DR No. 549). In their response, TVA
stated that they have initiated an MR to correct this discrep-
ancy. TVA further determined that the discrepancy was an
isolated condition that is not design- or safety-significant.
This conclusion was based on a TVA calculation that determined
that the loose Unistrut pieces would not overstress the studs on
which they were placed.

4.4.3.3 Conclusions

Based on this review, it was determined that the voids identified in the fire-

protective coating on cables is representative of a generic condition and will

be resolved by CAQR WBP880694. This discrepancy was identified by the VSRT

and was determined to be caused by a lack of attention to detail during the

fire coating installation and inspection activities. TVA committed to address

the concern through the resolution of CAQR WBP880694, which will identify and

correct any unacceptable fire coating applications. Successful completion of

this activity should confirm that the fire-protective coatings will be

adequate.

It was also determined that the missing cable tray covers is representative of

a generic condition that should be resolved by a TVA work plan that will

include a walkdown and replacement of missing cable tray covers. Completion

of the identified work plan should confirm that the cable tray cover instail

tion will be adequate. Where other discrepancies were identified, TVA
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Wtted to perform the required corrective action necessary to resolve the
erns. The VSRT believes that the identified corrective actions and

current established procedures should confirm that the cable/raceway fire

protection installation will be adequate.

4.4.3.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to fire protection of cable and

raceway s:

- Computer cable routing system

- Fire stop bolts missing

- Cable coating not complete

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Fire wrap damaged

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Cable coating not

- Fire wrap damaged

(CCRS) cable routing incorrect

complete

complete

complete

'complete

compl ete

complete

complete

complete

complete

complete

complete

The following DRs

DR No. 575 -

aDR No. 594 -

contained items which were determined to be nondiscrepant:

Fire stop bolts missing

Cables not qualified IEEE 383 uncoated

4.4-2 1
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549

576

578

579

584

592

593

594

595

596

597

600

604

605

606



DR No. 595 - Cables not qualified IEEE 383 uncoated

DR No. 596 - Cables not qualified IEEE 383 uncoated

DR No. 604 - Cables not qualified IEEE 383 uncoated

DR No. 605 - Cables not qualified IEEE 383 uncoated
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CHAPTER 5

W RECORDS REVIEW

The records review portion of the VSR was conducted in two parts:

" record verification to determine the adequacy of the construction
installation/testing records, and

* records quality review to determine the quality of the engineering
and construction records.

The record verification is described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The records

quality review is described in Section 5.3.

5.1 RECORD VERIFICATION

The objective of the record verification (RV) was to determine the adequacy of

the construction installation/testing records by reviewing and evaluating the

records for a selected number of components. The review process was conducted
in four basic steps:

I .element selection,

*checklist instruction and checklist development,

*component selection, and

*records review.

These steps are discussed in the following subsections.

5.1.1 ELEMENT SELECTION

The goals in selecting elements for records review were (1) to select a suffi-

cient number of elements that were common with the engineering verification

(EV) and construction verification (CV) to provide a bridge between design,

construction, and inspection, (2) to select inaccessible elements, (3) to

select elements whose receipt and storage records collectively span the dura-

tion of plant construction, and (4) to select elements from each of the three

engineering disciplines.
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The elements selected for RV are listed in Table 3.1-1. The inaccessible

elements selected included reinforcing steel, embedment plates, and penet*e
tion anchorage.

5.1.2 CHECKLIST INSTRUCTION AND CHECKLIST DEVELOPMENT

Fifty elements were selected for the records verification. For each element,

a unique checklist was prepared. The checklists were prepared using industry

experience, construction assessment programs, and the current revision of TVA

quality control instructions (QCI), quality control procedures (QCP), quality

control tests (QCT), and construction engineering procedures (CEP).

In addition, six generic checklists were prepared. These six checklists con-

tained specific questions and/or attributes that the record reviewer was

required to answer or veri fy, as appropriate. These checklists were developed

from industry standards, ANSI N45.2.9, 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, NCIG, and current

TVA procedures. The six checklists addressed the following areas:

" records quality,

" nonconformance reports,

" storage records,

* training, qualification, and certification records,

" receipt inspection records, and

" concrete expansion anchors.

Two generic checklist instructions, records verification review and

construction installation records review, were also prepared to provide

information and guidance in completing the above checklists.

5.1.3 COMPONENT SELECTION

One hundred thirty components were selected from the 50 elements in order to

obtain a broad cross section for construction installation/testing records

review. The selected components are listed in Appendix F. Since the number

of components per element was small, they were selected from a group of

elements with common inspection attributes. This selection process ensures
that the selected components provided a representative cross section for RV4
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This group contained at least one component from each of the 50 elements. In

* ion, where possible, components were selected 
so that the selected

'onent from one element tied directly into the selected component from

another element, i.e., an instrument, a transmitter, an indicator, an

instrument cable, and an instrument panel constituting an instrument loop.

From the 130 components, 23 were selected for additional review for the

adequacy of receipt inspection and storage records. These components were

representative of the components supplied by outside vendors and were required

to have the receipt inspection and storage records.

5.1.4 RECORDS REVIEW

For the selected components, TVA supplied VSRT copies of-all available con-

struction records. Thi s included construction installation/testing records,

nonconformance reports (NCRs), condition adverse to quality reports (CAQRs),

and personnel certification records (PCRs) of inspectors.

SVS RI reviewed and evaluated construction installation/testing records;

ipt inspection and storage records; and personnel training, qualification,

and certification records using checklist instructions, checklists, available

plant records, and the applicable quality control and quality administrative

procedures in place at the time of the original inspection. The records

verification included:

" verification of records adequacy of attributes required by the
installation and inspection procedures at the time of inspec-
tion, and

" identification of critical attributes that were not required to
be documented during installation of the component and were not
covered by a reinspection or engineering justification.

During the records verification, if any inadequacy was noted in the construc-

tion records or in the current procedure, an observation report was gen-

erated. These observation reports were processed as discussed in Chapter 3.
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W CONSTRUCTION RECORDS

5.2.1 CONSTRUCTION INSTALLATION/TESTING RECORDS

5.2.1.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to review and assess the con-

struction installation and testing records to ensure that the required

inspections and tests were documented and reviewed by qualified and trained

personnel using the then current revision of the applicable approved

procedures, national codes and standards, and licensing commitments.

The scope of this portion of the VSR included an assessment of installation,

inspection, and testing records of selected components to verify the

following:

" accuracy requirements,

" completeness,

I •.use of current approved documents,

* use of applicable specifications for materials and methods,

* required inspections were documented,

* deviation records (NCR, SCR, CAQR) were complete and reviewed by
qualified personnel, and

• component locations properly documented.

5.2.1.2 Evaluation

Fifteen discrepancies were written identifying missing records, or records not

in compliance with applicable procedures. The discrepancies can be

categorized as follows:

* noncompliance to procedure(s),

* missing or incomplete QA records,

* records with documentation discrepancies, or

I * inadequate procedure.
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The discrepancies identified and their resolution are summarized below:

* Three discrepancies identified missing QC installation inspec-

tion.documentation for components listed in the Q List requiring

seismic category I(L) mounting for position retention (DR Nos. 9

and 19). In their response TVA concluded that the discrepancy

is generic and is due to the fact that no QC installation

inspection was performed.

TVA committed to resolve this generic discrepancy as part of the

Equipment Seismic Qualification Corrective Action Program (ESQ

CAP). ESQ CAP will determine the design and safety significance

of the discrepancies and will establish the installation records

requirements for seismic category I(L) components.

* One discrepancy identified an inconsistency on a TVA design

output drawing where a transformer is listed as Class 1E, but no

QC installation documentation exists (DR No. 29). Further

review by TVA determined that the equipment, though procured as

Class 1E, was used in a non-safety-related function and there-

fore did not require a QC installation inspection. TVA deter-

mined that this was an isolated occurrence and committed to

correct the drawing note to indicate that the subject trans-

former is non-safety-related.

• One discrepancy identified a control building intake louver for

which no QC installation documentation exists (DR No. 351). TVA

performed an engineering evaluation of the as-constructed

condition of the louver and concluded that the louver blades

will remain in place in a seismic event and therefore this

discrepancy is not design-significant. Further review by TVA of

all HVAC air intakes and exhausts identified two other similar

louvers, with no documentation of seismic qualification. TVA

documented these discrepancies in PRD WBP880559P and committed

to revise the design drawings to include a mounting detail for

the louvers and perform an engineering evaluation to demonstrate

the seismic adequacy of their installation. Further corrective

actions (e.g., field work, engineering analysis, etc.) will be

implemented, as appropriate, based on the results of the
engineering evaluation.

* One discrepancy identified NCR (No. 2394), which was improperly

closed out (DR No. 432). The disposition of NCR Revisions 0

through 5 was superseded by an engineering memo WBP840419033,

which states that all valves are acceptable "as-is." This NCR

should have referenced this memo for the final disposition;

however, it was closed out without this reference. The DR also

identified the missing concurrence of ANI inspector on Revisions

0 and 2. ANI concurrence was required because the valves were
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W classified as ASME Section III. TVA initiated a CAQR to resolve
the improper closing of this NCR, and will secure ANI concur-
rence to verify acceptance of the final disposition. TVA
reviewed randomly selected NCRs related to the CC system and
found that in all cases reviewed, final disposition was
correctly documented and included ANI concurrence where
required.

One discrepancy identified a pull record for a table that
documented only a portion of the cable length (DR No. 543). TVA
previously documented these types of discrepancies in SCR
WBPEQP8624, 8628, and 8648 under environmental qualification
(EQ) and Appendix R programs. TVA previously issued.PM87-26,
which details the source of cable length values to-be used by NE
in design calculations and determined that no additional
corrective action is required.

* One discrepancy identified a cable terminated at both ends
without completion of an insulation-resistance test (DR No.
631). In their response, TVA stated that this type of
discrepancy had previously been identified and documented in
CAQR WBP870736. These discrepancies occurred because the
requirements for low-voltage cables were not clearly defined in
the procedure in effect at the time this cable was documented.
Based on further review by TVA and per the requirements of IEEE
Standard 690, TVA on May 1, 1984, eliminated the requirements
for insulation resistance testing of low-voltage cables from the
construction quality control procedure. The subject cable was
accepted based on the results of a functional test performed to
verify the operation of valve I-FCV-70-215-A to which-it
provides power. No further corrective action is required.

" One discrepancy identified an inspection report in which the
attribute "Valve verified for operation" was left blank
(DR No. 645). In their response TVA provided additional infor-
mation and clarification regarding the operability verification
of check valves. WBN-QCP-4.29, Rev. 0, "Standard Inspection and
Documentation Requirements for Valves and Valve Operators,"
which was in effect, did not allow for the exclusion of check
valves from verification for operability. However, quality
control procedure WBN-QCP-4.29, Rev. 0, was superseded on
January 11, 1982, by quality control procedure WBN-QCP-4.10-9,
Rev. 0, "Valve Installation Inspection." This procedure
requires manual or motor-operated valves to be verified for
smooth manual operation. It does not include check valves.
Preoperational tests indirectly show operability of check valves
by determining that the entire system operates per design

0
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requirements. TVA documented this condition in CAQR WBP880702
and has committed to correct the installation records of the
valves to show that check valve operability verificatio n was
neither required nor performed.

" Four discrepancies identified documentation discrepancies in
inspection reports (DR Nos. 24, 53, 138, and 374). DR Nos. 24
and 53 identify an incorrect revision on the inspection
reports. DR No. 138 identifies errors in transfer of informa-
tion from one document to the other and DR No. 374 identifies an
incomplete record and changes made to re~ords without an
inspector's initials. In all cases these discrepancies were
determined to be not design-significant based on subsequent
inspections performed by TVA that-showed that the original
installations were acceptable. TVA committed to resolve them as
part of the Quality Assurance Records Corrective Action Program
Plan (QA Records CAP).

" One discrepancy identified a receiving report documenting an
incorrect TVA quality classification for a vacuum relief valve
(DR No. 106). TVA in their review determined that the installed
valve conforms to design and construction documents and the
discrepancy exists in the preparation-of receipt records.
Therefore the discrepancy was not design- or safety-signifi-
cant. TVA determined this to be an isolated occurrence and
stated that the discrepancy was a transposing error. TVA docu-
mented this discrepancy in PRD WBP880619P and has revised the
receipt record to show the correct TVA quality classification
for the valve.

*One discrepancy identified missing QC installation inspection
documentation for a grille (DR No. 136). This was because
quality control procedure WBN-QCP-4.27, "Inspection and
Documentation of Ductwork," does not fully implement the
requirements of Table I, Appendix A of construction
specification N3M914, "Quality Assurance Requirements for
Construction, Construction Testing, and Inspection of Safety-
Related HVAC Systems," and therefore did not specify the inspec-
tion requirements for grille/screens to be included in the
inspection of the fire dampers. TVA determined this discrepancy
to be not design-significant based on the engineering evaluation
of the as-constructed condition of the grille. TVA stated that
this discrepancy is generic and has initiated a program to
inspect and evaluate all grilles/screens for adequacy, and
revise the procedures and engineering output documents based on
the results of the engineering evaluation.
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IW1.3 Conclusion

Review of the construction installation and testing records for the selected

components showed that, for the most part, the required inspections and tests
were documented in accordance with the applicable requirements of the proce-

dures, although some discrepant items were identified in the course of the

VSRI review. These include lack of QC inspection documentation for Seismic

Category I(L) components, incomplete records, changes made to records without
signature, incorrect revision on inspection reports, drawing discrepancy,

incorrect valve classification, NCR not properly closed and missing inspection

documentation for grilles. These discrepancies are attributed to the fact

that the appropriate procedures had not been followed in some cases, and in
others procedures were not sufficiently explicit.

All the discrepancies were classified as not design-significant except for

three discrepancies on Seismic Category I(L) components for which design

sinificance is not yet determined. The discrepancy of missing QC inspection

Sumentation for Seismic Category I(L) components is generic. TVA committed

resolve this as part of ESQ CAP.

TVA committed to address documentation discrepancies, such as incomplete

records, changes made to records without signature, incorrect revision on

inspection reports, etc., as part of the QA Records CAP. The remaining

discrepancies cited will be resolved through the resolution of CAQRs written

as a result of the VSRT review.

The VSRT concludes that completion of the above commitments should confirm

that the appropriate construction installation and testing records are
documented as required by the corresponding quality control procedures.

0
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5.2.1.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to construction installation/

testing records.

DR No. 9 - No QC installation inspection documentation exists
for radiation element 1-RE-90-123/A.

DR No. 19 - No QC installation inspection documentation exists
for temperature element 1-TE-70-72.

- No QC installation inspection documentation exists
for temperature indicator 1-TI-70-72.

DR No. 24 - Documentation discrepancies in inspection records -

inspection form Rev. 1 used, Rev. 5 in effect.

DR No. 29 - Inconsistent design document - Class 1E equipment
used in non-safety function.

DR No. 53 - Documentation discrepancies in inspection records -

incorrect procedure revision.

DR No. 106 - Incorrect TVA quality classification used for valve
1-070-AB-V-RFV 539 - transposition error.

DR No. 136 - No grille inspection requirements specified in the
procedure WBN-QCP-4.27 "Inspection and Documentation
of Ductwork."

DR No. 138 - Documentation discrepancies in inspection records -
incorrect procedure revision.

DR No. 351 - No QC installation inspection documentation exists
for control building intake louver.

DR No. 374 - Incomplete QC Records - no QC concurrence for changes
done to routing of cable 1-2PM-70-2236A.

DR No. 432 - NCR improperly closed - incomplete disposition and no
ANI concurrence.

DR No. 543 - Pull records for cable 0-5PP-82-350-A available only
for a portion of the cable length.
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DR No. 631 -

DR No. 645 -

Cable insulation inspection (Test 64) not performed
for cable 1-4V-70-2568A.

Valve operation test for check valve 1-70-AB-V-CKV-
676A not performed.

The following discrepancy report items were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 21

99

100

131

137

369

429

497

508

543

560

DR No. 611

DR No. 613

- Torque and limit switch adjustment for MOV done prior
to insulation test.

- Missing electrical wiring inspection records.

- Missing electrical wiring inspection records.

- Incomplete entries in NCR.

- Missing instrument line installation records.

- Fire wrap not verified.

- Missing cable installation records.

- Inadequate procedure - no penetration inspection
requirements.

- Inspection to unissued procedure.

- Installation records revised without QC concurrence.

- Functional test done prior to final internal wiring
verification.

- Inadequate inspection checklist.

- Inadequate inspection checklist.

5.2.2 RECEIPT INSPECTION AND STORAGE RECORDS

5.2.2.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to review and assess the receipt

inspection and storage records in order to ensure that the required inspec-

tions were documented and reviewed by qualified personnel using the then cur-

rent revision of the applicable procedures, national codes and standards, and

censing commitments.
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The scope of this portion of the VSR was to review the receipt inspection and

storage records of the selected components to verify the following:

* completeness,

* unique identification of components on receipt inspection
records,

* review of material received was performed in order to verify
that it meets procurement specifications,

9 attributes identified in receiving inspection checklists were
recorded and proper storage level indicated,

0 documentation that shows that proper maintenance performed at
the specified intervals was available'. and

0 review of required manufacturing records (QA records) was
performed to ensure compliance with contract requirements.

5.2.2.2 Evaluation

A total of six discrepancies were found. The discrepancies can be categor~

as follows:W

0 QA documentation not listed on receiving reports,

* incomplete receiving inspection checklists,

* source/shop inspection not performed, and

* inadequate procedure.

The discrepancies identified and their resolution are summarized below:

* Four discrepancies identified receiving reports that did not
list QA vendor documentation received with the material (DR
Nos. 505, 509, 610 and 612). This is attributed to the fact
that the requirements of the upper-tier quality administrative
procedure C0NST-QAP-7.01, "Receiving Materials, Parts, and
Components," was not fully incorporated into quality control
procedure DEC-QCP-1.6, "Receipt, Inspection, Storage, and
Withdrawal of Permanent Material," until April 19, 1982. TVA
determined that this is a generic condition applicable to all
non-ASME Section III material received at Watts Bar during the
period of September 29, 1975, to April 19, 1982. As a result,
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TVA initiated CAQR WBP890007 to document and resolve this
condition. Based on review of additional documents these
specific discrepancies were classified as not design- or
safety-significant. These additional documents showed that an
engineering representative had signed the appropriate form,
signifying that the items listed on the report met the
technical requirements of the contract and that the QA
documentation received from the vendor was reviewed by
engineering personnel.

One discrepancy identified a partially completed receiving
inspection checklist concerning a valve (DR No. 442). The
checklist was completed only to the extent of the description
and identification of the valve. All verification attributes
listed on the checklist were left blank. TVA initiated CAQR
WBP880663 to reconstruct and complete the deficient record.
Upon further review, TVA provided an additional document, Form
-10526B "TVA QC Checklist and Shipping Release." This form
demonstrated that the TVA shop inspector verified the critical
attributes and confirmed that the valve met the requirements of
applicable drawings, ASME Section III and applicable TVA
specifications.

TVA committed to resolve this discrepancy as part of the
Quality Assurance Records Corrective Action Program Plan (QA
Records CAP).

* One discrepancy identified a heat exchanger that was received
without the required documentation for a source/shop inspection
required for material directly procured by TVA (DR No. 628).
TVA documented this discrepancy in CAQR KXF880107. Upon
further review, TVA provided an additional document, Form 209
"Receiving Report." This form had been signed by the
inspecting engineer, indicating that the item shipped from the
shop and received at the site met all contractural requirements
and was approved for installation.

5.2.2.3 Conclusion

Review of the receipt inspection and storage records for the selected

components showed that, in general, the procedures controlling the receipt and

storage of safety-related material were applied properly and the required

inspections were documented. However, discrepancies were identified in the

course of the VSRT review. These include receiving reports that did not list

QA vendor documentation, a partially completed receiving inspection checklist

Sa valve, and missing source /shop inspection documentation for a heat ex-
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changer. These discrepancies are attributed to the fact that the aPProPriWI

procedures had not been followed in some cases, and that TVA had not fully

incorporated the requirements of an upper-tier administrative procedure into

the implementing quality control procedure during the earlier phase of-

.construction.

TVA provided additional documents that demonstrate that the technical require-

ments of the contract were met.- As a result, these discrepancies were

classified as not design-significant.

TVA committed that incomplete records will be addressed as part of the QA

Records CAP. The other discrepancies will be resolved via the corresponding

CAQRs.

The VSRT conclude~s that completion of the above commitments should confirm

that the appropriate receipt inspection and storage records are documented as

required by the corresponding quality control procedures.

5.2.2'.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports are related to receipt/storage records:

DR No. 442 - Receiving inspection checklist incomplete - all
attributes not filled in

DR No. 505 - Receiving report did not list QA documentation

DR No. 509 - Receiving report did not list QA documentation

DR No. 610 - Receiving report did not list QA documentation

DR No. 612 - Receiving report did not list QA documentation

DR No. 628 - Source/shop inspection not performed

The following discrepancy report items were determined to be nondiscrepant:

DR No. 449 - Missing storage inspection records

DR No. 505 - Missing storage inspection records4
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DR No. 506 - Storage level not assigned

- Missing storage inspection records

DR No. 509 - Storage level not assigned

- Missing storage maintenance records

DR No. 522

DR No. 552

- QA documentation not listed

- Storage level not assigned

in receiving report

- QA documentation not listed on rece

- Storage level not assigned

- Missing storage maintenance records

iving-report

DR No. 586 - QA documentation not listed on receiving report

- Certification of Conformance or CMTRS not provided

DR No. 610 - Incomplete vendor QA documentation

DR No. 612 - Certification of Conformance not providedp - Storage level not listed

5.2.3 TRAINING, QUALIFICATION, AND CERTIFICATION RECORDS

5.2.3.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to review and assess the

training, qualification, and certification records, in order to ensure

that site personnel were properly trained in quality assurance and

quality control procedures, in accordance with national codes and

standards and with licensing commitments.

The scope of this portion of the VSR was to review the personal

certification records (PCR) of the QC inspectors who performed the

inspection, examination, and testing of the selected components to

verify the following:

date of certification and expiration;

* certification to the applicable revision of the procedure in
effect at the time of the inspection;
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0 eye examination records;

" inspector meets the education and experience level per ANSI
N45.2.6 - 1974; and

* related experience.

5.2.3.2 Evaluation

A total of 74 discrepancies were written. The nature of discrepancies can be

categorized as follows:

* inspectors not certified to the appropriate procedure,

* inspectors not certified to the revision of the procedure in
effect at the time of the inspection, and

* eye examination record not current.

The discrepancies identified and their resolution are summarized below:

* Fifteen discrepancies pertain to inspectors not certified to
the procedure used during the course of their inspections.I

Ten of these discrepancies pertain to inspectors who performed
quality inspections before TVA's implementation of QCP 1.11,
"Quality Assurance Training Program," on October 4, 1976 (DR
Nos. 358, 483, 497, 521, 580, 581, 585, 589, 590, and 608).
QCP 1.11 had been issued on June 13, 1975. TVA determined that
these discrepancies affect all inspection personnel who
performed inspections before October 1976 and issued CAQR
WBP890005 to document and resolve them. In addition, TVA
reviewed the qualification and experience records of the
affected inspectors and the length of time these inspectors
spent as trainees and concluded that, although not formally
trained, the inspectors were qualified and experienced. Based
on this information, these discrepancies were classified as not
design- or safety-significant.

The remaining five discrepancies identified inspectors whose
PCRs indicated that they had been certified to the applicable
quality control procedure after the date of the actual inspec-
tion (DR Nos. 24, 222, 514, 538, and 541). This type of
discrepancy had been previously identified in CAQR WBP870036,
and TVA committed to resolve this discrepancy via the CAQR. In
addition, TVA stated that the underlying cause of this problem4
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W was a delay in updating PCRs in a timely manner. In all cases,
the PCRs indicated that the inspectors were certified to the
procedures used for the inspections. As an added assurance,
TVA reinspected-five components previously inspected by the
identified inspectors and concluded that the original installa-
tion was acceptable. TVA committed to document this in the
revision to the inspection reports. As a result, these
discrepancies have been classified as not design- or safety-
significant.

Fifty-five discrepancies identified inspectors whose PCRs show
that they were not certified to the latest revision of the
procedure in effect at the time of their inspection. This type
of discrepancy was previously identified by TVA and documented
.in CAQR WBP870036. Based on the identified discrepancies and
the additional review performed by TVA for the extent-of-
condition, TVA concluded that this condition applies to elec-
trical inspectors certified during the 1977 to 1980 time
frame. In addition, TVA reinspected the accessible components
and performed an engineering evaluation for the remaining
inaccessible components and demonstrated that the failure to
properly update electrical inspector's PCRs did not relate to
inadequately performed inspections or to inadequate quality of
plant hardware. As a result, these discrepancies have been
classified as not design- or safety-significant. TVA committed
to document the reinspections and the engineering evaluation
related to these components. TVA also committed to revise CAQR
WBP870036 to include these specific discrepancies, and to
address the issue of recertification of the inspectors in the
resolution of this CAQR.

* One discrepancy identified an inspector's eye examination
record that was not current at the time of inspection (DR No.
129). TVA procedure requires an eye examination, per the
medical policy, at a 4-year interval. In the case of this
inspector, the interval was over 6 years. Since this inspec-
tor's eyesight was adequate without corrective lenses, both
before and after the inspection, it was considered to be
acceptable for the time frame in which this inspection was
performed. This discrepancy was determined to be an isolated
occurrence based on the VSRT review of eye examination records
for qualified control inspectors who performed inspection of
130 components.

* Various discrepancies were identified regarding the fact that
the certification dates contained in computer data base NET-P
did not always agree with the certification dates shown on the
inspector PCRs (DR No. 582). TVA clarified the intent of NET-P
as a backup program to be used as an administrative control
feature, as opposed to a certification verification document.
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TVA discontinued use of NET-P as of September 1988. Computer
listin g of certification, was previously required by QCP-1. 11-2,W
"Qualification/Certification of Construction Quality Control
Inspectors," which is no longer in use at Watts Bar. These
discrepancies were previously identified by TVA and will be
addressed via CAQR WBP870036, which also addresses the inspec-
tor's recertification issue. TVA committed to revise procedure
QMI-817.2, "Receipt, Review, and Storage of QA Records," to
specifically state that the inspector's certification record
shall be reviewed only against attachment 3, "Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant Site Qualification/Matrix," of QMI-802.6, "Quality
Control and Nondestructive Examination Training."

5.2.3.3 Conclusion

Review of the training, qualification and certification records for the inspec-

tors who documented inspections for the components showed that the TVA procedures

subsequent to 1980, are effectively being implemented and that the inspectors

performing inspections are certified to the appropriate quality control proce-
dures and revision of the procedures. However, discrepancies were identified in

the course of the VSRT review. The discrepancies included inspectors not certi-
fied to the appropriate procedure, inspector's personnel certification recO
showing certification dates after the date of inspection or showing that tW
inspectors were not certified to the latest revision of the procedure in effect
at the time of the inspection, an inspector's eye examination record that was not
current, and disparities between certification dates shown on personal certifica-

tion record s and those shown in a computerized data base. These discrepancies

are attributed to the fact that the appropriate procedures had not been followed

in some cases or had not been implemented in a timely manner. CAQRs have been

issued by TVA to correct these specific discrepancies and to address the more

generic issue of inspector certification. These apply to all *inspectors from
1974 to 1976 and to electrical inspectors from 1977 to 1980. Based on an addi-

tional review performed by TVA, these discrepancies were determined to be not

design- or safety-significant.

TVA committed to implement the corrective action for these discrepancies through

the resolution of specific CAQRs. VSRT concludes that completion of the correc-

tive actions should confirm that the appropriate training, qualification, a.&
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Wfication records are documented as required by the corresponding quality

control procedures.

5.2.3.4 Related Discrepancy Reports

The following discrepancy reports relate to inspectors' certification records:

a. Inspector not certified to the procedure:

DR Nos. 24, 222, 358, 483, 497, 514, 521, 538, 541, 580, 581, 585,
589, 590, and 608.

b. Inspectors not certified to the proper revision of the procedure:

DR Nos. 18, 23, 188, 344, 345, 346, 347, 357, 399, 400, 404, 405,
408, 409, 412, 433, 434, 439, 440, 448, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455,
456, 490, 507, 510, 511, 512, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532,
533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 539, 540, 544, 545, 546, 562, 563, 591,
609, 618, 619, and 620.

C. Inspector's eye examination records not current:

DR No. 129.

IVarious discrepancies noted in Computerized Data Base (NET-P):

DR No. 582.

The following discrepancy report items were determined to be nondiscrepant:

a. Inspector not certified to the procedure:

DR Nos. 139, 342, 343, 410, 423, 435, and 508.

b. Inspector not certified to the proper revision of the procedure:

DR Nos. 349, 359, 493, and 542.

C. Inspector certified before issuance of procedure:

DR Nos. 130 and 161.

d. Inspector's eye examination record not available:

DR No. 348.
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W RECORDS QUALITY

5.3.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this portion of the VSR was to verify that engineering and

construction records conformed to the following attributes:

* Retrievability. Specific records requested were located and
supplied.

* Identification. Records provide sufficient information to permit
identification between the record and the item, items, or activity
to which it applies.

" Completeness. Within the area reviewed, records are complete for
the intended purpose.

* Authentication. Records are initialed, signed, or otherwise
authenticated and dated (approved, released, etc.).

* Legibility. Within the area reviewed, information provided on the
record is discernible.

- Corrections. After December 1, 1986 (when TVA procedures were
issued), any corrections made left the original information still
legible. The corrected information was initialed and dated and
entered so that it was clearly associated with the line on which
the correction was made.

The scope of this portion of the VSR was to evaluate all record copies of

documents that were reviewed by the VSRT as part of the engineering verification

(EV) and records verification (RV) for the records quality attributes listed

above. Approximately 2600 documents in EV and 900 documents in RV were

evaluated. These are listed in Appendix G.

5.3.2 EVALUATION

Twenty-six discrepancies were written that involved documents that were not

properly authenticated or were not legible.

I
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The specific quality attributes assessed and discrepancies identified in

review included the following:

Retrievability. Discrepancies associated with records
retrievability are individually covered in Sections 3.2 through
3.6 for engineering and construction records, and in Sections
5.2 and 5.3 for construction installation/testing records.
These discrepancies can be attributed to any of the following
reasons:

-- the required document was not generated,

-- the document was not submitted to the RIMS, and

-- the document could not be retrieved from RIMS.

Identification. The VSRT identified no discrepancies involved
with improper identification of records.

Completeness. Discrepancies associated with records
completeness are individually covered in Sections 3.2 through
3.6 for engineering records, and in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 for
construction installation/testing records.

Authentication. Fourteen engineering documents were found to
have missing signatures and/or dates (DR No. 651). TVA com-
mitted to review and evaluate essential engineering records for
technical adequacy as part of various corrective action
programs (CAPs). TVA also committed to perform a comprehensive
and systematic evaluation to confirm that QA/QC records are
programmatically acceptable, and to document the justification
for exclusion from the evaluation process any record types that
are listed in ANSI-N45.2.9-1974, Appendix A.

To preclude recurrence, TVA committed to issue Nuclear Power
(NP) Standard ONP-STD-5.9.20 to ensure that future documents
are properly authenticated. None of the discrepancies were
design- or safety-significant.

Legibility. Twelve engineering records were found to be, in
part, illegible (DR No. 650). TVA committed to review, as part
of various CAPs, essential engineering records for legibility
of essential data required to substantiate the characteristics
of the component that are significant to its safety function.
TVA also committed to perform a comprehensive and systematic
evaluation of QA records to verify that they are programmati-
cally acceptable. TVA will document the justification for
exclusion from the evaluation process any record types that are
listed in ANSI-N45.2.9-1974, Appendix A.
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W To preclude recurrence, TVA committed to issue Nuclear Power

(NP) Standard ONP-STD-5.9.20, which will require the submitting
organization to ensure that partially illegible records are
technically adequate.

None of the discrepancies were design- or safety-significant.

Corrections. The VSRT identified no discrepancies involved
with improper correction of records.

5.3.3 CONCLUSIONS

The VSRT identified no discrepancies regarding records identification or records

correction. The small number of discrepancies noted in the areas of records

authentication and legibility in comparison to the number of documents reviewed,

showed that the records were, in general, satisfactory. None of the discrepan-

cies were design- or safety-significant. The corrective action for these

discrepancies will be carried out through various CAPs. TVA committed to issue

Standard ONP-STD-5.9.20 to ensure authentication and legibility of future

ords. Discrepancies associated with record completeness and retrievability

detailed in DRs written as part of the EV/CV/RV review. The specific docu-

ments requested were generally located and supplied to the VSRT; however,

instances were identified where the required documents were not available or were

not in RIMS. TVA has a program to resolve these discrepancies through various

CAPs. TVA also committed to perform a comprehensive and systematic evaluation to

verify that the QA/QC records are programmatically acceptable.

The VSRT concludes that completion of the above commitments should establish the

acceptable degree of records quality.
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5.3.4 RELATED DISCREPANCY REPORTS

Discrepancy reports related to records completeness and retrievability are listed

in Sections 3.2 through 3.6 and discrepancies reports relating to engineering and

construction records are listed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The following DRs are

also related to records quality:

DR No. 651 - Records authentication

DR No. 650 - Records legibility
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APPENDIX A

VSR TEAM EXPERIENCE SUMMARY

This appendix describes the background and experience of the key VSR Team

members. The experience summaries of the Project Director, Internal Review

Committee, and Project Team are presented below.

Project Director - B. A. Erler

Mr. Erler has more than 18 years of experience in the design
of nuclear power plants involving work on 15 nuclear
stations. He has been very closely involved with a number
of engineering and construction reinspection programs on
recent nuclear power plants that have received their operat-
ing license. Some of the programs include the Byron
Inspector Reinspection Program, the Clinton Overinspection
Program, the Braidwood Construction Assessment Program, and
the Hope Creek Independent Verification Program.

He currently is on the ACI/ASME Joint Technical Committee
for Concrete Pressure Vessels for Nuclear Applications and
has chaired or been a member of numerous other technical
committees developing national structural standards for
design of nuclear power plants. Mr. Erler is a registered
Structural Engineer in Illinois and a registered
Professional Engineer in 10 additional states.

Internal Review Comittee

* Internal Review Committee Chairman - H. S. Taylor

As the Quality Assurance Division Head, Mr. Taylor has
developed and maintained QA procedures necessary for the
implementation of S&L's QA program and has coordinated the
preparation of detailed procedures by other engineering
disciplines. Mr Taylor has been deeply involved in design
control and design verification issues. He has contributed
to the identification of those issues, recommended
approaches for their resolution, and participated in over-
seeing the implementation of corrective action. Mr. Taylor
was particularly instrumental in the Hope Creek Independent
Design Verification Program. He chaired the Internal Review
Committee, which reviewed every observation proposed by the
verification team and issued the final observations.
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Mr. Taylor participated in developing several specialized
programs to provide assurance of design construction
adequacy. Examples include an overinspection program,
several as-built walkdown procedures, and a final safety
analysis report certification program to track licensing
commitments. He has been responsible for ensuring that an
entire project team adheres to S&L's QA standards and
procedures that have been established to meet U.S. govern-
-ment and industry requirements for nuclear power plants. He
has been responsible for conducting training sessions in the
use and implementation of S&L's QA program and procedures
for all personnel involved in safety-related activities and
has been responsible for internal and external audits of
consulting organizations retained by S&L.

0 Mechanical IRC Member - E. B. Branch

Mr. Branch has over 18 years of experience in the stress
analysis of piping systems and mechanical equipment for
power plants at S&L. His overall experience in power plants
exceeds 30 years. He has extensive experience not only in
the design process, but also with the design philosophy
changes that have occurred in the nuclear industry through
participation in the ASME, PVRC, and NRC licensing activi-
ties. Mr. Branch has been active in the ASME Working Group
on Piping Design (past chairman of plant group), the Sub-4
group on Design, and the Section III Committee. He is also
an active contributor in the PVRC Technical Committee on
Piping Systems and is chairman of the Task Group on Industry
Practices. He is currently involved in studies leading to
more realistic design practices and methodologies. Mr.
Branch is a registered professional engineer in the state of
Il11i no is.

* Structural IRC Member - A. K. Singh

Dr. Singh has over 15 years of experience in all phases of
analysis and design of power plant structures and compo-
nents. His assignments include seismic response of
structures and piping, soil-structure interaction, design
and analysis of cable tray and HVAC ducts, and design~of
turbine and fan foundations. He has worked extensively in
investigating and recommending remedies for structural
vibration problems. Dr. Singh has developed several
computer programs for power plant applications. Dr. Singh
is a registered professional and structural engineer in the
state of Illinois.
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0 Electrical IRC Member - L. R. Stensland

Mr. Stensland has 35 years of experience in electrical
engineering of steam-electric generating Stations. He has
worked on numerous Station design projects, as well as
various backf it projects at both fossil- and nuclear-fueled
plants. His current job responsibilities include monitoring
the flow of design information and the effectiveness of the
Electrical Drafting Standards and the Drafting and Field
Standards. When required, he reviews and comments on inde-
pendent design review reports. He is S&L's specialist on
transformers and a member of IEEE Committee on
Transformers. Mr. Stensland is a registered professional
engineer in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Michigan, New York, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin.

Control & Instrumentation IRC Member - D. C. Haan

Mr. Haan has over 19 years experience in the design and
engineering of major steam-electric generating stations. He
has functioned as project manager since 1977. His responsi-
bilities include planning, coordinating, and performance
monitoring of S&L's work on major projects, including
Commonwealth Edison Company's La Salle 1 and 2. As the
Mechanical Department's valve specialist, Mr. Haan reviewsI new valve designs, assists with valve application engineer-
ing, prepares and updates departmental valve standards, and
evaluates technical competence of valve manufacturers. Mr.
Haan is currently chairman of S&L's Nuclear Plant Life
Extension Committee. Mr. Haan is a member of the American
Nuclear Society and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. Mr. Haan is a registered professional engineer
is the states of Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania.

Project Tea

* Project Manager - R. C. Heider

As Project Manager for the Clinton Power Station, Mr. Heider
has extensive experience in establishing management systems,
reviewing and solving complex procedural problems, and
integrating various elements of data systems into a compre-
hensive program. As Project Manager, he coordinated an
extensive regulatory commitment identification program and
established the overall project control procedural
program. He was also involved with the Clinton Independent
Design Review and Construction Audit Team (CAT) audit of
Clinton. Mr. Heider is a registered professional engineer
in the state of Illinois.
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Engineering Verification Manager - 0. A. Hrynewych

Mr. Hrynewych has more than 20 years of experience in the
design of nuclear power plants involving work on eight
nuclear units.

Since 1983, Mr. Hrynewych has been project manager for
Carolina Power & Light's H. B. Robinson - Unit 2 and
Brunswick - Units 1 and 2. He has managed day-to-day plan-
ning of all of S&L's activities, including corrective
action, construction assessment, piping design and analysis,
licensing support, hazard evaluation, equipment qualifica-
tion, and many other programs. He has managed the Dresden
Station Diesel Generator Safety System Functional Inspection
(SSFI) evaluation, the INPO-type self-initiated construction
project evaluation for Comanche Peak and the INPO-type self-
initiated design process evaluation of the Wolf Creek and
Callaway projects. Before his involvement on the CP&L proj-
ect, Mr. Hrynewych was a mechanical project engineer on
Cincinnati Gas & Electric's Wm. H. Zimmer Project, and the
Commonwealth Edison's Carroll County Station and Byron and
Braidwood Stations. He also served as an assistant head of
the Nuclear Safeguards and Licensing Division. Mr.
Hrynewych is a registered professional engineer in the
states of Illinois, North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Georgia.

Construction and QA/QC Records Verification Manager - R. L.
Humphreys

Mr. Humphreys has over 16 years of experience in nuclear
power. He supervises a staff of field and office engineers
performing plant services in construction, modification
support services, outage assistance, maintenance services,
and operating services. He has also been called upon by our
clients for modification program evaluations, construction
prudency, modifications and maintenance testing evaluations,
and root cause evaluation programs requiring an understand-
ing of plant programs, procedures, and systems. Mr.
Humphreys was chosen for this assignment because of his
field experience in the areas of construction and modifica-
tion of nuclear power plants.

Mechanical Project Engineer - D. DeMoss

Mr. DeMoss has served as a mechanical project engineer on
two major nuclear design projects: Commonwealth Edison
Company's Byron and Braidwood Stations. He has coordinated
onsite mechanical engineering and design activities asso-
ciated with mechanical process piping systems including
review and approval of design and engineering changes in the
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field, resolution of installation problems, resolution of
startup and testing problems, and liaison between the
client's construction personnel and the home office. In
conjunction with these assignments, he has coordinated the
evaluation of mechanical discrepancies identified by quality
assessment programs. Mr. DeMoss has been with S&L for over
10 years and is a registered professional engineer in the
states of Illinois and Ohio.

Electrical Project Engineer - J. P. Wittenauer

Mr. Wittenauer has over 14 years of electrical engineering
design experience including approximately 8 years on the
Clinton Nuclear Power Project. His nuclear experience
includes the engineering review and design interface coor-
dination of the emergency core cooling and reactor protec-
tion systems, as well as the electrical design of various
safety-related balance-of-plant systems. His experience
also includes the coordination of other engineering design
activities including the Power Generation Control Complex
electrical design interface, and the definition and imple-
mentation of electrical separation design requirements. Mr.
Wittenauer has been with Sargent & Lundy for over 10 years
and is a registered professional engineer in the states of
Illinois and Texas.

" Special Horizontal Review Topics Project Engineer - T. J. Ryan

Mr. Ryan has over 15 years of experience in the structural
design of power plant facilities with a heavy emphasis on
nuclear plants. As a senior structural project engineer, he
has directed the work of structural engineers, geologists,
hydrologists, and engineering specialists on the
Byron/Braidwood, Dresden, and Quad Cities projects. Mr.
Ryan worked directly with CECo as a technical advisor on the
Braidwood Construction Assessment Program, and he had a
major role in the evaluations and resolutions for the Byron
reinspection program. His experience also includes major
assignments on the Zimmer and Clinton projects. Mr. Ryan is
a Registered Structural Engineer in the state of Illinois.
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APPENDIX B

U DEF IN ITIONS

Attribute - Quality characteristic of an element related to the ability of the

element to perform its intended function; for example, the design of a pump

mounting, installation of specified mounting, or records related to installation

of mounting.

Checklist - A document, developed from previous experience and industry

documents, used to systematically control the review in EV and RV, and as a

document basis in CV.

Checklist Instruction - A procedure created to provide detailed instructions or

acceptance criteria for use during CV or RV checklist reviews.

Completion Report (CR) - Documentation of action taken (disposition) to complete

the review associated with a discrepancy.

I onent - A specific element, e.g., masonry wall number 13A57, auxiliary

feedwater loop 1A-4, pump number 14xx 352A, or fire protection for Room 14A.

Cutoff Date - April 22, 1988, the date of record after which activities of the

WBN are not a part of the VSR.

Design-Significant Discrepancy - A design-, construction-, or records-related

discrepancy that, after engineering evaluation, is found to be in nonconformance

with the appropriate code, standard, or licensing requirements.

Discrepancy - An observation that is confirmed, after a review, to be in

nonconformance with the licensing or other documents imposing safety-related

requirements.

Discrepancy Report (DR) - Internal Review Committee documentation of its

*uat ion of an observation.
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E/A List - TVA list of elements and attributes, dated May 16, 1988.

Element - Plant structures, systems, components, or spatial features; e.g., a

masonry wall, the auxiliary feedwater system, a pump, or fire protection,

respectively.

Horizontal Review - A review of systems, components, and structures beyond the

selected systems and structures for the vertical review, in order to capture

significant process or components not contained within the vertical review

systems.

Internal Review Committee (IRC) - A committee made up of the Head of the S&L

Quality Assurance Division and the engineering design directors.

Line Organization - The Watts Bar Line Organization (WBLO) is a TVA organization

functionally responsible to the WBN Site Director. The WBLO develops and pro-

poses corrective actions and resolutions of discrepancies and implements

corrective actions when recommended by the WBPT and approved by the manager of

Nuclear Power or Site Director. 4

Licensing Requirements - NRC regulations and TVA commitments made to the NRC in

licensing documents for WBN design, construction, testing, and operation.

Nondiscrepant Observation - An observation that is confirmed, after a review, to

be in conformance with the licensing or other documents imposing safety-related

requirements.

Observation - A design-, construction-, or records-related condition that is

perceived by a reviewer or inspector to be in nonconformance with the licensing

or other documents imposing safety-related requirements.

Observation Report (OR) - A preliminary internal report for the documentation of

an observation.
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V iously Identified - A discrepancy that has been previously identified by TVA
fore April 22, 1988) and documented by a CAQR, design study report CAP, PRO,

NCR, etc.

Program Team - The Watts Bar Program Team (WBPT) is a TVA organization

responsible for the development of the-Watts Bar Completion Program and

recommendation of actions required to ensure licensability of WBN.

Resolution Report (RR) - Documentation of the resolution of a discrepancy.

Review Documentation - Any TVA, WBN contractor, or vendor documentation received

from TVA for the purpose of conducting the VSR.

Safety-Significant Discrepancy - A design-significant discrepancy that, if it had

remained undetected, could result in the loss of capability of the affected

system or structure to perform its intended safety function; for this evaluation,

credit is not allowed for redundancy at system or train level.

tem - A set of equipment designed and constructed to perform certain safety or

operational functions for the power plant.

Vertical Slice Review (VSR) - A review conducted from top down to determine

whether the design and construction of the WBN meets design criteria and

licensing requirements through (1) a review of the technical adequacy of the

design of selected systems and the design process for those systems, (2) a

verification the as-constructed plant for the selected systems is in accordance

with design, and (3) a review of the QA/QC records for selected systems to

demonstrate that the records adequately reflect the design requirements and the

as-built plant hardware.
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WAPPENDIX C

ABBREVIATIONS

ABGT auxiliary building gas treatment

ac alternating current

ACI American Concrete Institute

ACR auxiliary control room

ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety

ADGU additional diesel generator unit

AF auxiliary feedwater

AHU air handling unit

AI administrative instruction

AISC American Institute of Steel Construction

O American National Standards Institute

ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

BCAP Braidwood Construction Assessment Program

BOM bill of materials

BOP balance of plant

BTP Branch Technical Position

CAP corrective action program

CAQ condition adverse to quality

CAQR condition adverse to .quality report

CC component cooling (system 70)

CCD configuration control drawing. checklist-component number
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CCRS computer cable routing system

CCW component cooling water

CEB Civil Engineering Branch (division of NE)

CEP construction engineering procedure

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CR completion report

CSST common station service transformer

CV construction verification

DBA design-basis accident

DBD design-basis document

DBVP design-basis verification program

dc direct current

DCN design change notice

DG diesel generator

DLF dynamic load factor

DR discrepancy report

E/A element/attribute

EAB exclusion area boundary

ECN engineering change notice

EDGU emergency diesel generator unit

EGT emergency gas treatment

ER Environmental Report

ERCW emergency raw cooling water system

ESQ Equipment Seismic Qualification

EV engineering verification

FCO flow-control operator

FCR field change request
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'R fire hazards analysisRR final safety analysis report

GDC general design criteria

HAAUP Hanger and Analysis Update Program

HECA high-efficiency carbon absorber

HELB high-energy line break

HEPA high-efficiency particulate air

HVAC heating, ventilating, and air conditioning

HX heat exchanger

I&C instrumentation and control

I&E inspection & enforcement

IDI independent design inspection

IDR independent design review

Sindependent design verification program
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

IPF iodine protection factor

IR inspection report

IRC internal review committee

LOCA loss of coolant accident

MCC motor control center

MCR main control room

MCRH main control room habitability

MELB moderate-energy line break

MEQ mechanical equipment environmental qualification

.maintenance request
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NC Nuclear Construction (a TVA division)

NCR nonconformance report

NCIG Nuclear Construction Issues Group

NE Nuclear Engineering (a TVA division)

NFPA National Fire Protection Association

NQAM nuclear quality assurance manual

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NRR NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

NSSS nuclear steam supply system

OBE operating basis earthquake

OR observation report

PCR personal certification record

PHR personal history record

PRA probabilistic risk assessment

PRD Problem Reporting Document

PVRC Pressure Vessel Research Council

QA/QC quality assurance/quality control

QCI quality control instruction

QCP quality control procedure

QCT quality control tests

Q-I(L) quality-related position retention

Q List listing of quality related components

QMI quality methods instruction

RC reactor coolant

RCP reactor coolant pump

RHR residual heat removal

RR resolution report
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SCR

SDG

SER

SI

SIAS

SIS

SLS

SMACNA

SOP

SRSS

SSE
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records verification

Sargent & Lundy

significant condition report

standby diesel generator

safety evaluation report

safety injection

safety injection accident signal

safety injection signal

subcomponent listing sheets

Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association

standard operating procedure

square root of the sum of the squares

safe shutdown earthquake

support variance sheet

Temporary Alteration Control Form

thermal barrier

topical report

Tennessee Valley Authority

uninterruptable power supply

ultimate strength design

volts

Vertical Slice Review

Vertical Slice Review Team

Westinghouse

Watts Bar Completion Program

Watts Bar line organization

TACF

TB

TR

TVA

UPS

USD

V

VSR

VSRT

W

WBCP
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF CHECKLISTS/CHECKLIST INSTRUCTIONS

This appendix lists all checklists used for the VSR work. The order of the

list is by the three major approaches to the review: engineering verification

(EV), construction verification (CV), and QA/QC records verification (RV).

Within each of these three major groupings, the checklists are in order by

discipline: electrical (E), mechanical (M), and civil/structural (S).

Finally, the checklists are then ordered by element code number, the final

four digits of each checklist number.

Enqineerinq Verification Checklists

Checklist
Number

EEV-0101

EEV-0102

EEV-0201

SEV-0202

EEV-0203

EEV-0401

EEV-0402

EEV-0403

EEV-0404

EEV-0405

EEV-0406

EEV-0407

EEV-0408

EEV-0409

EEV-0410

EEV-1507

EEV-1515

EEV-2102

EEV-2109

hEV-0411

Description

Cables

Cable Coatings and Fire Wrap

Cable Trays and Risers

Conduit and Junction Boxes

Electrical Duct Runs

Batteries

Containment Electrical Penetration Assemblies

Emergency Auxiliary AC Power

Inverters and Chargers

Motors and Generators

Panels and Boards

Switchgear and Motor Control Centers

Transformers

Vital and Backup 125-Vdc Power

Vital 120-Vac Instrument Power

Fire Stops and Seals

Valve Motor Operators

Electrical Separation

Component Cooling System - Electrical Review

Control Valves
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Engineering

Checklist
Number

MEV-0501

MEV-0502

MEV-0503

MEV-0504

MEV-0505

MEV-0506

MEV-0507

MEV-0508

MEV-0701

MEV-0702

MEV-0703

MEV-0704

MEV-0705

MEV-0706

MEV-0707

MEV-0708

MEV-0801

MEV-1001

MEV-1201

MEV-1202

MEV-1203

MEV-1401

MEV-1402

MEV-1403

MEV-1503

MEV-1506

MEV-1507

MEV-1508

MEV-1509

MEV-1510

MEV-1511

Verification Checklists, Cont.

Description

Ducts and Plenums

Duct In-Line Components

Fans and Blowers

Grilles, Registers, and Diffusers

HVAC/HEPA Filters

Louvers

Refrigeration Units

HVAC Design Adequacy Review

Detectors

Indicators

Local Panels

Process Switches

Transmitters

CID Design Requirements

Overall System Control Adequacy

CID Field Walkdown

Instrument Lines

Piping - Large Bore

Piping - Small Bore

Alternate Piping Analysis and Support Functional Review

Field Piping Analysis Verification Walkdown

Containment Isolation Valves

General Application Valves

Check Valves

Dampers

Heat Exchange Equipment

Fire Stops and Seals

Mechanical Penetrations

Piping In-Line Components

Pressure Relief Valves

Pumps
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Engineering Verification Checklists, Cont.

Checklist
Number

MEV-1512

MEV-1513

MEV-1516

MEV-1517

MEV-1518

MEV-2101

MEV-2103

MEV-2105

MEV-2106

MEV-2114

SEV-0201

SEV-0202

SEV-0203

SEV-0301

0 EV-0302

SEV-0501

SEV-0601

SEV-0901

SEV-1301

SEV-1601

SEV-1602

SEV-1702

SEV-1804

SEV-1806

SEV-1901

SEV-2198

SEV-2199

Description

Tanks and Vessels

Thermal Insulation

Licensing Commitment Identification and Implementation Review

Overall System Design Adequacy Review

Overall System Design Process Review

Control Room Habitability

Environmental Qualification of Mechanical Equipment

Fire Protection/Appendix R

High-Energy Line Breaks

Component Seismic Qualification

Cables Trays and Risers

Conduit and Junction Boxes

Electrical Duct Runs

Cable Tray and Riser Supports

Conduit and Junction Box Supports

Ducts and Plenums

HVAC Duct Supports

Instrumentation Line Supports

Small Bore Pipe Supports

Auxiliary Building Concrete Structures

Reactor Building Concrete Structures

Equipment Foundations

Pipe Whip Restraints and Jet Impingement Shields

Steel Structures

Masonry Walls/Partition Walls

Buried Pipe

Seismic Analysis (Including Geotech Concerns)
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Construction Verification Checklists

Checklist
Number

ECV-0101

ECV-0102

ECV-0401

ECV-0402

ECV-0404

ECV-0405

ECV-0406

ECV-0407

ECV-0408

ECV-1507

MCV-0411

MCV-0502

MCV-0503

MCV-0504

MCV-0505

MCV-0506

MCV-0507

MCV-0701

MCV-0702

MCV-0703

MCV-0704

MCV-0705

MCV-0801

MCV-1201

MCV-1401

MCV- 1402

MCV-1403

MCV-1503

MCV-1506

MCV-1507

MCV-1508

MCV-1509

Description

Cable

Cable Coatings and Fire Wraps

Batteries

Containment Electrical Penetrations

Inverters and Chargers

Motors and Generators

Panels and Boards

Switchgear and Motor. Control Centers

Transformers

Fire Stops and Seals

Control Valves

HVAC Duct In-Line Components

Fans and Blowers

Grilles, Registers, and Diffusers

HVAC/HEPA Filters

Louvers

Refrigeration Units

Detectors

Indicators

Local Panel Installation

Process Switches

Transmitters

Instrument Lines

Small Bore Piping

Containment Isolation Valves

General Application Valves

Check Valves

HVAC Dampers

Heat Exchange Equipment

Fire Stops and Seals

Mechanical Penetrations

Piping In-Line Components
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Construction Verification Checklists, Cont.

Checklist
Number

MCV-1510

MCV-1511

MCV-1512

MCV-1515

SCV-0201

SCV-0202

SCV-0301

SCV-0302

SCV-0501

SCV-0601

SCV-0901

SCV-1301

SCV-1702

SCV-1804

*CV-1806

SCV-1901

SCV-2303

SCV-2305

Description

Pressure Relief Devices

Pumps

Tanks and Vessels

Valve Operator Motors

Cable Trays and Risers

Conduit and Junction Boxes

Cable Tray/Riser Supports

Conduit and Junction Box Supports

HVAC Ducts and Plenums

HVAC Duct Supports

Pipe/Instrument/Support and Supplementary Support Steel

Piping/Tubing - Small Bore Supports

Equipment Foundations/Supports

Pipe Whip Restraints and Jet Impingement Shields

Structural Steel

Masonry Walls

Concrete Expansion Anchors

Embedded Anchors/Thru Bolts/Grouted Anchors
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Records Verification Checklists

Checklist
Number

ARV-9300

ARV-9400

ARV-9500

ARV-9600

ARV-9700

ARV-9800

ARV-9900

ERV-0101

ERV-0102

ERV-0202

ERV-0401

ERV-0402

ERV-0404

ERV-0405

ERV-0406

ERV-0407

ERV-0408

MRV-0411

MRV-0501

MRV-0502

MRV-0503

MRV-0504

MRV-0505

MRV-0506

MRV-0507

MRV-0701

MRV-0702

MRV-0703

MRV-0704

MRV-0705

MRV-0801

MRV-1201

Description

Records Quality Checklist Instruction

Records Verification Review

Construction Installation Records Review

Nonconformance Report Records

Storage Records

Training, Qualification, and Certification Records

Receipt Inspection Records

Cable

Cable Coatings and Fire Wraps

Conduit and Junction Boxes

Batteries

Containment Electrical Penetrations Assembly

Inverters and Chargers

Motors and Generators

Panels and Boards

Switchgear and Motor Control Centers

Transformers

Control Valves

HVAC Ducts and Plenums

HVAC Duct In-Line Components

Fans and Blowers

Grilles, Registers, and Diffusers

HVAC/HEPA Filters

Louvers

Refrigeration Units

Detectors

Indicators

Local Panel Installation

Process Switches

Transmitters

Instrument Lines

Small Bore Piping
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Records Verification Checklists, Cont.

Checklist
Number

MRV-1401

MRV-1402

MRV-1403

MRV-1503

MRV-1504

MRV- 1506

MRV-1507

MRV-1508

MRV-1509

MRV-1510

MRV-1511

MRV-1515

SRV-0201

SRV-0301

SRV-0302

SRV-0601

SRV-0901

SRV-1301

SRV-1604

SRV-1702

SRV-1801

SRV-1803

SRV-1804

SRV-1806

SRV-1901

SRV-2303

WBVSR-AppD/022889

Description

Containment Isolation Valves

General Application Valves

Check Valves

HVAC Dampers

Diesel Generators

Heat Exchange Equipment

Fire Stops and Seals

Mechanical Penetrations

Piping In-Line Components

Pressure Relief Devices

Pumps

Valve Operator Motors

Cable Trays and Risers

Cable Tray/Riser Supports

Conduit and Junction Box Supports

HVAC Duct Supports

Pipe/Instrument/Support and Supplementary Support Steel

Piping/Tubing - Small Bore Supports

Reinforcing Steel

Equipment Foundations/Supports

Embedment Plates

Penetration Anchorage

Pipe Whip Restraints and Jet Impingement Shields

Structural Steel

Masonry Walls

Concrete Expansion Anchors
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This Review Plan defines the program for the Vertical
Slice Review (VSR) by Sargent & Lundy (S&L) of specified
activities related to the design and construction of the
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) of Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA). This VSR will cover work done by TVA
and any contractors responsible for portions of activities
included in this review. This Plan is intended to be fully
responsive to the requirements set forth in Request for Task
Proposal No. R0019.

The purpose of this VSR is to provide reasonable
additional assurance that the design and construction of the
WBN meets licensing requirements through 1) a review of
the technical adequacy of selected systems and the design
process, 2) a verification of the as-constructed plant for

selected systems, and 3) a review of the QA/QC records for
selected systems to demonstrate the records adequately
reflect the design and installed plant hardware. The VSR
will be performed on two systems selected by the VSR team
and accepted by the Watts Bar Program Team (WBPT). It
will be necessary to include in the VSR, portions of other
systems or to perform a limited horizontal review of
selected portions of the plant. The selection of these
systems shall be made to ensure coverage of essential plant
elements. The VSR will either verify the adequacy of plant
systems, components, and structures or identify the
nonconforming conditions.

This work has been divided into six major subtasks:

* Overall Task Administration and General Activities
* Engineering Verification Review
* Construction Verification Review
* QA/QC Records Verification Review
* Internal Review Committee Activities
* Trend Analysis and Final Report

The following chapters provide greater detail of the I.
activities for each of these subtasks.

Chapter II, Scope and Approach to Work, discusses how
S&L will carry out the VSR. It also includes a flow chart
illustrating the key process events leading to issuance of the
final report.

Chapter III, Qualifications and Experience, presents
S&L's experience on similar recent projects.
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Chapter IV, Project Organization, describes S&L's
project team approach, key personnel, and the strengths the

project team will bring to this review.

Chapter V, Quality Assurance Program, includes the

Quality Assurance Program to be used on the project.

Chapter VI, Protocol, includes the communication
protocol to be used on the project.
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SARGENT It 16UNDY 1I. Scope and Approach to Work

A. General 1. Develop VSR Plan, Instructions, and Training Plans
S&L will develop the project manual which will be used

to control the project activities. The manual will describe
the scope of work. This manual identifies the requirements
for quality-related work and implements the requirements
of S&L's Quality Assurance Program as outlined in the
Quality Assurance Program. The project manual will
include the following:

" VSR Plan

- Vertical Slice Review Flow Chart
- Project Organization Chart
- QA Program for the VSR

" Project Controls

" Man-Hour Estimate

" Project Administrative Instructions

" Project Instructions

" Resumes of Project Team

Exhibit 11-1 is a flow chart illustrating the key process
events of the VSR. The flowchart provides an illustration of
the major subtasks; engineering, construction, and QA/QC
records verification; Internal Review Committee activities;
and trend analysis and final report preparation.

Project administrative instruct ions are procedures
prepared to cover financial and administrative activities
between S&L, S&L subcontractors and TVA that are not
quality assurance related. Project instructions are project-
specific procedures that involve quality activities. The
planned project procedures are identified in Exhibit 11-2.

The project manual will be issued to WBPT for
comments and acceptance.

The S&L Project Manager is responsible for approving
the project manual and ensuring that the project personnel
are properly instructed in its use.

The project procedures will establish the methodology
for the VSR from which thr. training plans will be developed.

Il-I
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2. Assemble Design Requirements and Design Documents
The timely completion of this project requires that S&L

obtain relevant design requirement documents and design
documents on the designated systems, structures, and topics
from TVA. These documents will include, but not be limited
to, those listed on Exhibits 11-3, [1-4, and 11-5.

B. System/Element 1. Develop System and Element Selection Criteria

Selection Criteria A system selection criteria was developed utilizing the
NRC l&E Manual, chapter 2530, "Independent Design
Inspection Program," as guidance. This criteria provides
guidance to assure that the coverage of essential elements
will meet the program objective.

The system selection criteria is shown as Exhibit 11-6.

2. System Selection
Using the system selection criteria, two representative

systems (one mechanical and one electrical) will be selec~
for the VSR. In addition portions of certain other syste 3

and structures will be identified for a horizontal review V
assure coverage of essential plant elements and attributes.

A letter documenting the S&L recommendation for the
two selected systems, the rationale for the selection, and
the identification of portions of other systems and
structures required to consider essential plant elements will
be sent to the WBPT for acceptance.

There are a number of completed or on going special
programs at WBN which will verify the adequacy of certain
elements/attributes with respect to the design and licensing
requirements. Therefore, TVA has excluded from the VSR
scope the elements/attributes associated with the:

0 Large bore and Class I small bore pipe stress
analysis and support design, their construction, and
associated QAIQC records

0 Installation of plant welds and associated QA/QO
records

0 Concrete Quality

* Environmental Qualifications per 10 CFR 50.49
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Control Room Human Factors design, construction,
and associated QA/QC records

The VSRT will consider these excluded areas and make
a determination if portions should be included in the VSR
program for completion of the review. In no case will
excluded programs impact on the completeness of the VSR
effort.

3. Element Selection
The objective of this task is to establish a set of

elements which, when reviewed in accordance with
methodology established in Chapter 11, sections F, G, and H,
will support conclusions regarding the quality of the design,
construction, and QA/QC records.

The word "element" as used in this plan is defined as
plant structures, systems, components, and spatial features.

* The "Elements and Attributes List to Verify Design
Adequacy, Construction Adequacy and QA/QC Records
Adequacy - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant" (E/A List) will be used
as input to select elements and attributes that will be
examined during the VSR. Additional elements/attributes
not specifically included in the E/A List and identified as
required by the VSR team will be included in the review.

Since the design and construction activities in the plant
may not be homogenous, the selected elemnents will be
determined by the application of industry experience and
engineering judgment.

The selection process will be biased toward those areas
of the systems which have greater potential for discrepancies
and those areas which are more critical to the proper
performance of plant safety functions. For those elements
that are inaccessible during the construction verification,
the information obtained from the engineering verification
and the records verification will be considered for a
selected sample of inaccessible elements in evaluating
construction adequacy.

Considerations influencing the element selection, both
with respect to the total number of and the selection ofS specific elements, will be documented.
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C. Definitions and Resolu- 1. Definitions
tion of Findings The description of the design, construction, and QA/QC

records verification process is discussed in sections F, G,
and H, respectively. Findings resulting from the
verification will be identified as follows:

. Observations
A design, construction, or records related condition
which is perceived by a reviewer or inspector to be
in nonconformance with the licensing or other
documents imposing safety-related requirements.

. Non-Discrepant Observations
An Observation which is confirmed, after a review,
to be in conformance with the licensing or other
documents imposing safety-related requirements.

. Discrepancy
An Observation which is confirmed, after review~
be in nonconformance with the licensing oor ootheiV
documents imposing safety-related requiremen ts.

0 Design-Significant Discrepancy
A design, construction, or records related
Discrepancy which, after engineering evaluation, is
found to be in nonconformance with the appropriate
code, standard, or licensing requirements.

o Safety-Significant Discrepancy
A design, significant Discrepancy which, if
remained undetected, could result in the loss of
capability of the affected system or structure to
perform its intended safety function. For this
evaluation, credit is not allowed for redundancy at
system or train level.

2. Resolution of Findings
The processing of an Observation from its identifica-

tion to the resolution of its significance will be as described
below.

The Observation reports resulting from the Engineering
Verification, Construction Verification, and QA/QC Records
Verification will be forwarded to the IRC for review. Af
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If an Observation is identified by the VSR team but not
yet acted upon by the IRC and additional information
becomes available, the VSR team may reclassify the
Observation to a Non-Discrepant Observation. Justification
will be provided for all such reclassifications. The
Observation reports will be forwarded to the IRC.

The IRO, comprised of the Head, Quality Assurance
Division, and the Mechanical, Structural, and Electrical
Design Directors, and a Control and Instrumentation
representative, will review the Observation report in
accordance with the project manual procedure
PI-WBVSR-04 as described in Exhibit 11-2. Using the
available documentation and the results of the VSR team
assessment, the IRO will determine if the Observation is a
Discrepancy. If the condition exists, the IRO will prepare a
Discrepancy report. If the condition does not exist, the
Observation will be identified as Non-Discrepant and sent
back to the project team for further processing. Additional
elements may need to be reviewed as a result of a I
Discrepancy. Such expansion will be directed by the IRO.

The Discrepancy reports (DRs) will be transmitted from
the IRC formally by letter to the identified responsible
WBN line organization lead for resolution and for a
design/safety significance determination.

The WBN line organization will propose the resolution
and determine the design/safety significance of the
Discrepancy. The DR and its associated resolution will be
returned to the VSR team and the IRO for review and
acceptance of the proposed resolution and the design/safety
significance determination.

The VSR team and IRO will review the WBN line
organization proposed Discrepancy resolution and design/
safety significance determination for acceptance.

In the course of this review S&L may request that
additional evaluation be performed by the responsible WBN
line organization before final comments are made to the
WBPT. Acceptable resolutions to the discrepancies,
including the design/safety significance determinations, and
unresolved discrepancies will be reported to the WBPT.
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D. Trend Analysis

E. Final Report

F. Engineering Verification
Review

The VSR team will provide appropriate comments to
the WBPT on the WBN line organization resolution.

In the course of the WBPT review, the WBP T may
request that additional evaluation be performed by the
responsible TVA line organization and returned to the VSR
team for evaluation.

The trend analysis involves the review of all
discrepancies to ascertain the nature, significance, and
frequency of occurrence. The discrepancies are then
evaluated collectively to determine if there are any generic
implications which result in the identification of
programmatic deficiencies.

If the trend analysis results in the identification of
adverse trends, the WBPT will be informed.

A final report will be prepared and issued. A
preliminary outline of the final report is included in Exhii
11-7. All discrepancies and corresponding TVA responses,
where applicable, shall be incorporated into the final
report. The report shall document the review findings, the
collective significance, and the Conclusion reached.

In addition, the report will document the conclusions
which can be drawn regarding systems, structures, and
components which were not reviewed.

The report and any data provided to the WBPT shall be
in a form suitable for direct input by the WBPT into the
WBPT systematic evaluation data base.

1. General
The design will be evaluated by assessing the Watts Bar

specific work. This will be accomplished through the
techniques of vertical reviews and limited horizontal review
to examine specific elements/attributes not included in the
vertical reviews.

The review of each system will be divided into three
activities: design requirements, design process and design
adequacy. In practice these activities will be integrated
and performed as a relatively continuous activity for ea
area of the design. That is, each design area being reviA
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will (1) have its requirements established, (2) have the
design process assessed, and (3) reviewed for technical
adequacy.

The review of the selected systems will be to assure
that the system functional and licensing requirements are
met. In addition, selected elements will be reviewed for
design adequacy by considering the interface between the
elements and WBN and WBN to the elements.

System boundaries will be as generally described in the
FSAR, design criteria, and system descriptions. The review
will cover mechanical, structural, electrical,
instrumentation and control, plant arrangements, and fluid
system aspects of the design.

2. Preparation of Engineering Design Checklists and
Associated Training Plans
The engineering design control process review will be

controlled by the project manual, the project instructions,
and checklists. For the selected elements, detailed
checklists will be developed based on an examination of the
attributes and past S&L practices.

Training plans will be prepared on use of the checklists.

3. Review
The review methodology for assessing the selected

systems and horizontal areas is as follows:

.Design Requirements Review
The design requirements review will determine the
extent to which design criteria or other design
objectives meet licensing requirements. These will
be used to implement a review of the design process
and the design adequacy and to assess how design
inputs are speci fied.

The sources of the requirements will be the
FSAR, including responses to NRC questions on the
FSAR, the SER and supplements thereto, approved
design criteria and system descriptions, as well as
other documents or requirements which TVA WBPT
identif ies.
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*Design Process Review
The design process review will provide an
assessment of the effectiveness of the design
process based upon reviews of the selected system
and of other technical areas as necessary. In
performing this task, reviews will be made to
evaluate the extent to which the design process is
sufficiently controlled so that safety-related design
requirements are met, and that specified licensing
requirements are met. This includes both
establishment of suitable controls and proper and
consistent implementation of them.

In making this assessment, due consideration
will be given to the extent to which engineering
judgment is appropriate, in lieu of written
procedures. Recognition will be made of the
complexity of the work, its uniqueness, qaiia
tions of personnel performing it, and other relev
factors. 1

Selected documents in the specified systems
will be reviewed for adequacy of procedural
requirements and for general effectiveness in
controlling the design process. Where procedural
requirements are not applicable, -the actual process
will be evaluated to determine the extent to which
the design is adequately controlled.

Documents reviewed will include those related
to design criteria, calculations (both by hand and
computer), drawings, specifications, and design
change authorizations.

The documents will be reviewed for:

- Adequacy of documentation of the design
calculations

Interface design control between TVA and
Westinghouse and other important design
contractors

- Design change and configuration control
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- Design reviews performed by TVA, covering the
specified systems, for technical adequacy

- Such other aspects related to design control
which are embodied in the FSAR and its
referenced documents

Design Adequacy Review
-Design adequacy review will assess each of the
selected systems for functional adequacy in meeting
the specified licensing requirements and safety-
related design requirements. These requirements
will be those determined from the design require-
ments review.

To assess design adequacy, primary reliance
will be placed on the results as described in design
output documents. It is recognized there are many
ways to arrive at an adequate design which meets
design~ requirements. No attempt will be made to
re-verify each step in assessing the design of the
specified systems. Instead, the designs will be
reviewed for accurate input and reasonableness of
outputs, and adequacy of the design techniques
based on a review of selected work.

In judging accuracy and completeness of design
documents, due recognition will be given to
established professional engineering practices and
other precedents established in the nuclear
industry. This judgment will consider the level of
detail needed to link design requirements with the
output documents, and the process employed. It
will also consider the need *to justify design
decisions and assumptions.

Selected design documents will be reviewed for
the following:

- Safety classifications, to determine if the
structures, systems, and components have been
properly classified as to safety significance as
defined in 10 CFR 50
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- Accuracy and completeness of the design
criteria and other inputs, including assumptions
and codes or standards

- Applicability of standard design methods

- Method of analysis, to determine if an
appropriate method was used, including
mathematical models, and use of standards

- Engineering judgments and assumptions and the
basis on which they were documented and
exercised

- Accuracy of implementing the analysis,
including use of properly validated computer
codes

- Adequacy of means by which designs were
verifiedW

- Translation of design into output documents for
completeness, clarity, and proper control

- Reasonableness of the output, in relation to
similar designs

In performing the above reviews, each system
will be reviewed from the standpoint of an
integrated design, properly coordinated between
disciplines. It will include mechanical, electrical,
nuclear, instrumentation and control, and civil/
structural aspects of the design.

The cut-off date for the vertical slice review
documentation will be April 22, 1988. The design
revisions applicable at the VSR cut-off date will be
considered as the basis of the review.

Examples of what is anticipated to be included
in the review are the following:

- Mechanical Systems including process design,
separation requirements, and system
descriptionsa
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- Mechanical Components including stress
analysis, piping design, pipe supports for
Class 11 and IIl piping systems less than 2-1/2",
seismic qualification, and design specifications

- Civil/Structural aspects including equipment
anchorage, load determination, load
combination, analytical techniques, design and
construction specifications, and design
procedures

- Instrumentation and Control aspects including
control system design, separation, and
annunciation

- Electrical Systems including power supply and
system design, equipment selection, layout and
arrangement, cabling and raceway design,
separation/ isolation, and system descriptions

- Electrical and Instrumentation and Control
Components including seismic qualification,
design specifications, and cable installations

- Design Systems including procedures and other
controls, design tools, and quality program

- Design Standards including standard drawings
and requirements, interpretations of codes and
standards, and standard spec ificatiorns

- Common Requirements including design
requirements for HELB/MELB, and fire
protection.

During the VSR the reviewers will verify that:

* Licensing requirements have been incorporated into
the design output documents

" Design input requirements have been adequately
incorporated into design output documents

" Design input and associated design output
documents are adequately supported by design
calculations or other appropriate documentation
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Any potential conditions that appear not to meet
licensing or safety-related design documents will be
identified as Observations.

If an Observation is identified by the VSR team. but not
yet acted upon by the IRO and additional information
becomes available, the VSR team may reclassify the
Observation to a Non-Discrepant Observation. Justification
will be provided for all such reclassifications. The
Observations will be forwarded to the IRC.

G. Construction 1. General
Verification (CV) Review The construction will be evaluated by assessing the

completed work. This will be accomplished through the
evaluation of the as-constructed condition of a selected set
of elements by use of specific attributes. The construction
verification will be managed by the S&L Construction and
QA/QC Records Verification Manager.a

The review of the construction scope will be dividedW
into two major activities: identification of inspection
requirements and construction adequacy. The inspection
will cover mechanical, structural, electrical,
instrumentation and control elements.

The objective of the CV review is to verify that as-
constructed elements are in conformance with the design
output documents in effect on the cut-off date.

To accomplish the objective, a reinspection of a
selected set of completed safety-related construction work
will be conducted. The results of this reinspection will show
the extent to which completed construction meets the
design requirements. Actual inspection will be performed
by a subcontractor (Fluor/Daniel) managed by S&L.

The construction verification organization (Exhibit
IV-1) is such that the discipline inspectors will report to
more senior certified personnel who will provide guidance
on the items being recorded. All inspectors will be Level It
or higher and will report to Level III Lead Inspectors. The
Level III Lead Inspectors will be managed by the inspection
contractor's manager but will receive technical direction
and assistance from their discipline counterparts in S&L'sW
engineering support group.
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This organization maintains the contractor's
responsibility for the quality of the inspection and permits
S&L to maintain a firm control on the direction and intent
of the program.

2. Preparation of Construction Verification Checklists and
Associated Training Plans
The CV activities will be controlled by the project

manual, the project instructions and the checklists. For the
selected elements detailed checklists will be developed
based on a visual examination of the accessible recreatable
attributes of the elements and past industry practices.
Checklists are approved by the VSR Construction and
QA/QC Records Verification Manager.

Training plans will also be prepared on use of the
check lists.

3. Review
Experienced S&L senior engineers select the elements

and attributes and provide specific, accept/reject criteria
for the inspectors.

An inspection contractor (Fluor/Daniel) will visually
inspect S&L-selected elements and provide inspection
reports for S&L to evaluate. To verify construction
attributes, qualified and certified inspectors will use
approved contractors' procedures and checklists to inspect
accessible, recreatable, and construction complete
attributes for each item selected. The Engineering Support
Supervisor will coordinate with the TVA line organizations
to ensure complete inspection packages are prepared, assist
inspection personnel to ensure the engineering output
documents have been properly applied, and provide support
information to the Construction and QA/QC Manager for his
evaluation.

Accessible attributes are those attributes that can be
verified without removing or invalidating previously
installed work. However, such verification may require the
removal of fireproof ing, insulation, or removable covers.
Inaccessible attributes are those which would require major
rework to gain access such as disassembly of valves, piping
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internals, or other similar activities. Attributes associated
with items embedded in concrete or masonry walls are also
considered inaccessible.

Recreatable inspections are those which can be
meaningfully done after construction has been completed.
Attributes are nonrecreatable if they cannot be verified
after construction is completed.

Verification activities will be performed using the
latest approved and implemented design drawings available
at the cut-off date and specifications applicable to WBN.
Any apparent deviation from the inspection requirements
outside the tolerances specified by TVA design output
documents will be documented by the inspectors in
accordance with approved procedures.

Examples of what is anticipated to be in the
construction verification inspections are the following:

" Element location in relationship to benchmarks is in
agreement with installation drawings

" Element configuration conforms to installation
drawings

" Element orientation conforms to installation
drawings

" Element size, rating, and capacity conforms to
engineering output documents

" Element critical dimensional relationships conform
to design documents within construction tolerances
imposed

* Element separation conforms to installation
drawings

" Element physical protection conforms to
engineering output documents
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H. QA/QC Records
Verification Review

4. Training, Qualifications, and Certification of CV
Personnel
Persons performing the CV inspection activities will be

trained, qualified, and certified in accordance with the
subcontractor's inspection program based on ANSI N45.2.6.
Individuals performing other CV activities will be trained,
qualified, and certified (if applicable) in a manner
appropriate for the activities being performed. It is
assumed that no TVA certifications will be required.

1. General
The QA/QC Records Verification will be accomplished

by assessing the records reflecting the construction and
installation process of a selected set of elements. To
determine the adequacy of the QA/QO records, a twofold
approach is taken to: 1) examine the construction support
records at intervals over the construction life of the plant
and 2) examine construction installation records to
determine the extent to which they document the quality of
the construction.

2. Preparation of QA/QC Records Checklists and
Associated Training Plans
The QA/QC Records Verification process will be

controlled by the project manual and the project
procedures. For the selected elements detailed checklists
for the records will be developed based on an examination
of the attributes and past industry experience. Checklists
are approved by the VSR Construction and QA/QC Records
Verification Manager.

Training plans will be prepared on use of the checklists.

3. Sample Selection
The majority of elements selected for records

verification will be a subset of the elements being verified
in the CV review. This selection meth 'od provides a tie
between the as-constructed plant and the *construction
records. In addition, many elements reviewed during the
engineering verification review will be selected for records
verification.

There will however be a few elements selected for
records verification that will fall outside of the set of CV.
This may be necessary to obtain records samples that fit the
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time periods required for the records programmatic verifi-
cation. The elements selected for this verification may not
easily be field verified.

However, should these records show any potential
hardware problems that can be visually verified, a special
effort will be made to include the elements in the CV
program.

4. Record Review
The QA/QC Records Verification Supervisor will be

responsible for providing technical direction in the review
of selected QA/QC records. The records will be reviewed
for items which have the potential of affecting the quality
of the constructed hardware.

Construction Support Records Review
The first approach of QA/QC records review will
examine the records for a vertical slice of the
system inspected including receipt inspection,W
storage, construction testing, personnel
qualification, NCRs, and installation.

Records will be verified, as applicable, for the
following:

- Accuracy requirements were met

- Completeness

- Most current approved documents used

- Materials and methods used met applicable
specif ications

- Required inspections were performed,
recorded, and reviewed by qualified personnel

- Component locations properly documented

- Physical separation and independence
requirements were met

- Personnel qualifications met stated
requirements and were currentS
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- Receipt inspection records uniquely identify
components

- Applicable engineering and functional
specifications of received items and
components were met

- Required component characteristic, material,
performance tests, qualification tests, non-
destructive tests are met

- Specified storage condition and requirements
were maintained

- Storage inspections were made at specified
intervals

- Deviation records complete and reviewed by
qual if ied personnelI- Reporting requirements of 10 CFR 21 and
10 CFR 50 were recognized during evaluation
and appropriate action was taken

- NCR reports include the status of corrective
action or resolution

- NORs prepared where records indicated
nonconformances existed

The records reviewed during review of
construction support records will be distributed over
time since time is an important factor in
determining the long-term record quality affecting
plant hardware.

In this records sample it may not be possible to
select a sample that has been looked at during the
CV program. If, however, the records show a
potential hardware problem that can be visually
verified, a special effort will be made to include it
in the CV program.
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Construction Installation Records Review
Installation records of a portion of the elements
examined during the CV and some inaccessible
elements will be reviewed in the second approach.
The construction installation records review will
verify that the installation was done in a controlled
and documented process that can confirm the
quality of the installed hardware.

The QA/QC Records Verification Supervisor will issue
all record Observations. The QA/QC Records Verification
Supervisor and his reviewers will prepare the information
necessary to support the IRC in their review of the
Observations submitted.

If an Observation is identified by the VSR team but not
yet acted upon by the IRC and additional information
becomes available, the VSR team may reclassify the
Observation to a Non-Discrepant Observation. Justificatis
will be provided for all such reclassifications.
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Project Administrative Instructions

PAI-WBVSR-01 Correspondence and Communication
Control

PAI-WBVSR-02 Travel to TVA's Watts Bar Engineering
Offices or Station

PAI-WBVSR-03 Processing Changes in Scope of Work and
Requests for Task Proposals

PAI-WBVSR-04 Project Monitoring and Progress Reporting

PAI-WBVSR-05 Subcontractor Interface

PAI-WBVSR-06 Sargent & Lundy Policy for the Control of
Drugs and Alcoholic Beverages on TVA
Property

PAI-WBVSR-07 TVA Employee Concern Program for
Personnel Assigned to the Field

PAI-WBVSR-08 Plant Emergencies, Serious Injuries and
Serious Potential Injuries

Project Instructions

PI-WBVSR-01 Engineering Verification Review

PI-WBVSR-02 Construction Verification Review

PI-WBVSR-03 QA/QC Records Verification Review

PI-WBVSR-04 Processing of Observations and
Discrepancies

PI-WBVSR-05 Review Document Control
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Licensing requirements for Watts Bar as identified by

TVA and as contained in the following documents:

" Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)

" Watts Bar Safety Evaluation Report (SER)

" ACRS commitments

• Code of Federal Regulations

* Industry codes and standards as committed to in
FSAR

" Applicable IE bulletins, notices, and circulars

" Design and licensing commitments made to
NRC-NRR and I&E Branches

" Fire protection report
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" TVA Quality Assurance Manuals

" Watts.Bar Project Manual

" TVA Design Guides and Standards

" TVA Generic Engineering Procedures

" TVA current organization charts that represent
design flow

" Interface design specifications (TVA and
Westinghouse)
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Documents or information anticipated to be pertinent
to the systems, structures or components being reviewed
include:

" System piping and instrumentation diagrams
* General arrangement drawings
" Applicable engineering standards
* System and component design criteria
" Technical specifications
" Design, installation, and test specifications
" Installation/Construction Drawings
" Non-Conformance Reports (NCR)
* Condition Adverse to Quality Reports (CAQR)
" Field Change Request (FCR)
* Engineering Change Notices (ECN)
" Design drawing hierarchy
" Logic diagrams (with legend sheets)
" Loop diagrams
" Instrument.index
* Instrument data sheets

Instrument location drawings
Computer I/O list
Annunciator drawings

* Instrument procurement specifications
* Control board arrangement drawings
* Control board physical drawings
* Control board wiring drawings
• Intermediate instrumentation cabinet physical

drawings
Intermediate instrumentation cabinet wiring
drawings

* Instrument impulse line routing drawings
* Electrical calculations
* Electrical single-line drawings
* Electrical schematic diagrams
* Electrical raceway and routing drawings
• Electrical wiring drawings
* Cable tabs
* Termination cards
* Master control diagrams or equivalent
• Design basis criteria calculations and/or analysis

for:
- a-c on-site power systems
- d-c power systems
- a-c instrumentation power systems
- power cable ampacity and derating
- power and control circuit voltage drop
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" Equipment specifications and equipment data
packages

" Equipment list
" Valve list
* Specification index
" ASME design specifications
" System piping drawings
" Piping isometric drawings
" Pipe whip restraint drawings
" Westinghouse system design specifications and data

sheets
" Westinghouse instrument data sheets
* Environmental data
" Approved design change documents
" Hanger sketches
" Hanger installation drawings
* The following design basis documentation:

- Small bore pipe support restraint calculations
- Small bore pipe support auxiliary steel

calculations
- Data prepared for input to the small bore pipe

program used in analysis
- Special calculations used for flange

qualification
- Stress indices calculations used for non-

standard fitting including integral attachments
- Structural anchor calculations, if any
- Calculations for fluid transient loads, if any
- Pipe sizing for pressure and flow including

corrosion allowances used in calculating pipe
wall thickness

" Stress reports including the following aspects:
- Functional capability assurance
- Pipe break location identifications, based on

stress criteria or lack thereof
- Any ISI requirements
- Thermal transient stress evaluation
- Fatigue evaluation of gamma plugs
- Stress indices for small taps

" Existing input data including:
- Site seismic g-level and related geological data
- Building seismic response spectra
- Instrumentation and controls standard

specifications
- Standard equipment product literature and test

reports .upplied by vendors to TVA
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- Generic engineering or test data supplied by
Westinghouse

- Installation - Construction Records - General
- Installation - Construction Records - Each

discipline
- Installation - Construction Records - Receiving

and Storage
- Manufacturing records
- Procurement records
- Construction progress status for selected

systems
- Discipline construction specifications for all

disciplines
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The systems selected to be reviewed in the Watts Bar
Vertical Slice Review Program will be chosen considering
the following criteria:

1. The system must be safety-related, essential to plant
safety

2. The system should involve a cross-section ofr
engineering and design disciplines within the TVA
design organization

3. The concept and implementation of the system design
should be by TVA

4. The system should be generally representative of
safety-related features of other systems

5. The system should be reasonably complex, requiring
several modes of operation involving redundancy and
single failure considerations

6. The system design should involve internal interfaces
between functional areas such as:

*Mechanical
*Civil/structural
*Electric power
*Instrumentation and control

and the external interfaces with Westinghouse,
component vendors, and TVA engineering

7. Major portions of the system should already be installed

8. The system should have a clearly defined design basis

9. The system should have required design changes over
the plant design period

It is recognized that each of the systems selected may
not encompass all of the above criteria. However, by
choosing additional sections of other systems for review, it
is intended that the above criteria be covered. Otherb
considerations in selecting systems for review are:
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I. The system should include new or unique design
features.

2. If a PRA has been performed on the WBN, considera-
tion of the results of the PRA will be included in the
system selection.

3. Results of other inspections such as; IDVPs, IDRs, IDIs
and CAPs will be considered in system selection.

Exhibit 2-6
2 of 2
g297-03/-04
7/18
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S&L has been providing nuclear services for new and
operating PWRs and BWRs for over 30 years. Our nuclear
services assignments cover a full range of backf its,
including plant betterment modifications, TMI-related
modifications and NRC bulletin-designated modifications.
Exhibit 111-1 shows the operating PWRs we are currently
servicing.

Exhibit 111-2 shows our experience with audits and
design reviews similar to the proposed work. We have been
involved in 12 such programs on II nuclear units.

S&L also has provided personnel to the Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) to assist in the
development of procedures and practices used for the
Construction Evaluation Project (CEP) in the mechanical
and instrumentation and controls areas.

S&L provides comprehensive engineering, design, and
construction management services for electric power
generating and transmission facilities. Founded in 1891, we
are today one of the nation's leading engineering
partnerships. Over the years our clients have authorized us
to design more than 700 units representing 90,000 MW of
generating capacity. Since 1955, we have provided a wide
range of these services to clients on more than I 10 projects,
including 17 large nuclear units.

S&L's overall nuclear design experience is summarized
in Exhibit 111-3.
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0
Utility/Station MW Operation Date

Arizona Public Service Company

• Palo Verde 1,2,3

Baltimore Gas & Electric Company (BG&E)

0 Calvert Cliffs 1,2

Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L)

* Robinson 2

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo)

" Braidwood 1,2
" Byron 1,2
* Zion 1,2

Consumers Power Company

0 Palisades

Florida Power & Light Company (FP&L)

. St. Lucie 1,2
0 Turkey Point 3,4

Kansas Gas & Electric Company (Kansas G&E)

* Wolf Creek I

Northeast Utilities

" Connecticut Yankee
" Millstone 2

Northern States Power Company (NSP)

* Prairie Island 1,2

Omaha Public Power District (OPPD)

0 Fort Calhoun I

1270 each

850 each

665

1120 each
1120 each
1040 each

777

827, 837
666 each

1250

582

870

520 each

1985, 1986, 1987

1975, 1977

1971

1987, 1989
1987, 1988
1973, 1974

1971

1976, 1983
1972, 1973

1981

1968

1975

1973, 1974

1973486
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Utility/Station MW Operation Date

Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E)

* Diablo Canyon 1,2 N

Southern California Edison (So Cal Ed)

0 San Onofre I

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)

" Sequoyah 1,2
" Watts Bar
. Browns Ferry 2

Virginia Power

" North Anna 1,2
* Surry 1,2

1084, 1106

436

1148 each
1177 each

1065

893 each
781 each

1985, 1986

1968

1981, 1982
holding
holding

1978, 1980
1972, 1973
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Station/Unit Description of Audit or Design Review

Public Service Electric
and Gas Company

Commonwealth Edison
Company

Hope Creek I

Braidwood 1,2

Byron 1,2

S&L performed an independent design verif i-
cation program to provide additional
independent assurance that the design of
Hope Creek Generating Station met licensing
requirements and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) regulations through a
review of the technical adequacy of the
design of representative station systems and
structures, and the design process used on
Hope Creek. This verification included both
vertical- and horizontal-type reviews.

Bra idwood Construction Assessment Program
(BCAP) Commonwealth Edison Company
conducted a sample inspection of construc-
tion work and QC records to verify the
quality of construction. S&L participated in
checklist preparation and performed all
construction discrepancy evaluations. S&L
also trended the discrepancies and drew
conclusions regarding the construct ion
quality and participated in the preparation of
the final BOAP report.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
(INPO) conducted an evaluation of our
control of the design, including examinations
of our organization and administration,
design control, project support, training,
quality control, and test control. The
evaluation involved a detailed vertical path
examination through the design combined
with a horizontal examination at several
points.

Bechtel Power Corporation reviewed our
design of the essential service water system,$
component cooling water system, and 125
volt dc distribution system for adherence to
design requirements, tech "nical adequacy, and
adequacy of the design process.

Client
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Client Station/Unit Description of Audit or Design Review

Commonwealth Edison Company conducted a
QC Inspector Reinspection Program to verify
the qualifications of inspectors.
Assessments regarding the quality of
construction by the various contractors were
also made. S&L evaluated the discrepancies
found and recommended appropriate sample
expansions and additional reinspections in
order to establish confidence in the quality
of construction. S&L described their
engineering assessments in the final report
which was instrumental in favorably
reversing the ASLB license decision for
Byron 1.

An NRC integrated design inspection team
performed a detailed review of our design of
the auxiliary feedwater and containmentS spray systems. The team evaluated the
project organization; technical aspects of
mechanical, electrical, instrumentation, and
structural design; and adequacy of
compliance with design requirements. The
design process, including the adequacy of our
design interface with the NSSS vendor, was
also reviewed in detail.

INPO conducted an evaluation of our control
of the design, including examinations of our
organization and administration, design
control, project support, training, quality
control, and test control. The evaluation
involved a detailed vertical path examination
through the design combined with a
horizontal examination at several points.

Teledyne Engineering Services conducted an
independent design review of our design for
the residual heat removal system in the low-
pressure coolant injection mode for loop C.
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Client Station/Unit Description of Audit or Design Review

The Detroit Edison Company

. linois Power Company

Enrico Fermi 2

Clinton I

Cygna performed an Independent Design
Verification Program of S&L's design.
Included a horizontal review to confirm that
an adequate design control process was
established and implemented; and an
in-depth, multi-disciplined technical review
to confirm that the as-built configuration
agreed with design specifications, criteria,
and licensing commitments. This vertical
review confirmed the accuracy and
completeness of the design changes.
Systems investigated included the RHR
primary shutdown path components, RHRSW
fluid path components, and the RHR cooling
tower.

Bechtel Power Corporation reviewed our
design of the shutdown service water system,
high-pressure core spray system, Class IE
AC electrical system and common
requirements (HELB/MELB, fire protection,
seismic 11/I interaction) for adherence to
design requirements, technical adequacy, and
adequacy of the design process.

Baldwin Associates performed a 100% field
verification of completed construction and
Illinois Power Company conducted a sample
overinspection of this work. S&L prepared
checklists and acceptance criteria for the
inspection work and dispositioned all NCRs
that resulted from the inspections. We also
determined the safety significance of
discrepancies and did a trend analysis of the
discrepancies found in the overinspection
effort. S&L participated in the preparation
of final reports which established the quality
of the construction work.

INPO reviewed our control of design and
construction processes associated with the
residual heat removal system, the shutdown
service water system, and the auxiliary
power and dc systems.
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Client Station/Unit Description of Audit or Design Review

Public Service Indiana

TU Electric

The Cincinnati Gas &
Electric Company

Marble Hill I

Comanche Peak 1,2

Zimmer I

Nova, an outside engineering consulting firm,
performed an engineering review to examine
the engineering techniques S&L used in
developing the Marble Hill design. The scope
of Nova's review was directed to the
instrumentation and controls area, it
included documentation reviews, field
examination and interviews with S&L
engineering personnel.

S&L conducted an INPO-type, self-initiated
evaluation of the construction project
including an evaluation of the design control,
construction control, scheduling, planning,
quality assurance, and administration. The
evaluation included examination of TU
Electric organization and administration, the
design process, training, quality control,
quality assurance, testing, planning, and
scheduling and involved a detailed vertical
path examination through the organization's
design and construction functions, as well as
horizontal examination at several points of
the design process.

Bechtel Power Corporation, as the construc-
tion manager and constructor, performed a
detailed review of our design and the status
of engineering.

I
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Type of Rated Year of
Station/Unit Client Reactor Gross MW Operation

Yonggwang 4*

Yonggwang 3*

Braidwood 2

Braidwood I

Byron 2

Clinton I

Byron I

La Salle 2

a Salle I

Fort St. Vrain I

Zion 2

Zion I

Quad Cities 2

Quad Cities I

Dresden 3

Dresden 2

La Crosse

SEFOR

Korea Electric Power Corporation

Korea Electric Power Corporation

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Illinois Power Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Public Service Company of
Colorado

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Commonwealth Edison Company

Dairyland Power Cooperative

Southwest Atomic Energy
Associates

PWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

BWR

PWR

BWR

BWR

HTGR

PWR

PWR

BWR

BWR

BWR

BWR

BWR

LMFBR

1000

1000

1120

1120

1120

* 985

1120

1122

1122

335

1040

1040

850

850

850

850

48

No
turbine

1996

1995

1989

1987

1988

1987

1987

1984

1982

1979

1974

1973

1972

1971

1971

1971

1969

1967

Ozorea Power Engineering Company (KOPEC) is the lead A-E. Sargent & Lundy is a
subcontractor to KOPEC for the design and transfer of technology work.

210,010EX
TD020588
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Type of Rated Year of

Station/Unit Client Reactor Gross MW Operation

Elk River Units Power Association BWR No 1961

turbine

EBWR U.S. Atomic Energy Commission BWR 5 1956

Borax Ill U.S. Atomic Energy Commission BWR 3 1955

T . i4 ,i Service BWR 684 Cancelled
Bailly NI

Marble Hill I

Marble Hill 2

Zimmer

Company

Public Service Indiana

Public Service Indiana

The Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Company

Notes:

" Our experience includes 10 pressurized water reactors, 13 boiling water reactors, one high-

temperature gas reactor, and one liquid metal fast breeder reactor.

* We are experienced working with the major U.S. NSSS and turbine suppliers, including

Westinghouse, General Electric, and Allis-Chalmers.

210,01OEX
TD020588

PWR

PWR

BWR

1175

1175

839

Cancelled
Cancelled

Cancelled
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A. Project Team

IV. Project Organization 'V-I
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The review team chosen for this project is shown in
Exhibit IV-1. Resumes of these individuals are included in
chapter VIII. The review team members are chosen in
accordance with the selection criteria provides in Exhibit
IV-2.

The project team is supported by engineers, designers,
and other specialized personnel as required to perform the
work associated with this project.

A review of the project team's results will be provided
by the Internal Review Committee. The Committee will be
headed by Mr. H. S. Taylor, currently the Head, Quality
Assurance Division, and will include representatives from
the mechanical, structural, electrical, and control and
instrumentation engineering disciplines. The representa-
tives from the mechanical, structural, and electrical
engineering disciplines will be the Design Directors from
each of these departments.

The strengths that S&L's project team and Internal
Review Committee will bring to the project are described
below.

Project Director - B. A. Erler
Mr. Erler has more than 18 years of experience

in the design of nuclear power plants involving work
on 15 nuclear stations. He has been very closely
involved with a number of engineering and
construction reinspection programs on recent
nuclear power plant which have received their
operating license. Some of the programs include
the Byron Inspector Reinsplction Program, the
Clinton Overinspection Program, the Braidwood
Construction Assessment Program, and the Hope
Creek Independent Verification Program.

He currently is on the ACI/ASME Joint
Technical Committee for Concrete Pressure Vessels
for Nuclear Applications, and has chaired or been a
member of numerous other technical committees
developing national structural standards for design
of nuclear power plants. Mr. Erler is a registered
Structural Engineer in Illinois and a registered
Professional Engineer in 10 additional states.
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Project Manager - R. C. Heider
As Project Manager for the Clinton Power

Station, he has extensive experience in establishing
management systems, reviewing and solving

complex procedural problems, and integrating
various elements of data systems into a

comprehensive program. As Project Manager, he

coordinated an extensive regulatory commitment
identification program, as well as establishing the

overall project control procedural program. He was

also involved with the Clinton IDR and Construction
Audit Team (CAT) audit of Clinton. Mr. Heider is a

registered professional engineer in the State of
Illinois.

Engineering Verification Manager -

0. A. Hrynewych
Mr. Hrynewych has more than 20 years

experience in the design of nuclear power plants _

involving work on eight nuclear units. q
Since 1983, Mr. Hrynewych has been project

manager for CP&L's H. B. Robinson - Unit 2 and

Brunswick - Units I and 2. He has managed day-to-

day planning of all of S&L's activities, including

corrective action, construction assessment, piping

design and analysis, licensing support, hazard

evaluation, equipment qualification, and many other

programs. He has managed the Dresden Station

Diesel Generator Safety System Functional
Inspection (SSFI) evaluation, the INPO-type self
initiated construction project evaluation for

Comanche Peak and the INPO-type self initiated

design process evaluation of the Wolf Creek and

Callaway projects. Before his involvement on the

CP&L project, Mr. Hrynewych was a mechanical
project engineer on CG&E's Win. H. Zimmer

Project, and the CECo's Carroll County Station and

Byron and Braidwood stations. He also served as an

assistant head of the Nuclear Safeguards and

Licensing Division. Mr. Hrynewych is a registered

professional engineer in the State of Illinois, North

Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.
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"Construction and QAIQC Records Verification
Manager - R. L. Humphreys

Mr. Humphreys has over 16 years of experience
in nuclear power. He supervises a staff of field and
office engineers performing plant services in the
area of construction, modification support services,
outage assistance, maintenance services, and
operating services. He has also been called upon by
our clients for modification program evaluations,
construct ion prudency, modifications and
maintenance testing evaluations, and root cause
evaluation programs requiring an understanding of
plant programs, procedures, and systems.
Mr. Humphreys was chosen for this assignment
because of his field experience in the areas of
construction and modification of nuclear power
plants.

"Mechanical Project Engineer - D. DeMoss
Mr. DeMoss has served as a mechanical project

engineer on two major nuclear design projects:
Commonwealth Edison Company's Byron and
Braidwood stations. He has coordinated onsite
mechanical engineering and design activities
associated with mechanical process piping systems
including review and approval of design and
engineering changes in the field, resolution of
installation problems, resolution fo startup and
testing problems, and liaison between the client's
construction personnel and the home office. In
conjunction with these assignments, he has
coordinated the evaluation of mechanical
discrepancies identified by quality assessment
programs. Mr. DeMoss has been with S&L for over
10 years. Mr. DeMoss is a registered professional
engineer in the States of Illinois and Ohio.

" Electrical Project Engineer - T. M. McCauley
Mr. McCauley has served as electrical project

engineer on two major nuclear design projects: The
Detroit Edison Company's Fermi and Illinois Power
Company's Clinton. He has directed a. full range of
electrical engineering tasks on these projects and
has participated in work to satisfy an independentS design review for Clinton and a pump and valve
operability review by the NRC. He has also
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B. Internal Review Committee

participated in and directed work during the Clinton
FSAR certification program. Mr. McCauley has

developed a number of digital computer programs

for engineering applications, including a firestop

cable ampacity program and an auxiliary system

load monitoring program for nuclear plant work. He

is a registered professional engineer in the State of

Illinois.

Special Horizontal Review Topics Project

Engineer - T. J. Ryan
Mr. Ryan has over 15 years of experience in

structural design of power plant facilities with a

heavy emphasis on nuclear plants. As a senior

structural project engineer, he has directed the

work of structural engineers, geologists,

hydrologists, and engineering specialists on the

Byron/Braidwood, Dresden, and Quad Cities

projects. Mr. Ryan worked directly with CECo as a

technical advisor on the Braidwood Construction

Assessment Program, and he had a major role in tE
evaluations and resolutions for the Byron

reinspection program. His experience also includes

major assignments on the Zimmer and Clinton
projects.

Quality Assurance Division Head - H. S. Taylor

As the Quality Assurance Division Head,

Mr. Taylor has developed and maintained QA

procedures that are necessary for the implementa-

tion of S&L's QA program and has coordinated the

preparation of detailed procedures by other

engineering disciplines. Mr. Taylor has been deeply

involved in design control and design verification

issues. He has contributed to the identification of

those issues, recommended approaches for their

resolution, and participated in overseeing the

implementation of corrective action. Mr. Taylor

was particularly instrumental in the Hope Creek

Independent Design Verification Program. He

chaired the Internal Review Committee which

reviewed every observation proposed by the

verification team and issued the final observations.

IV-4VSRP
Rev. 2
6/7/0
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Mr. Taylor participated in developing several
specialized programs to provide assurance of design
and construction adequacy. Examples include an

overinspection program, several as-built walkdown
procedures, and a final safety analysis report
certification program to track licensing
commitments. He has been responsible for ensuring
that an entire project team adheres to S&L's QA
standards and procedures that have been established
to meet U.S. government and industry requirements
for nuclear power plants. He has been responsible
for conducting training sessions in the use and
implementation of S&L's QA program and
procedures for all personnel involved in safety-
related activities and has been responsible for
internal and external audits of consulting
organizations retained by S&L.

Mechanical Design Director - E. B. Branch
Mr. Branch has over 18 years of experience in

the stress analysis of piping systems and mechanical
equipment for power plants at S&L. His overall
experience in power plants exceeds 30 years. He

has extensive experience not only in the design
process, but also with the design philosophy changes
that have occurred in the nuclear industry through
participation in the ASME, PVRC, and NRC
licensing activities. Mr. Branch has been active in
the ASME Working Group on Piping Design (past
chairman of plant group), the Subgroup on Design,
and the Section III Committee. He is also an active
contributor in the PVRC Technical Committee on
Piping Systems and is chairman of the Task Group
on Industry Practices. He is currently involved in
studies leading to more realistic design practices
and methodologies. Mr. Branch is a registered
professional engineer in the State of Illinois.

Structural Design Director - A. K. Singh
Dr. Singh has over 15 years of experience in all

phases of analysis and design of power plant
structures and components. His assignments include
seismic response of structures and piping, soil-

structure interaction, design and analysis of cable
tray and HVAC ducts, and design of turbine and fan
foundations. He has worked extensively in
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investigating and recommending remedies for
structural vibration problems. Dr. Singh has
developed several computer programs for power
plant applications. Dr. Singh is a registered
professional and structural engineer in the State of
Illinois.

Electrical Design Director - L. R. Stensland
Mr. Stensland has 35 years experience in

electrical engineering of steam-electric generating
stations. He has worked on numerous station design
projects, as well as various backfit projects at both
fossil- and nuclear-fueled plants. His current job
responsibilities include monitoring the flow of
design information and the effectiveness of the
Electrical Drafting Standards and the Drafting and
Field standards. When required, he reviews and
comments on independent design review reports.
He is S&L's specialist on transformers and a
member of the IEEE Committee on Transformers. W

Mr. Stensland is a registered professional engineer
in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Michigan, New York, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin.

Control & Instrumentation Representative -
R. L. Givan

Mr. Givan has extensive experience in the
design and engineering of nuclear-fueled steam
electric generating stations. As the Assistant
Division Head, Mr. Givan participates in virtually
all projects within the division's scope of work. He
has also been involved with many projects as
program manager, consultant, and supervisor of
project engineering in the Control &
Instrumentation Division. Mr. Givan was a member
of the Internal Review committee for the Hope
Creek Independent Design Verification Program.

Prior to joining S&L in 1975, Mr. Givan was an
instrumentation project engineer involved in the
installation and checkout of instrumentation
systems in a BWR plant; a project engineer with
operational control and responsibility for checkout
and launch operations of Saturn V booster and
ground support systems; a systems engineer enga
in electrical and mechanical systems analysis and
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development of checkout requirements and
operations for spacecraft; and a missile systems
engineer involved in electrical and mechanical
missile systems operational evaluation and technical
assistance to Department of the Navy Operational
Forces.

SARGENT 8 16UNDY
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The VSR team members will be chosen in conformance
with the following selection criteria:

1. The VSR project team member's experience must
conform to the requirements of S&L's General Quality
Assurance Procedure GQ-l.03, "S&L Position Description"

2. The VSR project team member must have experience in
the design and construction of nuclear power plants as
determined by the project manager.

3. The VSR project team member must have specialized
expertise in the area of his responsibility.

4. The lead engineers of the VSR project team will be
selected based on their nuclear design and construction
experience including experience associated with inspections
and evaluations similar to the VSR.
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1.0 Introduction

This program establishes the quality assurance requirements for work performed by
S&L on the Vertical Slice Review (VSR) of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. This program
provides controls for the activities specified in the VSR Plan.

This quality assurance program complies with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, as described in the NRC approved S&L Quality Assurance Program Topical
Report, SL-TR-IA, Revision 7, to the extent applicable to a VSR process and as
described herein. Criteria addressed by this program are organization, design control,
document control, and QA audits. Compliance with the requirements of this quality
assurance program and the implementing project plan and procedures is mandatory for
personnel performing the review.

2.0 Organization and Responsibilities

2.1 Organization Chart

The organization chart for the review team is shown in the VSR Plan. The
organization chart indicates lines of authority and lines of communication for
the project team.

2.2 Responsibilities

2.2.1 Project Director

The Project Director is a Partner of the firm and represents S&L Management
on the review team. He is responsible to the Client for the overall conduct and
results of the VSR. The Project Director shall be responsible for approval of
this quality assurance program.

2.2.2 The Head, Quality Assurance Division

The Head, Quality Assurance Division is responsible for preparation, approval,

and control of this project quality assurance program.

2.2.3 Project Manager

The Project Manager reports to the Project Director. He shall be responsible
f or:

* The execution of the review activities in accordance with this quality
assurance programI

. The preparation, approval, and control of a project manual including project
procedures
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*Acting as the main contact at S&L for TVA and its contractors

*Ensuring that the project personnel are properly trained in the use of the
project manual and procedures

2.2.4 Quality Assurance Coordinator (QAC)

The Quality Assurance Coordinator reports to the Senior Quality Assurance
Coordinator. He shall be responsible for:

. Review of project instructions

0 Monitoring of the review work to determine conformance to this quality
assurance program

0 Participation in the review of the design process

2.2.5 Project Review Team

The responsibilities of the members of the Project Review Team are addresW

in the project manual and procedures.

3.0 Review Control

3.1 General

The VSR shall comply with the requirements of this quality assurance
program. The necessary controls to be used by the review team are governed
by the project manual and procedures. These documents shall clearly state the
requirements and practices for the project team. Preparation and issuance of
the Project Manual shall precede initiation of the actual review work.

3.2 VSR Plan

The VSR Plan shall describe the review scope, the overall approach to the
review, and the responsibilities for the review team. The plan shall define the
project procedures required for the review.

4.0 Document Control and Records

4.1 General

The quality assurance program is prepared under the direction of the Head,
Quality Assurance Division and approved by the Project Director and Head*
Quality Assurance Division.W
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A Project Manual will be established by the Project Manager. It shall contain
the VSR Plan and project procedures.

The plan is prepared and approved by the Project Manager, and concurred with
by the Head, Quality Assurance Division.

Project procedures are prepared by the Project Manager or a designee reviewed
by the QAC, and approved by the Project Manager.

4.1 Document Control

The VSR Plan and any revisions thereto shall be prepared and approved in
accordance with this quality assurance program.

The Project Manager shall establish a plan for the turnover of program
documents. The turnover plan shall be concurred with by TVA WBPT and may
be completed progressively upon issuance of the document or at the
termination of the review effort.

S&L retention of these doucments shall be determined by the Project Manager

5. Audits

Audits shall be performed on the VSR program including any subcontractors in
accordance with the S&L QA Program.

Subcontractors QA programs shall also be reviewed and accepted in accordance with
the S&L QA Program.
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In the conduct of the VSR by S&L, the following
protocol shall be adhered to:

A. Purpose The purpose of employing an independent reviewer,
including the vertical slice reviewer, is to obtain an
unbiased assessment of the subjects covered. Therefore,
every reasonable effort should be directed toward assuring
that the observations and conclusions of the independent
reviewer are the results of the reviewer's own independent
assessment and not influenced or biased by representations
of other parties such as TVA organizations or contractors
responsible for subjects under review.

Three principal organizations are involved in an
independent assessment. The first group, the independent
reviewer, is a group of technically qualified individuals with
no current or prior significant involvement in WBN design,
construction, or QA/QC records activities. The independent
reviewer will provide an unbiased evaluation of areas
subject to review. The second group is the TVA
organization whose work is subject to the assessment. The
line organizations will provide access to facilities, records,
and personnel as needed for review and will respond to
identified issues. The WBPT will act as the third party in
monitoring the conduct of the review.

The WBPT overview includes monitoring the
implementation of the review protocol as well as
determining actions necessary for licensing. Since the
third-party function will be performed by the WBPT, the
appropriate NRC communication will be maintained through
the WBPT. Should other parties desire to communicate with
the independent reviewer, they will be referred to the
WBPT. The WBPT will handle such communications in
accordance with this protocol.

The following guidelines are intended to accommodate
the need to assure independence of the independent
reviewer, to accommodate the legitimate need to assure an
efficient method for the independent reviewer to obtain
information, and to provide for communication between the
independent reviewer and the line organizations. However,
it is the responsibility of the independent reviewer to assure
that these guidelines are implemented in a manner which

1h assures the independence of its review.
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B. Formal Communications Formal communications may be conducted by letter,
memorandum, meeting, or telephone and will be used in the
following circumstances:

" When the independent reviewer provides or desires
substantive discussion of its evaluations,
observations, findings, or recommendations, or

" If the line organizations or WBPT desires to discuss
possible or proposed resolutions with the
independent reviewer.

Formal letters and memoranda will be submitted by the
independent reviewer to the WBPT at the same time they
are submitted to the line organizations. Formal letters or
memoranda from the WBPT or line organizations to ~the
independent reviewer will be copied to the other party.

Formal meetings will be announced to all parties by
initiator, It is desirable to provide at least two working
days' advance notice. The inability of any other party tole
attend such a meeting is not a basis for delay. Nonetheless,
a good faith effort should be made to provide notice and
accommodate all parties. Meetings shall be documented by
the initiator and copies provided to the other parties within
five working days.

Formal telephone conversations will be announced to
all parties by the initiator. It is desirable to provide at
least one working day's advance notice. The inability of any
other party to participate in the telephone conversation is
not a basis for delay. Nonetheless, a good faith effort
should be made to provide notice a -nd accommodate all
parties. Telephone conversations shall be documented by
the initiator and copies provided to the other parties within
five working days.

C. Information Informal communications may be conducted by letter
Communications or informal memorandum, meeting, or telephone and will be

used in the following circumstances:

*When the independent reviewer requests
information to commence or complete its review,
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D. Limitation of
.Independent Review

Filing

F. Financial or
Administrative Matters

" When the independent reviewer seeks clarification
of information or additional information for review,
or

" When the line organizations or WBPT seeks
clarification or additional information to allow a
full understanding of the independent reviewer's
evaluations, findings, or recommendations.

Informal meetings and telephone conversations do not
require announcement or documentation.

It is necessary that the record clearly reflect the
extent to which the independent reviewer's conclusions are
the result of his or her own independent assessment.
Therefore, any information which is treated as factual, but
not independently verified by the independent reviewer,
shall be carefully documented and specifically identified as
such.

The independent reviewer will establish a file which
includes both the information reviewed as well as the record
of formal communications conducted under this protocol.
This file will be retained until the issuance of a full power
operating license for Unit 2.

Communications between line organizations or WBPT
and the independent reviewer solely with respect to the
financial and administrative aspects of the independent
review contract are outside the scope of this protocol.
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APPENDIX F

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

The component list is organized in accordance with the TVA Element and Attri-

bute Matrix of May 16, 1988. The table of contents on the first page lists

the element categories and subcategories in the same order and with the same

numbers as the TVA Element and Attribute Matrix. All components reviewed

under a certain element category are grouped and listed on the same page in

the component list. Line entries for each component indicate the component

description or identification, "the type of verification performed (CV =

construction verification, EV = engineering verification, and RV = records

verification), and the key drawings that the component is shown on. Each line

entry is preceded by a three-digit sequential number. These sequential compo-

nent numbers are the same three digits at the end of the component-unique CCN

1 umber used by the VSR numbering system.

I
F-i

WBVSR-AppF/022689



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

TABLE OF CONTENTS

El ement

Category E I ement

CABLE

Cable
Cable Coatings and Fire Wraps

CABLE RACEWAYS
Cable Tray and Risers

Conduit and Junction Boxes
Electrical Duct Runs

CABLE RACEWAY SUPPORTS

Cable Tray/Riser Supports

Condult/Junction Box Supports

ELECTRICAL EIU I PNENT

Batteries
Containment Electrical

Penetrations Assembly

Emergency Auxiliary AC Power

I nverters and Chargers

Motors and Generators

Panels and Boards

SwItchgear and Motor Control

Centers

04.08

04.09

04. 10

04. 11

05.00

05.01

05.02

05.03

05.04

05.05

05.06

05.07

*5.08

06.00

06.01

07.00

07.01

07.02

07.03

Transformers

Vital and Backup DC Power (124V)

Vital and Spare Instrument Power

(120AC)

Control Valves

HVAC DUCT AND EQUIPMENT

Duct and Plenums

Duct In-Line Components

Fans and Blowers

Grilles, Registers, Diffusers

HVAC/HEPA Filters

Louvers

Refrigeration Units

HVAC Design Adequacy Review

HVAC SUPPORTS

HVAC Duct Supports

07.04

07.05

*7.06
*7.07

*7.08

08.00

08.01

09.00

09.01

10.00

10.01
** 10.02

01. 00

01.01
01.02

02.00
02.01

02.02

02.03

03.00

03.01

03.02

04.00

04.01

04.02

04.03

04.04

04.05

04.06

,04.07

Process Switches

Transmitters

C&ID Design Requirements

Overall System Control Adequacy

CID Field Walkdown

INSTRUNENTATION LINES

Instrument Lines

INSTRUMENTATION LINE SUPPORTS
Pipe/Intsrument/Support and

Supplemental Support Steel

LARGE BORE PIPING

Piping - Large Bore

Rigorous Analysis and Support

Function

LARGE BORE PIPING SUPPORTS

Piplng-Large Bore Supports

* Not In TVA Elements/Attribute List

** No Components
*** Reviewivered under different checklist.

Element
Category El ement

PAGE F-2

Ellement
Category Element

11.00
INSTRUMENTS

Detectors

I nd icators

Local Panels



NOTE: CV inR UCTION VERIFICATION

EV-W NEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

TABLE OF CONTENTS

El ment
CategoryEl ament

Ellment
Category

12.00

12.01
*12.02

*12.03

13.00
13.01

14.00
14.01
14=02

14.03

15.00
*-15.01
**15.02

15.03
**15.04

**15.05

15.06

15.07

15.08

15.09
15.10

15.11

E I ament

15.12 Tanks and Vessels

15.13 Thermal Insulation

**15.14 Turbines

15.15 Valve Operator Motors
*15.16 Licensing Requirement

Identification and Implementation

*MEV-1517 Overall System Design Adequacy

Rev iew

15.18 Design Process Programmatic

Rev i ew

SMALL BORE PIPING

Piping - Small Bore

Alternate Analysis and Support

Funclon

Field Piping Analysis

Verification Walkdown

SMALL BORE PIPING SUPPORTS

Piping/Tubing-Small Bore Supports

VALVES

Containment Isolation Valves

General Appi ication Valves -

Excluding Check Valves

Check Valves

MECHANICAL EQU I PMENT

Compressors

Cranes

Dampers

Diesel Generators

Doors, Hatches, Manways

Heat Exchange Equipment

Fire Stops and Seals

Mechanical Penetrations

Piping In-Line Components

Pressure Relief Devices

Pumps

CONCRETE S1RUCTURES

Concrete Structures

Shield Building

Grout

Reinforcing Steel

FOUNDATIONS

Foundation Work

Equipment Foundations/Supports

STRRUCTURAL STEEL/MISC. STEEL

Embedment Plates

Liners

Pipe Whip Restraints and Jet

Impingement Shields
Steel Containment Vessel

Steel Structures

El ment

Category

19.00
19.01

20.00
**20.01

21.00

21.01
21 *02

21.03
**2 1.*04

21.05
21.06

**21.07

**21.08

21.09

**21 10

**21 11

**21 12

**21 13

21.14
*21.98
*21.99

E I ament

MASONRY WALLS

Masonry Walls

COATINGS

Coatings

PLANT DESIGN FEATURES

Control Room Habitability

Electrical Separation

Environmental Qualification

External Hazards

Fire ProtectIon/AppendIx R

High Energy Line Break

Human Factor

Internal Missiles

Mechanical/Electrlcal System

Layout/Design

Mechanical/Electrical Systems

Testing

Moderate Energy Line Break

Non-Radlological Design

Radiological Design

Seismic Qualification

Buried Piping

Seismic Analysis

PAGE F-3 O

16.00
16.01
16.02

***16.03

***16.04

17.00
***1 7.01

17.02

1800

**'1 8.01
**18.02

18.04

**18.05

18.06



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

Sargent & Lundy

Element ID

I -FCV-70-8-A

I -FCV-70-26-B

1 -FCV-67-478-B

I -CKV-70-504A-A

1 -CKV-70-6 76-A

A-CKV-70-679

1 -TCV -70 -1 92

1 -TCV-43-155

1 -FCV -70-85 -B

I -LCV-70-63

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

THE FOLLOWING TABULATION PROVIDES, IN THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE COLUMN, NEW TVA UNIQUE IDs ACCORDING TO WHICH DOCUMENTS

ARE FILED, ESPECIALLY ON THE CONSTRUCTION RECORDS AREA

Sargent & Lundy

TVA Drawing TVA Unique ID Element ID TVA Drawing TVA Unh

47W464-8 1-070-AB-V -FCV-008 1 -FCV-62-188 47B601-62-46

45B 1769-14D

47W4 64 -3C

47W450-6

47W845-2

47W464-9

47W464 -14

47W464-1 7

47V601-70-47

47W464-12

477B6011-43-31

47W464-25

47B601-70-119

47W464-1 1

47B601 -70-15
47W464-5

1-070-AB-V-FCV-026

1-0670AB-V-FCV-478

1-070-AB-V-CKV-504A

1-070-A,-V -CKV-676A

1-070-4B-V-CKV-679

1 -070-AB-V-TCV-1 92

1 -TCV-43-155

1-070-AB-V-FCV-085

1-070-AB-V-LCV-063

CCS Heat

Exchanger A

RHR Heat

Exchanger IA-A

Fire Stops & Seals

SIeeve Mk# 766

4 7W464-8

4 7W4 64 -8

47W432-I

47W472-3

4"7W471-10

Mechanical Penetration

Containment Liner 47W470-2

X-53 48N405,406

1-70-503A 47W464-3C

Note: Temporary Strainer to be delted.

I-FE-70-158 47B601-70-39

47W464-6

1-RFV-539-S 47W464-5

1 -RFV-703 47W464-20

jue ID

1-062-AB-V-FCV-1 88

1 -0 70 -HTX -0 IA

1 -074-HTC-01 /IA

0-070-AB-SL-0766A

0-070-AB-SL-0766B

0-0 70-AB -S L-O 766C

N/A

I -FE-70-158

1 -070-AB-V-RFV-539

1 -070-RB-V-RFV-703

PAGE F-4



PAGE F-5NOTE: CV UCTION VERIFICATION

EV •WNEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

THE FOLLOWING TABULATION

Sargent & Lundy
Element ID

CCS Pump iA-A

CCS Thermal Booster

Pump IA-A

1 -FCV-70-8-A

0-FCV -70-22-B

I -FVF-70-134-1

1 -MTR-70-46-A

Diesel Generator
lA-A

1 -CHRG-215-A-A

1 -INV -235-1 -D

TVA Drawling

47W464-3

47W464-9

47W464-4

47B601-70-8

47B1764-14

47W464-8

4 7W 760-70-6

47W464-16

47B601-70-30

47W464-11

45WI 748-1

45W 760-70-1

45N824-1

.15N510-4

45N218

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

PROVIDES, IN THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE COLUMN, NEW TVA UNIQUE IDs ACCORDING TO WHICH DOCUMENTS

ARE FILED, ESPECIALLY ON THE CONSTRUCTION RECORDS AREA

Sargent & Lundy
TVA Unique ID Element ID TVA Drawing TVA Unhi

1-BD-211-A-A 45N247-1 1-BD-211

1 -070-PMP-46-A (1-MYR-7

1-BD-212-A1-A 45N281 I-BD-212
1-070-PMP-1 31-A (I-MTR-7

I-DPL-82-A-A 45WI761-1 1-DPL-82
1-070-AB-V-FCV-008 15W814-4 (Diesel

Panel)

I-MCC -213-B2-8 45N288-2 I -MCC-21

O-FCV-70-22-B (1 -FCV-7

1-MCC-213-A2-A 45N288-1 I-MCC-21

1-070-AB-V-FCV-134 (1-FCV-7

I -MTR-70-46-A O-BD-215-C-S 1 5N211-3, O-BD-215

(CCS Pump 1A-A Motor) 45W760-215-2,

45W760-82-12 & 20

I-GEN-82-IA-A Diesel Generator 17W586-5 O-082-DI

C-S

1 -CHRG-21 5-A-A 1 -OXF-21 2-A2-A 45N280-1 t-OXF-21

(DG Battery Charger) (CC/AP)

I-INV-235-1-D 1-OXF-68-341F 45N280-2 1-OXF-68

(AF)

Iue ID

-A -A
70-4 6A)

-Al -A

'0-46-A)

-A -A

Generator

3-82-8

'0-87-B)

3-A2-A

'0-215-A)

-OC-S

EG-OC I &

2-A2-A

-341 F



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

THE FOLLOWING TABULATION PROVIDES, IN THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE COLUMN, NEW TVA UNIQUE IDs ACCORDING TO WHICH DOCUMENTS

ARE FILED, ESPECIALLY ON THE CONSTRUCTION RECORDS AREA

Sargent & Lundy

Element ID
1 -OXF-68-34 IA-A

1 -OXF-212-A-A

O-BAT-236-1 -D

1 -BAT-215-A-A

1 -FCV - 70 -215 -A

1 -FCV-70-87-B

1 -FCV-70-134-B

TVA Drawing

45N2 80

45N280-1

45N218

1 5W210-4

47W464-3 & 6,

471601-70-47,

45W 760-70-10,

45W1767-2 & 5A

47W464-1 7,

471601-70-47 &

47W 760-70-4,

45W862,

45W1 769-2

47W464-4, 4A & 11

47B 601 -70-30,

47W859-2

TVA Unique ID

1 -OXF-68-34 lA-A

(AF)

I -OXF-212 -A-A

(CC/AP)

O-BAT-236-1 -D

(CC/AP Vital)

1 -BAT-215-A-A

(CC/AP DG)

1 -FCV-70-215-A

1 -FCV-70-87-B

1-070-RBV-FCV-087

Sargent & Lundy

Element ID

Power 1PL4725A
3-1/C-#300

Control 1PL4727A
9/C-#12

Power IV2566A

3/C-#12

Control IVC567A

9/C-#14

Main Feed Power

IPP350A3-1 /C-4/0

IPM2236A 1-2/C-#16

I -FT-70-215A

General Appl.

Btfly Valve

1-IS V-70-505A-B

TVA Drawing

45W1746-1

45N1660-11

45W 1767-2

45BI 767-5A

45B 1767-5A

45W1 767-8

45W 1780-4

45N 1635-87

47B601 -70-48

47W600-I 35

47W464-9

47859-1

Control Btfly Valve 47W464-8

I -FCV-62-1 88 47W859-2

TVA Unique ID

1-4PL-70-4725A

(Conduit 1PLC2483A)

1-3PL-70-4 727-A

(Conduit Z5OA)

1-4V-70-2566-A

(Conduit 1VC3618A)

1-3V-70 -2567-A

(Conduit 3569A)

0-SPP-82-350-A

(Conduit 1PP2322A)

1-2PM-70-2236-A

(Conduit MC94iA)

I -FT-70-215A-A

1 -070-AB-V-I SV-505A

I -FCV-62-188

PAGE F-6



NOTE: CV R UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -W11MEERING VERIFICATION
RV RJ0ORD VERIFICATION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

THE FOLLOW ING TABULATION PROVIDES, IN THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE COLUMN, NEW TVA UNIQUE IDs ACCORDING TO WHICH DOCUMENTS
ARE FILED, ESPECIALLY ON THE CONSTRUCTION RECORDS AREA

Sargent & Lundy

Element ID
3" Aux. Bldg.

Sleeve WK #693
Seal (el. 7121-7")

CCS Pump 1A-A

Suction

Expansion Joint

Air Handling
Unit A-A

Battery Room

Exhause Fan A-A

MK4 7A380-7

w/0-31-2010

TVA Drawing

47W471-9

47W472-3

47W464-9

47W464-75
WBN-E-2879-IC-1 76

47W866-4
47W930-1

47W866-4

47W930-1

47W866-4

47W930-1

15" x 71"

0-31-3970
(Fire Damper)

58"H x 30"H, Horiz.

Water Chiller

Package A-A

47W866-4

4 7W930-4

47W865-7

4 7W930-7

TVA Unique ID

0-070-AB-SL-06938

1-070-FB-F-025-008

0-031 -AUM-308-A

(47A373-3 MK 47A373-
4)

0-031 -FAN-28-A

(47A370-1 MK 47A370-

I)

0-031 -CB- ISD-201 0

(Transfer w/Flre

Damper
250V Battery Room #1)

0-031 -CB-I SD-3970
(MK47A381 -544F)

Sargent & Lundy

El emnt ID

AHU A-A Filter

Control Bldg.

Intake Louver

Plenlum A

O-CTSP-292-2276

O-CTSP-292-2333

O-CTSP-292-970

O-CTSP-292-969

TVA Drawing

47W866-4
4 7W930-2

47W930-3
4 7W 866-4

47W866-4
4 7W930-3
48WI 314-2
0-031-47W866-4-1 -R2

0-031-47W930-1 -1-R2
0-031 -47W930-1-3-R2

48W1296-1
108W10425-21 R4

48W1296-1

108W10425-21 R4

108W10425-7 RI

48W 1297-3

108W10425-7 RI

48W 1297-3

TVA Unique ID

0-031 -AHU-30B-A

?

(19"H x 2'-0"W)

0-031 -CB-BT-TVA 10

0-31 -CB-D-0 1B

0-031 -CB-LC-01 2

O-CTSP-292-2276

(MK84B Tray)

O-CTSP-2 92-2333

(MK22H Tray)

O-CTSP-292-0970

(MK306 Riser)

O-CTSP-292-0969

(MK302 Riser)

0-031 -CHL-1 28

(Cont. 83119-2)

PAGE F-7



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

THE FOLLOWING TABULATION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPOMENTS REVIEWED

PROVIDES, IN THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE COLUMN, NEW TVA UNIQUE IDs ACCORDING TO WHICH DOCUMENTS
ARE FILED, ESPECIALLY ON THE CONSTRUCTION RECORDS AREA

Sargent & Lundy

Element ID
Cable Tray 3N2251
O-CTSP-292-0966

(MK 11)

O-CTSP-292-0992

(MK 3)
O-CTSP-292-1 000
(MK 3)
O-CTSP-292-1003
(MK 3)

Cable Tray

3A2279/3A2312
O-CTSP-292-0524
(MK 2)

O-CTSP-292-0525

(MW ?)
O-CTSP-292-0526

(WK ?)

5A229

4A21 54

3A21 78

3A2219

TVA Drawing

48Wl297-31, 48W1296-1, 2

108W10425-7 RI

108W110425-7 RI

108W10425-7 RI

108W10425-7 RI

45W888-46

108WI0425-I R6

108WI0425-1 R6

108W1042501 R6

TVA Unique I0

O-CTS P-292-0966

O-CTS P-292-0992

O-CTSP-292-1000

O-CTSP-292-1003

0-3TRY-292-22 79/22 80-

O-CTSP-292-0524

O-CTSP-292-0525

O-CTSP-292-0 526

0-5TRY-292-2218/221 9

0-4TRY-292-2154/2155

0-3TRY-292-21 78/2080A

O-3TRY-292-2219/2220

Sargent & Lundy

Element ID

Power Cable

1PL4726A 3-1/C #300

Power Cable

IPP351A 3-1/C #4/0

Control Cable

IPL3460A 2/C #12

Instrument Cable

IPM2435B I- 2/C #16

Pipe Rupture

Protection Barrier B

Pipe Rupture

Protection Barrier C

Pipe Rupture

Protection Barrier D

Reinforced Masonry

Wall In Section

A2-A2 Between

Column Lines C1O-CII

Junction Box

I- JB-292-304-G

TVA Drawing

45W1748-1

45W 1780-6

45W 1780-6

45N706-3

4 5W826-8

45N1210-7

3

45N1226-12

3

3

46W405-1

TVA Unique ID

1-4PL-70-4 726-A
(Conduit 1PLC2438A)

0-5PP-82-351 -A
(Conduit IPP2550A)

0-3PL-82 -3460-A

(Conduit 1PLC3030A)

1-2PM-70-2435-B

(Conduit 6472B)

48W 1226-12612

48W 1226-12812

00046W405-13C2

45W860-2 I -JB-2 93-304-G
(Support u
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PAGE F-9NOTE: CV I TTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV--WINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

THE FOLLOWING TABULATION

Sargent & Lundy
Element IP

Junction Box

1 -JB-292-2064-B

J.B. Support

#CSR1-14

J.B. Support

#1587/X

Hanger 15-733

Hanger 18-754

Hanger 20-786

Hanger 48-900

Inst. Line Support

1-070-CA-002

Inst. Line Support

1-070-CA-003

TVA Drawing

45W822-8, 45N822-10 &

45W 1768-7

45N860-5

47A056-48

47A056-1 01

45W822-8

4 7W930-1

47A055-15

47W930-1

47A055-1 8

47W930-1

47A055-20

47W930-2

47A055-48

47W600-716-1

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

PROVIDES, IN THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE COLUMN, NEW TVA UNIQUE IDs ACCORDING TO WHICH DOCUMENTS

ARE FILED, ESPECIALLY ON THE CONSTRUCTION RECORDS AREA

Sargent & Lundy
TYA Unique ID Element ID TVA Drawing TVA Unh

i-JB-292-2064-B Inst. Line Support 47W600-716-1

(Support #1597/X) 1-070-CA-004

1-CSP-293-0014/Z Support 1-70-207 1-70-207 R905 1070-1-7

(J.B. I-JB-292-304-G)

Support 1-68-437 1-68-437 RI 1068-1-6

O-CSP-292-1597/X
(J.B. i-JB-292-2064- Support 1-70-001 1-70-001 R905 1070-1-7

B)

Support 47A465-2-15 47A465-2-15 1068-A4(

0031 -DW930-01H-0733

Support 47A465-2-31 47A465-2-31 1068-A46

0031-DW930-OIH-0754 Support 47A465-2-36 47A465-2-36 1068-A4(

0031-DW930-OIH-0786

0031-DW930-02H-0900

CCS Heat
Exchanger A

RHR Heat

Exchanger 1A-A

CCS Surge Tank A

Pipe Hanger

47W600-716-1 47A465-2-36

48N 1223-48N1223-8

48N1231-2

41N353-8 R6

48N1225-9 R6

47A465-2-36

41N353-14

pue ID

70-207

8-437

70-001

65-2-1 5

5-2-31

65-2-36

-88C2

48N1231-2101Z

41N353-86CZ

48NI225-96CZ

1068-A465-2-36



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

THE FOLLOWING TABULATION PROVIDES, IN THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE COLJMIN, NEW TVA UNIQUE IDs ACCORDING TO WHICH DOCLMENTS

ARE FILED, ESPECIALLY ON THE CONSTRUCTION RECORDS AREA

Sargent & Lundy

Element ID

CCS Heat

Exchanger A

RHR Heat

Exchanger 1A-A

CCS Surge Tank A

Column -

Section A4-A4

Column -

Section B4-B4

Beam In Control

Building at

6.3"N/N CI & C3

Beam In Reactor

Building at

AZ67°-57 t El. 730'

TVA Drawing

4 8N233-14

48NI231-2 R16

4IN353-8 R6

41NI241-8, 48NI225-9 R6

48N751, 48N750

TVA Unique 10

48N 1223-88C2

41N353-8 6CZ

48N1223-88 C2

Sargent & Lundy

Element ID

SLAB 737 Bounded

by Column Lines

AS-AIO & S & 4

Wall Along Al

Between Q & U

El. 692-737

41N10058-2A

41N10058-2C

41N10058-3B

48N750, 4CZ5RS

Column C4-P

El. 682-713
41NIOO59-2A CCBC A40

A4I

A22a

PAGE F-10

TVA Drawlng

41N10057-4A

TVA Unique ID

CABC elO

CABCC 75 a

b

CABCC 75 e

g
CABCD 148

149a

149b

149c

150

I d/:y



NOTE: CV -I UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -WI EERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

1PV181B Vital AC CV/EV

Supply

IV2567A Sample Ht CV/EV/RV

Exch Isol Vlv Cont

IV40258 CV/EV

1-FCV-70-206-B Cont

IPL4727A CCS Pump CV/EV/RV

A-A Cont

1PM2236A Inst Loop CV/EV/RV

70-90A

1PM2435B Inst Loop CV/EV

70-90A

IV2566A * /EV/RV

1-FCV-70-215-A Supply

IV2640B CV/EV

1-FCV-70-87-B Supply

1V4020B CV/EV

1-FCV-70-206-B Supply

IPL4725A CCS Pump CV/EV/RV

A-A Supply

1PL4726A CCS Pump CV/EV

A-A Supply

1PL6120A CCS Bstr CV/EV

Pump A-A Supply

1PL6131B CCS Bstr CV/EV

Pump B-B Supply

*Incomplete constr.; ref. OWIL

No. 1-070-E-6483-1, 2

Page F-I 1 0

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

XXV-O101

001 Cables

002 Cables

003 Cables

004 Cables

005 Cables

006 Cables

007 Cables

008 Cables

009 Cabl es

010 Cables

011 Cables

012 Cables

013 Cables



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL
COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

014 Cables

015 Cables

016 Cables

017 Cables

018 Cables

019 Cables

020 Cables

021 Cables

022 Cables

023 Cables

024 Cables

PL3460A

Meter Relay

PP498A DG 2A-A

Excitation Sys

PP1601A

1 -PNL-82A

PP1602A

O-BD-82-C Supply

(GP-1)

PP1603A

O-BD-82-C Supply

(GP-2)

PP350A DG IA-A

Excitation Sys

PP351A DG IA-A

Excitation Sys

PP591B DG IB-B

Excitation Sys

IPP456B Bkr

1726 Cont

iPPlOOR 6.9KV SD

BD A-A Alt FDR Bkr

1716

IPPIOIR 6.9KV SD

BD A-A Alt FOR Bkr

1716

Page F-12

DWG

COORD COMM4ENTS

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV



Page F-13NOTE: CV - UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -WEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELE14ENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

1PPI02R 6.9KV SO

BD A-A Alt FDR Bkr

1716

1PL5261A 480V SD

BD Al-A NOR FOR

IND LTS

IPP892B High Temp

Control

1PL4952A RB Vent

BD A-A NOR FOR Bkr

1PP765B 480V SD

XFMR B2-B Supply

IPL4982B Dsl Aux

BD B1-B NOR FOR

025 Cables

026 Cables

027 Cables

028 Cables

029 Cables

030 Cables

DWG

COORD

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0102
001 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

002 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

003 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

004 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

005 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

006 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

007 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

008 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

009 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

010 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

011 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

Tray Node

3A-69

Tray Node

38 -296

Tray Node

4A-21 53

Tray Node

5A-2123

Riser 5A-ZI60A

Riser 3A-Z50A

Tray Node

4A-2266

Tray Node

3A-2343

Cond ui t

IPM6472B/NV-2B

Conduit

1MC94 1 A/NV-2A

Tray Node

4A-2220

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #
DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/ /RV

CV/ /RV

* / /RV

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

Ref. Cable 1PL5261A

(ECV-01O01-026)

Ref. Cable 1PP456B

(ECV-0101-022)

Ref. Cable 1V2566A

(ECV-01 01-007)
Ref. Cable PP351A, PP350A

(ECV-0101-020, 019)

(Ref. Cable PP1603A

(ECV-0101-018)

Ref. Cable IPL4727A

(ECV-0101-004)

Ref. Cable 1PL4726A

(ECV-0101-011 )

Ref. Cable PL3460A

(ECV-OI 01-014)

Ref. Cable IPM2435B

(ECV-01 01-006)

*No coating required per

design output documents

Ref. Cable IPM2236A

(ECV-0i 01 -005)

*No coating required per

design output documents

Ref. Cable 1PL4725A

(ECV-0101-01O)
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NOTE: CV - UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -W EERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

012 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

013 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

014 Cable Coatings &
Wraps

015 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

016 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

017 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

018 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

019 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

020 Cable Coatings &

Wraps

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCR I PT ION/ID

Tray Node

3A-2200

Tray Node

5B-2101

Tray Node

3A-2310

Tray Node

5B-2108

Conduit

1PLC2811B/NV-4B

Tray Node

3B-2160

Tray Node

3A-2271

Tray Node

313-2157

Conduit

1PP2653B/NV-3B

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COt4IENTS

Ref. Cable PP498A
(ECV-0101-015)

Ref. Cable PP591B

(ECV-0101 -021 )

Ref. Cable 1PL4952A

(ECV-O101 -028)

Ref. Cable IPP765B

(ECV-O I 01-029)

Ref. Cable IPL4982B

(ECV-0101-030)

Ref. Cable 1PV181B

(ECV-0101-001

Ref. Cable 1V2567A

(ECV-0 101-002)

Ref. Cable 1V4025B
(ECV-0101-003)

Ref. Cable IPP892B

(ECV-01 01-027)

*No coating required per
design output documents
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- NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0201
001 Cable, Trays & Risers

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PTION/ID

3A69

VERIF ICAT ION
REQU IRED

DI AG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

EV Structural review will be

generic only.

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable Tray &

Cable TJIh

RI sers

Ri sers

Ri sers

Risers

R I sers

RIsers

RI sers

RI sers

RIsers

Risers

Risers

Ri sers

RI sers

RIsers

RI sers

RIsers

RI sers

RIsers

RI sers

RI sers

Risers

RIsers

RI sers

Risers

3B2157-3B2158

3B2160-3B2148

3A21 90-3A2149

3A2200-3A2201

382204-382219

3B221 9-3B2342

3A2222-3A2330

3A2271-3A2270

3A2279-3A2312

3A2329-3A2279

3A2330-3A2329

3B2342-3B2343

3B2363-3B2391

3B2391-3B2429

3B2394-3B21 60

3B2260-3B2225

0-5Z-296-1 60-A

3B2488-3B2489

0-3Z-290-50-A

O-3Z -290-7-B

3AI 1O

3B296

3B2142

3A21 99

Page F-16

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV
CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV
CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV

CV/EV

CV/EV
CV/EV

CV/EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

3UX-B

3VG -B

3GJ -A

3VK -A

3VH-B

3VH-B

3VP-A

3VX-A

3VZ-A

3WB-A

3WB-A

3WK-B

3WV-B

3WV-B

3VG-B

3VW-B

(20')
(23')

(30')

(37')

(23')

(21')

(30')

(15')

(9')

(10')

(9')

(10')

(7')

(20')

(21')

(30')

3XA-B (21')



'-1 RUCT ION VERIFICATION
INEERING VERIFICATION

- RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

SlRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

026 Cable Tray & Risers

027 Cable Tray & Risers

028 Cable Tray & Risers

029 Cable Tray & Risers

030 Cable Tray & Risers

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

D I AG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

3A2223

3A2343

4A2153

5A2123

2300

NOTE: CV

EV

RV

Page F-17

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION,

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN 1

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHOR ITY
WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

VERIFICATION

REQU IRED

DIAG.

DWG #
DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

XXV-0202

001 Conduit &

002 Conduit. &
003 Conduit &

004 Conduit &

005 Conduit &

006 Conduit &

007 Conduit &

008 Conduit &

009 Conduit &

010 Conduit &

011 Conduit &

012 Conduit &

013 Conduit &

014 Conduit &

015 Conduit &

016 Conduit &

017 Conduit &

018 Conduit &

019 Conduit &

020 Conduit &

021 Conduit &

022 Conduit &

023 Conduit &

024 Conduit &

025 Conduit &

026 Conduit &

027 Cond uI t.

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction
Junction

Junction

Junction
Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

Junction

1PLC2310B

IVC3659A

1VC2834B

IPP2590B

MC941A

I PM64 72B

1VC3618A

1PLC825B

1PLC2662B

IPLC2483A

IPLC583A

1PLC1337A

1PLC1268B

PLC3030A

2PP2314A

PP2549A

IPLC2484A

MC2449A

1PP2322A

PP2550A

PLC1627B

1PP2551A

1PP2627R

IPP2748R

IPP2753R

IPLC3738A

iction Box 1PP2670B
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PHYSICAL

DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

EV

EV

EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

EV

EV

EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

EV

EV/RV

EV

CV/EV

EV

EV

EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV



NOTE: CV I UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -LII'NEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG 0

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

Junction Box

1PP2668A

1PP2701B

IPLC2805B

1 -JB-292-1235-A

1 -JB-292-TEE-A

O-JB -292-TEE
O-JB-292-829-A
I-JB-292-TEE-B

1 -JB-291-4758
I -JB-292-2064B

I -JB-293-304G

See Comment Column

CV/EV

EV

EV

CV/EV

,EV

EV

CV/EV
EV

EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

EV

Structural Verification

Structural Verification-

Generic review only for

structural design.
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Conduit &
Conduit &

Conduit &

Conduit &

Conduit &
Conduit &

Conduit &
Conduit &

Conduit &

Conduit &

Cond ult &

Conduit &

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

DWG
COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.
DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

]V(X-0203
001 Elec Duct Runs

002 Elec Duct Runs

MH-22 - MH25

AB/MH22/23/27/25/DGB

EV 15W888-1

MHI - MH8A EV

AB/MHI/2/3/4A/5A/6A/7A/8A/IS

Electrical & Structural Review

Strict review MH3 to Intake
structure

Electrical review only1 5W880-8
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NOTE: CV 1R UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -•WI'NEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPT

XXV-0301

001 Cable Tray/Rlser O-CTSP-2.

Support

002 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-2(

Support

003 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-2(

Support

004 Cable Tray/Rlser O-CTSP-2(

Support

005 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-2(

Support

006 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-2C

Support

007 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-2S

Support

008 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-29

Support

009 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-2S

Support

010 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-2(

Support

Page F-21

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

ION/ID

92-129

92-2276

92-2278

92-2333

)2-2412

?0-981

12-1 406

12-1403

12-996

)2-992

VERIFICATION DIAG.
REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV

CV

CV

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #
DWG

COORD

48W1295-2

48W 1296-1

48W 1296-I

48W 1296-1

48W 1296-2

48N 1336-3

4 8W 1299-6

48W 1299-6

48W 1297-3

48W 1297-3

COMMENTS

MK 2H

MK 84B

MK 15

MK 22H

Riser Support

Det. G9

MK 34

*Support deleted by ECN 4017.

Replaced by 021.

MK 7

MK 321

MK 340



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTION/ID

011 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-970

Support

012 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-578

Support

013 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-545

Support

014 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-602

Support

015 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-524

Support

016 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-2364

Support

017 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-2201

Support

018 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-969

Support

019 Cable Tray/Riser O-CTSP-292-579

Support

020 Cable Tray/Rlser O-CTSP-292-2205

Support

021 Cabl eTray/Riser O-CTSP-292-1405

Page F-22

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

CV/ /RV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV/ /RV

CV

CV

CV

DI AG.
DWG #

48W 1297-3

48W 1298-2

48W 1298-2

48W 1298-2

48W 1298-2

48W 1296-1

48W 1296-1

48W 1297-3

48W 1298-2

48W 1296-1

48W 1299-5

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

MK 306 (Riser)

MK 33

U8-U8

Detail H7 (Riser)

MK 23

Detail A6 (Riser)

Detail F7

MK 302

Detail A6

MK 2U

MK 15A



NOTE: CV

EV

RV

Page F-23RUCTION VER IF ICATION

- IPNEERING VERIFICATION

- RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXk' -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0302
001 Condult/Junction Box

Supports

002 Condult/Junctlon Box

Supports

003 Conduit/Junction Box

Supports

004 Conduit/Junctlon Box

Supports

005 Condult/Junction Box

Supports

006 Condult/Junction Box

Supports

007 Conduit/Junction Box

Supports

008 Condult/Junctlon Box

Supports

009 Conduit/Junction Box

Supports

010 Condult/Junction Box

Supports

OIl Conduit/Junction Box

Supports

012 Condult/Junctloh Box

Supports

013 Conduit/Junction Box

Supports

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

0-CSP-292-1597/X

(JB Support)

0-CSP-292-5071/9

0-CSP-292-2167/Z

O-CSP-292-5052/Z

O-CSP-292-4168/Z

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYSICAL

DWG #
DWG

COORD COMMENTS

CV/EV/RV

* /EV/RV 47A056-44

CV/EV/RV 47A056-60

*Incomplete constr.-replaced

for CV by 021

0-CSP-292-4100/5

0-CSP-292-7573/X

O-CSP-292-065 7/Z

O-CSP-292-3138/3

1 -CSP-293-4913/Z

O-CSP-292-7556/Z
(JB Support)

0-CSP-292-21 46/9Z
(JB Support)

I -CSP-293-1628/Z

(JB Support)



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

014 Condult/Junction Box
Supports

015 Conduit/JunctIon Box

Supports

016 Condult/JunctIon Box

Supports

017 Condult/JunctIon Box
Supports

018 Condult/Junction Box

Supports

019 Condult/Junction Box

Supports

020 Condult/Junction Box
Supports

021 Conduit/Junction Box

Supports

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

1 -CSP-293-0014/Z

(JB Support)

0-CSP-290-3082/0

0-CSP-292-4842

O-CSP-292-2730/Z

O-CSP-292-6914/X

O-CSP-2 92-694 9/X

I -CSP-293-101 8/X

O-CSP-292-3701/Z

VERIFICATION
REQU IRED

DI AG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #
DWG

COORD COMIENTS

CV/ /RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

47A056-19

47A056-05

47A056-08

47A056-44
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NOTE: CV -V UCT ION VERIFICATION

EV -1 ERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MEC" = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0401

001 Batteries

002 Batteries

003 Batteries

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/I1D

O-BAT-236-I -D
125VDC Vital

Battery 1

I -BAT-215-A-A

125VDC Diesel Gen

Battery 1

O-BAT-236-2-E

125VDC Vital

Battery 2

VERIFICATION DIAG.
REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

CV
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION
EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0402

001 Containment Penet

002 Containment Penet

003 Containment Pent

004 Containment Pent

005 Containment Pent

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

1 -Pent-293-9-B

Train B Power

Penetration

1 -Pent-293-52-B

Train B Control

Penetration

1 -Pent-293-33-A

Train A Instr

Penetration

1 -PE NT-2 93 -8-A

Train A Power

Penetration

1 -PENT-2 93-44-A

Train A Control

Penetration

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

Page F-26

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



Page F-27NOTE: CV -WI UCTION VERIFICATION
EV - NEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0403

001 Emergency Aux AC

Toower

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

Onsl te/Offs Ite

Aux Power System

Rev lew

VERIFICATION

REQU IRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD

See related elements
XXV-0407 and XXV-0408

COMMENTS



NOTE: CV -IW UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - NEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

Page F-27

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0403

001 Emergency Aux AC

iýow er

DESCRI PT ION/ID

Onslte/Offsl te

Aux Power System

Rev i ew

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

DWG

COORD

See related elements
XXV-0407 and XXV-0408

COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION
EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

Page F-28

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0404

001 Inverters & Chargers

002 Inverters & Chargers

003 Inverters & Chargers

DESCRI PT ION/ID

1-INV-235-1 -D

120VAC Vltal

I nverter

O-CHGR-236-1 -D
125VDC Vital

Battery Charger 1

1-CHGR-21 5-A-A

125VDC DG A-A

Battery Charger

VERIF ICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

CV/EV/RV 45N703-1

CV/EV 45N703-1

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

45N830-1

45W830-1

15W814-2EV/RV 45B1761 74C8-85329



NOTE: CV - UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - E NEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS
XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTI

XXV -0405

001 Motors & Generators I-MTR-70-

CCS Pump

002 Motors & Generators 0-MTR-70-

CCS Pump

003 Motors & Generators 1-MTR-70-

Therm Bar
Pump Moto

004

005

006

007

008

009

010

011

012

013

Page F-29

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

ON/ID REQUIRED DWG #

-46A C
IA-A Motor

-51-S C
C-S Motor

-131-A

-rer Booster
)r

V/EV/RV

V/EV

EV

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

45W1748-1,3

45W 1748-2,4

45B 1766

DWG

COORD

6957D06-088 45N824-1

6947D06-088 45N824-1

45W826-3

COMMENTS

77K35-83243-1

77K35-83243-1

77K35-83243-1

Vold

Vol d

Vold

Vol d

Vold

Vold

Vold

Vol d

Vold

Vo Id

See MEV-1515-011

See MEV -1515-010

See MEV-1515-006

See MEV-1515-008

See MEV-1515-009

See MEV-1515-005

See MEV-1515-003

See MEV-1 515-004

See MEV-1 51 5-001

See MEV-1515-002



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTION/ID

014

Page F-30

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VER IF ICATION DIAG.
REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL
COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

Vold - Not Applicable

Manual Valve

Void - See MEV-1515-013

Void - See MEV-0411-001

Void - Incorrect Number

Vold - See MEV-1515-012

Void - See MEV-0411-003

Void - See MEV-1515-014

Void - See MEV-1515-015

Vold - See MEV-0411-006

Void - See MEV-0411-007

Vold - See MEV-0411-008

025 Motors & Generators 1 -GEN-82-iA-A

Diesel Gen IA-A

Generator

CV/EV/RV 15W814-1



NOTE: CV 41 UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - UINEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR ý RECORDS

XXV -i-;NNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0406

001 Panels & Boards

002 Panels & Boards

003 Panels & Boards

004 Panels & Boards

005 Panels & Boards

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCR I PT ION/ID

0-BD-236-1 -D
125VDC Vital Pwr

Distr Board

I -BD-235-1 -0
120VAC Vital Instr

Power Board

O-BD-236-2-E

125VDC Vital Pwr

Distr Board

I -BD-235-2-E

120VAC Vital Instr

Power Board

I -D PL-82-A-A

125VDC Diesel Gen.

1A-A DIstr. Panel

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV/RV 45N703-3

CV/EV/RV

CV

CV

CV/ /RV

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

Electrical Review

Electrical Review45N706-1
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO.

XXV-0407

001 Swltchgear

002 SwItchgear

003 Swltchgear

004 Swltchgear

005 SwvItchgear

006 Swltchgear

007 SwItchgear

008 SwItchgear

009 Swltchgear

& ELEMENT

mccs

MCCS

MCCS

MCCS

mccs

MCCS

NECS

MCCS

VER IF ICAT ION

DESCRIPTION/I D REQUIRED

1-BD-211-A-A CV/EV/RV

6.9KV Shutdown

Board

I-BD-212-Al-A CV/EV/RV

480V Shutdown

Board

I-MCC-213-A1-A CV/EV

Reactor MOV Board

1Al-A

1 -MCC-213-A2-A EV/RV

Reactor MOV Board

1 A2 -A

I-MCC-214-Al-A CV/EV

Cont & Aux Bldg Vent

BD IAI-A

I-MCC-214-A2-A EV

Cont. & Aux Bldg Vent

BD IA2-A

I-MCC-215-Al-A CV/EV

Diesel Aux Board

1Al-A

1-MCC-215-A2-2 EV

Diesel Aux Board

1A2-A
I-MCC-232-A-A EV

Reactor Vent

Board lA-A

DI AG.

DWG #

45W 1724

45W 174 8

45B 1766

45B 1767

45B 1770

45B 1771

45B1761

45B 1762

45B 1755

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

Page F-32

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

45W828-1

45W828-1

45W 830-3

4 5W830-3

45W828-1

45W828-1

15W816-1

15W816-1

45W830-1



NOTE: CV -U UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -E TNEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD -VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

010 Swltchgear & MCCS
011 Swltchgear & MCCS

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

I -MCC-21 3-82-B

O-BD-215-C-S

VERIF ICATION

REQU IRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

Page F-33

DWG

COORD COt4MENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0408

001 Transformers

002 Transformers

003 Transformers

004 Transformers

005 Transformers

006 Transformers

007 Transformers

008 Tramsformers

009 Transformers

010 Transformers

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

1-OXF-21 2-A-A

Supply to 480V

Shtdn BD 1A1/2-A

I-OXF -212-A 1-A

Supply to 480V

Shtdn BD 1AI-A

1-OXF-21 2-A2-A

Supply to 480V

Shtdn BD 1A2-A

O-DXF-215-C 1-S

CI-S Feed to 480V

DSL Aux Supply BD

1 -OXF-68-341F

I-OXF-68-341A-A

1 -OXF-212-B-B

Supply to 480V

Shtdn BD 1B1/2-B

1 -OXF-212-B 1 -B

Supply to 480V

Shtdn BD 181-B

1 -OXF-21 2-B2-B

Supply to 480V

Shtdn BD 112-8

O-DXF-215-C2-S

C2-S Feed to 480V

DSL Aux Supply BD

VER IF ICATION

REQUIRED

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

Page F-34

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

45W830-1

45W830-1

45W830-1

15W818-2



NOTE: CV -UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - NEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0409
001 vital DC Power

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

Vital 125VDC

Power System

Rev iew

VERIFICATION DIAG.
REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

See related elements

XXV-0401 & XXV-0404
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION
EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0410
001 Vital Instrument Power

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

Vital Instrument
Power System

Review

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

See related el ement XXV-0404
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NOTE: CV -U UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -WE EERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0411

001 Control Globe Valve

002 Control Btfly Valve

003 Control Btfly Valve

004 Control Btfly Valve

005 Control Globe Valve

Control

Control

Control

Control

Angle

Globe

Btf ly

Gl obe

Valve
Valve

Valve

Valve

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/I D

1 -TCV-70-1 92

1 -FCV-70-156-A

1 -FCV-70-85-B
I -FCV -67-146

1 -FCV -67-143

1 -FCV-70-66

1-LCV-70-63

1 -FCV-62-188

0-FCV-67-1 44

VER IF ICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV
CV/EV/RV
* /EV

* /EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV
ft

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

47W 85 9-2
4 7W859-4

47W85 9-2

47W845-2

47W845-2 C7

4 7W859-1

47W859-I

47W859-2

4 7W845-2

CP 1-9-123

C-3538

CP-37-10-63

PHYSICAL

DWG #

47W464-4C

47W464-3C

47W464-3D

47W450-4B

DWG

COORD

47W450-37

CP3-6-53 47W464-5

CP1-8-120 47W464-5
47W464-8

4 7W450-37

COMMENTS

73C34-83577

Section A6-A6 (Cont. 83015)

Section DII-DII (Cont. 83577)

*Incomplete Constr. per tenp.
alt. order 1-88-189-67

replaced for CV by 010

Sect. D37-D37 (47W450-37)

*Incomplete constr. per OWIL

1-067-E-51 98

Partial Plan El. 757.0

Detail B5 (Cont. 73C34-83577)

Detail D8

Detail A37/C8

*Incomplete constr. per OWIL

I -067-E-5198

010 Control Btfly Valve O-FCV-67-151A
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0501

001 Ducts & Plenums

002 Ducts & Plenums

003 Ducts & Plenums

004 Ducts & Plenums

005 Ducts & Plenums

006 Ducts & Plenums

007 Ducts & Plenums

008 Ducts & Plenums

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

Supply & Return

Duct El. 692

Control Building

Supply & Return

Duct El. 708

Control Building

Exh Duct El. 692

Control Building

Exh Duct El. 708

Control Building

Plenum A located

between Col. rows

Cl & C2 and N & P

Overall Evaluation

of HVAC Dutcwork

30"x 16" duct,

6'-6" N/P, from

wall @ CI1 to

Sppt. 14-698

30"xl 6" duct,

61-6 '' N/P from

Sppt. 14-698 to

Sppt. 14-697

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

EV 47W866-4

EV 47W866-4

EV 47W866-4 --

EV 47W866-4 --

CV/EV/RV 47W866-4 F9

PHYSICAL

DWG #

47W930-1

47W930-i

47W930-1

47W930-I

47W930-1

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

Mechanical Review

Mechanical Review

Mechanical Review

Mechanical Review

C 2-P MECH & Structural Review

Structural calculations for

Individual duct spans are not

performed. Ducts qualified by

testing (structural).

47W930-1

47W930-1
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NOTE: CV - I UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - EW EERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

009 Ducts & Plenums

010 Ducts & Plenums

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCR I PT ION/ID
VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

60" x 28" duct

located 7'-6"

West of C4,

7'-0" South of Q

to 14"-0" South

of Q

Duct elbow with

transition from

601" x 28" to

30" x 28"

Starting point

7'-6" West of C4

and 7'-011 South

of Q
End point 18'-0"

East of C3 and app.

3'-0" South of Q

47W930-I

47W930-I
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DWG
COORD COMMENTS



Page F-40NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0502

001 Duct In-Line

Caoponents

002 Duct In-Line

Components

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

Air Handling

Unit A-A.

Air Handling

Un It B-A

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

CV/EV/RV 47WB66-4 GIO

CV/EV 47W866-4 GIO

47W930-1

47W930-1

DWG

COORD

C2-N

C2-N

COMMENTS

MK 47A-373-3

Cont. No. 77K38-821350

MK 47A 373-4

Cont. No. 77K38-821350



'W UCTION VERIFICATIONINEERING VERIFICATION

- RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMIENT

XXV-0.503

001 Fans and Blowers

002 Fans and Blowers

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

Battery Room

Exh. Fan A-A

Battery Room

Exh. Fan C-B

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DI AG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

CV/ /RV 47W866-4 G8

CV/EV 47W866-4 G2

47W 930-1

47W930-1

DWG

COORD COMI4ENTS

C4-Q

C1 1-Q

MK-47A 370-2

Cont. No. 76K35-83184-5

MK-47A 370-7
Cont. No. 76K35-83184-5

NOTE: CV

EV

RV
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELBC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

Page F-42

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0504

001 Grilles, Registers &

Diffusers

002 Grilles, Registers &

Diffusers

003 Grilles, Registers &

Di ffusers

004 Grilles, Registers &

Diffusers

005 Grilles, Registers &

Diffusers

006 Grilles, Registers &

Diffusers

007 Grilles, Registers &

Diffusers

008 Grilles, Registers &

Diffusers

009 Grilles, Registers &

Diffusers

DESCRIPT ION/ID

Wi( 47A 380-7

w/O-31-2021

15" x 71 "

MK 47A 380-27

w/0-31 -2014

24" x 18"
MK 47A 380-27

w/0-31-2016

24" x 18"

MK 47A 380-9

w/0-31-2022

12" x 12"

W4 47A 380-9

w/0-31-2008

12" x 12"

W 47A 380-12

w/1-31-2081

36" x 18"

MK 47A 380-12

w/1 -31 -2083

36" x 18"

MW 47A 380-12

w/1-31 -2085

36" x 188"

MK 47A 380-i

w/0-31 -2003

22" x 22"

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #
DWG

COORD.

CV/EV/RV 47W866-4 G5

EV 47W866-4 G6

EV 47W866-4 G6

CV/EV 47W866-4 G5

EV 47W866-4 G4

EV 47W866-4 E6

EV 47W866-4 E6

EV 47W866-4 E7

CV/EV 47W866-4 F9

VENDOR DWG

PHYSICAL

DWG #

4 7W930-I

47W 930-I

47W930-I

4 7W930-I

47W930-i

47W930-I

47W930-I

47W930-I

47W930-1

DWG
COORD

C 7-N

C5-P

C6-P

C7-Q

C4-Q

C 6-Q

C 5-Q

C4-Q

C2-P

COMMENTS

Transfer w/Fire Damper

250V Battery Room #2

250V Bat Board #1 (SA)

250V Bat Board #2 (SA)

250V Bat Room #2 (EA)

250V Bat Room #1 (EA)

El. 708 (RA w/FD)

U-1 Aux Inst. Rm

El. 708 (RA w/FD)

U-1 Aux Inst. Rm

El. 708 (RA w/FD)

U-i Aux Inst. Rm

El. 692 (RA)

Mec. Equipment Rm



NOTE: CV -I UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - IINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTION/ID

010 Grilles, Registers & WK 47A 380-6

Diffusers w/0-31-2040

22" x 10"

011 GrIll es, Registers & WK 47A 380-31

Diffusers w/1-31-2070

18" x 18"
012 GrII es, Registers & W4( 47A 380-32

Diffusers w/O-31 -2060

18" x 15"

013 Grilles, Registers & MK 47A 380-31

Diffusers w/O-31-2046

18" x 18"
014 Grilles, Registers & MK 47A 380-351

Diffusers w/O-31 -2005

12" x 12"

015 Grilles, Registers & MK 47A 380-30

Diffusers w/O-31-2034

18" x 24"

016 Grilles, Registers & MK 47A 380-398

Diffusers/

24" x 24"

017 Grill es, Registers & MK 47A 380-27

Diffusers w/O-31-2015

24" x 18"

Page F-43

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIF ICATION

REQUIRED

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

CV/EV

DI AG.

DWG #

47W866-4

47W866-4

47W866-4

47W866-4

47W866-4

47W866-4

47W866-4

47W866-4

DWG

COORD.

F2

E6

E4

E3

G8

G3

G3

G6

VENDOR DWG

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

47W930-1

47W930-I

47W930-i

47W930-1

4 7W930-i

47W930-I

47W930-i

47W930-I

DWG

COORD

C 13-N

C4-P

C 7-P

C 9-P

C4-P

CiO-Q

C9-P

C6-P

COMMENTS

El. 692 (RA)

Mech. Equipment Room #2

El. 708 Aux Instr Rm U-i (SA)

Computer Room (SA)

Aux Instr Rm U-2 (SA)

Mech Equip Rm (West) (SA)

Communication Room (SA)

Secondary Alarm Sta Rm (SA)

250V Bat Board Room #1 (SA)



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELBC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

AHU A-A Filter

AHU B-A Filter

CV/EV/RV 47WB66-4

CV/EV 47W866-4

Page F-44

XXV-0505
001 FIIters

002 Filters

47W930-I

47W930-1

C2-N

C2 -N



NOTE: CV -q UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -LAMEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = 'ONST.
ELEC = EE -ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL
COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

XXV -0.506
001 Louvers Control Bldg

Intake Louver

CV/EV/RV 47W866-4 All 47W930-3 F8 & AIO 19"H X 20'-O"W

Page F-45

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

Page F-46

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0507

001 RefrIgeration UnIt

DESCRI PT ION/ID

Water ChIller
Package A-A

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

CV/EV/RV 47W865-7 F7 4 7W930-7

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

Cont. 75K35-83119-2



NOTE: CV - I UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - EN'IFEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

SIRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPT ION/ID

VERIF ICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

XXV -0601
001 HVAC

002 HVAC

003 HVAC

004 HVAC

S,,ýoorts

Suprorts

Supports

Supports

005 HVAC Supports

HVAC

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Duct

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

15-733
18-754

20-7 86

48-900

14-902

47-943

14-698

16-729

31-787

31-788
13-818

19-817

46-94 5

47-947

47-2874

54 -987

56-980
57 -992

63-1005

65-1008

15-723

18-722

20-934

EV/RV

EV/RV

CV/EV/RV
* /EV/RV

* /EV

CV/EV
CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

-CV

CV

47W930-1
47W930-1
47W930-1

4 7W930-2

47W930-2

4 7W930-2
47W930-1
47W930-1

47W930-1
4 7W930-1
47W930-2

4 7W930-2
47W930-2

47W930-2

47W930-2
4 7W930-9

47W930-9
4 7W930-9

47W930-9

4 7W930-9
47W930-1

417W930-1

47W930-2

*Inaccesslble-replaced for CV

by 023

*Inaccessible-replaced for CV

by 024

*Inaccesslble-replaced by 025

*Inaccesslble-replaced by 026
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PHYSICAL

DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



Page F-48NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

15-937

31-939
14-691

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

47W930-2

47W930-2

47W930-1

024 Duct Supports

025 Duct Supports

026 Duct Supports

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV "CTION VERIFICATION

EV - NTEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

M(V-0701

001 Detector

002 Detector
003 Detector

004 Detector

005 Detector

006 Detector

007 Detec'. r

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

1 -RE-90-123/A

I -TE-70-72

1 -TE-70-70

1 -TE-70-61

I-TE-70-191

0-TE-31-335

0-TE-31-336

VERIF ICATION
REQU IRED

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

CV

CV

CV

CV/*

CV

,DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL
COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

47W859-i

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-i

4 7W610-70-1 F3

47W610-70-2 GI

47W610-31 -3

47W610-31-3 A8

4 7W464-8

4 7W464-1 3

47W464-9

47W464-14

4 7W464-7

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

Section A8-A8

Det. 813 (1TW-70-72)

Section A9-A9
(ITW-70-70)

Section E14-E14

(ITW-70-61)

Section C7-C7

(1TW-70-191)
*Covered by MEV-0705-007
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

Page F-50

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEM4ENT

XXV-0702
001 IndIcator

002 Indicator

003 Indicator

004 Indicator

005 IndIcator

DESCRIPTION/ID

I -L I -70 -63A-J

1-LI-70-99A

1-TI-70-72

1 -RR-90-123

1 -PI -70-44

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W610-70-1

47W610-90-2

47W859-1

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD

47W464-5

4 7W4 64-5

47W605-25

47W605-28

4 7W464-9

COM4ENTS

El. 757 Bldg. Coor. U-A6

El. 757 Bldg. Coor. U-A6

(O-M-27B) Cont. 92809
(M-12 Panel) Cont. 92759

Section B9-B9



NOTE: CV - I UCTION VERIFICATION

EV W EERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XX(V-0703
001 Local Panel
002 Local Panel

003 Local Panel

004 Local Panel

005 Local Panel

006 Local Panel

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW
LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

1 -L-562
1 -L-563

1 -L -575

O -L -496

O-L-138

1 -L-214

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV
*

CV

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-2

47W610-70-2

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

G2

G4

Hg/D9

A12

G7

DWG
COORD

47W600-116

47W600-1 16

47W600-135

47W600-244

4 7W600-153

4 7W600-62

COMMENTS

Contract 92800

Contract 92800

Contract 92800

Contract 92800

*Not Instal led-replaced for CV
by 006

Contract 92800
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0704

001 Process

002 Process

003 Process

004 Process

005 Process

006 Process

007 Process

008 Process

SwItch

Switch

Sw itch

Swi tch

Switch

Sw Itch

SwItch

Switch

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

1 -LS-70-63D

I -LS-70-63A/B-A

I -LS-70-63B/A-A

I -LS-70-99D

I -LS-70-99A/B-8

1 -LS-70-99B/A-B

0-PS-70-209

1 -FDS-70-215-A

VERIF ICATION

REQUIRED

CV/EV
CV/EV/RV

EV

CV/EV

EV

EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W61 0-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W61 0-70-2

4 7W610-70-2

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

478601 -70-16

477B601 -70-15

47B601 -70-16

47B601-70-24

478601 -70-24

4 78601-70-24

47W600-244

4 7B601-70-4 7

Contract

Contract

Contract

Contract

Contract
Contract

92784
92784

92784

92784

92784

92784

Contract 87352
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NOTE: CV RUCTION VERIFICATION

EV IW NEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-O0705

001 Transmitter

002 Transmitter

003 Transmitter

004 Transmitter

005 Transmitter

Transm I tter

Transmitter

Transmitter

Transmitter

Power Supply

Power Supply

Isolation Amplifier
Isolation AmplIfier

Isolation Amplifier

Signal Converter

Signal Converter

SQRT Converter

SQRT Converter

Flow Subtractor

Flow Element

Transmitter

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPT ION/ID

I -LT-70-63A-A

I -LT-70-99A-A

I-FT-70-2 i5A-A

1 -FT-70-215B
1 -PT-70-24A

O-TC-31 -335

0-TT -31 -335

O-TC-31-336

0-TT-31-336

1 -PX-70-63A

1 -PX-70-99A

I -LM-70-63A

1 -LM-70-63B

1 -LM-70-99

1 -RM-90-123

1 -TIM-70-72

1 -FM-70-21 5A

1 -FM-70-2158

I -FM-70-215D

1-FE-159

1 -FT-70-8 IA-A

VERIF ICATION

REQU IRED

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV
*

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV

CV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV
EV

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W610-70-2

47W610-70-2

47W859-1

47W610-31 -3

47W610-31-3

4 7W610-31 -3
47W61 0-31-3

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W61 0-70-1

47W610-70-1

47W610-70-2

47W610-70-2

47W610-70-2

47W600-116

47W600-116

47W600-135

47W600-135

47W600-153

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

*Incomplete constr. per OWIL

1-70-E-6384-1-replaced by 021

47W859-2
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC m CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-0801

001 Instrument

002 Instrument

003 Instrument
004 Instrument

005 Instrument

006 Instrument

007 I nstr ument

008 Instrument

009 Instrument

010 Instrument

011 Instrument

012 Instrument

Lines

Lines
Lines

Lines
Lines
Lines
Lines
LI nes
Lines
LI nes
L I nes
LI nes

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

I -LT-70-63A-A
I -LT-70-99A

I-FT-70-165A

I -FT-70-215B

1-FT-70-215A

1-RE-90-123

0-FT-70-20 Supply

0-FT-70-20 Return

t-PDT-70-126 Supply

I-PDT-70-126 Return

I-FI-70-199 Supply

I-F 1-70-199 Return

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

RV

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W610-70-2

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-2

47W859-2

47W859-I

47W859-1

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

47W600-1 16

47W600-1 16

47W600-716-1

47W600

47W600-102

4 7W600 -13 7

47W600-137

47W600-29

4 7W600-29

4 7W600-62

4 7W600-62
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DWG

COORD C OMMENTS

74W600-0-7



UUCTION VERIFICATION

-W EERING VERIFICATION
- RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXv-O901

001 Instrumentation Line

Supports

002 Instrumentation Line

Supports

003 Instrumentation Line

Supports

004 Instrumentation Line

Supports

005 Instrumentation Line

Supports

006 Instrumentation Line

Supports

007 Instrumentation Line

Supports

008 Instrumentation Line

Supports

009 Instrumentation Line

Supports

010 Instrumentation Line

Supports

011 Instrumentation Line

Supports

012 instrumentation Line
Supports

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

1-070-CA-002

1-070-CA-003

1-070-CA-004

FOS-112

FOS-290 (Center)

FOS-539

FOS-062 (West)

FOS -245

FOS-538

FOS -9854

FOS -1560

FOS-9882

VER IF ICATION

REQUIRED

* /EV

* /EV

* /EV

CV

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

47A051-35

47A051 -7

47AO 51-42

IOS-2392

IOS-1136

IOS-1154

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

4 7W600-716-1

4 7W600-7 16-1

4 7W600-716-1

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

P2558-05/54-0 FOS 035
*Not Installed for CV

P2558-05/51-35 FOS2159

SVS 51-85-NII1

*Not Installed for CV

P2558-05/51 -35A

SVS 51-35A-NOI3
*Not Iinstalled for CV

CV/ /RV IOS-1154

IOS-1 270

IOS-2393

IOS-4247

IOS-2360

IOS-4245

*Duplicate of 015 for CV

NOTE: CV

EV

RV
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHBEKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN "

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTION/ID

013 Instrumentation Line FOS-134

Supports

014 Instrumentation Line FOS-1623

Supports

015 Instrumentation Line FOS-538

Supports

016 Instrumentation Line FOS-6136-4

Supports

017 Instrumentation Line FOS-612

Supports

018 Instrumentation Line FOS-4739

Supports

019 Instrumentation Line FOS-6155

Supports

020 Instrumentation Line FOS-2055

Supports
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VER IF ICATION

REQUIRED

CV

CV

CV/ /RV

CV

CV

CV/ /RV

CV

CV

DI AG.

DWG #

IOS-1156

IOS-716

IOS-2393

IOS-4245

IOS-716

IOS-3548

IOS-3548

IOS-716

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV -I uCTION VERIFICATION

EV - W EERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTI

XXV-1001

001 Large Bore Piping Pump IA-A

I ne
002 Large Bore Piping Pump IA-A

line
003 Large Bore Piping Hx 1A out

CCS
004 Large Bore Piping Hx IA Inl

005 Large Bore Piping RHR Hx IA

I Ine

006 Large Bore Piping RHR Hx 1A

line
007 Large Bore Piping T.B. Boos

Suction

008 Large Bore Piping T.B. Boos

Discharge

Page F-57

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VER IF ICATION DIAG.
ON/ID REQUIRED DWG #

suction

discharge

let I Ine

et IIne
-A Inlet

-A outlet

ter Pump

ter Pump

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

47WE859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-4

47W859-4

47W859-2

47W859-2

PHYSICAL

DWG #

47W464-214

4 7W464-202

4 7W464-207

4 7W464 -203

47W464-208

47W464-215

47W464-1 4

47W464-1 4

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

Isometric Dwg.

Isometric Dwg.

Isometric Dwg.

I sometr Ic Dwg.

Isometric Dwg.

Isometric Dwg.



Page F-58NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1201

001 Sm Bore Piping

002 Sm Bore Piping

003 Sm Bore Piping

004 Sm Bore Piping

005 Sm Bore Piping

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

Loop 4 RCP CCS

Inlet line to

T.B.

Loop 4 RCP CCS

outlet line from

T. B

Loop 4 RCP CCS

Inlet line to

lower oil cooler

Loop 4 RCP CCS

outlet line from

lower oil cooler

2" & 1-1/2"

supply header

pipe from RHR

Hx IA-A to various

pump coolers

VER IF ICATION
REQUIRED

DI AG.
DWG #

DWG
COORD. VENDOR DWG

CV/EV/RV 47W859-2 G8

CV/EV/RV 47W859-2 G8

CV/EV/RV 47W859-2 G5

CV/EV/RV 47W859-2 G6

CV/EV 47W859-4 B6

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

47W464-242

47W464-240

4 7W464-249

47W464-250

4 7W464-257

4 7W464-4D

47W464-3D

47W464-2D

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

Isometric Dwg.

Isometric Dwg.

Isometric Dwg.

Isometric Dwg.

Isometric Dwg.

006 Sm Bore Piping

007 Sm Bore Piping

1-1/2", 1" safety

Injection pump IA-A

lube oil cooler

Inlet

1-1/2" safety

Injection pump

IA-A lube oil

cool er outlet

CV/EV 47W859-4 B6

47WB59-4 B5

4 7W464-4D
4 7W4 64 -3D

47W464-2D

47W464-2D

4 7W4 64 -2C



NOTE: CV pRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV -W NEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

008 Sm Bore Piping

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

1-1/2" & 2"

return header

pipe from various

pump coolers to
the RHR Hx 1A-A

outlet

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

47W859-4 B5
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PHYS ICAL

DWG #
DWG

COORD

47W 464 -2D

47W464-2D

47W464-2C

COMME NTS



Page F-60NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XV-1 202

001 Alternate Analysis

Piping

002 Alternate Analysis

Piping

003 Alternate Analysis

Piping

004 Alternate Analysis

Piping

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VER IF ICAT ION
DESCRIPTION/I D REQUIRED

2", 1-1/2", 3/4"

supply to mIsc.

safeguard pumps

3/4" CC relief

line by pass

1/2" CC sensing

line
2"1, 1"1, 3/14"

supply to evap.

vent condenser

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

(SAGS 70008)

(Hand 70039)

(TPIPE 70061)

(76-5 70044)



NOTE: CV 1TRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV -1IIWNEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DI AG.
DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYSICAL

DWG #
DWG

COORD COMMENTS

47A-053-136

47A-053-145

47A-053-151

47A053-47

47A-053-144

47A -053-20

1-70-092

1 -70-340

1-70-204

1-70-828

1-70-107

1-70-882

1-70-958

1-70-076

1-70-030

1-70-173

47A465.-2-16

47A465-2--1 4

47A465-2-26

47A465-2-33

47A-053-136

4 7A-053-145

47A-053-151

47A-053-47

4 7A-053-144

47A-053-20

1-70-092

1-70-340

1-70-204

1-70-828

1-70-107

1-70-882

1-70-958

1-70-076

1-70-030

1-70-173

4 7A465-2-16

4 7A465-2-14

47A465-2-26

4 7A465-2-33

NOTES: 1. The descriptions

replaced for CV and RV.

Indicated are for typical/standard support details and do not represent specific unIque supports therefore this sample has been

2. ThIs support Is associated wIth a line which was originally selected for XXV-1201 but subsequently was determIned to be large bore and thIs was

repl aced.
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XXV -1.301
001 Small
002 Small
003 Small

004 Sma ll

005 Small

006 Small

007 Small

008 Small

009 Small

010 Small

011 Small

012 Small

013 Small

014 Small

015 Small
016 Small

017 Sma l

018 Small

019 Small

020 SmalI

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supports

Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp .
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
S upp.
Supp.
Supp.
Supp.
S upp.
Supp.

*See
*See

*See
*See

*See
*See

*See

Note

Note

Note

Note

Note

Note

Note

*See Note 2

*S ee
*See

*See
*See

*See

*See
*See

*See

*See

Note

Note

Note

Note

Note

Note

Note

Note

Note



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR .= RECORDS

XXV-NNNN '

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

Bore Support

Bore Support

Bore Support

Bore Support

Bore Support

Bore Support

Bore Support

Bore Support

Bore Support

Support

Support

Support

Support

Support

Support

Support

Support

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

1-70-199

1-70-203

1-70-337

H-464-1 -4-2541

H-464-2-54-2

H-464-2-30-2780

H-464-1-12-2342

H-464-1 -38-2089

H-464-2-53-1

H-464-1 -21-2785

H-464-2-29-2665

H-464-2-32-21 95

H-464-2-32-21 99

H-464-1-38-2779

H-464-1 -38-2091

H-464-2-53-2749

H-464 -2-53-2 750

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

1-70-199

1-70-203
1-70-337

H-464-1 SH.

H-464-2 SH.

H-464-2 SH.

H-464-1 SH.
H-464-1 SH.
H-464-2 SH.

H-464-2 SH.
H-464-2 SH.

H.464-2 SH.

H-464-2 SH.

H-464-1 SH,

H-464-1 SH.

H-464-2 SH.

H-464-2 SH.
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SmalI
SmallI
Small
Small

SmalI
Small

SmallI
Small
SmalI
Small
Small
Sma I
SmalI

Small
SmalI
Sma I
SmalI

DWG
COORD 4 COMMENTS

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore

Bore



NOTE: CV - RUCTION VERIFICATION

EV -WrNEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELOC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPT

XXV-1401

001 Containment Iso Gate 1-FCV-70

Valve .

002 Containment Iso Btfly 1-FCV-70

Valve

003 Containment Iso Btfly 1-FCV-70

Valve

004 Containment Iso Gate I-FCV-70

Valve

005 Contal,,nent Iso Btfly 1-FCV-70-

Valve
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

ION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

-87-B

-92-A

-143-A

-134-B

-89-B

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

EV

47W859-2

47W859-2

47W859-2

47W859-2

47W859-2

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

SA-2099-1

C-3538

C-3522

SA-2117-3

C-3538

47W464-3C

47W464-3D

47W464-3D

47W464-4D

47W464-3C

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

Cont. 74C38-83015

Section A8-A8 (Cont. 83015)

Cont. 74C38-83015

Section H11-H11 (Cont. 83015)

Cont. 74C38-83015



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1402

001 General

Valve

002 General

Valve

003 General

Valve

004 General

Valve

005 General

Valve

006 General

Valve

007 General

Valve

008 General

Valve

009 General

Valve

010 General

Valve

011 General

Valve

App I.

App I.

App .

App I.

AppI.

App I.

App I.

App I.

App I.

App I.

App I.

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

Btf I y

012 General AppI. Btfly

Valve

DESCRIPTION/ID

O-FCV-70-22-B

1-FCV-70-8-A

1-FCV-70-34-B

1-FCV-70-26-B

1-FCV-70-27-B

1-ISV-70-505A-A

1-FCV-67-478-B

0-FCV-70-197-A

0-FCV-70-1 94-B

1-FCV-70-25-A

I-FCV-70-75-B

1-ISV-70-510-A

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

CV

CV

CV

CV

DIAG. DWG

DWG # COORD.

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W845-2

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-1

VENDOR DWG

C-3538

C-3522

C-3521

C-3522

C-3522

C-3533

C-3522

C-3522

C-3538

C-3522

47W859-1 D6 C-3535

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

4 7W464-3C

47W464-4C

47W464-3C

47W464-3C

47W464-3C

47W464 -9

4 7W450-6

47W464-4C

47W464-4B

4 7W464-3C

47W464-2C

47W464-3B

DWG

COORD COMMV¶ENTS

Cont. 74C38-8301 5

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 74C38-83015

Section B9-B9 (Cont. 83015)

Sectlon D6-D6

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 74C3883015



NOTE: CV TRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - INEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1403

001 Check

002 Check

003 °Check

004 *Check

005 Check

006 Check

007 Check

008 Check

Va I ve

Valve
Va I ve°

Va lve0

Va I ve
Valve

Va I ve

Valve

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COM)PONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PTION/ID

1 -CKV-70-504A-A

1 -CKV-70-676A

1 -CKV-70-692

I -CKV -70-679

O-CKV-70-504-B

1 -CKV -70-541

I-CK V-70-6 76B

0-CKV-70-753

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV
CV

CV

CV

47W859-1

4 7W859-2

47W85 9-2

47W859-2

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-2

4 7W859-1

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

1395 7-01 -0

SK -1 952-72

1 3956-02-H

14 735-01

13956-01 -D

SK-1 952-72

SK-1 952-72

93-14940

DWG
COORD

47W464-9

47W464-14

47W464-1 7

47W464-1 7

47W464 -3C

47W464-5

47W464-14

47W464-2C

C OME NTS

Section B9-B9 (Cont. 83015)

Detail F14 (Cont. 83015)

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 81KA2-827840-02

Sectlon B9-B9 (Cont. 83015)

Detail B5 (Cont. 74C38-83015)

Detail F14 (Cont. 74C38-83015)

Cont. 77K32-822484-02

0Contalnment Isolation Function*
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYSICAL

DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

XXV-1503

001 Dampers

002 Dampers

003 Dampers

004 Dampers

005 Dampers

006 Dampers

007 Dampers

008 Dampers

009 Dampers

0-31-3971

(Fire Damper)

60"H x 32"H, Horz.

0-31-3970

(Fire Damper)

66"W x 24"H, Horz.

0-31-2021

(Fire Damper)

71"W x 15"H, Vert.

0-31-2036

(Fire Damper)

30"W x 16"H, Vert.

0-31-2006

(Balancing)

30"W x 28"H

0-31-2087

(Balancing)

52" x 34"

0-31-2022

(Balancing)

12" x 12"

0-FCO-31-335

(Control)

0-FCO-31-336

(Control)

EV 47W866-4 F8

CV/ /RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

47W866-4 F8

47W866-4 G5

47W866-4 F2

47W866-4 G8

47W866-4 D8

47W866-4 G5

EV 47W866-4 F1O

EV 47W866-4 FIO

4 7W930-1

4 7W930-1

47W930-1

47W930-4

4 7W930-1

47W930-1

47W930-1

47W930-1

47W930-1

C3-P

C3-Q

C7-N

ClI-P

C3-Q

C3-P

C 7-Q

C 2-N

C2-N

MK 47A 381-544F

MK 47A 381-543F

MK 47A 381-62F

250V Bat Rm #2

MK 47A 381-40F

MK 47A 381-15

MK 47A 381-292

Furnished w/Grille

MK 47A 380-9

Furnished w/AHU A-A

MK 47A-373-3

Furnished w/AHU B-A

MK 47A-373-40
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Page F-67UCTION VERIFICATION

-W NEERING VERIFICATION

- RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

010 Dampers

011 Dampers

012 Dampers

013 Dampers

014 Dampers

015 Dampers

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

0-31-2001A

(Backdraft)

48" x 34"

0-31 -2001B

(Backdraft)

48" x 34"

O-FCO-31-30

(Isolation)

72" x 38"

0-FCO-31-28
(Isolation)

20" x 16"

0-31-2163

(Backdraft)

20" x 16"

0-31-4628

(Fire Damper)

22" x 22", Vert.

VERIFICATION
REQUIRED

CV/EV

DI AG.
DWG #

DWG
COORD. VENDOR DWG

47W866-4 FIO

EV 47W866-4 FIO

CV/EV 47W866-4 F9

EV 47W866-4 G8

CV/EV 47W866-4 G8

47W866-4 F9

PHYS ICAL
DWG #

47W930-1

47W930-1

47W930-1

47W930-1

4 7W930-1

4 7W930-1

DWG

COORD

C2-N

C1-N

C2-N

C4-P

C4-Q

C2-P

COOMME NTS

MK 47A 381-701

MK 47A 381-701

MK 47A 381-381

(Isolate AHU A-A & B-A)

MK 47A 381-28

(Isolate Exhaust Fan A-A)

MK 47A 381-293

MK 47A 381-429

(CV:Check Locked Open Only)

016 PNEU Motor Oper.

017 PNEU Motor Oper.

0-FCO-31-335

0-FCO-31-336

CV/EV
CV

47W610-31-3

47W610-31-3
47W610-31-3
47W610-31 -3

NOTE: CV

EV

RV

B-1I

B-8

AHU A-A

AHU B-A



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1504

001 Dlesel Generator

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

VER IFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

D.G. C-S

Page F-68

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - RUCTION VERIFICATION

EV-•W EERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTI

XXV--1506

001 CCS Heat Exchanger A

002 RC Pump and Motor Ol 4

Cool ers

003 Non-Regen Letdown IA

Heat Exch

004 DELETED

005 Excess Letdown IA

Heat Exch

006 RHR Heat Exchanger 1A-A

007 Spent Fuel Pit A
Heat Exch

008 Boric Acid A

Evaporator Pack.

Page F-69

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

ON/ID REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

EV

EV

47W85 9-1

47W859-2

47W859-2

47W859-2

47W859-4

47W859-1

47W85 9-2

DWG

COORD.

D6

G5&G8

B8

E4

E5

H4

Cl

VENDOR DWG

5760, 61,

62, 63

11 4E920-1 ,2

D-4054-6

D-4060-6

CD17811

5598

736J 245

PHYSICAL

DWG #

47W464 -4C

47W464-1 5

Plan El. 702.78

47W464-4D

4 7W464-2D

47W464-4D

47W464-4D

47W464-24

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

Contract

Contract

(NSSS)

Contract

(NSSS)

Contract

(NSSS)

Contract
(NSSS)

Contract

Contract

76K35-83210

71C62-54114-1

71C62-54114-1

74C60-54114-1

71C60-54114-1

71C60-54114-1

71C60-54114-1



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

MWV-1507 (Mechanical)

001 3" Aux. Bldg. Sleeve WK #693

Foam Seal (El. 712'-7")

002 4" Aux. Bldg. Surge WK #942

Tank A Outlet (El. 757)

003 24" Aux. Bldg. Sleeve MK #766

Inlet to CCS Hx A

(Floor 737)

004 18" Aux. Bldg. Wall WK #483

Sleeve for RHR Hx

(1A-A)

005 18" Aux. Bldg. Wall

Sleeve for RHR Hx

(lA-A) Discharge

WK #395

VER IF ICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG

COORD.

CV/EV/RV 47W859-2

47W859-1

CV/ /RV 47W859-1

47W859-4

CV/EV 4 7W859 -4

VENDOR DWG

47W471-9

4 7W4 72-3

47W471-15

4 7W4 72-4

47W471 -10

4 7W4 72-3

47W471-7
47W471-9

47W472-2

47W471-7

47W471 -9

47W472-2

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

4 7W464-3D

4 7W464-11

47W464-5

47W464-225

47W464-8

4 7W464-26

4 7W464-3D

47W464-6

47W464-3D

47W464-6

DWG

COORD

E6

A6-t

D3

A2

COMMENTS

47W471-19 (Penet. Schedule)
Seal Type VIII

47W471-20 (Penet. Schedule)

Seal Type VIII

47W471-20 (Penet. Schedule)
Seal Type VIII

47W471-20 (Penet. Schedule)

Seal Type I

47W471-20 (Penet. Schedule)

Seal Type I
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NOTE: CVInRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV-W 'IEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

EXV-1507 (Electrical)

006 Fire Stops & Seals

007 Fire Stops & Seals

008 Fire Stops & Seals

009 Fire Stops & Seals

010 Fire Stops & Seals

011 Fire Stops & Seals

012 Fire Stops & Seals

013 Fire Stops & Seals

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

O-CTP-290-373

Between Tray Nodes

2190-69

O-CTP-290-376

Between Tray Nodes
2182-254

O-CTP-290-383

Between Tray Nodes

2233-298

O-CTP-292-168
Between Tray Nodes

2186-2180

0-CTP-292 -357

Between Tray Nodes

2436-1 906

Conduit Seal

MC941A

Conduit Seal,

MC880B

Conduit Seal

PP2551A

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #
DWG
COORD. VENDOR DWG

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

PHYS ICAL

DWG #
DWG

COORD COMt4ENTS

45W881 -3

45W881 -3

45W881 -3

45W882-4

45W882-4
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1508

001 6" Containment

Penetrat ion

(EL. 721 '-6")
002 3" Aux Bldg Sleeve

Foam Seal (El. 712'-7")

003 4" Aux Bldg Sleeve

Surge Tank Outlet

El. 757)

004 24" Aux Bldg Sleeve

Inlet to CCS Hx

(Floor 737)

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

X53 (Liner)
MK -41

MK-693

WK-942

MK-766

VERIF ICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

CV/EV/RV 47W859-2

CV/EV 47WB59-2

EV 47W859-1

EV 47W859-1

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYS ICAL

DWG #

47W470-2 47W464-3D

47W470-10 47W464-200

47W471 -9

4 7W4 72-3

47W471 -15
4 7W4 72 -4

47W464-3D

47W464-205

47W464-5

47W464-225

47W471-20 47W464-4B

4 7W472-3 47W464-203

DWG

COORD CO"4ENTS

EG

F4

E6

D5

A6-t

D3

C9

A4

Seal Type I

47W471-19

Seal Type

47W471-20

Seal Type

(Penet. Schedule)

VIII

(Penet. Schedule)

VIII

Seal Type VIII
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NOTE: CV UCTION VERIFICATION

EV .. NEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1509

001 CCS Pump 1A-A

Startup Strainer

002 CCS Thermowell

003 CCS Flow Element

004 CCS Pump C-S start

up Strainer

005 CCS Flow Element

006 CCP L. & G. Oil

Cooler Flow Element
007 CCS Pump iA-A Suction

Expansion Joint

008 CCS Pump C-S Suction

Expansion Joint

009 Thermal Barrier

Flex. Hose Assembly

Discharge

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

VERIF ICATION

REQU IRED

CV/EV

1-TW-70-157A

I-FE-70-158

0-FE-70-201

1-FE-70-146A

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV

CV

CV

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYS ICAL
DWG #

47W859-1 C8 BN1557MI 47W464-9

47W859-4

47W859-4

47W859-I

47W859-1 E5
47W859-4 B4

CV/EV/RV

CV

47W464-6

4 7W4 64 -6

BN1557M I 47W464-3C

47W464-1 47W464-3C

47W464-1 47W464-2C

D 14254

D 14254

MK#4 7W464-903

4 7W464-9

47W 464-9

47W464-16

DWG

COORD COMM4E NTS

(Temporary) Cont. 83015

Section A6-A6

Section A6-A6 (Note 17,Det.31)

(Temporary) Cont. 83015

(Note 17, Det. 31)

(Note 17, Det. 31)

Det. B9 Contract No. 83015

Det. B9 Contract No. 83015

F16-F16 Contract No. 822718
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1510

001 Srg Tank 3" Vacuum

Relief Valve

002 Srg Tank 3"x4"

Relief Valve

003 Excess Letdown Hx

3"x4" Relief Valve

004 Sample Chiller

3/4"xl Relief Valve

005 RCP Oil Cooler

3/4"xi" Relief Valve

006 Thermal Barrier

3/4"x1" Relief Valve

007 2 Press. Relief Valves

008 Pressure Relief

Valve

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIF ICATION

REQUIREDDESCRIPTION/I1D

1 -RFV-70-539-S

1 -RFV-70-538-S

1 -RFV-70-703

1 -RF V-70-741

1 -RFV-70-694

1 -RFV-70-683D

Water Chiller A-A CV/*

Compression Tank A CV/EV

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYS ICAL

DWG #
DWG

COORD

CV/EV/RV 47W859-1 E3 LD246-15 47W464-5

CV/EV 47W859-1 E3 3NC3001-2 47W464-5

CV/EV/RV 47W859-2 E5 3NC3001-2 47W464-20

CV/EV

CV/EV

47W859-2 BIO 3NC3001-2A

47W859-2 F4 3NC3001-2A

EV 47W859-2 G9 3NC3001-2B

47W865-7 D8

47W464-25

47W464-20

47W464-16

COMMENTS

Partial Plan El. 757.0

Cont. 74C38-83015

Partial Plan El. 757.0

Cont. 74C38-83015

Section B20-B20

Cont. 74C38-83015

Detail J25

Cont. 74C38-83015

Cont. 74C38-83015

Section A16-AI6/Det. C16

Cont. 74C38-83015

*Non-ASME

0-31-232647W930-8
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NOTE: CV RUCTION VERIFICATION

EV -W NEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NG. & ELEMENT DESCRIPT

XXV-151 1

001 CCS Pump C-S

002 CCS Pump IA-A

003 CCS Thermal Barrier 1A-A

Booster Pump

004 Pump CW Clrc F

Page F-75

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

ION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV/RV

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-2

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

E8

D-66449

D8

D-66449

G2

C-76564

C-76564

N757039

Sh. 1&2

DWG

COORD

47W464-3C

47W464-3C

47W464-4D

COMMENTS

Contract

Contract

Contract

No. 76K31-83173

No. 76K31-83173

No. 77K35-83243

CV/EV 47W865-7 F9 47W930-7Pump A-A E3 Contract No. 75K38-83244



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXY-1512

001 CCS Surge Tank

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCR I PT ION/ID

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

CV/EV

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD

47W859-1 F3 N-I-2504 41N353-8

47W464-5

COMMENTS

Contract 75C57-83146
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NOTE: CV = TRUCTION VERIFICATION

EVW INEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELFC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1513

002 Gas Stripper &

Boric Acid Evap. Outlet

to CCS Pump CS

003 CCC Line Outlet

fran RHR Hx

004 CCS 'uri,•

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCR I PT ION/ID

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL
COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

EV 47WB59-2 D7

EV 47W859-4 E5

EV 47W859-I D8

IA-A

IA-A

47W464-402

4 7W464 -403

47W464-409

DWG
COORD

C2/C10

F7

COMMENTS

Calcium Silicate

47W464-402/C6

Det. A409
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1515
001 Valve
002 Valve

003 Valve

004 Valve

005 Valve

006 Valve

007 Valve

008 Valve

009 Valve

010 Valve

011 Valve

012 Valve

013 Valve

014 Valve

015 Valve

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor

Motor
Motor

Motor
Motor

Motor
Motor

Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor

Motor

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

1 -FCV-70-26-B

1 -FCV-70-27-B

I -FCV-70-8-A

1 -FCV-70-34-B

O-FCV-70-22-8

1-FCV-70-143-A

1 -FCV-70-133-A

1-FCV-70-134-B

1-FCV-70-89-B

1-FCV-70-92-A

1 -FCV-70-87-B

1 -FCV-70-156-A

1 -FCV-67-4 78-B
1-FCV-67-146

1 -FCV-67-143

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV/RV

CV/EV

CV/EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

EV

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG

COORD.

47W859-1

47W859-1

47W859-I

47W859-1

47W859-I

47W859-2

47W859-2

4 7W859-2

47W859-2

47W859-2

47W859-2

4 7W859-4

47W845-2

4 7W845-2

47W845-2

VENDOR DWG

C-3522

C-3538

C-3522

C-3535

C-3538

C-3522

SA-2117-3

SA-2117-3

C-3538

C-3538

SA-2099-1

C-3538

PHYSICAL

DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

47W464-3C

47W464-3C

47W464-4C

47W464-3C

47W464-3C

47W464-3D

47W464-4D

47W464-4D

47W464-3C

47W464-3D

47W464-3C

47W464-3C

4 7W450-6

47W450-4B

47W450-37

Cont.
Cont.

Cont.
Cont.

Cont.
Cont.

Cont.
Cont.

Cont.

Cont.

Cont.
Cont.

Cont.

74C38-83015/1402-004

74C38-83015/1402-005

74C38-83015/1402-002

74C38-83015/1402-003

74C38-83015/1402-001

74C38-83015/1402-003

74C38-83015

74C38-83015/1401-004

74C38-83015/1401-005

74C38-83015/1401-002

74C38-83015/1401-001

74C38-83015/0411-002

74C38-83015/1402-007
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NOTE: CV - RUCTION VERIFICATION

EV -MWEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTI

XXV-1518

001 CCS Pump

002 ERCW M.OD

Valve i-F

003 CCS Level

1 -LS-70-9

004 Refrinera

005

005

005 & 010

005

005

Page F-79

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

ION/ ID

1A-A

Btrfly

FCV-67-478B

Sw Itch

99D

ition Unit

ERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

EV

EV

EV

EV

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #
DWG

COORD

Chiller Package A-A

480V Shutdown

Small Bore Support

47A-053-20

Small Bore Support

4 7A-053 -47

Small Bore Support

47A-053-136

Small Bore Support

47A-053-144

Small Bore Support

47A-053-151

COMMENTS

Design Process Review

Design Process Review

Design Process Review

Design Process Review

Design

Design

Design

Design

Design

Process

Process

Process

Process

Process

Rev Iew

Rev Iew

Rev iew

Rev 1ew

Rev Iew



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

1-8D-212-A 1-A

480 Shutdown Board

Transformer

O-OXF-215-C 1-S

Supply to 480V

DSL-Aux Supply BD C-S

Main Control

Panel 1-M-27B

HVAC Duct Support

No. 18-754

Concrete slab

El. 7371-O-

bounded by A5-A8

and S-U

Design Process Review

Design Process Review

Design Process Review

Design Process Review
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NOTE: CV 1W UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - W1IEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

Page F-81

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1601

001 Concrete Structures

002 Concrete Structures

003 Concrete Structures

004 Concrete Structures

005 Concrete Structures

006 Concrete Structures

007 Concrete Structures

DESCRIPTION/ID

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

Column C4-P

El. 692 to 7081-0"

Column A2-R

El. 7131-0" to 7371-011

Slab 737'-0 '

bounded by

column lines

A5 - A8 and

S -U
Slab 713'-0"

bounded by

column lines

A5 - A7 and S - U

Column A7-U

between El. 692

& El. 737'-0"

Wall along Al

between Q & U

El. 692 to 737'-0"

Wall along A5

between U and X

El. 692 to 737'-0"

DWG

COORD COrVI4ENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

008 Concrete Structures

009 Concrete Structures

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VER IF ICATION

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED

Wall along U
between col umn I Ines
Al and A5 between

El. 692'-0" and

737'-0"
Penetratlon 766

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #
DWG

COORD COMMENTS

EV

EV 47W471-20
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NOTE:

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1602

001 Shield Building

002 Shield Building

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIF ICATION

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED

DI AG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

Base slab reactor

bulIlding

Crane wall In

reactor building

CVWI TRUCTION VERIFICATION
EV I NEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

Page F-83

DWG
COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1604
001 ReInforc ng Steel

002 ReInforcIng Steel

003 ReInforcIng Steel

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VER IF ICATION DIAG.
DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

Col. C4-P

El. 692 to 713

Slab 0 737

A5 to AIO, S to U

Wall along Al

Q to U, 692 to 737

Page F-84

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV

RV - R
FRUCTION VERIFICATIONEERING VERIFICATION

ORD VERIFICATION

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1702

001 Equipment Foundations

002 Equipment Foundations

003 Equipment

004 Equipment

005 Equipment

Foundations

Foundations

Foundations

006 Equipment Foundations

007 Equipment Foundations

008 Equipment Foundations

DESCRI PT ION/ID

CCS heat exh. A

CCS pump IA-A

CCS surge tank A

Cabinet 1-R-143

Main Control Panel

4-M-278

Thermal Barrier

Booster Pump-IA

6.9 KV Shutdown

Board IA-A

(1 -BD-211 -A-A)

125VDC Vital

Battery Charger I

VER IF ICATION

REQUIRED

DI AG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD

*/EV/RV 41N353-7
*/EV/RV 47W859-1

41N353-5
*/EV/RV 41N353-8

*/EV Spec.87352

*/EV 47W605-3

COMMENTS

Contract / 76K35-83210

Contract # 76K31-83173

Contract

Contract

Contract

# 75C57-83146

# 77K3-87352

# 92809

41N353-12

45W826-3

45W828-I

45W830-I

*For CV, verification of equipment support and anchorage Is covered In equipment elements. Concrete attributes are not covered In CV.
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NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1801

001 Embedment Plates

002 Embedment Plates

003 Embedment Plates

004 Embedment Plates

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

Embed Plate or

Expansion Anchor

Plate for Cond.

Supp.

O-CSP-292-5071/9

Embed Plate or

Expansion Anchor

Plate for Cond.

Supp.

0-CSP-292-5071/9

Embed Plate or

Expansion Anchor

Plate for Cond.

Supp.

O-CSP-292-5071/9
Embed Plate or

Expansion Anchor

Plate for Cond.

Supp.

O-CSP-292-5071/9

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

EV/RV

PHYSICAL

DWG #
DWG

COORD

47A056-44

EV/RV 47A056-44

EV/RV 47A056-44

EV/RV 47A056-44

COMMENTS

Engineering Review on

Checklist SEV-0302

Engineering Review on

Checklist SEV-0302

Engineering Review on

Checklist SEV-0302

Engineering Review on

Checklist SEV-0302
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Page F-87NOTE: CV - UCTION VERIFICATION

EV -WI EERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS
XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-1 803

001 24" Aux Bldg Sleev

Inlet to CCS Hx A

(floor 737)

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

MK #766A

VERIF ICATION
REQUIRED

DIAG.
DWG #

*/RV 47W859-1

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #
DWG

COORD

47W472-3 47W464-4B

COMMENTS

*47W471-20 (Penet. Sched)

Review on CheckIlst 1601



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VER IF ICAT ION
DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED

D I AG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL
COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD C OMMENTS

Restraint PD00-12

Restraint PDO07-1

Restraint PDO07-2

Restraint PDO07-7

pipe rupture

protect barrier

B3
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XXV-1804

001 Pipe

002 PI pe

003 Pipe

004 PIpe

005 Pipe

WhI p

Whip

Wh I p
Whip

Wh I p

Restraints

Restraints

Restraints

Restraints

Restraints

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

CV/EV

EV/RV

48W1700-15

48W1707-21

48W1707-21

48W1707-09

48W1226-12



NOTE: CV UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - W-INEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SF. = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XV -1806

001 Structural Steel

002 Structural Steel

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

Column shown In

section A4-A4

Column shown In

section B4-B4

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.
DWG #

CV/EV/RV 48W937-1

DWG
COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYS ICAL

DWG #
DWG

COORD

RV review for 001 & 002 as one

package due to how records

were kept/recorded at

Installation

RV review for 001 & 002 as one

package due to how records

were kept/recorded at

Installation

CV/EV/RV 48W937-1

003 Structural Steel

004 Structural Steel

005 Structural Steel

006 Structural Steel

007 Structural Steel

008 Structural Steel

009 Structural Steel

010 Structural Steel

OIl Structural Steel

beam

plan

beam

plan

beam

plan

beam

plan

beam

plan

beam

plan

beam

plan

beam

plan

beam

plan

shown In CV/EV

at El. 728'-0"

shown in CV/EV

at El. 728'-0"

shown In CV/EV

at El. 7281-0"

shown In CV/EV

at El. 728'-0"

shown In CV/EV

at El. 728'-0"

shown In CV/EV

at El. 728'-0"

shown In CV/EV

at El. 728'-0"

shown In CV/EV

at El. 728'-0"!

shown In CV/EV

at El. 728'-0"

Page F-89

COMMENTS

48W937-1

48W937-1

48W937-1

48W937.-1

48W937-1

48W937-i

48W937-1

48W937-I

48W937-i



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

012 Structural Steel

013 Structural Steel

014 Structural Steel

015 Structural Steel

016 Structural Steel

017 Structural Steel

018 Structural Steel

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION
DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED

beam shown In

plan at El. 728-01"

beam 61-3" North

of column line N

between col umn

lines Cl & C2

Beam 61-3"1 North

of column line N

between col umn

lines C2 & C3

beam at North

valve room

El. 780'-O"

beam at North

valve room

El. 780'-01"

beam at North

valve room

El. 780'-0"

Beam along azimuth

660-391 El. 730'

10-1/2" access

platform

CV/EV

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

48W937-1

CV/ /RV 48N751

48N751

48N704-1

48N704-1

48N704-1

CV/EV/RV 48W902
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NOTE: CV 1RUCTION VERIFICATION

EV -W lEERING VERIFICATION
RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECrLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

019 Structural Steel

020 Struc-urI.l Steel

021 Structural Steel

022 Structural Steel

023 Structural Steel

024 Structural Steel

025 Structural Steel

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRI PT ION/ID

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In
MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88
Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

VER IF ICATION

REQU IRED

DIAG.

DWG #
DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-I

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-I

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-1
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PHYSICAL

DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

026 Structural Steel

027 Structural Steel

028 Structural Steel

029 Structural Steel

030 Structural Steel

031 Structural Steel

032 Structural Steel

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VER IF ICATION

DESCRIPT ION/ID REQUIRED

Beam at El. 744.88
Reactor Cool ant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88
Reactor Cool ant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Cool ant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Cool ant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL
COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-I

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-i
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DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV RUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - A INEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

033 Structural Steel

034 Structural Steel

035 Structural Steel

036 Struc+k. al Steel

037 Structural Steel

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION

DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

Beam at El. 744.88

Reactor Coolant

Pump hood shown In

MK 4 of drawing

D I AG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-I

EV 48W914-1

EV 48W914-I
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DWG

COORD CO*IE NTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-19g1

001 Masonry Walls/

Partition

002 Masonry Walls/

PartT tion

003 Masonry Walls/

Parti t ion

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

Partition wall

shown In El.

Gi-GI

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

CV/EV

Reinforced masonry CV/EV/RV

wall In section

A2-A2 between

column lines

CIO and C1I

Reinforced masonry CV/EV

wall shown In

section E3-E3

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL
COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

41N373-1

46N405-I

46W405-1
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DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - ICT ION VERIFICATION
EV -'WIRINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XlEV-21 01
001 Control Room

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/I D

Habltablilty

Control Room

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #
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DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.
ELEC = EE = ENG.
STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV -NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-2102

001 Electrical Separation

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPT'ION/ID

Electrical

Separation

Criteria Review

VER IF ICAT ION

REQUIRED

DIAG.
DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

EV See related el ements

XXV-0201, XXV-0202 &
XXV -0203
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NOTE: CV -U UCTION VERIFICATION
EV - WNEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.
MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

NEY-21 03

001 Env Ironmenta I

Qualification

002 Environmental

Qualification

003 Env Ironmenta I

QualI f ication

004 Environmental

Qualification

005 Environmental

Qual Ification

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPT ION/ID

I-PCV-1-5

1 -FCV-70-1 34

1 -FCV-70-89

1 -FCV-70-87

1 -FCV-70-85

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #
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DWG

COORD. VENDOR DWG

PHYS ICAL

DWG #
DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XEV-2105

001 Fire ProtectTon/

Append Ix R

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMiENTS

EV

(See comments)
10 Areas
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NOTE: CV -R UCTION VERIFICATION

EV - INEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION
TENN

CHECKLIST NO. WATTS

MECH = MC = CONST. LISI

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN
VERIFICATION DIAG.

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTION/ID REQUIRED DWG #

XlEV-21 06

001 High Energy

Break

002 High Energy

Break

003 High Energy

Break

004 High Energy

Break

005 High Energy

Break

006 High Energy

Break

007 High Energy

Break

008 High Energy

Break

009 High Energy

Break

010 High Energy

Break

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

MS-I -BO-2

MS-I -BO-4N

FW-8-BO-1

FW-8-BO-2

AFD4-B 1 -IN

AFD4-BO-1

MS21 7

MS21 8

FW21 9

AFD2
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lESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

- OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #
DWG

COORD COMMENTS

South Valve Room

South Valve Room

South Valve Room

South Valve Room

South Valve Room

South Valve Room

Outside Containment

Outside Containment

Outside Containment

Outside ContaInment



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

Electrical

System Design

Review

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS

EV See related elements

XXV-0405 & XXV-0407

XXV-2109
001 CCS System
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NOTE: CV RUCTION VERIFICATION

EV -_'INEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT DESCRIPTI

MEV-2114

001 Surge Tank Demin. I-LCV-70-

w. Inlet Valve

002 RC Pump Thrm. Bar I-FCV-70-

Cont. Isol. Valve

003 Excess Letdn. HTX 1-FCV-70-

Outlet Valve

004 RHR HTX B-B Outlet 1-FCV-70-

Valve

005 SG Pressure Control I-PCV-1-5

& Relief Valve

006 CCS Water Pump IA-A

007 CCS Thermal Barrier

Boster Pumps

008 CCS/ERCW HTX A

009 CCS Surge Tank A

010 Sample HTX Differ. 1-FDS-70-

Flow Switch

011 Surge Tank Demin w. 1-LS-70-6

Inlet Level Switch

012 Surge Tank Demln w. I-PX-70-6

Inlet Power Supply

013 Surge Tank DemIn w. I-LT-70-9

Outlet Level Transmitter

014 Cabinet 1-R-143

Page F-1O1

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

VERIFICATION DIAG.

ON/ID REQUIRED DWG #

DWG

COORD.

-63

134-B

85-B

153-B

VENDOR DWG

CPI-8-120

SA-2117-3

CP-37-10-63

C-3522

C-76564

D-66449

N757039

5760, 5761

5762, 5763

N-1-2504

N-2-2504

215-A

3A/B-A

3A-A

9A-B

PHYSICAL

DWG #

47W464-5

47W464-8

47W464-3D

47W464-17

47W464-3C

47W464-4D

47W464-4C

47W464-5

47B601-70-47

47B601-70-15

47W600-116

DWG
COORD COMMENTS

73C34-83577

74C38-83015

73C34-85577

74C38-83015

76K51-83081

76K31-83173

77K35-83243-1

76K35-83210

75C57-83146

87352

92784

92784

92784

77K3-87352



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

015 CCS HTX-A Inlet

016 Motor DrIven Aux.

FW Pump IA-A Panel

017 CC Surge Tank Panel B

018 Reactor MOV Board

1A2-A (Motor Control

Center)

019 Shutdown Board IAI-A

(Swltchgear) (480V)

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

1-PT-70-24A-A

1-L-214

1-L-563

I-MCC-213-A2-A

1-BD-212-A1-A

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

92748
47W600-62

47W600-116

74C5-84646

74-84647
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DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - UCT ION VERIFICATION

EV -'NEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO-

MECH = MC = CJNST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-2198
001 Burled Pipe

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

ERCW pipe, burled

piping only

VERIFICATION

REQUIRED

DIAG.

DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #
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DWG

COORD COMMENTS



NOTE: CV - CONSTRUCTION VERIFICATION

EV - ENGINEERING VERIFICATION

RV - RECORD VERIFICATION

CHECKLIST NO.

MECH = MC = CONST.

ELEC = EE = ENG.

STRUC = SR = RECORDS

XXV-NNNN

CHECKLIST NO. & ELEMENT

XXV-2199

001 Seismic Analysis

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

WATTS BAR VERTICAL SLICE REVIEW

LIST OF COMPONENTS REVIEWED

DESCRIPTION/ID

Reactor Buildlng

VERIFICATION DIAG.

REQUIRED DWG #

DWG PHYSICAL

COORD. VENDOR DWG DWG #

DWG

COORD COMMENTS
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